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THE MINOR READINGS 
TRANSLATOR'S INTRODUCTION 

This-the shortest of all the books in the Pali Tipitaka-might be 
regarded as a sort of handbook, a practical vade mecum whose 
contents represent the central doctrines of the Buddha's teaching. 
It comes first among the fourteen books that make up the Fifth 
Nikaya, or Collection of Minor Books, in the Sutta Pivi,ka of the 
Pali Ti,pitaka. Its traditional history is given in the Commentary. 

It has already been translated once into English as it stands, 
namely, in Minor Anthologies, Vol. I, by Mrs. C. A. F. Rhys Davids 
(Sacred Books of the Buddhists, London, 1931). But its contents 
almost all appear also in other canonical books, and so several other 
versions of them will be found in the respective translations. The 
following list shows in what books: 

Minor Readings (Khuddakapatha) Other Books of the Tipivi,ka 
I. The 3 Refuges Vin. i. 22 (cf. M. i. 24) 

IL The 10 Precepts - Cf. Vin. i. 83-4; Vbh. 285 ff. 
III. The Thirty-two-fold Aspect - Ps. i. 6-7 (not translated); 

cf. D. ii, 293; M. i. 57; 
iii. 90, etc. 

IV. The Boy's Questions - cf. A. v. 50 ff.; 55 ff. 
V. The Good-Omen Sutta - - =Sn., vv. 258-69 

VI. The Jewel Sutta - - =Sn., vv. 222-38 
VII. The Without-The-Walls Sutta =Pv., pp. 4-5. 

VIII. The Treasure-Store Sutta 
IX. The Lovingkindness Sutta - =Sn., vv. 143-52. 

In spite of this fact, a new translation was decided on. This was 
not undertaken either out of any expectation to outdo what others 
have already done or' to carp at others and give blame' (KhpA. 
Ch. i, § 2)-great and never-ending fun as that is, of course-; it 
was simply dictated by the need for coherence in the renderings of 
technical terms, which became so desirable as to claim necessity 
when the Commentary was being translated and coordinated. 0I).e 
advantage of this was that it saved the translator the invidious 
task of picking and choosing between the existing excellent trans
lations. 
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Vl Translator's Introduction 

As to the alternatives of prose or verse, the latter was decided 
on in spite of the risks. Rhymes seemed out of place here, and the 
choice of metre has been arbitrary with no attempt to reflect Pali 
rhythms, which the supple analytical English idiom does not 
support. The foremost aim throughout has been accuracy with 
literalness (recalling, however, that the more literal the rendering 
of an idiomatic phrase is the less accurate it will be); other aims, 
such as style and language shades have been subordinated. Also 
a brevity has been sought that does not draw up into the rendering 
of the verses the Commentary's explanations of them. In fact, 
when verses are of such a nature as to allow of more than one 
interpretation in the Pali (for instance, such elliptic lines as those 
at No. VIII, v. 8 and No. IX, v. 1), the attempt has deliberately 
been made to reproduce that effect, and, so far as has been possible, 
to make the English as difficult as the original though not more so, 
and difficult in the same or a parallel way, leaving the Commentary 
to do its work of expansion and explanation (with the addition of 
some notes). 

Other matters of a general nature affecting translation are dealt 
with in the Introduction to the Commentary. 

The following acknowledgements are due. First to all those 
Theras of Ceylon and Burma with whom the translator has had the 
opportunity to discuss the Dhamma and the Pali language, without 
whose readily given help this translation of the Commentary would 
not have taken shape. Again, in general, to other translators from 
Pali, because their work is a standing help, stimulation and en
couragement. And the translator gladly expresses his gratitude 
in particular to the Burmese authorities and to the Assistant 
Librarian at Ceylon University for the information about the lost 
'_f.7,ka (see Introduction to Commentary, p. v); to the Pali Text 
Society for undertaking to publish this translation, and to Miss 
I. B. Horner for most kindly consenting to read through the MS 
and for many valuable suggestions and help with the proofs. 

It was with deep grief that we heard of the sudden death of the 
Ven. Nii:r.iamoli on March 8th, 1960. He had corrected the proofs 
but had not seen the revises of this book. I have therefore been 
responsible for them. He was a scholar of rare and valuable quali
ties and his death has dealt a severe blow to Pali studies. 

I.B.H. 

CONTENTS 
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N amo tassa bhagavato araltato sammasambuddhassa 

THE MINOR READINGS 

I 

THE THREE REFUGES 

[1] I go for refuge to the Enlightened One. 
I go for refuge to the True Idea. 
I go for refuge to the Community. 

For the second time I go for refuge to the Enlightened One. 
For the second time I go for refuge to the True Idea. 
For the second time I go for refuge to the Community. 

For the third time I go for refuge to the Enlightened One. 
For the third time I go for refuge to the True Idea. 
For the third time I go for refuge to the Community. 

II 
THE TEN TRAINING PRECEPTS 

1. I undertake the training precept of abstention from killing 
breathing things. 

2. I undertake the training precept of abstention from taking 
what is not given. 

3. I undertake the training precept of abstention from unchastity. 
4. I undertake the training precept of abstention from speaking 

falsehood. 
5. I undertake the training precept of abstention from any 

opportunity for negligence due to liquor, wine, and besotting drink. 
6. I undertake the training precept of abstention from untimely 

eating. 
7. I undertake the training precept of abstention from dancing, 

singing, music, and contortionist shows. 
8. I undertake the training precept of abstention from any 

opportunity for wearing garlands, smartening with scents, and 
embellishment with unguents. 

9. I undertake the training precept of abstention from [the use 
of] high couches and large couches. 
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2 Minar &adings 

10. [2] I undertake the training precept of abstention from 
accepting gold and silver. 

III 
THE THIRTY-TWO-FOLD ASPECT 

There are in this body head-hairs, body-hairs, nails, teeth, skin, 
flesh, sinews, bones, bone-marrow, kidney, heart, liver, midriff, 
spleen, lights, bowels, entrails, gorge, dung, bile, phlegm, pus, 
blood, sweat, fat, tears, grease, spittle, snot, oil-of-the-joints, urine, 
and brain in the head. 

IV 
THE BOY'S QUESTIONS 

One is what1-All creatures subsist by nutriment. 
Two is what1-Name and form. 
Three is what1-Three kinds of feeling. 
Four is what?-Four Noble Truths. 
Five is what1-Five categories of what is affected by clinging. 
Six is what?--Six bases in oneself. 
Seven is what1--Seven enlightenment factors. 
Eight is what1-The Noble Eightfold Path. 
Nine is what1-Nine abodes of creatures. 
Ten is what1-He that is endowed with ten factors is declared an 

Arahant. 

V 

THE GOOD OMEN DISCOURSE 

Thus I heard. 
On one occasion the Blessed One was living near Savatthi in Jeta's 

Wood, Anathapi1;uµka's Park. A certain deity then in the night's 
last extreme, the extreme of whose brilliance set the whole of Jeta's 
Wood aglow, approached the Blessed One, and, after showing 
respect to him, stood at one side. And so standing, the deity 
addressed the Blessed One in verses thus: 

1. -[3] Gods and men there are full many 
That have tried to find good omens 
Which, they hope, will bring them safety: 

Tell, then, the supreme good omen. 

* 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

M irwr Re,a,d,ings 

-Not consorting with the foolish, 
Rather with the wise consorting, 
Honouring the honourable: 

This is a supreme good omen. 

Living in befitting places, 
Having in the past made merit, 
Right direction in self-guidance: 

This is a supreme good omen, 

Ample learning, and a craft, too, 
With a well-trained disciplining, 
Any speech that is well spoken: 

This is a supreme good omen. 

Aid for mother and for father, 
And support for wife and children, 
Spheres of work that bring no conflict: 

This is a supreme good omen. 

Giving, True-Ideal conduct, 
With support for kin provided, 
Unexceptionable actions: 

This is a supreme good omen. 

Shrinking, a bstinern~e, from evil, 
From besotting drink refraining, 
Diligence in True Ideals: 

This is a supreme good omen. 

Then respect, and humble manner, 
With content, and grateful bearing, 
Hearing Truth when it is timely: 

This is a supreme good omen. 

Patience, meekness when corrected, 
Seeing monks, and then discussion 
Of the Truth when it is timely: 

This is a supreme good omen. 
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4 Minor Readings Minor Roodirigs 5 

10. Ardour, a Divine Life leading, 5. The Enlightened One, most high, a Pureness praised, 
Seeing Truths that are called Noble, Calling it 'Concentration straight-resulting', 
Realization of Extinction: No equal is there to such concentration: 

This is a supreme good omen. This jewel rare is in the True Idea; 
So may there by this very truth be safety. 

11. Though by worldly ideas tempted 
6. Whom those at Peace extol are the Eight Persons, 

Ne'er his cognizance shall waver, 
Which are Four Pairs, they merit offerings, 

Sorrowless, secure, stainless: 
And they are the Sublime One's ~true] disciples; 

This is a supreme good omen. 
Gifts given them repay a rich reward: 

12. Since by working suchlike [omens] 
This jewel rare is in the Community; 
So may there by this very truth be safety. 

Men are everywhere unvanquish~d 
And go everywhere in safety, 7. Such as by strength of mind in true vocation 

That is their supreme good omen. Desireless dwell in Gotama's Dispensation, 
Their goal they reached encountering the Deathless; 
They savour without loss the quenching gained: 

VI This jewel rare is in the Community; 

THE JEWEL DISCOURSE 
So by this very truth may there be safety. 

1. -Whatever beings are assembled here 8. As a locking-post deep-planted in the earth 
-So be they native to the earth or sky- Would stand unshaken by the four winds' blast, 
Let beings each and all have peace of mind So too, indeed, is the True Man, I say, 
And also listen closely to these words. That sees the Noble Truths by undergoing: 

This jewel rare is in the Community; 

2. Therefore, 0 beings, give attention all: So by this very truth may there be safety. 

Work lovingkindness for the race of men; 
9. Such as clearly evince the Noble Truths By day, by night, their offerings they bring, 

Wherefore protect them well with diligence. Well taught by Him Profound in Understanding, 
Although they may be mightily neglectful, 

3. Whatever to be prized, what rarest jewel, 
Still they can never take an eighth existence: 

This jewel rare is in the Community; 
Is found here or beyond [4] or in the heavens, So may there by this very truth be safety. 
None is there equal to a Perfect One: 

This jewel rare is in the Enlightened One; 10. [5] Along, too, with his excellence in seeing 
So may there by this very truth be safety. He comes to have abandoned three ideas: 

View of embodiment, uncertainty, 
4. Such waning, fading, as is deathless, rarest, [Misapprehending] virtue and duty, all; 

The Sakyan Sage in concentration found; Immune from the four states of deprivation, 
That True Ideal no equal has at all: He cannot do the major six wrongdoings: 

This jewel rare is in the True Idea; This jewel rare is in the Community; 
So may there by this very truth be safety. So may there by this very truth be safety. 
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6 Minor Roodings Minor Roodings 7 

11. Though he can still perform an evil action VII 
By body even, or by speech or mind, THE WITHOUT-THE-WALLS DISCOURSE 
Yet he cannot conceal it, and this fact 
Proclaims him that has seen the State [ of Peace]: 1. Without the walls they stand and wait, 

This jewel rare is in the Community; And at the junctions and road-forks; 

So may there by this very truth be safety. Returning to their erstwhile homes, 
They wait beside the jambs of gates. 

12. As a tall forest tree with blossom crowned 2. But when a rich feast is set out 

In the warm summer month, the early heat, With food and drink of every kind, 

Such the glorious Ideal he displayed, The fact that no man does recall 

Extinction-leading, for the weal supreme: These creatures stems from their past acts. 

This jewel rare is in the Enlightened One; 3. So they who are compassionate 

So may there by this very truth be safety. At heart do give for relatives 
Such drink and food as may be pure 

13. Glorious knower, giver, bringer of glory, And good and fitting at these times: 

Peerless, he taught the glorious True Ideal: 4. 'Then let this be for relatives; 

This jewel rare is in the Enlightened One; 'May relatives have happiness.' 

So may there by this very truth be safety. These ghosts of the departed kin 
Foregathered and assembled there 

14. Consumed the old, the new no more gives being, 5. Will eagerly their blessing give 

From cognizance lust faded for new being, For [plentiful] rich food and drink: 

The germ consumed, they have no more zeal for growth, ' So may our relatives live long, 

And steadfast, they go out, as did this lamp: 'Owing to whom we have this gain; 

This jewel rare is in the Community; 6. ' For honour to us has been done, 

So may there by this very truth be safety. ' No giver ever lacked the fruit.' 

* 
Now there is never ploughing there, 
Nor any cattle-herding found, 

15. -Whatever beings are assembled here 7. Nor merchandizing just the same, 

-So be they native to the earth or sky-, Nor bartering for coin of gold: 

Come, let us laud the Enlightened One, thus-gone, The ghosts of the departed kin 

Honoured of gods and men: May there be safety. Live there on giving given here; 
8. As water showered on the hill 

16. Whatever beings are assembled here Flows down to reach the hollow vale, 

-So be they native to the earth or sky-, So giving given here can serve 

Come, let us laud the True Ideal, thus-gone, The ghosts of the departed kin. 

[6] Honoured of gods and men: May there be safety. 9. As river-beds when full can bear 
The water down to fill the sea, 

17. Whatever beings are assembled here So giving given here can serve 

-So be they native to the earth or sky-, The ghosts of the departed kin. 

Come, let us laud the Community, thus-gone, 10. ' He gave to me, he worked for me, 

Honoured of gods and men: May there be safety. ' He was my kin, friend, intimate '. 
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Give gifts, then, for departed ones, Shall have with gifts or virtuousness 
Recalling what they used to do. Or with refraining or constraint 

11. No weeping, nor yet sorrowing, A store of merit well laid by 
Nor any kind of mourning, aids 7. In shrines or the Community, 
Departed Ones, whose kin remain Or in a person or in guests 
[Unhelpful to them acting] thus. Or in a mother or a father, 

12. But when this offering is given Even in an elder brother, 
Well placed in the Community 8. This treasure store is well laid by, 
For them, then it can serve them long A follower unlosable: 
In future and at once as well. Among what by abandoning 

13. The True Idea for relatives has thus been shown, Have to be gone [to] he goes with this. 
And how high honour to departed ones is done, 9. No others have a share in it, 
And how the bhikkhus can be given strength as well, And robbers cannot steal this store; 
And how great merit can be stored away by you. So let the steadfast merit make, 

The store that is their follower. 

VIII 10. This is a store can satisfy 

THE TREASURE-STORE DISCOURSE 
Every desire of god or man; 
No matter what they aspire to have: 

1. [7] A man a treasure store lays by All that is got by merit's grace. 
Deep in a water-level pit; 11. Beauty of looks, beauty of voice, 
He thinks ' If need arise for aid, Beauty of figure, beauty of form, 
' It will be there to aid me then And lordliness and retinue: 

2. 'For my discharge, from kings were I All that is got by merit's grace. 
' Denounced, or from a brigand else 12. A local kingship, empire, too, 
' If held to ransom, or of debts, Bliss of Wheel-turning Monarchy, 
' In famines, or in accidents' : And godly rule in paradise: 
With suchlike aims, what in the world All that is got by merit's grace. 
Is called a store will be laid by. 13. And every human excellence, 

3. Though be it ne'er so well laid by Any delight in a godly world, 
Deep in a water-level pit, Even extinction's excellence: 
Not all of it will yet suffice All that is got by merit's grace. 
To serve him all the time; and then 14. A man has excellence in friends; 

4. The store gets shifted from its place, Devoting reason right, he wins 
Or he perhaps forgets the marks, True knowledge and deliverance: 
Or Naga-Serpents hale it off, All that is got by merit's grace. 
Or spirits fritter it away, 15. Discriminations, liberations, 

5. Or else the heirs he cannot bear Perfection of disciples, too, 
Abstract it while he does not see; And both kinds of enlightenment: 
And when his merit is consumed, All that is got by merit's grace. 
The whole will vanish utterly. 16. So great are the rewards it gives, 

6. But when a woman or a man Simply, this merit's excellence: 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

Minor Readings 

For that the steadfast and the wise 
Commend a store of merit made. 

IX 
THE LOVINGKINDNESS DISCOURSE 

[8] What should be done by one with skill in good 
The State of Peace to have attained is this. 

He would be able, right, upright, 
And meek and gentle and not proud, 
Contented, easy to support, 
Unbusy, frugal, and serene 
In faculties, prudent, modest, 
Not fawning upon families. 
He would no slight thing do at all 
That other wise men miglit deplore. 

[Then he would think] ' Joyful and safe 
' Let every creature's heart rejoice. 

4. 'Whatever breathing beings there are, 
' No matter whether frail or firm, 
' With none excepted, long or big 
' Or middle-sized or short or small 

5. ' Or thick, or those seen or unseen, 
' Or whether dwelling far or near, 
' That are or that yet seek to be, 
' Let every creature's heart rejoice. 

6. ' Let none another one undo 
' Or slight him at all anywhere; 
' Let them not wish each other ill 

' With provocation or resistive thought.' 

7. Thus, as a mother with her life 
Might guard her son, her only child, 
Would he maintain unboundedly· 
His thought for every living being. 

8. His thought of love for all the world 
He would maintain unboundedly, 
Above, below, and all around, 
Unchecked, no malice with or foe. 

9 .. 

10. 

Minor Readings 

Standing or walking, seated too, 
Or lying down the while undrowsing, 
He would pursue this mindfulness: 

This is Divine Abiding here, they say. 

[9] But he that traffics not with views 
Is virtuous with perfected seeing 
Till, purged of greed for sense-desires, 

He will surely come no more to any womb. 

End of the Minor Readings. 
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THE ILLUSTRATOR OF ULTIMATE MEANING 

TRANSLATOR'S INTRODUCTION 

The Work and its Scope 

The ' Book of Minor Readings ' is the smallest of the books in the 
Tipi/aka, and so too its commentary is the shortest (if the Kankha
vitarmfi,, the Pa[imokkha Commentary, is not still shorter) of all 
the works attributed to Bhadantacariya Buddhaghosa. Its name 
-Paramatthajotika rendered ' Illustrator of Ultimate Meaning ' -
is shared with the Suttanipata Commentary (often referred to as 
'Pj. II'), which, however, is not in any sense a completion of it. 
In fact, it stands alone as an independent work, forming no 
subordinate part of a larger scheme as do, for instance, the com
mentaries on the 4 main Nikayas of the Sutta Pi{aka.1 No English 
translation has previously been published. 

It contains no points of doctrine not already in the Visuadhimagga 
and main commentaries. Yet its authority was evidently held 
equal to that of the main commentaries since most of it is incorpor
ated verbatim into the Saratthasamuccaya.2 We do not know if 
there was a separate ancient Sinhalese commentary on the ' Minor 
Readings ' as such, on which this work might have been moulded 
(as was the case with the main commentaries), though the Suttas 
in the text which appear also in the Suttanipata text must have had 
old Sinhalese commentaries dating from the earliest times. No 
sub-commentary exists now. But it is stated in the Burmese 
Pitaka-thamaing (Pitaka-History, p. 213) that a '.fika (Sub-com
mentary) to this work (and the Suttanipata), called Paramatthasii
dani, was composed by Adiccavarhsa Thera (Ceylon c. 14th century?) 
but was never imported into Burma. This book seems to have 

1 The commentaries to the four Nikiiyas, the Sumangalavilasini, Papaiica
sudani, Siiratthappakiisini, and Manorathapurar;,i, all hinge upon the Visuddhi
magga, to which their Prologue verses refer the reader for explanations of all 
the central doctrines. 

2 A 13th cent. (?) commentary composed in Ceylon on a collection of 
canonical Suttas (the collection itself apparently made in Ceylon for ceremonial 
recitations, etc.) called Catubhiir;,aviira. 
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disappeared, and attempts to trace it in palm-leaf manuscript form 
in Ceylon have failed. 

As to the work's scope, it may be said to present in a sort of 
simplified and summary version the practical (if that is the right 
word) parts of the main Commentarial System, which appear in 
full in the Visuarlhimagga and the principal commentaries (those 
on the V inaya and Abhidhamma Pi(akas and on the 4 main N ikayas 
of the Sutta P#aka ). While the whole structure seems superficially 
rather loose in its pattern, it is nevertheless made to fit the ' Seven 
Purifications' (see Ch. v, § 199-end) and the triple spheres of Virtue, 
Concentration, and Understanding (see Ch. iv, § 3), which together 
form the skeleton of the V is'uddhimagga. Its details, too, show the 
formalism and intricacy of interlocking headings (notably in Ch. iii) 
that are characteristic of Acariya Buddhaghosa's major works. 

But the emphasis, to repeat, is laid on the practical: on the 
initial embracing of the Dhamma by means of the Refuges (Ch. i). 
the basic meritorious action of Giving (dana-esp. Chs. vii and viii), 
and then the three spheres into which the higher practice is divided, 
that is to say, Virtue (sila-Chs. ii and v), Concentration (sarnadhi
Chs. iii, v, and vi), and Understanding (panna-Ch. iv, also Ch. ix). 
A bhidhamma virtually makes no appearance at all, and the space 
devoted to Understanding (or Insight (vipassana)) is proportionately 
very brief, the subject being quite simply treated. The weight of 
final emphasis laid by the text on Lovingkindness as a basis for 
attaining the bliss of nibbana is exploited in the Commentary. 

The Exegetical Apparatus 

The main Sutta Commentaries and this work employ, wherever 
applicable, the same exegetical machinery when explaining a Sutta. 
Here is a summary of the method used, which owes much to the 
N ettipakara1J,a. 

First there is the matter of the Sutta's place in the serial order 
in which it is found in a canonical book. This order of compilation 
is called the vacanamagga (' pathway of the serial order of the 
Tipi(aka '), and it is explained as imposed by the Elders at the 
First Council held three months after the Buddha's parinibbana. 
This is accounted for in the ' History of the First Council ', which 
is given in Ch. v of this book, but in greater detail at the respective 
beginnings of the Commentaries on the V inaya Pi(aka and on the 
Digha Nikaya of the Butta Pitaka. The insertion of a Sutta in the 
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vacanamagga is called in this book its nikkhepa ('placing'). Since 
this account applies to all Suttas ascribable to the First Council, 
then, once it has been disposed of in any one particular Commentary 
or set of Commentaries, it is taken for granted in the rest of that 
work or that set. 

Next, in undertaking the explanation of an individual Sutta
this term comprises both discourse and setting-certain heads are 
considered wherever applicable or wherever not too self-evident. 
They are as follows (for details see below): The samu{(hana ('origin' 
or' antecedent ')-also called the nikkhepa (' delivery ') at MA. i. 15 
-and the nidana ('source' or 'contemporaneous circumstances') 
together cover the setting for the utterance of the discourse; but 
the actual discourse itself may be considered as to its aahitthana 
(' terms in which established or set forth') and as to anusanahi 
(' sequence of meaning '). The main body of the work consists 
in the vaty,ty,ana (' commentary ') on .the byanjana (phrasing) and 
attha (meaning), which may be split into pada-vaty,ty,ana (' word
commentary ') and atthavatJ,1},ana (' commentary on the meaning') 
or these may be dealt with in combination. In each work each 
word or phrase is normally only explained once (normally, but not 
always, on its first appearance in the text commented on) unless 
the context of another discourse requires a different explanation. 
Vinicchaya ('definition' of words), and sadhana (their 'establish
ment ' or ' derivation ') with supporting quotations when included, 
come under the padavatJ,1},ana, while stories (vatthu), essays and 
discussions about appropriate construction (yutti) come under the 
atthavaty,ty,ana, if these two are treated separately. These comprise 
the main elements of the apparatus, and a whole work so produced 
is called an Af(hakatha (' explanation of meaning' or' commentary '). 
Compare Netti (pp. 3-4) for use of many of these terms. Now for 
a few details. 

An example of a samu(thana (' origin ', ' antecedent ') given in 
detail is found in Ch. v, §§ 84-94. Four kinds of this nikkhepa (or 
sam'l#thana as it is called here) are given (MA. i. 15). They are 
attajjhasaya (' to suit the speaker's own inclination'), paraJjhasaya 
(' to suit another's inclination'), pucchavasika (' in reply to a 
question asked'), and atthupattika (' on account of a need arisen'). 
For an example of an atthuppatti see Ch. iv, § 2. In almost all 
cases the samutthana is supplied only by the commentary. In 
Ch. v it is the antecedent ' tumult ' given by the commentary 
(§§ 84 ff.), while the nidana, the actual circumstances in which the 
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discourse was spoken, is contained in the text itself and only 
expanded by the commentary. 

The ni.dana (' source ') consists of a brief description of the 
contemporaneous circumstances in which the discourse was actually 
uttered by the Buddha or one of his Disciples. If it is lacking in 
the text, the commentary normally supplies the deficiency. The 
utterance of the words of the nulana, which begin with evam me 
sutam (' Thus I heard'), is ascribed to the'Elder Ananda at the First 
Council, and the account of that belongs under the viicanamagga 
(see above). 

The discourse, as uttere~ by the Buddha or a Disciple, may then 
be considered as to whether it is dhamm&lhiUhana (' stated in terms 
of ideas') or puggaliiilhiHhana (' stated in terms of persons'). For 
examples see Ch. iv, §§ 5, 11, etc. These two alternative presenta
tions are explained at MA. i. 24. 

The progress of the discourse may be examined for anusandhi 
(' sequence of meaning') where there is a change of subject-matter. 
Three kinds are given (MA. i. 175), namely, pucchanusandhi 
(' sequence of meaning based on a question'), when, for instance, 
a question is asked in the middle of a discourse; ajjhasayanusanahi 
(' s.o.m. dictated by the speaker's or hearer's inclination'), and 
yathanusarulhi (' s.o.m. dictated by the natural structure of the 
teaching '). 

Then questions (puccha) asked are also given 5 classes (MA. ii. 
334), namely, adiUhajotanapuccha (' question asked in order to 
iHuminate what has not yet been seen '), diUhasamsandanapuooha 
(' q.a. in order to collate what has already been seen'), 1,imatiooheda
napuccha (' q. a. in order to dispel dissent (or doubt)'), anumati
puooha (' q. a. in order to obtain consent (or confirmation)'), and 
kathetukamyatapuooha (' q. a. out of desire to explain something '). 

These technicalities are not all found in this work but are included 
here since they form together the outline of the set method of 
explaining a discourse's cause, setting, and internal structure. 
Still others belong more to the different subject of actual exegesis of 
words and meanings. They are too numerous to be gone into here 
but are dealt with in the footnotes as and when they appear. 

Authorities 

There are a number of references to authorities in this work, though 
perhaps less than one might expect. They are as follows: 
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Poobacariya (Former Teachers) four times (Ch. i, §§ 2, 16; iii, 
§§ 39, 41), 

Atrhakathacariya (Teachers of the Commentary) once (Ch. v, 

§ 60), 
PorarJ,ii (' the Ancients') four times (Ch. v, § 95; vi, §§ 3, 15; 

ix,§ 54), 
Theriya (those of the Elders' Tradition) twice (Ch. iv,§ 9; v, § 23), 
81,hala (th~ Sinhalese) once (Ch. iv, § 9), 
Visuildhimagga once (Ch. vi, § 79), 
Keci and apare ('some', 'some others') twenty-five times (see 

Index of Words and Subjects for refs.). 

There is no mention in the work of any (ancient Sinhalese) Attha
katha, of the Mahavihara (Great Monastery at Anuradhapura in 
Ceylon and centre of Theravada orthodoxy), or of any of Acariya 
Buddhaghosa's works other than the Visuddhimagga, although 
these are frequently reproduced and drawn upon. 

Some oblique allusions to Sanskrit (grammatical) sources are 
listed in the Index to Proper Names (q.v.) under that title and 
also under ' Pa.I.Uni '. The key word for such allusions (Pa.I.Uni is 
never mentioned by name) is loke (' in the world outside the Dis
pensation'). 

Variations in Style 

Acariya Buddhaghosa varies his style widely according to his subject. 
Some typical examples may be noted, which might be named as 
follows. 'The Legalistic' (much of VinA. and PatimA.-some of 
KhpA. Ohs. i and ii), 'the Exegetical' (e.g. Vis. Ch. viii,§§ 146 ff./ 
pp. 267 J.; word-commentaries in DhA. and JaA.-KhpA. Ch. v, 
§ 95, etc.), 'the Cursive-Historical' (Introductions to VinA., 
DA., DhsA.-KhpA. Ch. v, §§ 5 .ff.), 'the Explanatory' (MA. i. 
45-52), 'the Popular-Narrative' (e.g. Vis. Ch. xii, §§ 106-16/ 
pp. 398-401; MA. iii. 78-88=JaA. iv, 375-94; MA. ii. 19-21 =KhpA. 
Ch. yi, § 4-9; DhA. aa Dh. 290=KhpA. Ch. vi,§§ 129-34, etc.),' the 
Discussion in order to Convince' (e.g. Vis. Ch. xvi,§§ 67-74; DhsA. 
39-40-KhpA. Ch. i, §§ 25-32), 'the Grand Rhetorical' (e.g. MA. 
1. 15), 'the Sustained-Comparative' (Vis. Ch. xvii, § 303/pp. 582-3 
-KhpA. Ch. i, § 38), 'the Intricate-Formal-Introductory' (Vis. 
Ch. viii,§ 42/p. 239 and§ 145/p. 266-KhpA. Ch. iii,§ 1, etc.), 'the 
Table-of-Contents-Stanza' (e.g. Vis. Ch. i, §4/p. 2; Ch. v, § 27 /p. 175, 
etc.-KhpA. Ch. ii,§ 2; iii, 65), and so on. 
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The Authorship 

A digression is necessary somewhere-so why not make it here1-
in order to consider doubts voiced by some modern scholars about 
whether this work (and also the other three Khuddaka-Nikaya 
commentaries attributed to him-but they do not concern this 
introduction) is, in fact, by Acariya Buddhaghosa. So here are 
some of the points raised, and some others as well. 

(1) The popular-narrative style of the tales in the Dhammapada 
Commentary has been said3 to differ too _much from the main works 
to be by the same author. This would also apply to the present 
work because the Susima story (Ch. vi, §§ 129 ff.), for instance, 
appears in the DhA. too. But since various other Jataka-Com
mentary-style tales appear verbatim also in the main commentaries4 

the argument collapses. And besides Acariya Buddhaghosa has 
many styles according to subject-matter even in a single book; and 
while his own style varies, the styles of Pali commentators differ 
very narrowly from each other and so are hard to distinguish. 

(2) Then it has been argued5 that the 'apologetic' sentiments 
expressed in the introductory verses to this work (Ch. i, § 2, lines 5-8) 
could never be those of the Visuddhimagga's author. But unfor
tunately for this contention, on turning to that work (Vis. Ch. xvii, 
§ 25/pp. 522-3) one finds verses with exactly parallel sentiments 
followed by the same reliance on the ' Former Teachers '. Indeed 
this actually seems a notable circumstantial point in favour of, 
rather than against, identical authorship. 

(3) It is also queried whether Acariya Buddhaghosa would ever 
have handled in the way in which it is done here (Ch. vi, § 17) the 
doubt about whom verses 6-14 of the Ratana Sutta were uttered by, 
leaving it undecided. But actually there are other instances where 
this commentator presents opposing explanations without deciding 
in favour of either side (e.g. the origin of the name 'Licchavi' at 

3 Burlingame in Eng. trsln. of DhA. 
4 E.g. the Mandavya story at MA. iii. 78 ff.=JaA. iv. 375-89; also the 

Vesiili story at MA. ii. 19 f. =DhA. iii. 436-42=KhpA. pp. 158-60; also various 
stories common to SA. and JaA., etc. 

s E. W. Adikaram, Early Histmy of Buddhism in Ceylon, Ceylon, 1946 
(p. 7), where objections nos. 2-5 are raised. As to no. 3, the word sahbattha 
seems to have been misunderstood in the rendering given there; it does not 
mean ' on the whole of this Sutta ' but ' in either case ' ( i.e. whether the verses 
in question were spoken by the Buddha or by the Elder Ananda), and as 
such represents a fairly frequent commentarial idiom. 
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MA. ii. 20=KhpA. Ch. vi,§ 5; or the two interpretations of assiisa-
passiisa at Vis. Ch. viii, § 164/p. _271-~). . 

These three objections carry little 1f any weight. The following 
two are perhaps rather better founded. 

(4) Unlike the main works, the KhpA. does :°"ot carry the name 
of any Elder inviting its composition as the Epilogues or Prolog~es 
of the main works do, and (5) the whole work contains no ment10n 
of the Maha~hara. The two points are possibly connected. The 
KhpA., as a book, may well have had no i~dividual commentary o~ 
its own among the ancient Sinhalese material placed befo~e the Pali 
Commentator for his editing and translation, the material for t~e 
work being taken from the main commentaries or from comment~ries 
on the five Suttas (three of them in the Suttanipiita), and so s~nce 
no new special doctrines are introduced, such an in~tat~on ~ght 
have been considered superfluous. But this explanation 1s entirely 
speculative. The work has no Prologue or Epilogue comp~rable 
to the main works. Again it might be argued that the ment10n of 
the ' Former Teachers ' and other authorities (see above) rendered 
it unnecessary to drag in a mention of the Mahavihar~ if it was not 
already in the material before him. Both these pomts, however, 
remain inconclusive and not fully explained. 

In addition to the queries already raised there are others too, 
some of little account but some rather unexpected. Here are 
several. 

(6) In definitions of words th~~e are diffe;ences_~etween the_ main 
works and this. Compare the improved defirnt10n of mettii here 
(Ch. ix,§ 61) with that in the Visuddhimagg0, (Ch. ix,§ 92/p. 317)'. or 
the addition here (Ch. v, § 72) of the word pabbaniya with a suppo~~ng 
quotation (not, however, traced in t~e quoted form) t~ the defimt1on 
of abhikkanta elsewhere (MA. 1. 129=DA.= VinA.), or the 
derivation of vijjii from vijiiniiti here (Ch. viii, § ~8) with t~at from 
vindati (MA. i. 126 and of avijjii likewise at Vis. Ch. xvu, § _51/ 
p. 528). To make any judgment on this, though, is a very tricky 
matter- for first one has to be sure which of the three Methods-the 
V inaydnaya, Suttantanaya or Abhidhammanaya-is being used 
(cf. e.g. defs. of aranna mentioned at Vis. Ch. _viii,_§ 158/p. 270). 
And second, such differences really prove nothing 1f they are also 
found to exist either within the same book or same set of books. 
Compare for instance the two dissimilar definiti?~s of manussa here 
(Ohs. v, § 95 and viii, § 45), or compare the ad<3!t10ns made-~~ !f A. 
to the comment given by DA. to the identical verse vinna'{Ulm 
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anidassanam anantarh sabbatopabharh (D. i. 223, M. i. 329), which 
differences are almost certainly those between the interpretations 
of the ancient D'ighabhaty,akas and Ma;jhimabhaty,akas which Acariya 
Buddhaghosa could have simply edited and translated from 
Sinhalese material placed before him, without comment of his own 
(which he very rarely supplies). One translator-editor can handle 
material of many authors. In fact one can hardly step too warily 
on this ground, and no sure conclusion is deducible from the body 
of these works about .Acariya Buddhaghosa unless there is positive 
certainty that we are dealing with his own original composition 
(and where can that be said outside the Prologues and Epilogues?) 
and not simply old material edited a~d translated by him. This 
point badly needs stressing. 6 

The next three points are more striking. 
(7) Though the book as a whole shows intimate connexion with 

the main works by constant indirect allusion and many long 
verbatim reproduced passages, yet there are many instances that 
must be called 're-writes' or 'improvements'. They are most 
noticeable in the descriptions of the ' 32 Parts ' (Ch. iii), which 
are an amalgamation ofthosein the Visuddhimagga (Ch. viii and xi) 
and at the same time ' improved '. Others are such as the -khyata
ragabhibhiita- here (Ch. v, § 32) replacing -vissuta-kilinna- (MA. i. 4), 
and so on.7 

(8) It seems odd that in the first two chapters the particle tu 
(hardly met with in the main works) almost ousts the more normal 
pana, but in the rest of the work tu drops out and pana returns. 
(We shall not try to argue from this, though, that the work has two 
authors.) 

(9) There is only one open avowal of the author's own opinion 
(Ch. i, § 34), namely ' This is our preference '. A single similar 
statement occurs in the Visuadhimagga (Ch. xiii, § 123) and another 
in the Papancasudani (MA. i. 28). Superficially this in itself 
would argue for identical authorship; but, what is rather unexpected, 
this 'preference', which is for an interpretation of the word 

6 Reasons for this are given in Ppn. Intro., pp. :xxii-xxiii. 
7 The mention of mental action alone in connexion with the acceptance 

of gold and silver (Chs. ii, § 55 and vi, § 100) is worth noting since a Vinaya 
rule is involved; for the Vinaya does not deal with mental action alone, but 
only in combination with bodily or verbal ( i.e. in the' 6 kinds of samutthiina '). 
Again, instead of the normal ' cittavithi ', viiiiiii1J11,-vithi is used in a single 
instance here (Ch. v, § 33). fa this form found anywhere else? 
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Dhamma in the Refuges restricted to the Path, attributes to keci 
('some'; see below) the addition of Fruition and Extinction, put 
forward in the same context without comment in the Papaiicasudani 
(MA. i. l3l=DA ad D. Sutta 2).8 

(10) There are many attributions of statements to lreci (' some ') 
and apare (' some others' : see Index of Words and Subjects under 
'some'). When these words appear in the main works, they are 
usually explained by the sub-commentaries to mean those whose 
opinions were not accepted by the Mahavihara as fully orthodox, 
though varying from personal opinions of individual Elders at 
discussions to statements by, say, the schismatic Abhayagiri 
Monastery at Anuradhapura. While the attribution of a statement 
to ke,ci or apare (there seems no distinction) does not in itself at 
all condemn it, giving it merely an alternative but secondary status, 
it is nevertheless unexpected to find a statement put forward directly 
in the V isuddhimagga attributed here to keci ( one such example 
was given above (9); others will be found in Ch. iii, § 22 in com
parison of the ribs to a cock's wings, etc.). 9 Besides this, two 
statements made in the V isudahimagga are attributed to the 
pu,obiicariya here (' Former Teachers': Ch. iii, §§ 39, 41). Are 
these attributions made by the author of this book himself or by 
earlier authorities whom he was merely editing and translating1 

These questions are likely to remain unanswered. These last 
three items are really quite ambivalent as they stand. On the one 

s There is another point worth mentioning about the treatment of the 
3 Refuges in the commentaries. The VinA., in its commentary on the 1st 
Piiriijika ( VinA., Pt. I, p. 115 Sinh. Hewavitarne ed.), refers the reader to 
the Papaiicasiidani by name for the explanation of the word upii.saka. This is 
surprising for two reasons: (I) the name Papaiicasiidani is that of Acariya 
Buddhaghosa's Pali commentary on the Majjhima-Nikiiya, not the old 
Sinhalese Commentary, which is always called Majjhima-Atthakathii, and so 
this seems to indicate that the VinA. was not completed before the 4 Nikiiya 
commentaries, but concurrently with them. (2) Why is the reference made 
to the Papaiicasudani (MA. i. 135-6) and not to the Sumangalavilasini, which 
has tlre same explanation verbatim (DA. ad D. Sutta 2)? 

D The trouble is that we do not always (especially when there is no 'f'ika as 
in this case) know the range of meanings of these words keci and apare. Why 
are only the two statements (Ch. iii, §§ 39 and 41) singled out for attribution 
to the pubbii.cariya instead of to keci? Are keci and apare to be equated in 
this work with pubbiicariya (as the authorities which the Visuddhimagga's 
author drew upon)? No definite answer is forthcoming, and without it any 
argument that uses the keci- attributions here in favour of different authorship 
cannot stand. 
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Dhamma in the Refuges restricted to the Path, attributes to keci 
('some'; see below) the addition of Fruition and Extinction, put 
forward in the same context without comment in the Papaiicasudani 
(MA. i. l3l=DA ad D. Sutta 2).8 

(10) There are many attributions of statements to lreci (' some ') 
and apare (' some others' : see Index of Words and Subjects under 
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all condemn it, giving it merely an alternative but secondary status, 
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s There is another point worth mentioning about the treatment of the 
3 Refuges in the commentaries. The VinA., in its commentary on the 1st 
Piiriijika ( VinA., Pt. I, p. 115 Sinh. Hewavitarne ed.), refers the reader to 
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D The trouble is that we do not always (especially when there is no 'f'ika as 
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this work with pubbiicariya (as the authorities which the Visuddhimagga's 
author drew upon)? No definite answer is forthcoming, and without it any 
argument that uses the keci- attributions here in favour of different authorship 
cannot stand. 
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hand they can be argued as circumstantial evidence against the 
view that this work was by the author of the Visuadhimagga; but 
on the other hand it can also be claimed that, given the high 
authoritativeness accorded to Acariya Buddhaghosa's main works, 
no one else than he in the Theravada Tradition would have altered 
them in this way. This last view seems to carry more weight than 
its opposite; but neither remains free from the uncertainty whether 
we are dealing with Acariya Buddhaghosa's own opinions or his 
translations of those of the earlier Sinhalese authorities. 

The foregoing points, and there are others too, all of them 
circumstantial, are mostly 11,mbivalent. While much more could be 
said about them, what has already been said will be enough if it 
has established how difficult it is to handle this subject on account 
of the paucity of information available and lack of evidence, and 
how little they prove. 

The ' Postscript ' is, in fact, the only evidence of the authorship
see the end of this work-, in which the book is attributed to the 
author by name. It is presumed (though there is nothing definite 
to support the presumption) that the postscript was appended by 
the authorit.ies of the Mahavihara in Ceylon as their official seal of 
approval when the work was given out. While all the works 
attributed to Acariya Buddhaghosa except apparently the Jataka 
Commentary carry it,10 no other Pali commentator's works have 
one. If there was any other, more or less contemporary, author 
of the same name,11 it is odd that the Postscripts ignore that. 
These Postscripts, in fact, sorely need investigation; and in order 

10 Identical in each case except that in the Visuddhimagga the phrase 
' who should be called " of Mora:g<;l.acetaka " ' are added to the author's 
name. P.T.S. ed. of Kankhiivitarary,"i omits the Postscript, though all other 
printed editions carry it. This ' Postscript ' is the evidence, it must be 
presumed, for the statements of authorship in such lists of works and authors 
as the Siisanavamsa, for instance, contains. 

11 We know from the Prologues and Epilogues of Acariya Buddhaghosa's 
Atthasalini and Sammohavinodani that another Elder named Buddhaghosa 
invited their compilation; but there is no evidence whatever, and apparently 
not even any tradition, that he ever wrote anything himself. Also, if the 
Talaing records of Burma are correct, there may have been another more or 
less contemporary Elder of that name who came from Thaton in Lower 
Burma to Ceylon to translate works into Talaing and bring them back. Is 
there any evidence at all, or any tradition, of a ' Culla-Buddhaghosa ' who 
was an author? If an Elder so named existed, and he was, let us suppose, 
the author of the KhpA., then why does the Postscript not distinguish his 
personality? 
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to criticize them an examination is required of the oldest Sinhalese 
and Burmese MSS of authenticated date, to start with. Although 
this would be unlikely to take us much further back than half-way 
to the time of the author, nevertheless, if the postscripts were 
found to be always present and always the same, that would give 
strong support to their reliability. Failing such an inquiry, it 
would seem that they must be taken at their face-value, and no 
criticism of authorship of these works can weigh very heavily which 
does not take them into account. 

To sum up, then, this long digression, a number of arguments 
against identical authorship, based on details of circumstantial 
indications contained in the body of the work, can be advanced, 
though all are inconclusive, and all remain subject to the uncertainty 
whether the material is the translator-editor's own original com
position or whether it was already contained in what he was 
handling. However, the work seems as a whole (but this, it must 
be emphasized, is a personal opinion) nearer, if anything, to the 
pattern of styles and general atmosphere of Acariya Buddhaghosa's 
undisputed main works than to that of other early authors like 
Acariya Dhammapala (in, say, the Paramatthamanjusa), Acariya 
Mahana.ma (in the Saddhammappakasini) or Acariya Ananda (in 
the Mula-'fika). If the Postscript is unauthentic, which there is 
no evidence to suppose, then the book is a clever pastiche of his 
general methods, style-variations, handling of logic, arguments, 
and way of allusion to Sanskrit grammarians, interspersion of 
popular stories, and so on: and this can still be said in spite of the 
narrowness, already mentioned, of purely stylistic differences 
between the various Pali commentators' works. On balance, then, 
the evidence being at present what it is and unless something more 
compelling comes to light, this book is taken here for what it 
purports to be, that is, by the same author as the Visuadhimagga. 

The Translation 

Pali rexts useil. The basic text used was that published by the 
Pali Text Society. But since that contains some un-cleared-up 
doubtful readings, and since, though it is very carefully edited and 
reliable, a few mistakes and omissions came to light, the Sinhalese
script and Burmese-script printed editions were used as well, and 
also the Sinhalese-script edition of the Saratthasamuccaya, which 
reproduces the greater part of it verbatim (referred to respectively 
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in the notes as 0., B., and Ss.). With the help of these nearly all 
the dubious passages can be said to have been cleared. No readings 
have been changed without the authority of another edition. 

Variant rearlings. Only those that are doubtful and affect the 
sense have been given notes; but not others which leave the meaning 
unaffected, such as 0.'s (correct) reading of dajja ti ii,ii,ti where 
P.T.S. ed. has dajjanti ti nii,ti (p. 208 with note ' (sic!)'). 

Quotations number some 300 from the Pit:a,kas, besides many 
allusions, and there are also many verbatim quotations from the 
main commentaries and still more rewritten and abbreviated 
passages. Because of the. need for coherence in the rendering of 
technical terms it was not possible to make use of already published 
translations of the Tipilp,ka. 

Long anti complicated sentences are common in commentarial Pali. 
These have been broken up in the version where no rhetorical effect 
depends upon the length (e.g. Ch. iii, § 1). But the structure has 
been as far as possible paralleled where it is made for effect (see e.g. 
Ch. v, § 194). 

The Khuddakapii,(ha text commented on is sometimes quoted in 
full in the Commentary, verse by verse, and sometimes not. For 
easy reference the Pali with its translation is included in each case, 
words not quoted in the Commentary being placed inside square 
brackets. 

The order of the words commented on is that of the original Pali 
of the Khuddakapa(ha, which is not always that of the translation. 

Brackets. Round brackets () are used (1) for references given in 
the text, (2) for alternative renderings, and (3) for Pali words. 
Square brackets [ J are reserved (1) for additions to the text intro
duced in order to clarify the meaning, and (2) for the page-numbers 
of the P. T .S. edition, which are placed where the pages of that 
edition begin. 

Words anti meanings not in the Pali Text Society's Dictionary 
number about 150. They will be found marked with an asterisk (*) 
in the Pali-English Glossary at the end of this volume. Some are 
not traced elsewhere yet. 

Technical words abound, some appearing only once. Without 
reference to the main works where their use is made clear they 
would often be unintelligible in their bare contexts here. They 
raise their heads early (Ch. i, § 17) and fairly continually throughout 
the whole work except in the popular stories, it being apparently 
taken for granted that the reader already knows, or at least can 
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easily find out, the- technical meanings of such words as santati, 
cittavithi, puggaladhitthana, atthunati, appana, upanidha-pannatti, 
parigga1J,hiiti, sammasati, ojatthamaka, patisantihi, ahetuka, vikkha
mbhana, etc., about which the dictionaries are often unhelpful if 
not actually misleading owing to lack of adequate exploration of 
this field when they were made. This has entailed rather a lot of 
footnotes. For discussion of some of the main terms (Pit:a,ka as well 
as Commentary) see Appendix I. 

Some common commentarial idioms are worth noting. (1) The 
establishment (sadhana) of a word is usually set out with the word 
iti in the following form, for instance: ' mejjati tayati ca ti mitto ' 
(Ch. ix, § 61), which is conveniently renderable by 'He fattens and 
tends, thus [he is] a friend'. (2) A common formula for stating 
the expanded meaning of a word or phrase commented on is 
' " ... ( expanded statement) ... " ti vuttarh hoti ', which should be 
rendered as follows ' " ... (expanded statement) ... " is what is 
meant ' or else ' What is actually expressed [by this phrase com
mented on] is" ... "', see for a good example, Ch. ix, § 13. The 
literal rendering ' " . . . " thus it is said ' suggests some sort of a 
quotation from some other authority and raises the question, ' Said 
by whom?' which is not at all intended. (3) the enclitic-sankhata, 
normally used very often as a device for substituting one synonym 
for another, is conveniently rendered by 'called'; but then the 
following rule must ordinarily be observed. 'A-sankhata B=A 
called B' (not, as one would expect,' =B called A'). For instance, 
arahattaphalasankhatarh nibbanarh (p. 157: Ch. v, § 194)=' the 
fruition of Arahantship called [in the verse commented on] 
"extinction"', not the other way round; and likewise cittikatadi
atthasankhatarh ... ratanarh (p. 179: Ch. vi, § 47). This frequently 
used idiom and its equivalent formations are a fertile source of 
confusion in translation, if this rule is forgotten. 

Words l.eft untranslated are Buddha (sometimes, but the word is 
already in the Concise Oxford Dictionary; otherwise rendered by 
'Enlightened One'), jhana ('meditation' might do), bhikkhu 
and bhikkhuni (' mendicant monk ' and ' mendicant nun ' are 
possibilities), Uposatha (' Observance Day ', i.e. for laymen to 
observe the 5, 8, or 10 Precepts, and for bhikkhus to recite the 
Patimokkha), Patimokkha ('Rule', i.e. the set of rules of conduct 
for bhikkhus). Where the Pali word carries a diacritical mark 
this is dropped when it is used as an English word. Sanskrit 
forms, such as 'nirvana ' (though this too is in the 0.0.D., but 
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with a rather confused explanation) are purposely avoided (see 
below). 

Pali words are given in italics, normally in their stem form 
without inflexions, but if quoted (as in the instance of words from 
the text of the Khp. commented on), they are given with their 
inflexions. 

The covert allusions to Sanskrit grammatical sources are noted 
where they occur and indexed under ' Sanskrit Allusions ' and 
'PaIJ.ini' in the Index of Proper Names. This subject-both 
from the general aspect of the relation of Prakrits to Sanskrit and 
the particular one of this a,uthor's attitude to Sanskrit-is one that 
needs treating with the greatest caution and reserve. The general 
aspect cannot be discussed here; but the importance of Acariya 
Buddhaghosa's 'terms of reference' indeed needs particular 
stressing.12 

The technical vocabulary of renderings (see Glossary at the end 
of the book) has been somewhat altered from that used in the 
translator's version of the Visuddhimagga. No apology is made for 
this. It is not a departure from the consistence advocated there, 
which is in fact maintained both there and here. But the rule of 
consistent rendering of technical terms should in no sense (in our 
present state of knowledge of Pali translation) imply that a set 
of renderings once chosen cannot or ought not to be improved on. 
The set adopted here is an improvement, having regard to the 
general pattern, and though not an improvement of first importance 
yet still one worth making: much, however, can still be said in 
favour of retaining the old rendering. Though it is very important 
not to get the changes mixed up, the number is not large. Reasons 
are advanced in Appendix I for most of the changes, where it is 
shown how to convert without difficulty or need for confusion the 
two alternative vocabularies. Two things need to be clearly 
distinguished: ( 1) the study of Pali ( especially the commentarial 
form) is still much too undeveloped for there to be any hope of 
avoiding changes in technical renderings; but at the same time (2) 
there is urgent need for coherence, consistency and control in the 
rendering of each term within the rendering of one work, whatever 

12 See Ch. ix, note 40. For some of the background of this subject and for 
why the author of the VisU!ldhimagga and Sammohavinodani calls Pali the 
miila-bhasii (' the root-language'), thus dethroning Sanskrit, see Ppn. Intro. 
pp. xii-xiv. For general observations on translation of technical Pali works 
see ditto, pp. xxxiii ff. 
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the vocabulary there adopted. To take a very simple instance: the 
word dassana has a loose usage in the sense of ' seeing ' and ' vision ', 
and it has also a technical one, meaning the first of the four Paths 
(as the seeing of nibbana for the first time); but there is another 
word vipassana (literally' seeing' or' clear-seeing'), whose technical 
meaning is ' insight ' into the three characteristics of impermanence, 
suffering and not-self, which leads up to the realization of the Path. 
Its final stages are called in the commentaries vu{thanagamini 
vipassana (' insight leading to emergence [of the path]'). It is 
not hard to see the confusion that must arise if the same rendering 
is used in the same work for these two Pali terms, or if they are 
mixed up. However, there is room for plenty of experimenting 
and development here. 
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Namo tassa bhagavato arahato sammasambwUT.assa 

CHAPTER I 

SECTION I-INTRODUCTORY 

I. [11] I go for refuge to the Enlightened One, I go for refuge to the 
True Uea, I go for refuge to the Community: this statement of the 
Going-for-refuge is the beginning of the Minor [Books]. Now with 
the aim of revealing, expounding and exhibiting the meaning 
thereof by way of a commentary on the Minor [Books J that is 
illustrative of the ultimate meaning (paramattha-jotika) this is said· 

2. I honour the Jewel Threeness first 
That should be honoured most of all. 
Then I shall make a comment versed 
In certain Minor Books withal.1 

Though their profundity would make 
Such work too hard an occupation 
For one who like myself is not 
A giver of the Dispensation, 2 

Yet still today we find no break 
In the former Teachers' Explanation,3 

And we likewise have not forgot 
The Master's ninefold Dispensation. 

So I this work will undertake 
Because the Ancients' explanation 

1 'On certain of the Minor Books' refers, we may take it, to the Khuddaka
patha, Suttanipata, Dhammapada, and Jiitaka commentaries, which are 
each ascribed to Acariya Buddhaghosa by a ' Postscript ' except the last. 

2 The phrase abodhentena siisanarh is freely rendered ' For one who is not 
, .. a giver of the Dispensation' but literally' by one who ... is not causing 
to discover the Dispensation'. Bodhento is a ppr. of the causative verb 
bodheti 'to produce enlightenment in [others]' (see § 18 where the Buddha 
is called bodhetii), and that is a function of' Buddhas and Anubuddhas ' (see 
Ch. vi, n. 31). The phrase should thus be taken as a disclaimer of having 
reached any Path (see aspiration verses at the end of Vis.), and not a confession 
of incompetence in erudition ( cf. similar sentiment at Vis. Ch. xvii § 25 / 
pp. 522-3). 

3 Of. Vis. Ch. xvii,§§ 25-6/pp. 522-3. 
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2 Illustrator. I 

Will be my standby, too, I wot, 
Beside the [Master's] Dispensation. 

Let love of Truth the motive be, 
Not liking for self-praise, nor aim 
To carp at others and give blame: 
So listen, then, attentively. 

[11-12] 

3. Herein, since it was said [above] 'Then I shall make a comment 
versed In certain Minor Books withal ' I shall accordingly make 
the commentary after first defining what the Minor [Books] are. 
4. The ' Minor [Books J ' (Khuddakani) are one part of the Minor 
Collection (Khuddaka-Nikaya). The 'Five Collections' are: 

The Digha, Majjhima, SamyuUa, 
Anguttara and Khuddaka; 
These five Collections are profound 
In idea and in meaning too. 

5. [12] Herein, the 34 Threads-of-Argument (Sutta) beginning with 
the Brahmajala Sutta are the Long Collection (Digha-Nikaya), the 
152 Threads-of-Argument beginning with the Mulapariyaya Sutta 
are the Middle Collection (Majjhima-Nikaya), the 7762 Threads-of
Argument beginning with the OghataraJ)a Sutta are the Associated 
Collection (SamyuUa-Nikaya), the 9557 Threads-of-Argument 
beginning with the Cittapariyadana Sutta are the Numerical 
Collection (AnguUara-Nikaya), and the Minor Collection (Khuddaka
Nikaya), consists of the rest of the Enlightened One's (the Buddha's) 
utterance not included in the four Collections, that is to say: the 
Minor Readings (Khuddakapatha), Lines on the True Idea (Dhamma
pada), Exclamations (Udana), Sayings (Itivuttaka), the Chapter 
of Threads-of-Argument (Suttanipata), Stories of Heavenly Mansions 
(VimanavaUhu), Stories of Ghosts of the Departed (Petavauhu), 
Psalms of the Brethren (Theragatha), Psalms of the Sisters (Theri
gatha), Birth Stories (Jataka), the Book of Demonstration (Nuldesa), 
the Path of Discrimination (Patisambhidamagga), Legends (Apa
dana), the Buddha-Heritage (Buddhavamsa), and the Volume of 
Good Conduct (Oariyapi,t,aka), as well as the Volume of Discipline 
(Vinaya-Pit,aka) and Volume of Basic Ideation (Abhidhamma
Pit,aka).4 

' For the division of the Scriptures into five Collections instead of three 
Pit;a.kas (Volumes) by placing the Vina.ya. and Abhidhamma. Pit;a.kas in the 
Khuddaka-Nikaya see e.g. DhsA. ~6 and DA. i. 15, 23. 

[12-13] I. I mroduct,ory 3 

6. Why is this called the Minor Collection? Because it is the mass 
and the home of many minor branches of the True Idea (Dhamma), 
since what is a mass and a home is called a 'collection' (nikaya), 
grammatically establishing this both according to what is said in 
the Dispensation, namely, 'Bhikkhus, I see no single collection 
(nikaya) so varied as the breathing things that are animals' (S.iii. 
152), and according to what is said in the [non-Buddhist] world, 
namely, 'PoYJ,ikinikayo Oikkhallikanikayo '.5 

7. One part of this Minor Collection (Khuddaka-Nikaya) is these 
Minor [Books] (Khuddakani), which are included in the Volume of 
Threads-of-Argument (Suttanta-Pi(aka), and the meaning of which 
it is here intended to reveal, expound and exhibit. Of these Minor 
[Books] the book of Minor Readings (Khuddakapa(ha) is the 
beginning, and it has nine component parts, namely: the Refuges, 
the Training Precepts, the Thirty-two-fold Aspect, the Boy's 
Questions, the Good-Omen, the Jewel, Without-the-Walls, the 
Treasure-Store, and Lovingkindness. But it is the beginning 
according to the 'pathway' for the [serial order of] recitation [of 
the Tipit,aka J composed by the line of [former J teachers, not 
according to what was spoken first by the Blessed One. 
8. [What was actually first said] was this: 

' Seeking but not finding the House-Builder 
' I travelled through the round of countless births: 
' How painful is birth ever and again! 

'[13] House-Builder, you have now been seen; 
' You shall not build the house again. 
'Your rafters have been broken down; 
'Your ridge-pole is demolished, too. 

'My mind has now attained the Undetermined 
'And reached the end of every kind of craving ' (Dh. 153-4). 

And this pair of stanzas was the very beginning of the whole of the 
Enlightened One's Utterance; but it was said only with the mind 
without speech utterance. 6 However, the following stanza was 
the beginning of what was said by him as uttered speech: 

5 Cf. ParJ,ini, Ka{lika iii. 3, 41. Saratthadipani comments ' The Pm;tikas 
and the Cikkhallikas are Warrior-Nobles (khattiya) and their groups (nikaya) 
are called the Pm;tlka Group and the Cikkhallika Group '. The ' world ' in 
such contexts as this normally means the non-Buddhist grammarians (e.g. 
Pai;uni) and logicians. 

6 ' Vaci-bheda-speech utterance': not in P.E.D.; see Glossary. 
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' When ideas are full manifest 
' To the ardent and absorbed divine, 7 

' His doubts all vanish; for he knows 

[13] 

'That each idea must have its cause' (Vin. 1, 2; Ud. 1). 

* * * * * 

SECTION II-THE THREE REFUGES 
( SararJ,aUayarh) 

9. So I shall begin the commentary on the meaning, starting from 
the beginning of this book of Minor Readings with its nine component 
parts, itself the beginning of the Minor [Books]. And its beginning 
is this: 

Buildharh sararJ,arh gacchami. Dhammarh sararJ,arh gacchami. 
Sangharh sararJ,arh gacchami. [Dutiyam pi ... Tatiyam pi ... 
gacchami.] ' I go for refuge to the Enlightened One. I go for 
refuge to the True Idea. I go for refuge to the Community. [For 
the second time . . . For the third time ... ] 
10. Here is a schedule of the method of commenting on it: 

By whom pronounced, where, when, and why, 
Were these three Refuges1 Wherefore 
Here stated thus initially 
Though other words were said before? 

Now, having in this way made good 
Their Source herein, then next there should 
Be told the proper way of knowing 
' Buddha ', ' Goer ', and ' Refuge-going '. 

The breach or none, the fruit they spell, 
' What must be gone ' besides we tell. 
And for the other two as well 
The way prescribed is parallel. 

The reason must be shown why these 
Display the order that they do. 
Lastly the Triple Refuge too 
Must be explained by similes. 

7 
' Brahma~-divine ': for this rendering see discussion of words in Appx. I. 

[13-14] I. The Three Refuges 5 

11. Herein, as to the first stanza to begin with: there are these 
:five questions, namely, (1) By whom were these three Refuges 
pronounced1 (2) Where were they pronounced1 (3) When were 
they pronounced1 (4) Why [14] were they pronounced1 And 
(5) why, although they were not [the words] pronounced by the 
Blessed One in the beginning (see § 8), are they stated at the 
beginning here? The answers are as follows. 
12. (1) By whom pronouncRil? They were pronounced by the Blessed 
One, not by disciples, nor by the Seers, nor by deities. 
13. (2) Where? At Benares in the Deer Park at Isipatana. 
14. (3) When? When the sixty-one Arahants were engaged in 
teaching the True Idea in the world for the benefit of the many, 
after the venerable Yasa, together with his companions, had 
attained Arahantship (see Vin. i. 20). 
15. (4) Why? For the purpose of giving the Going Forth into 
Homelessness and for the purpose of giving the Full Admission, 
according as it is said: 'And, bhikkhus, he is to be given the Going 
Forth and given the Full Admission thus: first, having had his 
hair and beard shaved off, he should be clothed in the yellow 
clothes, and then, after having him arrange his upper robe on one 
shoulder, he should be made to pay homage at the bhikkhus' feet, 
and then, after seating him on his heels with hands extended palms 
together, he should be told "Say thus: I go for refuge to the 
Enlightened One, I go for refuge to the True Idea, I go for refuge 
to the Community"' (Vin. i. 22). 
16. Wherefore here state,d, thus initially? It can be understood as 
follows: since this is the pathway by which gods and men enter 
the Dispensation, whether they become lay-followers or those gone 
forth, consequently, it being the pathway of entry into the Dis
pensation, it was stated here initially in the Minor Readings by 
the Former Teachers when, during their inclusion of the Master's 
nine-factored Dispensation8 in three Pitakas, they were composing 
a pathway for the [serial order of the] recitation. 

The source has [now] been ' made good '. 
17. Now it was said: ' Then next there should Be told the proper 
way of knowing " Buddha ", " Goer ", and " Refuge-going ". 

Herein, [the word] Buildha (Enlightene,d, One) is a term for 

8 'Nine-factored: Sutta (' Thread of Argument'), Geyya ('Song'), Veyya
kara~ (' Exposition '), Gatha (' Stanza '), Udana (' Exclamation '), Itivuttaka 
('Saying'), Jataka (' Birth Story'), Abbhutadhamma (' Wonderful Idea.'), 
and Ve<lalla (' Question and Answer ')-see e.g. M. i. 133. 
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' When ideas are full manifest 
' To the ardent and absorbed divine, 7 
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[13] 
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* * * * * 

SECTION II-THE THREE REFUGES 
( SararJ,aUayarh) 
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7 
' Brahma~-divine ': for this rendering see discussion of words in Appx. I. 

[13-14] I. The Three Refuges 5 
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distinguishing creatures either involving a description derived 
upon a [five-] category-continuity fortified by attainment of the 
supreme liberation that is the sign for unobstructed knowledge of 
all ideas, or else involving a description derived upon the attain
ment to the [four] Truths that is the footing for omniscient know
ledge, 9 according as it is said: ' " Buddha ": he is that Blessed One 
who, self-become, without teacher in ideas not heard before, himself 
discovered the Truths and reached omniscience therein and mastery 
of the powers' (Nd. i. 143; Ps. i. 174). This, :firstly, is the explana
tion of [the word] ' Buddha ' as to meaning. 
18. Now as to the phrasing, it should be understood in the way 
beginning ' He is the discoverer (buJjhita), thus he is enlightened 
(budaha); he is the enlightener (booheta), thus he is enlightened', 
and this is said ' Buddha: in what sense buddha 1 He is the 
discoverer (bujjhita) of the Truths, thus he is enlightened (buddha). 
He is the enlightener (bodheta) of the generation, thus he is enlight
ened. He is enlightened by omniscience, enlightened by seeing all, 
enlightened without being led by others, enlightened because of 
[15] burgeoning;10 having exhausted the taints, he is termed en
lightened; having immunity from defilement,11 he is termed en
lightened; he is quite without lust, thus he is enlightened; he is 
quite without hate, thus he is enlightened; he is quite without 
delusion, thus he is enlightened; he is quite without defilement, 
thus he is enlightened; he has travelled by the path that goes in 
only one way,12 thus he is enlightened; he alone discovered the 
peerless complete enlightenment, thus he is enlightened; he is 
enlightened because he has abolished non-discovery (abudilhi) and 
obtained discovery (buddhi). Buddha: this is not a name made 
by a mother, made by a father, [made by a brother, made by 
a sister, made by friends and companions, made by relatives and 

9 The reader is here plunged into technical' Abhidhammika' terminology. 
For' description derived upon ' see Ch. iv, n. 12. 

10' Visavita-burgeoning ': not in P.E.D.; see explanation in § 20 and 
n. 16 below, also Glossary. B. reads vilcasita (as does PsA. Sinh. ed.). 
Amend, Ppn. accordingly. 

11 Pa. t,ext (P.T.S. ed.) has nirupadhi- (' freed from the essentials of exist. 
ence '), while PsA. has nirupa"lepa- (' free from besmirching') and comments 
accordingly. 

12 ' Ekayana--goes in only one way ': cf. use of the compound at M. i. 55 
( =D. ii. 190) but more particularly at M. i. 74; an alternative rendering 
mostly used for the M. i. 55 ref. is ' which is the only way ', but is this justi
fiable? For other possibilities, see MA. i. 229 and PsA. 333. 

[16] I. The Three Refuges 7 

kin, made by monks and divines,13 made by deities]; this [name] 
" Buddha ", which signifies final liberation, is a realistic14 de
scription of enlightened Ones, Blessed Ones, together with their 
obtainment of omniscient knowledge at the root of an enlightenment 
[tree]' (Ps. i. 174; Nd. i. 457f.). 
19. And as to this quotation, [the active and middle-voice usage] 
' he is the discoverer of the Truths, thus he is enlightened (bujjhita 
saccani ti buddho) 'is stated in the same way as in the world [outside 
the Dispensation] a 'descender into (understander)' (avaganta) 
is called a 'descended one (understood) ' (avagato), and in 
[the causative-voice usage] ' he is the enlightener of the generation, 
thus he is enlightened ' (booheta pajaya ti buddho) is stated in the 
same way as [in the world outside the Dispensation J a ' leaf-drying 
wind' (parpt:,,asosa vata) is called 'leaf-dried' (pa'IJ't:,,aSUsa).15 

20. ' He is enlightened by omniscience': what is meant is that he is 
enlightened by discovery (buddhi) capable of discovering (bujjhana) 
all ideas. ' Enlightened by seeing all ': what is meant is that he 
is enlightened by discovery capable of causing discovery (bodhana) 
of all ideas. ' Enlightened without being led by others ': what is 
meant is that he is enlightened because of his being enlightened by 
himself alone without having been caused to be enlightened by 
another. 'Enlightened because of burgeoning' (visavita) : what is 
meant is that he is enlightened because of displaying (visavana)16 

diverse special qualities in the sense of opening like a lotus flower. 
' Enlightened since he is reckoned to have exhausted the taints ', 
etc.: what is meant is that he is enlightened owing to his being 
awakened (vibudilha) by the exhaustion of all the sleep consisting in 
defilements like a man awakened by the exhaustion of sleep because 
of his abandoning the reasons for the cramping of cognizance.17 

1a See Appx. I., end. 
u ' Sacchilca-realistic ': not in P.E.D.; see Glossary. 
15 Roughly the root budh means primarily 'to awake' or 'to discover' 

and secondarily 'to get to know by experience' (a road travelled is a road 
discovered). The middle-voice and passive-voice (vb. bujjhati, n. buddhi, 
adj. buddha) are used here for intransitive or simple-transitive meanings of 
' discovering' (hence 'to be enlightened'), while the causative-voice (vb. 
bodheti, n. brxlhi, adj. bodha) are used in the transitive-causative meanings of 
getting others to discover (hence 'to enlighren' them). The grammatical 
examples cired illustrate this; they are reproduced at PsA. 333. 

10' Visavana--displaying ': not in P.E.D.; see Glossary. C. confirms, but 
B. has vilcasana. 

1 7 If the P.T.S. reading niddukkhayavibuddho is right, the compound would 
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obtainment of omniscient knowledge at the root of an enlightenment 
[tree]' (Ps. i. 174; Nd. i. 457f.). 
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' he is the discoverer of the Truths, thus he is enlightened (bujjhita 
saccani ti buddho) 'is stated in the same way as in the world [outside 
the Dispensation] a 'descender into (understander)' (avaganta) 
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all ideas. ' Enlightened by seeing all ': what is meant is that he 
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diverse special qualities in the sense of opening like a lotus flower. 
' Enlightened since he is reckoned to have exhausted the taints ', 
etc.: what is meant is that he is enlightened owing to his being 
awakened (vibudilha) by the exhaustion of all the sleep consisting in 
defilements like a man awakened by the exhaustion of sleep because 
of his abandoning the reasons for the cramping of cognizance.17 
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'He has travelled by the path that goes in only one way': this is 
said in order to show that he is called ' enlightened ' (buddha) 
because he has travelled (gata) by the path that goes in only one 
way [that is, to the goal], since [verbal roots with] meanings of 
'travelling' (gamana) have by metaphorical use also meanings of 
'discovering' (bujjhana), just as a man is called 'travelled' (gata) 
when he has travelled (gata) a path. 'He alone discovered the 
peerless complete enlightenment ': what is meant is that he is 
enlightened not because of his being enlightened by others but is on 
the contrary enlightened because he himself alone discovered the 
peerless complete enlightenment. [16] ' He is enlightened because 
he has abolished non-discovery and obtained discovery ': the 
[middle-voice] term 'discovery' (buddhi) and the [causative-voice] 
term 'causing-discovery' (budahim bodho) are metaphorical ex
pressions; for this is said in order to have it known that' enlightened' 
(buddha) is said of him because of his association with the quality of 
discovery (buddhi), just as' blue cloth' or' red cloth' is said because 
of [the cloth's J association with the respective quality of blue or red. 
After that, the passage beginning ' Buddha: this is not a name ... ' 
is stated in order to cause discovery of the fact that this [foregoing] 
description conforms with the meaning; and it can be understood 
that the meaning of the word ' Buddha ' ( enlightened) is capable of 
being established in this manner in all the [remaining] clauses. 

This is the explanation of [the word] 'Buddha' as to the phrasing. 
21. Now as to the ' going ', etc.: it combats, thus it is a refuge; the 
meaning is that when people have gone for refuge, then by that very 
going for refuge it combats, dispels, carries off, and stops, their fear, 
anguish, suffering, [risk of] unhappy destination [on rebirth], and 
defilement. Or alternatively: he combats creatures' fear by pro
moting their good and preventing their harm, thus he is the 
Enlightened One (Buddha); the True Idea (Dhamma) does so by 
providing the crossing of the Desert of Being (Existence) and by 
giving consolation; the Community (Sangha) does so by causing 
the obtainment of great fruitfulness from small actions; so in this 
way the re;[uge is also that threefold Jewel. The going for refuge is 
the arising of cognizance with confidence therein and giving pre
ponderance thereto,18 from which defilement is eliminated and 

resolve into nidda+ukkhaya+vibuddha; and neither ukkhaya nor vibuddha is 
in P.E.D.; but C., and Ss. read niddakkhaya-while B. has nirldakkhaya-. 

18 Reading with G. and Ss. tappasada-taggaruko hi. B. supports P.T.S. 
below, Ss. only reads 2 lines below: aparappaccaya va parappaccaya. 

[16-17] I. The Three Refuges 9 

eradicated, and which occurs in the mode of taking that as the 
highest value, whether or not someone else is a condition for so 
doing. A creature possessing that [kind of cognizance] goes for 
refuge to that [object]; the meaning is that by means of the kind 
of cognizance-arising just mentioned he approaches that thus: ' This 
is my refuge, this is my highest value '. And when approaching it, 
he does so either by an undertaking, as in the case of Tapassu and 
Bhalluka, etc., thus' Venerable sir, we go for refuge to the Blessed 
One and to the True Idea; let the Blessed One remember us as 
followers' (Vin. i. 4), or by assuming the status of a pupil, as in the 
case of Maha Kassapa, etc., thus' Venerable sir, the Blessed One is 
my teacher, I am his disciple ' (S. ii. 220), or by inclination thereto, 
as in the case of Brahmayu, etc., thus 'When this was said, 
Brahmayu the divine rose from his seat, and arranging his upper 
robe on one shoulder, he raised his hands palms together towards 
where the Blessed One was, and he uttered this exclamation three 
times: " Honour to that Blessed One, accomplished and fully 
enlightened! Honour to that Blessed One, accomplished and fully 
enlightened! Honour to that Blessed One, accomplished and fully 
enlightened!" ' (M. ii. 140), [17] or by self-dedication [to the 
teacher] like a meditator devoting himself to a meditation subject 
(see Vis. Ch. iii,§§ 123JJ./p. 115), or by severing his imperfections 
by going as a Noble Person for refuge (see Vin. i. 15). Thus he 
approaches variously both as to objective field and as to function. 

This is the explanation of the 'Refuge-going' and of the' Goer'. 
22. Now there is the explanation of the breach, etc., stated thus: 
' The breach or none, the fruit they spell, " What must be gone " 
besides we tell '. 
23. When a person has gone for refuge thus, his breach of the 
refuge-going is of two kinds: reprehensible and blameless. The 
blameless kind [of breach] consists in dying; the reprehensible kind 
[ of breach] consists in adopting procedure of the kind just described 
with respect to another teacher and in adopting the opposite kind 
of procedure with respect to that [refuge]. Both kinds occur only 
in ordinary men. In them the refuge is defiled both by the occur
rence of unknowing, doubt, and wrongknowledgeabouttheBuddha's 
special qualities and by occurrence of irreverence, etc.; but in Noble 
Persons the refuge always remains unbroken and undefiled, accord
ing as it is said ' Bhikkhus, it is impossible, it cannot happen, that a 
person perfected in his view should seek another teacher' (M. iii. 
65; A. i. 27). Ordinary men remain with their refuge unbroken as 
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[ of breach] consists in adopting procedure of the kind just described 
with respect to another teacher and in adopting the opposite kind 
of procedure with respect to that [refuge]. Both kinds occur only 
in ordinary men. In them the refuge is defiled both by the occur
rence of unknowing, doubt, and wrongknowledgeabouttheBuddha's 
special qualities and by occurrence of irreverence, etc.; but in Noble 
Persons the refuge always remains unbroken and undefiled, accord
ing as it is said ' Bhikkhus, it is impossible, it cannot happen, that a 
person perfected in his view should seek another teacher' (M. iii. 
65; A. i. 27). Ordinary men remain with their refuge unbroken as 
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long as they do not arrive at a breach of the refuges. When the 
breach of their refuge is reprehensible and defiled it gives unwanted 
fruit; when it is blameless it gives no fruit because it then has no 
ripening. 
24. Non-breach, however, as to fruit, always gives wanted fruit, 
according as it is said: 

' Those who take refuge in the Buddha 
' Go to no state of deprivation, 
' And when they leave the human frame 
'A godly body they fulfil' (D. ii. 255). 

Herein, those who [by becoming Noble Persons] have gone for 
refuge by severing imperfections in their refuge-going will nevermore 
go to any state of deprivation; but the others [who are still ordinary 
men] may still go there [in spite of their having gone to them]; this 
is how the purport of the stanza should be understood. 

This, firstly, is the explanation of the breach, non-breach and 
fruit. 
25. As regards the explanation of' what must be gone (to]', an 
objector said: Now, as to [the phrase] Buddharh (acc.) sara'l',1,arh 
(acc.) gaccham~ ('Igo (to) the Buddha (for) refuge'), should one who 
goes to the Buddha (for) refuge go to the Buddha (budaharh) or to the 
refuge (sarar,iarh)1 And in either case the mention of one of the two 
is meaningless.-Why so1-Because the verb 'to go' does not 
have two objects (take a double accusative); for the grammarians do 
not require two passive objects (double accusative) here as they do 
in such phrases as aJ°arh (acc.) gamarh (acc.) neti (' he leads the goat 
(to) the village '),19 and it has meaning only in such phrases as [18] 
gacchat' eva pubbarh disarh gacciiati pacchimarh disarh (' he goes (to) 
the east direction, he goes (to) the west direction': S. i. 122). 
26. -That is not so, because identical causativity is not intended of 
the words 'Buddha' and 'sarar,ia '. For if identical causativity 
were intended of them, then even one who had lost his wits would 
on approaching the Buddha, be gone to the Buddha (for) refug; 
(Buildharh sarar,iarh gato) since he would have [literally] gone to the 
refuge, itself [ merely nominally] distinguished as ' the Buddha '. 
27. -But is there [not] identical causativity nevertheless, because of 
the words ' This is the refuge that is safe, This is the ultimate refuge ' 

19 Cf. Patafijali ad Pal).ini I. 4, 51. In Pali, verbs of motion towards take 
the accusative; the double acc., budrlliam and sara'J'.1,(1,rh, governed by the verb 
gacvliati makes the objection far less far-fetched in the Pali. 

[18] I. The Three Refuges 11 

(Dh. 192)1-No. That state [of identical causativity applies] only in 
that instance. That state of identical causativity is intended only 
there in those lines [and is intended there] in this way: 'The refuge 
is safe and ultimate because of absence of any exception20 in the 
refuge-state, in other words, in the abolition off ear in those who have 
gone for refuge to the three Jewels beginning with the Buddha '.; 
but it is not intended anywhere else, because even when there 1s 
connexion with something gone to,21 that is inadequate to estab
lish22 that the going was for refuge. 

So [that argument] is unestablished. 
28. -But is there [not] identical causativity nevertheleBB since 
there is establishment that the going is for refuge when there is its 
connexion with something gone to in the passage ' On coming to this 
refuge, he from every suffering is freed' (Dh. 192)1-No, beca~se of 
[that argument's falling still within] the scope of the flaw ment10ned 
earlier. For there [it was shown that] if there were identical causa
tivity, then even one who had lost his wits would, on coming to this 
refuge consisting of the Buddha, the Dhamma, and the Sangha, be 
[automatically] freed from all suffering; thus there would be here 
too the flaw already mentioned; and owing to the flaw, that does 
not help us. So that [argument too remains] unestablished. Just 
as, in the passage ' On coming to me as the good friend, Ananda, 
creatures [ normally J inseparable from the idea of birth are freed 
from birth' (S. i. 88) [it is of] creatures being freed by the might of 
the Blessed One as the Good Friend that it is said that ' On coming 
to ... the good friend ' they ' are freed ', so too there [in the passage 
' on coming to this refuge ... ' it is of] one being freed by the might 
of the refuge consisting of the Buddha, the Dhamma, and the 
Sangha, that it is said ' On coming to this refuge, he from every 
suffering is freed '. That is how the intention should be understood 

there. 
29. -So then in any case it is illogical to predicate either of the 
Buddha that he 'must be gone (to)' or of the refuge or of both 
together; and accordingly [the sense of] the [phrase] 'must be 

20 ' Abyabhicara'J'.1,(1,-absence of exception': gram. term not in P.E.D.; 

see Glossary. 
21 ' Gami-sambandha-connexion with what is gone-to': gami is a gram. 

term not in P.E.D.; the argument is that the mere physical going-to a refuge 
is not enough, but the refuge (the Buddha in this case) must have special 

qualities. 
22' Appasiddhi-inadequate establishment': gram. term not in P.E.D. 
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gone (to)' requires [on the contrary that it is predicated] of the 
goer demonstrated by the word gacchami (' I go'), the logic of which 
still remains to be stated.-[As to that] it may be stated as follows: 
What 'must be gone (to)' here is always the Buddha. But the 
mention of him as the refuge is for the purpose of showing the mode 
of going: 'I go (to) the Buddha as refuge (Biuldltarh sararµ1n ti 
gacchami), for me he is the highest value, the eliminator of the abyss, 
the provider of welfare, [19] and it is with this intention that I go to 
him, frequent, wait upon and reverence him', or 'that is how I know, 
how I have discovered ( bujjhami) '; for these linguistic roots23 which 
have the meaning of 'travelling' (gati, i.e. 'going') have also the 
meaning of' discovering' (biuldhi). 
30. -[In that case] is not the non-addition24 of the word 'as' (iti) 
contrary to the requirements of logic (see § 29)1 That is not so. 
31. Now at this point it may be [objected]: If the meaning there 
were thus, then the word iti ( 'as') ought to be added as is done in 
such passages as ' He understands impermanent form, in accordance 
with how it actually is, as "impermanent form"' (aniccarh ruparh 
aniccarh rupan ti yathabhutarh pajanati: S. iii. 57); but it is not 
added, therefore that [argument] is stated illogically.-That is 
not so.26-Why not?-Because that meaning [of the word 'as' 
(iti)] is implied there. Just as in such passages as ye ca biuldhan ca 
dhamman ca sanghan ca sararµ1rh gato (' whoever shall have gone (as) 
refuge to the Buddha and the Dhamma and the Sangha ': Dh. 190) 
so here too the meaning of the word iti ('as') is implied. And the 
word iti is not always added when its meaning is already actually 
implicit. And here, as in other similar passages, the meaning of the 
word iti should be understood as if it were added although it is not. 
32. -Since in such passages as Anujanami bhikkhave imehi tihi 
sara'iJ,O,fjamanehi pabbajjarh (' Bhikkhus, I allow the Going Forth 
with these three refuges ': Vin. i. 22), it is only the refuge that 
'must be gone (to)', then what was said above, namely, that' the 
mention of him as the refuge is for the purpose of showing the mode 
of going'(§ 29) is illogical.-No. It is logical.-Why so?-Because 
the meaning of that too is essentially implied; for the meaning of 
that is actually implied there also, on which account it has to be 
understood, in the same way as it was earlier, as if it were added 

23 'Dhatu-linguistic root': gram. term not in P.E.D. cf. MA. i, 131. 
24 'Payoga-addition ': this meaning not in P.E.D. 
25 C. supports P.T.S.; B. reads tasma ayuttam etaii ti. Tan ca na. Kasma?, 

which Ss. supports though adding vuttan after etarh. 
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although it is not. Otherwise26 [the argument] would fall under 
the scope of the flaw already mentioned. 

This is the explanation of what 'must be gone [to]'. 
33. Now as to the [lines in the Schedule]' And for the other two as 
well The way prescribed is parallel' (§ 10), it may be said as follows: 
The way of commenting on the clause ' I go for refuge ~o the 
Enlightened One ' should be understood to be the same as m the 
case of the two clauses' I go for refuge to the True Idea' and' I go 
for refuge to the Community '. For here it is only the explanations 
of [the words]' True Idea' and' Community' that are dissimilar in 
the meaning and the phrasing. Consequently there is only need to 
mention what is dissimilar here. 
34. Some [say that] ' "Dhamma" (the True Idea) is the Path, its 
Fruit, and Extinction '. Our preference is that only the fading of 
lust, which is the Path, is the 'True Idea' (dhamma) in this sense, 
since it causes the upholding (dhararµ1) of those who have main
tained the Path in being and have realized extinction by its not 
allowing their falling into states of deprivation, and since it makes 
provision (vidhana) for their supreme consolation. And this is 
established by the Aggapasada Sutta; for this is said: 'Bhikkhus, 
in so far as there are ideas (dhamma) that are determined, the Noble 
Eightfold Path is accounted the foremost of them' (A. ii. 34), [20] 

and so on. 
35. The mass (samuha) composed of the persons that posseBB the 
fourfold Noble Path and consist of category-continuities fully 
imbued with27 the fruit of the monks' life is the Community (sangha) 
because of its combining (sangha(atta) the concurrence (sanghata) of 
[right] view and virtue. And this is said by the Blessed One' How 
do you conceive this, .Ananda? Those ideas that have been taught 
by me after directly knowing them, that is to say, the four founda
tions of mindfulness, the four right endeavours, the four bases for 
success (roads to power), the five faculties, the five powers, the seven 
enlightenment factors, and the Noble Eightfold Path: do you see, 
.Ananda, even two bhikkhus who have differing theories about these 
ideas? ' (M. ii. 245). For it is this Community [taken thus] in the 
ultimate sense that ' must be gone [to] ' as refuge, and which in the 
Suttas is called ' fit for gifts, fit for hospitality, fit for offerings, and 
fit for reverential salutation, as the incomparable field of merit for 

26 ' Jtaratha--otherwise ': not in P.E.D.; see Glossary. 
21 Reading with C. catusamaiiiiaphalasamadhivasitakkhandhasantananarh 

instead of -samadhivasita-. 
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although it is not. Otherwise26 [the argument] would fall under 
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The way of commenting on the clause ' I go for refuge ~o the 
Enlightened One ' should be understood to be the same as m the 
case of the two clauses' I go for refuge to the True Idea' and' I go 
for refuge to the Community '. For here it is only the explanations 
of [the words]' True Idea' and' Community' that are dissimilar in 
the meaning and the phrasing. Consequently there is only need to 
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34. Some [say that] ' "Dhamma" (the True Idea) is the Path, its 
Fruit, and Extinction '. Our preference is that only the fading of 
lust, which is the Path, is the 'True Idea' (dhamma) in this sense, 
since it causes the upholding (dhararµ1) of those who have main
tained the Path in being and have realized extinction by its not 
allowing their falling into states of deprivation, and since it makes 
provision (vidhana) for their supreme consolation. And this is 
established by the Aggapasada Sutta; for this is said: 'Bhikkhus, 
in so far as there are ideas (dhamma) that are determined, the Noble 
Eightfold Path is accounted the foremost of them' (A. ii. 34), [20] 

and so on. 
35. The mass (samuha) composed of the persons that posseBB the 
fourfold Noble Path and consist of category-continuities fully 
imbued with27 the fruit of the monks' life is the Community (sangha) 
because of its combining (sangha(atta) the concurrence (sanghata) of 
[right] view and virtue. And this is said by the Blessed One' How 
do you conceive this, .Ananda? Those ideas that have been taught 
by me after directly knowing them, that is to say, the four founda
tions of mindfulness, the four right endeavours, the four bases for 
success (roads to power), the five faculties, the five powers, the seven 
enlightenment factors, and the Noble Eightfold Path: do you see, 
.Ananda, even two bhikkhus who have differing theories about these 
ideas? ' (M. ii. 245). For it is this Community [taken thus] in the 
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Suttas is called ' fit for gifts, fit for hospitality, fit for offerings, and 
fit for reverential salutation, as the incomparable field of merit for 

26 ' Jtaratha--otherwise ': not in P.E.D.; see Glossary. 
21 Reading with C. catusamaiiiiaphalasamadhivasitakkhandhasantananarh 

instead of -samadhivasita-. 
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the world' (M. i. 37; A. i. 208). Now when someone has gone for 
refuge to this [Community regarded thus in the ultimate sense], his 
refuge-going is neither broken nor defiled by the act of paying 
homage to some other [subordinate] kind, for instance to a com
munity of bhikkhus or to a community of bhikkhunis or to a 
community headed by the Enlightened One or to the conventional 
community classed as consisting of a chapter of four, etc., or even 
when consisting of a single person gone forth under the Blessed One. 
36. This is what is different here. What remains to be said about 
this and about the second refuge-going should be understood in the 
way already stated under directions for the breach and non-breach, 
and the rest. 

This, then, is the commentary on [the lines] 'And for the other 
two as well The way prescribed is parallel'. 
37. Now as to [the lines] 'The reason must be shown why these 
Display the order that they do ' (§ 10): The term ' Enlightened One ' 
is defined and explained first among these three refuge terms by 
taking [the Enlightened One as] 'the foremost of all creatures' 
(see A. ii. 34); 'The True Idea' next because [that] was given its 
being by him and taught by him; and 'The Community' last 
because [that] is the bearer and the server of the True Idea. Or 
alternatively, ' Enlightened One ' is defined and explained first by 
taking [him as] ' The promoter of all creatures' welfare '; ' The 
True Idea' next because [that was] given its being by him for the 
sake of all creatures' welfare; and' The Community' last by taking 
[that as J ' practising for the attainment of welfare, [by reaching the 
Path] and attained to welfare [by reaching its Fruit]'. That is how 
' The reason must be shown why these Display the order that they 
do'. 
38. Now it was said 'Lastly the Triple Refuge too Must be ex
plained by similes' (§ 10), [21] of which it may be said as follows. 
The Enlightened One is like the full moon; the True Idea taught by 
him is like the shedding of the moon's effulgence; and the Com
munity is like the world inspired with happiness by the effulgence 
of the full moon. The Enlightened One is like the rising sun; the 
True Idea as already stated is like the web of his rays; and the 
Community is like the world rid by him of darkness. The En
lightened One is like a man who burns a jungle; the True Idea, 
which burns up the jungle of defilements, is like the fire which burns 
the jungle; and the Community, which has become a field for merit 
since its defilements have been burnt up, is like the piece of ground 
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which has become a field [for sowing] since its jungle has been burnt 
up. The Enlightened One is like a great rain-cloud; the True Idea 
is like a downpour of rain; and the Community, in which the dust of 
defilement has been laid, is like the countryside in which the dust has 
been laid by the fall of rain. The Enlightened One is like a good 
trainer [of thoroughbreds]; the True Object for faith (sadilhamma) is 
like the means for the disciplining of thoroughbred horses; and the 
Community is like a mass of well-disciplined thoroughbreds. The 
Enlightened One is like a dart-extractor because he removes all 
darts of [ wrong] views; the True Idea is like the means for removing 
the darts; and the Community, from whom the darts of [wrong] 
views have been removed, is like people from whom darts have been 
removed. Or else the Enlightened One is like a lancet-user because 
he dissects away28 the cataract of delusion; the True Idea is like 
the means for dissecting cataract away; and the Community, whose 
eye of knowledge29 is cleared by the dissecting away of the cataract 
of delusion, is like people whose eyes are cleared with the dissecting 
away of cataract. Or else the Enlightened One is like a clever 
physician because he is able to cure the sickness consisting in defile
ment by underlying tendencies; the True Idea is like a rightly 
applied medicine; and the Community, whose underlying tendencies 
to the sickness of defilement are quite cured, is like people whose 
sickness is quite cured by the application of the medicine. Or 
else the Enlightened One is like a good guide; the True Idea is like a 
good path to a land of safety; and the Community is like [people J 
who enter upon the path and reach the land of safety. The 
Enlightened One is like a good pilot; the True Idea is like a ship; 
and the Community is like people who have succeeded in reaching 
the further shore. The Enlightened One is like the Himalaya 
Mountain; the True Idea is like the healing herbs that are given their 
being by that mountain; and the Community is like people free 
from ailment owing to the use of the healing herbs. The Enlightened 
One is like a bestower of riches; the True Idea is like the riches and 
the Community, which has rightly obtained the Noble One's riches 
(see D. iii. 163), is like people who have obtained riches in the way 
hoped for. [22] The Enlightened One is like one who shows a 
hidden treasure-store; the True Idea is like the hidden treasure-

2s 'Samuppatana-dissecting away' and 'salakiya-Iancet-user' are not 
in P.E.D. 

20 Na1J,U-looona instead of iia1J,U-ookkhu is 'popular-narrative' (Jataka
Commentary) style. The word locana (eye) is rare in the main commentaries. 
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the world' (M. i. 37; A. i. 208). Now when someone has gone for 
refuge to this [Community regarded thus in the ultimate sense], his 
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community classed as consisting of a chapter of four, etc., or even 
when consisting of a single person gone forth under the Blessed One. 
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taking [the Enlightened One as] 'the foremost of all creatures' 
(see A. ii. 34); 'The True Idea' next because [that] was given its 
being by him and taught by him; and 'The Community' last 
because [that] is the bearer and the server of the True Idea. Or 
alternatively, ' Enlightened One ' is defined and explained first by 
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do'. 
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him is like the shedding of the moon's effulgence; and the Com
munity is like the world inspired with happiness by the effulgence 
of the full moon. The Enlightened One is like the rising sun; the 
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Community is like the world rid by him of darkness. The En
lightened One is like a man who burns a jungle; the True Idea, 
which burns up the jungle of defilements, is like the fire which burns 
the jungle; and the Community, which has become a field for merit 
since its defilements have been burnt up, is like the piece of ground 
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which has become a field [for sowing] since its jungle has been burnt 
up. The Enlightened One is like a great rain-cloud; the True Idea 
is like a downpour of rain; and the Community, in which the dust of 
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the Community, which has rightly obtained the Noble One's riches 
(see D. iii. 163), is like people who have obtained riches in the way 
hoped for. [22] The Enlightened One is like one who shows a 
hidden treasure-store; the True Idea is like the hidden treasure-

2s 'Samuppatana-dissecting away' and 'salakiya-Iancet-user' are not 
in P.E.D. 

20 Na1J,U-looona instead of iia1J,U-ookkhu is 'popular-narrative' (Jataka
Commentary) style. The word locana (eye) is rare in the main commentaries. 
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store; and the Community is like people who have found the hidden 
treasure-store. Furthermore, the Enlightened One is like a stead
fast man who gives protection from fear; the True Idea is the protec
tion from fear; and the Community, which has found complete 
protection from fear, is like people who have found protection from 
fear. The Enlightened One is like a consoler; the True Idea is like a 
consolation; and the Community is like people consoled. The 
Enlightened One is like a good friend; the True Idea is like helpful 
advice; the Community is like people who have reached all their 
aims through following the helpful advice. The Enlightened One 
is like a mine of riches; the True Idea is like the vein of riches; and 
the Community is like people who exploit the vein of riches. The 
Enlightened One is like one who bathes a prince; the True Idea is 
like the water for washing the head; and the Community, which has 
been well bathed in the water of the True Object for faith, is like a 
company of well-bathed princes. The Enlightened One is like the 
maker of an ornament; the True Idea is like the ornament; and the 
Community, which is adorned with the True Object for faith, is like 
a party of kings' sons wearing ornaments. The Enlightened One is 
like a sandalwood tree; the True Idea is like the scent given its being 
by that [tree]; and the Community, whose fever has been quelled 
by the use of the True Object for faith, is like people whose fever has 
been quelled by the use of sandalwood. The Enlightened One is 
like the bestower of an inheritance; the True Object of Faith is like 
the inheritance; and the Community, which is heir to the heritage 
consisting of the True Object for faith, is like a company of children 
who are heirs to the inheritance. The Enlightened One is like an 
opened lotus flower; the True Idea is like the honey given its being 
by that [flower]; and the Community is like a swarm of bees making 
use of that [honey]. That is how 'Lastly the Triple Refuge too 
Must be explained by similes '. 
39. And at this point the Schedule of the method of commenting, 
which was set out in the four stages beginning thus' By whom pro
nounced, where, when, and why, Were these three Refuges1' (§ 10), 
has been explained as to its meaning. 

The explanation of the Refuges in the Illustrator of Ultimate 
Meaning, the Commentary on the Minor Books, is ended. 

CHAPTER II 

THE TEN TRAINING PRECEPTS 
(Dasasikkhapadarh) 

I. The entry into the Dispensation having been shown by means 
of the refuge-going, there [follows here] the Reading consisting of 
the Training Precepts, which was placed here in order to show what 
training precepts should first be trained in by someone who has 
already entered the Dispensation thus. Now here is a Schedule for 
the commentary thereto: 

2. [23] Of these it should be known by whom 
They were pronounced, where, when, and why; 
Defining those shared equally 
Next, and then that reserved to some, 

Stating what is looked on askance 
By nature, what by ordinance. 
For phrasing and for meaning too 
We make one common treatment do 

For terms that all the precepts share. 
Next, in the first five precepts there 
We must duly become aware 
Of diverse meanings that they bear. 

Then to explain we must be willing 
By singleness and so on, taking 
Only the five that start1 with killing, 
By object, and by undertaking, 

By breach, by blamability, 
By means, factor, origination, 
By feeling, root, and action, too, 
By abstinence, and by the fruit. 

What thence in the last five must be 
Construed, and special application, 
Then why inferior we review, 
And why superior to boot. 

1 ' -ppabhuti-that start with' (or 'etc.'=-adi): not in P.E.D. in this 
sense; see Glossary. 
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3. Herein, these ten training precepts were pronounced by the 
Blessed One himself, not by disciples, and so on. And they were 
pronounced by him at Savatthi in Jeta's Wood, AnathapiIJ.c,lika's 
Park, when he arrived at Savatthi from Kapilavatthu after giving 
the venerable Ra.hula the Going Forth, the purpose being to give 
novices a definition of the training precepts. For this is said: ' Then 
when the Blessed One had stayed at Kapilavatthu as long as he 
chose, he set out to wander by stages to Savatthi, and so doing, he 
eventually arrived at Savatthi. There he lived in Jeta's Wood, 
Anathapil).c,lika's Park. Now on that occasion ... [it occurred] to 
the novices "How many training precepts have we? ", and they 
told this matter to the Blessed One, [who said] "Bhikkhus, I allow 
ten novices' training precepts, and training in them by novice&. 
[24] They are: abstinence from killing breathing things, . . . 
Abstinence from accepting gold and silver" ' (Vin. i. 83-4). 
4. These [as stated thus, firstly, in the Vinaya] should be understood 
to have been [again a second time] incorporated in the 'pathway' 
for the [serial order of the Tipitaka's] recitation according to the 
manner of the Suttas as follows: 'He undertakes the training pre
cepts and trains in them' (D. i. 63), and [again a third time], 
according to the manner of the Readings in the way shown under 
the Going-for-Refuge (Ch. i, §§ 7 and 16), thus: 'I un<lertake the 
training pre,cept of abstinene,e from killing breathing things ... ' 

So much for the lines ' Of these it should be known by whom They 
were pronounced, where, when, and why '. 
5. Now the first two and the fourth and fifth are shared equally 
between lay followers and novices as invariable virtuous practices. 
But by combining the seventh and eighth into one and omitting the 
last one of all, all [save the last] are only for lay followers as the 
virtuous practice on the occasion of the Uposatha observance, 
and so all these are shared with novices. That is 'Defining 
those shared equally Next, and then that reserved to some ' should 
be done. 
6. Then the first five are abstentions ' from what is looked on 
askance (blamable) by nature' since killing breathing things, etc., 
are always originated by unprofitable cognizance,2 but the rest are 
[abstentions] 'from what is looked on askance (blamable) by 
ordinance '. That is how it should be stated ' What is looked on 
askance By nature, what by ordinance'. 

2 0. supports P.T.S., but B. and Ss. have pakativajjato veramarJ,iyo. 

[24-25] II. The Ten Training Pree,epts 19 

[l. PatJii,tiJJiiiii, veramarJ,i-sikkhapadarh samadiyami. 
2. Adinnadana verama1J,i-sikkhapadarh samooiyami. 
3. Abrahmacariya veramarJ,i-sikkhapadarh samadiyami. 
4. M usavada verama'tJ,i-sikkhapadarh samadiyami, 
5. Suramerayamajjapparnadaffhana verama1J,i-sikkhapadarh sama

diyami.J 

7. The words I un<lertake the training pre,cept of abstinene,e ( V erama1J,i
sikkhapadarh samooiyami) are shared by all [te~J, and so the foll~w
ing explanation of these words as to the phrasmg and the meanmg 
can be understood to be common to all. 
8. Firstly, as to the phrasing. It crushes risk (verarh mat]ii,ti),3 t~us 
it is abstention (verama1J,i); the meaning is that it abandons nsk, 
eliminates it, does away with it, annihilates it. Or alternatively, a 
person, with that as instrument, abstains (viramati)_ ~o~ risk (ver_a), 
thus, substituting the syllable ve for the syllable m, 1t 1s abst_entio_n 
(verama1J,i); and hence they pronounce ~tin t':"o waY_s ~ere _[m t~s 
context], namely, verama~ii-sikkhapadam and mrama't],i-sikkhapadam. 
It ought to be trained in (sikkhitabba), thus it is a training (s-fkkh!); 
one proceeds (pajjate)4 by that, thus it is a state (pada); an~ si~khaya 
padarh=sikkhapadarh (resolution of compound); the meanm_g 1s that 
it is the means by which to arrive at training; or else what 1s me~nt 
is that it [that is, the pada] is the root, the support, the foundation 
[for the sikkha]. The abstention itself is the _training-precept 
(training-foundation), thus it is a training-precept [m the first form] 
as verama1J,isikkhapadarh, or, according to the second method, as 
virama1J,isilckhapadarh. I completely (samma) take (ooiyami)'. thus 
I undertake; what is meant is that I take [it] with the intention of 
non-transgression by keeping [it] 'untorn' and keeping [it] 'un
mottled' (see A. iv. 56, quoted at Vis. Ch. i, §§ 144-50/pp. 51~3). 
9. Now as to the meaning: abstention (verama'tJ,i) is abstmence 
(virati) associated with sensual-desire-sphere profitable cognizance 
(see Vis. Ch. xiv, § 83/p. 452). [25] 0~ course,. there is_ also such 
supramundane abstention as that stated m the V1bhanga m the w_ay 
beginning ' When someone is abstaining from killing br~athing 
things, on that occasion any abstaining (shrinking), abstme~ce, 
reabstinence, abstention, from killing breathing things, non-domg, 
non-making, non-offending, non-transgressing-of-limit, demolition-

a' Maniiti-to crush': not in P.E.D.; see Glossary. For vera as 'risk' 
(cf. P.E.D.'s' sin') see e.g. Ch. vi,§ 96; also S. ii. 6~/. 

' ' Pajjate-to proceed ': only one doubtful ref. m P.E.D. 
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of-bridges [to evil], ... ' (Vbh. 285f But since the words' I under
take ' are spoken here, it is appropriate to treat it here as an act of 
undertaking, which is why it was said above that ' abstinence is 
that. ~ssociated with sensual-desire-sphere profitable cognizance'. 
Tr_aining: t?~re a~e three kinds of training: training in the Higher 
V~ue, trammg m_ the Highe~ Cognizance, and training in the 
Higher Unders~an'.1ing (see Ch. ix, n. 8 and Ps. i. 46). But in this 
llont~xt what 1s mtended by ' training ' is virtue consisting in 
abstmence as custom (see Oh. v. § 152 below), mundane insight, form 
~nd for~nless jhana, .a~d the Noble Path, according as it is said 
~at ideas are trammgs? On an occasion on which a sensual

desire-sp~ere pr~fitable cognizance has arisen accompanied by joy 
and associated with knowledge, ... on that occasion there is contact 
· , · [for elision see Dhs. l] ... there is non-distraction: these idea~ 
are. tra~ngs . . . What ideas are trainings? On an occasion on 
w~ch m a formed rebirth one maintains in being the Path, [and] 
qwte secluded from sensual desires, secluded from unprofitable ideas 
one en~ers upo~ and a_bides in the first jhana, ... the fifth jhana, .. '. 
there 1~ _non-distraction: these ideas are trainings. What ideas 
are trammgs? On an occasion on which in a formless rebirth 
accomp~nied by the base consisting of neither perception nor ~o~~ 
percep~10n ... th~r~ is non-distraction: these ideas are trainings. 
_\Vha~ ideas are trammgs? On an occasion on which one maintains 
m bei~g a supr~mun~ane jhana that leads out [from the round] ... 
there 1s non-d1stract10n: these ideas are trainings' (Vbh. 290-1). 
The stat~ \precept) as the way to arrive at any one training among 
~he.se tram:1n?s' or alternatively as the root, support, foundation, for 
it, _is a training pr~pt (state); for this is said 'One maintaining in 
bem~ and developmg the seven factors of enlightenment supported 
~y virtue, ~ounded on virtue' (S. v. 63), and so on. That is how 
For phrasmg and for meaning too We make one common treatment 

do For terms that all the precepts share '. 
10. Now it was said 'Next in the first five precepts there We duly 
must _become aware Of diverse meanings that they bear. Then to 
explam we must ~e wil?~g By singleness and so on, taking Only the 
five that start wit~. kilhng, By object and by undertaking, By 
breach, by b~amab1lity, By means, factor, origination, By feeling, 
root'. a~d action too, By abstinence, and by the fnnt '. [26] And 
herem, 1t can be stated as follows. 
11. As to kill!ng. brea:thing things, firstly: a 'breathing thing' is a 
category-contmwty involving the life faculty, or it is a creature 
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described derivatively upon that. When in the case of such a 
breathing thing someone perceives it as a breathing thing, then 
' killing breathing things ' is his choice to kill occurring in either the 
body door or the speech door, and originating the active process of 
severing the life faculty. 
12. Taking what is not given: ' what is not given ' is what has been 
taken possession of [as a chattel] by another, when that other incurs 
no punishment by proceeding to do as he likes with it and remains 
blameless. Now when someone, in the case of some such thing 
already taken possession of by another, perceives it as something 
already taken possession of by another, then ' taking what is not 
given ' is his choice to steal, occurring in either the body door or the 
speech door, and originating the active process of taking that. 
13. Unchastity (what is not the Divine Life; abrahmacariya) is what 
is not the highest kind of conduct; it is the choice to transgress 
when there is opportunity for practice not in accordance with the 
True Ideal, [the choice J occurring in the body door as the practice of 
sexual intercourse consisting in copulation. 
14. Speaking falsehooa: the 'falsehood' is the verbal means or 
bodily means employed in concealing a meaning [ on the part] of one 
who gives precedence to deception; but the speaking of the false
hood is the wrong choice as intention to deceive, occurring in either 
the body door or the speech door, which originates the [form of the] 
body or speech that is the means to the deceiving of another. 
15. Any opportunity for negligence due to liquor, wine and besoUing 
drink: here as to ' liquor ', there are five kinds of liquor: fl.our liquor, 
cake liquor, rice liquor, that containing yeast, and that mixed with 
condiments. Also 'wine' is of five kinds: flower wine, fruit wine, 
sugar wine, honey wine, and that mixed with condiments (Vin. iv. 
110). Both these are 'besotting' (majia) in the sense of causing 
intoxication (madaniya); or alternatively, whatever else there is 
that causes intoxication, by drinking which one becomes mad (matta) 
and negligent (pamaUa) is called 'besotting'. The 'opportunity 
for negligence' (pamiida?thana) is the choice by which one drinks, 
swallows. That is so called since it is the cause for the [subsequent] 
vanity (madness) and negligence (mada-ppamiida); consequently, 
what should be understood as the ' opportunity for negligence ' is the 
choice in swallowing the liquor, wine or besotting drink, as intent to 
swallow, which occurs in the body door (see Ch. v, § 153 below). 

[27] This firstly is the explanation of the five that start with 
killing. 
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of-bridges [to evil], ... ' (Vbh. 285f But since the words' I under
take ' are spoken here, it is appropriate to treat it here as an act of 
undertaking, which is why it was said above that ' abstinence is 
that. ~ssociated with sensual-desire-sphere profitable cognizance'. 
Tr_aining: t?~re a~e three kinds of training: training in the Higher 
V~ue, trammg m_ the Highe~ Cognizance, and training in the 
Higher Unders~an'.1ing (see Ch. ix, n. 8 and Ps. i. 46). But in this 
llont~xt what 1s mtended by ' training ' is virtue consisting in 
abstmence as custom (see Oh. v. § 152 below), mundane insight, form 
~nd for~nless jhana, .a~d the Noble Path, according as it is said 
~at ideas are trammgs? On an occasion on which a sensual

desire-sp~ere pr~fitable cognizance has arisen accompanied by joy 
and associated with knowledge, ... on that occasion there is contact 
· , · [for elision see Dhs. l] ... there is non-distraction: these idea~ 
are. tra~ngs . . . What ideas are trainings? On an occasion on 
w~ch m a formed rebirth one maintains in being the Path, [and] 
qwte secluded from sensual desires, secluded from unprofitable ideas 
one en~ers upo~ and a_bides in the first jhana, ... the fifth jhana, .. '. 
there 1~ _non-distraction: these ideas are trainings. What ideas 
are trammgs? On an occasion on which in a formless rebirth 
accomp~nied by the base consisting of neither perception nor ~o~~ 
percep~10n ... th~r~ is non-distraction: these ideas are trainings. 
_\Vha~ ideas are trammgs? On an occasion on which one maintains 
m bei~g a supr~mun~ane jhana that leads out [from the round] ... 
there 1s non-d1stract10n: these ideas are trainings' (Vbh. 290-1). 
The stat~ \precept) as the way to arrive at any one training among 
~he.se tram:1n?s' or alternatively as the root, support, foundation, for 
it, _is a training pr~pt (state); for this is said 'One maintaining in 
bem~ and developmg the seven factors of enlightenment supported 
~y virtue, ~ounded on virtue' (S. v. 63), and so on. That is how 
For phrasmg and for meaning too We make one common treatment 

do For terms that all the precepts share '. 
10. Now it was said 'Next in the first five precepts there We duly 
must _become aware Of diverse meanings that they bear. Then to 
explam we must ~e wil?~g By singleness and so on, taking Only the 
five that start wit~. kilhng, By object and by undertaking, By 
breach, by b~amab1lity, By means, factor, origination, By feeling, 
root'. a~d action too, By abstinence, and by the fnnt '. [26] And 
herem, 1t can be stated as follows. 
11. As to kill!ng. brea:thing things, firstly: a 'breathing thing' is a 
category-contmwty involving the life faculty, or it is a creature 
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described derivatively upon that. When in the case of such a 
breathing thing someone perceives it as a breathing thing, then 
' killing breathing things ' is his choice to kill occurring in either the 
body door or the speech door, and originating the active process of 
severing the life faculty. 
12. Taking what is not given: ' what is not given ' is what has been 
taken possession of [as a chattel] by another, when that other incurs 
no punishment by proceeding to do as he likes with it and remains 
blameless. Now when someone, in the case of some such thing 
already taken possession of by another, perceives it as something 
already taken possession of by another, then ' taking what is not 
given ' is his choice to steal, occurring in either the body door or the 
speech door, and originating the active process of taking that. 
13. Unchastity (what is not the Divine Life; abrahmacariya) is what 
is not the highest kind of conduct; it is the choice to transgress 
when there is opportunity for practice not in accordance with the 
True Ideal, [the choice J occurring in the body door as the practice of 
sexual intercourse consisting in copulation. 
14. Speaking falsehooa: the 'falsehood' is the verbal means or 
bodily means employed in concealing a meaning [ on the part] of one 
who gives precedence to deception; but the speaking of the false
hood is the wrong choice as intention to deceive, occurring in either 
the body door or the speech door, which originates the [form of the] 
body or speech that is the means to the deceiving of another. 
15. Any opportunity for negligence due to liquor, wine and besoUing 
drink: here as to ' liquor ', there are five kinds of liquor: fl.our liquor, 
cake liquor, rice liquor, that containing yeast, and that mixed with 
condiments. Also 'wine' is of five kinds: flower wine, fruit wine, 
sugar wine, honey wine, and that mixed with condiments (Vin. iv. 
110). Both these are 'besotting' (majia) in the sense of causing 
intoxication (madaniya); or alternatively, whatever else there is 
that causes intoxication, by drinking which one becomes mad (matta) 
and negligent (pamaUa) is called 'besotting'. The 'opportunity 
for negligence' (pamiida?thana) is the choice by which one drinks, 
swallows. That is so called since it is the cause for the [subsequent] 
vanity (madness) and negligence (mada-ppamiida); consequently, 
what should be understood as the ' opportunity for negligence ' is the 
choice in swallowing the liquor, wine or besotting drink, as intent to 
swallow, which occurs in the body door (see Ch. v, § 153 below). 

[27] This firstly is the explanation of the five that start with 
killing. 
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16. ' By singleness, and so on ': here it may be asked: But how 
then? Is singularity in the case of killing-breathing-things 
[ decided] by the singleness of the victim or the killer or the means or 
the choice, etc.? And is its multiplicity [decided] by their multi
pleness, and [likewise in the cases J of any [ of the rest J beginning with 
taking what is not given? Or is this not so? By which ought this 
to be decided? For firstly, if its singularity is [decided] by the 
singleness [of any one of them], then when many killers kill a single 
victim, or when a single killer kills many victims, or when many 
victims are killed by a single means among those beginning with 
one's own hand, or when a single choice originates the means that 
severs the life faculty of many victims, then there would have to be 
only a single killing-of-breathing-things. But if its multiplicity is 
[decided] by the multiplicity [of one of them], then when a single 
killer employs a single means for the purpose of [killing] a single 
[victim] and actually kills many victims, or when many killers 
employing many means for the purpose of [killing] many [ victims 
called, say,] Devadatta, Yafiiiadatta, Somadatta, etc., actually kill 
only a single [victim, say,] Devadatta or Yafiiiadatta or Somadatta, 
or when a single victim is killed by many means beginning with one's 
own hand, or when many choices originate the means for severing 
the life faculty in only a single victim, then there would have to be 
many killings of breathing things.-Both [arguments] are inappro
priate.-Then [if] neither the singularity nor the multiplicity of 
these [namely, killing and the rest J is decided by the singleness or 
multipleness of the victim, etc., but their singularity and multi
plicity are decided otherwise6 in fact, then it should be stated how 
that is, and as in the case of killing breathing things so also with the 
rest.6-lt can be stated as follows. Herein, firstly in the case of 
killing breathing things, its singleness or multipleness is [ decided] 
individually by the singleness or multipleness of the victim [on the 
one hand] and of the killer, etc., [on the other.] But [taking] the 
victim in conjunction with the killer, etc., while its singleness is 
[decided] by singleness [in both of these factors], its multipleness is 
[decided] by multipleness in both or either of these two [factors]; for 
accordingly, when there are many killers killing many victims by a 
single or by many means from among the arrow, knife, etc., or from 
among those beginning with digging a pitfall, then there are many 

6 Reading with 0., B. and Ss. annath'eva tu. 
6 Ss. only: vattabbarh, yathii c,a pii'IJ,iitipiitassa. 
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killings of breathing things; and when there is a single killer killing 
many victims either by a single means or by many means and by a 
single choice or by many choices originating the means to that, then 
there are also many killings of breathing things; and when there are 
many killers killing a single victim either by a single or by many 
means of the kind already stated, then there are also many killings 
of breathing things. This method applies also in the cases of taking 
what is not given and the rest. This is how the explanation should 
be understood here ' as to singleness, and so on '. 
17. [28] 'By object': among ideas of [material-] form, killing
breathing-things has for its object the life faculty, while taking
what-is-not-given, what-is-not-the-Divine-Life (unchastity), and 
opportunity-for-negligence-due-to-liquor-wine- and-besotting-drink, 
have for their objects [ other J determinations that consist of one or 
other among the [six external bases for contact] beginning with the 
[visible] form base. 7 Speaking-falsehood has for its object a 
creature since it occurs contingent upon [the creature] to whom it 
is spoken. According to some, what-is-not-the-Divine-Life has 
creatures for its object, and also taking-what-is-not-given has 
creatures for its object when a creature is to be stolen; however, 
these [two latter] are here contingent upon creatures only in virtue 
of the determinations [upon which they are derivatively described], 
not in virtue of the [ actual derivative J description [itself as is the 
case with speaking falsehood]. 8 That is how the explanation 
should be known by object here. 
18. ' By undertaking ': these training precepts of abstention from 

7 Rupa, as ' (material) form ', is the first of the five structurally related 
'Categories'. It is describable in another way (in the commentarial system) 
in terms of the six' external bases' (objects of the eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, 
and mind), the first of which is the' form-base' (rupiiyatana), the eye's object. 
' (Material) form ' then appears as a phenomenal ' objective ' complex, of 
which one component is the '(visible) form' that is the eye's object while 
another, the 'life-faculty' (in the case of 'creatures') belonging to the 
'idea-base' that is the mind's object (see Vis. Ch. xiv for details). It may 
be noted that any notion of ' matter ' as an autonomous objective substance 
(knowable or not) with manifest qualities is inadmissible in Buddhist doctrine 
as unjustified. 

8 This very shorthand clause must be taken as employing the word pannatti 
in its Abhidhamma sense ( i.e. ' description ' see PugA.) rather than its Vina ya 
sense (i.e. 'announcement', 'ordinance' see Kankhiivitara'IJ,i 22). Seen. 16 
below for the opposition of the ' factual ' determinations and ' derivative, 
non-factual ' creatures. The ' derivative description ' is thus essential to 
the idea of lying, but only adventitious in the other cases. 
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16. ' By singleness, and so on ': here it may be asked: But how 
then? Is singularity in the case of killing-breathing-things 
[ decided] by the singleness of the victim or the killer or the means or 
the choice, etc.? And is its multiplicity [decided] by their multi
pleness, and [likewise in the cases J of any [ of the rest J beginning with 
taking what is not given? Or is this not so? By which ought this 
to be decided? For firstly, if its singularity is [decided] by the 
singleness [of any one of them], then when many killers kill a single 
victim, or when a single killer kills many victims, or when many 
victims are killed by a single means among those beginning with 
one's own hand, or when a single choice originates the means that 
severs the life faculty of many victims, then there would have to be 
only a single killing-of-breathing-things. But if its multiplicity is 
[decided] by the multiplicity [of one of them], then when a single 
killer employs a single means for the purpose of [killing] a single 
[victim] and actually kills many victims, or when many killers 
employing many means for the purpose of [killing] many [ victims 
called, say,] Devadatta, Yafiiiadatta, Somadatta, etc., actually kill 
only a single [victim, say,] Devadatta or Yafiiiadatta or Somadatta, 
or when a single victim is killed by many means beginning with one's 
own hand, or when many choices originate the means for severing 
the life faculty in only a single victim, then there would have to be 
many killings of breathing things.-Both [arguments] are inappro
priate.-Then [if] neither the singularity nor the multiplicity of 
these [namely, killing and the rest J is decided by the singleness or 
multipleness of the victim, etc., but their singularity and multi
plicity are decided otherwise6 in fact, then it should be stated how 
that is, and as in the case of killing breathing things so also with the 
rest.6-lt can be stated as follows. Herein, firstly in the case of 
killing breathing things, its singleness or multipleness is [ decided] 
individually by the singleness or multipleness of the victim [on the 
one hand] and of the killer, etc., [on the other.] But [taking] the 
victim in conjunction with the killer, etc., while its singleness is 
[decided] by singleness [in both of these factors], its multipleness is 
[decided] by multipleness in both or either of these two [factors]; for 
accordingly, when there are many killers killing many victims by a 
single or by many means from among the arrow, knife, etc., or from 
among those beginning with digging a pitfall, then there are many 

6 Reading with 0., B. and Ss. annath'eva tu. 
6 Ss. only: vattabbarh, yathii c,a pii'IJ,iitipiitassa. 
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killings of breathing things; and when there is a single killer killing 
many victims either by a single means or by many means and by a 
single choice or by many choices originating the means to that, then 
there are also many killings of breathing things; and when there are 
many killers killing a single victim either by a single or by many 
means of the kind already stated, then there are also many killings 
of breathing things. This method applies also in the cases of taking 
what is not given and the rest. This is how the explanation should 
be understood here ' as to singleness, and so on '. 
17. [28] 'By object': among ideas of [material-] form, killing
breathing-things has for its object the life faculty, while taking
what-is-not-given, what-is-not-the-Divine-Life (unchastity), and 
opportunity-for-negligence-due-to-liquor-wine- and-besotting-drink, 
have for their objects [ other J determinations that consist of one or 
other among the [six external bases for contact] beginning with the 
[visible] form base. 7 Speaking-falsehood has for its object a 
creature since it occurs contingent upon [the creature] to whom it 
is spoken. According to some, what-is-not-the-Divine-Life has 
creatures for its object, and also taking-what-is-not-given has 
creatures for its object when a creature is to be stolen; however, 
these [two latter] are here contingent upon creatures only in virtue 
of the determinations [upon which they are derivatively described], 
not in virtue of the [ actual derivative J description [itself as is the 
case with speaking falsehood]. 8 That is how the explanation 
should be known by object here. 
18. ' By undertaking ': these training precepts of abstention from 

7 Rupa, as ' (material) form ', is the first of the five structurally related 
'Categories'. It is describable in another way (in the commentarial system) 
in terms of the six' external bases' (objects of the eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, 
and mind), the first of which is the' form-base' (rupiiyatana), the eye's object. 
' (Material) form ' then appears as a phenomenal ' objective ' complex, of 
which one component is the '(visible) form' that is the eye's object while 
another, the 'life-faculty' (in the case of 'creatures') belonging to the 
'idea-base' that is the mind's object (see Vis. Ch. xiv for details). It may 
be noted that any notion of ' matter ' as an autonomous objective substance 
(knowable or not) with manifest qualities is inadmissible in Buddhist doctrine 
as unjustified. 

8 This very shorthand clause must be taken as employing the word pannatti 
in its Abhidhamma sense ( i.e. ' description ' see PugA.) rather than its Vina ya 
sense (i.e. 'announcement', 'ordinance' see Kankhiivitara'IJ,i 22). Seen. 16 
below for the opposition of the ' factual ' determinations and ' derivative, 
non-factual ' creatures. The ' derivative description ' is thus essential to 
the idea of lying, but only adventitious in the other cases. 
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killing breathing things, and the rest, are undertaken by a novice 
only when undertaken in the presence of a bhikkhu. But they are 
undertaken by a lay follower either when he undertakes them by 
himself or when he does so in another's presence; and they are 
undertaken by him when undertaken together or undertaken 
separately. Now when someone undertakes them together, his 
abstinence is single and his choice is single, though they are still 
described individually9 according to their [ several] functions. But 
when someone undertakes them singly, the abstinence is fivefold 
and so is the choice, it should be understood. That is how the 
explanation should be known by undertaking. 
19. ' By breach': in the case of novices, when one is broken, all are 
broken; for they are to novices as the Defeats ( see Vin. iii. 1 f.) [ are 
to bhikkhus]; but responsibility for action10 resides only in the one 
actually transgressed. In the case of householders, when one is 
broken then only that one is broken, and consequently the fivefold
ness of their virtue becomes effective again as soon as that one alone 
is reundertaken. Some others, however, have said that' When they 
have been undertaken separately, then, on one being broken, only 
that one is broken. However, when they have been undertaken 
thus " I undertake the virtue possessed of the five factors ", then 
when one is broken the rest are all broken too-Why? Because of 
the unity of the undertaking-; but then responsibility for action10 

resides only in the one actually transgressed '. That is how the 
explanation should be known by breach. 
20. ' By blamability ': in the case of breathing things beginning 
with animals that are devoid of special qualities, killing of breathing 
things is [relatively] less blamable in the case of a small one 
and more blamable in the case of one with a large physical frame. 
Why? Because of the greater magnitude of the means [needed]; 
and when the means are equal, [it depends] on the greater magnitude 
of the object, [namely, the breathing thing.] But in the case of 
human beings, etc., endowed with special qualities, killing-breathing
things is [relatively] less blamable in the case of one with small 
special qualities; [29] and when there is equality of special qualities 
and of the physical frame, then the lesser blamableness should be 
understood to reside in the [ relative J mildness of the defilements and 

9 Reading with 0. and Ss. etiisarh paccattarh paiiiiapiyate, but B. has etasarh 
paiicavu.lhattarh viiinayati. 

10 ' Kamma-barulha-responsibility for action ' and ' kammuna-bajjhati
to be responsible for action ': idiom not in P.E.D.; see Glossary. 
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of the active process adopted, and the greater blamableness in their 
greater violence. So too with the rest. But unlike killing-breath
ing-things, etc., [ whose blamability varies,] the opp0rtunity-for
negligence-d ue-to-liq nor-wine-and-besotting-drink is always greatly 
blamable. Why? Because it obstructs the Noble Ones' True Idea 
by inducing even madness in a human being. That is how the 
explanation should be known by blamability. 
21. 'By means ': in the case of killing-breathing-things there are six 
kinds of means: with one's own hand, by command, by missile, by 
fixed contrivance, by [ magical] science, and by supernormal power. 
22. Herein, a blow given by the body or by what is connected to the 
body is' with one's own hand' as means. That is of two kinds as 
directed [to an individual] and not so directed. Herein, in the case 
of that directed [to an individual], one becomes responsible for the 
action of killing10 only through the death of the one to whom the 
blow was directed. In the case of that not so directed [and given] 
thus 'Let anyone at all die' [one becomes responsible] through 
anyone's death that is conditioned by that blow. And in both 
cases, whether [the breathing thing] dies with the very blow or 
afterwards of a sickness due to it, one becomes responsible for the 
action as from the moment of the blow, and when after giving the 
blow with the intention to kill, the breathing thing is not killed and 
then again a blow accompanied by another cognizance is given by 
him to that breathing thing not yet dead, and later on if it dies of 
the first blow, it is from then that he becomes responsible for the 
action, in which case there is no killing-of-breathing-things by the 
second blow; but if it dies through both, then he is responsible for 
the action as from the first blow. If it does not die through either, 
then there is no killing-of-breathing-things. This method applies 
also when a blow is given by many to one; for then the responsibility 
for the action lies with him by whose blow the breathing thing died. 
23. A command [given J after making a decision is a ' command ' as 
means. Herein, too, responsibility for the action should be followed 
out by the same method as that stated under' with one's own hand ' 
as means. And the definitive rule to be understood is sixfold as 
follows: 

The object, time, locality, 
The weapon, posture, and the kind 

10 ' Kamma-barulha-responsibility for action ' and ' kammuna-bajjhait
to be responsible for action': idiom not in P.E.D.; see Glossary. 
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killing breathing things, and the rest, are undertaken by a novice 
only when undertaken in the presence of a bhikkhu. But they are 
undertaken by a lay follower either when he undertakes them by 
himself or when he does so in another's presence; and they are 
undertaken by him when undertaken together or undertaken 
separately. Now when someone undertakes them together, his 
abstinence is single and his choice is single, though they are still 
described individually9 according to their [ several] functions. But 
when someone undertakes them singly, the abstinence is fivefold 
and so is the choice, it should be understood. That is how the 
explanation should be known by undertaking. 
19. ' By breach': in the case of novices, when one is broken, all are 
broken; for they are to novices as the Defeats ( see Vin. iii. 1 f.) [ are 
to bhikkhus]; but responsibility for action10 resides only in the one 
actually transgressed. In the case of householders, when one is 
broken then only that one is broken, and consequently the fivefold
ness of their virtue becomes effective again as soon as that one alone 
is reundertaken. Some others, however, have said that' When they 
have been undertaken separately, then, on one being broken, only 
that one is broken. However, when they have been undertaken 
thus " I undertake the virtue possessed of the five factors ", then 
when one is broken the rest are all broken too-Why? Because of 
the unity of the undertaking-; but then responsibility for action10 

resides only in the one actually transgressed '. That is how the 
explanation should be known by breach. 
20. ' By blamability ': in the case of breathing things beginning 
with animals that are devoid of special qualities, killing of breathing 
things is [relatively] less blamable in the case of a small one 
and more blamable in the case of one with a large physical frame. 
Why? Because of the greater magnitude of the means [needed]; 
and when the means are equal, [it depends] on the greater magnitude 
of the object, [namely, the breathing thing.] But in the case of 
human beings, etc., endowed with special qualities, killing-breathing
things is [relatively] less blamable in the case of one with small 
special qualities; [29] and when there is equality of special qualities 
and of the physical frame, then the lesser blamableness should be 
understood to reside in the [ relative J mildness of the defilements and 

9 Reading with 0. and Ss. etiisarh paccattarh paiiiiapiyate, but B. has etasarh 
paiicavu.lhattarh viiinayati. 

10 ' Kamma-barulha-responsibility for action ' and ' kammuna-bajjhati
to be responsible for action ': idiom not in P.E.D.; see Glossary. 
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of the active process adopted, and the greater blamableness in their 
greater violence. So too with the rest. But unlike killing-breath
ing-things, etc., [ whose blamability varies,] the opp0rtunity-for
negligence-d ue-to-liq nor-wine-and-besotting-drink is always greatly 
blamable. Why? Because it obstructs the Noble Ones' True Idea 
by inducing even madness in a human being. That is how the 
explanation should be known by blamability. 
21. 'By means ': in the case of killing-breathing-things there are six 
kinds of means: with one's own hand, by command, by missile, by 
fixed contrivance, by [ magical] science, and by supernormal power. 
22. Herein, a blow given by the body or by what is connected to the 
body is' with one's own hand' as means. That is of two kinds as 
directed [to an individual] and not so directed. Herein, in the case 
of that directed [to an individual], one becomes responsible for the 
action of killing10 only through the death of the one to whom the 
blow was directed. In the case of that not so directed [and given] 
thus 'Let anyone at all die' [one becomes responsible] through 
anyone's death that is conditioned by that blow. And in both 
cases, whether [the breathing thing] dies with the very blow or 
afterwards of a sickness due to it, one becomes responsible for the 
action as from the moment of the blow, and when after giving the 
blow with the intention to kill, the breathing thing is not killed and 
then again a blow accompanied by another cognizance is given by 
him to that breathing thing not yet dead, and later on if it dies of 
the first blow, it is from then that he becomes responsible for the 
action, in which case there is no killing-of-breathing-things by the 
second blow; but if it dies through both, then he is responsible for 
the action as from the first blow. If it does not die through either, 
then there is no killing-of-breathing-things. This method applies 
also when a blow is given by many to one; for then the responsibility 
for the action lies with him by whose blow the breathing thing died. 
23. A command [given J after making a decision is a ' command ' as 
means. Herein, too, responsibility for the action should be followed 
out by the same method as that stated under' with one's own hand ' 
as means. And the definitive rule to be understood is sixfold as 
follows: 

The object, time, locality, 
The weapon, posture, and the kind 

10 ' Kamma-barulha-responsibility for action ' and ' kammuna-bajjhait
to be responsible for action': idiom not in P.E.D.; see Glossary. 
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Of act; these are the six that we 
Shall need to make ' command ' defined. 

[30] Herein, the ' object ' is the breathing thing to be killed. The 
' time ' is the time consisting in morning, afternoon, etc., and the 
time consisting in youth, full strength, and so on.11 The ' locality ' 
is the village or town or wood or forest or crossroads, and so on. 
The 'weapon' is the sword, arrow or spear, and so on. The 
'~osture' is_ the standing or sitting posture, etc., of the breathing 
thing to be ~illed and of the killer. The' kind of act' is the stabbing 
or t~e cuttmg or the breaking or the 'polished-shell shave' (see 
M. 1. 87), and so on. If the object is mistaken and someone is 
killed other than the one whom it was commanded to kill then the 
giver of the command has no responsibility for the actio~. But if 
the obj~ct is_ not 1:'1istaken and death is caused, then responsibility for 
the action lies with both the one giving the command and the one 
commanded: with the former from the moment of his giving the 
command, and with the latter from the moment of the death. 
Likewise in the case of ' time ', and the rest. 
2~ .. ' A missile a~ means ' is when a blow is given for the purpose of 
killing by throwing something by the body or by what is connected 
~ ~h~ body. That too is twofold, being classed as directed [to an 
mdividual] and not so directed. And responsibility for the action 
should be understood here in the way already stated. 
25 .. ' A fixed con~rivance as means ' is as follows: digging a pitfall, 
[fi:'1-ng, say, a ~01soned thorn on] what is leant on, putting [some
thin?. lethal~ m someone's vicinity, [administering unsuitable] 
med~cme, poison, a_ mechanical device, etc., the purpose of which is 
t~ kill. That too is twofold, being classed as directed [to an indi
vid_ii-al] or not so directed. Consequently, responsibility for the 
action should be understood in the way already stated herein. But 
t~ere is this difference. When the pitfall or whatever it may be is 
given out to others by a lessor12 for money or gratis, then if [the 
breathi~g th~ng] dies ~th that as condition, the responsibility for 
the_ action l~es only with the lessor. Also even if the pitfall is 
obliterated either by him or by another and the ground made level 
there, and then earth-washers12 take away earth or root-diggers 

11 Reading yobbanathamaviriyiidikalo; B. supports P.T.S., but C. reads 
yobbanatthaviriyadi-. 

12 P.E.D. has 'instigator' for miilattha (lit. 'money-seeker'); but the 
context requires one who lets out or leases to another. Parhsudhovaka (lit. 
'earth-washer') is not in P.E.D.; is this rendering right? 
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digging up roots make a pit or mud appears after a fall of rain, and 
anyone slipping in or getting bogged there dies, then the responsi
bility for the action lies only with the lessor. But if either he who 
has thus obtained it [from the lessor], or someone else, widens it 
and anyone dies with that as condition, the responsibility for the 
action lies with both. It is only according as roots interlock with 
roots in that place and it thus once more becomes firm ground that 
he is freed [from potential responsibility]. Similarly with [fixing, 
say, a poisoned thorn on] what is leant on, etc.: as long as they last, 
so long should the responsibility for the action be understood to last 
according as applicable. 
26. ' [Magical] science as means' is the pronouncement of the in
cantations of [magical] science for the purpose of causing death. 
27. 'Supernormal power as means' is the causing of alterations by 
the supernormal power that is the ripening of action, such as the 
sharpening of the tusks, etc., of those that have tusks as weapons, 
and so on.13 

28. In the case of taking what is not given, [31] the means are 
those beginning with ' one's own hand ' and ' by command ' occur
ring under the [five] heads of robbery by theft, force, hiding, 
stratagem, and kusa-grass (see Vin. v. 129); and the classification of 
these should also be understood in the way already stated. 
29. In the case of those beginning with what-is-not-the-Divine-Life 
(unchastity), only 'one's own hand as means' is possible, [and not 
' by command ' and the rest.] 

That is how the explanation should be known by means. 
30. 'By factor': in the case of killing-breathing-things there are five 
factors, that is to say: there is a breathing thing, [the transgressor] is 
percipient of that as a breathing thing, the cognizance of killing is 
established, he makes an effort, [the breathing thing] dies by that 
[effort]. 
31. In the case of taking-what-is-not-given the factors are also five, 
that is to say: there is what has been taken possession of by another, 
[the transgressor] is percipient of that as having been taken possess
sion of by another, the cognizance of stealing is established, he makes 
an effort, what is takable is taken by him. 
32. In the case of what-is-not-th~-Divine-Life (unchastity) the 
factors are four, that is to say: there is an object for the infringe-

13 B. and Ss. read diithayuddhiidinarh dathakotanarh viya; C. supports 
P.T.S. 
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Of act; these are the six that we 
Shall need to make ' command ' defined. 

[30] Herein, the ' object ' is the breathing thing to be killed. The 
' time ' is the time consisting in morning, afternoon, etc., and the 
time consisting in youth, full strength, and so on.11 The ' locality ' 
is the village or town or wood or forest or crossroads, and so on. 
The 'weapon' is the sword, arrow or spear, and so on. The 
'~osture' is_ the standing or sitting posture, etc., of the breathing 
thing to be ~illed and of the killer. The' kind of act' is the stabbing 
or t~e cuttmg or the breaking or the 'polished-shell shave' (see 
M. 1. 87), and so on. If the object is mistaken and someone is 
killed other than the one whom it was commanded to kill then the 
giver of the command has no responsibility for the actio~. But if 
the obj~ct is_ not 1:'1istaken and death is caused, then responsibility for 
the action lies with both the one giving the command and the one 
commanded: with the former from the moment of his giving the 
command, and with the latter from the moment of the death. 
Likewise in the case of ' time ', and the rest. 
2~ .. ' A missile a~ means ' is when a blow is given for the purpose of 
killing by throwing something by the body or by what is connected 
~ ~h~ body. That too is twofold, being classed as directed [to an 
mdividual] and not so directed. And responsibility for the action 
should be understood here in the way already stated. 
25 .. ' A fixed con~rivance as means ' is as follows: digging a pitfall, 
[fi:'1-ng, say, a ~01soned thorn on] what is leant on, putting [some
thin?. lethal~ m someone's vicinity, [administering unsuitable] 
med~cme, poison, a_ mechanical device, etc., the purpose of which is 
t~ kill. That too is twofold, being classed as directed [to an indi
vid_ii-al] or not so directed. Consequently, responsibility for the 
action should be understood in the way already stated herein. But 
t~ere is this difference. When the pitfall or whatever it may be is 
given out to others by a lessor12 for money or gratis, then if [the 
breathi~g th~ng] dies ~th that as condition, the responsibility for 
the_ action l~es only with the lessor. Also even if the pitfall is 
obliterated either by him or by another and the ground made level 
there, and then earth-washers12 take away earth or root-diggers 

11 Reading yobbanathamaviriyiidikalo; B. supports P.T.S., but C. reads 
yobbanatthaviriyadi-. 

12 P.E.D. has 'instigator' for miilattha (lit. 'money-seeker'); but the 
context requires one who lets out or leases to another. Parhsudhovaka (lit. 
'earth-washer') is not in P.E.D.; is this rendering right? 
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digging up roots make a pit or mud appears after a fall of rain, and 
anyone slipping in or getting bogged there dies, then the responsi
bility for the action lies only with the lessor. But if either he who 
has thus obtained it [from the lessor], or someone else, widens it 
and anyone dies with that as condition, the responsibility for the 
action lies with both. It is only according as roots interlock with 
roots in that place and it thus once more becomes firm ground that 
he is freed [from potential responsibility]. Similarly with [fixing, 
say, a poisoned thorn on] what is leant on, etc.: as long as they last, 
so long should the responsibility for the action be understood to last 
according as applicable. 
26. ' [Magical] science as means' is the pronouncement of the in
cantations of [magical] science for the purpose of causing death. 
27. 'Supernormal power as means' is the causing of alterations by 
the supernormal power that is the ripening of action, such as the 
sharpening of the tusks, etc., of those that have tusks as weapons, 
and so on.13 

28. In the case of taking what is not given, [31] the means are 
those beginning with ' one's own hand ' and ' by command ' occur
ring under the [five] heads of robbery by theft, force, hiding, 
stratagem, and kusa-grass (see Vin. v. 129); and the classification of 
these should also be understood in the way already stated. 
29. In the case of those beginning with what-is-not-the-Divine-Life 
(unchastity), only 'one's own hand as means' is possible, [and not 
' by command ' and the rest.] 

That is how the explanation should be known by means. 
30. 'By factor': in the case of killing-breathing-things there are five 
factors, that is to say: there is a breathing thing, [the transgressor] is 
percipient of that as a breathing thing, the cognizance of killing is 
established, he makes an effort, [the breathing thing] dies by that 
[effort]. 
31. In the case of taking-what-is-not-given the factors are also five, 
that is to say: there is what has been taken possession of by another, 
[the transgressor] is percipient of that as having been taken possess
sion of by another, the cognizance of stealing is established, he makes 
an effort, what is takable is taken by him. 
32. In the case of what-is-not-th~-Divine-Life (unchastity) the 
factors are four, that is to say: there is an object for the infringe-

13 B. and Ss. read diithayuddhiidinarh dathakotanarh viya; C. supports 
P.T.S. 
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ment, the co?nizance of indulging is established, [ the transgressor J 
~as the physical means ready as condition for indulgence, and there 
1s consent [to the act]. 
33. Similarly with the remaining two; for in the case of speaking 
falsehood, firstly, the factors are four, that is to say: there is a false
ho?d, there is esta?lished cognizance of deception regarding that 
obJect, the appropriate effort is made, the intimation occurs intima
ting what deceives another. 
34. In the case of the opportunity-for-negligencc-due-to-liquor
wine-and-besotting-drink the factors are these four: there is one or 
other of the things beginning with liquor, cognizance of desire to 
drink an intoxicant is established, one undertakes the appropriate 
effort, when (the intoxicant) has been drunk it is absorbed. 

That is how the explanation should be known by factor. 
35. ' By origination ': killing-breathing-things, taking-what-is-not
given, and speaking-falsehood, have threefold origination, namely, 
by body-cum-cognizance, by speech-cum-cognizance, and by body
cum-_speech-cum-cognizance. What-is-not-the-Divine-Life (un
chastity) has only single origination, namely, by body-cum-cogni
zance. The opportunity-for-negligence-due-to-liquor-wine-and-be
sotting-drink has twofold origination, namely, by body and bv body
cum-cognizance.14 This is how the explanation should be· known 
by origination. 
36: ' By fe~ling ': ki~ling-breathing-things is associated with only 
pamful feeling. Ta~mg-what-is-not-given is associated with any 
one of the three kmds of feeling. Likewise speaking-falsehood. 
The other two are associated only with pleasant or with neither
painful-nor-pleasant feeling. This is how the explanation should be 
known by feeling. 
37. 'By root': killing-breathing-things has delusion and hate for 
its roots. [32] Taking-what-is-not-given and speaking-falsehood 
have greed and delusion for their roots or they have hate and 
delusion for their roots. The other two have greed and delusion for 
their roots. This is how the explanation should be known by root. 
3~. ' By action ': killing-breathing-things, taking-what-is-not
given, and what-is-not-the-Divine-Life (unchastity) are always 
bodily action_ and [to be. such] have always reached a [ completed] 
course of act10n. Speakmg-falsehood is always verbal action; but 

14 Reading with G., B. and Ss. ki'iyato ca kayacittato ca, which agrees with 
§ 52. ~.B. th~ classification is a legal Vinaya one (see Kankhavitara'IJ,i 22), 
not a ph1losoph1co-psychological Abhidhamma one (see Vis. Ch. xx,§§ 30 ff.). 
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that which actually conceals a meaning is a [completed] course of 
action,15 while any other is only action. The opportunity-for
negligence-due-to-liquor-wine-and-besotting-drink is always bodily 
action. This is how the explanation should be known by action. 
39. 'By abstinence' (virama): here it may be asked: When someone 
is abstaining from killing breathing things, what does he abstain 
from?-It may be stated as follows. Firstly when someone abstains 
by undertaking, he abstains either from his own or others' un
profitable [ action consisting in J killing breathing things, and the 
rest.-Contingent upon what?-Upon only that from which he 
abstains. And [secondly] when someone abstains by custom, he 
abstains from unprofitable [action] of the kind just stated, too.
Contingent upon what?-Upon only the objects, as already stated 
(§ 17), of killing-breathing-things, and the rest (cf. § 17). Some say, 
however, that 'His abstaining from the opportunity-for-negligence
due-to-liquor-wine-and-besotting-drink is contingent upon [ only J 
determinations consisting of liquor, wine and intoxicants; that [his 
abstaining] from taking-what-is-not-given and from speaking
falsehood are contingent upon [both] determinations and creatures 
respectively to be stolen and to be deceived; and that [his abstaining] 
from killing-breathing-things and from what-is-not-the-Divine-Life 
(unchastity) are contingent only upon creatures '.16 But others, 
holding the view that ' If tnat is so, then while cognizing one thing 
he would be doing another, and so he would not know what it was 

15 For the distinction made between 'action' (kamma), 'door-of-action' 
(kamma-dvara), and 'course-of-action' (kamma-patha), see DhsA. 81 ff. 
A brief (and over-simplified) summary is this: In the strict sense action= 
choice, and that occurs only at the moment of the act itself. Door-of-action= 
the bodily, verbal, or mental, field of (means for expression of) the action as 
choice. Course-of-action applies only to verbal and bodily actions that require 
~ P:evious_ planning and an active process with chain of events to put the 
nnt1al chmce into effect and complete it, the whole course of this many
moment continuity being accompanied and directed by renewed choice where 
appropriate. Action's ripening (result) takes place at some subsequent 
moment. See P.E.D. 

16 The purpose of this double formation of (impersonal) determinations 
opposed to (personal) creatures-one constantly used in the commentaries
is to reduce the definition to terms of' ultimate meaning '(pararnattha) and 
'convention' (sammuti), or' actuality' and' assumption'.' Determinations' 
(a component of the five-category analysis) are regarded as directly apprehend
able in their own right, while ' creatures ' are conceived as a ' convenient 
description ' derived upon the five categories though unapprehendable 
apart from them. See also Ch. iv, n. 12. 
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ment, the co?nizance of indulging is established, [ the transgressor J 
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other of the things beginning with liquor, cognizance of desire to 
drink an intoxicant is established, one undertakes the appropriate 
effort, when (the intoxicant) has been drunk it is absorbed. 

That is how the explanation should be known by factor. 
35. ' By origination ': killing-breathing-things, taking-what-is-not
given, and speaking-falsehood, have threefold origination, namely, 
by body-cum-cognizance, by speech-cum-cognizance, and by body
cum-_speech-cum-cognizance. What-is-not-the-Divine-Life (un
chastity) has only single origination, namely, by body-cum-cogni
zance. The opportunity-for-negligence-due-to-liquor-wine-and-be
sotting-drink has twofold origination, namely, by body and bv body
cum-cognizance.14 This is how the explanation should be· known 
by origination. 
36: ' By fe~ling ': ki~ling-breathing-things is associated with only 
pamful feeling. Ta~mg-what-is-not-given is associated with any 
one of the three kmds of feeling. Likewise speaking-falsehood. 
The other two are associated only with pleasant or with neither
painful-nor-pleasant feeling. This is how the explanation should be 
known by feeling. 
37. 'By root': killing-breathing-things has delusion and hate for 
its roots. [32] Taking-what-is-not-given and speaking-falsehood 
have greed and delusion for their roots or they have hate and 
delusion for their roots. The other two have greed and delusion for 
their roots. This is how the explanation should be known by root. 
3~. ' By action ': killing-breathing-things, taking-what-is-not
given, and what-is-not-the-Divine-Life (unchastity) are always 
bodily action_ and [to be. such] have always reached a [ completed] 
course of act10n. Speakmg-falsehood is always verbal action; but 

14 Reading with G., B. and Ss. ki'iyato ca kayacittato ca, which agrees with 
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that which actually conceals a meaning is a [completed] course of 
action,15 while any other is only action. The opportunity-for
negligence-due-to-liquor-wine-and-besotting-drink is always bodily 
action. This is how the explanation should be known by action. 
39. 'By abstinence' (virama): here it may be asked: When someone 
is abstaining from killing breathing things, what does he abstain 
from?-It may be stated as follows. Firstly when someone abstains 
by undertaking, he abstains either from his own or others' un
profitable [ action consisting in J killing breathing things, and the 
rest.-Contingent upon what?-Upon only that from which he 
abstains. And [secondly] when someone abstains by custom, he 
abstains from unprofitable [action] of the kind just stated, too.
Contingent upon what?-Upon only the objects, as already stated 
(§ 17), of killing-breathing-things, and the rest (cf. § 17). Some say, 
however, that 'His abstaining from the opportunity-for-negligence
due-to-liquor-wine-and-besotting-drink is contingent upon [ only J 
determinations consisting of liquor, wine and intoxicants; that [his 
abstaining] from taking-what-is-not-given and from speaking
falsehood are contingent upon [both] determinations and creatures 
respectively to be stolen and to be deceived; and that [his abstaining] 
from killing-breathing-things and from what-is-not-the-Divine-Life 
(unchastity) are contingent only upon creatures '.16 But others, 
holding the view that ' If tnat is so, then while cognizing one thing 
he would be doing another, and so he would not know what it was 

15 For the distinction made between 'action' (kamma), 'door-of-action' 
(kamma-dvara), and 'course-of-action' (kamma-patha), see DhsA. 81 ff. 
A brief (and over-simplified) summary is this: In the strict sense action= 
choice, and that occurs only at the moment of the act itself. Door-of-action= 
the bodily, verbal, or mental, field of (means for expression of) the action as 
choice. Course-of-action applies only to verbal and bodily actions that require 
~ P:evious_ planning and an active process with chain of events to put the 
nnt1al chmce into effect and complete it, the whole course of this many
moment continuity being accompanied and directed by renewed choice where 
appropriate. Action's ripening (result) takes place at some subsequent 
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16 The purpose of this double formation of (impersonal) determinations 
opposed to (personal) creatures-one constantly used in the commentaries
is to reduce the definition to terms of' ultimate meaning '(pararnattha) and 
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that he was abandoning ', did not agree, and they said that ' He 
abstains contingent only upon his own unprofitable [ action J con
sisting in killing-breathing-things, and the rest, which is what he 
abandons '. That is incorrect. Why? Because it takes no 
account either of presence or externality; for in the Vibhanga reading 
of the training precepts, after asking the question ' How many of the 
five training precepts are profitable? . . . How many are without 
conflict?', when the answer is given in the way beginning 'They 
are profitable only. They may be associated with pleasant feeling 
... '[they are then stated to] 'have a present object' [and to] 'have 
an external object' (Vbh. 291-2), thus their object is stated to be 
present and external (see Abhidhamma Miitikii Triads at Dhs. p. 2). 
Consequently that does not apply to one 'abstaining contingent 
upon his own unprofitable [action] consisting in killing-breathing
things, and so on'. Now as to the objection that 'Cognizing one 
thing he would be doing another, and so he would not know what it 
was he was abandoning' it may be stated as follows: when someone 
is causing an occurrence by accomplishing a function, it is not said 
[ of him J that ' cognizing one thing [33] he would be doing another ' 
or that.' he does not know what he is abandoning'; [on the con
trary,] 

The Noble Person standing on the Path 
Is here the [best] example [for this thing]: 
Contingently upon the Deathless [State] 
He is all evil things abandoning. 

This is how the explanation should be known by abstinence. 
40. 'By the fruit': all these [actions] beginning with killing
breathing-things generate an unhappy destination as their fruit [in 
rebirth-linking], and [m the course of existence] in a happy destina
tion they generate the un-wished-for, the undesired, and the disagree
able as their ripening: this is in future existence. In present 
existence they generate want of intrepidity, etc., as their fruit. 
Also [this may be understood] in the way beginning 'Of killing 
breathing things the lightest ripening of all leads to short life in a 
human being' (A. iv. 247-8). This is how the explanation should 
be known by the fruit. 
41. In addition, the explanation of abstentions from killing
breathing-things, and the rest, can be known by origination, feeling, 
root, action, and fruit, also as follows. Here is the lay-out. 

All these abstentions originate from four originations, namely, 
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from body, from body-cum-cognizance, from speech-cum-cogni
zance, and from body-cum-speech-cum-cognizance. 

All [as to feeling] are either associated with pleasant feeling or 
associated with neither-painful-nor-pleasant feeling. 

[All as to root] have non-greed and non-hate for their roots, or 
non-greed, non-hate, and non-delusion, for their roots. 

[As to action] four are bodily action, while abstention from speak
ing falsehood is verbal action; and at the moment of the path, and 
when they are originated from cognizance, they are all mental action 
as well. 
42. [As to fruit] the fruits of abstention from killing-Lrcatbing
things are such things as excellence of limbs, excellence of height and 
girth, excellence of speed, sure-footedness, elegance, malleability, 
pureness, courage, great strength, clarity of speech, popularity in the 
world, an assembly without schisms, untimorousness, unpersecuted
ness, immunity from death by others' violence, constant support, 
beauty of form, beauty of shape, unaffiictedness, sorrowlessness, 
non-separation from those dear and beloved, longevity, and so on. 
43. The fruits of abstention from taking-what-is-not-given are such 
things as great riches, abundance of riches and corn, limitless pro
perty, arising of unarisen property, consolidation of arisen property, 
rapid acquisition of wished-for property, invulnerability of property 
to the claims of kings, bandits, water, fire, and unwelcome heirs, 
[34] obtaining riches not shared by others (see Ch. viii), primacy in 
the world, unknowing of the non-existence [of giving, etc. (see M. 
iii, 71, 78)], and a pleasant abiding. 
44. The fruits of abstention from what-is-not-the-Divine-Life (un
chastity) are such things as freedom from enemies, de.arness to all 
people, obtainment of food, drink, clothing, lodging, etc., pleasant 
sleeping, pleasant waking, freedom from fear of states of deprivation, 
non-liability to assume the female sex or the neuter sex, freedom 
from anger, frankness, non-dismay, non-discountenancedness, mutual 
dearness of women and men, completeness of faculties, completeness 
of characteristics, unanxiousness, freedom from over-activity, a 
state of pleasant abiding, fearlessness, non-separation from loved 
ones, and so on. 
45. The fruits of abstention from speaking-falsehood are such things 
as clearness of the faculties, distinct and sweet speech, evenly 
placed and pure [white] teeth, no over-stoutness, no over-leanness, 
no over-shortness, no over-tallness, pleasantness to the touch, a 
lotus-scented mouth, desire of those in one's company to listen to 
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that he was abandoning ', did not agree, and they said that ' He 
abstains contingent only upon his own unprofitable [ action J con
sisting in killing-breathing-things, and the rest, which is what he 
abandons '. That is incorrect. Why? Because it takes no 
account either of presence or externality; for in the Vibhanga reading 
of the training precepts, after asking the question ' How many of the 
five training precepts are profitable? . . . How many are without 
conflict?', when the answer is given in the way beginning 'They 
are profitable only. They may be associated with pleasant feeling 
... '[they are then stated to] 'have a present object' [and to] 'have 
an external object' (Vbh. 291-2), thus their object is stated to be 
present and external (see Abhidhamma Miitikii Triads at Dhs. p. 2). 
Consequently that does not apply to one 'abstaining contingent 
upon his own unprofitable [action] consisting in killing-breathing
things, and so on'. Now as to the objection that 'Cognizing one 
thing he would be doing another, and so he would not know what it 
was he was abandoning' it may be stated as follows: when someone 
is causing an occurrence by accomplishing a function, it is not said 
[ of him J that ' cognizing one thing [33] he would be doing another ' 
or that.' he does not know what he is abandoning'; [on the con
trary,] 

The Noble Person standing on the Path 
Is here the [best] example [for this thing]: 
Contingently upon the Deathless [State] 
He is all evil things abandoning. 

This is how the explanation should be known by abstinence. 
40. 'By the fruit': all these [actions] beginning with killing
breathing-things generate an unhappy destination as their fruit [in 
rebirth-linking], and [m the course of existence] in a happy destina
tion they generate the un-wished-for, the undesired, and the disagree
able as their ripening: this is in future existence. In present 
existence they generate want of intrepidity, etc., as their fruit. 
Also [this may be understood] in the way beginning 'Of killing 
breathing things the lightest ripening of all leads to short life in a 
human being' (A. iv. 247-8). This is how the explanation should 
be known by the fruit. 
41. In addition, the explanation of abstentions from killing
breathing-things, and the rest, can be known by origination, feeling, 
root, action, and fruit, also as follows. Here is the lay-out. 

All these abstentions originate from four originations, namely, 
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from body, from body-cum-cognizance, from speech-cum-cogni
zance, and from body-cum-speech-cum-cognizance. 

All [as to feeling] are either associated with pleasant feeling or 
associated with neither-painful-nor-pleasant feeling. 

[All as to root] have non-greed and non-hate for their roots, or 
non-greed, non-hate, and non-delusion, for their roots. 

[As to action] four are bodily action, while abstention from speak
ing falsehood is verbal action; and at the moment of the path, and 
when they are originated from cognizance, they are all mental action 
as well. 
42. [As to fruit] the fruits of abstention from killing-Lrcatbing
things are such things as excellence of limbs, excellence of height and 
girth, excellence of speed, sure-footedness, elegance, malleability, 
pureness, courage, great strength, clarity of speech, popularity in the 
world, an assembly without schisms, untimorousness, unpersecuted
ness, immunity from death by others' violence, constant support, 
beauty of form, beauty of shape, unaffiictedness, sorrowlessness, 
non-separation from those dear and beloved, longevity, and so on. 
43. The fruits of abstention from taking-what-is-not-given are such 
things as great riches, abundance of riches and corn, limitless pro
perty, arising of unarisen property, consolidation of arisen property, 
rapid acquisition of wished-for property, invulnerability of property 
to the claims of kings, bandits, water, fire, and unwelcome heirs, 
[34] obtaining riches not shared by others (see Ch. viii), primacy in 
the world, unknowing of the non-existence [of giving, etc. (see M. 
iii, 71, 78)], and a pleasant abiding. 
44. The fruits of abstention from what-is-not-the-Divine-Life (un
chastity) are such things as freedom from enemies, de.arness to all 
people, obtainment of food, drink, clothing, lodging, etc., pleasant 
sleeping, pleasant waking, freedom from fear of states of deprivation, 
non-liability to assume the female sex or the neuter sex, freedom 
from anger, frankness, non-dismay, non-discountenancedness, mutual 
dearness of women and men, completeness of faculties, completeness 
of characteristics, unanxiousness, freedom from over-activity, a 
state of pleasant abiding, fearlessness, non-separation from loved 
ones, and so on. 
45. The fruits of abstention from speaking-falsehood are such things 
as clearness of the faculties, distinct and sweet speech, evenly 
placed and pure [white] teeth, no over-stoutness, no over-leanness, 
no over-shortness, no over-tallness, pleasantness to the touch, a 
lotus-scented mouth, desire of those in one's company to listen to 
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one, amiable speech, a slender red tongue like a red lotus petal, 
undistractedness (or non-pride), no personal vanity,17 and so on. 
46. The fruits of abstention from the opportunity-fm:-negligence
due-to-liquor-wine-and-besotting-drink are such things as swift 
recognition of past, future and present tasks to be done, co~stant 
establishment of mindfulness, freedom from madness, possession of 
knowledge, non-procrastination, non-stupidity, non-drivellingness, 
non-intoxication, non-negligence, non-confusion, non-timorousness, 
non-presumption, unenviousness, truthfulness, freedom from 
malicious and harsh speech and from gossip, freedom from dullness 
both night and day, gratitude, gratefulness, unavaricio_usness, 
liberality, virtuousness, rectitude, unangriness, possession of 
conscience, possession of shame, rectitude of view, great under
standing, wisdom, learnedness, skill in [ distinguishing] good from 
harm, and so on. 

This is how the explanation of the abstentions from killing
breathing-things, etc., ~an also be known by origination, feeling, 
root, action, and fruit. 
4 7. Now it was said 'What thence in the last five must be Construed, 
and special application, Then why inferior we review, And why 
superior to boot '. Here is a commentary on its meaning. 

[6. Vikal.abhojana veramarJ,i-sikkhapadarh samadiyami. 
7. N accagitavii<litavisukadassana veramarJ,i-sikkhapadarh sama

diyami. 
8. M alii,gandhavikpana-dhararJ,ama'IJ(ianavibhusanatthiina verama-

rJ,i-sikkhapadarh samii<liyami. . 
9. Uccasayanamahasayana veramarJ,i-sikkhapadarh samii<liyami. 
10. J atarupara}atapatiggahana veramarJ,i-sikkhapadarh sama

diyami.] 
48. [Firstly J what was construed in the commentary on the first five 
training precepts [35] must be taken thence and construed in that 
on the last five training precepts too. Here is the construction. 
49. [' By object':] just as in the first [five] training precepts, as to 
object, the opportunity-for-negligence-due-to-liquor-wine-and-be
sotting-drink had for its object determinations consisting of one or 
other among the bases beginning with the [ visible-] form [base] 
(§ 17), so too untimely eating. And the classification by object 
should be understood in this way for all [the rest]. 

17 For meaning of capala as 'personally vain' and ciipalya (ciipalla) as 
' personal vanity ' see Vbh. 351, also M. ii. 167 and relevant commentary. 
P.E.D. gives only' fickle', but is this right in any instance? 
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50. And 'by undertaking ': these also are undertaken by whom
soever undertakes them, whether novice or lay follower, in the same 
way as the first [five] (§ 18). 
51. Also 'by factor': again, just as it was stated there in the 
classification of killing-breathing-things and so on (§ 30-4), so here 
too there are four factors in the case of untimely-eating. They are: 
the untimeliness, the [permissibility J only till noon [ of the particular 
object eaten], the swallowing, and the non-madness [of the eater] 
(see Vin. i. 251). The exposition of the factors should be under
stood in like manner for the rest. 
52. [' By origination':] and just as there, by origination, the oppor
tunity-for-negligence-due-to-liquor-wine-and-besotting-drink had 
twofold origination, namely, by body and by body-cum-cognizance 
(§ 35), so too has untimely-eating here. The origination of the rest 
can be understood in the same way. 
53. [' By feeling ':] and just as there, by feel:ng, taking-what-is
not-given was associated with any one of the three kinds of feeling 
(§ 36), so too is untimely-eating here. And association with feeling 
can be understood in same way for all the rest. 
54. [' By root':] and just as there what-is-not-the-Divine-Life 
(unchastity) had greed and delusion for its roots (§ 37), so too here 
has untimely-eating, and it has also the alternative couple [ofroots]. 
The classification by root can be understood in this way for all [the 
rest]. 
55. [' By action':] and just as there killing-breathing-things was 
bodily action (§ 38), so too here are untimely-eating and the rest, 
except that accepting-gold-and-silver may be bodily action or verbal 
action or mental action, but its occurrence in the body-door and 
[speech-door] is lsimply] as the manner of its presence,18 not as a 
[completed] course of action. 
56. [' By abstinence ':] and just as there someone abstains either 
from his own or others' unprofitable [action] consisting in killing
breathing-things, and the rest(§ 39), so too here [he abstains] from 
any unprofitable [action] consisting in eating after noon (untimely
eating) and also from any such that is profitable as well. 
57. And just as the first five abstinences had fourfold origination, 
namely, by body, by body-cum-cognizance, by speech-cum-cogni-

1s 'Sabbhiiva-presence '(sant+bhiiva): a commentarial word not in P.E.D.; 
see Glossary. B. and Ss. read vac'ikammam vii manokammam vii., kiiyadviirii
dihi pavatti sabbhiivapariyiiyena na kammapathavasena, B. has sambhiiva for 
sabbhiiva, C. supports P.T.S.; for inclusion of manokamma see Ch. vi, § 100. 
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one, amiable speech, a slender red tongue like a red lotus petal, 
undistractedness (or non-pride), no personal vanity,17 and so on. 
46. The fruits of abstention from the opportunity-fm:-negligence
due-to-liquor-wine-and-besotting-drink are such things as swift 
recognition of past, future and present tasks to be done, co~stant 
establishment of mindfulness, freedom from madness, possession of 
knowledge, non-procrastination, non-stupidity, non-drivellingness, 
non-intoxication, non-negligence, non-confusion, non-timorousness, 
non-presumption, unenviousness, truthfulness, freedom from 
malicious and harsh speech and from gossip, freedom from dullness 
both night and day, gratitude, gratefulness, unavaricio_usness, 
liberality, virtuousness, rectitude, unangriness, possession of 
conscience, possession of shame, rectitude of view, great under
standing, wisdom, learnedness, skill in [ distinguishing] good from 
harm, and so on. 

This is how the explanation of the abstentions from killing
breathing-things, etc., ~an also be known by origination, feeling, 
root, action, and fruit. 
4 7. Now it was said 'What thence in the last five must be Construed, 
and special application, Then why inferior we review, And why 
superior to boot '. Here is a commentary on its meaning. 

[6. Vikal.abhojana veramarJ,i-sikkhapadarh samadiyami. 
7. N accagitavii<litavisukadassana veramarJ,i-sikkhapadarh sama

diyami. 
8. M alii,gandhavikpana-dhararJ,ama'IJ(ianavibhusanatthiina verama-

rJ,i-sikkhapadarh samii<liyami. . 
9. Uccasayanamahasayana veramarJ,i-sikkhapadarh samii<liyami. 
10. J atarupara}atapatiggahana veramarJ,i-sikkhapadarh sama

diyami.] 
48. [Firstly J what was construed in the commentary on the first five 
training precepts [35] must be taken thence and construed in that 
on the last five training precepts too. Here is the construction. 
49. [' By object':] just as in the first [five] training precepts, as to 
object, the opportunity-for-negligence-due-to-liquor-wine-and-be
sotting-drink had for its object determinations consisting of one or 
other among the bases beginning with the [ visible-] form [base] 
(§ 17), so too untimely eating. And the classification by object 
should be understood in this way for all [the rest]. 

17 For meaning of capala as 'personally vain' and ciipalya (ciipalla) as 
' personal vanity ' see Vbh. 351, also M. ii. 167 and relevant commentary. 
P.E.D. gives only' fickle', but is this right in any instance? 
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50. And 'by undertaking ': these also are undertaken by whom
soever undertakes them, whether novice or lay follower, in the same 
way as the first [five] (§ 18). 
51. Also 'by factor': again, just as it was stated there in the 
classification of killing-breathing-things and so on (§ 30-4), so here 
too there are four factors in the case of untimely-eating. They are: 
the untimeliness, the [permissibility J only till noon [ of the particular 
object eaten], the swallowing, and the non-madness [of the eater] 
(see Vin. i. 251). The exposition of the factors should be under
stood in like manner for the rest. 
52. [' By origination':] and just as there, by origination, the oppor
tunity-for-negligence-due-to-liquor-wine-and-besotting-drink had 
twofold origination, namely, by body and by body-cum-cognizance 
(§ 35), so too has untimely-eating here. The origination of the rest 
can be understood in the same way. 
53. [' By feeling ':] and just as there, by feel:ng, taking-what-is
not-given was associated with any one of the three kinds of feeling 
(§ 36), so too is untimely-eating here. And association with feeling 
can be understood in same way for all the rest. 
54. [' By root':] and just as there what-is-not-the-Divine-Life 
(unchastity) had greed and delusion for its roots (§ 37), so too here 
has untimely-eating, and it has also the alternative couple [ofroots]. 
The classification by root can be understood in this way for all [the 
rest]. 
55. [' By action':] and just as there killing-breathing-things was 
bodily action (§ 38), so too here are untimely-eating and the rest, 
except that accepting-gold-and-silver may be bodily action or verbal 
action or mental action, but its occurrence in the body-door and 
[speech-door] is lsimply] as the manner of its presence,18 not as a 
[completed] course of action. 
56. [' By abstinence ':] and just as there someone abstains either 
from his own or others' unprofitable [action] consisting in killing
breathing-things, and the rest(§ 39), so too here [he abstains] from 
any unprofitable [action] consisting in eating after noon (untimely
eating) and also from any such that is profitable as well. 
57. And just as the first five abstinences had fourfold origination, 
namely, by body, by body-cum-cognizance, by speech-cum-cogni-

1s 'Sabbhiiva-presence '(sant+bhiiva): a commentarial word not in P.E.D.; 
see Glossary. B. and Ss. read vac'ikammam vii manokammam vii., kiiyadviirii
dihi pavatti sabbhiivapariyiiyena na kammapathavasena, B. has sambhiiva for 
sabbhiiva, C. supports P.T.S.; for inclusion of manokamma see Ch. vi, § 100. 
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zance, and by body-cum-speech-cum-cognizance, and just as all 
were either associated with pleasant feeling or associated with 
neither-painful-nor-pleasant feeling, and had non-greed and non
hate for their roots or non-greed, non-hate and non-delusion for 
their roots (§ 41), and generated various kinds of wished-for fruit 
(§§ 42-6), so too this is 'What thence in the last five must be Con
strued ' here. 
58. 'And special application, Then why inferior, we review, And 
why superior to boot ' (§ 2). 

[36] Untimely eating (vikalabhojana) is eating when noon has gone 
by; for this eating (BHOJANA) [takes place] when the permitted 
time (anuiinata-K.ALA) has gone by (Vltikkanta), that is why it is 
called 'untimely-eating' (vikalabhojana). From that untimely 
eating. 
59. Dancing, singing, music, and contortionist show (naccagitava
aitavisukadassana): here dancing is any kind of danci.ng; singing is 
any kind of singing; music is any kind of music; contortionist show 
(visuka-dassana) is a showing of contortions, or a showing that is a 
contortion, by its corrupting what partakes of the profitable because 
of its being a condition for the arising of defilement. The compound 
naccagitavaditavisukadassana resolves into nacca ca gita ca vadita ca 
visuka-dassana. And here [in this interpretation] 'contortionist 
show ' must be taken in the way stated in the Brahmajala Sutta; for 
it is said there ' And while some worthy monks and divines, after 
eating food given by the faithful, abide devoted to such contortion
ist shows-that is to say, dancing, singing, music, stage-shows,19 
ballad-reciting, manual playing, cymbal playing, drumming, miming, 
[the game of] outcastes, the [the game of] bamboos, [bone-]washing, 
elephant-fights, [horse-fights,] buffalo-fights, bull-fights, goat
fights, ram-fights, cock-fights, quail-fights, dog-fights, stick-fights, 
fist-fights, wrestling, military exercises, army parades, martial 
reviews, troop inspections, or anything of the kind, the monk 
Gotama abstains altogether from such contortionist show ' (D. i. 6). 
Or an alternative [interpretation]: dancing, singing, and music, in 
~he sense already stated, are themselves contortions (visuka), thus it 
IS 'contortions consisting in dancing, singing, and music' (nacca
gitavad~tavisukani), and the seeing (dassana) of them is 'seeing of 
contort10ns consisting in dancing, singing, and music' (nacca-

19 'Pe~kha-stage-show ': not in P.E.D.; see notes in Dialogues of the 
Bwldha, 1. 7-8. As to the words caryf,iilarh, varhsarh, dhovanarh (dhopanarh) 
DA. has been followed. 
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gitavaditavisukadassana ). Consequently [in this latter interpre
tation], while 'from seeing and from hearing' should actually be 
said, nevertheless, just as in such passages as ' And he has wrong 
view and mistaken seeing ' (A. iv. 226) ' seeing ' is said including 
also an objective field that does not occur in the eye-door, so too, 
' hearing ' is also [implicitly J stated here by the word ' seeing '. 
60. Transgression takes place in one who sees after approaching out 
of desire to see. But if it comes to the place where he is standing or 
sitting or lying down, or comes within his horizon while walking, and 
he sees it, then, while there may be defilement, there is no trans
gression [of the precept]. And it should be understood that the 
adapting of the True Idea to song is not allowed, but the adapting 
of song to the True Idea is allowed. 
61. [37] [In the case of opportunity for wearing of garlands, smarten
ing with scents, ana embellishment with unguents (malagandhavile
panadhara'iJ(LmarJ,ilanavibhusana??hana)] the [three words] beginning 
with 'garlands' (mala) should be construed appropriately with the 
three beginning with 'wearing' (dhara'iJ(L). Herein, garlands (mala) 
are any kind of flower. Unguents (vilepana) are any preparation 
made by pounding [ materials J for the purpose of anointing; and all 
the remaining kinds of scents such as talcum powder, incense smoke, 
etc., are scents (gandha). None of these is allowed for the purpose of 
smartening (mar_u!ana) or embellishing (vibhusana), though they are 
allowed for medicinal purposes. And when brought for the purpose 
of an offering they are in no way allowed for gratification.20 

62. High couches (uccasayana): This is what all those that exceed 
the [permitted] height-measurements are called. Large couches 
(mahasayana) are couches and spreads disallowed [in size]. Neither 
of these is allowed to be accepted21 in any way. 
63. Gold (jatarupa) is the noble metal (suvat1,'iJ(L). Silver (rajata) is a 
kahapa'iJ(L (ducat), or it can also be a metal masaka (penny) or a 
wooden masaka or a clay masaka, and so on, of any kind as em
ployed in commerce anywhere. Both together are jataruparajata 
(showing how compound is made up). Accepting (pa?iggahana) is the 
acceptance of that in any manner; and that is not allowed in any 
sense. 

This is how what is special [to the last five] should be stated. 
64. Also these ten training precepts are inferior when undertaken 

20 Ss. reads assadayato, which seems preferable; C. reads asiidiyitum, 
B. sadiyato. 

21 Ss. reads sadiyiturh with 0. 
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zance, and by body-cum-speech-cum-cognizance, and just as all 
were either associated with pleasant feeling or associated with 
neither-painful-nor-pleasant feeling, and had non-greed and non
hate for their roots or non-greed, non-hate and non-delusion for 
their roots (§ 41), and generated various kinds of wished-for fruit 
(§§ 42-6), so too this is 'What thence in the last five must be Con
strued ' here. 
58. 'And special application, Then why inferior, we review, And 
why superior to boot ' (§ 2). 

[36] Untimely eating (vikalabhojana) is eating when noon has gone 
by; for this eating (BHOJANA) [takes place] when the permitted 
time (anuiinata-K.ALA) has gone by (Vltikkanta), that is why it is 
called 'untimely-eating' (vikalabhojana). From that untimely 
eating. 
59. Dancing, singing, music, and contortionist show (naccagitava
aitavisukadassana): here dancing is any kind of danci.ng; singing is 
any kind of singing; music is any kind of music; contortionist show 
(visuka-dassana) is a showing of contortions, or a showing that is a 
contortion, by its corrupting what partakes of the profitable because 
of its being a condition for the arising of defilement. The compound 
naccagitavaditavisukadassana resolves into nacca ca gita ca vadita ca 
visuka-dassana. And here [in this interpretation] 'contortionist 
show ' must be taken in the way stated in the Brahmajala Sutta; for 
it is said there ' And while some worthy monks and divines, after 
eating food given by the faithful, abide devoted to such contortion
ist shows-that is to say, dancing, singing, music, stage-shows,19 
ballad-reciting, manual playing, cymbal playing, drumming, miming, 
[the game of] outcastes, the [the game of] bamboos, [bone-]washing, 
elephant-fights, [horse-fights,] buffalo-fights, bull-fights, goat
fights, ram-fights, cock-fights, quail-fights, dog-fights, stick-fights, 
fist-fights, wrestling, military exercises, army parades, martial 
reviews, troop inspections, or anything of the kind, the monk 
Gotama abstains altogether from such contortionist show ' (D. i. 6). 
Or an alternative [interpretation]: dancing, singing, and music, in 
~he sense already stated, are themselves contortions (visuka), thus it 
IS 'contortions consisting in dancing, singing, and music' (nacca
gitavad~tavisukani), and the seeing (dassana) of them is 'seeing of 
contort10ns consisting in dancing, singing, and music' (nacca-

19 'Pe~kha-stage-show ': not in P.E.D.; see notes in Dialogues of the 
Bwldha, 1. 7-8. As to the words caryf,iilarh, varhsarh, dhovanarh (dhopanarh) 
DA. has been followed. 
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gitavaditavisukadassana ). Consequently [in this latter interpre
tation], while 'from seeing and from hearing' should actually be 
said, nevertheless, just as in such passages as ' And he has wrong 
view and mistaken seeing ' (A. iv. 226) ' seeing ' is said including 
also an objective field that does not occur in the eye-door, so too, 
' hearing ' is also [implicitly J stated here by the word ' seeing '. 
60. Transgression takes place in one who sees after approaching out 
of desire to see. But if it comes to the place where he is standing or 
sitting or lying down, or comes within his horizon while walking, and 
he sees it, then, while there may be defilement, there is no trans
gression [of the precept]. And it should be understood that the 
adapting of the True Idea to song is not allowed, but the adapting 
of song to the True Idea is allowed. 
61. [37] [In the case of opportunity for wearing of garlands, smarten
ing with scents, ana embellishment with unguents (malagandhavile
panadhara'iJ(LmarJ,ilanavibhusana??hana)] the [three words] beginning 
with 'garlands' (mala) should be construed appropriately with the 
three beginning with 'wearing' (dhara'iJ(L). Herein, garlands (mala) 
are any kind of flower. Unguents (vilepana) are any preparation 
made by pounding [ materials J for the purpose of anointing; and all 
the remaining kinds of scents such as talcum powder, incense smoke, 
etc., are scents (gandha). None of these is allowed for the purpose of 
smartening (mar_u!ana) or embellishing (vibhusana), though they are 
allowed for medicinal purposes. And when brought for the purpose 
of an offering they are in no way allowed for gratification.20 

62. High couches (uccasayana): This is what all those that exceed 
the [permitted] height-measurements are called. Large couches 
(mahasayana) are couches and spreads disallowed [in size]. Neither 
of these is allowed to be accepted21 in any way. 
63. Gold (jatarupa) is the noble metal (suvat1,'iJ(L). Silver (rajata) is a 
kahapa'iJ(L (ducat), or it can also be a metal masaka (penny) or a 
wooden masaka or a clay masaka, and so on, of any kind as em
ployed in commerce anywhere. Both together are jataruparajata 
(showing how compound is made up). Accepting (pa?iggahana) is the 
acceptance of that in any manner; and that is not allowed in any 
sense. 

This is how what is special [to the last five] should be stated. 
64. Also these ten training precepts are inferior when undertaken 

20 Ss. reads assadayato, which seems preferable; C. reads asiidiyitum, 
B. sadiyato. 

21 Ss. reads sadiyiturh with 0. 
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with inferior zeal or with inferior energy, cognizance, or inquiry;22 
they are medium with medium [zeal, etc.]; and they are superior 
with superior [zeal and so on]. Or alternatively they are inferior 
when defiled by craving, wrong views, and conceit; they are medium 
when not so defiled; they are superior when aided by understanding 
in any instance. They are inferior when undertaken by profitable 
cognizance dissociated from knowledge; they are medium when 
undertaken by profitable cognizance associated with knowledge 
and prompted by determination; they are superior when under
taken by profitable cognizance associated with knowledge and 
unprompted by determination. 23 That is how 'the inferior we review, 
And why superior to boot'. 
65. At this point the Schedule of the Commentary on the meaning, 
which was set out in the six stanzas beginning ' Of these it should 
be known by whom They were pronounced, where, when, and why ' 
(§ 2) has been explained as to meaning. 

The explanation of the Training Precepts in the Illustrator of 
Ultimate Meaning, the Commentary on the Minor Books, is ended. 

22 An allusion to the four ' Bases for Success ' ( iddhipada or ' Roads to 
Power'). 

23 An allusion to Dhs. 147, 146, and 1, respectively. 

CHAPTER III 

THE THIRTY-TWO-FOLD ASPECT 
( Dvattirhsakararh) 

1. Now1 begins the meditation-subject (working-site) consisting of 
the Thirty-two-fold Aspect [of the body], which is a treatise on 
maintaining [concentration] in being, etc., by means of the [bodily] 
parts under Mindfulness Occupied With The Body (M. Sutta 119; 
Vis. Ch. viii). [38] When a clansman is already established in 
virtue and has purified his means by the Training Precepts in the 
way stated, this [ meditation subject] has for its purpose the purifica
tion of his ends and it has for its aim his maintaining profitable 
cognizance in being. It is never promulgated except after an 
Enlightened One's arising and is outside the province of any sec
tarians. It has been commended by the Blessed One in various 
ways in different Suttas thus' Bhikkhus, when one idea is maintained 
in being and developed it leads to a great sense of urgency, to great 
benefit, to great safety from bondage, to great mindfulness and full 
awareness, to obtainment of knowledge and seeing, to a pleasant 
abiding here and now, to realization of the fruit of true-knowledge 
and deliverance. What is that one idea1 It is mindfulness occu
pied with the body' (A. i. 43). And thus' Bhikkhus, they do not 
savour the deathless who do not savour mindfulness occupied with 
the body, they savour the deathless who savour mindfulness 
occupied with the body. They have not savoured the deathless 
[who have not savoured mindfulness occupied with the body], 
they have savoured ... They have neglected ... They have not 
neglected ... They have missed ... They have found the deathless 
who have found mindfulness occupied with the body' (A. i. 45). 
And it has been taught thus ' And how, bhikkhus, does a bhikkhu 
maintain mindfulness occupied with the body in being1 ... Again, 
bhikkhus, a bhikkhu reviews this body up from the soles of the feet 
and down from the top of the hair and contained within the skin as 
full of many kinds of impurity thus: [ Atthi imasmirh kaye kesa loma 

1 In rendering the introductory sentence of 26 lines in the Pali one has to 
leap from the beginning to the end and back again. The sentence has been 
broken up in the version. 
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nakha danta taco mamsarh naharu af!:hi af!:himinjarh vakkarh hadayarh 
yakanarh kilomakarh pihakarh papphasarh antarh antagu1J,(1,rh udariyarh 
karisarh pittarh semharh lohitarh sedo medo assu vasa khelo singhaJJ,ika 
lasika muttarh] in this body there are head-hairs, body-hairs, nails, 
teeth, skin; flesh, sinews, bones, bone-marrow, kidney; heart, liver, 
midriff, spleen, lights; bowels, entrails, gorge, dung; bile, phlegm, 
pus, blood, sweat, fat; tears, grease, spittle, snot, oil-of-the-joints, 
urine' (M. iii. 90) and [matthake matthalungarh] 'brain in the 
head' (cf. Ps. i. 6-7), including 'brain' under bone-marrow in 
numerous contexts [in which this description appears]. So here is 
the commentary on the meaning of that [meditation subject]. 
2. Herein, There are [means that] they are factually known. In 
this: in this, which is expressed thus 'up from the soles of the feet 
and down from the top of the hair and contained within the skin as 
full of many kinds of impurity'. Body: the physical frame; for it 
is the physical frame that is called 'body' (kaya) because it is a 
conglomeration of impurity, since such vile (Kucchita) [things] as 
the head-hairs, etc., have it as their origin (.AY A). 
3. Hood-hairs, ... brain: these [things] beginning with head-hairs 
are thir_ty-two aspects (constituents) [of it]. The construction 
here should be understood in this way: In this body there are head
hairs, in this body there are body-hairs. 
4. [39] What is expressed by that? It is that no one who searches 
earnestly throughout the whole of this fathom-long carcase, starting 
from the soles of the feet upwards, starting from the top of the hair 
downwards, and starting from the skin all round, ever sees even the 
minutest atom of pureness in it such as a pearl or a crystal or a beryl 
or aloes or sandalwood or saffron or camphor or talcum-powder, 
etc.; on the contrary, he sees nothing but various very malodorous 
offensive drab-looking sorts of impurity consisting of the head-hairs, 
body-hairs, and the rest. 

This is the commentary on the word-construction here, in the 
first place. 
5. Now this commentary should be understood as follows according 
to the maintenance in being of loathesomeness2 [before dealing with 
that of colour or characteristic]. 

2 'Asubha-loathesomeness' (or 'foulness' pr 'ugliness') is a term either 
for this meditation subject (i.e. the '32 Parts') or for the meditation on the 
ten stages of a corpse given at Vis. Ch. vi. This meditation subject, however, 
is given three alternative modes, namely, 'loathesomeness ', 'colour', and 
'characteristic' or' voidness'. The first is treated in Vis. Ch. viii, the second 

[39-40] III. The Thirty-twofold Aspect 39 

6. [When] a clansman, as a beginner who has already purified his 
means by his becoming thus established in this virtue divided into 
the Training-Precepts of abstinence from killing breathing things and 
the rest, wants to devote himself to the practice of maintaining in 
being the meditation subject consisting of the Thirty-two-fold 
Aspect in order to arrive at purity of ends, [then] firstly he [may 
find that he] has the impediment consisting of abode, clan, gain, 
class [of pupils], [supervision of building] work, [a prospective] 
journey, relatives, books, or sickness, which, together with either 
the impediment of supernormal power or the impediment of reputa
tion, come to ten impediments (see Vis. Ch. iii, § 29/p. 89). Now 
these ten impediments should be severed by abandoning preoccupa
tion with abodes, clan, gain, class [of pupils], relatives, and reputa
tion, by uninterest in [building] work, journeys, and books, and by 
curing any sickness. Then when he has severed his impediments 
without severing his eagerness for renunciation, while never abandon
ing the behaviour [prescribed] by the Vinaya (Discipline) in respect 
of the lesser and minor [Rules]3 by his embracing a mode of life 
[governed] by effacement4 brought to its acme, he should, in a 
manner that accords with the instructions in the Vina ya, 5 approach 
a teacher who will be the giver of his meditation subject and who 
possesses the [particular distinctions of] 'scripture ' and ' scribing '6 

or who possesses one or other of these two factors, and he should 
acquaint him of his own intention [to learn the meditation subject], 
after he has propitiated him by undertaking the [prescribed] duties. 
7. The teacher will know by signs and by his inclinations, tempera
ment and resoluteness if this meditation subject is suitable for him. 
[If it is, then the teacher J can give it to him in brief (piecemeal), if 
he is willing to live in the same monastery as himself; [40] or if he 
wants to live elsewhere, [the teacher] can expound it to him in 
detail [straight through, showing] by an exposition of what must be 
abandoned, discerned, etc., its objective and [showing] by an 

at VbhA. 251 ( =colour-universal, see Vis. Ch. iv), and the third in Vis. Ch. xi. 
The first two are stated to be capable of producing absorption-concentration 
(appaniisamadhi), but the last only access-concentration (upaciira-samadhi). 
For the addition in [ ] see§§ 10 and 56 below (see also VbhA. 249-51). 

3 What is referred to is the rules of the Patimokkha, excluding, however, 
the 4 'Defeats' (pariijika) and 13 rules 'Whose Contravention Entails Initial 
and Subsequent Meeting of the Community' (sanghiidisesa). 

4 For' effacement' (sallekha) see M. Sutta 8. 
6 See Vin. i, 61 and Vis. Ch. iii,§§ 61.ff./pp. 98.ff. 
6 For this idiom and its rendering see Ch. v, § 37 and n. 23. 
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6 For this idiom and its rendering see Ch. v, § 37 and n. 23. 
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exposition of what suits one of lustful temperament, etc., its classi
fication. 
8. When he has learnt the [text of the] meditation subject with its 
objective and its classification, then, after asking [permission from J 
the teacher, he can [go to live elsewhere. When he does so, he 
should] avoid the eighteen kinds of resting-place called 'to be 
avoided ' thus: 

'A large abode, a new abode, 
One tumbling down, one near a road, 
One with a pond, or leaves, or flowers, 
Or fruits, or one that people seek; 
In cities, among timber, fields, 
Where people quarrel, in a port, 
In outlands, or on frontiers, 
Unsuitableness, and no Good Friend: 
These are the eighteen instances 
A wise man needs to recognize 
And give them full as wide a berth 
As any footpad-haunted road' 

(Vis. Ch. iv, § 18/pp. 122-3). 

And he should approach such a resting-place as has the five factors 
described thus: ' And how has a resting-place five factors, bhikkhus? 
Here, bhikkhus, (1) a resting-place is not too far and not too near 
[in resre~t of the alms resort], and has a path for going and coming. 
(~) It IS little freq~en~ed by day with little sound and few voices by 
mght. (3) There IS little contact with gadflies, flies, wind, burning 
[by the s~] and.creeping things. (4) One who lives in that resting
place easily obtams robes, alms food, resting-place, and the requisite 
of medicine as cure for the sick. (5) In that resting-place there are 
older bhikkhus living who are learned, versed in the Scriptures, 
observers (bearers) of the True Idea, observers (bearers) of the 
Discipline, observers (bearers) of the Codes, 7 and when from time to 
time one asks them questions thus " How is this, venerable sirs? 
What is the meaning of this?", then those venerable ones reveal the 
unrevealed, explain the unexplained, and remove doubt about the 
many ideas that raise doubts. This, bhikkhus, is how a resting
place has five factors ' (A. v. 15). 

1 'The Codes' (miitikii) in this context almost certainly refer to the Bhikkhu 
Piitimokkha and Bhikkhun'i Piitimokkha. 

[40-41] III. The Thirty-twojo'ld Aspect 41 

9. When he has done all his tasks [ connected with his meal, etc.] he 
should review the danger in sensual desires and the blessings in 
renunciation, and he should infuse his cognizance with confidence by 
recollecting how truly enlightened the Enlightened One is, how truly 
ideal the True Idea is, [ 41 J and how truly entered upon the good way 
the Community is. 
10. Then he can begin [work on] the maintenance of the Thirty-two
fold Aspect in being without diverging either from the Sevenfold 
Skill in Learning stated thus, 

Both verbally and mentally, 
By colour, shape, and by direction, 
Location, and delimitation: 
The wise man learns in seven ways, 

or from the seven-fold8 Skill in Attention stated thus: (1) by follow
ing the order, (2) not too quickly, (3) not too slowly, (4) by warding 
off distraction, (5) by surmounting the description, (6) by successive 
letting go, (7) by absorption [etc.], with the 'three Suttantas '. 

It is in this and no other way that a beginner can maintain in 
being the Thirty-two-fold Aspect in all aspects. 
11. Herein, at the outset the Skin Pentad should firstly be taken, 
even in the case of one who knows the [whole] Tipitaka, and [it 
should be recited] forward in the way beginning 'Head-hairs, 
body-hairs, ... ' and when that is familiar, backwards in the way 
beginning' Skin, teeth, ... ', and when that too is familiar, then in 
both ways, forwards and backwards. [This recitation should be 
done] verbally for the purpose of cutting off outward-straying 
thoughts and [gaining] familiarity with the text, and it should be 
done mentally for the purpose of discerning the individual essences 
of the parts; and this should be kept up for the space of half a 
month; for the verbal maintenance of it in being, by its cutting off 
outward-straying thoughts, is a condition for the mental mainten
ance of it in being through familiarity with the text, while the 
mental maintenance of it in being is a condition for discerning the 
parts by way of either their loathesomeness or their colour or their 
characteristics. 

8 All eds. read satta,vidharh. Although dasai·idham appears in § 50, as in 
Vis. Ch. viii, § 60 /p. 243, the compression from ten to seven would seem to be 
due to the treatment in § 63 (see also n. 2 above), where the '3 Suttantas' 
are subordinated to the third treatment of no. (7). §§ 8-10 in the translation 
are in the Pali written as one single sentence. 
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12. Next the Kidney Pentad should be treated in the same way for 
half a month, after which both pentads for half a month. After that 
the Lights Pentad for half a month and then the three pentads for 
~alf a ,mon:h. Next, after inc~uding 'brain' [immediately after 
d~g ]-smce, although ment10ned at the end [in the Patisa

~bhidamagga], it nevertheless belongs, for the purpose ofmaintain
mg [the meditation subject] in being, together with the [rest of the] 
aspects of the earth-element here (see M. i. 185)-the Brain Pentad 
[ should be similarly treated] for half a month; after which the four 
pentads for half a month. Next the Fat Sestad for half a month 
after which the five pentads together with the Fat Sestad for half~ 
month. Next the Urine Sestad for half a month, after which the 
whole Thirty-two-fold Aspect for half a month. 
13. The maintenance of the meditation subject in being for six 
~ont~s as stated in this way, along with definition by colour, shape, 
dire~t10n, location, _and delimitation, is designed for ·a person of 
medmm understandmg. [42] It should be maintained in being by 
one of dull understanding for as long as life lasts. But the main
tenance of it in being soon brings success in the case of one of keen 
understanding. 

14. Here it will be asked: But how does he define this Thirty-two
fo~d Aspe~t b! colour and so on ?-When he is maintaining in being 
t~is ~me~t~t.10n subject consisting of the] Thirty-two-fold Aspect 
w:ith its divis10ns beginning with the Skin Pentad in the way begin
nmg 'There are in this body head-hairs, ... ', [then he defines it as 
follows:] 

15. (1) He defines head-hairs, firstly, b-y colour as ' black ' or coloured 
~ccording a~ they are seen by him, and b-y shape as ' long and round 
~k~ measuri~g rods '. He defines them b-y direction in this way: 
Smee what is above the navel is called the upper direction in this 

body and what is below it is called the lower direction, consequently 
they are found in this body's upper direction'. He defines them 
by location in this way: 'They are found in the moist inner skin of 
the head delimited by the edge of the forehead, the roots of the ears, 
and the nape o~ the neck. And herein, just as kunta-grasses on the 
top of an ant-hill do not know "We are found on the top of an ant
hill" nor does the top of the ant-hill know "kunta-grasses are found 
on me", so too the head-hairs do not know "We are found in the 
moist inner skin of a head " nor does the moist inner skin of the 
head know "Head-hairs are found in me"· for these are ideas 
destitute of mutual concern and reviewing, they are incognizant, 

[42-43] Ill. The Thirty-twojold Aspect 43 

[actioually J undeclarable, void, disgusting and repulsive owing to 
their very malodorousness, not a living creature, not a person '. By 
delimitation: there is twofold delimitation, namely, by the similar and 
by the dissimilar. Herein, he defines them according to delimita
tion by the similar thus: 'Head-hairs are [each] delimited by the 
surface of the moist inner skin in which they are fixed and by their 
own roots fixed in that [moist inner skin] by entering to the extent 
of a rice grain; they are [each] delimited above by space, and all 
round by each other; this is the delimitation by the similar'. He 
defines them according to delimitation by the dissimilar thus: 
'Head-hairs are not the remaining thirty-one aspects, the remaining 
thirty-one aspects are not head-hairs'. This, firstly, is how he 
defines head-hairs by colour ~nd the rest. 
16. (2) He defines body-hairs, among the remainder, b-y colour as 
' mostly black ' or according as they are seen by him, by shape as 
' the shape of downbent bows ' or as ' the shape of palm fibres 
crooked at the tops ', 9 by direction as ' found in the two directions ', 
and b-y location as ' except for the palms of the hands and the soles 
of the feet, they are found in most of the rest of [ 43] the moist inner 
skin of the physical frame. And herein, just as dabba-grasses found 
on the site of an old village do not know " We are found on the site 
of an old village ", nor does the site of the old village know " Dabba
grasses are found on me ", so too, the body-hairs do not know " We 
are found in the moist inner skin of a physical frame '', nor does the 
moist inner skin of the physical frame know "Body-hairs are found 
in me "; for these are ideas destitute of mutual concern and review
ing, they are incognizant, [actionally J indeterminate, void, disgusting 
and repulsive owing to their very malodorousness, not a living 
creature, not a person '. He defines them b-y delimitation thus ' They 
are [ each J delimited below by the surface of the moist inner skin in 
which they are fixed and by their own roots fixed in that by their 
entering to the amount of a likkha;10 they are [each] delimited above 
by space, and all round by each other, which is the delimitation by 
the similar; but the delimitation by the dissimilar is the same as that 
of head-hairs'. This is how he defines body-hairs by colour and 
the rest. 
17. (3) Next he defines nails, which number twenty in one who has 

9 Vis. Ch. viii, §§ 90-138/pp. 249-65 is rather different in detail. In fact 
many of the comparisons here seem to be' rewrites' or' improved revisions', 
and the two treatments in Vis. Chs. viii and xi are here fused. 

10 A likkha (measure of length) is one seventh of an ukii (louse). 
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12. Next the Kidney Pentad should be treated in the same way for 
half a month, after which both pentads for half a month. After that 
the Lights Pentad for half a month and then the three pentads for 
~alf a ,mon:h. Next, after inc~uding 'brain' [immediately after 
d~g ]-smce, although ment10ned at the end [in the Patisa

~bhidamagga], it nevertheless belongs, for the purpose ofmaintain
mg [the meditation subject] in being, together with the [rest of the] 
aspects of the earth-element here (see M. i. 185)-the Brain Pentad 
[ should be similarly treated] for half a month; after which the four 
pentads for half a month. Next the Fat Sestad for half a month 
after which the five pentads together with the Fat Sestad for half~ 
month. Next the Urine Sestad for half a month, after which the 
whole Thirty-two-fold Aspect for half a month. 
13. The maintenance of the meditation subject in being for six 
~ont~s as stated in this way, along with definition by colour, shape, 
dire~t10n, location, _and delimitation, is designed for ·a person of 
medmm understandmg. [42] It should be maintained in being by 
one of dull understanding for as long as life lasts. But the main
tenance of it in being soon brings success in the case of one of keen 
understanding. 

14. Here it will be asked: But how does he define this Thirty-two
fo~d Aspe~t b! colour and so on ?-When he is maintaining in being 
t~is ~me~t~t.10n subject consisting of the] Thirty-two-fold Aspect 
w:ith its divis10ns beginning with the Skin Pentad in the way begin
nmg 'There are in this body head-hairs, ... ', [then he defines it as 
follows:] 

15. (1) He defines head-hairs, firstly, b-y colour as ' black ' or coloured 
~ccording a~ they are seen by him, and b-y shape as ' long and round 
~k~ measuri~g rods '. He defines them b-y direction in this way: 
Smee what is above the navel is called the upper direction in this 

body and what is below it is called the lower direction, consequently 
they are found in this body's upper direction'. He defines them 
by location in this way: 'They are found in the moist inner skin of 
the head delimited by the edge of the forehead, the roots of the ears, 
and the nape o~ the neck. And herein, just as kunta-grasses on the 
top of an ant-hill do not know "We are found on the top of an ant
hill" nor does the top of the ant-hill know "kunta-grasses are found 
on me", so too the head-hairs do not know "We are found in the 
moist inner skin of a head " nor does the moist inner skin of the 
head know "Head-hairs are found in me"· for these are ideas 
destitute of mutual concern and reviewing, they are incognizant, 
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[actioually J undeclarable, void, disgusting and repulsive owing to 
their very malodorousness, not a living creature, not a person '. By 
delimitation: there is twofold delimitation, namely, by the similar and 
by the dissimilar. Herein, he defines them according to delimita
tion by the similar thus: 'Head-hairs are [each] delimited by the 
surface of the moist inner skin in which they are fixed and by their 
own roots fixed in that [moist inner skin] by entering to the extent 
of a rice grain; they are [each] delimited above by space, and all 
round by each other; this is the delimitation by the similar'. He 
defines them according to delimitation by the dissimilar thus: 
'Head-hairs are not the remaining thirty-one aspects, the remaining 
thirty-one aspects are not head-hairs'. This, firstly, is how he 
defines head-hairs by colour ~nd the rest. 
16. (2) He defines body-hairs, among the remainder, b-y colour as 
' mostly black ' or according as they are seen by him, by shape as 
' the shape of downbent bows ' or as ' the shape of palm fibres 
crooked at the tops ', 9 by direction as ' found in the two directions ', 
and b-y location as ' except for the palms of the hands and the soles 
of the feet, they are found in most of the rest of [ 43] the moist inner 
skin of the physical frame. And herein, just as dabba-grasses found 
on the site of an old village do not know " We are found on the site 
of an old village ", nor does the site of the old village know " Dabba
grasses are found on me ", so too, the body-hairs do not know " We 
are found in the moist inner skin of a physical frame '', nor does the 
moist inner skin of the physical frame know "Body-hairs are found 
in me "; for these are ideas destitute of mutual concern and review
ing, they are incognizant, [actionally J indeterminate, void, disgusting 
and repulsive owing to their very malodorousness, not a living 
creature, not a person '. He defines them b-y delimitation thus ' They 
are [ each J delimited below by the surface of the moist inner skin in 
which they are fixed and by their own roots fixed in that by their 
entering to the amount of a likkha;10 they are [each] delimited above 
by space, and all round by each other, which is the delimitation by 
the similar; but the delimitation by the dissimilar is the same as that 
of head-hairs'. This is how he defines body-hairs by colour and 
the rest. 
17. (3) Next he defines nails, which number twenty in one who has 

9 Vis. Ch. viii, §§ 90-138/pp. 249-65 is rather different in detail. In fact 
many of the comparisons here seem to be' rewrites' or' improved revisions', 
and the two treatments in Vis. Chs. viii and xi are here fused. 

10 A likkha (measure of length) is one seventh of an ukii (louse). 
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them complete, by colour as' all white in the location where free from 
flesh and copper-coloured where attached to flesh.' He defines 
them by shape as ' each the shape of the location where it is fixed, or 
mostly the shape of madhuka-fruit kernels, or the shape offish scales '. 
He defines them by direction as ' found in the two directions ', and 
by location as ' fixed on the tips of the fingers and toes: And 
herein, just as madhuka-fruit kernels fixed on the ends of sticks by 
village children do not know " We are fixed on sticks " nor do the 
sticks know "Madhuka-fruit kernels are fixed on us", so too, the 
nails do not know " We are found on tips of fingers and toes " nor 
do the fingers and toes know " Nails are found on us "; for these are 
ideas destitute of mutual concern and reviewing, they are ... not 
a person '. He defines them by delimitation as ' delimited [ each J 
below and at the root by the flesh of the fingers and toes, above and 
at the tip by space, on both sides by the skin of the fingers and toes 
on each side of them, which is the delimitation by the similar; but the 
delimitation by the dissimilar is the same as that of the head-hairs 
and so on '. This is how he defines nails by colour and the rest. 
18. (4) Next to that he defines teeth, which number thirty-two in one 
who has them complete, by colour as ' all white in colour ', and by 
shape as 'seeming in one who has even-shaped ones like a shell
plate cut into a saw-blade [44] and like an evenly knotted garland of 
white flower buds, and seeming in one who has uneven-shaped ones 
of different shapes like a row of chairs in an old waiting-room. 
Taking them two by two below and above from the ends of both 
rows of teeth, there are eight teeth which are four-pointed, four
rooted, and bench-shaped; on the near side of these there are, set in 
the same order, eight teeth which are three-pointed, three-rooted 
and tripod-shaped.11 Taking them now one by one below and 
above, on the near side of the latter, there are, set in the same order, 
four teeth which are two-pointed, two-rooted and shaped like the 
socket-post of a waggon; and on the near side of these there are, set 
in the same order, four tusk-teeth which are one-pointed, one-rooted 
and jasmine-bud-shaped. Next, taking the four below and the four 
above in the middle of both rows of teeth, there are eight teeth which 
are one-pointed, one-rooted and pumpkin-pip-shaped'. He defi~es 
them by direction as ' found in the upper direction ', and by location 
thus ' the upper ones are set in the upper jaw-bone points down-

11 ' Singhataka-tripod ': see def. at Ch. vii, § 15. P.E.D. does not give 
quite the meaning, though what it intends by ' perhaps an iron ring (in the 
Rhape of a square or triangle)' might puzzle a geometrician. See Glossary. 
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wards while the lower ones are set in the lower jaw-bone points 
upwards. And herein, just as posts fixed by a builder in a lower 
layer of stones and inserted in an upper layer do not know "We 
are fixed in a lower layer of stones and inserted in an upper layer " 
nor does the lower layer of stones know "Posts are fixed in me" 
nor does the upper layer of stones know" Posts are inserted in me", 
so too, the teeth do not know " We are fixed in a lower jaw-bone and 
inserted in an upper jaw-bone" nor does the lower jaw-bone know 
"Teeth are fixed in me " nor does the upper jaw-bone know " Teeth 
are inserted in me "; for these are ideas destitute of mutual concern 
and reviewing, they are ... not a person'. He defines them lYy 
delimitation as' delimited below by their sockets in the jaw-bones and 
by the surface of their own roots fixed into the jaw-bones, above 
by space, and all round by each other, which is the delimitation by 
the similar; but the delimitation by the dissimilar is the same as that 
of the head-hairs and so on'. This is how he defines teeth by 
colour and the rest. 
19. (5) [45] Next to that he defines skin, which covers up the 
conglomeration of different kinds of ordure12 inside the p~ysi_cal 
frame, by colour as ' white; for even if it is seen as though d1ffenng 
in colour, say, black or fair and so on, owing to its being dyed by the 
dye of the outer cuticle, still it is actually white in colour by its 
individual essence, which whiteness becomes evident when the 
outer cuticle is destroyed by burns or the impact of a blow and so on '. 
He defines it lYy shapP- briefly as ' the shape of a mail-coat '; but in 
detail as ' variously shaped; for the skin of the toes is the shape of 
silk-worms' cocoons; the skin of the back of the foot is the shape of 
shoes with uppers attached; the skin of the calf is the shape of a 
palm-leaf bag for cooked rice; the skin of the thighs is the shape of 
a long sack full of paddy; the skin of the buttock is the shape of a 
cloth strainer full of water; the skin of the back is the shape of hide 
stretched over a plank; the skin of the belly is the shape of hide 
stretched over the body of a lute; the skin of the chest is more or less 
square; the skin of both arms is the shape ~f hide stretched over a 
quiver; the skin of the backs of the hands 1s the shape of a razor
box or the shape of a comb-bag; the skin of the fingers is the shape of 
a key-box; the skin of the neck is the shape of a throat-collar; the 
skin of the face is the shape of a caterpillars' nest full of holes; the 

12 ' K u,:iapa-ordure ': not in this sense in P.E.D.; ' corpse ' will not do 
here and below. 
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them complete, by colour as' all white in the location where free from 
flesh and copper-coloured where attached to flesh.' He defines 
them by shape as ' each the shape of the location where it is fixed, or 
mostly the shape of madhuka-fruit kernels, or the shape offish scales '. 
He defines them by direction as ' found in the two directions ', and 
by location as ' fixed on the tips of the fingers and toes: And 
herein, just as madhuka-fruit kernels fixed on the ends of sticks by 
village children do not know " We are fixed on sticks " nor do the 
sticks know "Madhuka-fruit kernels are fixed on us", so too, the 
nails do not know " We are found on tips of fingers and toes " nor 
do the fingers and toes know " Nails are found on us "; for these are 
ideas destitute of mutual concern and reviewing, they are ... not 
a person '. He defines them by delimitation as ' delimited [ each J 
below and at the root by the flesh of the fingers and toes, above and 
at the tip by space, on both sides by the skin of the fingers and toes 
on each side of them, which is the delimitation by the similar; but the 
delimitation by the dissimilar is the same as that of the head-hairs 
and so on '. This is how he defines nails by colour and the rest. 
18. (4) Next to that he defines teeth, which number thirty-two in one 
who has them complete, by colour as ' all white in colour ', and by 
shape as 'seeming in one who has even-shaped ones like a shell
plate cut into a saw-blade [44] and like an evenly knotted garland of 
white flower buds, and seeming in one who has uneven-shaped ones 
of different shapes like a row of chairs in an old waiting-room. 
Taking them two by two below and above from the ends of both 
rows of teeth, there are eight teeth which are four-pointed, four
rooted, and bench-shaped; on the near side of these there are, set in 
the same order, eight teeth which are three-pointed, three-rooted 
and tripod-shaped.11 Taking them now one by one below and 
above, on the near side of the latter, there are, set in the same order, 
four teeth which are two-pointed, two-rooted and shaped like the 
socket-post of a waggon; and on the near side of these there are, set 
in the same order, four tusk-teeth which are one-pointed, one-rooted 
and jasmine-bud-shaped. Next, taking the four below and the four 
above in the middle of both rows of teeth, there are eight teeth which 
are one-pointed, one-rooted and pumpkin-pip-shaped'. He defi~es 
them by direction as ' found in the upper direction ', and by location 
thus ' the upper ones are set in the upper jaw-bone points down-

11 ' Singhataka-tripod ': see def. at Ch. vii, § 15. P.E.D. does not give 
quite the meaning, though what it intends by ' perhaps an iron ring (in the 
Rhape of a square or triangle)' might puzzle a geometrician. See Glossary. 
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wards while the lower ones are set in the lower jaw-bone points 
upwards. And herein, just as posts fixed by a builder in a lower 
layer of stones and inserted in an upper layer do not know "We 
are fixed in a lower layer of stones and inserted in an upper layer " 
nor does the lower layer of stones know "Posts are fixed in me" 
nor does the upper layer of stones know" Posts are inserted in me", 
so too, the teeth do not know " We are fixed in a lower jaw-bone and 
inserted in an upper jaw-bone" nor does the lower jaw-bone know 
"Teeth are fixed in me " nor does the upper jaw-bone know " Teeth 
are inserted in me "; for these are ideas destitute of mutual concern 
and reviewing, they are ... not a person'. He defines them lYy 
delimitation as' delimited below by their sockets in the jaw-bones and 
by the surface of their own roots fixed into the jaw-bones, above 
by space, and all round by each other, which is the delimitation by 
the similar; but the delimitation by the dissimilar is the same as that 
of the head-hairs and so on'. This is how he defines teeth by 
colour and the rest. 
19. (5) [45] Next to that he defines skin, which covers up the 
conglomeration of different kinds of ordure12 inside the p~ysi_cal 
frame, by colour as ' white; for even if it is seen as though d1ffenng 
in colour, say, black or fair and so on, owing to its being dyed by the 
dye of the outer cuticle, still it is actually white in colour by its 
individual essence, which whiteness becomes evident when the 
outer cuticle is destroyed by burns or the impact of a blow and so on '. 
He defines it lYy shapP- briefly as ' the shape of a mail-coat '; but in 
detail as ' variously shaped; for the skin of the toes is the shape of 
silk-worms' cocoons; the skin of the back of the foot is the shape of 
shoes with uppers attached; the skin of the calf is the shape of a 
palm-leaf bag for cooked rice; the skin of the thighs is the shape of 
a long sack full of paddy; the skin of the buttock is the shape of a 
cloth strainer full of water; the skin of the back is the shape of hide 
stretched over a plank; the skin of the belly is the shape of hide 
stretched over the body of a lute; the skin of the chest is more or less 
square; the skin of both arms is the shape ~f hide stretched over a 
quiver; the skin of the backs of the hands 1s the shape of a razor
box or the shape of a comb-bag; the skin of the fingers is the shape of 
a key-box; the skin of the neck is the shape of a throat-collar; the 
skin of the face is the shape of a caterpillars' nest full of holes; the 

12 ' K u,:iapa-ordure ': not in this sense in P.E.D.; ' corpse ' will not do 
here and below. 
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skin of the head is the shape of a bowl-bag'. The meditator who is 
discerning skin should work his cognizance between the flesh an~ the 
skin, and, beginning with the upper lip, should first define the mner 
skin of the face; next the skin of the head, then the skin of the back 
of the neck ;13 next the skin of the right arm forwards and back
wards then the skin of the left arm in the same way; next the skin 
of the' back, then the skin of the buttocks; next the skin of the right 
leg forwards and backwards, [then the skin of the left leg in the 
same way;] next the skin of the private parts, the paunch, the 
bosom, and the front of the neck,13 and then the skin of the lower 
jaw-bone, till he comes back again to the skin of the upper lip. 
[46] He defines it by direction as ' found in both directions ', and by 
location as ' enveloping the whole physical frame . And herein, 
just as when a box is covered with moist hide, the moist hide does 
not know " A box is covered by me " nor does the box know " I am 
covered by moist hide ", so too, the skin does not know " This 
physical frame consisting of the four great entities [ of hardness, 
cohesion, temperature, and motion] is enveloped by me " nor does 
this physical frame consisting of the four great entities know " I am 
enveloped by skin " ; for these are ideas destitute of mutual concern 
and reviewing, they are ... not a person, but only 

" A tumour where nine holes abide 
"Wrapped in a coat of clammy hide 
" And trickling filth on every side, 
" Polluting the air with stenches far and wide " ' 

(Miln. 74; Vis. Ch. vi,§ 93/p. 196). 

He defines it by delimitation as ' delimited below by the flesh or by its 
surface fixed thereto, and above by the cuticle, which is the delimi
tation by the similar; but the delimitation by the dissimilar is the 
same as that of the head-hairs and so on'. This is how he defines 
skin by colour and the rest. 
20. (6) Next to that he defines flesh, which is classed as the nine 
hundred pieces of meat in the physical frame, by colour as ' red, 
with the hue of palibaddhaka flowers '. He defines it by shape as 
'variously shaped; for herein, the flesh of the calves is the shape of 
cooked rice in a palm-leaf bag-some say" the shape of an unopened 
ketaki bud''-; the flesh of the thighs is the shape of a rolling-pin 

1a ' Bahigivii-back of the neck ' and ' abbhantaragivii-front of the neck ' 
(lit. ' outside-neck' and 'inside-neck') are not in P.E.D. 
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for crushing lime; the flesh of the buttocks is the shape of the end of 
an oven; the flesh of the back is the shape of slabs of palm sugar; the 
flesh between each two ribs is the shape of clay mortar squeezed 
thin and put in a place where there is a flattened14 opening between 
bamboos. The flesh of the breast is the shape of a lump of wet 
clay rounded15 and flung down. The flesh of the two upper-arms is 
the shape of a large rat after the tail, head and paws have been cut 
off and the skin removed-some say it is the shape of a meat
sausage16-; the flesh of the cheeks17 is the shape of a karanja seed 
put in a part of the cheek18-some say it is the shape of a nuhi19 

leaf-; the flesh of the nose is the shape of a bag [ made J of a [ rolled] 
leaf and put upside-down; the flesh of the eye-socket is the shape of 
a half-fig; the flesh of the head is the shape of a thin smearing of oil 
on the vessel of the bowl when it is being baked '20 [47] And when 
the meditator is discerning flesh, only these gross pieces of flesh need 
be defined by shape; for when he defines them thus, the subtle pieces 
of flesh come within the horizon of his knowledge too. He defines 
it by direction as ' found in the two directions ' and by location as 
' plastered over the three hundred and odd bones. And herein, just 
as when a wall is plastered with thick clay the thick clay does not 
know " A wall is plastered with me " nor does the wall know " I am 
plastered ~ith thick clay ", so too, the flesh consisting of the nine 
hundred pieces does not know " Three hundred bones are plastered 
over by me " nor do the three hundred bones know " We are 
plastered over with nine hundred pieces of flesh "; for these are 
ideas destitute of mutual concern and reviewing, they are ... not a 
person, but only 

A carcase daubed with bits of meat 
Nine times a hundred [when complete], 

14 ' Ko!!ha-flattened ' (pp. of kotfeti?): not in P.E.D.; the meaning of this 
compound is open to revision. 

16 Where Vis. has vaffetvii ('rounded') 0. and Ss. have fhatvii(?), but B. has 
utthahitvii. 

16 'Mansasunaka-meat-sausage (?)' C. has sw1y,aka, Ss. has su1J,akarh; 
B. has sunaka. Not in P.E.D. 

17 'Gai:uf,a-cheek ': not in this sense in P.E.D.; see Glossary. 
1s 0. and Ss. read gai:uf,appadese. 
19 Nuhi (nuhi), a kind of plant, is not in P.E.D.; see Glossary. 
20 Pattapac,ana probably refers to the process (practised in some Ceylon 

forest monasteries today) of smearing iron begging bowls with a coating, or 
'skin', of drying-oil and baking them inside a larger vessel over a fire; it 
keeps them from rusting. 
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skin of the head is the shape of a bowl-bag'. The meditator who is 
discerning skin should work his cognizance between the flesh an~ the 
skin, and, beginning with the upper lip, should first define the mner 
skin of the face; next the skin of the head, then the skin of the back 
of the neck ;13 next the skin of the right arm forwards and back
wards then the skin of the left arm in the same way; next the skin 
of the' back, then the skin of the buttocks; next the skin of the right 
leg forwards and backwards, [then the skin of the left leg in the 
same way;] next the skin of the private parts, the paunch, the 
bosom, and the front of the neck,13 and then the skin of the lower 
jaw-bone, till he comes back again to the skin of the upper lip. 
[46] He defines it by direction as ' found in both directions ', and by 
location as ' enveloping the whole physical frame . And herein, 
just as when a box is covered with moist hide, the moist hide does 
not know " A box is covered by me " nor does the box know " I am 
covered by moist hide ", so too, the skin does not know " This 
physical frame consisting of the four great entities [ of hardness, 
cohesion, temperature, and motion] is enveloped by me " nor does 
this physical frame consisting of the four great entities know " I am 
enveloped by skin " ; for these are ideas destitute of mutual concern 
and reviewing, they are ... not a person, but only 

" A tumour where nine holes abide 
"Wrapped in a coat of clammy hide 
" And trickling filth on every side, 
" Polluting the air with stenches far and wide " ' 

(Miln. 74; Vis. Ch. vi,§ 93/p. 196). 

He defines it by delimitation as ' delimited below by the flesh or by its 
surface fixed thereto, and above by the cuticle, which is the delimi
tation by the similar; but the delimitation by the dissimilar is the 
same as that of the head-hairs and so on'. This is how he defines 
skin by colour and the rest. 
20. (6) Next to that he defines flesh, which is classed as the nine 
hundred pieces of meat in the physical frame, by colour as ' red, 
with the hue of palibaddhaka flowers '. He defines it by shape as 
'variously shaped; for herein, the flesh of the calves is the shape of 
cooked rice in a palm-leaf bag-some say" the shape of an unopened 
ketaki bud''-; the flesh of the thighs is the shape of a rolling-pin 

1a ' Bahigivii-back of the neck ' and ' abbhantaragivii-front of the neck ' 
(lit. ' outside-neck' and 'inside-neck') are not in P.E.D. 

[46-47] III. The Thirty-twojoul Aspect 47 

for crushing lime; the flesh of the buttocks is the shape of the end of 
an oven; the flesh of the back is the shape of slabs of palm sugar; the 
flesh between each two ribs is the shape of clay mortar squeezed 
thin and put in a place where there is a flattened14 opening between 
bamboos. The flesh of the breast is the shape of a lump of wet 
clay rounded15 and flung down. The flesh of the two upper-arms is 
the shape of a large rat after the tail, head and paws have been cut 
off and the skin removed-some say it is the shape of a meat
sausage16-; the flesh of the cheeks17 is the shape of a karanja seed 
put in a part of the cheek18-some say it is the shape of a nuhi19 

leaf-; the flesh of the nose is the shape of a bag [ made J of a [ rolled] 
leaf and put upside-down; the flesh of the eye-socket is the shape of 
a half-fig; the flesh of the head is the shape of a thin smearing of oil 
on the vessel of the bowl when it is being baked '20 [47] And when 
the meditator is discerning flesh, only these gross pieces of flesh need 
be defined by shape; for when he defines them thus, the subtle pieces 
of flesh come within the horizon of his knowledge too. He defines 
it by direction as ' found in the two directions ' and by location as 
' plastered over the three hundred and odd bones. And herein, just 
as when a wall is plastered with thick clay the thick clay does not 
know " A wall is plastered with me " nor does the wall know " I am 
plastered ~ith thick clay ", so too, the flesh consisting of the nine 
hundred pieces does not know " Three hundred bones are plastered 
over by me " nor do the three hundred bones know " We are 
plastered over with nine hundred pieces of flesh "; for these are 
ideas destitute of mutual concern and reviewing, they are ... not a 
person, but only 

A carcase daubed with bits of meat 
Nine times a hundred [when complete], 

14 ' Ko!!ha-flattened ' (pp. of kotfeti?): not in P.E.D.; the meaning of this 
compound is open to revision. 

16 Where Vis. has vaffetvii ('rounded') 0. and Ss. have fhatvii(?), but B. has 
utthahitvii. 

16 'Mansasunaka-meat-sausage (?)' C. has sw1y,aka, Ss. has su1J,akarh; 
B. has sunaka. Not in P.E.D. 

17 'Gai:uf,a-cheek ': not in this sense in P.E.D.; see Glossary. 
1s 0. and Ss. read gai:uf,appadese. 
19 Nuhi (nuhi), a kind of plant, is not in P.E.D.; see Glossary. 
20 Pattapac,ana probably refers to the process (practised in some Ceylon 

forest monasteries today) of smearing iron begging bowls with a coating, or 
'skin', of drying-oil and baking them inside a larger vessel over a fire; it 
keeps them from rusting. 
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Where swarming clans of worms compete 
To share the rotting midden for their seat'. 

[47-48] 

He defines it by delimitation as ' [ each piece] delimited below by the 
framework of bones or by the surface placed thereon, above by the 
skin, and all round by each other, which is the delimitation by the 
similar; but the delimitation by the dissimilar is the same as that of 
the head-hairs and so on '. This is how he defines flesh by colour and 
the rest. 
21. (7) Next to that he defines sinews, which are those classed as 
the nine hundred in the physical frame, by colour as ' white '-some 
say 'honey-coloured '-and by shape as 'variously shaped; for 
herein, the biggest sinews are the shape of yam shoots, the next 
smaller are the shape of the ropes in nets for [ catching] boars, those 
still smaller are the shape of a stinking-creeper. Those still smaller 
are the shape of the large strings in the kind of lute used by the 
Sinhalese. Those still smaller are the shape of coarse thread. The 
sinews on the backs of the hands and backs of the feet are the shape 
of birds' claws. The sinews in the head [48] are the shape of the 
open criss-cross net of dukula fibres that village boys put on their 
heads. The sinews on the back are the shape of a wet fishing-net 
spread out in the sun. The rest of the sinews extending over the 
several limbs in this physical frame are the shape of a net of mail 
close-fitted to the physical frame '. He defines them by direction as 
' found in the two directions ', and also as follows: ' Among these, 
there are five large sinews called" tendons" that start out from the 
base of the right ear and go in front and behind binding the left side, 
and there are five that start out from the base of the left ear and go 
in front and behind binding the right side; then there are five that 
start out from the right base of the neck and go in front and behind 
on the left side, and there are five that start out from the left base 
of the neck and go in front and behind binding the right side; then 
there are ten large sinews likewise called "tendons" that go down 
to bind the right hand, five in front and five behind, and similarly 
with the left hand, and with the right and left feet; so these sixty 
great sinews are the " physical-frame supporters " or " physical
frame guiders " '. He defines them mJ location as ' found in the 
whole physical frame in between the bones and the skin and in 
between the bones and the flesh, binding the bones. And herein, 
just as when wall-wattles are bound by creeper-thongs, the creeper
thongs do not know" Wall-wattles are bound together by us" nor 

[48-49] Ill. The Thirty-twofold Aspect 49 

do the wall-wattles know " We are bound together by creeper
thongs ", so too, the sinews do not know " Three hundred bones are 
bound together by us " nor do the three hundred bones know " We 
are bound together by sinews "; for these are ideas destitute of 
mutual concern and reviewing, they are ... not a person, but only 

Nine hundred sinews all around 
In this fathom-long carcase found 
Whereby its bony frame is bound, 
As creepers serve a building to compound '. 

He defines them by delimitation as ' delimited below by the three 
hundred bones or by their surface fixed thereto, above by skin and 
flesh, and all round by each other, which is the delimitation by the 
similar, but the delimitation by the dissimilar is the same as that of 
the head-hairs and so on'. This is how he defines sinews [49] by 
colour and the rest. 
22. (8) Next to that he defines bones. Now leaving aside the 32 
tooth-bones already dealt with separately (§ 18), there are in the 
physical frame 64 hand-bones, 64 foot-bones, 64 soft bones de
pendent on the flesh, and 2 heel-bones; then in each leg, 2 ankle
bones, 2 shin-bones, 1 knee-bone, 1 thigh-bone; then 2 hip-bones, 
18 spine-bones, 24 rib-bones, 14 breast-bones, 1 heart-bone (sternum), 
2 collar-bones, 2 shoulderblade bones, 2 upper-arm bones, 2 pairs of 
forearm-bones,21 7 neck-bones, 2 jaw-bones, 1 nose-bone, 1 forehead
bone, 9 skull-bones, and so on. He defines all these by colour as 
'white'. He defines them by shape as 'variously shaped ; for 
herein the end-bones of the toes are the shape of kataka seeds; those 
next to them in the middle sections are the shape of incomplete 
jack-fruit seeds; the bones of the base sections are the shape of small 
drums-some say they are the shape of peacocks' crests-.22 The 
bones of the back of the foot are the shape of a bunch of crushed yam 
tubers. The heel-bones are the shape of palmyra seeds in single
stoned fruits. The ankle-bones are the shape of [two] play-balls 
bound together. Of the shin-bones, the smaller is the shape of a 

21 Reading with B., C. and Ss. dve pitthibiiha/!hini dve bahat!hini dve dve 
aggabiihat!hini. 

22 'Morasikali-peacock's crest (?) ': see P.E.D. under mora, but this 
context will not admit of' peacock's tail'. B. has -sakali. Oddly enough 
both C. and Ss. have (copying Vis.?) mudingasat;i,thanani ti pi eke(' some say 
they are the shape of tabors'), but the former gives the vl. 'morasikali '. 
There is a Sanskrit word sikha'fJ4ika which means ' crest '. 
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He defines them by delimitation as ' delimited below by the three 
hundred bones or by their surface fixed thereto, above by skin and 
flesh, and all round by each other, which is the delimitation by the 
similar, but the delimitation by the dissimilar is the same as that of 
the head-hairs and so on'. This is how he defines sinews [49] by 
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22. (8) Next to that he defines bones. Now leaving aside the 32 
tooth-bones already dealt with separately (§ 18), there are in the 
physical frame 64 hand-bones, 64 foot-bones, 64 soft bones de
pendent on the flesh, and 2 heel-bones; then in each leg, 2 ankle
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bone, 9 skull-bones, and so on. He defines all these by colour as 
'white'. He defines them by shape as 'variously shaped ; for 
herein the end-bones of the toes are the shape of kataka seeds; those 
next to them in the middle sections are the shape of incomplete 
jack-fruit seeds; the bones of the base sections are the shape of small 
drums-some say they are the shape of peacocks' crests-.22 The 
bones of the back of the foot are the shape of a bunch of crushed yam 
tubers. The heel-bones are the shape of palmyra seeds in single
stoned fruits. The ankle-bones are the shape of [two] play-balls 
bound together. Of the shin-bones, the smaller is the shape of a 

21 Reading with B., C. and Ss. dve pitthibiiha/!hini dve bahat!hini dve dve 
aggabiihat!hini. 

22 'Morasikali-peacock's crest (?) ': see P.E.D. under mora, but this 
context will not admit of' peacock's tail'. B. has -sakali. Oddly enough 
both C. and Ss. have (copying Vis.?) mudingasat;i,thanani ti pi eke(' some say 
they are the shape of tabors'), but the former gives the vl. 'morasikali '. 
There is a Sanskrit word sikha'fJ4ika which means ' crest '. 
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bow-stick, while the larger is the shape of the back of a rat-snake23 

shrunken by hunger and thirst. The place in the shin-bones where 
they rest on the ankle-bones is the shape of a khajjurika shoot with 
the sheath removed.24 The place in the shin-bones where they are 
fixed on the knee-bone is the shape of the top of a tabor. The 
knee-bone is the shape of a lump of froth pressed down on one side. 25 

The thigh-bones are the shape of badly pared26 handles for axes or 
hatchets. The place in the thigh-bone where it is fixed on the hip
b(tlle is the shape of goldsmiths' [50] fire-kindling twig-faggot.27 

The location where it is fixed in that is the shape of a punnaga fruit 
with the top cut off. The two hip-bones, when fastened together, 
are the shape of a cradle28 made by potters-some say they are the 
shape of an ascetic's bolster-. The buttock bones are the shape of 
aµ inverted snake's hood; they are perforated in seven places. The 
18 spine-bones are internally the shape of lead-sheet rolls put one on 
top of the other; externally they are the shape of a string of beads, 
and they each have two or three projections that rest one on the 
other and resemble the teeth of a saw. Of the 24 rib-bones, the 
complete ones are the shape of complete Sinhalese sickles29 while the 
incomplete ones are the shape of incomplete Sinhalese sickles29-

some say that all together they are the shape of the outspread pair 
of wings of a white cock-. The 14 breast-bones are the shape of 
an old chariot's row of planks. The heart-bone30 is the shape of the 
bowl of a wooden spoon. The collar-bone is the shape of a small 

23 'Dhammani---rat-snake ': not in P.E.D.; see Glossary; also§ 30. 
24 In the compound anacchadikatakhajjurikakafi,rasa'IJ-thanarh the components 

acchiidi ('covering', 'sheath') and khajjurika (kind of plant: the wild date
palm?) are not in P.E.D.; both C. and Ss. have apanitatacakhajjurikaka[ira
(cf. Vis.) with no videlicet. B. supports P.T.S. 

26 ' Ghatfha---pressed down ' (pp. of gharhsati?): not in P.E.D. 
25 'Duttacchita-badly pared' (du+tar,ehita, pp. of tacchati): no forms in 

P.E.D.; see Glossary. 
2 7 'Aggijiilanasaliikiibundi---fire-kindling twig-faggot' (?): bundi (abundi? 

iibundi, pundi?) not in P.E.D., where see bundika. An alternative might be 
'fire-fanning tube-device' (i.e. 'blowpipe'). B. has -panti. 

2s 'Kumbhakiirakehi (kumbhakiirehi) kataculisar;,thiiniini---the shape of a 
cradle made by potters': culi (culli) is not in P.E.D.; what is meant is probably 
a sort of circular stand or' cradle' for resting wet-clay pots on (as resembling 
the ' pelvic-girdle '); the ' ascetic's bolster ' would correspond if it is conceived 
as a ring (of twisted rag?) to rest the head on. Culi may or may not be con
nected with cu[a=' topknot', kar},1},aCu[ika=' ear-lobe', and so on. 

2 e ' Sihaladdiitta---Sinhalese sickle ': diitta not in P.E.D.; see Glossary. 
80 Reading with 0., B. and Ss. (as well as Vis.) hadayatfhi instead ofp&J.a#hi. 

[50-51] Ill. The Thirty-twojoli1 Aspect 51 

metal hatchet handle. The bone below them is the shape of a half
moon. The rear-arm-bones (shoulder-blades) are the shape of axe 
blades-some say they are the shape of half-worn-away Sinhalese 
hoes-. The upper-arm bones are the shape of looking-glass 
handles-some say they are the shape of big hatchet handles-. 
The forearm-bones are the shape of a twin palm's trunks. The 
wrist-bones are the shape of lead-sheet rolls stuck together. The 
bones of the backs of the hands are the shape of a flattened bunch of 
yams. The bones of the fingers' base sections are the shape of small 
drums; those of the middle sections are the shape of incomplete 
jack-fruit seeds; and those of the end sections are the shape of kataka 
seeds. The seven neck-bones are the shape of shces31 of bamboo 
stems threaded one after another on a stick. The lower jaw-bone 
is the shape of a smith's iron hammer fastening. 32 The upper jaw
bone is the shape of a scraping knife. The bones of the eye-sockets 
and nostril-sockets are the shape of young palmyra seeds with the 
kernels removed. [51 J The frontal bone is the shape of an inverted 
broken oyster-shell dish.33 The bones of the ear-bases (mastoids) 
are the shape of barbers' razor-boxes. The [sinciput] bones in the 
place where a cloth (turban) is tied above the fronta,l bone and the 
ear-bases are the shape of pieces of crust [on a pan] of thickening 
ghee.34 The occiput-bone is the shape of a lop-sided coconut with a 
hole cut in the end. The head-bones [together] are the shape of a 
worn-out gourd-vessel held together with stitches'. He defines 
them by direction as ' found in both directions ' and by location 
indiscriminately as ' lying throughout the whole physical frame ', 
but in particular thus 'the head-bones rest on the neck-bones, the 
neck-bones on the spine-bones, the spine-bones on the hip-bones, the 

31 Reading with 0., B. and Ss. varhsaka[irakhar:,i!a. 
32 ' Kammiiriinarh ayokufa,yottaka---a smiths' iron hammer fastening ': 

P.E.D. has for yottaka 'tie, band, halter, rope', which suggests this rendering 
(favoured by the Sinhalese translations of Vis.). Vis. uses this simile also 
for half the pelvis ('ileum'?). The 'scraping-knife' might be the scraper 
for scraping the insides out of coconuts, as now used in Ceylon, which looks 
vaguely like the palate-bone with the upper teeth. 

83 Reading with 0., B. and Ss. sankha-kapala. Burm. ed. of VbhA. has 
sankhathala-kapiila. 

34 The compound bahalaghatapur;,r;,apatapiwtikakhar:,i!asa'IJ-thiinarh is a. 
'rewrite' of the Vis. version (=VbhA.), not a variant reading. A literal 
rendering might be 'thick-ghee-filled-cloth-rag-piece-shaped '. What is 
referred to is perhaps the puffed-up cloth-like crust that forms on the top of 
a pot of cream being simmered down and thickened for clarifying ghee-oil. 
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for half the pelvis ('ileum'?). The 'scraping-knife' might be the scraper 
for scraping the insides out of coconuts, as now used in Ceylon, which looks 
vaguely like the palate-bone with the upper teeth. 

83 Reading with 0., B. and Ss. sankha-kapala. Burm. ed. of VbhA. has 
sankhathala-kapiila. 

34 The compound bahalaghatapur;,r;,apatapiwtikakhar:,i!asa'IJ-thiinarh is a. 
'rewrite' of the Vis. version (=VbhA.), not a variant reading. A literal 
rendering might be 'thick-ghee-filled-cloth-rag-piece-shaped '. What is 
referred to is perhaps the puffed-up cloth-like crust that forms on the top of 
a pot of cream being simmered down and thickened for clarifying ghee-oil. 
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hip-bones on the thigh-bones, the thigh-bones on the knee-bones, 
the knee-bones on the shin-bones, the shin-bones on the ankle-bones, 
the ankle-bones on the bones of the backs of the feet; and the bones 
of the backs of the feet hold up the ankle-bones, the ankle-bones ... 
the neck-bones hold up the head-bones; and the remaining bones 
can be understood accordingly. And herein, just as in the case of 
a structure of bricks and rafters, etc., the bricks, etc., above do not 
know " We rest on those below us " nor do those below know " We 
stand holding up those above us ", so too, the head-bones do not 
know " We rest on neck-bones ", ... nor do the ankle-bones know 
"We rest on the bones of the backs of feet " nor do the bones of the 
backs of the feet know " We stand holding up ankle-bones " ... ; for 
these are ideas destitute of mutual concern and reviewing, they are 
... not a person. In fact this is only some three hundred and odd 
bones bound together by nine hundred sinews, plastered over with 
nine hundred pieces of flesh, wrapped in a single coat35 of hide, 
moistened with the moisture that traverses the seven hundred 
stimulant-channels, [the whole] oozing sweat-drops that well from 
the 99,000 body-hair pores, and housing the eighty clans of worms; 
and these are reckoned as a " body ", wherein a meditator, seek as 
he will for an individual essence, finds nothing at all worth grasping, 
but only a bony skeleton bound together with sinews and mixed 
up with various kinds of ordure '. [52] Seeing this [ as it actually is], 
he acquires the status of a son of Him with the Ten Powers, since it 
is told [as follows how this body is simply] 

Bones in a pattern ordered 
Standing end to end 
With many joints, whose shaping 
On no one does depend; 
By sinews held together, 
Menaced by ageing's threat, 
Incognizant, resembling 
A wooden marionette. 

Ordure in ordure generated, 
Stench in a stench, filth in pollution, 
Something that to fall is fated 
Born in what suffers dissolution;36 

35 G. reads ekaghana- and Ss. ekagharJ,a- for ekasaw-
36 Reading with C. and Ss.: 2nd line of verse anekasandhi, samito na kehici; 

B. has sandhiyo thito (sic); and 0., B. and Ss. have in 6th line duggandhe capi 
duggandharh, bhedanamhi vayadhammarh. 

[52-53] III. The Thirty-twojo'ld Aspect 

Bone-bag in bone-bag conceived. 
Turn from this filthy body, then; 
And as a son be thou received 
Of Him that Wields the Powers Ten. 

53 

He defines them lry delimitation as '[each] delimited inside by the 
bone-marrow, above by the flesh, and at the ends and the roots by 
each other, which is the delimitation by the similar; but the delimita
tion by the dissimilar is the same as that of the head-hairs and so on '. 
This is how he defines bones by colour and the rest. 
23. (9) Next to that he defines bone-marrow, which is in the physical 
frame inside the bones classed in the way already stated, lry colour 
as 'white'. He defines it lry shape as 'the shape of its own loca
tion, that is to say, that found inside the biggest bones is the shape of 
large cane-shoots boiled twisted together in bamboo-tube seg
ments ;37 that found inside the lesser and nµnor bones is the shape of 
appropriate-sized cane-shoots boiled twisted together in lesser and 
minor bamboo-tube segments '. He defines it lry direction as 
' found in both directions ' and by location as ' established inside the 
bones. And herein, just as curd and treacle inside bamboo tubes, 
etc., do not know "We are inside bamboo tubes, etc." and the 
bamboo tubes, etc., do not know" Curd and treacle are inside us", 
so too, the bone-marrow does not know " I am inside bones " nor 
do the bones know " Bone-marrow is inside us "; for these are ideas 
destitute of mutual concern and reviewing, they are . . . not a 
person '. He defines them by delimitation as ' delimited by the 
insides of the bones [53] and by what is similar to bone-marrow, 
which is the delimitation by the similar; but the delimitation by the 
dissimilar is the same as that of the head-hairs and so on'. This is 
how he defines bone-marrow by colour and the rest. 
24. (10) Next to that he defines kidney, which is classed as the two 
balls [of flesh] in the interior of the physical frame, by colour as' dull 
red, the colour of palibhaddaka seeds '. He defines it lry shape as 
'the shape of village boys' play-balls of wound thread-some say 
the shape of twin mango fruits with a single stalk-'. He defines 
it lry direction as ' found in the upper direction ' and by location as 
'lying on either side of the heart-flesh, being fastened by a stout 
sinew that starts out with one root from the base of the neck and 
divides into two after going a short way. And herein, just as a pair 
of twin mango fruits fastened by a single stalk does not know " I 

37 'Na/aka-tube ': not in P.E.D., where see nala. See Glossary. 
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hip-bones on the thigh-bones, the thigh-bones on the knee-bones, 
the knee-bones on the shin-bones, the shin-bones on the ankle-bones, 
the ankle-bones on the bones of the backs of the feet; and the bones 
of the backs of the feet hold up the ankle-bones, the ankle-bones ... 
the neck-bones hold up the head-bones; and the remaining bones 
can be understood accordingly. And herein, just as in the case of 
a structure of bricks and rafters, etc., the bricks, etc., above do not 
know " We rest on those below us " nor do those below know " We 
stand holding up those above us ", so too, the head-bones do not 
know " We rest on neck-bones ", ... nor do the ankle-bones know 
"We rest on the bones of the backs of feet " nor do the bones of the 
backs of the feet know " We stand holding up ankle-bones " ... ; for 
these are ideas destitute of mutual concern and reviewing, they are 
... not a person. In fact this is only some three hundred and odd 
bones bound together by nine hundred sinews, plastered over with 
nine hundred pieces of flesh, wrapped in a single coat35 of hide, 
moistened with the moisture that traverses the seven hundred 
stimulant-channels, [the whole] oozing sweat-drops that well from 
the 99,000 body-hair pores, and housing the eighty clans of worms; 
and these are reckoned as a " body ", wherein a meditator, seek as 
he will for an individual essence, finds nothing at all worth grasping, 
but only a bony skeleton bound together with sinews and mixed 
up with various kinds of ordure '. [52] Seeing this [ as it actually is], 
he acquires the status of a son of Him with the Ten Powers, since it 
is told [as follows how this body is simply] 

Bones in a pattern ordered 
Standing end to end 
With many joints, whose shaping 
On no one does depend; 
By sinews held together, 
Menaced by ageing's threat, 
Incognizant, resembling 
A wooden marionette. 

Ordure in ordure generated, 
Stench in a stench, filth in pollution, 
Something that to fall is fated 
Born in what suffers dissolution;36 

35 G. reads ekaghana- and Ss. ekagharJ,a- for ekasaw-
36 Reading with C. and Ss.: 2nd line of verse anekasandhi, samito na kehici; 

B. has sandhiyo thito (sic); and 0., B. and Ss. have in 6th line duggandhe capi 
duggandharh, bhedanamhi vayadhammarh. 

[52-53] III. The Thirty-twojo'ld Aspect 

Bone-bag in bone-bag conceived. 
Turn from this filthy body, then; 
And as a son be thou received 
Of Him that Wields the Powers Ten. 

53 

He defines them lry delimitation as '[each] delimited inside by the 
bone-marrow, above by the flesh, and at the ends and the roots by 
each other, which is the delimitation by the similar; but the delimita
tion by the dissimilar is the same as that of the head-hairs and so on '. 
This is how he defines bones by colour and the rest. 
23. (9) Next to that he defines bone-marrow, which is in the physical 
frame inside the bones classed in the way already stated, lry colour 
as 'white'. He defines it lry shape as 'the shape of its own loca
tion, that is to say, that found inside the biggest bones is the shape of 
large cane-shoots boiled twisted together in bamboo-tube seg
ments ;37 that found inside the lesser and nµnor bones is the shape of 
appropriate-sized cane-shoots boiled twisted together in lesser and 
minor bamboo-tube segments '. He defines it lry direction as 
' found in both directions ' and by location as ' established inside the 
bones. And herein, just as curd and treacle inside bamboo tubes, 
etc., do not know "We are inside bamboo tubes, etc." and the 
bamboo tubes, etc., do not know" Curd and treacle are inside us", 
so too, the bone-marrow does not know " I am inside bones " nor 
do the bones know " Bone-marrow is inside us "; for these are ideas 
destitute of mutual concern and reviewing, they are . . . not a 
person '. He defines them by delimitation as ' delimited by the 
insides of the bones [53] and by what is similar to bone-marrow, 
which is the delimitation by the similar; but the delimitation by the 
dissimilar is the same as that of the head-hairs and so on'. This is 
how he defines bone-marrow by colour and the rest. 
24. (10) Next to that he defines kidney, which is classed as the two 
balls [of flesh] in the interior of the physical frame, by colour as' dull 
red, the colour of palibhaddaka seeds '. He defines it lry shape as 
'the shape of village boys' play-balls of wound thread-some say 
the shape of twin mango fruits with a single stalk-'. He defines 
it lry direction as ' found in the upper direction ' and by location as 
'lying on either side of the heart-flesh, being fastened by a stout 
sinew that starts out with one root from the base of the neck and 
divides into two after going a short way. And herein, just as a pair 
of twin mango fruits fastened by a single stalk does not know " I 

37 'Na/aka-tube ': not in P.E.D., where see nala. See Glossary. 
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am fastened by a stalk " nor does the stalk know " A pair of twin 
mango fruits is fastened by me", so too, the kidney does not know 
" I am fastened by a stout sinew " nor does the stout sinew know 
" Kidney is fastened by me "; for these are ideas destitute of mutual 
concern and reviewing, they are . . . not a person '. He defines it 
by delimitation as 'kidney delimited by what is similar to kidney, 
which is the delimitation by the similar; but the delimitation by the 
dissimilar is the same as that of the head-hairs and so on '. This is 
how he defines kidney by colour and the rest. 
25. (11) Next to that he defines heart, which is in the interior of the 
physical frame, by colour as' red, the colour of the back of a red-lotus 
petal ', by shape as ' the shape of a lotus bud with the outer petals 
removed and turned upside-down. And it is open on one side38 

like a punnaga fruit with its end cut off; it is smooth outside, and 
inside it is like the inside of a kosataki (loofah-gourd) fruit. In 
those who have much understanding it is a little expanded; in those 
with weak understanding it is still only a bud. Except for the 
[material] form [in it] dependent on which the mind-element and the 
mind-consciousness-element occur,39 the rest of it consists of what 
is counted as the piece of flesh inside which [M] half a pasata
measure of blood is kept, which in one of lustful temperament is red, 
in one of hating temperament is black, in one of deluded tempera
ment is like water that meat has been washed in, in one of speculative
thinking temperament is the colour of lentil soup, in one of faithful 
temperament is the colour of [yellow J karJ,ikiira flowers, and in one of 
understanding temperament is limpid, clear, as unturbid as polished 
crystal, and seems to shine '. He defines it by direction as ' found in 
the upper direction ' and by location as ' lying in the middle between 

38 Reading vivatekapassarh with 0. and Ss.; B. has vivararh ekarh passarh. 
The punnaga is identifiable with the Sinhalese domba tree, which has a globular 
nutshell about I! inches in diameter. 

39 See Vis., Ch. xiv, Description of the Consciousness Category, for 'mind
element ' and ' mind-consciousness-element '. In the Abhidhamma Pi~aka 
these two and other aspects of ' mind ' are described as occurring ' dependent 
on form' (rilparh niss!'iya). The Commentarial system, seeking something 
more specific, identifies that 'form' with the (material) form of the heart, 
called the' heart-basis' (hadayavatthu: see Vis. Ch. xiv, Description of Form). 
This was further connected to the colour of a part of the blood in the heart, 
which was believed to change with the mood. This superstructure finds no 
justification in the Tipi~ka itself, and there too only the bare names of the 
parts of the body are mentioned, the descriptive elaborations being entirely 
comm en ta.rial. 

[64-55] Ill. The Thirty-two-fold Aspect 55 

the two breasts, inside the physical frame '. And herein, just as the 
mullion40 between two window shutters does not know " I stand 
between two window shutters " nor do the window shutters know 
" A mullion is between us ", so too, the heart does not know " I 
stand between two breasts " nor do the breasts know " A heart 
stands between us "; for these are ideas destitute of mutual concern 
and reviewing, they are ... not a person '. He defines it by de
limitation as 'heart delimited by what is similar to heart, which is 
the delimitation by the similar; but the delimitation by the dissimilar 
is the same as that of the head-hairs and so on'. This is how he 
defines heart by colour and the rest. 
26. (12) Next to that he defines the twin piece of flesh known as 
liver, which is in the interior of the physical frame, by colour as' red, 
the colour of the red backs of the outer petals of a white lotus '. He 
defines it by shape as 'the shape of a kovilara leaf, having a single 
root and twin ends. In sluggish people it is single and large, while 
in those with understanding there are two or three small ones '. He 
defines it by direetion as 'found in the upper direction' and by 
location as ' lying near the right side, inside from the two breasts. 
And herein, just as a lump of meat stuck on the side of a saucepan 
does not know " I am stuck on the side of a saucepan " nor does 
the saucepan know "A lump of meat is stuck on me", so too, the 
liver does not know " I am near a right side, inside from two breasts " 
nor does the right side inside from the two breasts know " A liver 
is near me "; for these are ideas destitute of mutual concern and 
reviewing, they are ... not a person '. He defines it by delimitation 
as 'liver delimited by what is similar to liver, [55] which is the 
delimitation by the similar; but the delimitation by the dissimilar is 
the same as that of the head-hairs and so on '. This is how he 
defines liver by colour and the rest. 
27. (13) Next to that he defines midriff, which is twofold in the 
physical frame as concealed and unconcealed, by colour as ' white, the 
colour of dukula (muslin) rags '. He defines it by shape as ' the 
shape of its location', by direction as' found in both directions' and 
by location as ' concealed midriff lying surrounding the heart and 
kidney, and unconcealed midriff lying covering the flesh under the 
skin in the whole physical frame. And herein, just as a rag in 
which meat is wrapped does not know " Meat is wrapped in me " 

40 The expression agga"[atthambhaka is not in P.E.D.; the context suggests 
the rendering. 
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am fastened by a stalk " nor does the stalk know " A pair of twin 
mango fruits is fastened by me", so too, the kidney does not know 
" I am fastened by a stout sinew " nor does the stout sinew know 
" Kidney is fastened by me "; for these are ideas destitute of mutual 
concern and reviewing, they are . . . not a person '. He defines it 
by delimitation as 'kidney delimited by what is similar to kidney, 
which is the delimitation by the similar; but the delimitation by the 
dissimilar is the same as that of the head-hairs and so on '. This is 
how he defines kidney by colour and the rest. 
25. (11) Next to that he defines heart, which is in the interior of the 
physical frame, by colour as' red, the colour of the back of a red-lotus 
petal ', by shape as ' the shape of a lotus bud with the outer petals 
removed and turned upside-down. And it is open on one side38 

like a punnaga fruit with its end cut off; it is smooth outside, and 
inside it is like the inside of a kosataki (loofah-gourd) fruit. In 
those who have much understanding it is a little expanded; in those 
with weak understanding it is still only a bud. Except for the 
[material] form [in it] dependent on which the mind-element and the 
mind-consciousness-element occur,39 the rest of it consists of what 
is counted as the piece of flesh inside which [M] half a pasata
measure of blood is kept, which in one of lustful temperament is red, 
in one of hating temperament is black, in one of deluded tempera
ment is like water that meat has been washed in, in one of speculative
thinking temperament is the colour of lentil soup, in one of faithful 
temperament is the colour of [yellow J karJ,ikiira flowers, and in one of 
understanding temperament is limpid, clear, as unturbid as polished 
crystal, and seems to shine '. He defines it by direction as ' found in 
the upper direction ' and by location as ' lying in the middle between 

38 Reading vivatekapassarh with 0. and Ss.; B. has vivararh ekarh passarh. 
The punnaga is identifiable with the Sinhalese domba tree, which has a globular 
nutshell about I! inches in diameter. 

39 See Vis., Ch. xiv, Description of the Consciousness Category, for 'mind
element ' and ' mind-consciousness-element '. In the Abhidhamma Pi~aka 
these two and other aspects of ' mind ' are described as occurring ' dependent 
on form' (rilparh niss!'iya). The Commentarial system, seeking something 
more specific, identifies that 'form' with the (material) form of the heart, 
called the' heart-basis' (hadayavatthu: see Vis. Ch. xiv, Description of Form). 
This was further connected to the colour of a part of the blood in the heart, 
which was believed to change with the mood. This superstructure finds no 
justification in the Tipi~ka itself, and there too only the bare names of the 
parts of the body are mentioned, the descriptive elaborations being entirely 
comm en ta.rial. 
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the two breasts, inside the physical frame '. And herein, just as the 
mullion40 between two window shutters does not know " I stand 
between two window shutters " nor do the window shutters know 
" A mullion is between us ", so too, the heart does not know " I 
stand between two breasts " nor do the breasts know " A heart 
stands between us "; for these are ideas destitute of mutual concern 
and reviewing, they are ... not a person '. He defines it by de
limitation as 'heart delimited by what is similar to heart, which is 
the delimitation by the similar; but the delimitation by the dissimilar 
is the same as that of the head-hairs and so on'. This is how he 
defines heart by colour and the rest. 
26. (12) Next to that he defines the twin piece of flesh known as 
liver, which is in the interior of the physical frame, by colour as' red, 
the colour of the red backs of the outer petals of a white lotus '. He 
defines it by shape as 'the shape of a kovilara leaf, having a single 
root and twin ends. In sluggish people it is single and large, while 
in those with understanding there are two or three small ones '. He 
defines it by direetion as 'found in the upper direction' and by 
location as ' lying near the right side, inside from the two breasts. 
And herein, just as a lump of meat stuck on the side of a saucepan 
does not know " I am stuck on the side of a saucepan " nor does 
the saucepan know "A lump of meat is stuck on me", so too, the 
liver does not know " I am near a right side, inside from two breasts " 
nor does the right side inside from the two breasts know " A liver 
is near me "; for these are ideas destitute of mutual concern and 
reviewing, they are ... not a person '. He defines it by delimitation 
as 'liver delimited by what is similar to liver, [55] which is the 
delimitation by the similar; but the delimitation by the dissimilar is 
the same as that of the head-hairs and so on '. This is how he 
defines liver by colour and the rest. 
27. (13) Next to that he defines midriff, which is twofold in the 
physical frame as concealed and unconcealed, by colour as ' white, the 
colour of dukula (muslin) rags '. He defines it by shape as ' the 
shape of its location', by direction as' found in both directions' and 
by location as ' concealed midriff lying surrounding the heart and 
kidney, and unconcealed midriff lying covering the flesh under the 
skin in the whole physical frame. And herein, just as a rag in 
which meat is wrapped does not know " Meat is wrapped in me " 

40 The expression agga"[atthambhaka is not in P.E.D.; the context suggests 
the rendering. 
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nor does the meat know " I am wrapped in a rag ", so too, the 
midriff does not know " Heart and kidney and flesh under the skin 
in a whole physical frame are wrapped in me " nor do the heart and 
kidney and the flesh under the skin in the whole physical frame 
know " We are wrapped in a midriff "; for these are ideas destitute 
of mutual concern and reviewing, they are . . . not a person '. He 
defines it by delimitation as ' delimited below by flesh, above by 
skin, and all round by what is similar to midriff, which is the de
limitation by the similar; but the delimitation by the dissimilar is 
the same as that of the head-hairs and so on'. This is how he 
defines midriff by colour and the rest. 
28. (14) Next to that he defines spleen, which is in the interior of the 
physical frame, by colour as ' bluish, the colour of withered ni.ggurJ4i 
flowers '. He defines it by shape as ' usually seven fingers in size, 
without attachments, and the shape of a black calf's tongue', by 
direction as ' found in the upper direction ', and by location as lying 
near the upper side of the belly-lining on the left of the heart; and 
when it comes out through a wound, a creature's life is terminated. 
And herein, just as a lump of cow-dung near the upper side of a barn 
does not know " I am near the upper side of a barn " nor does the 
upper side of the barn know " A lump of cowdung is near me ", so 
too, the spleen does not know" I am near the upper side of a belly's 
lining " nor does the upper side of the belly's lining know " A spleen 
is near me "; for these are ideas destitute of mutual concern and 
reviewing, they are ... not a person '. He defines it by delimitation 
as [56] ' spleen delimited by what is similar to spleen, which is the 
delimitation by the similar; but the delimitation by the dissimilar is 
the same as that of the head-hairs and so on '. This is how he 
defines spleen by colour and the rest. 
29. (15) Next to that he defines lights, which are in the interior of 
the physical frame and classed as two or three bits of flesh,41 by 
colour as ' red, the colour of not very ripe udumbara figs '. He 
defines them by shape as ' the shape of an unevenly cut thick slice 
of cake-some say it is the shape of a heap of bits of roof-tiles-, 
and it is insipid inside and lacks nutritive-essence, like a lump of 
chewed straw, because it is affected by the heat of the fire [ element] 
born of past action which springs up when there is nothing eaten 

41 C. supports P.T.S. reading of dvattirhsamarhsakharµJa-, but Ss. reading 
dvattimarhsakharµJa- seems preferable. Papphasa can, of course, be rendered 
by 'lungs', but 'lights' seems more in tone with the meat-shop atmosphere 
of these comparisons. 

[56-57] Ill. The Thirty-twojolil Aspect 57 

and drunk '. He defines them by direction as ' found in the upper 
direction ' and by location as ' lying inside the physical frame between 
the two breasts, overhanging and covering the heart and liver. And 
herein, just as a bird's nest hanging on the inside of an old barn does 
not know " I am hanging on the inside of an old barn " nor does the 
inside of the old barn know "A bird's nest is hanging on me", so 
too, the lights do not know " I am hanging on the interior of a 
physical frame in a part inside from the two breasts " nor does the 
part inside from the two breasts in the interior of the physical frame 
know " Lights are hanging on me "; for these are ideas destitute of 
mutual concern and reviewing, they are ... not a person '. He 
defines them by delimitation as 'delimited by what is similar to lights, 
which is the delimitation by the similar; but the delimitation by the 
dissimilar is the same as that of the head-hairs and so on '. This is 
how he defines lights by colour and the rest. 
30. (16) Next to that he defines the bowel, which is inside the physical 
frame and is thirty-two hands long in a man and twenty-eight 
hands long in a woman and looped in twenty-one places, by colour as 
' white, the colour of sand with lime '. He defines it by shape as 
' the shape of a rat-snake23 with its head cut off and put coiled up in 
a trough of blood ', by direction as ' found in the two directions ' and 
by location as ' fastened above to the gullet and below to the excre
ment passage (rectum), and so lying inside the physical frame be
tween the limits of the gullet and the excrement passage. [57] And 
herein, just as the decapitated carcase of a rat-snake put into a troug 1 t 
of blood does not know " I am in a trough of blood " nor does the 
trough of blood know "A decapitated rat-snake's carcase is in me ", 
so too, the bowel does not know " I am inside a physical frame " nor 
does the inside of the physical frame know " A bowel is in me "; for 
these are ideas destitute of mutual concern and reviewing, they are 
... not a person'. He defines it by delimitation as 'delimited by 
what is similar to bowel, which is the delimitation by the similar; but 
the delimitation by the dissimilar is the same as that of the head
hairs and so on '. This is how he defines bowel by colour and the 
rest. 
31. (17) Next to that he defines entrail, which is inside the physical 
frame between the bowel [ coils J, by cowur as ' the colour of white 
edible water-lily roots ',42 by shape as 'the shape of those roots-

23 See page 50. 
' 2 'Dakasitalika---edible white water-lily': not in P.E.D.; see Glossary. 
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nor does the meat know " I am wrapped in a rag ", so too, the 
midriff does not know " Heart and kidney and flesh under the skin 
in a whole physical frame are wrapped in me " nor do the heart and 
kidney and the flesh under the skin in the whole physical frame 
know " We are wrapped in a midriff "; for these are ideas destitute 
of mutual concern and reviewing, they are . . . not a person '. He 
defines it by delimitation as ' delimited below by flesh, above by 
skin, and all round by what is similar to midriff, which is the de
limitation by the similar; but the delimitation by the dissimilar is 
the same as that of the head-hairs and so on'. This is how he 
defines midriff by colour and the rest. 
28. (14) Next to that he defines spleen, which is in the interior of the 
physical frame, by colour as ' bluish, the colour of withered ni.ggurJ4i 
flowers '. He defines it by shape as ' usually seven fingers in size, 
without attachments, and the shape of a black calf's tongue', by 
direction as ' found in the upper direction ', and by location as lying 
near the upper side of the belly-lining on the left of the heart; and 
when it comes out through a wound, a creature's life is terminated. 
And herein, just as a lump of cow-dung near the upper side of a barn 
does not know " I am near the upper side of a barn " nor does the 
upper side of the barn know " A lump of cowdung is near me ", so 
too, the spleen does not know" I am near the upper side of a belly's 
lining " nor does the upper side of the belly's lining know " A spleen 
is near me "; for these are ideas destitute of mutual concern and 
reviewing, they are ... not a person '. He defines it by delimitation 
as [56] ' spleen delimited by what is similar to spleen, which is the 
delimitation by the similar; but the delimitation by the dissimilar is 
the same as that of the head-hairs and so on '. This is how he 
defines spleen by colour and the rest. 
29. (15) Next to that he defines lights, which are in the interior of 
the physical frame and classed as two or three bits of flesh,41 by 
colour as ' red, the colour of not very ripe udumbara figs '. He 
defines them by shape as ' the shape of an unevenly cut thick slice 
of cake-some say it is the shape of a heap of bits of roof-tiles-, 
and it is insipid inside and lacks nutritive-essence, like a lump of 
chewed straw, because it is affected by the heat of the fire [ element] 
born of past action which springs up when there is nothing eaten 

41 C. supports P.T.S. reading of dvattirhsamarhsakharµJa-, but Ss. reading 
dvattimarhsakharµJa- seems preferable. Papphasa can, of course, be rendered 
by 'lungs', but 'lights' seems more in tone with the meat-shop atmosphere 
of these comparisons. 
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and drunk '. He defines them by direction as ' found in the upper 
direction ' and by location as ' lying inside the physical frame between 
the two breasts, overhanging and covering the heart and liver. And 
herein, just as a bird's nest hanging on the inside of an old barn does 
not know " I am hanging on the inside of an old barn " nor does the 
inside of the old barn know "A bird's nest is hanging on me", so 
too, the lights do not know " I am hanging on the interior of a 
physical frame in a part inside from the two breasts " nor does the 
part inside from the two breasts in the interior of the physical frame 
know " Lights are hanging on me "; for these are ideas destitute of 
mutual concern and reviewing, they are ... not a person '. He 
defines them by delimitation as 'delimited by what is similar to lights, 
which is the delimitation by the similar; but the delimitation by the 
dissimilar is the same as that of the head-hairs and so on '. This is 
how he defines lights by colour and the rest. 
30. (16) Next to that he defines the bowel, which is inside the physical 
frame and is thirty-two hands long in a man and twenty-eight 
hands long in a woman and looped in twenty-one places, by colour as 
' white, the colour of sand with lime '. He defines it by shape as 
' the shape of a rat-snake23 with its head cut off and put coiled up in 
a trough of blood ', by direction as ' found in the two directions ' and 
by location as ' fastened above to the gullet and below to the excre
ment passage (rectum), and so lying inside the physical frame be
tween the limits of the gullet and the excrement passage. [57] And 
herein, just as the decapitated carcase of a rat-snake put into a troug 1 t 
of blood does not know " I am in a trough of blood " nor does the 
trough of blood know "A decapitated rat-snake's carcase is in me ", 
so too, the bowel does not know " I am inside a physical frame " nor 
does the inside of the physical frame know " A bowel is in me "; for 
these are ideas destitute of mutual concern and reviewing, they are 
... not a person'. He defines it by delimitation as 'delimited by 
what is similar to bowel, which is the delimitation by the similar; but 
the delimitation by the dissimilar is the same as that of the head
hairs and so on '. This is how he defines bowel by colour and the 
rest. 
31. (17) Next to that he defines entrail, which is inside the physical 
frame between the bowel [ coils J, by cowur as ' the colour of white 
edible water-lily roots ',42 by shape as 'the shape of those roots-

23 See page 50. 
' 2 'Dakasitalika---edible white water-lily': not in P.E.D.; see Glossary. 
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some say they are gmnutta43 shaped '-, by direction as ' found in the 
two directions ' and by location as ' lying inside the twenty-one 
loops of the bowel, like the strings that lie inside the rope-rings of a 
foot-wiper sewing them together, and fastening the bowel-loops 
together so that they do not slip down in those working with hoes, 
axes, etc., as the marionette-strings do the marionette's wooden 
[limbs] at the time of the marionette's being pulled along. And 
herein, just as the strings that sew together the rope-rings of a 
foot-wiper do not know "We sew together rope-rings of a foot
wiper" nor does the rope-ring of the foot-wiper know "strings sew 
me together '', so too, the en trail does not know '' I fasten a bowel in 
twenty-one loops " nor does the bowel know " Entrail fastens me "; 
for these are ideas destitute of mutual concern and reviewing, they 
are . . . not a person '. He defines it by delimitation as ' entrail 
delimited by what is similar to entrail, which is the delimitation by 
the similiar; but the delimitation by the dissimilar is the same as 
that of the head-hairs and so on'. This is how he defines entrail by 
colour and the rest. 
32. (18) Next to that he defines gorge, which is inside the physical 
frame, by colour as ' the colour of swallowed food ', by shape as ' the 
shape of rice loosely tied in a cloth strainer ' by direction as ' found 
in the upper direction ', and by location as [58] ' lying in the stomach. 
And what is called " stomach " is [ one part of] the bowel membrane 
which resembles the swelling [ of air J produced in the middle of a 
length of cloth when it is being [twisted and] wrung out from the 
two ends. It is smooth outside, while inside it is like a balloon of 
cloth44 soiled by wrapping up meat refuse-some say it is like the 
inside of a rotten jack fruit-. It is this place where worms dwell 
seething in tangles: the thirty-two families of worms such as round 
worms, swelling-producing worms, " palm-fibre " worms, " needle-

43 The meaning of gomutta(ka) given in P.E.D. will not fit here. Perhaps 
what is meant is the shape of the splash on the ground where an ox has 
urinated (go-mutta means 'ox-urine'), or perhaps simply 'cowpat ', though 
more likely there is some more idiomatic meaning. 

44 Reading mamsakasambupalivethanakilitthapiivilrapuppha( ka )sadisarh. A 
Sinhalese translation of the same term in Vis. has ku'IJ,U mas kasala vefu 
porona kadek pup (' rotten-meat-refuse-having-wrapped cloth-piece-balloon'). 
P.E.D. gives pilvilra as 'cloak, mantle', but (the Vis. ref.) as 'the mango 
tree ', which latter meaning seems quite without foundation; it has nothing 
to do with this context. Pupphaka (rather than puppha=flower) as' balloon' 
is not in P.E.D. 
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mouth" worms, tape-worms, thread-worms, and the rest.45 When 
there is no food and drink, etc., present, they leap up screeching and 
pounce upon the heart's flesh; and when food and drink, etc., are 
swallowed, they wait with mouths uplifted and scramble to snatch 
the first two or three mouthfuls swallowed. It is these worms' 
maternity-home, privy, hospital and charnel-ground. Just as 
when it has rained heavily in a time of drought and what has been 
carried by the water into the cesspit at the gate of an outcaste 
village-the various kinds of ordure such as urine, excrement, bits of 
hide and bones and sinews, as well as spittle, snot, blood, etc.,46 gets 
mixed up with the mud and water already collected there; and after 
two or three days the families of worms appear, and it ferments, 
warmed by the energy of the sun's heat, frothing and bubbling on 
the top, quite black in colour, and so utterly stinking and loathe
some that one can scarcely go near it or look at, much less smell it or 
taste it; so too, [the stomach is the placeJ where the assortment of 
food and drink, etc., falls after being pounded up by the pestle of 
the teeth and turned over by the hand of the tongue and stuck 
together with spittle, losing at that moment its special qualities of 
colour, smell, taste, etc., and taking on the appearance of koleyya 
paste47 and dog's vomit, then to get soused in the bile and phlegm 
and wind that have collected there, where it ferments with the 
energy of the stomach-fire's heat, seethes with the families of worms, 
frothing and bubbling on the top, till it turns into utterly stinking 
nauseating muck, [59] even to hear about48 which takes away any 
appetite for food, drink, etc., let alone to see it with the eye of 
understanding. And when the food and drink, etc., fall into it, they 
get divided into five parts: the worms devour one part, the stomach
fire burns up another part, another part becomes urine, another part 
becomes excrement, and one part is turned into nourishment and 
sustains the blood, flesh and so on. And herein, just as dog's vomit 
lying in an utterly disgusting dog's trough does not know "I am 
lying in a dog's trough" nor does the dog's trough know "Dog's 

46 The renderings of these worms' names is rather guesswork; garµJ,uppiidaka 
('boil-producer' or 'swelling-producer') appears only as 'earthworm' in 
P.E.D., which will scarcely do here. VisA. suggests that patatantuka and 
suttaka are two kinds, not one, but neither is in P.E.D. 

46 ' -ppabhuti-etc. ': see Ch. ii, n. 1. 
47 C. and Ss. both read koleyyakhalisupilry,avamathu-. Koleyya is not in 

P.E.D. in any sense that will do here, nor the P.T.S. and B. reading of koli
yakule instead of koleyyakhali. Vis. has tantavilyakhali- (' weavers' paste'). 

48 Reading sutvil instead of bhutvil. 
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some say they are gmnutta43 shaped '-, by direction as ' found in the 
two directions ' and by location as ' lying inside the twenty-one 
loops of the bowel, like the strings that lie inside the rope-rings of a 
foot-wiper sewing them together, and fastening the bowel-loops 
together so that they do not slip down in those working with hoes, 
axes, etc., as the marionette-strings do the marionette's wooden 
[limbs] at the time of the marionette's being pulled along. And 
herein, just as the strings that sew together the rope-rings of a 
foot-wiper do not know "We sew together rope-rings of a foot
wiper" nor does the rope-ring of the foot-wiper know "strings sew 
me together '', so too, the en trail does not know '' I fasten a bowel in 
twenty-one loops " nor does the bowel know " Entrail fastens me "; 
for these are ideas destitute of mutual concern and reviewing, they 
are . . . not a person '. He defines it by delimitation as ' entrail 
delimited by what is similar to entrail, which is the delimitation by 
the similiar; but the delimitation by the dissimilar is the same as 
that of the head-hairs and so on'. This is how he defines entrail by 
colour and the rest. 
32. (18) Next to that he defines gorge, which is inside the physical 
frame, by colour as ' the colour of swallowed food ', by shape as ' the 
shape of rice loosely tied in a cloth strainer ' by direction as ' found 
in the upper direction ', and by location as [58] ' lying in the stomach. 
And what is called " stomach " is [ one part of] the bowel membrane 
which resembles the swelling [ of air J produced in the middle of a 
length of cloth when it is being [twisted and] wrung out from the 
two ends. It is smooth outside, while inside it is like a balloon of 
cloth44 soiled by wrapping up meat refuse-some say it is like the 
inside of a rotten jack fruit-. It is this place where worms dwell 
seething in tangles: the thirty-two families of worms such as round 
worms, swelling-producing worms, " palm-fibre " worms, " needle-

43 The meaning of gomutta(ka) given in P.E.D. will not fit here. Perhaps 
what is meant is the shape of the splash on the ground where an ox has 
urinated (go-mutta means 'ox-urine'), or perhaps simply 'cowpat ', though 
more likely there is some more idiomatic meaning. 

44 Reading mamsakasambupalivethanakilitthapiivilrapuppha( ka )sadisarh. A 
Sinhalese translation of the same term in Vis. has ku'IJ,U mas kasala vefu 
porona kadek pup (' rotten-meat-refuse-having-wrapped cloth-piece-balloon'). 
P.E.D. gives pilvilra as 'cloak, mantle', but (the Vis. ref.) as 'the mango 
tree ', which latter meaning seems quite without foundation; it has nothing 
to do with this context. Pupphaka (rather than puppha=flower) as' balloon' 
is not in P.E.D. 
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mouth" worms, tape-worms, thread-worms, and the rest.45 When 
there is no food and drink, etc., present, they leap up screeching and 
pounce upon the heart's flesh; and when food and drink, etc., are 
swallowed, they wait with mouths uplifted and scramble to snatch 
the first two or three mouthfuls swallowed. It is these worms' 
maternity-home, privy, hospital and charnel-ground. Just as 
when it has rained heavily in a time of drought and what has been 
carried by the water into the cesspit at the gate of an outcaste 
village-the various kinds of ordure such as urine, excrement, bits of 
hide and bones and sinews, as well as spittle, snot, blood, etc.,46 gets 
mixed up with the mud and water already collected there; and after 
two or three days the families of worms appear, and it ferments, 
warmed by the energy of the sun's heat, frothing and bubbling on 
the top, quite black in colour, and so utterly stinking and loathe
some that one can scarcely go near it or look at, much less smell it or 
taste it; so too, [the stomach is the placeJ where the assortment of 
food and drink, etc., falls after being pounded up by the pestle of 
the teeth and turned over by the hand of the tongue and stuck 
together with spittle, losing at that moment its special qualities of 
colour, smell, taste, etc., and taking on the appearance of koleyya 
paste47 and dog's vomit, then to get soused in the bile and phlegm 
and wind that have collected there, where it ferments with the 
energy of the stomach-fire's heat, seethes with the families of worms, 
frothing and bubbling on the top, till it turns into utterly stinking 
nauseating muck, [59] even to hear about48 which takes away any 
appetite for food, drink, etc., let alone to see it with the eye of 
understanding. And when the food and drink, etc., fall into it, they 
get divided into five parts: the worms devour one part, the stomach
fire burns up another part, another part becomes urine, another part 
becomes excrement, and one part is turned into nourishment and 
sustains the blood, flesh and so on. And herein, just as dog's vomit 
lying in an utterly disgusting dog's trough does not know "I am 
lying in a dog's trough" nor does the dog's trough know "Dog's 

46 The renderings of these worms' names is rather guesswork; garµJ,uppiidaka 
('boil-producer' or 'swelling-producer') appears only as 'earthworm' in 
P.E.D., which will scarcely do here. VisA. suggests that patatantuka and 
suttaka are two kinds, not one, but neither is in P.E.D. 

46 ' -ppabhuti-etc. ': see Ch. ii, n. 1. 
47 C. and Ss. both read koleyyakhalisupilry,avamathu-. Koleyya is not in 

P.E.D. in any sense that will do here, nor the P.T.S. and B. reading of koli
yakule instead of koleyyakhali. Vis. has tantavilyakhali- (' weavers' paste'). 

48 Reading sutvil instead of bhutvil. 
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vomit is lying in me ", so too, the gorge does not know " I am lying 
in this utterly stinking loathesome stomach " nor does the stomach 
know " Gorge lies in me "; for these are ideas destitute of mutual 
concern and reviewing, they are ... not a person '. He defines it by 
delirnitation as ' gorge delimited by what is similar to gorge, which 
is the delimitation by the similar; but the delimitation by the dis
similar is the same as that of the head-hairs and so on'. This is 
how he defines gorge by colour and the rest. 
33. (19) Next to that he defines dung, which is inside the physical 
frame, by colour as ' usually the colour of swallowed food ', by shape 
as ' the shape of its location ', by direction as ' found in the lower 
direction ', and by location as ' lying in the receptacle for digested 
food (rectum). Now the receptacle for digested food is the place 
in the lowest part at the end of the bowel, between the navel and 
the root of the spine, which measures eight finger-breadths in 
height and resembles the inside of a bamboo tube; and just as rain 
water that falls on a higher level runs down to fill a lower level and 
stays there, so too, any food, drink, etc., after falling into the 
receptacle for undigested food and being continuously cooked and 
simmered by the stomach-fire till they have got as soft as flour in a 
pulverizer, run on down through the cavity of the bowel, to be 
pressed down till they remain impacted there like brown clay cram
med into a bamboo tube. And herein, just as brown clay crammed 
into a bamboo tube and pressed down does not know " I am in a 
bamboo tube" nor does the bamboo tube know" Brown clay is in 
me ", so too, the dung does not [60] know " I am in a receptacle for 
digested food " nor does the receptacle for digested food know 
" Dung is in me "; for these are ideas destitute of mutual concern 
and reviewing, they are ... not a person '. He defines it by de
lirnitation as ' dung delimited by what is similar to dung, which is the 
delimitation by the similar; but the delimitation by the dissimilar is 
the same as that of the head-hairs and so on'. This is how he 
defines dung by colour and the rest. 
34. (20) Next to that he defines brain, which is in the physical frame 
in the interior of the skull, by colour as ' white, the colour of a piece 
of toadstool-some say it is the colour of curdled milkings49-', by 
shape as 'the shape of its location', by direction as 'lying in the 
upper direction ', and by location as ' what is classed as the four 

49 C. and Ss. both read vikuthitadwldhava'l),'l'},arh and duddha throughout 
instead of dut(ha. 
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pieces of brain lying inside the skull, like four lumps of dough, put 
together to correspond with the [skull's] four seams. And herein, 
just as a lump of dough--or curdled milkings49-put into an old 
gourd dish does not know " I am in an old gourd dish " nor does 
the old gourd dish know " A lump of dough--or curdled milkings
is in me ", so too, the brain does not know " I am inside a skull " 
nor does the skull know " A brain is inside me "; for these are ideas 
destitute of mutual concern and reviewing, they are . . . not a 
person'. He defines it by delirnitation as' brain delimited by what 
is similar to brain, which is the delimitation by the similar; but the 
delimitation by the dissimilar is the same as that of the head-hairs 
and so on '. This is how he defines brain by colour and the rest. 
35. (21) Next to that he defines bile, which is in the physical frame 
and twofold classed as local bile and free bile, by colour as ' the 
colour of thick madhuka-oil-some say the free bile is the colour of 
withered akul'i50 flowers-' by shape as 'the shape of its location', 
and by direction as ' found in both directions '. He defines by 
location the free bile as ' lying spread over the physical frame, like a 
drop of oil on water, except for the flesh-free parts of the head-hairs, 
body-hairs, teeth, nails, and the hard dry skin, which kind of bile, 
when upset, yellows the eyes and makes them roll and makes the 
limbs shiver and itch '; and he defines the local bile as [61 J ' situated 
near the liver's flesh between the heart and lights and lying inside 
the bile-container (gall-bladder), which resembles a red kosa0,k'i 
(loofah-gourd) pip, which kind of bile, when disturbed, maddens 
creatures and drives them crazy and makes them throw aside 
conscience and shame and do what ought not to be done, say what 
ought not to be said and think what ought not to be thought. And 
herein, just as oil extending over water does not know "I extend 
over water" nor does the water know "Oil extends over me", so 
too, the free bile does not know " I extend over a physical frame " 
nor does the physical frame know " Free bile extends over me ", and 
just as rain-water in a loofah-gourd pip does not know " I am in a 
loofah-gourd pip " nor does the loofah-gourd pip know " Rain
water is in me ", so too, the local bile does not know " I am in a 
gall-bladder " nor does the gall-bladder know " Local bile is in me "; 
for these are ideas destitute of mutual concern and reviewing, they 
are . . . not a person '. He defines it by delirnitation as ' bile de-

49 See Page 60. 
60 Akuli is identifiable with a common leguminous plant with yellow 

flowers in Ceylon called rar:iavarii. 
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vomit is lying in me ", so too, the gorge does not know " I am lying 
in this utterly stinking loathesome stomach " nor does the stomach 
know " Gorge lies in me "; for these are ideas destitute of mutual 
concern and reviewing, they are ... not a person '. He defines it by 
delirnitation as ' gorge delimited by what is similar to gorge, which 
is the delimitation by the similar; but the delimitation by the dis
similar is the same as that of the head-hairs and so on'. This is 
how he defines gorge by colour and the rest. 
33. (19) Next to that he defines dung, which is inside the physical 
frame, by colour as ' usually the colour of swallowed food ', by shape 
as ' the shape of its location ', by direction as ' found in the lower 
direction ', and by location as ' lying in the receptacle for digested 
food (rectum). Now the receptacle for digested food is the place 
in the lowest part at the end of the bowel, between the navel and 
the root of the spine, which measures eight finger-breadths in 
height and resembles the inside of a bamboo tube; and just as rain 
water that falls on a higher level runs down to fill a lower level and 
stays there, so too, any food, drink, etc., after falling into the 
receptacle for undigested food and being continuously cooked and 
simmered by the stomach-fire till they have got as soft as flour in a 
pulverizer, run on down through the cavity of the bowel, to be 
pressed down till they remain impacted there like brown clay cram
med into a bamboo tube. And herein, just as brown clay crammed 
into a bamboo tube and pressed down does not know " I am in a 
bamboo tube" nor does the bamboo tube know" Brown clay is in 
me ", so too, the dung does not [60] know " I am in a receptacle for 
digested food " nor does the receptacle for digested food know 
" Dung is in me "; for these are ideas destitute of mutual concern 
and reviewing, they are ... not a person '. He defines it by de
lirnitation as ' dung delimited by what is similar to dung, which is the 
delimitation by the similar; but the delimitation by the dissimilar is 
the same as that of the head-hairs and so on'. This is how he 
defines dung by colour and the rest. 
34. (20) Next to that he defines brain, which is in the physical frame 
in the interior of the skull, by colour as ' white, the colour of a piece 
of toadstool-some say it is the colour of curdled milkings49-', by 
shape as 'the shape of its location', by direction as 'lying in the 
upper direction ', and by location as ' what is classed as the four 

49 C. and Ss. both read vikuthitadwldhava'l),'l'},arh and duddha throughout 
instead of dut(ha. 
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pieces of brain lying inside the skull, like four lumps of dough, put 
together to correspond with the [skull's] four seams. And herein, 
just as a lump of dough--or curdled milkings49-put into an old 
gourd dish does not know " I am in an old gourd dish " nor does 
the old gourd dish know " A lump of dough--or curdled milkings
is in me ", so too, the brain does not know " I am inside a skull " 
nor does the skull know " A brain is inside me "; for these are ideas 
destitute of mutual concern and reviewing, they are . . . not a 
person'. He defines it by delirnitation as' brain delimited by what 
is similar to brain, which is the delimitation by the similar; but the 
delimitation by the dissimilar is the same as that of the head-hairs 
and so on '. This is how he defines brain by colour and the rest. 
35. (21) Next to that he defines bile, which is in the physical frame 
and twofold classed as local bile and free bile, by colour as ' the 
colour of thick madhuka-oil-some say the free bile is the colour of 
withered akul'i50 flowers-' by shape as 'the shape of its location', 
and by direction as ' found in both directions '. He defines by 
location the free bile as ' lying spread over the physical frame, like a 
drop of oil on water, except for the flesh-free parts of the head-hairs, 
body-hairs, teeth, nails, and the hard dry skin, which kind of bile, 
when upset, yellows the eyes and makes them roll and makes the 
limbs shiver and itch '; and he defines the local bile as [61 J ' situated 
near the liver's flesh between the heart and lights and lying inside 
the bile-container (gall-bladder), which resembles a red kosa0,k'i 
(loofah-gourd) pip, which kind of bile, when disturbed, maddens 
creatures and drives them crazy and makes them throw aside 
conscience and shame and do what ought not to be done, say what 
ought not to be said and think what ought not to be thought. And 
herein, just as oil extending over water does not know "I extend 
over water" nor does the water know "Oil extends over me", so 
too, the free bile does not know " I extend over a physical frame " 
nor does the physical frame know " Free bile extends over me ", and 
just as rain-water in a loofah-gourd pip does not know " I am in a 
loofah-gourd pip " nor does the loofah-gourd pip know " Rain
water is in me ", so too, the local bile does not know " I am in a 
gall-bladder " nor does the gall-bladder know " Local bile is in me "; 
for these are ideas destitute of mutual concern and reviewing, they 
are . . . not a person '. He defines it by delirnitation as ' bile de-

49 See Page 60. 
60 Akuli is identifiable with a common leguminous plant with yellow 

flowers in Ceylon called rar:iavarii. 
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limited by what is similar to bile, which is the delimitation by the 
similar; but the delimitation by the dissimilar is the same as that of 
the head-hairs and so on '. This is how he defines bile by colour and 
the rest. 
36. (22) Next to that he defines phkgm, which is in the interior of the 
physical frame and measures a bowlful, by colour as 'white, the 
colour of a kacchaka-fig tree's leaf-juice', by shape as 'the shape of 
its receptacle', by direction as' found in the upper direction', and 
by location as 'lying on the stomach's surface. And just as duck
weed and green scum on the surface of water divide when a stick or a 
potsherd is dropped into the water and then spread together again, 
so too, at the time of eating and drinking, etc., when the food and 
drink, etc., fall into the stomach the phlegm divides and then 
spreads together again; and if it gets weak, the stomach becomes 
utterly disgusting with a smell of ordure, like a ripe boil or a rotten 
hen's egg, and then the regurgitations and the mouth reek with such 
a rotting-ordure-like stench coming up from the stomach that the 
man has to be told " Go away, your breath stinks". [62] But 
when it is abundant it holds down the reek of ordure beneath the 
stomach's surface, acting like the wooden lid of a privy. And 
herein, just as the surface of froth on a cesspit does not know " I am 
on a cesspit " nor does the cesspit know " A surface of froth is on 
me ", so too, the phlegm does not know " I am on a stomach's 
surface " nor does the stomach's surface know " Phlegm is in me "; 
for these are ideas destitute of mutual concern and reviewing, they 
are ... not a person '. He defines it by delimitation as ' phlegm 
delimited by what is similar to phlegm, which is the delimitation by 
the similar; but the delimitation by the dissimilar is the same as that 
of the head-hairs and so on '. This is how he defines phlegm by 
colour and the rest. 
37. (23) Next to that he defines pus, which is in the physical frame, 
by colour as ' the colour of bleached foliage ', by shape as ' the shape 
of its location ', by direction as ' found in both directions ', and by 
location as' pus without fixed location lying wherever it may gather; 
where blood stagnates and goes bad in some part of the physical 
frame damaged by wounds made by stumps, thorns, burns with 
fire, etc., or where boils, carbuncles, etc., appear, there it lies. And 
herein, just as the gum that collects in a place on a tree hit by, say, 
the blade of an axe does not know " I am in a ·place on a tree where 
it has been hit " nor does the hit place on the tree know " Gum is in 
me ", so too, pus does not know " I am in a place in a physical frame 
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wounded here and there by stumps, thorns, etc., or in a place where 
a boil or a carbuncle has arisen " nor does the place in the physical 
frame know " Pus is in me "; for these are ideas destitute of mutual 
concern and reviewing, they are ... not a person '. He defines it 
by delimitation as' pus delimited by what is similar to pus, which is 
the delimitation by the similar; but the delimitation by the dissimilar 
is the same as that of the head-hairs and so on'. This is how he 
defines pus by colour and the rest. 
38. (24) Next to that he defines blood, which is in the physical 
frame and has the twofold classification of stored blood and mobile 
blood, by colour thus ' stored blood is the colour of cooked and 
thickened lac solution, [63] while mobile blood is the colour of clear 
lac solution '. He defines it by shape as ' the shape of its own 
location', by direction as 'stored blood found in the upper direction 
and mobile blood in both directions ', and by location as ' except for 
the flesh-free parts of the head-hairs, body-hairs, teeth, nails, and 
the hard dry skin, mobile blood extends over the whole clung-to 
(action-generated)51 physical frame by following the network of 
veins, while the stored blood fills the lower part of the liver's site 
measuring a single bowlful, and by its splashing little by little over 
the heart, kidney and lights, it keeps the kidney, heart, liver and 
lights moist, since it is when it fails to moisten the kidney, heart, 
etc., that creatures become thirsty. And herein, just as the water 
in a worn-out (leaky) pot that wets clods of earth, etc., below it 
does not know " I am in a worn-out pot wetting clods of earth, 
etc." nor does the worn-out pot know" Water is in me" nor do the 
clods of earth, etc., below know "It is wetting us", so too, the 
blood does not know "I am in the lower part of a liver's site wetting 
a kidney, heart, etc." nor does the lower part of the liver's site know 
"Blood is in me " nor do the kidney, heart, etc., know " It is 
wetting us "; for these are ideas destitute of mutual concern and 
reviewing, they are ... not a person '. He defines it by delimitation 
as ' blood delimited by what is similar to blood, which is the de-

51 ' Upadi1J,tµ1(ka)-clung-to (action-generated)': a technical term much 
in use. See e.g. M. i. 185; def. at Dhs. 653, also Vis. Chs. xiv and xx, §§ 27 ff./ 
pp. 614 ff. The idea to be conveyed is that of the material-form of the 
physical body, in other words 'organic matter', which owes its peculiar 
mode to the effect or ripening of the past clinging (upadana) that constituted 
action (kamma). In the Commentaries the body is also called 'action-born' 
(kammaja, karaja). Stones, trees, etc., are called anupadi1J,tµ1(ka)=' un-clung
to ', 'not-action-generated'. 
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limited by what is similar to bile, which is the delimitation by the 
similar; but the delimitation by the dissimilar is the same as that of 
the head-hairs and so on '. This is how he defines bile by colour and 
the rest. 
36. (22) Next to that he defines phkgm, which is in the interior of the 
physical frame and measures a bowlful, by colour as 'white, the 
colour of a kacchaka-fig tree's leaf-juice', by shape as 'the shape of 
its receptacle', by direction as' found in the upper direction', and 
by location as 'lying on the stomach's surface. And just as duck
weed and green scum on the surface of water divide when a stick or a 
potsherd is dropped into the water and then spread together again, 
so too, at the time of eating and drinking, etc., when the food and 
drink, etc., fall into the stomach the phlegm divides and then 
spreads together again; and if it gets weak, the stomach becomes 
utterly disgusting with a smell of ordure, like a ripe boil or a rotten 
hen's egg, and then the regurgitations and the mouth reek with such 
a rotting-ordure-like stench coming up from the stomach that the 
man has to be told " Go away, your breath stinks". [62] But 
when it is abundant it holds down the reek of ordure beneath the 
stomach's surface, acting like the wooden lid of a privy. And 
herein, just as the surface of froth on a cesspit does not know " I am 
on a cesspit " nor does the cesspit know " A surface of froth is on 
me ", so too, the phlegm does not know " I am on a stomach's 
surface " nor does the stomach's surface know " Phlegm is in me "; 
for these are ideas destitute of mutual concern and reviewing, they 
are ... not a person '. He defines it by delimitation as ' phlegm 
delimited by what is similar to phlegm, which is the delimitation by 
the similar; but the delimitation by the dissimilar is the same as that 
of the head-hairs and so on '. This is how he defines phlegm by 
colour and the rest. 
37. (23) Next to that he defines pus, which is in the physical frame, 
by colour as ' the colour of bleached foliage ', by shape as ' the shape 
of its location ', by direction as ' found in both directions ', and by 
location as' pus without fixed location lying wherever it may gather; 
where blood stagnates and goes bad in some part of the physical 
frame damaged by wounds made by stumps, thorns, burns with 
fire, etc., or where boils, carbuncles, etc., appear, there it lies. And 
herein, just as the gum that collects in a place on a tree hit by, say, 
the blade of an axe does not know " I am in a ·place on a tree where 
it has been hit " nor does the hit place on the tree know " Gum is in 
me ", so too, pus does not know " I am in a place in a physical frame 
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wounded here and there by stumps, thorns, etc., or in a place where 
a boil or a carbuncle has arisen " nor does the place in the physical 
frame know " Pus is in me "; for these are ideas destitute of mutual 
concern and reviewing, they are ... not a person '. He defines it 
by delimitation as' pus delimited by what is similar to pus, which is 
the delimitation by the similar; but the delimitation by the dissimilar 
is the same as that of the head-hairs and so on'. This is how he 
defines pus by colour and the rest. 
38. (24) Next to that he defines blood, which is in the physical 
frame and has the twofold classification of stored blood and mobile 
blood, by colour thus ' stored blood is the colour of cooked and 
thickened lac solution, [63] while mobile blood is the colour of clear 
lac solution '. He defines it by shape as ' the shape of its own 
location', by direction as 'stored blood found in the upper direction 
and mobile blood in both directions ', and by location as ' except for 
the flesh-free parts of the head-hairs, body-hairs, teeth, nails, and 
the hard dry skin, mobile blood extends over the whole clung-to 
(action-generated)51 physical frame by following the network of 
veins, while the stored blood fills the lower part of the liver's site 
measuring a single bowlful, and by its splashing little by little over 
the heart, kidney and lights, it keeps the kidney, heart, liver and 
lights moist, since it is when it fails to moisten the kidney, heart, 
etc., that creatures become thirsty. And herein, just as the water 
in a worn-out (leaky) pot that wets clods of earth, etc., below it 
does not know " I am in a worn-out pot wetting clods of earth, 
etc." nor does the worn-out pot know" Water is in me" nor do the 
clods of earth, etc., below know "It is wetting us", so too, the 
blood does not know "I am in the lower part of a liver's site wetting 
a kidney, heart, etc." nor does the lower part of the liver's site know 
"Blood is in me " nor do the kidney, heart, etc., know " It is 
wetting us "; for these are ideas destitute of mutual concern and 
reviewing, they are ... not a person '. He defines it by delimitation 
as ' blood delimited by what is similar to blood, which is the de-

51 ' Upadi1J,tµ1(ka)-clung-to (action-generated)': a technical term much 
in use. See e.g. M. i. 185; def. at Dhs. 653, also Vis. Chs. xiv and xx, §§ 27 ff./ 
pp. 614 ff. The idea to be conveyed is that of the material-form of the 
physical body, in other words 'organic matter', which owes its peculiar 
mode to the effect or ripening of the past clinging (upadana) that constituted 
action (kamma). In the Commentaries the body is also called 'action-born' 
(kammaja, karaja). Stones, trees, etc., are called anupadi1J,tµ1(ka)=' un-clung
to ', 'not-action-generated'. 
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limitation by the similar; but the delimitation by the dissimilar is the 
same as that of the head-hairs and so on'. This is how he defines 
blood by colour and the rest. 
39. (25) Next to that he defines swoot, which is in the physical 
frame, by colour as ' the colour of clear sesamum oil ', by shape as 
' the shape of its location ', by direction as ' found in the two direc
tions ' and by location as ' sweat without fixed location where it 
could always lie like blood; but when the physical frame is heated 
by the heat of a fire, by the sun's heat, by a change of temperature, 
etc., then it trickles from all the pore-openings of the head-hairs and 
body-hairs as water does from a bunch of unevenly cut lily-bud stems 
and lotus stalks just pulled up from the water ', and so he defines it as 
' shaped in accordance with the pore-openings of the head-hairs and 
body-hairs: [64] and it is said by the Former Teachers that "The 
tneditator who is discerning sweat should give attention to sweat 
only as present in virtue of its filling the pore-openings of the head
hairs and body-hairs". And herein, just as the water trickling 
from the openings in the bunch of lily-bud stems and lotus stalks 
does not know " I trickle from openings in a bunch of lily-bud stems 
and lotus stalks" nor do the openings in the bunch of lily-bud stems 
and lotus stalks know" Water trickles from us", so too, sweat does 
not know "I trickle from pore openings of head-hairs and body
hairs" nor do the pore-openings of the head-hairs and body-hairs 
know " Sweat trickles from us "; for these are ideas destitute of 
mutual concern and reviewing, they are . . . not a person '. He 
defines it by delimitation as ' sweat delimited by what is similar to 
sweat, which is the delimitation by the similar; but the delimitation 
by the dissimilar is the same as that of the head-hairs and so on'. 
This is how he defines sweat by colour and the rest. 
40. (26) Next to that he defines fat, which is in the physical frame 
between the skin and the flesh, by colour as ' the colour of sliced 
turmeric' and by shape as' the shape of its location; for in the case 
of one who is happy and has a stout physical frame it extends over 
the interval between the skin and the flesh and is the shape of 
dukula (muslin) rags dyed in turmeric, while in the case of one with 
a lean physical frame it is the shape of scraps of dukula (muslin) rags 
dyed in turmeric placed as wrapping on the shank flesh, thigh 
flesh, back flesh, backbone, and belly-covering flesh '. He defines it 
by direction as ' found in the two directions ', and by location as 
' extending over the whole physical frame in one with a stout physical 
frame and found on the shank flesh, etc., in one with a lean physical 
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frame. And even though it is described as " unguent " still it is 
neither used as oil for the head nor as oil to be taken by mouth52 

nor as lamp fuel because of its utter disgustingness. And herein, 
just as a tunneric-dyed muslin rag next to a pile of flesh does not 
know " I am next to a pile of flesh " nor does the pile of flesh know 
" I am next to a turmeric-dyed rag ", so too, the fat does not know 
"I am next to flesh in a whole physical frame, or on the shanks, 
etc." nor does the flesh know " Fat is next to me "; for these are 
ideas destitute of mutual concern and reviewing, they are ... not 
a person'. He defines it by delimitation as ' delimited below by the 
flesh, above by the skin, and all round by what is similar to fat, 
which is the delimitation by the similar; [65] but the delimitation 
by the dissimilar is the same as that of the head-hairs and so on '. 
This is how he defines fat by colour and the rest. 
41. (27) Next to that he defines toors, which are in the physical 
frame, by colour as ' the colour of clear sesamum oil ', by shape as 
'the shape of their location', by direction as 'found in the upper 
direction ', and by location as · lying in the eye-sockets. But they 
are not stored in the eye-sockets all the while as the bile is in the 
gall-bladder. However, when creatures feel joy and laugh up
roariously or feel grief and weep and lament or eat particular kinds 
of abnormal food or when their eyes are affected by smoke, dust, 
dirt, etc., then, being originated by the joy, grief, abnormal food, 
etc., tears fill up the eye-sockets or overflow from them. And the 
Former Teachers comment that " a meditator who is discerning 
tears should give attention to tears only as present in virtue of 
their filling the eye-sockets". And herein, just as water in the 
sockets of young palmyra nuts with the ends cut off does not know 
" I am in sockets of young palmyra nuts with the ends cut off" 
nor do the sockets of the young palmyra nuts with the ends cut off 
know " Water is in us ", so too, tears do not know " We are in eye
sockets " nor do the eye-sockets know " Tears are in us "; for these 
are ideas destitute of mutual concern and reviewing, they are ... 
not a person '. He defines them by delimitation as ' tears delimited 
by what is similar to tears, which is the delimitation by the similar; 
but the delimitation by the dissimilar is the same as that of the 
head-hairs and so on'. This is how he defines tears by colour and 
the rest. 
42. (28) Next to that he defines the melted unguent in the physical 

52 'Ga'IJ4usa-to be taken by mouth' or' edible'; P.E.D. gives' mouthful'. 
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limitation by the similar; but the delimitation by the dissimilar is the 
same as that of the head-hairs and so on'. This is how he defines 
blood by colour and the rest. 
39. (25) Next to that he defines swoot, which is in the physical 
frame, by colour as ' the colour of clear sesamum oil ', by shape as 
' the shape of its location ', by direction as ' found in the two direc
tions ' and by location as ' sweat without fixed location where it 
could always lie like blood; but when the physical frame is heated 
by the heat of a fire, by the sun's heat, by a change of temperature, 
etc., then it trickles from all the pore-openings of the head-hairs and 
body-hairs as water does from a bunch of unevenly cut lily-bud stems 
and lotus stalks just pulled up from the water ', and so he defines it as 
' shaped in accordance with the pore-openings of the head-hairs and 
body-hairs: [64] and it is said by the Former Teachers that "The 
tneditator who is discerning sweat should give attention to sweat 
only as present in virtue of its filling the pore-openings of the head
hairs and body-hairs". And herein, just as the water trickling 
from the openings in the bunch of lily-bud stems and lotus stalks 
does not know " I trickle from openings in a bunch of lily-bud stems 
and lotus stalks" nor do the openings in the bunch of lily-bud stems 
and lotus stalks know" Water trickles from us", so too, sweat does 
not know "I trickle from pore openings of head-hairs and body
hairs" nor do the pore-openings of the head-hairs and body-hairs 
know " Sweat trickles from us "; for these are ideas destitute of 
mutual concern and reviewing, they are . . . not a person '. He 
defines it by delimitation as ' sweat delimited by what is similar to 
sweat, which is the delimitation by the similar; but the delimitation 
by the dissimilar is the same as that of the head-hairs and so on'. 
This is how he defines sweat by colour and the rest. 
40. (26) Next to that he defines fat, which is in the physical frame 
between the skin and the flesh, by colour as ' the colour of sliced 
turmeric' and by shape as' the shape of its location; for in the case 
of one who is happy and has a stout physical frame it extends over 
the interval between the skin and the flesh and is the shape of 
dukula (muslin) rags dyed in turmeric, while in the case of one with 
a lean physical frame it is the shape of scraps of dukula (muslin) rags 
dyed in turmeric placed as wrapping on the shank flesh, thigh 
flesh, back flesh, backbone, and belly-covering flesh '. He defines it 
by direction as ' found in the two directions ', and by location as 
' extending over the whole physical frame in one with a stout physical 
frame and found on the shank flesh, etc., in one with a lean physical 
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frame. And even though it is described as " unguent " still it is 
neither used as oil for the head nor as oil to be taken by mouth52 

nor as lamp fuel because of its utter disgustingness. And herein, 
just as a tunneric-dyed muslin rag next to a pile of flesh does not 
know " I am next to a pile of flesh " nor does the pile of flesh know 
" I am next to a turmeric-dyed rag ", so too, the fat does not know 
"I am next to flesh in a whole physical frame, or on the shanks, 
etc." nor does the flesh know " Fat is next to me "; for these are 
ideas destitute of mutual concern and reviewing, they are ... not 
a person'. He defines it by delimitation as ' delimited below by the 
flesh, above by the skin, and all round by what is similar to fat, 
which is the delimitation by the similar; [65] but the delimitation 
by the dissimilar is the same as that of the head-hairs and so on '. 
This is how he defines fat by colour and the rest. 
41. (27) Next to that he defines toors, which are in the physical 
frame, by colour as ' the colour of clear sesamum oil ', by shape as 
'the shape of their location', by direction as 'found in the upper 
direction ', and by location as · lying in the eye-sockets. But they 
are not stored in the eye-sockets all the while as the bile is in the 
gall-bladder. However, when creatures feel joy and laugh up
roariously or feel grief and weep and lament or eat particular kinds 
of abnormal food or when their eyes are affected by smoke, dust, 
dirt, etc., then, being originated by the joy, grief, abnormal food, 
etc., tears fill up the eye-sockets or overflow from them. And the 
Former Teachers comment that " a meditator who is discerning 
tears should give attention to tears only as present in virtue of 
their filling the eye-sockets". And herein, just as water in the 
sockets of young palmyra nuts with the ends cut off does not know 
" I am in sockets of young palmyra nuts with the ends cut off" 
nor do the sockets of the young palmyra nuts with the ends cut off 
know " Water is in us ", so too, tears do not know " We are in eye
sockets " nor do the eye-sockets know " Tears are in us "; for these 
are ideas destitute of mutual concern and reviewing, they are ... 
not a person '. He defines them by delimitation as ' tears delimited 
by what is similar to tears, which is the delimitation by the similar; 
but the delimitation by the dissimilar is the same as that of the 
head-hairs and so on'. This is how he defines tears by colour and 
the rest. 
42. (28) Next to that he defines the melted unguent in the physical 

52 'Ga'IJ4usa-to be taken by mouth' or' edible'; P.E.D. gives' mouthful'. 
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frame called gre,ase by colour as ' the colour of oil sprinkled on gruel ', 
by shape as ' the shape of its location ', by direction as ' found in the 
two directions ', and by location as ' lying on the palms of the hands, 
backs of the hands, soles of the feet, backs of the feet, tip of the 
nose, forehead, and points of the shoulders. And it is not always 
found in the melted state in these locations, but when these parts 
get hot with the heat of a fire, the sun's heat, upset of temperature, 
or upset of elements, then it melts and runs there like a film53 on 
water-baths of clear water. And herein, just as a film that has 
spread over water-baths [66] does not know " I am spread over 
water-baths" nor do the water-baths know "A film has spread over 
us ", so too, the grease does not know " I am spread over the palms 
of the hands, etc." nor do the palms of the hands, etc., know 
" Grease is spread over us ''; for these are ideas destitute of mutual 
concern and reviewing, they are . . . not a person '. He defines it 
by delimitation as ' grease delimited by what is similar to grease, 
which is the delimitation by the similar; but the delimitation by the 
dissimilar is like that of the head-hairs and so on '. This is how he 
defines grease by colour and the rest. 
43. (29) Next to that he defines spittle, which is in the physical 
frame in the interior of the mouth, by colour as ' white, the colour of 
froth', by shape as 'the shape of its location-some say it is the 
shape of sea froth-', by direction as' found in the upper direction', 
and by location as ' lying on the tongue after it has descended from 
the cheeks on both sides. And it is not always found stored there; 
but when creatures see particular kinds of food or remember it or 
put something hot or bitter or pungent or salt or sour into their 
mouths or when their hearts are faint or when nausea arises on some 
account, then spittle appears and runs down from the cheeks on 
both sides to settle on the tongue. It is thin at the tip of the tongue 
and thick at the root of the tongue. It is capable of wetting un
husked rice or husked rice or anything else chewable that is put into 
the mouth, like water in a pit scooped out in a river sand-bank. 
And herein, just as the water collected on the surface of a pit scooped 
out in a river sand-bank does not know " I am on the surface of a 
pit " nor does the surface of the pit know " Water is on me ", so 
too, spittle does not know " I am collected on the surface of a tongue 
after descending from cheeks on both sides " nor does the tongue's 

63 'Nihlira-film ': cf. parallel version in Vis.; P.E.D. gives no sense for 
nihara that will fit here. 
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surface know " Spittle has collected on me after descending from 
cheeks on both sides "; for these are ideas destitute of mutual 
concern and reviewing, they are . . . not a person '. He defines it 
by delimitation as ' spittle delimited by what is similar to spittle, 
which is the delimitation by the similar; but the delimitation by the 
dissimilar is the same as that of the head-hairs and so on'. This is 
how he defines spittle by colour and the rest. 
44. (30) [67] Next to that he defines snot, which is in the physical 
frame, by colour as ' white, the colour of a young palmyra kernel ', 
by shape as ' the shape of its location--some say it is the shape of a 
boiled cane-shoot inserted unbroken into the nostril cavity-', 
by direction as ' found in the upper direction ', and by location as 
'lying filling the nostril cavities. And it is not always found stored 
there; but just as though a man tied up curd in a lotus leaf, which 
he then pricked underneath with a thorn, and bits of curd oozed 
out and dripped, so too, when creatures weep or suffer disturbance of 
elements produced by wrong food or temperature, then the brain 
inside the head turns into stale phlegm, and it oozes out and comes 
down by the opening in the palate and fills the nostril cavities and 
stays there. And herein, just as rotten curd put in a bag54 does not 
know " I am in a bag " nor does the bag know " Rotten curd is in 
me ", so too, snot does not know " I am in nostril cavities " nor do 
the nostril cavities know " Snot is in us"; for these are ideas destitute 
of mutual concern and reviewing, they are ... not a person '. He 
defines it by delimitation as ' snot delimited by what is similar to 
snot, which is the delimitation by the similar; but the delimitation 
by the dissimilar is the same as that of the head-hairs and so on'. 
This is how he defines snot by colour and the rest. 
45. (31) Next to that he defines oil-of-the-joints, which is the slimy 
ordure in the interior of the joints inside the physical frame, by 
colour as ' the colour of km.,ikara gum ', by shape as ' the shape of its 
location ', by direction as ' found in both directions ', and by location 
as' lying inside the hundred and eighty joints, serving the function 
of lubricating the bones' joints. If it is weak, when a man gets up 
or sits down, moves forward or moves backward, bends or stretches, 
then his bones creak, and he goes about making a noise like the 
snapping of fingers, [68] and when he has walked only one or two 
leagues' distance his air-element (his mobility) gets upset and his 

54 'Sippika-bag ': not in P.E.D.; see Glossary. C. and B. confirm, but 
Ss. has suttika with vl. sippika. 
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frame called gre,ase by colour as ' the colour of oil sprinkled on gruel ', 
by shape as ' the shape of its location ', by direction as ' found in the 
two directions ', and by location as ' lying on the palms of the hands, 
backs of the hands, soles of the feet, backs of the feet, tip of the 
nose, forehead, and points of the shoulders. And it is not always 
found in the melted state in these locations, but when these parts 
get hot with the heat of a fire, the sun's heat, upset of temperature, 
or upset of elements, then it melts and runs there like a film53 on 
water-baths of clear water. And herein, just as a film that has 
spread over water-baths [66] does not know " I am spread over 
water-baths" nor do the water-baths know "A film has spread over 
us ", so too, the grease does not know " I am spread over the palms 
of the hands, etc." nor do the palms of the hands, etc., know 
" Grease is spread over us ''; for these are ideas destitute of mutual 
concern and reviewing, they are . . . not a person '. He defines it 
by delimitation as ' grease delimited by what is similar to grease, 
which is the delimitation by the similar; but the delimitation by the 
dissimilar is like that of the head-hairs and so on '. This is how he 
defines grease by colour and the rest. 
43. (29) Next to that he defines spittle, which is in the physical 
frame in the interior of the mouth, by colour as ' white, the colour of 
froth', by shape as 'the shape of its location-some say it is the 
shape of sea froth-', by direction as' found in the upper direction', 
and by location as ' lying on the tongue after it has descended from 
the cheeks on both sides. And it is not always found stored there; 
but when creatures see particular kinds of food or remember it or 
put something hot or bitter or pungent or salt or sour into their 
mouths or when their hearts are faint or when nausea arises on some 
account, then spittle appears and runs down from the cheeks on 
both sides to settle on the tongue. It is thin at the tip of the tongue 
and thick at the root of the tongue. It is capable of wetting un
husked rice or husked rice or anything else chewable that is put into 
the mouth, like water in a pit scooped out in a river sand-bank. 
And herein, just as the water collected on the surface of a pit scooped 
out in a river sand-bank does not know " I am on the surface of a 
pit " nor does the surface of the pit know " Water is on me ", so 
too, spittle does not know " I am collected on the surface of a tongue 
after descending from cheeks on both sides " nor does the tongue's 

63 'Nihlira-film ': cf. parallel version in Vis.; P.E.D. gives no sense for 
nihara that will fit here. 
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surface know " Spittle has collected on me after descending from 
cheeks on both sides "; for these are ideas destitute of mutual 
concern and reviewing, they are . . . not a person '. He defines it 
by delimitation as ' spittle delimited by what is similar to spittle, 
which is the delimitation by the similar; but the delimitation by the 
dissimilar is the same as that of the head-hairs and so on'. This is 
how he defines spittle by colour and the rest. 
44. (30) [67] Next to that he defines snot, which is in the physical 
frame, by colour as ' white, the colour of a young palmyra kernel ', 
by shape as ' the shape of its location--some say it is the shape of a 
boiled cane-shoot inserted unbroken into the nostril cavity-', 
by direction as ' found in the upper direction ', and by location as 
'lying filling the nostril cavities. And it is not always found stored 
there; but just as though a man tied up curd in a lotus leaf, which 
he then pricked underneath with a thorn, and bits of curd oozed 
out and dripped, so too, when creatures weep or suffer disturbance of 
elements produced by wrong food or temperature, then the brain 
inside the head turns into stale phlegm, and it oozes out and comes 
down by the opening in the palate and fills the nostril cavities and 
stays there. And herein, just as rotten curd put in a bag54 does not 
know " I am in a bag " nor does the bag know " Rotten curd is in 
me ", so too, snot does not know " I am in nostril cavities " nor do 
the nostril cavities know " Snot is in us"; for these are ideas destitute 
of mutual concern and reviewing, they are ... not a person '. He 
defines it by delimitation as ' snot delimited by what is similar to 
snot, which is the delimitation by the similar; but the delimitation 
by the dissimilar is the same as that of the head-hairs and so on'. 
This is how he defines snot by colour and the rest. 
45. (31) Next to that he defines oil-of-the-joints, which is the slimy 
ordure in the interior of the joints inside the physical frame, by 
colour as ' the colour of km.,ikara gum ', by shape as ' the shape of its 
location ', by direction as ' found in both directions ', and by location 
as' lying inside the hundred and eighty joints, serving the function 
of lubricating the bones' joints. If it is weak, when a man gets up 
or sits down, moves forward or moves backward, bends or stretches, 
then his bones creak, and he goes about making a noise like the 
snapping of fingers, [68] and when he has walked only one or two 
leagues' distance his air-element (his mobility) gets upset and his 

54 'Sippika-bag ': not in P.E.D.; see Glossary. C. and B. confirm, but 
Ss. has suttika with vl. sippika. 
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limbs pain him; but if a man has plenty of it, his bones do not creak 
when he gets up, sits down, etc., and even when he has walked a 
long distance his air-element does not get upset and his limbs do not 
pain him. And herein, just as lubricating oil does net know " I 
lubricate an axle" nor does the axle know "Oil lubricates me", so 
too, the oil-of-the-joints does not know " I lubricate a hundred and 
eighty joints" nor do the hundred and eighty joints know" Oil-of
the-joints lubricates us"; for these are ideas destitute of mutual 
concern and reviewing, they are ... not a person '. He defines it 'by 
delimitation as 'oil-of-the-joints delimited by what is similar to oil
of-the-joints, which is the delimitation by the similar; but the 
delimitation by the dissimilar is the same as _that of the head-hairs 
and so on'. This is how he defines oil-of-the-joints by colour and 
the rest. 
46. (32) Next to that he defines urine, which is inside the physical 
frame, 'by colour as 'the colour of bean-brine', by shape as 'the shape 
of wate;r inside a water-pot placed upside-down ', by direction as 
' found in the lower direction ', and 'by location as ' lying inside the 
bladder; for the bladder-sack is what is called "bladder". And 
just as when a porous pot55 is put upside-down in a cesspool, and 
then the solution from the cesspool enters it though no way of 
entry is evident, so too the urine from the physical frame enters 
[the bladder] though no way of entry is evident. But the way of 
exit is evident, and when the bladder is full of urine, creatures set 
about making water. And herein, just as the solution from a 
cesspool in a porous pot placed upside-down in a cesspool does not 
know " I am in a porous pot which is upside-down " nor does the 
porous pot know " Solution from a cesspool is in me ", so too, the 
urine does not know " I am in a bladder " nor does the bladder 
know "Urine is in me"; for these are ideas destitute of mutual 
concern and reviewing, they are . . . not a person '. He defines it 
'by delimitation as 'delimited by what is inside the bladder, and by 
what is similar to urine, which [69] is the delimitation by the 
similar; but the delimitation by the dissimilar is the same as that of 
the head-hairs and so on '. This is how he defines urine by colour 
and the rest. 

That is how he defines this thirty-two-fold aspect by colour and 
the rest. 

55 Ss. reads yavanaghatalca with vl. pe/aghatalca; C. reads pe/aghatalca with 
note that Ss. has yavanaghatalca. Cf. also readings in Vis. B. has 
vararpagha!,a. 

[69-70] III. The Thirty-twofold Aspect 69 

47. As he does so, then, owing to his devotion to the maintenance 
[of this meditation subject] in being in the various instances, the 
head-hairs and the rest become familiar to him and establish their 
appearance56 as parts. From then on, just as when a man with 
good sight is observing a .garland of flowers of thirty-two colours 
knotted on a single thread and all the flowers become evident to him, 
as it were, simultaneously, so too, when the meditator observes this 
body thus' There are in this body head-hairs', then all these ideas 
become evident to him simultaneously. When head-hairs are 
adverted to, mindfulness proceeds as far as urine, as if tying them 
together with string. 57 
48. From then on, human beings, animals, etc., as they go about, 
seem to him divested of their aspect of creatures and establish their 
appearance as just assemblages of parts. And when drink, food, 
etc., is being swallowed by them, this appears as though it were being 
put in among the assemblage of parts. 
49. [Now it may be asked:] What more should be done by him1-
It can be answered as follows: That same sign should be cultivated, 
maintained in being, developed and made thoroughly defined by 
him.-How does he do that1-He ' cultivates ' that sign in the 
head-hairs, etc., of established appearance as parts, [which means 
that] with mindfulness he sticks to it, frequents it, approaches it, 
implants it in the womb of mindfulness; or else, by increasing the 
mindfulness obtained in that [sign] he is said to 'maintain it in 
being '. He ' develops ' it, means that he has it struck at again and 
again by thought and exploration. He ' makes it thoroughly well 
defined ', means that he defines it, upholds it, anchors it with 
mindfulness, so that once well defined it does not vanish any 
more. 
50. Or else, [70] [following] the Tenfold Skill in Attention 
mentioned above (§ 10) as (1) by following the order, (2) not too 
quickly, (3) not too slowly, (4) by warding off distraction,58 (5) by 
surmounting the description, (6) by successive letting go, (7) by 

56 Upatthati with its noun upatthana here expresses the function of sati 
(mindfulness, see defs. at Ps. i. 177 and MA. i. 237-8), and it carries in these 
contexts the double meaning of 'appearing' and 'establishment'. The 
former meaning is not in P.E.D.; see Glossary. 

57 Reading with 0. and Ss. kesesu avajjitesu tantu sannahamana'va. B. has 
kesesu avajjitesu asar;,thahamana' va. 

58 § 10 has vikkhepapatibahanato (as at Vis. p. 211), which seems throughout 
preferable to the vikkhepappahanato (' abandoning distraction') which appears 
from here onwards. All eds. agree, though. 
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limbs pain him; but if a man has plenty of it, his bones do not creak 
when he gets up, sits down, etc., and even when he has walked a 
long distance his air-element does not get upset and his limbs do not 
pain him. And herein, just as lubricating oil does net know " I 
lubricate an axle" nor does the axle know "Oil lubricates me", so 
too, the oil-of-the-joints does not know " I lubricate a hundred and 
eighty joints" nor do the hundred and eighty joints know" Oil-of
the-joints lubricates us"; for these are ideas destitute of mutual 
concern and reviewing, they are ... not a person '. He defines it 'by 
delimitation as 'oil-of-the-joints delimited by what is similar to oil
of-the-joints, which is the delimitation by the similar; but the 
delimitation by the dissimilar is the same as _that of the head-hairs 
and so on'. This is how he defines oil-of-the-joints by colour and 
the rest. 
46. (32) Next to that he defines urine, which is inside the physical 
frame, 'by colour as 'the colour of bean-brine', by shape as 'the shape 
of wate;r inside a water-pot placed upside-down ', by direction as 
' found in the lower direction ', and 'by location as ' lying inside the 
bladder; for the bladder-sack is what is called "bladder". And 
just as when a porous pot55 is put upside-down in a cesspool, and 
then the solution from the cesspool enters it though no way of 
entry is evident, so too the urine from the physical frame enters 
[the bladder] though no way of entry is evident. But the way of 
exit is evident, and when the bladder is full of urine, creatures set 
about making water. And herein, just as the solution from a 
cesspool in a porous pot placed upside-down in a cesspool does not 
know " I am in a porous pot which is upside-down " nor does the 
porous pot know " Solution from a cesspool is in me ", so too, the 
urine does not know " I am in a bladder " nor does the bladder 
know "Urine is in me"; for these are ideas destitute of mutual 
concern and reviewing, they are . . . not a person '. He defines it 
'by delimitation as 'delimited by what is inside the bladder, and by 
what is similar to urine, which [69] is the delimitation by the 
similar; but the delimitation by the dissimilar is the same as that of 
the head-hairs and so on '. This is how he defines urine by colour 
and the rest. 

That is how he defines this thirty-two-fold aspect by colour and 
the rest. 

55 Ss. reads yavanaghatalca with vl. pe/aghatalca; C. reads pe/aghatalca with 
note that Ss. has yavanaghatalca. Cf. also readings in Vis. B. has 
vararpagha!,a. 
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47. As he does so, then, owing to his devotion to the maintenance 
[of this meditation subject] in being in the various instances, the 
head-hairs and the rest become familiar to him and establish their 
appearance56 as parts. From then on, just as when a man with 
good sight is observing a .garland of flowers of thirty-two colours 
knotted on a single thread and all the flowers become evident to him, 
as it were, simultaneously, so too, when the meditator observes this 
body thus' There are in this body head-hairs', then all these ideas 
become evident to him simultaneously. When head-hairs are 
adverted to, mindfulness proceeds as far as urine, as if tying them 
together with string. 57 
48. From then on, human beings, animals, etc., as they go about, 
seem to him divested of their aspect of creatures and establish their 
appearance as just assemblages of parts. And when drink, food, 
etc., is being swallowed by them, this appears as though it were being 
put in among the assemblage of parts. 
49. [Now it may be asked:] What more should be done by him1-
It can be answered as follows: That same sign should be cultivated, 
maintained in being, developed and made thoroughly defined by 
him.-How does he do that1-He ' cultivates ' that sign in the 
head-hairs, etc., of established appearance as parts, [which means 
that] with mindfulness he sticks to it, frequents it, approaches it, 
implants it in the womb of mindfulness; or else, by increasing the 
mindfulness obtained in that [sign] he is said to 'maintain it in 
being '. He ' develops ' it, means that he has it struck at again and 
again by thought and exploration. He ' makes it thoroughly well 
defined ', means that he defines it, upholds it, anchors it with 
mindfulness, so that once well defined it does not vanish any 
more. 
50. Or else, [70] [following] the Tenfold Skill in Attention 
mentioned above (§ 10) as (1) by following the order, (2) not too 
quickly, (3) not too slowly, (4) by warding off distraction,58 (5) by 
surmounting the description, (6) by successive letting go, (7) by 

56 Upatthati with its noun upatthana here expresses the function of sati 
(mindfulness, see defs. at Ps. i. 177 and MA. i. 237-8), and it carries in these 
contexts the double meaning of 'appearing' and 'establishment'. The 
former meaning is not in P.E.D.; see Glossary. 

57 Reading with 0. and Ss. kesesu avajjitesu tantu sannahamana'va. B. has 
kesesu avajjitesu asar;,thahamana' va. 

58 § 10 has vikkhepapatibahanato (as at Vis. p. 211), which seems throughout 
preferable to the vikkhepappahanato (' abandoning distraction') which appears 
from here onwards. All eds. agree, though. 
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characteristic [etc.J, 59 and (8-10) the three Suttantas. Herein, it 
can be understood that one who gives attention (1) by follow
ing the order ' cultivates ' it, who does so (2) not too quickly or (3) 
not too slowly ' maintains it in being ', who does so ( 4) by warding 
off distraction58 'develops' it, and who does so (5) by surmounting 
the description ' makes it thoroughly well defined '. 
51. (1) Here [it may be] asked: But how does he give attention to 
these ideas by following the order and so on?-It may be replied: 
After giving attention to head-hairs, he next gives attention to 
body-hairs, not to nails; likewise after giving attention to body
hairs, he next gives attention to nails, not to teeth; and so in each 
instance. Why? Because, just as when a man with no skill climbs 
a thirty-two-rung ladder [using the rungs] out of their order, 60 he 
tires his body and falls from the ladder without completing the 
climb, so too, if he gives them attention out of their order, he tires 
his cognizance through failure to arrive at the gratification to be 
arrived at by completing the maintenance [ of the meditation sub
ject] in being, and so he falls from the maintenence of the thirty-two
fold aspect in being without completing it. 
52. (2) Also when he gives attention following the order, he should 
give attention thus 'head-hairs, body-hairs' not too quickly; for 
just as when a man goes on a journey [and travels very quickly] he 
is unable to take note of such signs as even and uneven places, 
trees, hills, valleys, and road-forks, and thereby remains unskilled in 
the path when his journey is ended, so too, when [the meditator] 
gives attention too quickly, he is unable to take note of the signs of 
the meditation subject consisting in the colour, shape, etc., and 
thereby remains unskilled in the thirty-two-fold aspect when his 
meditation subject is ended. 
53. (3) And just as he should give attention not too quickly, so also 
not too slowly; for just as while a man is travelling on a journey, if 
he loiters on the way among trees, rocks, pools, etc., then instead of 
reaching the place he wants to reach he reaches ruin and disaster 
through lions, tigers, etc., while still on the way, so too, when [the 

59 Appanato in§ 10 (0. and B. confirm, but Ss. has appanajakkha'IJ,Lto), but 
here l.akkha'IJ,Lto (C. and B. confirm). Vis., since it is dealing only in that 
context with absorption (appana), has appanato (p. 243), but seen. 67 below. 
Appanal.akkha1),(l,to would seem the best reading throughout here. 

58 See page 69. 
80' Uppatipatiya--out of regular order': P.E.D.'s 'out of reach' is quite 

wrong. See Glossary. 
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meditator] gives attention too slowly, then instead of reaching 
completion of the maintenance of the thirty-two-fold aspect in 
being [71] he reaches ruin and disaster through thoughts of sensual 
desires, etc., which interrupt the maintenance [of the meditation 
subject] in being. 
54. (4) And one who gives attention not too slowly should also do so 
warding off58 distraction. And as to warding off distraction, he 
gives attention in such a way that cognizance is not distracted 
among other things such as building-work, and so on; for one whose 
cognizance is distracted outwardly with his cognizance and thoughts 
not concentrated on head-hairs, etc., instead of bringing his main
tenance [ of the meditation subject J in being to completion comes to 
ruin and disaster like the Bodhisatta's companions in the journey to 
Taxila (see Jii. i. 393), but one whose cognizance is undistracted, 
with his cognizance and thoughts concentrated only on head-hairs, 
etc., brings the maintenance [of his meditation subject] in being to 
completion, like the Bodhisatta completing [his journey] to Taxila. 
55. (5) When he gives attention in this way by warding off58 

distraction, then, according to his practice [done in previous lives], 
his temperament, and his resolve, 61 those ideas establish their 
appearance for him either as loathesome or as a colour or as void.62 

Then he should give attention by surmounting the description. 
This means that after surmounting, rejecting, such [ verbal] usage as 
'head-hairs', 'body-hairs' he gives attention only to the loathe
someness or [colour or voidness] according as the appearance is 
established. How? Just as when people go to live in a forest 
abode, then since they are unacquainted with the area they make a 
sign by breaking branches, etc., for the purpose of perceiving a place 
where there is water, and so they find water by following up that 

58 See page 69. 
61 ' Adhikara-practice ': see Vis. p. 170; for the six kinds of temperament 

(.carita) see Vis., p. 101 ff.; 2 kinds of resolve (adhimutti) are given at VisA. 
198; namely, hinadhimutti (resolve upon the inferior) and par}iitadhimutti 
(resolve upon the superior). See also Netti. 97. 

82 Cf. VbhA. 250. Two kinds of voidness (suiinata) are distinguished in 
the Suttas: (1) the 'general voidness' that is anything's voidness of what 
it is not (which is dealt with in M. Sutta 121 and is sometimes called sankhara
suiiiiata or the 'voidness in determinations'), and (2) the 'specific voidness ', 
namely voidness of permanence, of pleasure, and consequently of self, in all 
that is determined (dealt with in M. Sutta 122 and sometimes called atta
suiiiiata or ' voidness of self'). The subject is further elaborated in the 
Patisambhidamagga (Ps. ii, 177 ff.). 
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characteristic [etc.J, 59 and (8-10) the three Suttantas. Herein, it 
can be understood that one who gives attention (1) by follow
ing the order ' cultivates ' it, who does so (2) not too quickly or (3) 
not too slowly ' maintains it in being ', who does so ( 4) by warding 
off distraction58 'develops' it, and who does so (5) by surmounting 
the description ' makes it thoroughly well defined '. 
51. (1) Here [it may be] asked: But how does he give attention to 
these ideas by following the order and so on?-It may be replied: 
After giving attention to head-hairs, he next gives attention to 
body-hairs, not to nails; likewise after giving attention to body
hairs, he next gives attention to nails, not to teeth; and so in each 
instance. Why? Because, just as when a man with no skill climbs 
a thirty-two-rung ladder [using the rungs] out of their order, 60 he 
tires his body and falls from the ladder without completing the 
climb, so too, if he gives them attention out of their order, he tires 
his cognizance through failure to arrive at the gratification to be 
arrived at by completing the maintenance [ of the meditation sub
ject] in being, and so he falls from the maintenence of the thirty-two
fold aspect in being without completing it. 
52. (2) Also when he gives attention following the order, he should 
give attention thus 'head-hairs, body-hairs' not too quickly; for 
just as when a man goes on a journey [and travels very quickly] he 
is unable to take note of such signs as even and uneven places, 
trees, hills, valleys, and road-forks, and thereby remains unskilled in 
the path when his journey is ended, so too, when [the meditator] 
gives attention too quickly, he is unable to take note of the signs of 
the meditation subject consisting in the colour, shape, etc., and 
thereby remains unskilled in the thirty-two-fold aspect when his 
meditation subject is ended. 
53. (3) And just as he should give attention not too quickly, so also 
not too slowly; for just as while a man is travelling on a journey, if 
he loiters on the way among trees, rocks, pools, etc., then instead of 
reaching the place he wants to reach he reaches ruin and disaster 
through lions, tigers, etc., while still on the way, so too, when [the 

59 Appanato in§ 10 (0. and B. confirm, but Ss. has appanajakkha'IJ,Lto), but 
here l.akkha'IJ,Lto (C. and B. confirm). Vis., since it is dealing only in that 
context with absorption (appana), has appanato (p. 243), but seen. 67 below. 
Appanal.akkha1),(l,to would seem the best reading throughout here. 

58 See page 69. 
80' Uppatipatiya--out of regular order': P.E.D.'s 'out of reach' is quite 

wrong. See Glossary. 
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meditator] gives attention too slowly, then instead of reaching 
completion of the maintenance of the thirty-two-fold aspect in 
being [71] he reaches ruin and disaster through thoughts of sensual 
desires, etc., which interrupt the maintenance [of the meditation 
subject] in being. 
54. (4) And one who gives attention not too slowly should also do so 
warding off58 distraction. And as to warding off distraction, he 
gives attention in such a way that cognizance is not distracted 
among other things such as building-work, and so on; for one whose 
cognizance is distracted outwardly with his cognizance and thoughts 
not concentrated on head-hairs, etc., instead of bringing his main
tenance [ of the meditation subject J in being to completion comes to 
ruin and disaster like the Bodhisatta's companions in the journey to 
Taxila (see Jii. i. 393), but one whose cognizance is undistracted, 
with his cognizance and thoughts concentrated only on head-hairs, 
etc., brings the maintenance [of his meditation subject] in being to 
completion, like the Bodhisatta completing [his journey] to Taxila. 
55. (5) When he gives attention in this way by warding off58 

distraction, then, according to his practice [done in previous lives], 
his temperament, and his resolve, 61 those ideas establish their 
appearance for him either as loathesome or as a colour or as void.62 

Then he should give attention by surmounting the description. 
This means that after surmounting, rejecting, such [ verbal] usage as 
'head-hairs', 'body-hairs' he gives attention only to the loathe
someness or [colour or voidness] according as the appearance is 
established. How? Just as when people go to live in a forest 
abode, then since they are unacquainted with the area they make a 
sign by breaking branches, etc., for the purpose of perceiving a place 
where there is water, and so they find water by following up that 

58 See page 69. 
61 ' Adhikara-practice ': see Vis. p. 170; for the six kinds of temperament 

(.carita) see Vis., p. 101 ff.; 2 kinds of resolve (adhimutti) are given at VisA. 
198; namely, hinadhimutti (resolve upon the inferior) and par}iitadhimutti 
(resolve upon the superior). See also Netti. 97. 

82 Cf. VbhA. 250. Two kinds of voidness (suiinata) are distinguished in 
the Suttas: (1) the 'general voidness' that is anything's voidness of what 
it is not (which is dealt with in M. Sutta 121 and is sometimes called sankhara
suiiiiata or the 'voidness in determinations'), and (2) the 'specific voidness ', 
namely voidness of permanence, of pleasure, and consequently of self, in all 
that is determined (dealt with in M. Sutta 122 and sometimes called atta
suiiiiata or ' voidness of self'). The subject is further elaborated in the 
Patisambhidamagga (Ps. ii, 177 ff.). 
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[sign]; but once they are acquainted with the area, then they approach 
the water place and find the water without bothering about the 
sign and giving it no further attention; so too, when these ideas to 
which he first gave attention by way of the various [terms of verbal] 
usage beginning with 'head-hairs', 'body-hairs' have established 
their appearance in one [of the three ways] beginning with loathe
someness, then surmounting, ignoring, the [term of verbal] usage, 
he gives attention [to them] as loathesome or whichever of the other 
two it may be. 
56. And here it may be asked: But how do these ideas establish 
their appearance for him as loathesome? How as a colour? How 
as void? And how does he give attention to them (i) as loathesome, 
(ii) as a colour, and (iii) as void? 

(i) Head-hairs establish their appearance for him as loathesome 
in five ways: (a) as to colour, (b) shape, (c) odour, (d) habitat, and 
(e) location. He gives attention to them in these five ways as 
follows. (a) Head-hairs are so utterly repulsive and disgusting as to 
colour [72] that when people see by day a fibre or a thread the 
colour of a head-hair fallen into their drink or food, they throw away 
even appetising drink or food or are nauseated by them through 
perception of them as head-hairs. (b) They are so loathesome as to 
shape as well that when people by night touch a head-hair-shaped 
fibre or thread that has fallen into their drink or food, they throw 
away even appetising drink O! food or are nauseated by them through 
perception of them as head-hairs. (c) They are so loathesome as to 
odour as well that the odour of head-hairs lacking anointing with oil 
and preparations of flowers, scents, and the like, is quite nauseating; 
and when creatures smell the odour of a head-hair put in a flame 
they stop their noses and make a wry face. (d) They are so loathe
some as to habitat as well that, sprouting and coming to growth, 
increase and maturity as they do on the products of bile, phlegm, 
pus, and blood, they resemble herbs, etc., [growing] on the multi
farious products of human impurities in a midden. (e) They are so 
loathesome as to "location as well that, growing as they do on the 
utterly disgusting heap of the thirty-one remaining kinds of ordure 
beginning with the body-hairs and in the moist inner skin that 
envelops human beings' heads, they resemble herbs, etc., on a midden. 
So too with the body-hairs and the rest. That in the first place is 
how he gives attention to these ideas as loathesome when they have 
established their appearance as loathesome. 
57. (ii) But if they establish their appearance for him as a colour 
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then head-hairs establish their appearance through the blue uni
versal (kasi~),63 and likewise body-hairs. Teeth do so through 
the white universal. So in each case he gives attention to them by 
way of the appropriate universal. That is how he gives attention 
to them as a colour when they have established their appearance as 
a colour. 
58. (iii) But if they establish their appearance for him as void, then 
head-hairs establish their appearance through analysis (resolution) 
of the [apparently J compact64 [into elements] or through [that of 
the apparent] mass into the octad with nutritive-essence as eighth.65 

Likewise body-hairs, and the rest. 
He gives attention to each according as its appearance is 

established for him. 
59. (6) And when he has given attention thus, he also gives attention 
to these ideas ' by successive letting go '. This means when he 
gives attention by letting go of head-hairs that have established 
their appearance in one of the three ways beginning with loathe
someness. Just as a leech66 [standing] on the place grasped by its 
tail scans and then grasps another place with its mouth, and when it 
has grasped that, it lets go of the first place, so too, [ standing] on the 
head-hairs and scanning, he gives attention to body-hairs, and when 
his attention is established on body-hairs [73] he lets go of the head
hairs. And so in each instance. 
60. (7) Now when he has given attention with successive letting go 
in this way, those ideas which are establishing their appearance for 
him in one of the three ways beginning with loathesomeness do so 
unreservedly and become more evident in the appearance already 
established. 

63 Reading with G., B. and Ss. yadi pan'assa var;,'l},ctto upatthahanti, atha 
kesii nil.akasi'l},ctvasena upatthahanti, tathii lama: 

64 ' Ghanavinibbhoga-analysis of the compact ': a technical commentarial 
term for analysis (resolution) of' things' into elements; see e.g. MA. i. 242 
and Vis. pp. 353, 364. 

65 'Ojattharnaka-samiiha-the mass consisting of the Octad with Nutritive
Essence as Eighth ': a commentarial technical term referring to the concept 
of the essential compositeness of (organic-material) form (upii.dir;,'l},ctka-rupa) 
as 'basic patterns' or 'phenomenon-groups' (kaliipa) of inseparable pheno
mena, the simplest ' phenomenon-group ' consisting of eight phenomenal 
modes, namely, the four elements of hardness, cohesion, temperature, and 
distension, plus colour, odour, flavour, and nutritive-essence (see Vis. 
pp. 364, 588). They are taken as constituting the minimal manifestation 
of upii.dir;,r;,aka-rupa. They are not 'atoms', though. 

66 'Jalukii-leech ': not in P.E.D.; see Glossary. 
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[sign]; but once they are acquainted with the area, then they approach 
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61. (i) In the case of one to whom these ideas appear as loathesome 
~see VbhA. 251), then just as a monkey being pursued by a huntsman 
~n a palm-grove of thirty-two palms might run on without stopping 
many one tree till, being [constantly] turned back, it became tired 
and then stopped beside a palm-spike surrounded by dense palm 
leaves, so too, the cognizance-monkey, being pursued by that same 
meditator thus in the thirty-two parts of this body, runs on without 
stopping in any one part till owing to lack of further inclination to 
run about among a variety of objects through its being [ constantly J 
turned back, it becomes tired, and then it stands still in access 
[concentration] beside that idea among those beginning with head
hairs with which [the meditator] is most familiar or which best suit 
his temperament or on which he has had practice in previous [lives]; 
then ~y treating that sign again and again with thought of and 
about 1t he eventually comes to arouse tb 'irst jhana (see Vis. Ch. iv, 
and VbhA. 249). Using that as the foundation [for analysis], he 
develops insight (Vis. Chs. xviii-xxii) till he reaches the plane of the 
Noble Ones (Vis. Ch. xxii). 
62. (ii) In the case of one for whom these ideas establish their 
appearanc~ as a colour (see VbhA. 251), then just as a monkey ... 
(repeat as m § 61 up to) ... and then it stands still in access [con
centration] beside that idea among those beginning with head-hairs 
with which [the meditator] is most fainiliar or which best suit his 
temperament or on which he has had practice in previous [lives]. 
Then ~y treating that sign again and again with thought of and 
about 1t he eventually comes to the five form-sphere jhanas (Vis. 
168-9) by way of the blue universal or yellow universal (see MA. 
iii. 255 ff.). Using any of these as the foundation [for analysis] he 
develops insight and reaches the plane of the Noble Ones. ' 
63. (iii) In the case of one to whom these ideas appear as void (see 
VbhA. 252), he gives attention [to them] by [specific] characteristics 
(see Vis. Ch. xi, ~§.48ff.), and by doing so he reaches access jhana by 
way of the Defimtion of the Four Elements (V~s. Ch. xi), and then67 

87 Th~ P.T.S. ed. notes 'sic!' against the word atha ('then'), but that 
seems_ simply owing to a misunderstanding of the rather complicated para-· 
graphing and to consequent misplacement in the text of the letter' (G) '-= 
our ' (7) '-, which belongs properly at p. 73 of the text, line 1 before the 
word evarh. The' Three Suttantas ', which are nos. (8), (9), and (10) in Vis., 
are here subordinated to the third mode of no. (7), so the whole thing here is 
'i:evenfold' ins~ad of' tenf~ld '. The 'Tenfold Skill in Absorption' (appa
nakosalla) of Vis. p. 243 has m fact here been altered by enlarging no. 7 from 
' absorption ' to include ' characteristic ', in other words, the Definition of 
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he (8-10) gives attention by way of the Three Suttas on [the three 
general characteristics of] impermanence, suffering, and not-self, 
[74] which is the method of insight in his case. By developing this 
insight and practising it progressively he reaches the plane of the 
Noble Ones. 
64. At this point the question asked above, namely, 'How does he 
give attention to these ideas by following the orded' (§ 51) has been 
answered. And the meaning of what was said as well, namely, ' This 
commentary should be understood as follows according to the 
maintenance in being' (§ 5) has been explained. 

[ General Method] 
65. Now for the sake of facility in acquaintanceship with the com
mentary on this same thirty-two-fold aspect the following general 
method should be understood. 

(1) By sign, (2) characteristic, (3) elements. 
(4) By voidness, (5) categories, and the rest: 
We put this Thirty-two-fold Aspect's 
Exposition to the test. 

66. (1) Herein, ' by sign ': there are one hundred and sixty signs 
in this thirty-two-fold aspect, by means of which the meditator 
discerns the thirty-two-fold aspect by parts, that is to say: the 
head-hairs' colour-sign, shape-sign, direction-sign, location-sign, 
and deliinitation-sign; so too in the case of body-hairs and the rest. 
67. (2) ' By characteristic ': there are a hundred and twenty-eight 
[specific] characteristics in this thirty-two-fold aspect, by means of 
which the meditator gives attention to the thirty-two-fold aspect by 
[specific] characteristic, that is to say: the head-hairs' characteristic 
of stiffenedness, characteristic of cohesion, characteristic of heat, 
and characteristic of motion, make four [ specific J characteristics; and 
so too with the body-hairs and the rest. 
68. (3) 'By elements': with the elements mentioned in the passage 
'Bhikkhu, this man consists of four elements' (M. iii. 239) there are 
in the case of the thirty-two-fold aspect a hundred and twenty-eight 
[instances of the J elements, by means of which a meditator discerns 
the thirty-two-fold aspect by elements, that is to say: the stiffened
ness in the head-hairs is the earth element, the cohesion in them is 

the Four Elements. This is treated separately in Vis. in Ch. xi, where it is 
stated to produce only access concentration, not absorption concentration. 
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he (8-10) gives attention by way of the Three Suttas on [the three 
general characteristics of] impermanence, suffering, and not-self, 
[74] which is the method of insight in his case. By developing this 
insight and practising it progressively he reaches the plane of the 
Noble Ones. 
64. At this point the question asked above, namely, 'How does he 
give attention to these ideas by following the orded' (§ 51) has been 
answered. And the meaning of what was said as well, namely, ' This 
commentary should be understood as follows according to the 
maintenance in being' (§ 5) has been explained. 

[ General Method] 
65. Now for the sake of facility in acquaintanceship with the com
mentary on this same thirty-two-fold aspect the following general 
method should be understood. 

(1) By sign, (2) characteristic, (3) elements. 
(4) By voidness, (5) categories, and the rest: 
We put this Thirty-two-fold Aspect's 
Exposition to the test. 

66. (1) Herein, ' by sign ': there are one hundred and sixty signs 
in this thirty-two-fold aspect, by means of which the meditator 
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68. (3) 'By elements': with the elements mentioned in the passage 
'Bhikkhu, this man consists of four elements' (M. iii. 239) there are 
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[instances of the J elements, by means of which a meditator discerns 
the thirty-two-fold aspect by elements, that is to say: the stiffened
ness in the head-hairs is the earth element, the cohesion in them is 

the Four Elements. This is treated separately in Vis. in Ch. xi, where it is 
stated to produce only access concentration, not absorption concentration. 
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the water element, the maturing (ripening) in them is the fue 
element, and the distension in them is the air element, which make 
four elements; and so too with body-hairs and the rest. 
69. ( 4) 'By voidness': there are a hundred and twenty-eight kinds 
of voidness in the thirty-two-fold aspect, by means of which a 
meditator has insight by voidness into the thirty-two-fold aspect, 
that is to say: in the case ofhead-hairs, firstly, [75] the earth element 
is void of the water element and the rest; likewise the water element 
is void of the earth element and the rest; and in this way there are 
four kinds of voidness; and so too with body-hairs and the rest. 
70. (5) 'By categories and the rest ': in the thirty-two-fold aspect 
when head-hairs, etc., are included under· categories, etc., the 
exposition should be known in the way beginning: How many [of 
the five J categories [ of form, feeling, perception, determinations, and 
consciousness, are represented in] head-hairs? How many of the 
[twelve in-oneself/external] bases [beginning with the pair eye-cum
forms]? How many of the [eighteen] elements? How many of 
the [four] Truths? How many of the [four] Foundations of 
Mindfulness? 
71. When he knows thus, the body seems to him comparable to a 
mass of grass and sticks, according as it is said: 

' There is no creature, human, male; 
'No person can be apprehended; 
'This body, as it is, is void 
' As any mass of grass and sticks ' ). 

Then he is not far from the ' superhuman delight ' as it is called 
thus: 

' One such as this68 with quieted mind 
' Retires to an empty place 
' And his true insight in the Ideal 
' Gives him superhuman delight' (Dh. 373). 

And so soon thereafter as his existence becomes coessential with the 
happiness and gladness stated to pertain to insight thus 

'He comprehends the categories' 
' Rise and then their subsidence, 
'There finding happiness and gladness 
' Because he knows that to be deathless ' (Dh. 37 4), 

68 The Dh. text has bhikkhuno instead of tadino. 
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then it will not be long before he realizes the deathlessness that is 
extinction (nibbana), which has no ageing or death and is frequented 
by Noble People. 

The explanation of the Thirty-two-fold Aspect in the Illustrator 
of Ultimate :.\:leaning, the Commentary on the Minor Books, is 

ended. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE BOY'S QUESTIONS 
(K umarapanharh) 

1. Now the turn has come for the commentary on the Boy's Ques
tions that begin with [the words] One is what? We shall give a 
commentary after telling the Need Arisen1 [for their utterance] 
and the purpose for which they were placed here [as the fourth item 
in the Minor Readings]. 
2. The Need Arisen was this. The Blessed One had a great disciple 
called Sopaka. That venerable one developed final knowledge2 at 
the age of only seven years from his birth. The Blessed One wanted 
to allow his Full Admission [to the Community J by the method of 
getting him to answer questions, and, seeing3 his ability to answer 
questions in the sense that he, the questioner himself, intended, 
['i6] he put the questions beginning with 'One is what? ' The 
Boy answered and satisfied the Blessed One with his answers. 
And that was the venerable one's Full Admission. This was the 
need arisen [for their utterance]. 
3. Now maintenance of [purified] cognizance [in other words, 
Concentration] in being by means of the Recollections of the En
lightened One, the True Idea, and the Community, has been ex
plained under the Going for Refuge (Ch. I), and maintenance of 
Virtue in being has been explained under the Training Precepts 
(Ch. II), and maintenance of Mindfulness-of-the-Body in being has 
been explained under the Thirty-two-fold Aspect (Ch. III); and so 
now these answers to questions are placed here [in the position they 
occupy in the Minor Readings J in order to show the headings under 
which Understanding in its various aspects is maintained in being. 
Or alternatively, Concentration has Virtue for its footing and 

1 ' Atthuppatti-need arisen ': technical commentarial term; one of the four 
reasons for the delivery of a discourse (suttanikkhepa) given e.g. at MA. i, 15, 
the other three being attajjhiisaya (by the speaker's own inclination), para
jjhiisaya (by the hearers' inclination), and pucchiivasika (as result of a question 
11.sked). See Glossary. 

2 'Final knowledge' (aiiiia) is a term for the Arahant's knowledge. 
3 Reading passanto with 0., B. and Ss. 
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Understanding has Concentration for its footing, according as it is 
said 

' When a wise man, established well in Virtue, 
'Develops Cognizance and Understanding' 

(S. i. 13; Vis. p. 1), 

and so it can be understood that, after employing the Training 
Precepts to show Virtue, and the Thirty-two-fold Aspect to show 
the Concentration which has that as its resort, [these questions] are 
placed here in order to show the classes of that Understanding which 
belongs among the several ideas that constitute the equipment of 
concentrated cognizance.4. This is the purpose for which they were 
placed here. 
4. Now comes the commentary on them. 

I 

[Eka nama kirh? Sabbe satta ahara?(hitika.] 

The Blessed One [ asked] One is what? He asked the question with 
reference to that one idea, by becoming completely dispassionate 
towards which a bhikkhu might eventually make an end of suffering, 
or [that one idea], by becoming dispassionate towards which this 
venerable one5 had eventually made an end of suffering. 
5. The Elder replied: All creatures subsist by nutriment. He did so 
[ employing] the mode of teaching in terms of a person. 6 And here, 
in working out the construing of the answer, it is such Suttas as 'And 
what is right mindfulness? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu abides 
contemplating the body as a body ' (D. ii. 313) that establish it. 7 

6. [Hence] what should be here understood to be sta:ted by the 
Elder when asked ' One is what? ' is either the nutriment in virtue 

4 For sammii-samadhirh . . . saparikkhiirarh (right concentration with its 
equipment) see M. iii. 71. The 'equipment' consists of the other seven 
path factors (understanding=right view). 

5 Reading yasmirh ciiyam iiyasmii with B. and Ss.; C. has yasmirh c'iiyasmii. 
6 ' Puygaliidhitfhiiniiya desanaya-of teaching in terms of a person ': a 

technical commentarial term, see .MA. 1, 24, where it is opposed to dhammii
dhitthiinadesana (teaching in terms of impersonal ideas). Adhiffhiina in this 
sense is not in P.E.D.; sec Glossary. 

7 Cf. treatment at MA. i. 238, quoting' With the arising of nutriment there 
is the arising of the body' (S. v. 184). The principal commentarial exposition 
of nutriment (iihiira) appears at e.g. MA. i. 207 ff. 
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(K umarapanharh) 

1. Now the turn has come for the commentary on the Boy's Ques
tions that begin with [the words] One is what? We shall give a 
commentary after telling the Need Arisen1 [for their utterance] 
and the purpose for which they were placed here [as the fourth item 
in the Minor Readings]. 
2. The Need Arisen was this. The Blessed One had a great disciple 
called Sopaka. That venerable one developed final knowledge2 at 
the age of only seven years from his birth. The Blessed One wanted 
to allow his Full Admission [to the Community J by the method of 
getting him to answer questions, and, seeing3 his ability to answer 
questions in the sense that he, the questioner himself, intended, 
['i6] he put the questions beginning with 'One is what? ' The 
Boy answered and satisfied the Blessed One with his answers. 
And that was the venerable one's Full Admission. This was the 
need arisen [for their utterance]. 
3. Now maintenance of [purified] cognizance [in other words, 
Concentration] in being by means of the Recollections of the En
lightened One, the True Idea, and the Community, has been ex
plained under the Going for Refuge (Ch. I), and maintenance of 
Virtue in being has been explained under the Training Precepts 
(Ch. II), and maintenance of Mindfulness-of-the-Body in being has 
been explained under the Thirty-two-fold Aspect (Ch. III); and so 
now these answers to questions are placed here [in the position they 
occupy in the Minor Readings J in order to show the headings under 
which Understanding in its various aspects is maintained in being. 
Or alternatively, Concentration has Virtue for its footing and 

1 ' Atthuppatti-need arisen ': technical commentarial term; one of the four 
reasons for the delivery of a discourse (suttanikkhepa) given e.g. at MA. i, 15, 
the other three being attajjhiisaya (by the speaker's own inclination), para
jjhiisaya (by the hearers' inclination), and pucchiivasika (as result of a question 
11.sked). See Glossary. 

2 'Final knowledge' (aiiiia) is a term for the Arahant's knowledge. 
3 Reading passanto with 0., B. and Ss. 
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Understanding has Concentration for its footing, according as it is 
said 

' When a wise man, established well in Virtue, 
'Develops Cognizance and Understanding' 

(S. i. 13; Vis. p. 1), 

and so it can be understood that, after employing the Training 
Precepts to show Virtue, and the Thirty-two-fold Aspect to show 
the Concentration which has that as its resort, [these questions] are 
placed here in order to show the classes of that Understanding which 
belongs among the several ideas that constitute the equipment of 
concentrated cognizance.4. This is the purpose for which they were 
placed here. 
4. Now comes the commentary on them. 

I 

[Eka nama kirh? Sabbe satta ahara?(hitika.] 

The Blessed One [ asked] One is what? He asked the question with 
reference to that one idea, by becoming completely dispassionate 
towards which a bhikkhu might eventually make an end of suffering, 
or [that one idea], by becoming dispassionate towards which this 
venerable one5 had eventually made an end of suffering. 
5. The Elder replied: All creatures subsist by nutriment. He did so 
[ employing] the mode of teaching in terms of a person. 6 And here, 
in working out the construing of the answer, it is such Suttas as 'And 
what is right mindfulness? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu abides 
contemplating the body as a body ' (D. ii. 313) that establish it. 7 

6. [Hence] what should be here understood to be sta:ted by the 
Elder when asked ' One is what? ' is either the nutriment in virtue 

4 For sammii-samadhirh . . . saparikkhiirarh (right concentration with its 
equipment) see M. iii. 71. The 'equipment' consists of the other seven 
path factors (understanding=right view). 

5 Reading yasmirh ciiyam iiyasmii with B. and Ss.; C. has yasmirh c'iiyasmii. 
6 ' Puygaliidhitfhiiniiya desanaya-of teaching in terms of a person ': a 

technical commentarial term, see .MA. 1, 24, where it is opposed to dhammii
dhitthiinadesana (teaching in terms of impersonal ideas). Adhiffhiina in this 
sense is not in P.E.D.; sec Glossary. 

7 Cf. treatment at MA. i. 238, quoting' With the arising of nutriment there 
is the arising of the body' (S. v. 184). The principal commentarial exposition 
of nutriment (iihiira) appears at e.g. MA. i. 207 ff. 
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of which all creatures are said to ' subsist by nutriment ' or else it 
is their subsistence by the nutriment; for it is that which is intended 
here by the Blessed One with [the word] 'one', though it is not 
intended to signify that ' neither in the Dispensation nor in the 
world [of secular and sectarian teaching outside it] does there exist 
any other one '; [77] for this is said by the Blessed One: ' Bhikkhus, 
when a bhikkhu becomes completely dispassionate towards one 
idea, when his lust for it completely fades away, when he is com
pletely liberated from it, when he sees completely the ending of it, 
then he is one who, after attaining rightness, 8 makes an end of 
suffering here and now. What one idea? All creatures subsist by 
nutriment: When a bhikkhu becomes completely dispassionate 
towards this one idea, ... he is one who ... makes an end of suffering 
here and now. So it was with reference to this that it was said 
[earlier:] one question, one indication, one answer' (A. v. 50-1). 
And here, [as regards the expression] 'subsist by nutriment', since 
a condition is called a ' nutriment ' in such passages as ' Bhikkhus, 
there is the sign of beauty. The cultivation of unreasoned atten
tion to that is the nutriment for the arising of unarisen zeal for 
sensual desires' (S. v. 64), by taking the word 'nutriment' accord
ingly to mean 'condition' it is [creatures] maintained by conditions 
that are said to ' subsist by nutriment '. 
7. However, if 'subsist by nutriment' is [taken as] said with 
reference to the ' four nutriments ', 9 then the word ' all ' would be 
out of place because of the passage ' The gods that are non-percipient 
creatures are root-cause-less,10 without nutriment without contact 
and without feeling' (Vbh. 419). Here it might b~ [said]: Even ifi~ 
is stated thus, nevertheless because of the passage ' What ideas are 
accompanied by conditions? The five categories, namely, the form 
category, the feeling category, the perception category, the deter
minations category, and the consciousness category' (Dhs. 1083) 
subsistence by conditions is appropriate only to the categories, 
and this passage would be inappropriate to creatures.-It should 
not be regarded in that way. - Why not? - Because of the 

8 0., B. and Ss. confirm reading sammattarh. The allusion is certainly to 
stream-entry (termed 'rightness', seen. 31 below), and Arahantship (termed 
'ending of suffering'). 

9 The 4 nutriments are: physical nutriment, gross or subtle; contact; 
choice; and consciousness (M. i, 48 and 261). 

10 I.e. without any of the 6 moral root-causes: greed, hate, delusion, non
greed, non-hate, and non-delusion. 
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establishment, in the case of creatures, that they are [ only J a 
metaphor11 for the categories; for it is established in the case of 
creatures that this [term ' creatures'] is a metaphor for the cate
gories.-Why?-Because they must be described derivatively upon 
the categories.12-How?-In the same way as' village' is a metaphor 
for houses. Just as,13 when one or two or three of a village's houses 
have been burnt, it is said that ' the village has been burnt ' because 
' village ' is describable [ as such) derivatively upon the houses, and 
thus the metaphor of ' village ' is established with respect to a 
house, so too, this metaphor, namely ' creatures subsist by nutri
ment' is established with respect to the categories, which subsist by 
nutriment in the sense of the conditions [ without which they cannot 
arise]. [78] And in the ultimate sense too it can be understood that 
the usage ' creatures ' is metaphorical with respect to categories, 
which is shown to be established by the Blessed One's saying' While 
the categories arc born and age from moment to moment, you, 
bhikkhu, are being born and ageing and dying ' ( ). 
Consequently it can be understood that 'one' (ekarh) [means] the 
condition, styled ' nutriment ', by means of which all creatures sub
sist, or that [it means] their subsistence by nutriment. 
8. Now whether it is nutriment or subsistence by nutriment, it is a 
reason for dispassion because of the aspect of its impermanence. 
And then one who comes to dispassion by seeing impermanence in 
these determinations termed ' all creatures ' is one who eventually 
makes an end of suffering and reaches purity in the ultimate sense, 
according as it is said : 

' Impermanent are all determinations: 
' And so when he sees thus with understanding, 
' He then dispassion finds in suffering; 
'This path it is that leads to purification' (Dh. 277). 

9. And here in the phrase ' One is what? ' (ekarh niima kirh) the 
reading is twofold as ki1h and ki ha. Herein, the Sinhalese reading is 

11 ' Upacara-metaphor ': not in this sense in P.E.D.; see Glossary. 
12 ' Khandhe upiidaya paii:iiapetabbato-because they must be described 

derivatively upon the categories': refers to the npiidii-paiiiiatti (derivative 
description), which is one of the 24 kinds of description (paiiiiatti) given in 
the commentary to the Puggala-paiiiiatti. Paiiiiatti is often rendered Ly 
'concept', a word, however, which has undesirable overtones and is, perhaps, 
a less accurate rendering. 

13 Reading with 0., B. and Ss. seyyathiipi instead of sesiini. 
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ki ha; for they say ' ki ha ' when' kirh ' should be said. Some assert 
that ' ha ' is a particle, and also that this too is the reading of those 
of the Elders' Tradition.14 However, the meaning is the same 11.,. 

either case, and it can be read according to preference. And again, 
[just as] in such passages as 'Sukhena phutthii atha vii, dukhena' 
(' Those touched by pleasure or by pain ': Dh. 83) and ' dukkharh 
domanassarh patisarhvedeti' (' He experiences pain and grief': 
M. i. 313), in some instances 'dukkharh' is said and in others 
' dukharh ', so too, in some instances ' eka ' ( 'one ') is said and in 
others ' ekarh ' ; and in fact here too there is the reading ekarh nama. 

II 

[Dve nama kirh? Naman oo rupan oo.] 

10. So the Teacher, being satisfied with the answer to his question, 
asked the further question Two is what? in the same manner as 
before. 
11. Responding to the [number] ' two ', the Elder replied Name and 
form, [ employing] the mode of teaching in terms of ideas. 6 

12. Herein, because of the act of bending (namana-----1,.e. reflecting)15 

towards an object and because of being the root-cause of the bent 
(nati-----1,.e. reflexiveness) of cognizance, all [79] of what is formless 
(arupa) is called' name' (nama); but here only what is inseparable 
from the idea of being affected by taints [and not what is supra
mundane, that is, taintless] is meant here since that is the root-cause 
of the dispassion. 
13. The four great entities and all kinds of form that occur derived 
upon them are [collectively] called 'form' (rupa) in the sense of 
liheir becoming deformed (ruppana).16 And all that is meant here. 

14 ' Theriya (therikii)-belonging to the Elders' tradition' (i.e. the Thera
viida): not in P.E.D.; see Ch. v, § 23 below, also Vis. Epilogue verses. 

8 See page 79. 
15 ' Bending' and 'bent' (or 're-fleeting' and 'reflexiveness'), which are 

respectively used to render namana and nati here, can be taken as describing 
cognizance's function of ' naming ' (by ' reflecting ' upon) or ' consciously 
recognizing' its object, and thereby 'constituting', with the help of the 
'concomitants of cognizance' (cetasikii) the mode and individuality of the 
conscious event. Cf. also ' This consciousness turns back upon itself' 
(S. ii. 103-4). The rendering ' bending ' over-emphasizes the non-meta
phorical use and rather obscures the peculiar metaphorical sense. 

16 See S. iii. 86. 
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14. And in accordance with what is meant here, when it is said that 
'There is the two, that is to say, name and form', that is not because 
of the absence of other twos, according as it is said ' Bhikkhus, when 
a bhikkhu becomes completely dispassionate towards two ideas, ... 
he is one who makes an end of suffering [here and now]. What two1 
Name and form: when a bhikkhu becomes completely dispassionate 
towards these two ideas, ... he is one who makes an end of suffering 
[here and now]. So it was with reference to this that it was said 
[earlier:] two questions, two indications, two answers' (A. v. 51). 
15. And here he comes to dispassion only through the Gateway [to 
Liberation consisting in] Contemplation of Not-self (see Vis. 
Ch. xxi, §§ 66 f. /p. 657), abandoning the self-view through seeing 
merely name-and-form. And so he eventually makes an end of 
suffering and reaches purity in the ultimate sense, according as it is 
said: 

' [ And then, besides,] not-self are all ideas: 
' And so when he sees thus with understanding, 
' He then dispassion finds in suffering; 
'This path it is that leads to purification' (Dh. 279). 

III 

[Titii nama kirh? Tisso vedana.] 

16. Now the teacher, being satisfied with the answer to his question, 
asked the further question Three is what? in the same manner as 
before. 
17. Responding to [the number] 'three' [stated as the neuter' titii '], 
the Elder replied Three kinds of feeling, showing the numeral17 

(tisso) in the [feminine] gender appropriate to the meaning to be 
given in the answer. Or alternatively, it can be understood here in 
the sense that he spoke thus showing that ' I apply to [the word] 
" three " (titii) the meaning expressed by the Blessed One with the 
words" Three (tisso) kinds of feeling" (cf. S. iv. 204) '; for the way of 
teaching has numerous facets in the case of those who have reached 
expertness in teaching by means of the classes of discriminations.18 

Some, however, have said that titii is a supernumerary word. 
18. And the phrase ' three kinds of feeling ' is stated here in the way 

17 'Sankhyii-number ': the form is not in P.E.D.; vedanii is fem. 
18 For the 'four Discriminations' (patisambhidii) see Ch. v, § 38; Vis. 

p. 440. 
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14. And in accordance with what is meant here, when it is said that 
'There is the two, that is to say, name and form', that is not because 
of the absence of other twos, according as it is said ' Bhikkhus, when 
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' [ And then, besides,] not-self are all ideas: 
' And so when he sees thus with understanding, 
' He then dispassion finds in suffering; 
'This path it is that leads to purification' (Dh. 279). 

III 

[Titii nama kirh? Tisso vedana.] 

16. Now the teacher, being satisfied with the answer to his question, 
asked the further question Three is what? in the same manner as 
before. 
17. Responding to [the number] 'three' [stated as the neuter' titii '], 
the Elder replied Three kinds of feeling, showing the numeral17 

(tisso) in the [feminine] gender appropriate to the meaning to be 
given in the answer. Or alternatively, it can be understood here in 
the sense that he spoke thus showing that ' I apply to [the word] 
" three " (titii) the meaning expressed by the Blessed One with the 
words" Three (tisso) kinds of feeling" (cf. S. iv. 204) '; for the way of 
teaching has numerous facets in the case of those who have reached 
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already explained (§§ 6, 13), not .because of the absence of other 
threes, according as it is said: 'Bhikkhus, when a bhikkhu becomes 
completely dispassionate towards three ideas, ... he is one who makes 
an end of suffering [here and now]. What three? The three kinds 
of feeling: when a bhikkhu becomes completely dispassionate 
towards these three ideas, ... he is one who makes an end of suffering 
[here and now]. So it was with reference to this that it was said 
[earlier:] three questions, three indications, three answers' (A. 
v. 51). 
19. [SO] And here he comes to dispassion only through the Gateway 
[to Liberation consisting in] Contemplation of Suffering (pain), 
abandoning perception of pleasure through seeing all these kinds of 
feelings as a state of suffering. And he does so through following 
the way indicated in the passage ' Whatever is felt all comes under 
suffering ' (S. ii. 53; iv. 216), or by following the way of [the three
fold classification of] intrinsic suffering, suffering in change, and 
suffering in determinations (S. iv. 259), as stated in the following 
passage: 

' Whoever pleasure saw as pain, 
' Saw pain as though it were a dart, 
'Saw peaceful neither-pain-nor-pleasure 
'[Ever] to be impermanent, ... ' (S. iv. 207). 

And so he eventually makes an end of suffering and reaches purity 
in the ultimate sense, according as it is said: 

' [ And] painful [too] are all determinations: 
' And so when he sees thus with understanding, 
' He then dispassion finds in suffering; 
' This path it is that leads to purification' (Dh. 278). 

IV 

[Cattari nama kirh? Cattari ariyasaccani.] 

20. So the teacher, being satisfied with the answer to his question, 
asked the further question Four is what? in the same manner as 
before. 
21. Now in the matter of answering this question, in some instances 
the four nutriments are meant in the way already stated (§§ 6, 13), 
according as it is said ' Bhikkhus, when a bhikkhu becomes com
pletely dispassionate towards four idea'l .... he is one who makes an 

[80-81] IV. The Boy's Questions 85 

end of suffering [here and now J. What four? The four nutri
ments: when a bhikkhu becomes completely dispassionate towards 
these four ideas, . . . he is one who makes an end of suffering [here 
and now J. So it was with reference to this that it was said [ ~arlier :] 
four questions, four indications, four answers' (A. v. 52); but m ot~er 
instances the four foundations of mindfulness [are meant], which 
when a man maintains them in being in his cognizance, he makes an 
end of suffering, according as the bhikkhuni K~janga~a sai~ ' Fr_iend~, 
when a bhikkhu completely maintains four ideas m bemg m his 
cognizance, ... sees completely the ending [ of them J, t~en he is one 
who, after attaining rightness, makes an end of suffenng here and 
now. [81] What four? The four foundations _of m~dful~ess:.whe_n 
a bhikkhu completely maintains these four ideas m bemg m his 
cognizance, ... he is one who makes a~ end of_ suffering. [here and 
now]. So it was with reference to this that 1t was said by the 
Blessed One: Four questions, four indications, four answers ' 
(A. v. 56). However, in responding to [the number] 'four' the 
Elder replied Noble Truths, either because what was meant here ':as 
these four Noble Truths, with whose discovery and penetrat10n 
there comes to be severance of craving for being (existence), or else 
because it is only compktely answered19 when answered in this way. 
22. Herein, four is the delimitation by number. Noble Truths: 
ariyasaccani=ariyani saccani (resolution of compou~d); t~e ~ea~
ing is that they are not unreal, not deceptive, according as 1t 1s said 
'Bhikkhus these four Noble Truths are real, not unreal, not other
wise [than'they seem], that is why they are called Noble Truths' 
(S. v. 435). Or alternatively, since Buddhas, Pacceka ~1:ddhas 
and Buddhas' disciples are reckoned as the Noble Ones (ariya), and 
it is they that penetrate ~he~, for that they shoul~ be ~o.noured 
(ararJ,iya)20 by the world with its gods-treated as reliable 1s what 
is meant-, or since they cause posturing (proceeding) in the way 
(aye iriyanato) regarded as the field for effort, or since they cause 
non-posturing (non-proceeding) in what is not th~ way (anay~ na 
iriyanato: see MA. i. 21), or since they cause devot10n to the thirty
seven noble (ariya) ideas that are on the side of enlightenment, they 

1 9 Reading with C. and Ss. vyiikatam suvyiikatam eva. 
20 ' Araniya-ought to be honoured ·; not in P.E.D.; see Glossary. Cf. 

ariyati at ·vis. p. 440 (also not in P.E.D.; Trenckner's Critical Pali Dictionary 
has ' to approach '). 

21 ' Abhigamaniya-ought to be relied on ': not in P.E.D.; see Glossary and 
also n. 26 below. 
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IV 

[Cattari nama kirh? Cattari ariyasaccani.] 
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are thus called 'Noble Truths' (ariya-saccani), according as it is 
said 'Bhikkhus, there are these four Noble Truths: [the Noble 
Truth of suffering, the Noble Truth of the origin of suffering, the 
Noble Truth of the cessation of suffering, and the Noble Truth of 
the way leading to the cessation of suffering.] There are these four 
Noble Truths. Noble Ones penetrate them, that is why they are 
called" Noble Truths"' (cf. S. v. 425; Vis. Ch. xvi, § 20/p. 495). 
And furthermore they are Noble Truths since they are the Blessed 
One's truths, according as it is said' Bhikkhus, in the world with its 
gods ... the Perfect One (Tathiigata) is the Noble One. That is why 
they are called "Noble Truths " ' (S. v. 435). Or alternatively, 
they are Noble Truths also owing to the establishment of nobleness 
by the discovery of them, according as it is said ' Bhikkhus, it is 
owing to the discovery of four Noble Truths as they actually are that 
a Perfect One is called Accomplished and fully enlightened ' 
(S. v. 433). This is their word-meaning. 
23. Now it is with the discovery and penetration of these Noble 
Truths [82] that the severance of craving for being (existence) comes 
about, according as it is said 'Bhikkhus, when this Noble Truth of 
suffering is discovered and penetrated, when this Noble Truth of 
the arising ... when this Noble Truth of the cessation of suffering ... 
When this Noble Truth of the way leading to the cessation of suffer
ing is discovered and penetrated, then craving for being (existence) 
is severed, what leads to being (existence) is exhausted, now there is 
no more renewal of being' (S. v. 432). 

V 

[ Panca nama kirh? Panciipadanakkhanrlha.] 

24. So the teacher, being satisfied with the answer to his question, 
asked the further question Five is what? in the same manner as 
before. 
25. Responding to [the number] ' five ' the Elder replied Five 
categories of what is aff ecteil by clinging. 
26. Herein, five (panca) is the delimitation by number. Categories 
of what is affecteil by clinging (upadanakkhandha) are categories 
begotten by clinging or categories that are begetters of clinging.22 

28 'Janaka-begetter' (or 'father'): not in P.E.D. in this sense; see 
Glossary. 

[82] IV. The Boy's Questions 87 

This is a term for what is described as follows: ' Any kind of form ... 
feeling ... perception ... determinations ... consciousness what
ever . . . that is affected by taints and productive of clinging ' 
(S. iii. 47). 
27. And 'five categories of what is affected by clinging' is stated 
here in the way already given (§ 6, 13), not because of the absence 
of other fives, according as it is said ' Bhikkhus, when a bhikkhu 
becomes completely dispassionate towards five ideas, ... he is one 
who makes an end [of suffering here and now]. What five? The 
five categories of what is affected by clinging: when a bhikkhu 
becomes completely dispassionate towards these five ideas, . . . he 
is one who makes an end [ of suffering here and now J. So it was with 
reference to this that it was said [earlier:] Five questions, five 
indications, five answers' (A. v. 52). 
28. And here one who comprehends23 the five categories by way of 
their rise and subsidence eventually realizes the Deathless by 
extinction owing to his obtainment of the Deathless by insight, 
according as it is said 

' He comprehends the categories' 
' Rise and then their subsidence, 
'There finding happiness and gladness 
' Because he knows that to be deathless.' (Dh. 374) 

VI 

[Cha nama kirh? Cha ajjhattikani ayat,anani.] 

29. So the teacher, being satisfied with the answer to his question, 
asked the further question Six is what? in the same manner as before. 
30. Responding to [the number]' six' the Elder replied Six bases in 
oneself. 
31. Herein, six (cha) is the delimitation by number. They are 
connected in what has to do with oneself (ajjhatte niyuttani: cf. 
Pal)ini, ~v. 4, 69) and occur in subordination to self (attanarh adhikatva 
pavattani), thus they are in-oneself (ajjhattika). They are bases 
(ayatanani) because of actuating (ayatanato), because of being the 
range of the origin (ayassa tananato), and because of leading on the 

28 For the commentarial use of sammasati (' to comprehend ') as a technical 
term see e.g. Vis. Ch. xx. It means not so much 'to master' as 'to get 
directly acquainted with '. 
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actuated (ayatassa . 
births]. 24 [83] This 
body, and mind. 

nayanato) suffering of the round [ of re
is a designation for eye, ear, nose, tongue, 

32. And 'six bases in oneself' is stated here in the way already 
given (§§ 6, 13), not because of the absence of other sixes, according 
as it is said 'Bhikkhus, when a bhikkhu becomes completely dis
passionate towards six ideas, . . . he is one who makes an end [ of 
suffering here and now]. What six1 The six bases in oneself: when 
a bhikkhu becomes completely dispassionate towards these six 
ideas, ... he is one who makes an end [ of suffering here and now]. 
So it was with reference to this that it was said [earlier:] six questions, 
six indications, six answers ' (A. v. 52). 
33. And one who comes to. dispassion by seeing [them] as void 
because of the words '" Void village", bhikkhus, is a designation 
for the six bases in oneself' (S. iv. 174), [and by seeing them] as 
empty and deceptive because of their being as unlasting as bubbles, 
mirages, etc., eventually makes an end of suffering and passes 
beyond the vision of King Mortality, according as it is said: 

' And he that looks upon the world 
' Regarding it as but a bubble, 
' Regarding it as but a mirage, 
'Is out of sight of Death the King' (Dh. 170). 

VII 

[Saua niima kirh? Satta bojjhanga.J 

34. So the teacher, being satisfied with the answer to his question, 
asked the further question Seven is what? 
35. Now although the seven Standpoints of Consciousness25 are 

24 Read iiyatanaw instead of [iiyatanam]. The following words in this 
paragraph are not in P.E.D.: ayatana ('actuating': verbal n. ·fm. ayatati 
'to actuate '), tanana (' range ': vbl. n. fm. tanoti ' to provide a range for', 
'to extend'; mentioned in P.E.D. under nyatana=base), nayana (' leading 
on': vbl. n. fm. neti 'to lead on'; lit. meaning not in P.E.D.). See Glossary, 
and cf. also Ps. ii. 21 (iiyiipenti-' to make survive'). 

25 ' Vinniii:i,atthiti-standpoint of consciousness ' ( or ' station of c. '): 
strictly speaking these should be regarded as the basic alternative standpoints 
or orientations that consciousness (vinniii:i,a) is regarded to take up upon 
rebirth, which then last in continuity till death, and which go to determine 
the particular mode of this renewed being (existence, cf. Ch. vii, n. 4). These 
orientations are classified either in four or in seven ways (D. iii. 228, 253). 

[83-84] IV. The Boy's Questions 89 

stated in the Principal Discourse on the Questions and Answers 
(A. v. 53), nevertheless the Elder replied Seven Enlightenment 
factors, showing those ideas in virtue of which a bhikkhu makes an 
end of suffering by maintaining them in being in his cognizance. 
And this meaning was confirmed by the Blessed One too, according 
as it is said ' The bhikkhuni Kajangalii. is wise, householders, the 
bhikkhuni Kajangalii. has great understanding. Had you asked me 
the meaning of this, I should have given you the same answer as 
the bhikkhuni Kajangala has done ' (A. v. 58-9), [84] it having been 
answered here [by her] as follows 'Friends, when a bhikkhu com
pletely maintains seven ideas in being in his cognizance, . . . he is 
one who makes an end of suffering here and now. What seven1 
The seven elightenment factors: when a bhikkhu completely main
tains these seven ideas in being in his cogni:iance, he is one who 
makes an end of suffering here and now. So it was with reference 
to this that it was said by the Blessed One: Seven questions, 
seven indications, seven answers' (A. v. 57). That is how this 
meaning should be understood to have been confirmed by the 
Blessed One. 
36. Herein, seven is the delimitation by number, denying either less 
or more. Enlightenment factors is a designation for the ideas begin
ning with mindfulness. Here is the word-meaning. (1) Either it 
can be taken thus: By means of the harmony of the [seven] ideas 
known as mindfulness, investigation-of-ideas, energy, happiness, 
tranquillity, concentration, and onlooking-equanimity, which are 
opposed to the several pitfalls consisting in indolence, agitation, 
stagnation and struggle (resignation and rebellion), devotion to 
sensual pleasures and to self-mortification, insistence on annihila
tionism and eternalism, and arise at the moment of the mundane 
and supramundane path (cf. M. Sutta 117), a Noble Disciple is 
enlightened (bujjhati), thus it is enlightenment (bodhi)-what is 
meant is that he emerges from the sleep of the continuity of defile
ment, or that he penetrates the four Noble Truths, or that he realizes 
extinction-, according as it is said ' He has discovered the supreme 
complete enlightenment by maintaining the seven enlightenment 

In P.E.D. there seems perhaps to be some confusion with cittatthiti (see e.g. 
Dhs. 11 and Vis. p. 471), which refers to the 'steadiness' (or 'duration' or 
'endurance') of a type-cognizance, and is considered (at Vis. p. 471) as the 
minimal amount of concentration ( samiidhi) for a moment of such a cognizance 
to be said to be present at all, for instance, when accompanied by agitation 
or uncertainty. 
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factors in being' (D. iii. 101). (2) Or else it can be taken thus: By 
means of the harmony of ideas of the kind already stated he is 
enlightened (bujjhati), thus the Noble Disciple is enlightenment 
(bodhi) also. So (1) they are enlightenment factors (bojjh-anga) 
because they are factors (anga) of that harmony of ideas known as 
' enlightenment' (bodhi), being in that way analogous to the jhana 
factors and path factors; or else (2) they are enlightenment factors 
also because they are factors of a Noble Disciple who is given the 
term of common usage 'enlightenment', being in that way an
alogous to army factors, chariot factors, and so on. Further
more the enlightenment-factor meaning of 'enlightenment factor' 
can be understood in the way stated in the Patisambhidamagga: 
'Enlightenment factors: in· what sense enlightenment factors? 
They conduce to enlightenment, thus they are enlightenment 
factors; they are kept enlightened; they are left enlightened, thus 
they are enlightenment factors' (Ps. ii. 115). 
37. So by maintaining these seven enlightenment factors in being 
and developing them he soon obtains the special quality of entire 
dispassion, in virtue of which he is called ' one who makes an end of 
suffering here and now '. [85] And this is said by the Blessed One: 
'Bhikkhus, these seven enlightenment factors, maintained in being 
and developed, conduce to entire dispassion, to fading of lust, to 
peace, to direct-knowledge, to full enlightenment, to extinction' 
(S. v. 82). 

VIII 

[Attha nama kirh? Ariyo atthangiko maggo.] 

38. So the teacher, being satisfied with the answer to his question, 
asked the further question Eight is what? 
39. Now although the eight worldly ideas [namely, gain, fame, 
censure, pleasure, and their opposites] are stated in the Principal 
Discourse on the Questions and Answers (A. v. 53), nevertheless the 
Elder replied The N able Eightfold (Eightjactored) Path, showing those 
ideas in virtue of which a bhikkhu makes an end of suffering by 
maintaining them in being in his cognizance. But since there is no 
path apart from the eight factors, the mere eight factors being 
themselves the path, consequently with expertness in teaching he 
established that meaning when he answered as he did instead of 
saying ' the eight noble path-factors '. And this meaning and this 
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method of teaching has been confirmed by the Blessed One, accord
ing as it is said' The bhikkhuni Kajangala is wise, householders, ... 
Had you asked me the meaning of this, I should have given you the 
same answer as the bhikkhuni Kajangala has done' (A. v. 58-9), it 
having been answered by her as follows: 'Friends, when a bhikkhu 
completely maintains eight ideas in being in his cognizance, ... he is 
one who makes an end of suffering here and now. [What eight? 
The Noble Eightfold Path: when a bhikkhu completely maintains 
these eight ideas in being in his cognizance] .. he is one who makes 
an end of suffering here and now. So it was with reference to 
this that it was said by the Blessed One: Eight questions, eight 
indications, eight answers' (A. v. 57). That is how this mean
ing should be understood to have been confirmed by the Blessed 
One. 
40. Herein, 'noble' (ariya) means' to be relied on26 by those seeking 
extinction' (nibbana). Furthermore, 'noble' (ariya) can be 
understood as 'occurrence remote (araka) from defilements' (see 
MA. i, 21), as 'reason for nobleness', and as 'obtainment of the 
noble fruitions'. It (the path) has eight factors, thus it is' eight
fold ' (' eight-factored'); and it must be understood as simply the 
factors themselves because it has no individual essence27 apprehend
able by any attempt at analysing it out apart from its factors, as 
is likewise the case with the ' four-factored army ' or the ' five
factored music'. Extinction is traced (maggati) by it, or it itself is 
traced, or it goes killing (marento gacchati) defilements, thus it is the 
path (magga). 
41. A bhikkhu who maintains in being this eight-factored path 
classed thus as eightfoid [86] lances ignorance, produces true 
knowledge, and realizes extinction, and hence he is one who makes 
an end of suffering here and now. And this is said: ' Bhikkhus, just 
as, if a rightly disposed rice-awn or wheat-awn is pressed upon by 
the hand or the foot, it is possible that the hand or foot will be lanced 
and blood will be produced-Why is that? Because the awn was 
rightly disposed-, so too, bhikkhus, with rightly disposed view, 
with rightly disposed maintenance of the path in being, it is possible 
that a bhikkhu will lance ignorance, produce true knowledge, and 
realize extinction' (S. v. 10-1=48-9; cf. A. i. 8). 

26 ' Abhigantabba-can be relied on ': see n. 21. 
27 Reading anupalabbhasabhavato with 0., B. and Ss. instead of -sabbha-

1,ato. 
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IX 

[Nava nama kirh? Nava sattavasa.] 

42. So the teacher, being satisfied with the answer to his question, 
asked the further question Nine is what? 
43. Responding to [the number] ' nine 'the Elder replied Nine abodes 
of creatures. 
44. Herein, nine is the delimitation by number. Creatures: [this 
means] either the breathing things described derivatively upon 
categories bound up with the life-faculty, or else the description. 
[Creatures] abide in these, thus they are aboaes. Abodes of creatures: 
sattavasii=sattanarh iiviisii (.resolution of compound). That is the 
usual line of the teaching. But in meaning this is also a designation 
of the nine sorts of creatures, according as it is said: ' Friends, there 
are creatures with difference in body and difference in perception, 
namely, human beings, some gods, and some denizens of the states 
of deprivation: this is the first abode of creatures. There are 
creatures with difference in body and unity in perception, namely, 
the gods of The High Divinity Body who are first to be reborn 
[as such] :28 this is the second abode of creatures. There are 
creatures with unity in body and difference in perception, namely, 
the .A.bhassara (Streaming-radiance) Gods: this is the third abode of 
creatures, There are creatures with unity of body and unity of 
perception, namely, the Subhakiwa (Refulgent-glory) Gods: this is 
the fourth abode of creatures. There are creatures without per
ception, experiencing no feeling, namely, the Gods who are Non
percipient Creatures: this is the fifth abode of creatures. There are 
creatures who, with the complete surmounting of perceptions of 
form, [with the disappearance of perceptions of resistence, with not 
giving attention to perceptions of difference, [aware that] [87] 
"Space is infinite", have passed on to [rebirth in] the base con
sisting of infiniteness of space: this is the sixth abode· of creatures. 
There are creatures who, [by completely surmounting the base 
consisting of infiniteness of space, [aware that] "consciousness is 
infinite",] have passed on to [rebirth in] the base consisting of 
infiniteness of consciousness: this is the seventh abode of creatures. 
There are creatures who, [by completely surmounting the base 

28 See D. i. 17 and M. i. 329 for the ' first rebirth downwards from the 
Abhassara Heaven to that of the High Divinity Body below. 
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consisting of infiniteness of consciousness, [aware that] " There is 
nothing at all",] have passed on to [rebirth in] the base consisting 
of nothingness: this is the eighth abode of creatures. There are 
crea~ures who, [by completely surmounting the base consisting of 
nothingness,] have passed on to [rebirth in] the base consisting of 
neither-perception-nor-non-perception: this is the ninth abode of 
creatures ' (D. iii. 263). 
45. And the phrase ' nine abodes of creatures ' is stated here in the 
way already given (§§ 6, 14), not because of the absence of other 
nines, according as it is said ' Bhikkhus, when a bhikkhu becomes 
completely dispassionate towards nine ideas, ... he is one who makes 
an end of suffering [here and now]. What nine? The nine abodes 
of creatures: when a bhikkhu becomes completely dispassionate 
towards these nine ideas, . . . he is one who makes an end of 
suffering [here and now]. So it was with reference to this that it 
was said [earlier:] nine questions, nine indications, nine answers ' 
(A. v. 53). 
46. Now because of the words 'Nine ideas are to be fully known. 
What nine? The nine abodes of creatures' (D. iii. 288), he comes 
to dispassion towards the nine abodes of creatures by seeing [them] 
only as a bare compound of determinations, abandoning seeing29 
[in them J any everlasting, pleasant, beautiful, or self-state through 
the means [firstly] of Full-Knowledge as What is Known.ao Then 
he causes his lust to fade out by contemplating impermanence [in 
them], becomes liberated by contemplating suffering [in them], and 
sees completely to the end [of them] by contemplating not-self [in 
them], [doing all three, secondly,] through the means of Full
Knowledge as Judgment. Then he makes an end of suffering here 
and now by attaining rightness,31 [doing so, lastly,] through the 
means of Full-Knowledge as Abandoning [of wrongness]. That is 
why it was said 'Bhikkhus, when a bhikkhu becomes completely 
dispassionate towards nine ideas, ... he is one who makes an end of 
suffering here and now. What nine? The nine abodes of creatures ' 
(A. V. 53). 

29 Reading -dassanam with C., B. and Ss. 
3° For the 3 kinds of full-knowledge (parinna) see Vis. p. 606. 
31 The ' 10 rightnesses ' are the 10 factors enumerated in § 49 below (see 

also D . . iii, 290). ' Attaining rightness ' means simply attaining the eightfold 
path with the knowledge and deliverance it brings, i.e. the right action of 
the Path and its right ripening. 
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X 

[ Dasa nama kirh? Dasah' angehi samannagato araha ti pavuccati.] 

47. So the teacher, being satisfied with the answer to his question, 
asked the further question Ten is what? 
48. In the Answers to Questions other than this the Ten Unprofitable 
Courses of Action32 are given, according as it is said ' Bhikkhus, when 
a bhikkhu becomes completely dispassionate towards ten ideas, ... 
he is one who makes an end of suffering here and now. What ten1 
The ten unprofitable courses of action: when a bhikkhu becomes 
completely dispassionate towards these ten ideas, ... [88] he makes 
an end of suffering here and now. So it was with reference to this 
that it was said [earlier:] ten questions, ten indications, ten answers' 
(A. v. 54). But although that is so, nevertheless here the venerable 
one, using the teaching in terms of a person, replied He who is 
erulowe<l with ten factors is aeclard an Arahant, showing the attain
ment of those ten factors, in virtue of possessing which an Arahant 
(Accomplished One) is so called. He did so either because he wanted 
to declare final knowledge without citing himself, or else because [the 
question] is well answered when answered in this way, too.33 

49. Now these ten should be understood according as they are stated 
in such discourses as that which follows: ' "Adept, adept" is said, 
venerable sir. How does a bhikkhu come to be called an adepU
Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu is endowed with the adept's right view, 
the adept's right intention, the adept's right speech, the adept's right 
action, the adept's right livelihood, the adept's right effort, the 
adept's right mindfulness, the adept's right concentration, the 
adept's right knowledge, and the adept's right deliverance: that is 
how a bhikkhu comes to be called an adept' (A. v. 221). 

The explanation of the Boy's Questions in the Illustrator of 
Ultimate Meaning, the Commentary on the Minor Books, is ended. 

32 These 10 are: killing, stealing, and misconduct in sensual-desires (three
fold bodily action); lying, slander, abuse, and gossip (fourfold verbal action); 
covetousness, ill-will, and wrong view (threefold mental action). See M. 
Sutta 9 and Commentary; for' course of action' see Ch. ii, n. 15. 

33 Reading vyiikatarh suvyiikatarh with 0., B. and Ss. 

CHAPTER V 

THE GOOD-OMEN DISCOURSE 
(Mangalasuttarh) 

1. Now the turn has come for the commentary on the Good-Omen 
Discourse, which is placed next to the Boy's Questions [in the Minor 
Readings]. After stating the purpose of placing it here, we shall 
give a commentary on its meaning. [The purpose of placing it 
here was, in fact, as follows.] 
2. Although this discourse was not actually delivered by the Blessed 
One in this serial order [in which it is placed here in the Minor 
Readings], it has [nevertheless] been stated here in order to point 
out [first] how this entry into the Dispensation shown by means 
of the Going for Refuge [89] and this classification of Virtue, Con
centration, and Understanding, shown [ respectively J by means of 
the Training Precepts, the Thirty-two-fold Aspect, and the Boy's 
Questions, all constitute the uttermost Good Omen, [ second] how 
it is consequently just here that the crowning effort should be made 
by one who seeks good omens, and [third] how the essence of such a 
good omen can be understood in accordance with this Discourse. 
This is the purpose of its being placed here. 
3. It being placed here thus, here is a schedule of the commentary 
on its meaning: 

(1) By whom 'twas spoken, when, wherefore, 
Are matters that should first be told; 
(2) A varied comment then we unfold 
On the word ' thus ' and some words more, 

To give their sense, before we tell 
(3) The [Sutta's] origin as well; 
(4) Defining the Omen as we go, 
We show, lastly, how that is so. 

[How the Discourse was included in the Tipi~ka] 

4. (1) Herein, firstly the half-stanza' By whom 'twas spoken, when, 
wherefore, Are matters that should first be told ' refers to the [intro
ductory] paragraph Thus I heard. On one occasion the Blesse<l One 

95 
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. he addressed him in 8 verses thus. For this is expressed in the 
manner of having been heard [by someone]: but the Blessed One, 
on the contrary, was self-become, without a teacher; consequently, 
that much is not the word of the Blessed One, accomplished and 
fully enlightened. That is why it has to be asked: By whom were 
these words spoken? When and why were they spoken? It can 
be stated that they were spoken by the venerable Ananda, and that 
that was at the time of the :First Great Rehearsal (Council). Now 
to begin with, the First Great Rehearsal, as it is called, has to be 
understood in order to ga,in skill in [dealing with] the Sources of all 
Suttas. 
5. It was in the early hours of the Visakha Full-moon Day that the 
Blessed One,1 the Helper of the world, attained final extinction with 
the element of extinction without [residue of] clinging left. [That 
event took place J between the twin sala trees in the Mallians' 
sala-tree grove at the turn into Kusinara after he had been doing 
an Enlightened One's work from [the time] beginning with his turn
ing the Wheel of the True Idea (S. v. 420].) down to his disciplining 
the Wanderer Subhadda (D. ii. 148 J.). 
6. Now the venerable Maha Kassapa was the senior Elder of the 
community of 700,000 bhikkhus who had foregathered for the 
Blessed One's final extinction. [90] He remembered how, seven 
days after the Blessed One's extinction, the [other] Subhadda, 
who had gone forth into homelessness in old age, 2 had said ' Enough, 
friends, do not sorrow, do not lament; we are well rid of that Great 
Monk. We have been obstructed by his saying" This is allowed to 
you; this is not allowed to you"; now, however, we shall do what 
we want, and shall not do what we do not want"' (D. ii. 162). 
He [ therefore J considered as follows: It is possible that bad bhikkhus, 
conceiving this to be a doctrine with a defunct teacher, may create 
factions and soon make the True Object of Faith disappear. But 
as long as the True Idea and Discipline last, this is no doctrine with 
a defunct teacher; for the Blessed One said ' Ananda, the True Idea 
and Discipline that I have shown and described to you will be your 
teacher after I am gone' (D. ii. 154). Now suppose I had the True 
Idea and Discipline rehearsed so that this Dispensation might 

1 What follows in the Pali is written in the historical discursive style 
without punctuation. In breaking it up into sentences, many of the locative 
absolutes, gerunds, past participles, and other grammatical devices that 
replace punctuation are not reproduced in the English, being there superfluous. 

2 Not the same Subhadda as the Wanderer. 
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become viable and long-lasting; for I was helped by the Blessed 
One when he shared the use ofrobes with me and asked me' Kassapa, 
will you wear my cast-off hempen refuse-rag clothing?' (S. ii. 221) 
and when he placed me on the same level as himself in the matter 
of the more-than-human-ideas consisting in the nine successive 
abidings and the six direct-knowledges3 in the way beginning 
' Bhikkhus, whenever I wish, then, quite secluded from sensual 
desires, [ secluded from unprofitable ideas,] I enter upon and abide 
in the first jhana, [ which is accompanied by thinking and exploring, 
with happiness and pleasure born of seclusion;] and Kassapa, too, 
whenever he wishes, then quite secluded from sensual desires, ..• 
enters upon and abides in the first jhana, ... [ with happiness and 
pleasure born of seclusion]' (S. ii. 210; 216). How else indeed can 
that be recompensed? And did not the Blessed One also help me 
with the help unshared [by any other] in giving this warning 'This 
one will be my heritage-founder in the True Idea ' ( ), 
just as a Wheel-turning Monarch (see D. Sutta 26, M. Sutta 129) 
does by the bestowal of his own armour and sovereignty? 
7. [So] he got the bhikkhus to take interest in the rehearsal of the 
True Idea and Discipline, [91] according as it is said ' Then the 
venerable Maha Kassapa addressed the bhikkhus thus: "Friends, 
on one occasion, journeying on the road from Pava to Kusinara 
with a large community of bhikkhus, with as many as five hundred 
bhikkhus, ... ' (Vin. ii. 284-5), the whole of which account in the 
Subhadda Chapter should be cited in full. 
8. After that he said ' Friends, let us rehearse the True Idea and 
Discipline before wrong ideas and wrong discipline are courted and 
right ideas and right discipline are flouted, before upholders of 
wrong ideas and wrong discipline become strong and upholders of 
right ideas and right discipline become weak' (Vin. ii. 285). 

The bhikkhus said 'Then, venerable sir, let the Elder convoke an 
assembly of bhikkhus '. 

Passing over many hundred, many thousand bhikkhus who were 
ordinary men, Stream-enterers, Once-returners, Non-returners, and 
Bare-insight-worker4 [Arahant] bhikkhus with taints exhausted, 

3 The ' nine ' are: the 4 jhanas, 4 formless states, and attainment of cessa
tion (see e.g. M. Sutta 25). The ' six ' are: the kinds of super-normal power, 
the divine ear element, penetration of minds, recollection of past life, the 
divine eye, (which five are mundane;) and knowledge of exhaustion of taints 
(which is supramundane-see e.g. M. Sutta 6). 

4 See Ch. vi, n. 25. 
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. he addressed him in 8 verses thus. For this is expressed in the 
manner of having been heard [by someone]: but the Blessed One, 
on the contrary, was self-become, without a teacher; consequently, 
that much is not the word of the Blessed One, accomplished and 
fully enlightened. That is why it has to be asked: By whom were 
these words spoken? When and why were they spoken? It can 
be stated that they were spoken by the venerable Ananda, and that 
that was at the time of the :First Great Rehearsal (Council). Now 
to begin with, the First Great Rehearsal, as it is called, has to be 
understood in order to ga,in skill in [dealing with] the Sources of all 
Suttas. 
5. It was in the early hours of the Visakha Full-moon Day that the 
Blessed One,1 the Helper of the world, attained final extinction with 
the element of extinction without [residue of] clinging left. [That 
event took place J between the twin sala trees in the Mallians' 
sala-tree grove at the turn into Kusinara after he had been doing 
an Enlightened One's work from [the time] beginning with his turn
ing the Wheel of the True Idea (S. v. 420].) down to his disciplining 
the Wanderer Subhadda (D. ii. 148 J.). 
6. Now the venerable Maha Kassapa was the senior Elder of the 
community of 700,000 bhikkhus who had foregathered for the 
Blessed One's final extinction. [90] He remembered how, seven 
days after the Blessed One's extinction, the [other] Subhadda, 
who had gone forth into homelessness in old age, 2 had said ' Enough, 
friends, do not sorrow, do not lament; we are well rid of that Great 
Monk. We have been obstructed by his saying" This is allowed to 
you; this is not allowed to you"; now, however, we shall do what 
we want, and shall not do what we do not want"' (D. ii. 162). 
He [ therefore J considered as follows: It is possible that bad bhikkhus, 
conceiving this to be a doctrine with a defunct teacher, may create 
factions and soon make the True Object of Faith disappear. But 
as long as the True Idea and Discipline last, this is no doctrine with 
a defunct teacher; for the Blessed One said ' Ananda, the True Idea 
and Discipline that I have shown and described to you will be your 
teacher after I am gone' (D. ii. 154). Now suppose I had the True 
Idea and Discipline rehearsed so that this Dispensation might 

1 What follows in the Pali is written in the historical discursive style 
without punctuation. In breaking it up into sentences, many of the locative 
absolutes, gerunds, past participles, and other grammatical devices that 
replace punctuation are not reproduced in the English, being there superfluous. 

2 Not the same Subhadda as the Wanderer. 
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become viable and long-lasting; for I was helped by the Blessed 
One when he shared the use ofrobes with me and asked me' Kassapa, 
will you wear my cast-off hempen refuse-rag clothing?' (S. ii. 221) 
and when he placed me on the same level as himself in the matter 
of the more-than-human-ideas consisting in the nine successive 
abidings and the six direct-knowledges3 in the way beginning 
' Bhikkhus, whenever I wish, then, quite secluded from sensual 
desires, [ secluded from unprofitable ideas,] I enter upon and abide 
in the first jhana, [ which is accompanied by thinking and exploring, 
with happiness and pleasure born of seclusion;] and Kassapa, too, 
whenever he wishes, then quite secluded from sensual desires, ..• 
enters upon and abides in the first jhana, ... [ with happiness and 
pleasure born of seclusion]' (S. ii. 210; 216). How else indeed can 
that be recompensed? And did not the Blessed One also help me 
with the help unshared [by any other] in giving this warning 'This 
one will be my heritage-founder in the True Idea ' ( ), 
just as a Wheel-turning Monarch (see D. Sutta 26, M. Sutta 129) 
does by the bestowal of his own armour and sovereignty? 
7. [So] he got the bhikkhus to take interest in the rehearsal of the 
True Idea and Discipline, [91] according as it is said ' Then the 
venerable Maha Kassapa addressed the bhikkhus thus: "Friends, 
on one occasion, journeying on the road from Pava to Kusinara 
with a large community of bhikkhus, with as many as five hundred 
bhikkhus, ... ' (Vin. ii. 284-5), the whole of which account in the 
Subhadda Chapter should be cited in full. 
8. After that he said ' Friends, let us rehearse the True Idea and 
Discipline before wrong ideas and wrong discipline are courted and 
right ideas and right discipline are flouted, before upholders of 
wrong ideas and wrong discipline become strong and upholders of 
right ideas and right discipline become weak' (Vin. ii. 285). 

The bhikkhus said 'Then, venerable sir, let the Elder convoke an 
assembly of bhikkhus '. 

Passing over many hundred, many thousand bhikkhus who were 
ordinary men, Stream-enterers, Once-returners, Non-returners, and 
Bare-insight-worker4 [Arahant] bhikkhus with taints exhausted, 

3 The ' nine ' are: the 4 jhanas, 4 formless states, and attainment of cessa
tion (see e.g. M. Sutta 25). The ' six ' are: the kinds of super-normal power, 
the divine ear element, penetration of minds, recollection of past life, the 
divine eye, (which five are mundane;) and knowledge of exhaustion of taints 
(which is supramundane-see e.g. M. Sutta 6). 

4 See Ch. vi, n. 25. 
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[all of whom were] bearers of the Scriptures consisting of the whole 
of the--Teacher's nine-factored5 Dispensation, the Elder summoned 
one less than five hundred bhikkhus with taints exhausted who were 
bearers of all the classes of Scripture in the Tipitaka, who had 
reached the Discriminations, who were very mighty, being many of 
them included by the Blessed One in the Foremost-in-this Discourse 
(A. i. 23 J. ), and who were possessors of the three True Knowledges, 
and so on, with reference to which fact it is said ' Then the venerable 
Maha Kassapa convoked an assembly of one less than five hundred 
Arahants' (Vin. ii. 285). 
9. But why did the Elder make it one less [than five hundred]? In 
order to give an opportunity to the Elder Ananda. Now the re
hearsal could neither be held with nor without that venerable one; 
for he was only an Initiate, with [a task] still to be done, and so it 
could not be held with him. But since there was nothing taught 
by Him of the Ten Powers among the Threads of Argument (Butta), 
Songs (Geyya), etc., that the venerable Ananda had not learned in 
that Blessed One's presence, it could therefore not be held without 
him. In order, then, to avoid others' criticism to the effect that 
' If that is so, then he should have been included by the Elder in the 
convocation because of his helpfulness to the rehearsal of the True 
Idea, even if he is only an Initiate, and so why was he not included 
in the convocation?', the Elder, [92] being in fact much exercised 
about the venerable Ananda, had exhorted him with the ' Boy 
Admonition' though there were white hairs growing on his head, 
saying 'And still this boy does not know his measure!' (S. ii. 218). 
But on the other hand, the venerable [ Ananda] had been born into 
a Sakyan clan as the son of the Perfect One's uncle,6 and bhikkhus 
might have conceived [his inclusion as] a slight and criticised [it] 
thus' The Elder has passed over many bhikkhus who have attained 
the Adept's Discriminations and has included in the convocation 
A.nanda, who has only attained the Initiate's Discriminations'. 
So in order to forestall such criticism by others, he [provisionally] 
left him out of his convocation, thinking ' Though the rehearsal 
cannot be held without him, I shall act only in accordance with the 
opinion of the bhikkhus '. Then the bhikkhus themselves asked the 
Elder on Ananda's behalf, according as it is said 'The bhikkhus 
said to the venerable Maha Kassapa " Venerable sir, there is the 

6 See Ch. i, n. 8. 
8 Reading with 0. and B. Tathagatassa cil"{ap"ituputto, tatra. 
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venerable Ananda. Though he is only an Initiate, still he is in
capable of going to an unhappy destination through desire, anger, 
delusion, or fear. He has mastered in the Blessed One's presence 
much of the True Idea and Discipline of wide variety. Let the 
Elder include the venerable Ananda in his convocation too". 
So the venerable Maha Kassapa included the venerable Ananda in 
his convocation' (Vin. ii. 285). 
10. When he had been included in the convocation thus in accord
ance with the bhikkhus' opinion, there.were then five hundred Elders 
together with that venerable one. ' Then the elder bhikkhus 
thought " Where shall we do the rehearsing of the True Idea and 
Discipline?" Then the elder bhikkhus thought "Rajagaha is a 
big resort with plenty of accommodation. Suppose we spend the 
[coming] Rains in Rajagaha and rehearse the True Idea and 
Discipline [there], and suppose no other bhikkhus take up residence 
for these Rains in Rajagaha?"' (Vin. ii. 285). But why did they 
think thus? [They thought] 'This is our work of consolidation. 
[93] Some dissenting person might enter into the midst of the 
Community and create discord '. 
11. How the venerable Maha Kassapa then instituted proceedings 
for an act involving Enactment Second Upon the Resolution is told 
in the Rehearsal Chapter [of the Cullavagga in the Vinaya Pitaka]. 
12. When seven days had passed by in ceremonies after the Perfect 
One's final extinction, and seven more days in paying homage to the 
relics, the Elder Maha Kassapa observed ' Half a month has gone 
by. It is now the last month-and-a-half of the Hot Season and the 
Taking Up Residence for the Rains is approaching', and [saying] 
' Let us go to Rajagaha, friends ', he took one road with a part of 
the Community of Bhikkhus while the Elder Anuruddha took 
another road [to Rajagaha] with a part of the Community of 
Bhikkhus. 
13. The venerable Ananda wanted to take the Blessed One's bowl 
and robes to Savatthi with a community of bhikkhus and then go 
on to Rajagaha. Wherever the venerable Ananda went there was 
great lamentation: 'You have come, venerable Ananda, but where 
have you left the Teacher?' When the Elder eventually arrived 
at Savatthi there was as much lamenting as at the time of the 
Blessed One's final extinction. Thereupon the venerable Ananda 
instructed the multitude with discourse on the True Idea in relation 
to impermanence, after which he entered Jeta's Wood. 
14. He opened the door of the Scented Cell where He of the Ten 
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[all of whom were] bearers of the Scriptures consisting of the whole 
of the--Teacher's nine-factored5 Dispensation, the Elder summoned 
one less than five hundred bhikkhus with taints exhausted who were 
bearers of all the classes of Scripture in the Tipitaka, who had 
reached the Discriminations, who were very mighty, being many of 
them included by the Blessed One in the Foremost-in-this Discourse 
(A. i. 23 J. ), and who were possessors of the three True Knowledges, 
and so on, with reference to which fact it is said ' Then the venerable 
Maha Kassapa convoked an assembly of one less than five hundred 
Arahants' (Vin. ii. 285). 
9. But why did the Elder make it one less [than five hundred]? In 
order to give an opportunity to the Elder Ananda. Now the re
hearsal could neither be held with nor without that venerable one; 
for he was only an Initiate, with [a task] still to be done, and so it 
could not be held with him. But since there was nothing taught 
by Him of the Ten Powers among the Threads of Argument (Butta), 
Songs (Geyya), etc., that the venerable Ananda had not learned in 
that Blessed One's presence, it could therefore not be held without 
him. In order, then, to avoid others' criticism to the effect that 
' If that is so, then he should have been included by the Elder in the 
convocation because of his helpfulness to the rehearsal of the True 
Idea, even if he is only an Initiate, and so why was he not included 
in the convocation?', the Elder, [92] being in fact much exercised 
about the venerable Ananda, had exhorted him with the ' Boy 
Admonition' though there were white hairs growing on his head, 
saying 'And still this boy does not know his measure!' (S. ii. 218). 
But on the other hand, the venerable [ Ananda] had been born into 
a Sakyan clan as the son of the Perfect One's uncle,6 and bhikkhus 
might have conceived [his inclusion as] a slight and criticised [it] 
thus' The Elder has passed over many bhikkhus who have attained 
the Adept's Discriminations and has included in the convocation 
A.nanda, who has only attained the Initiate's Discriminations'. 
So in order to forestall such criticism by others, he [provisionally] 
left him out of his convocation, thinking ' Though the rehearsal 
cannot be held without him, I shall act only in accordance with the 
opinion of the bhikkhus '. Then the bhikkhus themselves asked the 
Elder on Ananda's behalf, according as it is said 'The bhikkhus 
said to the venerable Maha Kassapa " Venerable sir, there is the 

6 See Ch. i, n. 8. 
8 Reading with 0. and B. Tathagatassa cil"{ap"ituputto, tatra. 
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venerable Ananda. Though he is only an Initiate, still he is in
capable of going to an unhappy destination through desire, anger, 
delusion, or fear. He has mastered in the Blessed One's presence 
much of the True Idea and Discipline of wide variety. Let the 
Elder include the venerable Ananda in his convocation too". 
So the venerable Maha Kassapa included the venerable Ananda in 
his convocation' (Vin. ii. 285). 
10. When he had been included in the convocation thus in accord
ance with the bhikkhus' opinion, there.were then five hundred Elders 
together with that venerable one. ' Then the elder bhikkhus 
thought " Where shall we do the rehearsing of the True Idea and 
Discipline?" Then the elder bhikkhus thought "Rajagaha is a 
big resort with plenty of accommodation. Suppose we spend the 
[coming] Rains in Rajagaha and rehearse the True Idea and 
Discipline [there], and suppose no other bhikkhus take up residence 
for these Rains in Rajagaha?"' (Vin. ii. 285). But why did they 
think thus? [They thought] 'This is our work of consolidation. 
[93] Some dissenting person might enter into the midst of the 
Community and create discord '. 
11. How the venerable Maha Kassapa then instituted proceedings 
for an act involving Enactment Second Upon the Resolution is told 
in the Rehearsal Chapter [of the Cullavagga in the Vinaya Pitaka]. 
12. When seven days had passed by in ceremonies after the Perfect 
One's final extinction, and seven more days in paying homage to the 
relics, the Elder Maha Kassapa observed ' Half a month has gone 
by. It is now the last month-and-a-half of the Hot Season and the 
Taking Up Residence for the Rains is approaching', and [saying] 
' Let us go to Rajagaha, friends ', he took one road with a part of 
the Community of Bhikkhus while the Elder Anuruddha took 
another road [to Rajagaha] with a part of the Community of 
Bhikkhus. 
13. The venerable Ananda wanted to take the Blessed One's bowl 
and robes to Savatthi with a community of bhikkhus and then go 
on to Rajagaha. Wherever the venerable Ananda went there was 
great lamentation: 'You have come, venerable Ananda, but where 
have you left the Teacher?' When the Elder eventually arrived 
at Savatthi there was as much lamenting as at the time of the 
Blessed One's final extinction. Thereupon the venerable Ananda 
instructed the multitude with discourse on the True Idea in relation 
to impermanence, after which he entered Jeta's Wood. 
14. He opened the door of the Scented Cell where He of the Ten 
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Powers had lived. Then he took out the bed and chair, dusted them, 
swept out the Scented Cell, threw away the stale flowers, and returned 
the bed and chair to their usual places: in fact, he performed all 
the duties that used to be done in the time of the Blessed One's 
presence. 
15. Now with overmuch standing and sitting since the Blessed One's 
final extinction the Eider's body suffered a disturbance of the 
elements, and in order to cure it he drank a milk purge on the 
following day and remained seated in the monastery. It was on 
this account that he told the student sent by the student Subha 
' It is not the time, student, [94] today I have drunk a medicine. 
Perhaps we may come tomorrow ' (D. i. 205). On the following day 
he went with the Elder Cetaka as his attendant monk, and on being 
questioned by the student Subha, he delivered the tenth Sutta in 
the Long Collection (Digha Nikaya) called the Subha Sutta. 
16. The Elder then had what was broken and dilapidated repaired 
in Jeta's Wood, after which he went to Rajagaha for the approaching 
Taking Up Residence for the Rains. And the Elder Maha Kassapa 
and the Elder Anuruddha went likewise, with all the Community 
of Bhikkhus, to Rajagaha. 
17. At that time there were eighteen principal monasteries in 
Rajagaha, which were all forsaken, dilapidated and dirty; for with 
the Blessed One's final extinction all the bhikkhus had taken their 
bowls and [outer] robes and forsaken their monasteries and cells 
to go [to Kusinara]. [When] the elders [arrived] there, they thought 
' Let us during the first month have what is broken and dilapidated 
repaired both in order to do honour to the Blessed One's word and 
in order to escape the criticism of sectarians of other religions '; 
for what is meant by the words ' They thought ... in order to escape 
the criticism' of those is in fact that sectarians might say 'The monk 
Gotama's disciples cared for the monasteries only while the Teacher 
was present; but after his final extinction they forsook them '. 
And this is said ' Then the elder bhikkhus considered " The repair 
of what is broken and dilapidated was commended by the Blessed 
One. So, friends, let us during the first month see to the repair of 
what is broken and dilapidated. In the middle month let us meet 
together and rehearse the True Idea and Discipline"' (Vin. ii. 286). 
18. They went next day to wait at the king's portals. King 
Ajatasattu came and paid homage to them, and he invited them [to 
tell their needs J : ' What do I do, venerable sirs1 What is necessary1' 
The Elders macle it known that labour was needed for the repair of 
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the eighteen principal monasteries. ' Good, venerable sirs ' the 
king replied, and he provided men for the labour. During the first 
month the Elders had all the monasteries repaired. Then they told 
the king [95] ' Great king, the repair of the monasteries is finished. 
Now we shall do the collating of the True Idea and Discipline'.
' Good, venerable sirs. You do well. Let mine be the ,vheel of 
Commands and yours be the Wheel of the True Idea. Command, 
then, venerable sirs; what do I make1'-' Great king, a meeting 
place for the bhikkhus who do the collating.'-' Where do I make it, 
venerable sirs1'-' Great king, it would be well to have it made at 
the door of the SattapaI).IJ.i Cave on the slopes of the Vebhara Rock.' 
-' Good, venerable sirs' king Ajatasattu [replied], and he had a 
great pavilion constructed such as might have been created by 
Vissakamma, 7 with well-built walls and pillars and stairs, with 
many kinds of garland-work and creeper-work decoration and 
having a vault ornamented with a profusion of pendent festoons of 
many sorts of flowers like a jewelled brocade bedecked with gems. 
He had it adorned with a well-finished pavement-work embellished 
with [representations of] many sorts of flower-offerings like that of 
a High Divinity's mansion, and in the great pavilion itself he had 
five hundred priceless [but] allowable rugs prepared for the five 
hundred bhikkhus. The Eider's seat he had prepared against the 
south side facing north, and, as a seat for the [announcing of the] 
True Idea, a seat worthy of the Enlightened One, the Blessed One, 
in the centre of the pavilion facing east, and there he had an ivory
inlaid fan placed. Then he had it announced to the Community of 
Bhikkhus ' Venerable sirs, my work is finished '. 
19. The bhikkhus told Ananda 'Friend, the meeting is tomorrow, 
but you are still only an Initiate with [ a task] still to be done. 
It is not well for you to go to the meeting thus. Be diligent '. Then 
the venerable Ananda [thought] 'The meeting is tomorrow. It is 
not seemly for me to go to the meeting as an Initiate'. He spent 
much of the night in contemplation of the body. When the night 
was near dawn, he came down from the walk and entered his 
dwelling, [thinking] ' I shall lie down '. He adverted to the body. 
[As he did so,] his two feet had left the ground but his head had not 
yet reached the pillow. In that interval [96] his cognizance was 
liberated from taints through not clinging. In fact, when this 
venerable one found he was unable to produce any distinction by 

7 Saklm Ruler of Gods, ' architect '. 
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Powers had lived. Then he took out the bed and chair, dusted them, 
swept out the Scented Cell, threw away the stale flowers, and returned 
the bed and chair to their usual places: in fact, he performed all 
the duties that used to be done in the time of the Blessed One's 
presence. 
15. Now with overmuch standing and sitting since the Blessed One's 
final extinction the Eider's body suffered a disturbance of the 
elements, and in order to cure it he drank a milk purge on the 
following day and remained seated in the monastery. It was on 
this account that he told the student sent by the student Subha 
' It is not the time, student, [94] today I have drunk a medicine. 
Perhaps we may come tomorrow ' (D. i. 205). On the following day 
he went with the Elder Cetaka as his attendant monk, and on being 
questioned by the student Subha, he delivered the tenth Sutta in 
the Long Collection (Digha Nikaya) called the Subha Sutta. 
16. The Elder then had what was broken and dilapidated repaired 
in Jeta's Wood, after which he went to Rajagaha for the approaching 
Taking Up Residence for the Rains. And the Elder Maha Kassapa 
and the Elder Anuruddha went likewise, with all the Community 
of Bhikkhus, to Rajagaha. 
17. At that time there were eighteen principal monasteries in 
Rajagaha, which were all forsaken, dilapidated and dirty; for with 
the Blessed One's final extinction all the bhikkhus had taken their 
bowls and [outer] robes and forsaken their monasteries and cells 
to go [to Kusinara]. [When] the elders [arrived] there, they thought 
' Let us during the first month have what is broken and dilapidated 
repaired both in order to do honour to the Blessed One's word and 
in order to escape the criticism of sectarians of other religions '; 
for what is meant by the words ' They thought ... in order to escape 
the criticism' of those is in fact that sectarians might say 'The monk 
Gotama's disciples cared for the monasteries only while the Teacher 
was present; but after his final extinction they forsook them '. 
And this is said ' Then the elder bhikkhus considered " The repair 
of what is broken and dilapidated was commended by the Blessed 
One. So, friends, let us during the first month see to the repair of 
what is broken and dilapidated. In the middle month let us meet 
together and rehearse the True Idea and Discipline"' (Vin. ii. 286). 
18. They went next day to wait at the king's portals. King 
Ajatasattu came and paid homage to them, and he invited them [to 
tell their needs J : ' What do I do, venerable sirs1 What is necessary1' 
The Elders macle it known that labour was needed for the repair of 
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the eighteen principal monasteries. ' Good, venerable sirs ' the 
king replied, and he provided men for the labour. During the first 
month the Elders had all the monasteries repaired. Then they told 
the king [95] ' Great king, the repair of the monasteries is finished. 
Now we shall do the collating of the True Idea and Discipline'.
' Good, venerable sirs. You do well. Let mine be the ,vheel of 
Commands and yours be the Wheel of the True Idea. Command, 
then, venerable sirs; what do I make1'-' Great king, a meeting 
place for the bhikkhus who do the collating.'-' Where do I make it, 
venerable sirs1'-' Great king, it would be well to have it made at 
the door of the SattapaI).IJ.i Cave on the slopes of the Vebhara Rock.' 
-' Good, venerable sirs' king Ajatasattu [replied], and he had a 
great pavilion constructed such as might have been created by 
Vissakamma, 7 with well-built walls and pillars and stairs, with 
many kinds of garland-work and creeper-work decoration and 
having a vault ornamented with a profusion of pendent festoons of 
many sorts of flowers like a jewelled brocade bedecked with gems. 
He had it adorned with a well-finished pavement-work embellished 
with [representations of] many sorts of flower-offerings like that of 
a High Divinity's mansion, and in the great pavilion itself he had 
five hundred priceless [but] allowable rugs prepared for the five 
hundred bhikkhus. The Eider's seat he had prepared against the 
south side facing north, and, as a seat for the [announcing of the] 
True Idea, a seat worthy of the Enlightened One, the Blessed One, 
in the centre of the pavilion facing east, and there he had an ivory
inlaid fan placed. Then he had it announced to the Community of 
Bhikkhus ' Venerable sirs, my work is finished '. 
19. The bhikkhus told Ananda 'Friend, the meeting is tomorrow, 
but you are still only an Initiate with [ a task] still to be done. 
It is not well for you to go to the meeting thus. Be diligent '. Then 
the venerable Ananda [thought] 'The meeting is tomorrow. It is 
not seemly for me to go to the meeting as an Initiate'. He spent 
much of the night in contemplation of the body. When the night 
was near dawn, he came down from the walk and entered his 
dwelling, [thinking] ' I shall lie down '. He adverted to the body. 
[As he did so,] his two feet had left the ground but his head had not 
yet reached the pillow. In that interval [96] his cognizance was 
liberated from taints through not clinging. In fact, when this 
venerable one found he was unable to produce any distinction by 

7 Saklm Ruler of Gods, ' architect '. 
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spending the time outside on the walk, he thought: Did not the 
Blessed One say ' You have made much merit, Ananda; pursue your 
endeavour, and you will soon be free from taints' (D. ii. 144)? 
And the Buddhas' word is infallible. Now my energy is over-exerted 
and so my cognizance tends to agitation. I shall therefore see to 
balancing my energy.8 So he came down from the walk, and 
standing in the foot-washing place, he washed his feet. Then he 
entered the dwelling, [ and thinking] ' I shall sit on the bed and rest 
a little ', he extended his body on the bed. [In his doing so J his 
two feet had left the floor though his head had not yet reached the 
pillow. In that interval his cognizance was liberated from taints 
through not clinging: the Elder [attained] Arahantship without 
any of the four postures. Hence if it can be said that ' In this 
Dispensation a bhikkhu has reached Arahantship while not lying 
down, not sitting, not standing, and not walking ', it is right to say 
it of the venerable Ananda. 
20. Next day, after the elder bhikkhus had finished their meal, they 
put away their bowls and [outer] robes, and they met together in the 
assembly-hall [for the rehearsal] of the Trne Idea. But the Elder 
Ananda did not go with the bhikkhus because he wanted to make 
his attainment of Arahantship known. The bhikkhus sat down 
each in his own seat by seniority, and every seat except the Elder 
.Ananda's was occupied. When it was asked' Whose seat is that?', 
the reply was 'It is Ananda's '.-' Where has Ananda gone?'
And that was the occasion when the Elder thought' Now it is time 
for me to go ', and showing his might, he dived into the earth and 
then showed himself sitting in his own seat. 
21. When he was seated thus, the Elder Maha Kassapa addressed 
the bhikkhus ' Friends, which shall we rehearse first, the Trne Idea 
or the Discipline?' The bhikkhus replied' Venerable Kassapa, the 
Discipline is called the life of the Enlightened One's Dispensation. 
As long as the Discipline lasts the Dispensation will last. Therefore 
let us first rehearse the Discipline' (Vin. ii. 287).-' Whose task 
shall it be made?'-' The venerable [97] Upali's.' Then the Elder 
[Maha Kassapa J obtained authority for himself to interrogate about 

8 For 'balancing of the faculties' see Vis. Ch. iv, §§ 45 ff./p. 129. This 
means here the correcting of too much energy, which leads to agitation, by 
cultivating concentration, which tends to drowsiness if energy is wanting. 
Faith and understanding have also to be balanced. Mindfulness needs only 
maintenance. These five /Multies, when unshaken by their opposites, are 
called powers. 
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the Discipline, and the Elder Upali obtained authority to answer 
the interrogation. Having done that, they took their seats in order 
[of seniority] on the seat for [announcing] the True Idea, and the 
whole [account] should be taken as it is given in the Vinaya Com
mentary. The Elder Maha Kassapa interrogated the Elder Upali 
on the whole Discipline, making the first Defeat (the first capital 
offence entailing expulsion) the beginning. The Elder Upali an
swered. All the five hundred bhikkhus made a group recitation 
together, taking the first Defeat along· with its Source. So too with 
the rest. All of this too should be taken as it is given in the Vina ya 
Commentary. When they had recited in this way the whole 
Vinaya Pitaka including the two Suttavibhangas, the Khandhakas 
(Mahavagga and Cullavagga), and the Parivara, 9 the Elder Upali 
put down the ivory-inlaid fan, and descending from the seat for 
[ announcing] the True Idea, he paid homage to the senior bhikkhus 
and sat down in his own seat. 
22. After the rehearsing of the Discipline was done, the Elder Maha 
Kassapa wished to rehearse the True Idea, and so he asked the 
bhikkhus ' What person is given the task of rehearsing the True 
Idea by those who are to rehearse the True Idea?'. The bhikkhus 
replied ' The Elder .Ananda should be given the task '. ' Then the 
Elder Maha Kassapa placed a resolution before the Community 
as follows: " Friends, let the Community hear me; if it seems proper 
to the Community, I shall interrogate the venerable Ananda on the 
True Idea "; then the venerable Ananda placed a resolution before 
the Community as follows: " Venerable sirs, let the Community hear 
me; if it seems proper to the Community, I, being interrogated on 
the True Idea by the venerable Maha Kassapa, shall answer " ' 
( Vin. ii. 287). Then the venerable Ananda rose from his seat, and,, 
after arranging his robe on one shoulder and paying homage to 
the Elder bhikkhus, he sat down on the seat for [ announcing] 
the True Idea and took up the ivory-inlaid fan. The Elder Maha 
Kassapa interrogated the Elder Ananda on the True Idea, the manner 
of which interrogation is given in the text, too, according as it is 
said ' Then the venerable Maha Kassapa said to the venerable 
.Ananda "Friend .Ananda, where was the Brahmajala [Sutta] 
delivered?"-" Between Rajagaha and Nalanda, venerable sir, in 
the King's Rest-House at Ambalatthika.''-" On whose account?" 

9 The Parivara as we have it now contains the names of Elders who lived 
in Ceylon after the date of Asoka. 
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spending the time outside on the walk, he thought: Did not the 
Blessed One say ' You have made much merit, Ananda; pursue your 
endeavour, and you will soon be free from taints' (D. ii. 144)? 
And the Buddhas' word is infallible. Now my energy is over-exerted 
and so my cognizance tends to agitation. I shall therefore see to 
balancing my energy.8 So he came down from the walk, and 
standing in the foot-washing place, he washed his feet. Then he 
entered the dwelling, [ and thinking] ' I shall sit on the bed and rest 
a little ', he extended his body on the bed. [In his doing so J his 
two feet had left the floor though his head had not yet reached the 
pillow. In that interval his cognizance was liberated from taints 
through not clinging: the Elder [attained] Arahantship without 
any of the four postures. Hence if it can be said that ' In this 
Dispensation a bhikkhu has reached Arahantship while not lying 
down, not sitting, not standing, and not walking ', it is right to say 
it of the venerable Ananda. 
20. Next day, after the elder bhikkhus had finished their meal, they 
put away their bowls and [outer] robes, and they met together in the 
assembly-hall [for the rehearsal] of the Trne Idea. But the Elder 
Ananda did not go with the bhikkhus because he wanted to make 
his attainment of Arahantship known. The bhikkhus sat down 
each in his own seat by seniority, and every seat except the Elder 
.Ananda's was occupied. When it was asked' Whose seat is that?', 
the reply was 'It is Ananda's '.-' Where has Ananda gone?'
And that was the occasion when the Elder thought' Now it is time 
for me to go ', and showing his might, he dived into the earth and 
then showed himself sitting in his own seat. 
21. When he was seated thus, the Elder Maha Kassapa addressed 
the bhikkhus ' Friends, which shall we rehearse first, the Trne Idea 
or the Discipline?' The bhikkhus replied' Venerable Kassapa, the 
Discipline is called the life of the Enlightened One's Dispensation. 
As long as the Discipline lasts the Dispensation will last. Therefore 
let us first rehearse the Discipline' (Vin. ii. 287).-' Whose task 
shall it be made?'-' The venerable [97] Upali's.' Then the Elder 
[Maha Kassapa J obtained authority for himself to interrogate about 

8 For 'balancing of the faculties' see Vis. Ch. iv, §§ 45 ff./p. 129. This 
means here the correcting of too much energy, which leads to agitation, by 
cultivating concentration, which tends to drowsiness if energy is wanting. 
Faith and understanding have also to be balanced. Mindfulness needs only 
maintenance. These five /Multies, when unshaken by their opposites, are 
called powers. 
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the Discipline, and the Elder Upali obtained authority to answer 
the interrogation. Having done that, they took their seats in order 
[of seniority] on the seat for [announcing] the True Idea, and the 
whole [account] should be taken as it is given in the Vinaya Com
mentary. The Elder Maha Kassapa interrogated the Elder Upali 
on the whole Discipline, making the first Defeat (the first capital 
offence entailing expulsion) the beginning. The Elder Upali an
swered. All the five hundred bhikkhus made a group recitation 
together, taking the first Defeat along· with its Source. So too with 
the rest. All of this too should be taken as it is given in the Vina ya 
Commentary. When they had recited in this way the whole 
Vinaya Pitaka including the two Suttavibhangas, the Khandhakas 
(Mahavagga and Cullavagga), and the Parivara, 9 the Elder Upali 
put down the ivory-inlaid fan, and descending from the seat for 
[ announcing] the True Idea, he paid homage to the senior bhikkhus 
and sat down in his own seat. 
22. After the rehearsing of the Discipline was done, the Elder Maha 
Kassapa wished to rehearse the True Idea, and so he asked the 
bhikkhus ' What person is given the task of rehearsing the True 
Idea by those who are to rehearse the True Idea?'. The bhikkhus 
replied ' The Elder .Ananda should be given the task '. ' Then the 
Elder Maha Kassapa placed a resolution before the Community 
as follows: " Friends, let the Community hear me; if it seems proper 
to the Community, I shall interrogate the venerable Ananda on the 
True Idea "; then the venerable Ananda placed a resolution before 
the Community as follows: " Venerable sirs, let the Community hear 
me; if it seems proper to the Community, I, being interrogated on 
the True Idea by the venerable Maha Kassapa, shall answer " ' 
( Vin. ii. 287). Then the venerable Ananda rose from his seat, and,, 
after arranging his robe on one shoulder and paying homage to 
the Elder bhikkhus, he sat down on the seat for [ announcing] 
the True Idea and took up the ivory-inlaid fan. The Elder Maha 
Kassapa interrogated the Elder Ananda on the True Idea, the manner 
of which interrogation is given in the text, too, according as it is 
said ' Then the venerable Maha Kassapa said to the venerable 
.Ananda "Friend .Ananda, where was the Brahmajala [Sutta] 
delivered?"-" Between Rajagaha and Nalanda, venerable sir, in 
the King's Rest-House at Ambalatthika.''-" On whose account?" 

9 The Parivara as we have it now contains the names of Elders who lived 
in Ceylon after the date of Asoka. 
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-[98] "On account of the Wanderer Suppiya and the student 
Brahmadatta"' (Vin. ii. 287). Then when the venerable Maha 
Kassapa had interrogated the venerable .Ananda about the source 
of the Brahmajala and about the person [by whom it was delivered, 
he asked] ' Friend .Ananda, where was the Samaiiiiaphala [Sutta J 
delivered?'-' At Rajagaha, venerable sir, in Jivaka's Mango 
Wood.'-' With whom?'-' With king Ajatasattu Vedehiputta, 
venerable sir.' Then when the venerable Maha Kassapa had in
terrogated the venerable .Ananda about the source of the Samaiiiia
phala, and about the person [by w horn it was delivered], he proceeded 
in this way to interrogate him on [the contents of] the five Collec
tions (nikaya), and the venerable .Ananda answered each time he was 
questioned. 
23. This First Rehearsal (Council), held as it was by five hundred 
Arahants, is the one which in the world was 

The '[Council of] Five Hundred' called 
Because five hundred had it done, 
And ' [Council of] the Elders ' called 
Because the Elders had it done. 

24. During the process of the First Rehearsal (Council) the venerable 
Maha Kassapa interrogated [the venerable .Ananda] on the whole of 
the Long Collection (Digha-nikaya), the Middle-length Collection 
(Majjhima-nikaya), and the rest.10 Eventually, during the interro
gation on the Minor Collection (Khuddaka-nikaya), he came, at the 
end of the interrogation beginning thus ' Friend .Ananda, where was 
the Good-Omen Discourse (Mangala-sutta) delivered?', to interrogate 
him about the source and about the person [by whom it was de
livered]. So after giving the details of the source when interrogated 
about it, the venerable .Ananda next desired to tell all about how it 
was delivered, by whom heard, when heard, by whom delivered, 
where delivered, and to whom delivered. And in order to show 
that ' it was delivered thus, heard by me, heard on an occasion, 
delivered by the Blessed One, delivered at Savatthi, and delivered 
to a deity ', [he said] : 

Evam me sutam. Ekam samayam bhagava Savatthiyam viharati 
Jetavane Anathapi'l}if,ikassa arame. Atha kho aiiiiatara devata abhik-

10 This statement obviously cannot, and is not intended to, apply to those 
Suttas that deal explicitly with events that took place long after the Buddha's 
Parinibbana, such as M. Sutta 124.. 
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kantaya rattiya abhikkantavarpr;.a kevalakappam J etavanam obhasetva 
yena bhagava ten' upasankami, upasankamitva bhagavantam abhiva
detva ekam antam aHhasi, ekam antaih thita kho sa devata bhagavantam 
gathaya ajjhabhasi.-Thus I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One 
was living at Savatthi in Jeta's Wood, AnathapirJ,if,ika's Park. A certain 
deity then in the night's last extreme, the extreme of whose brilliance set 
the whole of Jeta's Wood aglow, approached the Blessed One, and, after 
showing respect to him, stood at one side, and that being done, the deity 
addressed the Blessed One in verses thus. 

That is how it should be understood that [99] this came to be 
'spoken by the venerable .Ananda; and that was at the time of the 
First Great Rehearsal' (§ 4). 
25. Now as to the question 'Wherefore was it spoken?' (§ 3), it 
can be said: It was spoken because the venerable [.Ananda] had 
been interrogated about the source by the Elder Maha Kassapa. 
Or else it was because when certain deities saw the venerable 
.Ananda sitting in the seat for [ announcing] the True Idea surrounded 
by a group of those who had attained mastery [in it], the thought 
arose in them ' This venerable one, the Videhan Seer, is the Blessed 
One's natural heir as a scion of the Sakyan clans, and he was five 
times signalized in the Foremost-in-this [Discourse J (A. i. 23 .f.) 
and possesses the Four Wonderful and Marvellous Ideas that make 
him dear and precious to the four kinds of assembly (D. ii. 145); 
so surely, after inheriting the kingdom of the Blessed One's True 
Idea, he has become an Enlightened One!' Knowing with his mind 
the thoughts in those deities' minds, he did not connive at such 
misattribution to him of non-existent special qualities. Con
sequently, in order to show his own discipleship, he said: Thus I 
heard. On one occasion the Blessed One ... addressed ... in verses 
thus. Meanwhile the five hundred Arahants and many thousand 
deities applauded the venerable .Ananda, saying ' Good; good ', 
while there was a great earth-tremor with a rain of various kinds of 
flowers falling from the sky and many other manifested marvels, 
and in many deities a sense of urgency arose [ with the thought] 
' What we heard in the Blessed One's presence is now reproduced 
in his absence too!' So it can be understood that this was said for 
this reason as well by the venerable .Ananda when he spoke at the 
First Great Rehearsal. 

At this point the meaning of the half-stanza [in the Schedule], 
namely, 
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' By whom 'twas spoken, when, wherefore, 
Are matters that should first be told ', 

has been explained. 

[99-100] 

[On the opening phrase, Evam me sutarh-Thus I heard] 

26. (2) Now in order to explain the meaning included by that part 
of the Schedule beginning thus 

' A varied comment then we unfold 
On the word " thus " and some words more ' 

' 
it may be said as follows. 
27. [100] This word evarh (thus) should be regarded as having the 
[several] meanings of simile, giving directions, praise, reproof, 
acceptance of a statement, mode, demonstration, memorizing,n 
and so on. For it is met with as a simile ( upama) in such passages 
as 'Much profitable [action] can by one thus (evarh) mortal born 
be done' (Dh. 53), as giving directions (upadesa) in such passages as 
'You should move forward thus (evarh) and move backward thus 
(evarh)' (M. i. 460), as praise (paharhsana) in such passages as 
' So (evarh) it is, Blessed One, so (evarh) it is, Sublime One ' (A. i. 192), 
as r~proof (ga~aha~) in such passages as 'This is the way (evam 
evam) that this nnserable woman speaks praise of that shaveling 
monk at every opportunity ' (S. i. 160), as acceptance of a statement 
(vacanasampa(iggaha) in such passages as ' "Even so (evarh),12 
venerable sir", the bhikkhus replied to the Blessed One' (M. i. l); 
as a mode (akara) in such passages as 'Precisely thus (evarh) 
venerable sir, do I understand the True Idea to be taught by th; 
~lessed One' (M. i. 258; Vin. iv. 138), as demonstration (nidassana) 
m such passages as ' Come, student, go to the monk A.nanda and 
ask in my name whether the monk A.nanda is free from affiiction 
free from ailment, and is healthy, strong and living in comfort; 
" The student Subha Todeyyaputta asks whether the monk A.nanda 
is ... living in comfort". And say thus (evarh): "It would be 
good if Master A.nanda came to the house of the student Subha 
To~eyya~utta out of compassion" ' (D. i. 204), as memorizing (ava
dhararJ,a) m such passages as 'How do you conceive this, Kala.mans: 
are these ideas profitable or unprofi.table?-Unprofi.table, venerable 

11 
' A vadhara~-memorizing ' : lit ' carrying on down '; not in this sense 

inP.E.D. 
12 Or' yes'. 
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sir.-Blameworthy or blameless?-Blameworthy, venerable sir.
Condemned or commended by the wise?-Condemned by the wise, 
venerable sir.-Being undertaken and put into effect, do they lead 
to harm and suffering, or not, or how [does it appear] in this case?
Venerable sir, being undertaken and put into effect, they lead to 
harm and suffering; that is how (evam) it [appears] to us in this 
case' (A. i. 190). 

Here it should be regarded as mode, as demonstration, and as 
memorizing. 
28. Herein, in the sense of mode he illustrates the meaning by the word 
thus (evarh) [101] as follows. Who is there capable of cognizing in 
all its modes that Blessed One's word, which is [that of one] expert 
ir. many methods, originated by the several sorts of inclination, 
perfect in the meaning and the letter, possessing the various 
marvels, 13 profound in teaching and penetrating ideas and meanings, 
suitable to all creatures, each in his own speech, as soon as it comes 
to their ears? However, thus I heard-there is one mode in which 
it was heard by me. 
29. In the sense of demonstration [he points out], by excluding him
self, [the following meaning] thus: I am not self-become; this has 
not been [first] realized by me; and he also demonstrates the whole 
Sutta now to be related [ when he says]: Thus I heard-by me it 
was heard thus. 
30. In the sense of memorizing (avadharatJ,a) [he points out the 
following meaning]. By showing his own power of remembering 
(ilharatJ,a) such that it was commended by the Blessed One thus 
'Bhikkhus, foremost among the bhikkhus, my disciples, who are well 
versed is A.nanda ... who are mindful ... who are well conducted ... 
who are courageous ... who are attendants is A.nanda ' (A. i. 24-5) 
he stimulates creatures' desire to hear in this way: Thus I heard
that should be regarded thus only and not otherwise, neither less 
nor more, as to the meaning and the letter. 
31. Now the word me [in the phrase evam me sutarh, 'thus I heard' 
or ' thus (by) me heard '] is met with in three senses. For in such 
passages as ' What has been earned by stanzas is uneatable by me 
(me)' (Sn. 81) the meaning is [in the instrumental case] 'by me' 
(maya); in such passages as ' It would be good, venerable sir, if the 
Blessed One would teach me (me) the True Idea in brief' (S. iv. 63) 

13 Two kinds of' inclination' (ajjhiisaya) are given at VisA. 112 (vipann
and sampann-), and 6 kinds at Vis. p. 116; 3 kinds of' marvel' (piitihariya) at 
A. i, 170. 
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[99-100] 
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11 
' A vadhara~-memorizing ' : lit ' carrying on down '; not in this sense 

inP.E.D. 
12 Or' yes'. 
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the meaning is [in the dative case] 'to me' (mayharh); and in such 
passages as ' Bhikkhus, be my (me) heirs in the True Idea ' (M. i. 12) 
the meaning is [in the genitive case] 'of me, my' (mama). Here, 
however, the two meanings, 'by me heard' and 'my heard [ex
perience J ', [ namely, the instrumental and genitive,] are appropriate. 
32. As to the word sutarh (heard): this word suta, with and without 
prefixes, is classifiable under numerous meanings, namely, going, 
celebrated, overcome by lust,14 heaped up, devotion to, cognizable 
by the ear, cognized in the ear-door, and so on. For in such passages 
as' Proceeding (pasuta) with an army' ( ) the meaning 
is going (gamana ). In such passages as ' Of one who sees the famous 
(suta) True Idea ' (Vin. i. 3) the meaning is: of the celebrated, (khyata) 
True Idea. In such passages as ' [people . . . ] invaded by lust 
(avassuta) [gave] to [the bhikkhus] ... invaded by lust' (Vin. iv. 
233) the meaning is: for one overcome by lust (ragabhibhuta). In such 
passages as 'And how great merit can be stored away (pasuta) 
by you' (Khp. vii. 13) the meaning is heaped up (upacita). In 
such passages as 'Those [102] steadfast ones intent on (pasuta) 
jhana' (Dh. 181) the meaning is devotdl to (anuyutta) jhana. In 
such passages as' Seen, heard (suta), sensed '15 (M. i. 3) the meaning 
is cognizable by the ear (sotaviiiiieyya). In such passages as 'He 
remembers what he has heard (suta), stores up what he has heard 
(suta)' (A. ii. 23) the meaning is: one who bears in mind what is 
cognized in the ear-door (sotarlvaraviiiiiata). But here the meaning 
of sutarh is properly ' what has been recorded by a [given] series of 
consciousnesses16 ushered in by ear-consciousness ', or it is the ' act 
of recording '. 
33. Herein, when the meaning of the word me is taken as [the in
strumental] 'by me', then the construction is: Thus by me heard, 
recorded by a series of consciousnesses ushered in by ear-conscious
ness. When the meaning of the word me is taken as [the genitive] 

14 ' Vissuta-kilinna' (at MA. i, 4) is replaced here by the synonymous 
'khyiita-riigabhibhuta '. 'Khyiita-celebrated' is not in P.E.D. 

1s 'Muta-sensed': this word seems always to be used as a compendious 
term for the three faculties of smell, taste and touch taken together, never for 
' thought ' as given in P.E.D., where the statement ' vaguer sense impressions 
than sight and hearing ' has no justification, since the body (touch) is held to 
furnish the most violent (see ' anvil-cottonwool ' simile at DhsA. 263). 

1s' V'ithi (in full citta-v'ithi)-series (of cognizance)': a commentarial 
technical term for the process of ' cognizance-arisings ' conceived to occur 
cyclically; see e.g. Vis. Ch. i, § 57 /p. 21. The notion is based on elements 
contained in the Abhidamma Pi~aka. 
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'my', then the construction is: Thus is my heard [m~:perience], 
act of recording by a series of consciousnesses ushered m by ear
consciousness. 
34. So as regards these words, evarh (thus) is the demonstration ~f 
consciousness's function as ear-consciousness, etc.; me (by me, I) 1s 
the demonstration of the person possessed of the consciousness 
stated· and sutarh (heard) is the demonstration of its being neither 
less n~r more and of undistorted apprehension of it since its not 
having been heard is denied. . . 

Similarly, evarh (thus) demonstrates that the kinds of cogrnzance 
beginning with hearing have [actually] occurred in the v~rio~s. ways 
with respect to an object; me (by me, I) demonstrates an [md1V1dual] 
self- and sutarh (heard) demonstrates an idea [ cognized]. 

Similarly, evarh (thus) demonstrates something about to b~ 
demonstrated; me (by me, I) demonstrates a person; and sutam 
(heard) demonstrates the person's function. 

Similarly, evarh (thus) demonstrates variety of mode by the. ?e
scription of the modes of the cognizances belonging to the cogrntive 
series;17 me (by me, I) demonstrates an agent;18 and sutarh (heard) 
demonstrates an objective field [for action]. 

Similarly, evarh (thus) demonstrates a person's function; sutarh 
(heard) demonstrates consciousness's function; and m~ (by me, I) 
demonstrates a person connected with both these funct10ns. 

Similarly, evarh (thus) demonstrates a state; me (by me,. I) 
demonstrates a person; and sutarh (heard) demonstrates a funct10n 
of that [person]. . 
35. Herein, [the words] evarh (thus) and me (by me, I) are, m the 
true sense and ultimate sense, a description [in terms] of the non· 
factual,19 while sutarh (heard) is a description [in terms] of the 
factual. 

17 This sentence is less elliptically stated at MA. i, 5. 
1s The word kattu (here rendered ' agent ') also means in gram. ' subject 

of verb', which, if meant here, would make the explanation one of grammar. 
19 ' Factual ' seems a more satisfactory rendering for vijjamiinii (lit. ' being 

found ', ' being known ') than ' existing ', which better suits hoti and atthi 
and derivatives. See the sixfold classifications of ' descriptions ' (pafiiiatti) 
in PugA. 'Description in terms of the factual' (vijjamiiniipafiiiatti) is a 
commentarial term for what is, what exists-what is findable-, for example, 
the ( determined sankhata) Categories, etc.; ' description in terms of the non
factual' (avijjamiina-pafiiiatti) refers to what is not 'factual.' in that ':ay, 
being only describable' derivatively' upon those' facts', the mstances g1':en 
being such as 'hand', 'woman', 'man', 'person', 'shape', etc., which 
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Similarly, evarh (thus) and me (by me, I) are a derivative descrip
tion because they are stated derivatively upon this or that [fact], 
while sutarh (heard) is an appositional description because it [that is, 
the heard,] is so called in apposition to the seen and the rest. 
36. [103] Here too, by the word evarh (thus) he points out non
confusion and by the word sutarh (heard) non-forgetting of what was 
heard. 

Similarly, by the word evarh (thus) he points out reasoned atten
tion because when someone gives unreasoned attention penetration 
of difference in kind is absent in him, and by the word sutarh (heard) 
he points out non-distraction because when someone is distracted 
hearing is absent in him; for when a distracted person is told quite 
unmistakably yet he says 'I did not hear; say it again'. And by 
'reasoned attention' he establishes [the pair of Blessings ('Wheels') 
namely,] Right Self-direction and Previously-performed Merit, while 
by 'non-distraction' he establishes [the other pair of Blessings 
('Wheels'), namely,] Hearing the True Idea and Waiting on True 
Men.20· 

37. By this auspicious mode [expressed by the term] evarh (thus) 
he shows his own excellence in the second pair of auspicious Bless
ings, and by this occupation with hearing21 [ expressed by the term J 
sutarh (heard) [he shows his own J excellence in the first pair of 
auspicious Blessings. 

Similarly, [with the former] there is [established] purity of ends 
also and [with the latter] purity of means.22 And with the purity 
of the ends [there is established] particular distinction23 in the 

are regarded as ' conceived ' upon that basis but impossible to isolate from 
that (na upalabbhati). The latter is termed 'current usage' (vohiira) or 
'convention' (sammuti), as opposed to the former which is the 'ultimate 
meaning' (paramattha). The description of nibbana, while also vijjamiina
paiiiiatti, is not sankhata-paiiiiatti (determined description) as arc all these 
mentioned above, but is asankhata-paiiiiatti (undetermined description). 
The 'appositional description' (upanidha-paiiiiatti) simply describes some
thing by naming it as a member of a set: e.g. 'long' as against 'short', 
' heard ' as against ' seen, etc.'. 

20 Cf. 4 'Blessings' (c.akka) at A. ii, 32. 
21 MA. i. 6 has (apparently wrongly) savanapayogena instead of -yogena as 

given here. 
22 Payoga and asaya are here rendered ' means ' and ' ends '. The sense 

being that of the English idiom of ' ends and means ', more or less. 
2a ' Vyatti-particular distinction': not in P.E.D., where, however, see 

11yatt.a; see Glossary. The rendering of agama by ' scripture ' ( i.e. ' what has 
come down ') is normal, but that of adhigama (lit. ' arrival at ') by 'scribing ' 
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' scribing ', and with the purity of thr matrrial particular distinction 
in the ' scripture '. 
38. Also, by the word cvarh (thus). which shows penetration of 
difference in kind, he shows his own excellence in the Discriminations 
of Meaning and Perspicuity, while with this [word] sutarh (heard), 
which shows penetration of the class of what can be heard, [he like
wise shows his own J excellence in the Discriminations of Ideas and 
Language. 
39. Also, in uttering the word evarh (thus), which shows reasoned 
attention, he makes it known that 'These ideas have been looked 
over by the mind, and properly penetrated by [right] view by me'. 
In uttering the word sutarh (heard), which shows his occupation with 
hearing, he makes it known that ' Many ideas have been heard, 
remembered, consolidated by word '.24 In showing by both [words] 
the completeness of the meaning and the letter he inspires reverence 
in hearing. 
40. With the whole phrase evam me sutarh (thus I heard, thus by me 
heard) the venerable Ananda passes beyond the plane of those who 
are not true Men by his not usurping for his own the True Idea 
penetrated by the Perfect One, and he alights upon the plane of 
True Men by acknowledging his discipleship. 
41. Similarly, he has his cognizance emerge from what is not the 
True Idea (what is not the true object of faith) and establishes it upon 
the True Idea (the true object of faith). In showing that 'All this 
is only heard by me, but it is the word of the Blessed One himself, 
[104] accomplished and fully enlightened ' he effaces himself and 
bears witness to the Master, he fixes25 the Victor's words and estab
lishes the True Idea as the guide. 
42. Furthermore, when disclaiming [with the whole phrase] evam 
me sutarh (thus I heard, thus by me heard) his own invention and 
disclosing that he had previously heard [it] he annihilates all gods' 
and human beings' lack of faith in this Idea and instils excellence 
of faith in them in this way: This was acquired by me in the very 
presence of that Blessed One, possessor of the four kinds of Intrepid-

(not in P.E.D.) is suggested by the context. The two= pariyattidhamma 
and lokuttaradhamma. 

24 Cf. M. i, 213; iii, 115, to which passages and their like this alludes. 
25 MAA. glosses appeti in parallel passage in MA. by nidassati (shows). 

Saddhamma, here rendered ' True Object of Faith ', is derivable either from 
sant+dhamma (' the True Dhamma ') or from the verb saddahati (' to place 
faith in') as a gerundive. 
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the True Idea (the true object of faith). In showing that 'All this 
is only heard by me, but it is the word of the Blessed One himself, 
[104] accomplished and fully enlightened ' he effaces himself and 
bears witness to the Master, he fixes25 the Victor's words and estab
lishes the True Idea as the guide. 
42. Furthermore, when disclaiming [with the whole phrase] evam 
me sutarh (thus I heard, thus by me heard) his own invention and 
disclosing that he had previously heard [it] he annihilates all gods' 
and human beings' lack of faith in this Idea and instils excellence 
of faith in them in this way: This was acquired by me in the very 
presence of that Blessed One, possessor of the four kinds of Intrepid-

(not in P.E.D.) is suggested by the context. The two= pariyattidhamma 
and lokuttaradhamma. 

24 Cf. M. i, 213; iii, 115, to which passages and their like this alludes. 
25 MAA. glosses appeti in parallel passage in MA. by nidassati (shows). 

Saddhamma, here rendered ' True Object of Faith ', is derivable either from 
sant+dhamma (' the True Dhamma ') or from the verb saddahati (' to place 
faith in') as a gerundive. 
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ity, bearer of the Ten Powers, occupier of the Herd-leader's Place, 
roarer of the Lion's Roar (see M. Sutta 12), Highest of All Creatures, 
Lord of the True Idea, King of the True Idea, Sovereign of the True 
Idea, Island of the True Idea, Refuge of the True Idea, Wheel-turner 
of the True Object of Faith, Fully and completely Enlightened; 
so here there need be no hesitation or doubt about meanings or 
ideas or phrases or syllables. 

lrnd here is an appropriate stanza: 

Gotama's disciple, saying 
In such manner ' Thus I heard ', 
Dissipates all lack of faith 
And swells faith in the Master's word. 

[On the remaining woras in the Source] 

43. [On] one (ekarh) shows delimitation by number. Occasion 
(samayarh) shows what is so delimited. [On] one occasion (ekarh 
samayarh) shows indefiniteness. 
44. Herein, the word samaya (occasion)26 

Is met with as event, moment, 
And time, and mass, and cause, and view, 
Obtainment, and abandonment, 
And lastly penetration, too. 

For in such passages as 'Perhaps we may come tomorrow, 
depending on the time and the occasion (samaya)' (D. i. 205) the 
meaning is event (samavaya). In such passages as' Bhikkhus, there 
is only one moment and occasion (samaya) for living the Divine Life' 
(A. iv. 227) it is moment (khary,a). In such [an expression] as' occa
sion (samaya) of heat, occasion (samaya) offever' (Vin. iv. 119) it is 
time (kaw). In such passages as 'The great concourse (samaya) on 
the mountain side' (D. ii. 254) it is a mass (samuha). In such 
passages as ' Bhaddiili, you did not penetrate the circumstance 
(samaya) that "The Blessed One is living at Siivatthi and the 
Blessed One will come to know me thus: ' The bhikkhu [105] 
called Bhaddiili is one who does not carry out the training in the 
Teacher's Dispensation'". This circumstance (samaya) was not 
penetrated by you' CM. i. 438) it is a cause (hetu). In such passages 
as 'Now on that occasion (samaya) the Wanderer SamaJ).ama-

26 ' Samaya-occasion ': n. fm. vb. sameti ( to go together: prefix sam+root i). 
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JJ.<;likiiputta was staying in Mallika's Single-hall Tinduka-tree
plantation Park for Debating Opinions (samaya) ' (M. ii. 22) it is a 
view (dittJzi). In such passages as' There is welfare that is here and 
now, And welfare [in the lives] to come: A man is reckoned wise if 
he Is skilful to attain (abhisamaya) wrlfare' (S. i. 87) it is obtainment 
(pa(ilabha). In such passages as 'With complete attainment 
(abhisamaya) [of understanding] of conceit27 he has made an end of 
suffering' (A. i. 134; iii. 246; M. i. 12; cf. Sn. 342) it is abandonment 
(pahana). In such passages as 'Suffering's meaning of oppression, 
meaning of being determined, meaning of torment, meaning of 
change, is its meaning of attainment (abhisamaya) ' (Ps. ii. 107) it is 
penetration (pativeaha). Here, however, its meaning is time. 
45. Hence [with the words] ekarh samayarh ([on] one occasion) what 
is meant is: one occasion among the occasions counted as year, 
season, month, half-month, night-and-day, morning, [noon,] evening, 
first watch, middle watch, last watch, hour, and so on. Or else 
[what is meant is]: the Occasion of Teaching called' one occasion', 
which is one among the Blessed One's several times specially 
evident to gods and men and counted as Occasions, such as the 
Occasion of the Conception in the Womb, Occasion of the Birth, 
Occasion of the Sense of Urgency, Occasion of the Renunciation, 
Occasion of the Austerities, Occasion of the Conquest of Mara, 
Occasion of the Enlightenment, Occasion of the Pleasant Abiding 
Here and Now, Occasion of the Teaching, Occasion of the Final 
Extinction. And ' on one occasion ' is also said with reference to 
any one of the following occasions: the occasion of the function of 
compassion from the [two J occasions of the function of knowledge 
and function of compassion,28 the occasion of the practising for 
others' welfare from the [two] occasions of practising for one's own 
welfare and practising for others' welfare, the occasion of talking 
about the True Idea from the [two J occasions of the two alternative 
ways in which those who have met together should act,29 and the 
occasion of Preaching from the [two] occasions of preaching and 
practising. 

27 ' M ana--conceit ': n. connected semantically with, if not directly 
derived from, maiinati (to conceive, to misconceive-see e.g. M. Suttas I 
and 140 and asmi-mana, mananusaya, etc.). Here it is in the sense of asmi
mana (the 'conceit "I am" ') and so carries an important ontological 
significance; the word ' pride ' is better reserved to atimana. 

2s See Vis. Ch. vii,§§ 30-2/p. 203. 
29 They should either discuss the True Idea or oliserve the Noble Ones' 

Silence, see M. i, 161. 
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(samayarh) shows what is so delimited. [On] one occasion (ekarh 
samayarh) shows indefiniteness. 
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And time, and mass, and cause, and view, 
Obtainment, and abandonment, 
And lastly penetration, too. 

For in such passages as 'Perhaps we may come tomorrow, 
depending on the time and the occasion (samaya)' (D. i. 205) the 
meaning is event (samavaya). In such passages as' Bhikkhus, there 
is only one moment and occasion (samaya) for living the Divine Life' 
(A. iv. 227) it is moment (khary,a). In such [an expression] as' occa
sion (samaya) of heat, occasion (samaya) offever' (Vin. iv. 119) it is 
time (kaw). In such passages as 'The great concourse (samaya) on 
the mountain side' (D. ii. 254) it is a mass (samuha). In such 
passages as ' Bhaddiili, you did not penetrate the circumstance 
(samaya) that "The Blessed One is living at Siivatthi and the 
Blessed One will come to know me thus: ' The bhikkhu [105] 
called Bhaddiili is one who does not carry out the training in the 
Teacher's Dispensation'". This circumstance (samaya) was not 
penetrated by you' CM. i. 438) it is a cause (hetu). In such passages 
as 'Now on that occasion (samaya) the Wanderer SamaJ).ama-

26 ' Samaya-occasion ': n. fm. vb. sameti ( to go together: prefix sam+root i). 
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JJ.<;likiiputta was staying in Mallika's Single-hall Tinduka-tree
plantation Park for Debating Opinions (samaya) ' (M. ii. 22) it is a 
view (dittJzi). In such passages as' There is welfare that is here and 
now, And welfare [in the lives] to come: A man is reckoned wise if 
he Is skilful to attain (abhisamaya) wrlfare' (S. i. 87) it is obtainment 
(pa(ilabha). In such passages as 'With complete attainment 
(abhisamaya) [of understanding] of conceit27 he has made an end of 
suffering' (A. i. 134; iii. 246; M. i. 12; cf. Sn. 342) it is abandonment 
(pahana). In such passages as 'Suffering's meaning of oppression, 
meaning of being determined, meaning of torment, meaning of 
change, is its meaning of attainment (abhisamaya) ' (Ps. ii. 107) it is 
penetration (pativeaha). Here, however, its meaning is time. 
45. Hence [with the words] ekarh samayarh ([on] one occasion) what 
is meant is: one occasion among the occasions counted as year, 
season, month, half-month, night-and-day, morning, [noon,] evening, 
first watch, middle watch, last watch, hour, and so on. Or else 
[what is meant is]: the Occasion of Teaching called' one occasion', 
which is one among the Blessed One's several times specially 
evident to gods and men and counted as Occasions, such as the 
Occasion of the Conception in the Womb, Occasion of the Birth, 
Occasion of the Sense of Urgency, Occasion of the Renunciation, 
Occasion of the Austerities, Occasion of the Conquest of Mara, 
Occasion of the Enlightenment, Occasion of the Pleasant Abiding 
Here and Now, Occasion of the Teaching, Occasion of the Final 
Extinction. And ' on one occasion ' is also said with reference to 
any one of the following occasions: the occasion of the function of 
compassion from the [two J occasions of the function of knowledge 
and function of compassion,28 the occasion of the practising for 
others' welfare from the [two] occasions of practising for one's own 
welfare and practising for others' welfare, the occasion of talking 
about the True Idea from the [two J occasions of the two alternative 
ways in which those who have met together should act,29 and the 
occasion of Preaching from the [two] occasions of preaching and 
practising. 

27 ' M ana--conceit ': n. connected semantically with, if not directly 
derived from, maiinati (to conceive, to misconceive-see e.g. M. Suttas I 
and 140 and asmi-mana, mananusaya, etc.). Here it is in the sense of asmi
mana (the 'conceit "I am" ') and so carries an important ontological 
significance; the word ' pride ' is better reserved to atimana. 

2s See Vis. Ch. vii,§§ 30-2/p. 203. 
29 They should either discuss the True Idea or oliserve the Noble Ones' 

Silence, see M. i, 161. 
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46. Here it may be asked: Then why [106] is the accusative case, 
ekarh sarnayarh (' (on) one occasion'), used here instead of the 
locative case as is done in the Abhidhamma, namely, ' yasmirh 
sarnaye kamavacararh ' (' on an occasion on which a sensual-desire
sphere [ cognizance J ... ': Dhs. 1) and in Sutta passages other than 
this, namely, ' yasmirh sarnaye bhikkhave bhikkhu vivicc 'eva kamehi ' 
(' Bhikkhus, on an occasion on which a bhikkhu, quite secluded 
from sensual desires, ... ': cf. A. ii. 214), and instead of the instru
mental case as is done in the Vinaya, namely, 'Tena sarnayena 
Bwlaho Bhagava ' (' With this as the occasion the Enlightened One, 
the Blessed One, ... ': Vin. iii. 1)1 It may be said that the meaning 
implied here is different from what it is in those passages. For there, 
that is, in the Abhidhamma passage and in the Sutta passages other 
than this [firstly, the locative] conveys the meaning of container3° 
and the meaning of characterization ( qualification) of one substantive 
by [another] substantive.31 Now the 'container' is the time 
counted [ as occasion J and the mass counted as occasion [being the 
' container '] of the ideas beginning with contact stated there [in the 
first paragraph of the Dhammasanga?J,ij ; and also the substantive 
essence of those ideas is characterized ( qualified) by the substantive 
essence of the [type of] moment, event, and root-cause, called [their] 
' occasion '. 32 So the locative case is used there in order to illustrate 
that meaning. Then in the Vinaya the [instrumental case] implies 
the meaning of cause and the meaning of reason [for an act]. For 
it was difficult for Sariputta and the others to get to know the 
occasion of the announcement of a training precept, and so, when the 
Blessed One announced training precepts he did so on a [particular, 
that is, convenient] occasion that was [thus] the cause and the 
reason [for his so acting], and he stayed in such and such places 
having regard to that as the cause for the announcing of training 
precepts. So the instrumental case is used there in order to illus
trate that meaning. Here, however, and in other such Sutta 

30 ' Adhilcara~-container ': not in this sense in P.E.D.; see Glossary. 
The 3 syntactical contexts of ' occasion ' distinguished are these: ( 1) With 
that (event) as the occasion (he made this rule)-Vinaya context. (2) He 
lived that occasion (at Savatthi)-Sutta. context. (3) On (in) the occasion 
on (in) which (there is this there is also that)-Abhidhamma and other Sutta 
contexts. 

31 ' Boovena bhavalakkha~ttha-meaning of characterization of one sub
stantive by another': see Ch. ix, § 28, and also DhsA. 61. Cf. also Pa~i 
II, 3, 36-7; II, 3, 18 and 23; II, 3, 5. See also Ch. vi, n. 28. 

32 Given in rather more detail at DhsA. 61. 
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passages as this, the meaning implied is that of direct governance.33 

For the Blessed One lived (abode) that occasion with an abiding of 
direct compassion, when he preached this or any other Sutta. So 
it can be understood that the accusative case is used here in order 
to illustrate that meaning. And here [is an appropriate stanza]: 

Occasion is expressed elsewhere 
By instrument and locative; 
The meaning dictates which. But here 
'Tis done by the accusative. 

47. The Blessed One (bhagava): this is a designation signifying the 
respect and veneration accorded to the highest of creatures, who is 
distinguished by special qualities, according as it is said: 

[107] ' " Blessed " is the best of words, 
" Blessed " is the finest word, 
Deserving awe and veneration: 
Blessed is his name therefore '. 

48. Now names are of four kinds: denoting a period of life, 34 denoting 
a particular mark, denoting a particular sign, and fortuitously 
arisen, by which last is meant 'capricious'. 

Herein, [ a name J ' denoting a period of life ' is one such as 
'yearling-calf' (vaccha),35 '[steer-Jto-be-trained' (damrna), 'yoke
ox' (balivadda). [That] 'denoting a particular mark' is one such 
as ' staff-bearer ' (darµJ,i), 'parasol-bearer ' (chatti), ' topknot
wearer' (sikhi), 'hand-possessor' (hatthi--i.e. elephant). [That] 
'denoting a particular sign' is one such as 'possessor-of-the-three
true-knowledges' (tevijja), 'possessor-of-the-six-direct-knowledges' 
(chaf:abhinna). The 'fortuitously-arisen' is one such as Siri
vaqif,haka (' Augmenter-of-splendour '), or Dhanavaqij,haka (' Aug
menter-of-wealth '); for it has nothing to do with the meanings of 
the words. 

3a ' Accanta-sarhyoga--direct governance ': gram. term not in P.E.D.; 
see Glossary. Idiom for 'unbroken continuous' period. Cf. also Pa~ 
refs. as in n. 31. With this interpretation, the literal rendering of the Sutta 
passage would be 'The Blessed One lived one occasion at Savatthi, in the 
Jeta Wood, ... ' 

34 '.Avatthilca--denoting a period of life': not in P.E.D.; the meaning given 
in P.E.D. for lingilca (' denoting a particular mark') is hardly adequate to 
this ref.; nemittilca (' denoting a particular sign') is not in P.E.D. in this 
sense. See Glossary for each. 

35 Cf. sarhvacchara=' year'. 
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Bwlaho Bhagava ' (' With this as the occasion the Enlightened One, 
the Blessed One, ... ': Vin. iii. 1)1 It may be said that the meaning 
implied here is different from what it is in those passages. For there, 
that is, in the Abhidhamma passage and in the Sutta passages other 
than this [firstly, the locative] conveys the meaning of container3° 
and the meaning of characterization ( qualification) of one substantive 
by [another] substantive.31 Now the 'container' is the time 
counted [ as occasion J and the mass counted as occasion [being the 
' container '] of the ideas beginning with contact stated there [in the 
first paragraph of the Dhammasanga?J,ij ; and also the substantive 
essence of those ideas is characterized ( qualified) by the substantive 
essence of the [type of] moment, event, and root-cause, called [their] 
' occasion '. 32 So the locative case is used there in order to illustrate 
that meaning. Then in the Vinaya the [instrumental case] implies 
the meaning of cause and the meaning of reason [for an act]. For 
it was difficult for Sariputta and the others to get to know the 
occasion of the announcement of a training precept, and so, when the 
Blessed One announced training precepts he did so on a [particular, 
that is, convenient] occasion that was [thus] the cause and the 
reason [for his so acting], and he stayed in such and such places 
having regard to that as the cause for the announcing of training 
precepts. So the instrumental case is used there in order to illus
trate that meaning. Here, however, and in other such Sutta 

30 ' Adhilcara~-container ': not in this sense in P.E.D.; see Glossary. 
The 3 syntactical contexts of ' occasion ' distinguished are these: ( 1) With 
that (event) as the occasion (he made this rule)-Vinaya context. (2) He 
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passages as this, the meaning implied is that of direct governance.33 

For the Blessed One lived (abode) that occasion with an abiding of 
direct compassion, when he preached this or any other Sutta. So 
it can be understood that the accusative case is used here in order 
to illustrate that meaning. And here [is an appropriate stanza]: 

Occasion is expressed elsewhere 
By instrument and locative; 
The meaning dictates which. But here 
'Tis done by the accusative. 

47. The Blessed One (bhagava): this is a designation signifying the 
respect and veneration accorded to the highest of creatures, who is 
distinguished by special qualities, according as it is said: 

[107] ' " Blessed " is the best of words, 
" Blessed " is the finest word, 
Deserving awe and veneration: 
Blessed is his name therefore '. 

48. Now names are of four kinds: denoting a period of life, 34 denoting 
a particular mark, denoting a particular sign, and fortuitously 
arisen, by which last is meant 'capricious'. 

Herein, [ a name J ' denoting a period of life ' is one such as 
'yearling-calf' (vaccha),35 '[steer-Jto-be-trained' (damrna), 'yoke
ox' (balivadda). [That] 'denoting a particular mark' is one such 
as ' staff-bearer ' (darµJ,i), 'parasol-bearer ' (chatti), ' topknot
wearer' (sikhi), 'hand-possessor' (hatthi--i.e. elephant). [That] 
'denoting a particular sign' is one such as 'possessor-of-the-three
true-knowledges' (tevijja), 'possessor-of-the-six-direct-knowledges' 
(chaf:abhinna). The 'fortuitously-arisen' is one such as Siri
vaqif,haka (' Augmenter-of-splendour '), or Dhanavaqij,haka (' Aug
menter-of-wealth '); for it has nothing to do with the meanings of 
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see Glossary. Idiom for 'unbroken continuous' period. Cf. also Pa~ 
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35 Cf. sarhvacchara=' year'. 
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49. This name 'Blessed' is one denoting a particular sign, [namely, 
certain] special qualities; it is not made by [Queen] 1\Iahamaya or 
by King Suddhodana or by the eighty thousand kinsmen or by such 
distinguished deities as Sakka, Santusita, and so on, according as the 
Elder Sariputta said :36 ' " Blessed " : this is not a name made by a 
mother ... This name " Blessed " ... is a realistic description of the 
Enlightened Ones, ... Enlightenment [Tree]' (Nil. 1. 143: cf. 
Ch. i, § 18). 
50. Now in order to explain also the special qualities, of which this 
name is a particular sign they cite the following stanza: 

' Bhagi bhaJi bhagi vibhattava iti 
Akasi bhaggan ti garu ti bhagyava, 
Bahuhi iiayehi subhavitattano 
Bhavantago so bhagava ti vuccati ' 
(' The reverend one (garu) has blessings (bhagi), is a 

frequenter (bhaji), a partaker (bhagi), a possessor 
of what has been analysed (vibhattava), 

He has caused abolishing (akasi bhaggarh), he is 
fortunate (bhagyava), 

He has well maintained himself in being (subhavitat
tano) in many ways, 

He has gone to the end of being (bhav-anta-go): thus 
he is called " Blessed " (bhagava) '). 

The meaning of this should be understood in the way given in the 
Niildesa (Nd. 1. 142).37 
51. But there is this other way.: 

' Bhagyava bhaggava yutto bhagehi ca vibhattava, 
Bhattava vantagamano bhavesu bhagava tato ' 
(' He is fortunate (bhiigyava), possessed of abolishment 

(bhaggava), associated with blessings (yutto bhagehi), 
and a possessor of what has been analysed (vibhattav.J.); 

He ha!> frequented (bhattava), and he has rejected, going 
in the kinds of being (V Anta-GAmano-BHAvesu), 
thus he is Blessed (bhagava) '). 

36 Tradition has it that the Elder Sariputta was the author of the Pati
sambhidiimagga. The Ps. text (Ps. i, 174) has the word buddha instead of 
bhagavii as in the Niddesa. The word sacchika (' realistic ', cf. sacchikaroti 
' to realize ') is not in P.E.D. 

37 For a translation of the Niddesa passage referred to see Ppn., Ch. vii, 
note 24. 
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52. Herein, by using the Characteristic of Language, namely, 
'augmentation of syllables, alteration and elision of syllables ',3s or 
by using the Characteristic of Insertion (Rule of Epenthesis) 
according to the ' Pisodara, etc.'39 grammatical method, it may be 
known that he [can] be called 'blessed' (bhagava) when he can be 
called 'fortunate' (bhagyava) owing to his having the fortunateness 
(bhiigya) that has reached the further shore of the ocean of the 
Perfections of Giving, Virtue, etc.,40 which generate [108] mundane 
and supramundane pleasure. 
53. [Similarly J he [ can also J be called ' blessed ' (bhagava) when he 
can be called ' possessed of abolishment ' (bhaggava) owing to the 
following flaws having been abolished. For he has abolished 
(abhaiiji) all the hundred thousand kinds of trouble, fever and 
defilement classed as lust, as hate, as delusion, and as mistaken 
attention; as consciencelessness and shamelessness, as anger and 
revenge, as contempt and domineering, as envy and avarice, as 
deceit and fraud, as obduracy and presumption, as conceit and 
pride, as vanity and negligence, and as craving and ignorance; as the 
three roots of the unprofitable, kinds of misconduct, defilements, 
stains, fictitious perceptions, thoughts, and diversifications; as the 
four perversenesses, taints, ties, floods, bonds, bad ways, cravings, 
and clingings; as the five wildernesses in the heart, shackles [in the 
heart J, hindrances, and kinds of relishing ; as the six roots of discord, 
and bodies of craving; as the seven underlying tendencies; as the 
eight worldly ideas; as the nine [ideas J rooted in craving; as the ten 
courses of unprofitable action; as the sixty-two kinds of [wrong] 
views; as the hundred and eight ways of behaviour of craving;41 or 

38 Vis. (p. 210) has va'IJhJ,(J,pariyiiya (' modification of syllable') where this 
text has va1y1:,avikiiralopo (' change and elision of syllable'). OJ. Kii~ika 6, 
3, 109. Va?J,~ as' syllable' is not in P.E.D. The rendering here is perhaps 
preferable to that in Ppn. 

39 OJ. PiiI).ini, GaJ)apiitha 6, 3, 109. Pisodara (' spotted-bellied ') is made 
up of pasata (Skr. pr{lat)+udara (Skr. udara). For treatment of Sanskrit 
derivations in the commentaries see Ch. ix, n. 40. 

40 The Ten Perfections are: giving, virtue, renunciation, understanding, 
energy, patience, truth, resolution, lovingkindness, and equanimity. The 
subject belongs to the commentaries, not to the Pitakas. 

41 The pairs ' anger and revenge ' down to ' conceit and negligence ' appear 
at e.g. M. i, 36. The '3 roots' are lust, hate and delusion (D. iii, 214). 
' 3 kinds of misconduct ': that of body, speech and mind (S. v, 75). ' 3 defile
ments': misconduct, craving and views (Vis. Ch. i, §§ 9, 13/pp. 4, 5). '3 
erroneous perceptions ': those connected with lust, hate and delusion ( Vbh. 
368). '3 thoughts'; those of sensual desire, ill will, and cruelty (M. i, 114). 
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37 For a translation of the Niddesa passage referred to see Ppn., Ch. vii, 
note 24. 
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52. Herein, by using the Characteristic of Language, namely, 
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in brief the five Maras, that is, the Maras of defilement, of the 
categories, and of determinative acts, Mara as Mortality, and 
Mara as the son of a god. And in this context it can be said: 

'He has abolished (bhagga) lust and hate, 
Delusion too; he is free from taints; 
Abolished are all evil ideas: 
" Blessed" his name may rightly be '. 

54. And by his possession of fortunateness (bhagyavatii) is shown the 
excellence of his form-body, which bears a hundred characteristics of 
merit; and by his abolishment of defects (bha,ggadosatii) is shown the 
excellence of his True-Idea-body. Likewise, by [the former is 
shown J the esteem of the worldly [ and by the latter that of] those 
who resemble him. [ And by the former it is shown how J he is fit to 
be relied on42 by laymen and [by the latter how he is fit to be relied 
on by] those gone forth into homelessness; and how, when [the 
former J have thus relied on him, they become strong in the removal 
of bodily and mental pain, and how, when [the latter] are helped 
with his gifts of material sustenance and of the True Idea, they 
become capable of finding both mundane and supramundane 
pleasure. 
55. He is also called ' Blessed ' (bhagavii) since he is ' associated with 
blessings' (bhagehi yuttatta), such as those of the following kinds, in 
the sense that he 'has these blessings' (bhagii assa santi). Now in 
the world [outside the Dispensation] the word' blessing' (bha,ga) is 
used for six ideas, namely, sovereignty, ideal, fame, splendour, 
desire, and vocation. He has supreme sovereignty over his own 
cognizance, either of the kind reckoned as mundane and consisting 
in 'minuteness, lightness', etc.,43 or that complete in all aspects; 
[109] and likewise the supramundane Irleal. And he has the 
exceedingly pure fame spread throughout the three worlds, which 

' 3 diversifications': those due to craving, conceit, and views (M.A. i, 25). 
' 4 perversenesses ': seeing permanence, pleasure, self, and beauty, where 
there is none (Vbh. 376). '4 taints', etc., see Vis. Ch. xxii, §§ 47 ff./pp. 682 
ff.). ' 5 wildernesses ' and ' shackles ' ( M. i, 101 ). ' 5 kinds of relishing ' : 
relishing the 5 categories (Vis. Ch. xvi, § 93/p. 514). '6 roots of discord': 
anger, contempt, envy, fraud, evilness of wishes, and insistence on one's own 
view (D. iii, 246). '9 ideas rooted in craving' (D. iii, 288-9). '62 kinds of 
wrong view' (D. i, 12ff.; M. Sutta 102). '108 ways of behaviour of craving' 
( Vbh. 400). The rest can be found in the index or in the dictionaries, 

,2 See Ch. iv, notes 21 and 26. 
4a Of. Yogabhii~ya 3, 45. 
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he acquired through real special qualities. And he has splendour 
of all limbs, perfect in every aspect, which is capable of inspiring 
confidence (clarity) in the eyes and minds of people eager to see his 
form-body. And he has his aesire, in other words, the production of 
what is wanted, since whatever is wanted and needed by him as 
beneficial to himself or to others is then and there produced for him. 
And he has right effort called vocation, which is the reason why he 
has gained the veneration of the whole world. 
56. He [ can also J be called ' blessed ' (bha,gavii) when he can be 
called a 'possessor of what has been analysed' (vibhattavii), owing 
to his having analysed all ideas into the three classes of the profit
able, [unprofitable, and undeclared;] or the profitable, etc., ideas 
into such classes as the categories, bases, elements, truths, faculties, 
dependent arising, etc.; or the Noble Truth of Suffering into the 
[four] meanings of oppressing, being determined, tormenting, and 
changing, and that of its Origin into the [four J meanings of accumula
ting, source, bond, and impediment, and that of its Cessation into 
the [four] meanings of escape, seclusion, being undetermined, and 
deathless, and that of the Path into the [four] meanings of outlet, 
root-cause, seeing, and predominant organization (cf. Ps. i. 19). 
Having analysed and revealed and shown them, is what is meant. 
57. He [can also] be called 'blessed' (bha,gavii) when he can be 
called one who 'has frequented' (bhattavii) owing to his having 
frequented (bhaji), cultivated, developed, such mundane and supra
mundane higher-than-human ideas as the heavenly, the divine, and 
the noble, abidings,44 as bodily seclusion, mental seclusion, and 
seclusion from the essentials of existence,45 as the void, the desire
less, and the signless, liberations, and others as well. 
58. He [can also] be called 'blessed' (bhagava) when he can be 
called 'one who has rejected going in the kinds of being' (vanta,ga
mano bhavesu) because the craving for, called 'going' to (gamana), 
the three kinds of being (bhava--existence) has been rejected 
(vanta) by him. And the syllables bha from the word bhava and ga 
from the word gamana and va from the word vanta with the letter 
a lengthened make the word bha-ga-va, just as is done in the world 
[of the grammarians outside the Dispensation] with the word 

44 'Heavenly abiding '=jhana obtained through a universal (kasi'I_W,). 
The ' divine Abidings ' are the "4 measureless states " of lovingkindness, 
compassion, gladness (at others' success), and onlooking-equanimity. The 
' noble abiding '=the attainment of fruition of the path. 

45 The 3 are: solitude, jhana, and extinction (nibbiina). 
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rnekhala ('girdle') since MEhanassa KHAssa maLA (' garland for 
the privy part') can be said.46 

59. [110] Up to this point, with the words 'thus I heard' he has 
revealed for direct experience the Blessed One's True-Idea-Body by 
showing it according as he had heard it. He thereby comforts 
people who are disappointed at not seeing the Blessed One [ and 
assures them] ' This is no doctrine with a defunct teacher; this is 
your Teacher'. Then in showing with the phrase '(on) one occasion 
the Blessed One ' that the Blessed One was [ nevertheless J on that 
occasion no longer factual, he points out the final extinction of the 
Form-Body. Hence [by evoking the thought] 'Even that Blessed 
One, the Teacher of this Noble True Idea, the Bearer of the Ten 
Powers, whose body resembled a diamond cluster, eventually attained 
final extinction, so how can anyone else build hopes of [lasting] life 
on this [form-body]?' he instils a sense of urgency in people intoxi
cated with the vanity of life, and he stirs them to enthusiasm for the 
True Idea. And by his saying ' thus ' he demonstrates the excel
lence of the teaching, by his saying 'I heard', the excellence of the dis
cipleship, by his saying' on one occasion', the excellence of the time, 
and by his saying 'the Blessed One ', the excellence of the Teacher. 
60. Was living at Savatthi (Savatthiyarh viharati): here Savatthi is 
the city47 that had been the dwelling-place of the Seer Savattha, 
and so' Savatthi' is said with change to the feminine gender just as 
with Kakandi and Makandi: so the etymologists [who go by letters] 
have it. But the Teachers of the Commentary say ' Whatever is of 
use and profit to man is all here (sabbam ettha atthi), that is why it is 
called Savatthi. And when caravans meet and it is asked " What 
goods are there theref', then, on account of the invariable reply 
"There is everything" (sabbam atthi), it is called Savatthi. 

'Now every sort of merchandise 
They always trade at Savatthi; 
Since all is there-sabbam atthi
Therein the city's naming lies. 

The Kosalans' fair capital 
Beguiles the mind, it charms the eyes, 
Nor e'er the ear ten sounds denies, 
And offers food and drink for all. 

46 Mehana is not in P.E.D.; see Glossary. 
47 The Pali here has the fem. nagari instead of the normal neut. nagararh, 

the proper name Savatthi (or Savatthi) being a fem. form. 

[111] V. The Good-omen Discourse 

[111] Grown to fullness, [its people are J 
Successful, prosperous; fair withal, 
The peerless city can recall 
The Gods' own Alakamanda '. 

At that Savatthi: the locative case is in the sense of' vicinity'. 

121 

61. Was living ( viharati): this is a term signifying without distinc
tion a possessor of one or other of the abidings (vihara) consisting of 
the [four] postures and the three abidings consisting in the heavenly, 
the divine and the Noble Ones' abidings. But here it signifies 
occupation with one or other of the postures among those classed 
as standing, walking, sitting, and lying down. So it can be under
stood that the Blessed One was so abiding (viharati-living) either 
when standing or walking or seated or lying down. For by terminat
ing (VIcchinditva) the discomfort of one posture [by replacing it] 
with one of the others, he carried (HARATI) his selfhood on, made 
it proceed onwards, without letting it fall; that is why it is said 
that he ' was living (abiding) '. 
62. In Jeta's Wood (Jetavane): he vanquishes (jinati) people who are 
his own enemies, thus he is a Victor (Jeta). Or alternatively, when 
the people who were his own and the king's enemies were vanquished 
(jita), he was born (jata), thus he was Victor (Jeta). Or alternatively, 
he was so named out of desire that [his name J should be one to bring 
him good omens, thus he was Victor (Jeta). 
63. It is what one would (vanayati), thus it is a wood (vana); it 
creates fondness in creatures for its own excellence; the meaning is 
that it arouses affection in them towards itself (cf. Netti. 81). Or 
alternatively, it would (vanute), thus it is a wood (vana); the mean
ing is that with cries of cuckoos and other air-borne creatures 
intoxicated by the profusion of scents and fragrance of many sorts 
of flowers, and with its canopy48 of tree branches, fruits and verdant 
foliage swaying in the gentle breeze, it is, as it were, begging all 
creatures to ' Come and enjoy me '. 
64. 'Jeta Wood' is the wood of Jeta (Jetavanarh=Jetassa vanarh
resolution of compound); for it was planted by prince J eta, tended 

48 P.E.D. gives only' fork of a tree' for vif,apa and vifiibhi (see M. i, 306); 
but MA. (ii, 372) reads vif,api and explains as a 'canopy' or 'umbrella' 
(chattcikarena). Only this meaning fits the M. ref. and is appropriate here. 

For the pun on vana (wood) and vana (willing-or vcina) see Dh. 283 
' Ohetva vanaii ca vanathaii ca nibbanii ( =nir+vana) hotha bhikkhavo '; and 
cf. Vis. 293 (Ppn. 319, note 72). Of. §§ 176, 180. 
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foliage swaying in the gentle breeze, it is, as it were, begging all 
creatures to ' Come and enjoy me '. 
64. 'Jeta Wood' is the wood of Jeta (Jetavanarh=Jetassa vanarh
resolution of compound); for it was planted by prince J eta, tended 

48 P.E.D. gives only' fork of a tree' for vif,apa and vifiibhi (see M. i, 306); 
but MA. (ii, 372) reads vif,api and explains as a 'canopy' or 'umbrella' 
(chattcikarena). Only this meaning fits the M. ref. and is appropriate here. 

For the pun on vana (wood) and vana (willing-or vcina) see Dh. 283 
' Ohetva vanaii ca vanathaii ca nibbanii ( =nir+vana) hotha bhikkhavo '; and 
cf. Vis. 293 (Ppn. 319, note 72). Of. §§ 176, 180. 
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and guarded by him, and he was its owner, which is why it was 
called Jeta Wood (Jeta's Wood): in that Jeta's Wood. 
65. Anathapitµf,ika's Park (Anathapi1;uJ,ikassa arame): this house
holder was named Sudatta, as to the name given to him by his 
parents. But because all his desires had been granted and because 
he was devoid of avarice or stain and endowed with the special 
qualities of compassion and the rest, he constantly gave food (pitµf,a) 
to the helpless (anatha), and so he [112] came to be known as 
Anathapitµf,ika (' Feeder of the Helpless '). 
66. Here breathing things take delight, [take pleasure,] (aramanti), 
or especially those gone forth into homelessness take delight, [ take 
pleasure,] thus it is a 'park' (arama-pleasance); the meaning is 
that because of the beauty of its flowers, fruits and foliage, etc. 
[in the first case J, and because of its excellence in the five factors of 
the [bhikkhu's] resting-place (see A. v. 15 quoted Ch. iii, § 8), being 
neither too far [from the alms resort] nor too near [to it], etc., [in 
the second case], they come from wherever it might be and delight 
in it, take delight in it, and abide there undisappointed. Or 
alternatively, because of its excellence of the kind already stated it 
draws back again (anetva) and delights (rameti) within its confines 
those who had gone out to wherever it might be, thus it is a ' park ' 
( arama-pleasance ). 
67. The householder AnathapiJJ.<;1.ika had purchased it from the 
hands of Prince Jeta by spreading 18 ko(is of gold pieces over it and 
had had resting-places built in it for [an outlay of] a further 18 ko(is 
of gold pieces and had had an inaugural ceremony prepared [ costing] 
a further 18 kotis of gold pieces, making thus a [total] outlay of 54 
ko(is (5,400,000) of gold pieces, after which he assigned it to the 
Community headed by the Enlightened One. That is why it was 
called 'AnathapiJJ.<;1.ika's Park ' (see Vin. ii. 158). In that Anatha
piJJ.<;1.ika's Park. 
68. The words 'in Jeta's Wood' commemorate the former owner 
while the words ' AnathapiJJ.<;1.ika's Park ' commemorate the latter 
owner. But what is the purpose of commemorating them? It 
can be said [that it is done] as a service: first as a definitive answer to 
the question' Where was it delivered?', and second as an exhortation 
to others, who desire to make merit, [similarly] to give effect to 
[right] view.49 For, in the building of the gate-house mansion, the 

49 For the expression ditfhanugati-apajjana (giving effect to right view) 
see MA. i, 111. 
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18 ko(is of gold pieces received from the sale of the land, and also 
trees worth many ko(is were Jeta's outlay, while AnathapiJJ.<;1.ika's 
was 54 kotis. Consequently, by his commemorating these [two] 
the venerable Ananda showed how those who desired to make merit 
did so, and thereby he exhorted others desirous of making merit 
[similarly] to give effect to [right] view. That is how it should be 
understood that the purpose [of the commemoration] here was to 
exhort those who desire merit [similarly] to give effect to [right] view. 

It may be objected: If the Blessed One was living at Savatthi, 
firstly, then' in Jeta's Wood, AnathapiJJ.<;1.ika's Park' cannot be said; 
and conversely, if he lived there, then 'at Savatthi' cannot be said; 
for he cannot live in (at) both places [113] on one occasion.-lt may 
be replied as follows: Was it not already said [above] 'The locative 
case is in the sense of " vicinity" ' (§ 60)? Consequently, just as, 
when herds of cattle are wandering in the vicinity of the Ganges, 
the Jumna, and so on, it is said that' they are wandering" at" the 
Ganges', 'wandering" at "the Jumna ', so too here, there being 
the Wood of Jeta and Park of AnathapiJJ.<;1.ika in the vicinity of 
Savatthi, when someone is living there, it is said of him that he is 
'living at Savatthi in Jeta's Wood, AnathapiJJ.<;1.ika's Park'. For 
the word ' Savatthi ' [is mentioned] in order to denote his alms
resort town, and the other words [ are mentioned] in order to denote 
a suitable dwelling-place for one gone forth into homelessness. 
69. Herein, by commemorating Savatthi the venerable Ananda 
points out the Blessed One's compassion for the laity; and by 
commemorating Jeta's Wood, his compassion for those gone forth. 
Likewise, by the first [he points out] the Blessed One's avoidance of 
pursuit of self-mortification and his acceptance of [the four J requisite
conditions [for the bhikkhu's life, namely, robes, alms food, lodging, 
and medicine], and by the second he points out his avoidance of 
pursuit of indulgence in sensual pleasures in his abandoning of 
objective sensual desires. And by the first [he points out the 
Blessed One's] occupation with preaching the True Idea, and by the 
second his resoluteness upon seclusion; by the first his approach 
through compassion, and by the second his withdrawal through 
understanding; by the first his resoluteness upon procuring creatures' 
welfare, and by the second his intactness in the effecting of others' 
welfare and pleasure; by the first the comfortable abiding that has 
for its sign the not giving up of such pleasure as is in conformity with 
the True Idea, and by the second [the comfortable abiding] that has 
for its sign the pursuit of the more-than-human ideal; by the first 
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a further 18 kotis of gold pieces, making thus a [total] outlay of 54 
ko(is (5,400,000) of gold pieces, after which he assigned it to the 
Community headed by the Enlightened One. That is why it was 
called 'AnathapiJJ.<;1.ika's Park ' (see Vin. ii. 158). In that Anatha
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68. The words 'in Jeta's Wood' commemorate the former owner 
while the words ' AnathapiJJ.<;1.ika's Park ' commemorate the latter 
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can be said [that it is done] as a service: first as a definitive answer to 
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18 ko(is of gold pieces received from the sale of the land, and also 
trees worth many ko(is were Jeta's outlay, while AnathapiJJ.<;1.ika's 
was 54 kotis. Consequently, by his commemorating these [two] 
the venerable Ananda showed how those who desired to make merit 
did so, and thereby he exhorted others desirous of making merit 
[similarly] to give effect to [right] view. That is how it should be 
understood that the purpose [of the commemoration] here was to 
exhort those who desire merit [similarly] to give effect to [right] view. 

It may be objected: If the Blessed One was living at Savatthi, 
firstly, then' in Jeta's Wood, AnathapiJJ.<;1.ika's Park' cannot be said; 
and conversely, if he lived there, then 'at Savatthi' cannot be said; 
for he cannot live in (at) both places [113] on one occasion.-lt may 
be replied as follows: Was it not already said [above] 'The locative 
case is in the sense of " vicinity" ' (§ 60)? Consequently, just as, 
when herds of cattle are wandering in the vicinity of the Ganges, 
the Jumna, and so on, it is said that' they are wandering" at" the 
Ganges', 'wandering" at "the Jumna ', so too here, there being 
the Wood of Jeta and Park of AnathapiJJ.<;1.ika in the vicinity of 
Savatthi, when someone is living there, it is said of him that he is 
'living at Savatthi in Jeta's Wood, AnathapiJJ.<;1.ika's Park'. For 
the word ' Savatthi ' [is mentioned] in order to denote his alms
resort town, and the other words [ are mentioned] in order to denote 
a suitable dwelling-place for one gone forth into homelessness. 
69. Herein, by commemorating Savatthi the venerable Ananda 
points out the Blessed One's compassion for the laity; and by 
commemorating Jeta's Wood, his compassion for those gone forth. 
Likewise, by the first [he points out] the Blessed One's avoidance of 
pursuit of self-mortification and his acceptance of [the four J requisite
conditions [for the bhikkhu's life, namely, robes, alms food, lodging, 
and medicine], and by the second he points out his avoidance of 
pursuit of indulgence in sensual pleasures in his abandoning of 
objective sensual desires. And by the first [he points out the 
Blessed One's] occupation with preaching the True Idea, and by the 
second his resoluteness upon seclusion; by the first his approach 
through compassion, and by the second his withdrawal through 
understanding; by the first his resoluteness upon procuring creatures' 
welfare, and by the second his intactness in the effecting of others' 
welfare and pleasure; by the first the comfortable abiding that has 
for its sign the not giving up of such pleasure as is in conformity with 
the True Idea, and by the second [the comfortable abiding] that has 
for its sign the pursuit of the more-than-human ideal; by the first 
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his great helpfulness to men, and by the second [his great helpful
ness J to gods; and lastly, by the first [he points out the Blessed 
One's J being born in the world and matured in the world, and by the 
second his being left intact by the world, and so on. 
70. Then (atha) is in the sense of non-interruption. kho (not 
rendered) is a particle in the sense of indicating a new subject
matter. 50 By its means he points out that, while the Blessed One's 
living (abiding) there [Savatthi] remained uninterrupted, a new 
subject-matter had arisen. What is that? 'A certain deity ' and 
soon. 
71. Herein, a certain (annatarii) is an indefinite demonstrative; for 
that deity is not specified by name and race, which is why ' a 
certain' is said. A Deity (devatii-fem.) is a god (deva-masc.), 
and [the noun of feminine gender] is common to both the male and 
female [sex]. Here, however, [114] this was a male, being a god's 
son; but he is called a 'deity' because that word is common [to 
both sexes]. 51 

72. In the night's last extreme (abhikkantiiya rattiyii): now the word 
abhikkanta is met with as exhaustion, lunar quarter-day, 52 good, 
handsome, agreement, and so on. Herein, in such passages as 
'Venerable sir, the night is nearing its last extreme (abhikkanta), the 
first watch is ending, the Community of bhikkhus has been sitting 
long. Venerable sir, let the Blessed One recite the Rule to the 
bhikkhus' (Vin. ii. 236; A. iv. 204) it is exhaustion (khaya). In such 
passages as 'There are those extremely (abhikkanta) special nights 
of the Fourteenth, the Fifteenth, and the Quarter-moon of the 
Eighth' (cf. M. i. 20, but that text has abhiniiiitii instead of abhi
kkantii), 53 it is a lunar quarter-day (pabbaniya). In such passages as 

50 ' Adhikara-subject-matter ': this meaning not in P.E.D.; see Glossary. 
51 Cf. MA. ii, 124. 
52 ' Pabban'iya-lunar quarter-day ': not in P.E.D.; there is no doubt 

about what is meant. Cf. the quotation given here with M. i, 20, where, 
however, abhinn{da is found instead of abhikkanta as given here. N.B. the 
pabban'iya meaning and quotation are missing at MA. ii, 124. 

53 The ' Eighth ' is the 8th day after full or new moon. Each month 
begins on the day after that on which the full moon falls, and it begins at 
dawn, not at midnight. In each of the 3 seasons of Gimhana (Summer), 
Vassana (Rains), and Hemanta (Winter), there are eight half-moons, the 
3rd and 7th are on the 14th day after the last half-moon, while the rest are 
on the 15th days. This averages out with the lunar irregularities, and every 
so many years an ' extra month ' is inserted between the Summer and the 
Rains. 
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'This is the most outstanding (abhikkantatara) and superior of those 
four persons' (A. ii. 101) it is good (sundara). In such passages as 
'Who at my feet pays homage here Shining with renowned success, 
So that his loveliness extreme (abhikkanta) Lights up each quarter 
bright and clear?' (Vv. 49) it is handsome (abhirupa). In such 
passages as 'Magnificent (abltikkanta), Master Gotama, magnificent 
(abhikkanta), Master Gotama!' (Vin. iii. 6; M. i. 24) it is agreement 
(abbhanumodana). Here it is in [the sense of] exhaustion; hence' in 
the night's last extreme ' means ' when the night was becoming 
exhausted'. 
73. The extreme of whose brilliance (abhikkantavat:11J,ii): here the 
word 'extreme' (abhikkanta) means handsome. But the word 
va1J,1J,a is met with as skin (complexion), eulogy, group of clans (i.e. 
caste), reason, shape, measure, the visible-form base (i.e. the eye's 
object), and so on. Herein, in such passages as 'Blessed One, thou 
art gold-complexioned (suva1J,1J,ava1J,1J,a)' (Sn. 548) it is skin (chavi). 
In such passages as ' When did you concoct that hymn of praise 
(va1J,1J,a) to the monk Gotama, householder?' (M. i. 386) it is eulogy 
(thuti). In such passages as 'There are these four castes (va1J,1J,a), 
Master Gotama' (D. i. 91) it is a group of clans (kulavagga). In such 
passages as 'Then by what token (va'IJ,'IJ,a) [115] can one tell A man 
to be a thief of scents?' (S. i. 204) it is a reason (kiiratJ,a). In such 
passages as 'Having created the appearance (va1J,1J,a) of a huge 
royal elephant' (S. i. 104) it is shape (sa'IJ,thiina). In such passages 
as 'The three sizes (va1J,1J,a) for a bowl' (Vin. iii. 243) it is measure 
(pamiitJ,a). In such passages as 'Colour (va1J,1J,a), odour, flavour, 
nutritive-essence' (Vis. Ch. xi, § 88/p. 364) it is the visiblejorm base 
(rupiiyatana). Here it should be understood as skin (complexion). 
Consequently ' the extreme of whose brilliance ' means ' the beauty 
of whose skin (complexion)'. 
74. The whole of (kevalakapparh): now the word kevala has many 
meanings such as remainderless, the most part, unmixed, with 
nothing extra, firm, dissociation, and so on. For in such passages 
as 'A Divine Life as utterly (kevala) perfect and pure ... ' (D. i. 62) 
the meaning is remainderlessness (anavasesatii). In such passages 
as' The whole (kevalakappa) of Anga and Magadha will come bring
ing quantities of food' (Vin. i. 27) it is the most part (yebhuyyatii). 
In such passages as' There is an origin to this whole (kevala) category 
of suffering' (S. ii. 1) it is unmixedness (avyiimissatii). In such 
passages as ' Surely it is only (kevala) by mere faith that this 
venerable one ... ' (A. iii. 376) it is with nothing extra (anatireka). 
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In such passages as' This co-resident of the venerable Anuruddha's 
named Bahika has taken his stand entirely (kevalakappa) for the 
schism in the Community ' (A. ii. 239) it is firmness (dafhatthata). In 
such passages as 'One who has reached the absolute (kevali), 54 

lived out the life, is called the Supreme Man (Superman) ' (A. v. 16) 
it is dissociation (visarhyoga). Here, however, the meaning intended 
is remainderlessness. 

Then the word kappa has also many meanings such as exercise of 
faith, lawfulness, time, description, cutting, interpretation, fraction, 55 

surroundings, and so on. For in such passages as ' That must be 
believed (okappaniya) [as a statement] of Master Gotama's si~ce ~e 
is accomplished and fully enlightened' (M. i. 249) the meanmg 1s 
exercise of faith (abhisaddahana). In such passages as' Bhikkhus, I 
allow fruits to be eaten in accordance with the five kinds of per
missibility (kappa) for the monk' (Vin. ii. 109) [116] it is lawfulness 
(vohara). In such passages as 'In which I constantly (niccakappa) 
abide' (M. i. 249) it is time (kala). In such passages as 'So the 
venerable Kappa ... ' (Sn. 1092) it is a description (paniiatti) [i.e. a 
proper name]. In such passages as' Adorned, with hair and beard 
trimmed (kappita) ' (Ja. vi. 268) it is cutting (chedana). In such 
passages as 'The two-finger-breadths allowance (kappa) is per
missible (kappati) ' (Vin. ii. 294) it is interpretation (vikappa). In 
such passages as' There is a while (kappa) for lying down' (A. iv. 333) 
it is a fraction (lesa ). In such passages as ' Set the whole (kevalakappa) 
of the Bamboo Wood aglow' (S. i. 66) it is the surroundings (sama
ntabhava). Here, however, the meaning of surroundings is intended. 
Consequently, 'the whole of Jeta's Wood' should be regarded as 
meaning 'Jeta's Wood together with its surroundings without 
remainder '. 
75. Set ... aglow (obhasetva): pervaded with radiance like the full 
moon and like the sun; the meaning is' made all into one glow, all 
into one illumination '. 
76. Approached the Blessed One (yena bhagava ten'upasankami-lit. 
' by what the Blessed One, by that approached '): The instrumental 
case [ of the words yena ... tena (' by what ... by that ')] has the 
sense of the locative case; consequently, the meaning to be under
stood here is' Where (yattha) the Blessed One [was], there (tattha) he 

64 The word keml'i seems only to be used by the Buddha when speaking to 
Brahmans (Divines) in more or less their own language. 

55 Lesa might mean 'fraction' as at MA. ii, 126 (MAA. says 'leso ti 
apadeso ') and VisA. 828. This meaning not is P.E.D. 
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approached'. Also the meaning here can be regarded [causatively] 
as follows: ' For what reason (yena karatJ,Cna) the Blessed One may be 
approached by gods and men, for that very reason (ten'eva karatJ,ena) 
he approached '. And for what reason may the Blessed One be 
approached? With intent to find the distinction of many special 
qualities, just as a great constantly-fruiting tree [may be approached] 
by avian flocks with intent to make use of the wholesome fruit. 
' Approached ' means ' gone to '. 
77. And (having approached~pasankamitva) :56 this indicates the 
termination of the approaching; or else what is meant is 'Being 
already thus gone [towards], having thereupon gone to the vicinity 
of the Blessed One called " a nearer place " '. 
78. After showing respect to him (bhagavantarh abhivadetva): after 
paying homage to, saluting, venerating, the Blessed One. 
79. At one side (ekam antarh): this is a neuter [adverbial] form; what 
is meant is' (at) one place, (at) one flank'. Or else it is accusative 
in the locative sense. 
80. [117] Stood ( a((hasi): this denies sitting and the rest; the meaning 
is that he took his stand, was standing. But in what way did he 
stand that he is said to have 'stood at one side'? 

Not behind and not before, 
Nor too near, nor far, what is more, 
Nor above to one below, 
Should one speak, nor up-wind: so 
Who these faults has rectified, 
Him they call' stood at one side'. 

81. But why did he only stand and not sit down? Out of desire to 
get away quickly. For when deities come for any purpose to the 
human world, they do so like a man of clean habits coming to a 
privy. In fact, the human world is naturally repulsive to them 
even at a hundred leagues' distance owing to its stench, and they 
find no delight in it. So this [ deity J refrained from sitting down 
since he wanted to get away quickly as soon as he had done what he 
came to do. And also deities have none of the fatigue [latent] in 
the postures of walking, etc., in order to dispel which [human beings] 
sit down; so that too is why he did not sit down; and he did not 
sit down out of deference to the Great Disciples who were standing 

66 Upasankamitvii (having approached) is not rendered. If it were, the 
rendering would be ' ... approached the Blessed One. And having ap
proached, after paying respect to him ... .' 
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In such passages as' This co-resident of the venerable Anuruddha's 
named Bahika has taken his stand entirely (kevalakappa) for the 
schism in the Community ' (A. ii. 239) it is firmness (dafhatthata). In 
such passages as 'One who has reached the absolute (kevali), 54 

lived out the life, is called the Supreme Man (Superman) ' (A. v. 16) 
it is dissociation (visarhyoga). Here, however, the meaning intended 
is remainderlessness. 

Then the word kappa has also many meanings such as exercise of 
faith, lawfulness, time, description, cutting, interpretation, fraction, 55 

surroundings, and so on. For in such passages as ' That must be 
believed (okappaniya) [as a statement] of Master Gotama's si~ce ~e 
is accomplished and fully enlightened' (M. i. 249) the meanmg 1s 
exercise of faith (abhisaddahana). In such passages as' Bhikkhus, I 
allow fruits to be eaten in accordance with the five kinds of per
missibility (kappa) for the monk' (Vin. ii. 109) [116] it is lawfulness 
(vohara). In such passages as 'In which I constantly (niccakappa) 
abide' (M. i. 249) it is time (kala). In such passages as 'So the 
venerable Kappa ... ' (Sn. 1092) it is a description (paniiatti) [i.e. a 
proper name]. In such passages as' Adorned, with hair and beard 
trimmed (kappita) ' (Ja. vi. 268) it is cutting (chedana). In such 
passages as 'The two-finger-breadths allowance (kappa) is per
missible (kappati) ' (Vin. ii. 294) it is interpretation (vikappa). In 
such passages as' There is a while (kappa) for lying down' (A. iv. 333) 
it is a fraction (lesa ). In such passages as ' Set the whole (kevalakappa) 
of the Bamboo Wood aglow' (S. i. 66) it is the surroundings (sama
ntabhava). Here, however, the meaning of surroundings is intended. 
Consequently, 'the whole of Jeta's Wood' should be regarded as 
meaning 'Jeta's Wood together with its surroundings without 
remainder '. 
75. Set ... aglow (obhasetva): pervaded with radiance like the full 
moon and like the sun; the meaning is' made all into one glow, all 
into one illumination '. 
76. Approached the Blessed One (yena bhagava ten'upasankami-lit. 
' by what the Blessed One, by that approached '): The instrumental 
case [ of the words yena ... tena (' by what ... by that ')] has the 
sense of the locative case; consequently, the meaning to be under
stood here is' Where (yattha) the Blessed One [was], there (tattha) he 

64 The word keml'i seems only to be used by the Buddha when speaking to 
Brahmans (Divines) in more or less their own language. 

55 Lesa might mean 'fraction' as at MA. ii, 126 (MAA. says 'leso ti 
apadeso ') and VisA. 828. This meaning not is P.E.D. 
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approached'. Also the meaning here can be regarded [causatively] 
as follows: ' For what reason (yena karatJ,Cna) the Blessed One may be 
approached by gods and men, for that very reason (ten'eva karatJ,ena) 
he approached '. And for what reason may the Blessed One be 
approached? With intent to find the distinction of many special 
qualities, just as a great constantly-fruiting tree [may be approached] 
by avian flocks with intent to make use of the wholesome fruit. 
' Approached ' means ' gone to '. 
77. And (having approached~pasankamitva) :56 this indicates the 
termination of the approaching; or else what is meant is 'Being 
already thus gone [towards], having thereupon gone to the vicinity 
of the Blessed One called " a nearer place " '. 
78. After showing respect to him (bhagavantarh abhivadetva): after 
paying homage to, saluting, venerating, the Blessed One. 
79. At one side (ekam antarh): this is a neuter [adverbial] form; what 
is meant is' (at) one place, (at) one flank'. Or else it is accusative 
in the locative sense. 
80. [117] Stood ( a((hasi): this denies sitting and the rest; the meaning 
is that he took his stand, was standing. But in what way did he 
stand that he is said to have 'stood at one side'? 

Not behind and not before, 
Nor too near, nor far, what is more, 
Nor above to one below, 
Should one speak, nor up-wind: so 
Who these faults has rectified, 
Him they call' stood at one side'. 

81. But why did he only stand and not sit down? Out of desire to 
get away quickly. For when deities come for any purpose to the 
human world, they do so like a man of clean habits coming to a 
privy. In fact, the human world is naturally repulsive to them 
even at a hundred leagues' distance owing to its stench, and they 
find no delight in it. So this [ deity J refrained from sitting down 
since he wanted to get away quickly as soon as he had done what he 
came to do. And also deities have none of the fatigue [latent] in 
the postures of walking, etc., in order to dispel which [human beings] 
sit down; so that too is why he did not sit down; and he did not 
sit down out of deference to the Great Disciples who were standing 

66 Upasankamitvii (having approached) is not rendered. If it were, the 
rendering would be ' ... approached the Blessed One. And having ap
proached, after paying respect to him ... .' 
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round the Blessed One. Furthermore, he did not sit down out of 
reverence for the Blessed One himself; for when deities want to sit 
down a seat is generated for them, and not wanting that, he stood 
at one side without turning his mind to sitting. 
82. And so standing (ekam antarh thita kho sa devata-lit. 'being 
stood at one side, that deity ') means that deity, who was standing 
at one side for these reasons in this way. 
83. The deity addressed the Hlesse.d One in verses thus (bha,gavantarh 
gatltaya ajjhabhiisi): the meaning is that he addressed the Blessed 
One with speech governed by rules of prosody in its syllables and 
feet. How? [By saying] 

Gods and men there are full many 
Specuwting on good omens, 
Which, they hope, will bring them safety: 
Tell, then, the supreme good omen. 

[ The origin J 
84. (3) Herein, it was laid down in the Schedule thus 'A varied 
co!llment then we unfold On the word " thus " and some words 
more, To give their sense, before we tell The [Sutta's] origin as 
well' (§ 3), and this is the opportunity to relate that origin. There
fore, after we have first told the origin of the Good-omen Question, 
we shall then [118] comment on the meaning of the stanzas. 
85. What was the origin of the Good-omen Question? It seems that 
large numbers of people in India ( J ambudipa) used to gather together 
here and there at city gates and in debating halls and pay gold 
money to have the various outside-sectarians' tales, such as the 
Rape of Sita and the rest, told, each tale to be finished at the end 
of four months. In the course of this a talk about good omens 
started in this way: 'What is a good omen? Is what is seen a 
good omen? Is what is heard a good omen? Is what is sensed a 
good omen? Who is there that knows what a good omen is?' So 
' Then a man who held the seen to be the good omen said " I know 
the good omen. The seen is the good omen in the world. For the 
visible form reputed as the best omen is seen. For example: here 
someone, having risen early, sees a talking bird57 or a bifoa sapling 
or a pregnant woman or children decked out in finery or full offering 
dishes or a fresh red mullet or a thoroughbred or a chariot with 

57 C. reads bhiisamii:nasakurµ1:rh instead of bhiisasakutJ,arh. 
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thoroughbreds or a bull or a cow or a brown ox, or else he sees some 
other such visible form reputed to be the best omen. This is what 
is called the good omen as the seen ". Some accepted his statement 
and some did not. Those who did not disputed with him. Then a 
man who held the heard to be the good omen said " Sirs, the eye sees 
both what is clean and what is unclean, likewise what is fair and 
what is ugly, agreeable and disagreeable. If the seen wern the 
good omen, it would all be the good omen. Therefore the seen is 
not the good omen. [119] On the contrary the heard is the good 
omen. For the sound reputed as the best omen is heard. For 
example: here someone, having risen early, hears [the name] 
" Va<;l<;lha " or " Va<;l<;lhamana " or " PUJ)J;la " or " Phussa " or 
" Sumana " or " Siri " or " Siriva<;l<;lha " [pronounced], 58 or else 
[the words]" today is a good star conjunction" or" a good period" 
or "a good day" or "a good omen", or else he hears some such 
sound reputed to be the best omen. This is what is called the 
good omen as the heard". Some accepted his statement, too, and 
some did not. Those who did not disputed with him. Then a man 
who held the sensed to be the good omen said " Sirs, the ear hears 
what is good and what is bad, agreeable and disagreeable. If the 
heard were the good omen, it would all be the good omen. There
fore the heard is not the good omen. On the contrary the sensed is 
the good omen. For the odour, flavour and tangible reputed as 
the best omen is sensed. For example: here someone, having risen 
early, smells such a flower scent as lotus scent or chews a fine tooth
stick or he touches earth or touches green crops or fresh cowdung or 
a tortoise or a basket of sesammn or a flower or a fruit or does 
plastering with fine clay or clothes himself in fine cloth or wears a 
fine turban, or else he smells some such odour, tastes some such 
flavour, touches some such tangible, reputed to be the best omen. 
This is called the good omen as the sensed ". Some accepted his 
statement, too, and some did not. Herein, he who held the seen to 
be the good omen could not get the man who held the heard to be 
the good omen to perceive as he did, nor could anyone of them get 
the other two [to perceive as he did]. With that, those who 
accepted the statement of him who held the seen to be the good 
omen went away saying "Only the seen is the good omen" while 
those who accepted the statement of him who held the heard to be 
the good omen and that of him who held the sensed to be the good 

08 These proper names are all also words with 'desirable' (lucky) meanings, 
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round the Blessed One. Furthermore, he did not sit down out of 
reverence for the Blessed One himself; for when deities want to sit 
down a seat is generated for them, and not wanting that, he stood 
at one side without turning his mind to sitting. 
82. And so standing (ekam antarh thita kho sa devata-lit. 'being 
stood at one side, that deity ') means that deity, who was standing 
at one side for these reasons in this way. 
83. The deity addressed the Hlesse.d One in verses thus (bha,gavantarh 
gatltaya ajjhabhiisi): the meaning is that he addressed the Blessed 
One with speech governed by rules of prosody in its syllables and 
feet. How? [By saying] 

Gods and men there are full many 
Specuwting on good omens, 
Which, they hope, will bring them safety: 
Tell, then, the supreme good omen. 

[ The origin J 
84. (3) Herein, it was laid down in the Schedule thus 'A varied 
co!llment then we unfold On the word " thus " and some words 
more, To give their sense, before we tell The [Sutta's] origin as 
well' (§ 3), and this is the opportunity to relate that origin. There
fore, after we have first told the origin of the Good-omen Question, 
we shall then [118] comment on the meaning of the stanzas. 
85. What was the origin of the Good-omen Question? It seems that 
large numbers of people in India ( J ambudipa) used to gather together 
here and there at city gates and in debating halls and pay gold 
money to have the various outside-sectarians' tales, such as the 
Rape of Sita and the rest, told, each tale to be finished at the end 
of four months. In the course of this a talk about good omens 
started in this way: 'What is a good omen? Is what is seen a 
good omen? Is what is heard a good omen? Is what is sensed a 
good omen? Who is there that knows what a good omen is?' So 
' Then a man who held the seen to be the good omen said " I know 
the good omen. The seen is the good omen in the world. For the 
visible form reputed as the best omen is seen. For example: here 
someone, having risen early, sees a talking bird57 or a bifoa sapling 
or a pregnant woman or children decked out in finery or full offering 
dishes or a fresh red mullet or a thoroughbred or a chariot with 

57 C. reads bhiisamii:nasakurµ1:rh instead of bhiisasakutJ,arh. 
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thoroughbreds or a bull or a cow or a brown ox, or else he sees some 
other such visible form reputed to be the best omen. This is what 
is called the good omen as the seen ". Some accepted his statement 
and some did not. Those who did not disputed with him. Then a 
man who held the heard to be the good omen said " Sirs, the eye sees 
both what is clean and what is unclean, likewise what is fair and 
what is ugly, agreeable and disagreeable. If the seen wern the 
good omen, it would all be the good omen. Therefore the seen is 
not the good omen. [119] On the contrary the heard is the good 
omen. For the sound reputed as the best omen is heard. For 
example: here someone, having risen early, hears [the name] 
" Va<;l<;lha " or " Va<;l<;lhamana " or " PUJ)J;la " or " Phussa " or 
" Sumana " or " Siri " or " Siriva<;l<;lha " [pronounced], 58 or else 
[the words]" today is a good star conjunction" or" a good period" 
or "a good day" or "a good omen", or else he hears some such 
sound reputed to be the best omen. This is what is called the 
good omen as the heard". Some accepted his statement, too, and 
some did not. Those who did not disputed with him. Then a man 
who held the sensed to be the good omen said " Sirs, the ear hears 
what is good and what is bad, agreeable and disagreeable. If the 
heard were the good omen, it would all be the good omen. There
fore the heard is not the good omen. On the contrary the sensed is 
the good omen. For the odour, flavour and tangible reputed as 
the best omen is sensed. For example: here someone, having risen 
early, smells such a flower scent as lotus scent or chews a fine tooth
stick or he touches earth or touches green crops or fresh cowdung or 
a tortoise or a basket of sesammn or a flower or a fruit or does 
plastering with fine clay or clothes himself in fine cloth or wears a 
fine turban, or else he smells some such odour, tastes some such 
flavour, touches some such tangible, reputed to be the best omen. 
This is called the good omen as the sensed ". Some accepted his 
statement, too, and some did not. Herein, he who held the seen to 
be the good omen could not get the man who held the heard to be 
the good omen to perceive as he did, nor could anyone of them get 
the other two [to perceive as he did]. With that, those who 
accepted the statement of him who held the seen to be the good 
omen went away saying "Only the seen is the good omen" while 
those who accepted the statement of him who held the heard to be 
the good omen and that of him who held the sensed to be the good 

08 These proper names are all also words with 'desirable' (lucky) meanings, 
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omen went away [ saying respectively J " Only the heard is the 
good omen", "Only the sensed is the good omen"' (Nd. 2 ad 
Sn. 789). 
86. So this talk of good omens became the fashion throughout all 
India. And throughout all India men in factions [120] speculated 
about good omens: 'What is a good omen?' Guardian deities of 
human beings heard the talk and likewise took to speculating about 
good omens. Then there were earth deities who were friends of 
these. When they heard about it from them, these earth deities 
also took to speculating about good omens. Then there were space 
deities who were friends of these, ... and deities of the Realm of the 
Four Kings, •.. and so on in this way up as far as ... Then there 
were Akanittha (Not-Junior) Deities who were friends of the Sudassi 
(Fair-to See) Deities in the world of High Divinity. When they 
heard about it from them these Akanittha Deities took to speculating 
in factions about good omens. In this way speculation about good 
omens spread throughout ten thousand world-systems,59 and after it 
had spread, notwithstanding that it kept on being defined, ' The 
goo<f omen is this!', 'the good omen is this!', twelve years went by 
and still there was no [agreed] definition. Except for noble disciples 
[ of the Blessed One J all men and gods and High Divinities became 
divided into three [factions] according to the seen, the heard and the 
sensed, no single one of whom had come to a conclusion ' Only this is 
the good omen ' that tallied with what actually is the fact, and so it 
was that the ' Good-omen Tumult ' arose in the world. 
87. Now there are five kinds of tumult: an aeon tumult, a Wheel-

69 The term 'world-system' or 'world-sphere' (cakkaviifa) seems confined 
to the commentaries. The concept is that of a flat terrestrial universe, with 
Mt. Sineru, surrounded by seven concentric mountain rings, in the centre, 
to the four quarters of which, surrounded by the ocean, are the 'four great 
continents '. India is the southern one of these. The whole is surrounded 
by an outer ring of mountains. The moon and sun circulate round Mt. 
Sineru, whose upper summits are the abode of the lower sensual-sphere 
gods. This 'world-system' is one of an infinite number, which rest con
tiguously on the surface of the ' water that supports earth ', as it is said, 
'like bowls' with a triangular dark space in between each three (see Ppn. 
Ch. vii, note 14). The earth-supporting water rests on air and that on space 
(see D. ii, 107-the pattern of this concept of the universe, or parts of it, 
seems to have the accepted 'conventional usage' in ancient India with no 
basically rival view. Elements of this concept appear not only in the Upani
shads but also outside the sub-continent). This concept, whose elements 
are in the Suttas but whose elaboration is found only in the commentaries, 
needs to be borne in mind for certain cosmological allusions to be intelligible. 
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turner tumult, an Enlightened-one tumult, a good-omen tumult, and 
a stillness tumult. 
88. Herein, sensual-sphere deities, with their heads bared and their 
hair dishevelled, with piteous faces, mopping their tears with their 
hands, clothed in dyed cloth and wearing their dress in great dis
order, travel up and down the haunts of men, making the announce
ment: ' At the end of a hundred thousand years there will be the 
emergence of an aeon. This world will be destroyed. Even the 
ocean will dry up. This Great Earth, and Sineru, King of Moun
tains, [121] will be consumed and annihilated. The destruction of 
the earth will extend as far as the World of High Divinity. Maintain 
lovingkindness in being, good sirs, maintain compassion, gladness, 
maintain onlooking-equanimity in being, good sirs; care for your 
mothers, care for your fathers, honour the elders of your clans; be 
wakeful, do not be negligent!' This is called an aeon tumult. 
89. Sensual-sphere deities, too, travel up and down the haunts of 
men, making the announcement: ' At the end of a hundred years a 
Wheel-turning King60 will arise in the world '. This is called a 
Wheel-turner tumult. 
90. Pure-abode61 deities put on divine ornaments, make divine 
turbans on their heads, and, full of happiness and joy, they travel 
up and down the haunts of men, making the announcement: 'At 
the end of a thousand years an Enlightened One will arise in the 
world'. This is called an Enlightened-one tumult. 
91. Pure-abode deities, too, knowing gods' and men's minds, travel 
up and down the haunts of men, making the announcement:' At the 
end of twelve years the Fully Enlightened One will explain the 
Good Omens.' This is called a Good-Omen Tumult. 
92. Pure-abode deities, too, travel up and down the haunts of men, 
making the announcement: ' At the end of seven years a certain 
bhikkhu will meet with the Blessed One and question him about the 
practice of Stillness (see Sn. 698 ff.).' This is called the stillness 
tumult. 

60 See e.g. M. Sutta 129. 
61 The 'Pure Abodes' (suddhiiviisii) are the five highest heavens in the 

'world of High Divinity with form' (rilpa-brahmal,oka) inliabited only by 
Non-returners (see VbhA. 521). Since the life-span is stated to be enormous 
they can live on there from one Buddha's life till the next. Though they 
cannot be re-born outside the Pure Abodes, and must eventually reach 
extinction there, they can nevertheless, it is said, ' visit ' the human world, 
and those human beings with the appropriate jhana attainment can 'visit' 
the Pure Abodes. 
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omen went away [ saying respectively J " Only the heard is the 
good omen", "Only the sensed is the good omen"' (Nd. 2 ad 
Sn. 789). 
86. So this talk of good omens became the fashion throughout all 
India. And throughout all India men in factions [120] speculated 
about good omens: 'What is a good omen?' Guardian deities of 
human beings heard the talk and likewise took to speculating about 
good omens. Then there were earth deities who were friends of 
these. When they heard about it from them, these earth deities 
also took to speculating about good omens. Then there were space 
deities who were friends of these, ... and deities of the Realm of the 
Four Kings, •.. and so on in this way up as far as ... Then there 
were Akanittha (Not-Junior) Deities who were friends of the Sudassi 
(Fair-to See) Deities in the world of High Divinity. When they 
heard about it from them these Akanittha Deities took to speculating 
in factions about good omens. In this way speculation about good 
omens spread throughout ten thousand world-systems,59 and after it 
had spread, notwithstanding that it kept on being defined, ' The 
goo<f omen is this!', 'the good omen is this!', twelve years went by 
and still there was no [agreed] definition. Except for noble disciples 
[ of the Blessed One J all men and gods and High Divinities became 
divided into three [factions] according to the seen, the heard and the 
sensed, no single one of whom had come to a conclusion ' Only this is 
the good omen ' that tallied with what actually is the fact, and so it 
was that the ' Good-omen Tumult ' arose in the world. 
87. Now there are five kinds of tumult: an aeon tumult, a Wheel-

69 The term 'world-system' or 'world-sphere' (cakkaviifa) seems confined 
to the commentaries. The concept is that of a flat terrestrial universe, with 
Mt. Sineru, surrounded by seven concentric mountain rings, in the centre, 
to the four quarters of which, surrounded by the ocean, are the 'four great 
continents '. India is the southern one of these. The whole is surrounded 
by an outer ring of mountains. The moon and sun circulate round Mt. 
Sineru, whose upper summits are the abode of the lower sensual-sphere 
gods. This 'world-system' is one of an infinite number, which rest con
tiguously on the surface of the ' water that supports earth ', as it is said, 
'like bowls' with a triangular dark space in between each three (see Ppn. 
Ch. vii, note 14). The earth-supporting water rests on air and that on space 
(see D. ii, 107-the pattern of this concept of the universe, or parts of it, 
seems to have the accepted 'conventional usage' in ancient India with no 
basically rival view. Elements of this concept appear not only in the Upani
shads but also outside the sub-continent). This concept, whose elements 
are in the Suttas but whose elaboration is found only in the commentaries, 
needs to be borne in mind for certain cosmological allusions to be intelligible. 
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turner tumult, an Enlightened-one tumult, a good-omen tumult, and 
a stillness tumult. 
88. Herein, sensual-sphere deities, with their heads bared and their 
hair dishevelled, with piteous faces, mopping their tears with their 
hands, clothed in dyed cloth and wearing their dress in great dis
order, travel up and down the haunts of men, making the announce
ment: ' At the end of a hundred thousand years there will be the 
emergence of an aeon. This world will be destroyed. Even the 
ocean will dry up. This Great Earth, and Sineru, King of Moun
tains, [121] will be consumed and annihilated. The destruction of 
the earth will extend as far as the World of High Divinity. Maintain 
lovingkindness in being, good sirs, maintain compassion, gladness, 
maintain onlooking-equanimity in being, good sirs; care for your 
mothers, care for your fathers, honour the elders of your clans; be 
wakeful, do not be negligent!' This is called an aeon tumult. 
89. Sensual-sphere deities, too, travel up and down the haunts of 
men, making the announcement: ' At the end of a hundred years a 
Wheel-turning King60 will arise in the world '. This is called a 
Wheel-turner tumult. 
90. Pure-abode61 deities put on divine ornaments, make divine 
turbans on their heads, and, full of happiness and joy, they travel 
up and down the haunts of men, making the announcement: 'At 
the end of a thousand years an Enlightened One will arise in the 
world'. This is called an Enlightened-one tumult. 
91. Pure-abode deities, too, knowing gods' and men's minds, travel 
up and down the haunts of men, making the announcement:' At the 
end of twelve years the Fully Enlightened One will explain the 
Good Omens.' This is called a Good-Omen Tumult. 
92. Pure-abode deities, too, travel up and down the haunts of men, 
making the announcement: ' At the end of seven years a certain 
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60 See e.g. M. Sutta 129. 
61 The 'Pure Abodes' (suddhiiviisii) are the five highest heavens in the 

'world of High Divinity with form' (rilpa-brahmal,oka) inliabited only by 
Non-returners (see VbhA. 521). Since the life-span is stated to be enormous 
they can live on there from one Buddha's life till the next. Though they 
cannot be re-born outside the Pure Abodes, and must eventually reach 
extinction there, they can nevertheless, it is said, ' visit ' the human world, 
and those human beings with the appropriate jhana attainment can 'visit' 
the Pure Abodes. 
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93. Among these five kinds of tumult, it was the good-omen tumult 
that arose in the world among gods and men, who had become 
divided into three [factions] over the seen good omen and the rest. 
Then, after repeated investigation amongst gods and men without 
finding what the good omen was, at last at the end of twelve years 
the deities belonging to the Body of the Thirty-three (Tavatimsa) 
met and foregathered, and they took counsel together thus: ' Good 
sirs, just as the owner of a house for the inmates of the house, as the 
owner of a village [122] for the villagers, as the king for all men, so 
too this Sakka Ruler of Gods is for us our head and chief, that is to 
say, by dint of merit, by lordship and understanding he is master of 
the two worlds of gods [ of the Four Kings and of the Thirty-three]. 
So surely we ought to ask Sakka Ruler of Gods about this matter.' 
Accordingly they went to Sakka's presence, and after paying homage 
to Sakka Ruler of Gods, who, with his figure resplendent with 
raiment and regalia befitting the occasion, and surrounded by a 
bevy of two and a half myriads of nymphs, was seated on the Red 
Marble Throne at the root of the Paricchattaka Tree, they stood at 
one side, and they told him: 'Good sir, please to know that a 
question about good omens has now arisen. Some say that the 
seen is the good omen, some say that it is the heard, and some say 
that it is the sensed. We and others too have come to no conclusion. 
It would be good if you would pronounce a verdict.' Now though 
the Gods' King has native understanding, still he asked' Where did 
this talk of good omens first originate?' They replied 'Sire, we 
heard it from the gods of the Four Kings' Realm '. Then those of 
the Four Kings' Realm said 'From the space deities', and the space 
deities said ' From the earth deities ', and the earth deities said 
' From human beings' guardian deities ', and the human beings' 
guardian deities said ' It originated in the human world '. Then 
the Ruler of Gods asked 'Where is the Fully Enlightened One living?' 
They replied ' In the human world, sire '.-' Has anyone asked that 
Blessed One?'-' No one, sire.'-' How then, good sirs, would you 
forget the fire and kindle a glow-worm to light you that you over
look that Blessed One, teacher of good omens without remainder, 
and conceive that I should be asked? Come, good sirs, let us ask 
that Blessed One; then we shall surely obtain a splendid answer.' 
Then he commanded a god's son:' Do you ask that Blessed One.' 
94. [123] So that god's son decorated himself with ornaments to suit 
the occasion, and then, flaring like a lightning flash and surrounded 
by a group of gods, he went to the great monastery of Jeta's Wood, 

[123] V. The Good-omen Discourse 133 

and after paying homage to the Blessed One, he stood at one side. 
Then, putting the question about the good omen, he uttered the 
verse: ' Gods and men there are full many ... ' 

That was the origin of the Good-omen Question. 

[Stanza I] 

[ Bahu ileva manussa ca mangalani acintayurh 
Akankhamana sotthanarh: Bruhi mangalam uttamarh.] 

[(a) Commentary on the woras] 

95. Now here is the comment on the words and on the meaning in the 
verses. 

There are full many (bahu) is a demonstrative of an indefinite 
number; hence what is meant is: several hundreds, several thousands. 
They sport (aibbanti), thus they are gods (aeva);62 the meaning is: 
they play with the five strands of sensual desires, 63 or they glitter 
with their own splendour. Moreover, as to the word ileva, it is three
fold as convention, rebirth, and purification, according as it is said 
'"God" (deva): there are three kinds of gods, namely, gods by 
convention, gods by rebirth, and gods by purification. Kings, 
queens and princes are called " gods by convention ", 64 the gods of 
the Four Kings' Realm or the gods higher than that are called 
" Gods by rebirth ", and the Arahants are called " gods by puri
fication"' (Vbh. 422). Among these it is the gods by rebirth that 
are intended here. [Men (manussa) :] they are the offspring of 
Manu (Manuno apacca), thus they are men (manussa-human); 
though the Ancients say 'They are men (manussa) because of 
prominence of mind ( maua-ussannata) '. 65 They are of four kinds as 
belonging to the [four great continents of] Jambudipa (India) [in the 
South], Aparagoyana [in the West], Uttarakuru [in the North], and 
Pubbavideha [in the East]. Here those of Jambudipa are intended. 
96. Creatures fall in with weal by means of these (marh galanti imehi 
satta), thus they are good omens (mangala) ;66 the meaning is that 

62 Cf. MA. i, 33. 
63 For this idiom see e.g. M. Sutta 13. 
64 

' Deva ' is the normal mode of address in speaking to a king. 
65 Only the second derivation of manussa at MA. ii, 37. For the first 

cf. e.g. manuja at Sn. 458. 
66 Cf. Vis. (p. 310) where puggala ('person') is derived from pum galati 

(he falls into purgatory). Here 'mam' in the phrase mam galanti seems to 
carry the directly opposite sense to 'purh '; mam is not in P.E.D. 
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they reach success and increment. Speculating on: acintayurh= 
cintesurh (alternative form of aorist 3rd pers. pl.). 
97. Which, they hO'J)e, will bring them (akankharnana): [which] they 
want, aspire to, long for. Safety (sotthanarh) is a safe state (sotthi
bhava); what is meant is: ' [Hoping to assure J the existence ( atthita), 
here and now and in lives to come, of all such ideas as are creditable 
(sobhananarh), admirable, and good.' 
98. Tell, then (bruhi): teach, clarify, announce, reveal, [124] expound, 
explain. The good omen ( mangalarh) : the reason for success, 
reason for prosperity, reason for all excellence. Supreme (uttamarh): 
distinguished, lofty, which brings welfare and pleasure to all the 
world. 

This is the word-by-word commentary on this stanza. 

[(b) Commentary on the meaning] 

99. Now here is its meaning in brief. 
Out of desire to hear about the Good-omen Question, deities 

belonging to ten thousand world-systems had met together in this 
world-system and had [each] created [for himself] a selfhood so 
subtle that ten, twenty, thirty, forty, fifty, sixty, seventy, even 
eighty, [could stand together] on an area no bigger than the point 
of a single hair's tip, and so they stood round the Blessed One, who 
was sitting on the Enlightened One's throne prepared [for him], 
outshining in his splendour and lustre all the gods, the Maras and 
the High Divinities; so since this god's son saw [this], and since he 
knew with his mind even the thoughts in the minds of all the human 
beings in the whole of Jambudipa's land who had been unable to 
come on that occasion, then, in order to draw out from all, be it gods 
or men, the dart of uncertainty, he uttered these words: ' Gods and 
men there are full many Speculating on good omens, Which, they hO'pe, 
will bring them safety-wanting each his own safety-: Tell, then, the 
supreme good omen, being questioned by me with the consent of 
these gods, and for the sake of aiding men, tell us out of pity, 
Blessed One, what omen is supreme for all of us by its bringing 
pure welfare and pleasure.' 
100. When the Blessed One heard the words of the god's son, he 
uttered the stanza 'Not consorting with the foolish ... ' 

[124-125] V. The Good-omen Discourse 135 

[Stanza 2] 

[ Asevana ca balanarh, pa'fJ4itanan ca sevana, 
Puja ca pujaneyyanarh: etam mangalam uttamarh J 

[(a) Commentary on the words] 

101. Herein, not consorting (asevana) is not frequenting, not reverenc
ing. With the foolish (balanarh): they are strong, they breathe 
(balanti ananti), 67 thus they are fools (biila); the intention is that they 
live with mere in-breath and out-breath instead of with the life of 
understanding (cf. Sn. 182). With that sort of foolish men. 
102. Rather with the wise (pa'fJ4itanarh): they pick their way 
(pawanti), 68 thus they are wise (pa'fJ4ita); the intention is that 
they go with the gait of knowledge of benefits here and now and in 
the life to come. [125] With that sort of wise men. Consorting 
(sevana): frequenting, reverencing, them; companionship, intimacy, 
with them. 
103. Honouring (puja): worshipping, respecting, revering, paying 
homage. The honourable (pujaneyyanarh): those worthy of honour. 
104. This is a supreme good omen (etam mangalam uttamarh): he said 
' This is a supreme good omen ' referring collectively to all that he 
had just mentioned, namely, the non-consorting with fools, the 
consorting with the wise, and the honouring of the honourable; what 
is meant is: ' Since you have asked " What is the supreme good 
omen1", take it that, in the first place, this is a supreme good omen.' 

This is the word-commentary to this stanza. 

[(b) Commentary on the meaning] 

105. The commentary on the meaning should be understood as 
follows. 

The Blessed One spoke this stanza after hearing these words of 
the god's son's thus. Herein, there are four kinds of talk:69 talk 
asked for, talk unasked for, talk with sequence of meaning, and 
talk without sequence of meaning. 
106. Herein, in such passages as ' 0 Gotama of abundant under-

8 7 'Ananti--they breathe ': not in P.E.D. 
88 'Parµ!,ati-to pick one's way' (i.e. to 'go" with one's wits about one', 

'to be wise'): not in P.E.D. 
89 The terms used here are technical commentarial usage and part of the 

machinery of exegesis. 
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standing, How act disciples to be good1 I ask' (Sn. 376) and such 
passages as' Good sir, how did you come to cross the flood1' (S. i. 1) 
what is spoken by him thus questioned is ' talk asked for ' (pucchita
katha). In such passages as ' That which others count as pleasure 
Noble Ones will count as pain' (Sn. 762) what is spoken by one 
without first being questioned and inspired by one's own inclination 
is 'talk unasked for' (apucchita-katha). Because of the words 
'Bhikkhus, I teach the True Idea with sources' (A. i, 276; Kv. 561) 
all Enlightened Ones' talk is ' talk with sequence of meaning ' 
(sanusandhi-katha). In this Dispensation there is no ' talk without 
sequence of meaning' (ananusandhi-katha). 

So out of these [four J kinds of talk this is ' talk asked for ' because 
it was spoken by the Blessed One when asked by this god's son. 
And in the case of talk asked for, just as, when a clever man who is 
skilled in what is the path and skilled in what is not the path, is 
asked the path, then, after first telling what should be avoided, he 
afterwards tells what should be taken, [saying] 'There is a road
fork in that place; there leave the left and take the right' (S. iii. 108), 
so too, with respect to what should and what should not be consorted 
with, what should be consorted with can be told after telling what 
should not be consorted with. [126] And the Blessed One is like the 
man skilled in the path, according as it is said ' " The man skilled 
in the path ": this, Tissa, is a designation for a Perfect One, 
accomplished and fully enlightened ' (S. iii. 108); for he is ' Skilled 
in this world, skilled in the other world, skilled in what is the sphere 
of mortality, skilled in what is not the sphere of mortality, skilled in 
what is Mara's sphere, skilled in what is not Mara's sphere' (cf. 
M. i. 227). That is why, telling first what should not be consorted 
with, he said 'Not consorting with the foolish, Rather with wise 
men consorting ', since, to start with, fools should not be consorted 
with, should not be reverenced, like the path to be abandoned, and 
next the wise should be consorted with, should be reverenced, like 
the road to be taken. 
107. [If it is asked] 'But why were the non-consorting with fools 
and the consorting with the wise mentioned first by the Blessed 
One when speaking about the good omen1'-It may be stated as 
follows: It was through consorting with fools that gods and men 
took up the view of good omens that assumed the good omen to be 
the seen, etc. (§ 90), and that is no good omen. That is why the 
Blessed One spoke first of non-consorting with fools and consorting 
with the wise, thus condemning association with those who are not 
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good friends, which is injurious to good in both this world and the 
next, and commending association with good friends, which ensures 
good in both worlds. 
108. Herein, the foolish are any creatures who follow out the un
profitable courses of action beginning with killing breathing things; 
and they can be recognized in three aspects, according as it is said 
in the Suttas: ' Bhikkhus, there are three characteristics of the 
fool' (A. i. 102). Furthermore, the six [dissident] teachers begin
ning with Piira:Q.a Kassapa (see D. Sutta 2), then Devadatta [and 
his followers,] namely, Kokalika, Katamoraka-Tissa, Kha:Q.Q.a
deviyaputta and Samuddadatta (Vin. ii. 196, etc.), and also 
Ciiicama:Q.avika (Ja. iv. 187), etc., aud in bygone times Dighavida's 
brother, and [127] other such creatures as these should be under
stood as fools. They are like a smouldering ember: with their 
misapprehension they ruin both themselves and those who give 
effect to their words. And so it is that Dighavida's brother has 
been lying prone where he fell in the Great Hell, ripening out [his 
evil actions] for four Buddha-intervals with a selfhood 60 leagues in 
extent. And so it is that five hundred clans who confessed his view 
were reborn as his retinue to ripen out [their evil actions] in the 
Great Hell. And this is said: 'Bhikkhus, just as a fire that starts in 
a rush shed or a grass shed burns down even an upper chamber 
plastered within and without, closed off, secured by bars, with 
windows shuttered, so too, whatever fears arise, all arise owing to 
fools, not owing to wise men. Whatever perils arise, ... Whatever 
calamities arise, all arise owing to fools, not owing to wise men. 
While the fool brings fear, the wise man does not. While the fool 
brings peril, the wise man does not. While the fool brings calamity, 
the wise man does not ' (A. i, 101; M. iii, 61). Moreover a fool 
resembles stale fish, and one who consorts with him resembles a 
leaf-bag in which stale fish has been wrapped and so becomes fit 
only for wise men's rejection and disgust. And this is said: 

'Now when a man ties up with blades 
' Of kusa grass some fetid fish, 
' The blades of grass get fetid too: 
' Such is consorting with a fool' (Ja. vi. 236). 

And when the boon was being granted by Sakka Ruler of Gods, 
Akittipa:Q.9-ita said: 

' -Let me not see or hear a fool, 
'Let me not live where lives a fool, 
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men consorting ', since, to start with, fools should not be consorted 
with, should not be reverenced, like the path to be abandoned, and 
next the wise should be consorted with, should be reverenced, like 
the road to be taken. 
107. [If it is asked] 'But why were the non-consorting with fools 
and the consorting with the wise mentioned first by the Blessed 
One when speaking about the good omen1'-It may be stated as 
follows: It was through consorting with fools that gods and men 
took up the view of good omens that assumed the good omen to be 
the seen, etc. (§ 90), and that is no good omen. That is why the 
Blessed One spoke first of non-consorting with fools and consorting 
with the wise, thus condemning association with those who are not 
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good friends, which is injurious to good in both this world and the 
next, and commending association with good friends, which ensures 
good in both worlds. 
108. Herein, the foolish are any creatures who follow out the un
profitable courses of action beginning with killing breathing things; 
and they can be recognized in three aspects, according as it is said 
in the Suttas: ' Bhikkhus, there are three characteristics of the 
fool' (A. i. 102). Furthermore, the six [dissident] teachers begin
ning with Piira:Q.a Kassapa (see D. Sutta 2), then Devadatta [and 
his followers,] namely, Kokalika, Katamoraka-Tissa, Kha:Q.Q.a
deviyaputta and Samuddadatta (Vin. ii. 196, etc.), and also 
Ciiicama:Q.avika (Ja. iv. 187), etc., aud in bygone times Dighavida's 
brother, and [127] other such creatures as these should be under
stood as fools. They are like a smouldering ember: with their 
misapprehension they ruin both themselves and those who give 
effect to their words. And so it is that Dighavida's brother has 
been lying prone where he fell in the Great Hell, ripening out [his 
evil actions] for four Buddha-intervals with a selfhood 60 leagues in 
extent. And so it is that five hundred clans who confessed his view 
were reborn as his retinue to ripen out [their evil actions] in the 
Great Hell. And this is said: 'Bhikkhus, just as a fire that starts in 
a rush shed or a grass shed burns down even an upper chamber 
plastered within and without, closed off, secured by bars, with 
windows shuttered, so too, whatever fears arise, all arise owing to 
fools, not owing to wise men. Whatever perils arise, ... Whatever 
calamities arise, all arise owing to fools, not owing to wise men. 
While the fool brings fear, the wise man does not. While the fool 
brings peril, the wise man does not. While the fool brings calamity, 
the wise man does not ' (A. i, 101; M. iii, 61). Moreover a fool 
resembles stale fish, and one who consorts with him resembles a 
leaf-bag in which stale fish has been wrapped and so becomes fit 
only for wise men's rejection and disgust. And this is said: 

'Now when a man ties up with blades 
' Of kusa grass some fetid fish, 
' The blades of grass get fetid too: 
' Such is consorting with a fool' (Ja. vi. 236). 

And when the boon was being granted by Sakka Ruler of Gods, 
Akittipa:Q.9-ita said: 

' -Let me not see or hear a fool, 
'Let me not live where lives a fool, 
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' Let me not choose to have to do 
'In verbal traffic with a fool. 
'-What has a fool then done by you, 
' Kassapa, tell what is the cause 
' Why you have preference so great 
'That never fool may cross your sight? 
' -He leads half-wittedly to loss, 
'And counsels irresponsibly, 
' Prefers misjudgment, and, if told 
' What is correct, shows restiveness. 
' Nothing he knows of discipline; 

[127-128] 

' 'Tis good to have no sight of him' (Ja. iv. 240). 

109. [128] When the Blessed One had said that non-consorting with 
fools is a good omen, thus condemning consorting with fools in every 
aspect, he now said that consorting with the wise is a good omen as 
well, commending consorting with the wise. 
110. Herein, the wise are any creatures who follow out the ten 
profit~ble courses of action beginning with abstention from killing 
breathing things; and they can be recognized in three aspects, 
according as it is said in the Suttas ' Bhikkhus, there are these three 
characteristics of the wise man' (A. i. 102). Furthermore, the 
Enlightened Ones and Hermit Enlightened Ones, the eighty Great 
Disciples, and the other disciples of Perfect Ones such as Sunetta, 
Maha Govinda, Vidhura, Sarabhanga, Mahosadha, Sutasoma, 
King Nimi, Prince Ayoghara, and Akittipa:r.1<;1.ita,7° should be under
stood as wise men. They are as capable of eliminating all fear, risk 
and calamity for those who give effect to their words as are protec
tion in a rebellion, a lamp in darkness, food and drink and so on in 
a state of being overcome by pain of hunger and thirst and so on. 
For innumerable indeed and not to be measured are the gods and men 
who, after coming to the Perfect One, have attained exhaustion of 
taints or become established in the world of High Divinity (Brahma), 
or become established in the world of [sensual-sphere] gods or been 
reborn in the world of the happy destinations [as human beings]. 
Eighty thousand clans were reborn in heaven after gaining confi
dence in the Elder Sariputta and serving him with the four requisite-

70 The refs. are: Sunetta (A. iv, 104), Maha Govinda (D. Sutta 19), Vidhura 
(Ja. vi, 255), Sarabhanga (Ja. v, 141), Mahosadha (Ja. vi, 329), Sutasoma 
(Ja. v, 177, 456). King Nimi (M. Sutta 83), Prince Ayoghara (Ja. iv, 490), 
Akittipa:r;u;lita (Ja. iv, 240). 
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conditions [for the bhikkhu's life]; and likewise all the [other] great 
disciples, Maha Moggallana, Maha Kassa pa, and so on. Some of the 
teacher Sunetta's disciples reappeared in the world of High Divinity, 
some in the [sensual-sphere world in the] company of the Paranim.
mitavasavatti Gods (who wield power over others' creations), ... 
some in the company of the householder clans of the great halls 
(see A. iv. 104). And this is said: ' Bhikkhus, it is not owing to 
a wise man that there is fear, it is not owing to a wise man that there 
is peril, it is not owing to a wise man that there is calamity ' (A. i. 
101; M. iii. 61). Moreover, a wise man resembles such scented 
goods as tagara flowers, and one who consorts with him resembles a 
leaf in which tagara flowers have been wrapped, and he becomes fit 
for wise men's cultivation and approval. And this is said: 

' [129] Now when in foliage a man 
'Ties up some tagara [incense], 
' The leaves will of the scent71 partake: 
'Such is consorting with the wise' (Ja. vi. 236). 

And when the boon was being granted by Sakka Ruler of Gods, 
Akittipa:r;u;lita said: 

' -Oh let me see and hear wise men, 
' Oh let me live where live wise men, 
'Oh let me choose to have to do 
'In verbal traffic with the wise. 
'-What have the wise then done for you, 
'Kassapa, tell what is the cause 
'Why you have preference so great 
'That wise men always cross your sight? 
'-They lead wise-wittedly to gain, 
' Counsel not irresponsibly, 
' Prefer good judgment, and, if told 
' What is correct, show docileness. 
' And discipline they understand: 
''Tis good to have to do with them' (Ja. iv. 241). 

lll. When the Blessed One had said that consorting with wise men 
is a good omen, thus commending consorting with wise men in 
every aspect, he now said that honouring the honourable is a good 
omen, commending the act of honouring to those who have, through 

71 ' Surabhi--scent ': not in P.E.D.; see Glossary. 
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' Let me not choose to have to do 
'In verbal traffic with a fool. 
'-What has a fool then done by you, 
' Kassapa, tell what is the cause 
' Why you have preference so great 
'That never fool may cross your sight? 
' -He leads half-wittedly to loss, 
'And counsels irresponsibly, 
' Prefers misjudgment, and, if told 
' What is correct, shows restiveness. 
' Nothing he knows of discipline; 

[127-128] 

' 'Tis good to have no sight of him' (Ja. iv. 240). 

109. [128] When the Blessed One had said that non-consorting with 
fools is a good omen, thus condemning consorting with fools in every 
aspect, he now said that consorting with the wise is a good omen as 
well, commending consorting with the wise. 
110. Herein, the wise are any creatures who follow out the ten 
profit~ble courses of action beginning with abstention from killing 
breathing things; and they can be recognized in three aspects, 
according as it is said in the Suttas ' Bhikkhus, there are these three 
characteristics of the wise man' (A. i. 102). Furthermore, the 
Enlightened Ones and Hermit Enlightened Ones, the eighty Great 
Disciples, and the other disciples of Perfect Ones such as Sunetta, 
Maha Govinda, Vidhura, Sarabhanga, Mahosadha, Sutasoma, 
King Nimi, Prince Ayoghara, and Akittipa:r.1<;1.ita,7° should be under
stood as wise men. They are as capable of eliminating all fear, risk 
and calamity for those who give effect to their words as are protec
tion in a rebellion, a lamp in darkness, food and drink and so on in 
a state of being overcome by pain of hunger and thirst and so on. 
For innumerable indeed and not to be measured are the gods and men 
who, after coming to the Perfect One, have attained exhaustion of 
taints or become established in the world of High Divinity (Brahma), 
or become established in the world of [sensual-sphere] gods or been 
reborn in the world of the happy destinations [as human beings]. 
Eighty thousand clans were reborn in heaven after gaining confi
dence in the Elder Sariputta and serving him with the four requisite-

70 The refs. are: Sunetta (A. iv, 104), Maha Govinda (D. Sutta 19), Vidhura 
(Ja. vi, 255), Sarabhanga (Ja. v, 141), Mahosadha (Ja. vi, 329), Sutasoma 
(Ja. v, 177, 456). King Nimi (M. Sutta 83), Prince Ayoghara (Ja. iv, 490), 
Akittipa:r;u;lita (Ja. iv, 240). 
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conditions [for the bhikkhu's life]; and likewise all the [other] great 
disciples, Maha Moggallana, Maha Kassa pa, and so on. Some of the 
teacher Sunetta's disciples reappeared in the world of High Divinity, 
some in the [sensual-sphere world in the] company of the Paranim.
mitavasavatti Gods (who wield power over others' creations), ... 
some in the company of the householder clans of the great halls 
(see A. iv. 104). And this is said: ' Bhikkhus, it is not owing to 
a wise man that there is fear, it is not owing to a wise man that there 
is peril, it is not owing to a wise man that there is calamity ' (A. i. 
101; M. iii. 61). Moreover, a wise man resembles such scented 
goods as tagara flowers, and one who consorts with him resembles a 
leaf in which tagara flowers have been wrapped, and he becomes fit 
for wise men's cultivation and approval. And this is said: 

' [129] Now when in foliage a man 
'Ties up some tagara [incense], 
' The leaves will of the scent71 partake: 
'Such is consorting with the wise' (Ja. vi. 236). 

And when the boon was being granted by Sakka Ruler of Gods, 
Akittipa:r;u;lita said: 

' -Oh let me see and hear wise men, 
' Oh let me live where live wise men, 
'Oh let me choose to have to do 
'In verbal traffic with the wise. 
'-What have the wise then done for you, 
'Kassapa, tell what is the cause 
'Why you have preference so great 
'That wise men always cross your sight? 
'-They lead wise-wittedly to gain, 
' Counsel not irresponsibly, 
' Prefer good judgment, and, if told 
' What is correct, show docileness. 
' And discipline they understand: 
''Tis good to have to do with them' (Ja. iv. 241). 

lll. When the Blessed One had said that consorting with wise men 
is a good omen, thus commending consorting with wise men in 
every aspect, he now said that honouring the honourable is a good 
omen, commending the act of honouring to those who have, through 

71 ' Surabhi--scent ': not in P.E.D.; see Glossary. 
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non-consorting with fools and consorting with wise men, approached 
the honourable. 
112. Herein, the Enlightened Ones, the Blessed Ones, are honourable 
(pujaneyya-to be honoured) because they are devoid of all vices and 
possessed of all virtues. Next after them the Hermit Enlightened 
Ones and the Noble Disciples; for the honouring of them, even if it 
is little, conduces for long to welfare and pleasure. The examples 
here are Sumana the garland-maker, Mallika, and so on. 72 Herein, 
we shall relate one example. 

One day, it seems, when it was morning, the Blessed One dressed, 
and taking his bowl and [ outer] robe, went into Rajagaha for alms. 
Sumana the garland-maker was on his way to the king of Magadha 
with some flowers. He saw the Blessed One, who inspired confidence, 
invited confidence, as, gleaming with a Buddha's splendour, he was 
coming to the city gate. [130] When he saw him, he thought ' The 
king might pay me a hundred or a thousand for these flowers, but 
that would only be pleasure of this world. On the other hand, 
honour done to the Blessed One is immeasurable, its fruit is incal
culabte and for long brings welfare and pleasure. So I shall honour 
the Blessed One with these flowers '. And with confident heart he 
took a handful of flowers and threw them in the Blessed One's 
direction. The flowers travelled through the air and remained 
suspended over the Blessed One in the form of a flower canopy. 
Seeing this mighty wonder, he became still more confident in his 
heart, and again he threw a handful. They travelled as before and 
remained suspended in the form of a flower curtain. In that way 
he threw eight handfuls. They travelled as before and remained 
suspended in the form of a flower palanquin, 73 the Blessed One 
being inside the palanquin. A huge body of people gathered. 
Seeing the garland-maker, the Blessed One manifested a smile. The 
Elder Ananda thought ' Buddhas do not manifest a smile without 
cause or condition ', and he asked the reason. The Blessed One 
said 'Ananda, through the might of this honouring, this garland
maker will, after traversing the round for a hundred thousand reons 

72 The two refs. are respectively DhA. ii. 40-7 and VvA. 165-9. 
73 ' K utag<ira-palanquin ' : here in the sense of a ' litter '; not in this 

sense in P.E.D.; This word, besides its Pi1;8,ka meaning of' upper chamber', 
etc., has two distinct commentarial meanings, namely, (1) 'travelling palan
quin ' or ' litter' (this ref., and see MA. v, 90), and (2) a ' catafalque ' or 
decorated bier for transporting a corpse to the pyre (Sinhalese ransivige), see 
AA. ad A. Tikanipata, Sutta 42 and DhA. iii, 470. 
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among gods and men, at last become a Hermit Enlightened One 
called Sumanissara ', and at the end of his utterance he pronounced 
this stanza for the purpose of inculcating the True Idea: 

' Good is the act that, when performed, 
' Entails no burning of remorse; 
' To reap whose ripening a man 

'Is overjoyed and glad at heart (sumana)' 
(Dh. 68). 

And at the end of the stanza eighty-four thousand breathing things 
attained the True Idea. 

That is how it should be understood that the honouring of them, 
even if it is little, conduces for long to welfare and pleasure. And 
that was an honouring with only material things, so what need be 
said of honouring with practice? Consequently, when clansmen do 
honour to the Blessed One by the Going for Refuge, the acceptance of 
the Training Precepts, and the giving effect to the Uposatha 
Factors, 74 and by their own special qualities beginning with the 
Virtue of the Fourfold Purity, who can estimate the fruits of their 
honouring? For they are said to ' honour a Perfect One with the 
highest honour ' according as it is said ' Ananda, the bhikkhu or 
bhikkhuni or layman follower or laywoman follower who abides in 
the way of practice in accordance with the True Idea and has entered 
upon the proper way, behaving in accordance with the True Idea, 
he it is that worships, respects, and [131] reveres a Perfect One and 
honours him with the highest honour' (D. ii. 138). And the 
bringing of welfare and pleasure by honouring Hermit Enlightened 
Ones and Enlightened Ones' disciples should be understood in the 
same way. Moreover, in the case oflaymen it should be understood 
that elder brothers and sisters are to be honoured by a junior, 
mother and father by a son, and husband, mother-in-law and father
in-law by the daughters-in-law of a clan. For in their case the 
honouring is a good omen, too, because it is their profitable ideas 
that are called 'honouring' and because these are a cause of 
increase in life-span and the rest; for this is said ' Those who love 

74 Uposatha or' Day of Observance' is a name for the occasion for laymen 
to observe, say, the eight precepts and for bhikkhus to recite the Patimokkha 
or Code of Rules. It falls on each half-moon. Its' factors' are the precepts 
uncl.ertaken (see Vis. Ch. i, § 40/p. 15). For the 'Virtue of the Fourfold 
Purity ' see Vis. Ch. i, §§ 42 ff. /pp. 15 ff. 
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non-consorting with fools and consorting with wise men, approached 
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112. Herein, the Enlightened Ones, the Blessed Ones, are honourable 
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possessed of all virtues. Next after them the Hermit Enlightened 
Ones and the Noble Disciples; for the honouring of them, even if it 
is little, conduces for long to welfare and pleasure. The examples 
here are Sumana the garland-maker, Mallika, and so on. 72 Herein, 
we shall relate one example. 

One day, it seems, when it was morning, the Blessed One dressed, 
and taking his bowl and [ outer] robe, went into Rajagaha for alms. 
Sumana the garland-maker was on his way to the king of Magadha 
with some flowers. He saw the Blessed One, who inspired confidence, 
invited confidence, as, gleaming with a Buddha's splendour, he was 
coming to the city gate. [130] When he saw him, he thought ' The 
king might pay me a hundred or a thousand for these flowers, but 
that would only be pleasure of this world. On the other hand, 
honour done to the Blessed One is immeasurable, its fruit is incal
culabte and for long brings welfare and pleasure. So I shall honour 
the Blessed One with these flowers '. And with confident heart he 
took a handful of flowers and threw them in the Blessed One's 
direction. The flowers travelled through the air and remained 
suspended over the Blessed One in the form of a flower canopy. 
Seeing this mighty wonder, he became still more confident in his 
heart, and again he threw a handful. They travelled as before and 
remained suspended in the form of a flower curtain. In that way 
he threw eight handfuls. They travelled as before and remained 
suspended in the form of a flower palanquin, 73 the Blessed One 
being inside the palanquin. A huge body of people gathered. 
Seeing the garland-maker, the Blessed One manifested a smile. The 
Elder Ananda thought ' Buddhas do not manifest a smile without 
cause or condition ', and he asked the reason. The Blessed One 
said 'Ananda, through the might of this honouring, this garland
maker will, after traversing the round for a hundred thousand reons 

72 The two refs. are respectively DhA. ii. 40-7 and VvA. 165-9. 
73 ' K utag<ira-palanquin ' : here in the sense of a ' litter '; not in this 

sense in P.E.D.; This word, besides its Pi1;8,ka meaning of' upper chamber', 
etc., has two distinct commentarial meanings, namely, (1) 'travelling palan
quin ' or ' litter' (this ref., and see MA. v, 90), and (2) a ' catafalque ' or 
decorated bier for transporting a corpse to the pyre (Sinhalese ransivige), see 
AA. ad A. Tikanipata, Sutta 42 and DhA. iii, 470. 
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among gods and men, at last become a Hermit Enlightened One 
called Sumanissara ', and at the end of his utterance he pronounced 
this stanza for the purpose of inculcating the True Idea: 

' Good is the act that, when performed, 
' Entails no burning of remorse; 
' To reap whose ripening a man 

'Is overjoyed and glad at heart (sumana)' 
(Dh. 68). 

And at the end of the stanza eighty-four thousand breathing things 
attained the True Idea. 

That is how it should be understood that the honouring of them, 
even if it is little, conduces for long to welfare and pleasure. And 
that was an honouring with only material things, so what need be 
said of honouring with practice? Consequently, when clansmen do 
honour to the Blessed One by the Going for Refuge, the acceptance of 
the Training Precepts, and the giving effect to the Uposatha 
Factors, 74 and by their own special qualities beginning with the 
Virtue of the Fourfold Purity, who can estimate the fruits of their 
honouring? For they are said to ' honour a Perfect One with the 
highest honour ' according as it is said ' Ananda, the bhikkhu or 
bhikkhuni or layman follower or laywoman follower who abides in 
the way of practice in accordance with the True Idea and has entered 
upon the proper way, behaving in accordance with the True Idea, 
he it is that worships, respects, and [131] reveres a Perfect One and 
honours him with the highest honour' (D. ii. 138). And the 
bringing of welfare and pleasure by honouring Hermit Enlightened 
Ones and Enlightened Ones' disciples should be understood in the 
same way. Moreover, in the case oflaymen it should be understood 
that elder brothers and sisters are to be honoured by a junior, 
mother and father by a son, and husband, mother-in-law and father
in-law by the daughters-in-law of a clan. For in their case the 
honouring is a good omen, too, because it is their profitable ideas 
that are called 'honouring' and because these are a cause of 
increase in life-span and the rest; for this is said ' Those who love 

74 Uposatha or' Day of Observance' is a name for the occasion for laymen 
to observe, say, the eight precepts and for bhikkhus to recite the Patimokkha 
or Code of Rules. It falls on each half-moon. Its' factors' are the precepts 
uncl.ertaken (see Vis. Ch. i, § 40/p. 15). For the 'Virtue of the Fourfold 
Purity ' see Vis. Ch. i, §§ 42 ff. /pp. 15 ff. 
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mothers, love fathers, love monks, love divines, 75 and are deferential 
to seniors of clans, proceed in giving effect to this profitable idea. 
Because of their giving effect to profitable ideas they find increase in 
life-span and in good appearance' (cf. D. iii. 74). 
113. (4) Now, since it was stated in the Schedule' Defining the omen 
as we go, We show, lastly, how it is so' (§ 3) what still needs to be 
said can be stated as follows. There are, in fact, three good omens 
mentioned in this stanza, namely, non-consorting with fools, con
sorting with the wise, and honouring the honourable. Herein, non
consorting with fools should be understood as a good omen because 
it is a cause for welfare in both worlds by its safeguarding people 
from the fears that have for their condition consorting with fools. 
Then consorting with the wise and honouring the honourable [should 
be understood as good omens] because they area cause for extinction 
(nibbana) and for the happy destinations76 in the way stated in the 
explanation of the greatness of their fruit. But in what follows we 
shall in each instance define the good omen and explain how it is 
a good omen without referring to the Schedule. 

The commentary on the meaning of this stanza ' Not consorting 
with the foolish ' is ended. 

[Stanza 3] 

[ Patirupailesavaso ca pubbe oo katapunnata 
Attasammapa't},iahi oo: etam mangalam uttamarh] 

114. Now although the Blessed One had been begged for little with 
the single request ' Tell, then, the supreme good omen ', still, like 
the rare man who is a generous giver, [132] notwithstanding that he 
had already stated three good omens in a single stanza, he began 
again to speak of many good omens with the stanzas beginning 
' Living in befitting places ', doing so owing to deities ' desire to 
hear more than that, owing to the existence of [yet further] good 
omens, and owing to [his own J desire to enjoin upon the various 
creatures the good omens best suited to them wherever they might 
be. 

76 The meanings of siimaiifia and brahmaiifia as respectively ' one who 
loves sama:r:ias' and 'one who loves briihma:r:ias' are not given in P.T.S. Diet.; 
but see metteyya there. The context demands these meanings. 

76 'Sugati-happy destination ': a term for human and all heavenly kinds 
of existence, whether with form or formless. 
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[(a) Commentary on the words] 

115. Herein, in the third stanza, to start with, befitting (patirupa) 
[means] favourable. Places (desa): village, town, city, country; 
and, in fact, any locality inhabited by creatures. Living (vaso): 
living there. 
116. In the past (pubbe): before, in previous births. Having ... 
made merit (katapunnata): having stored up profitable [action]. 
117. Self (atta) is what cognizance is called, or else it is the whole 
selfhood. 77 Ri,ght direction in ... guidance (sammapa't},iifhi): right 
directing (pa't},idahana), of that self; prompting, n placing, is what is 
meant. 

The rest is as already stated. This is the word-commentary here. 

[(b) Commentary on th(}meaning] 

118. The commentary on the meaning should be understood as 
follows. 

What is called living in befitting places (patirupadesavaso) is living 
where the four kinds of assembly are found, 79 where the grounds for 
making merit beginning with giving exist (see e.g. D. iii. 218), and 
where the Master's Dispensation with its nine factors (see e.g. M. i. 
133) is in evidence; Living there is called a good omen because it is 
a condition for creatures' making merit. An example here is the 
story of the fisherman who entered the Island of Ceylon (Sihalailipa ), 
and so on ( ). 
119. Another method: the place (desa) which is the site of the 
Blessed One's enlightenment is called a 'befitting place' and like
wise the place where the Wheel of the True Idea was set rolling, and 
the place at the root of the Ga1;u;la Mango Tree where the Twin 
Marvel80 was shown in the midst of an assembly twelve leagues 
across, disrupting the theories of all outside sectarians, the place of 
the Descent from the Gods, or any other place inhabited by the 
Enlightened One such as Savatthi, Rajagaha, and so on. Living 

77 ' Attabhiiva-selfhood ': a term whose general meaning is that of a living 
being's ' person ' both physical and mental, or his ' individuality '. 

78 'Niyuiijana-prompting ': not in P.E.D. 
79 The 'four' are the bhikkhus, bhikkhunis, laymen followers, and lay

women followers. 
8° For the ' Twin Marvel' (yamakapiifihiiriya) see Ps. i, 125-6 (the only 

Pitaka ref., though no place or time is mentioned there) and e.g. DhA. iii, 206, 
JiiA. iv, 264. For the' Descent from the Gods' (devorohana) see Vis. Ch. xii, 
§§ 78 ff. /pp. 392 f. 
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mothers, love fathers, love monks, love divines, 75 and are deferential 
to seniors of clans, proceed in giving effect to this profitable idea. 
Because of their giving effect to profitable ideas they find increase in 
life-span and in good appearance' (cf. D. iii. 74). 
113. (4) Now, since it was stated in the Schedule' Defining the omen 
as we go, We show, lastly, how it is so' (§ 3) what still needs to be 
said can be stated as follows. There are, in fact, three good omens 
mentioned in this stanza, namely, non-consorting with fools, con
sorting with the wise, and honouring the honourable. Herein, non
consorting with fools should be understood as a good omen because 
it is a cause for welfare in both worlds by its safeguarding people 
from the fears that have for their condition consorting with fools. 
Then consorting with the wise and honouring the honourable [should 
be understood as good omens] because they area cause for extinction 
(nibbana) and for the happy destinations76 in the way stated in the 
explanation of the greatness of their fruit. But in what follows we 
shall in each instance define the good omen and explain how it is 
a good omen without referring to the Schedule. 

The commentary on the meaning of this stanza ' Not consorting 
with the foolish ' is ended. 

[Stanza 3] 

[ Patirupailesavaso ca pubbe oo katapunnata 
Attasammapa't},iahi oo: etam mangalam uttamarh] 

114. Now although the Blessed One had been begged for little with 
the single request ' Tell, then, the supreme good omen ', still, like 
the rare man who is a generous giver, [132] notwithstanding that he 
had already stated three good omens in a single stanza, he began 
again to speak of many good omens with the stanzas beginning 
' Living in befitting places ', doing so owing to deities ' desire to 
hear more than that, owing to the existence of [yet further] good 
omens, and owing to [his own J desire to enjoin upon the various 
creatures the good omens best suited to them wherever they might 
be. 

76 The meanings of siimaiifia and brahmaiifia as respectively ' one who 
loves sama:r:ias' and 'one who loves briihma:r:ias' are not given in P.T.S. Diet.; 
but see metteyya there. The context demands these meanings. 

76 'Sugati-happy destination ': a term for human and all heavenly kinds 
of existence, whether with form or formless. 
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[(a) Commentary on the words] 

115. Herein, in the third stanza, to start with, befitting (patirupa) 
[means] favourable. Places (desa): village, town, city, country; 
and, in fact, any locality inhabited by creatures. Living (vaso): 
living there. 
116. In the past (pubbe): before, in previous births. Having ... 
made merit (katapunnata): having stored up profitable [action]. 
117. Self (atta) is what cognizance is called, or else it is the whole 
selfhood. 77 Ri,ght direction in ... guidance (sammapa't},iifhi): right 
directing (pa't},idahana), of that self; prompting, n placing, is what is 
meant. 

The rest is as already stated. This is the word-commentary here. 

[(b) Commentary on th(}meaning] 

118. The commentary on the meaning should be understood as 
follows. 

What is called living in befitting places (patirupadesavaso) is living 
where the four kinds of assembly are found, 79 where the grounds for 
making merit beginning with giving exist (see e.g. D. iii. 218), and 
where the Master's Dispensation with its nine factors (see e.g. M. i. 
133) is in evidence; Living there is called a good omen because it is 
a condition for creatures' making merit. An example here is the 
story of the fisherman who entered the Island of Ceylon (Sihalailipa ), 
and so on ( ). 
119. Another method: the place (desa) which is the site of the 
Blessed One's enlightenment is called a 'befitting place' and like
wise the place where the Wheel of the True Idea was set rolling, and 
the place at the root of the Ga1;u;la Mango Tree where the Twin 
Marvel80 was shown in the midst of an assembly twelve leagues 
across, disrupting the theories of all outside sectarians, the place of 
the Descent from the Gods, or any other place inhabited by the 
Enlightened One such as Savatthi, Rajagaha, and so on. Living 

77 ' Attabhiiva-selfhood ': a term whose general meaning is that of a living 
being's ' person ' both physical and mental, or his ' individuality '. 

78 'Niyuiijana-prompting ': not in P.E.D. 
79 The 'four' are the bhikkhus, bhikkhunis, laymen followers, and lay

women followers. 
8° For the ' Twin Marvel' (yamakapiifihiiriya) see Ps. i, 125-6 (the only 

Pitaka ref., though no place or time is mentioned there) and e.g. DhA. iii, 206, 
JiiA. iv, 264. For the' Descent from the Gods' (devorohana) see Vis. Ch. xii, 
§§ 78 ff. /pp. 392 f. 
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there is called a good omen because it is a condition for creatures' 
obtaining the six Unsurpassables (see D. iii. 250). 
120. Another method: 'In the eastern direction: the town called 
Kajangala ;81 on the far side of that, Mahasala; beyond that, the 
outland countries; to the near side is in the 1niddle. In the south
eastern direction: the river called Salalavati; beyond that, the out
land countries; to the near side is in the lniddle. In the southern 
direction: [133] the town called Setakai;nµka; beyond that, the out
land countries; to the near side of that is in the lniddle. In the 
western direction: a Divine-caste village called Thuna; beyond that 
the outland countries; to the near side is in the lniddle. In the 
northern direction: a rock called Usiraddhaja; beyond that, the out
land countries; to the near side is in the lniddle' (Vin. i. 197). This 
Middle Place (majjimadesa) is three hundred leagues wide and two 
hundred and fifty broad and nine hundred in circumference. This 
is called a ' befitting place '. Here the Wheel-turning Monarchs 
who exercise sovereignty and dolninance over the four great conti
nents and the two thousand small islands arise. [And here,] after 
fulfilling the Perfections82 during one incalculable age and a hundred 
thousand aeons the Great Disciples, Sariputta, Moggallana, and the 
others, arise. [And here,] after fulfilling the Perfections for two 
incalculable ages and a hundred thousand aeons, the Hermit 
Enlightened Ones arise. [And here,] after fulfilling the Perfections 
for four, eight, or sixteen incalculable ages and a hundred thousand 
aeons, the Fully Enlightened Ones arise. Herein, by following the 
advice of a Wheel-turning Monarch and establishing themselves in 
the five virtues creatures become destined for heaven. Likewise 
by following the advice of Hermit Enlightened Ones. But by 
following the advice of a Fully Enlightened One or that of his 
disciple they become destined for heaven and destined for extinction 
(nibbana). That is why living there is called a good omen since it is a 
condition for these kinds of excellence. 
121. The fact of having in past births stored up profitable [action] 
contingent upon [honouring] Enlightened Ones, Herlnit Enlightened 
Ones and those with taints exhausted is called having in the past 
made merit (pubbe katapunnata). That is a good omen too. Why? 
Because, after seeing an Enlightened One or a Herlnit Enlightened 
One face-to-face, or after hearing even a four-line stanza in the 

s1 See Vin. i, 197; DA. i, 173; JaA. i, 49. 
s2 See note 40 above. 
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presence of an Enlightened One or his disciple, Arahantship can be 
reached in the end. And when a human being has had previous 
practice so that the root of what is profitable is prolninent in him 
(see e.g. M. i. 47), then by means of that same root of what is 
profitable he arouses insight and so reaches the exhaustion of taints, 
like King Maha Kappina and his chief queen (see Vis. Ch. xii, 
§ 82/p. 393; AA. ad A. i. 25). That is why it is said that having in 
the past made merit is a good omen. 
122. [134] Right direction in self-guid,ance (attasammiipatJ,idhi) is 
[ stated] thus: ' Here someone that was unvirtuous establishes him
self in virtue, that was faithless establishes himself in the excellence 
of faith, that was avaricious establishes himself in the excellence of 
generosity. This is called " right direction in self-guidance " ' 
(cf. A. iv. 364). That also is a good omen. Why? Because it is a 
cause for attaining the numerous benefit:'\ both here and now and in 
the life to come that are due to the abandoning of risk. 
123. So in this stanza there are also three good omens stated with 
living in befitting places, having in the past made merit, and right 
direction in self-guidance; and how they are good omens has already 
been made clear in each instance. 

The commentary on the meaning of this stanza, namely, 'Living 
in befitting places ' is ended. 

[Stanza 4] 

[ Bahusaccaii ca sippaii ca vinayo ca susikkhito 
S1Jhhasita ca ya vaca: etam mangalam uttamarh] 

[(a) Commentary on the word.s] 

124. Now as to 'Ample learning': here ample learning (bahusaccarh) 
[means] the state of having heard (learnt) much (bahussutabhava). 
A craft (sipparh) is any hand-skill. 
125. A ... disciplining (vinayo): disciplining of body, speech and 
mind. Well-trained (susikkhito): properly (sut,thu) trained. 
126. Well spoken (subhasita): properly spoken. Any (ya): an 
indefinite demonstrative. Speech (vaca): utterance, pronouncement. 

The rest is as already stated. This is the word-commentary here. 

[(b) Commentary on the meaning] 

127. The commentary on the meaning should be understood as 
follows. 
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there is called a good omen because it is a condition for creatures' 
obtaining the six Unsurpassables (see D. iii. 250). 
120. Another method: 'In the eastern direction: the town called 
Kajangala ;81 on the far side of that, Mahasala; beyond that, the 
outland countries; to the near side is in the 1niddle. In the south
eastern direction: the river called Salalavati; beyond that, the out
land countries; to the near side is in the lniddle. In the southern 
direction: [133] the town called Setakai;nµka; beyond that, the out
land countries; to the near side of that is in the lniddle. In the 
western direction: a Divine-caste village called Thuna; beyond that 
the outland countries; to the near side is in the lniddle. In the 
northern direction: a rock called Usiraddhaja; beyond that, the out
land countries; to the near side is in the lniddle' (Vin. i. 197). This 
Middle Place (majjimadesa) is three hundred leagues wide and two 
hundred and fifty broad and nine hundred in circumference. This 
is called a ' befitting place '. Here the Wheel-turning Monarchs 
who exercise sovereignty and dolninance over the four great conti
nents and the two thousand small islands arise. [And here,] after 
fulfilling the Perfections82 during one incalculable age and a hundred 
thousand aeons the Great Disciples, Sariputta, Moggallana, and the 
others, arise. [And here,] after fulfilling the Perfections for two 
incalculable ages and a hundred thousand aeons, the Hermit 
Enlightened Ones arise. [And here,] after fulfilling the Perfections 
for four, eight, or sixteen incalculable ages and a hundred thousand 
aeons, the Fully Enlightened Ones arise. Herein, by following the 
advice of a Wheel-turning Monarch and establishing themselves in 
the five virtues creatures become destined for heaven. Likewise 
by following the advice of Hermit Enlightened Ones. But by 
following the advice of a Fully Enlightened One or that of his 
disciple they become destined for heaven and destined for extinction 
(nibbana). That is why living there is called a good omen since it is a 
condition for these kinds of excellence. 
121. The fact of having in past births stored up profitable [action] 
contingent upon [honouring] Enlightened Ones, Herlnit Enlightened 
Ones and those with taints exhausted is called having in the past 
made merit (pubbe katapunnata). That is a good omen too. Why? 
Because, after seeing an Enlightened One or a Herlnit Enlightened 
One face-to-face, or after hearing even a four-line stanza in the 

s1 See Vin. i, 197; DA. i, 173; JaA. i, 49. 
s2 See note 40 above. 
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presence of an Enlightened One or his disciple, Arahantship can be 
reached in the end. And when a human being has had previous 
practice so that the root of what is profitable is prolninent in him 
(see e.g. M. i. 47), then by means of that same root of what is 
profitable he arouses insight and so reaches the exhaustion of taints, 
like King Maha Kappina and his chief queen (see Vis. Ch. xii, 
§ 82/p. 393; AA. ad A. i. 25). That is why it is said that having in 
the past made merit is a good omen. 
122. [134] Right direction in self-guid,ance (attasammiipatJ,idhi) is 
[ stated] thus: ' Here someone that was unvirtuous establishes him
self in virtue, that was faithless establishes himself in the excellence 
of faith, that was avaricious establishes himself in the excellence of 
generosity. This is called " right direction in self-guidance " ' 
(cf. A. iv. 364). That also is a good omen. Why? Because it is a 
cause for attaining the numerous benefit:'\ both here and now and in 
the life to come that are due to the abandoning of risk. 
123. So in this stanza there are also three good omens stated with 
living in befitting places, having in the past made merit, and right 
direction in self-guidance; and how they are good omens has already 
been made clear in each instance. 

The commentary on the meaning of this stanza, namely, 'Living 
in befitting places ' is ended. 

[Stanza 4] 

[ Bahusaccaii ca sippaii ca vinayo ca susikkhito 
S1Jhhasita ca ya vaca: etam mangalam uttamarh] 

[(a) Commentary on the word.s] 

124. Now as to 'Ample learning': here ample learning (bahusaccarh) 
[means] the state of having heard (learnt) much (bahussutabhava). 
A craft (sipparh) is any hand-skill. 
125. A ... disciplining (vinayo): disciplining of body, speech and 
mind. Well-trained (susikkhito): properly (sut,thu) trained. 
126. Well spoken (subhasita): properly spoken. Any (ya): an 
indefinite demonstrative. Speech (vaca): utterance, pronouncement. 

The rest is as already stated. This is the word-commentary here. 

[(b) Commentary on the meaning] 

127. The commentary on the meaning should be understood as 
follows. 
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The phrase ampk karning (bahusaccarh) is commented on as 
'remembering the Master's Dispensation' in the way beginning 
'Remembers what he has heard (learnt) and consolidates what he 
has heard (learnt) ' (M. i. 216) and' Here someone has heard (learnt) 
much-Threads of Argument (sutta), Songs (geyya), Expositions 
(veyyakara'tJ,<1,), ... ' (cf. A. ii. 23). That is called a good omen since 
it is a cause for abandoning what is unprofitable and achieving what 
is profitable, and since it is a cause for gradually realizing the ulti
mate meaning (aim). And this is said by the Blessed One' Bhikkhus, 
a well-taught (sutava) noble disciple abandons what is unprofitable 
and maintains in being what is profitable, he abandons what is 
blamable and maintains in being what is blameless, he keeps himself 
pure ' (A. iv. llO), and it is said further 'He investigates the mean
ing of ideas remembered. When he investigates the meaning of 
ideas remembered, he gets a liking for meditation upon ideas. With 
the liking for meditating upon ideas, zeal springs up. One in whom 
zeal has sprung up is actively engaged. Through being actively 
engaged, he.makes judgments. When he has made a judgment, he 
makes an endeavour-to-control. When he makes an endeavour
to-control, he realizes with the body the ultimate truth, [135] and he 
sees it by penetration of it with understanding ' (M. ii. 173). 
Furthermore any ' ample learning ' concerned with the house life 
should be understood as a good omen, if blameless, since that, too, 
leads to welfare and pleasure in both worlds. 
128. As far as concerns the word craft (sipparh), there is craft in 
house life and craft in homelessness. Herein, craft in house life 
consists in such work as that of a jeweller or goldsmith, which is far 
from what is [morally] unprofitable since it is devoid of injury of 
other breathing things, and it is a good omen since it conduces to 
well-being in this world. Craft in homelessness consists in work on 
the monk's requisites such as the laying-out and sewing of robes, 
etc., which is given in detail83 here and there in the way beginning 
' Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu is clever in any great or little task for 
his companions in the Divine Life ' (cf. D. iii. 267), of which it is 
said 'This is a helpful idea' (D. iii. 267). That too should be 
understood as a good omen since it brings welfare and pleasure in 
both worlds alike to oneself and to others. 
129. As far as concerns aisciplining (vinayo), there is [firstly] 
disciplining in the house life, which is the abstaining from the ten 

83 'Samva~ita--given in detail': not in this sense in P.E.D.; see Glossary. 
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courses of unprofitable action. When that is well trained (susikkhito) 
in by (a man's) not offending through defilement and by defining the 
special qualities of virtuous conduct, it is a good omen since it 
brings welfare and pleasure in both worlds. Then there is aisciplin
ing in the homeless state, which is non-offence under the seven 
categories of offences ;84 it is (a man's being) well trained in in the 
way already stated. Or else disciplining in the homeless state is 
the Virtue of the Fourfold Purity (Vis. Ch. i, § 42/p. 15). When 
that is well trained in by such a training that one established in it 
reaches Arahantship, it should be understood as a good omen since it 
is a cause for attaining both mundane and supramundane pleasure. 
130. Any speech that is well spoken (subhasita ya vaca) should be 
understood as [ speech] devoid of the defects of lying, [harsh speech, 
malicious speech, and gossip,] according as it is said 'Bhikkhus, when 
speech possesses four factors it is well spoken ' (Sn. p. 78). Or else 
speech simply without gossip is 'well spoken', according as it is said: 

'Now those At Peace say: First, well-spokenness; 
' Second, speak but the True Idea, naught else; 
'And third, speak only kindly, not unkindly; 
' And fourth, speak only truth and nothing false ' (Sn. 450). 

[136] This should be understood as a good omen since it brings 
welfare and pleasure in both worlds. Now this [well-spokenness] is 
[ normally J included in ' disciplining '; nevertheless [ since it is 
separately mentioned in this stanza] 'disciplining' should be taken 
to exclude it here. However, why all this trouble? What is to 
be understood here as ' well-spokenness ' is the words [ used] in 
teaching the True Idea to others; for that, like ' living in befitting 
places ', is called a good omen since it is a condition for creatures 
to attain welfare and pleasure in both worlds and also extinction 
(nibbana) as well. And this is said too: 

' The speech wherewith a Buddha tells 
' How safely to attain extinction 
' And make an end of suffering: 
' Of all kinds this is surely first' (Sn. 454). 

84 The' seven 'are those in the Vina ya Pi~ka (Suttavibhanga and Khandha
kas), namely, Piiriijika (defeat), Sanghiidisesa (entailing initial and subsequent 
meeting of the Community), Piicittiya (entailing expiation-includes Nissag
giya-piicittiya 'entailing expiation with forfeiture'), Patidesaniya (entailing 
confession), Dukkat,a (wrongdoing), Thullaccaya (gross offence), and Dubbhii
aita (ill-spokenness). 
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The phrase ampk karning (bahusaccarh) is commented on as 
'remembering the Master's Dispensation' in the way beginning 
'Remembers what he has heard (learnt) and consolidates what he 
has heard (learnt) ' (M. i. 216) and' Here someone has heard (learnt) 
much-Threads of Argument (sutta), Songs (geyya), Expositions 
(veyyakara'tJ,<1,), ... ' (cf. A. ii. 23). That is called a good omen since 
it is a cause for abandoning what is unprofitable and achieving what 
is profitable, and since it is a cause for gradually realizing the ulti
mate meaning (aim). And this is said by the Blessed One' Bhikkhus, 
a well-taught (sutava) noble disciple abandons what is unprofitable 
and maintains in being what is profitable, he abandons what is 
blamable and maintains in being what is blameless, he keeps himself 
pure ' (A. iv. llO), and it is said further 'He investigates the mean
ing of ideas remembered. When he investigates the meaning of 
ideas remembered, he gets a liking for meditation upon ideas. With 
the liking for meditating upon ideas, zeal springs up. One in whom 
zeal has sprung up is actively engaged. Through being actively 
engaged, he.makes judgments. When he has made a judgment, he 
makes an endeavour-to-control. When he makes an endeavour
to-control, he realizes with the body the ultimate truth, [135] and he 
sees it by penetration of it with understanding ' (M. ii. 173). 
Furthermore any ' ample learning ' concerned with the house life 
should be understood as a good omen, if blameless, since that, too, 
leads to welfare and pleasure in both worlds. 
128. As far as concerns the word craft (sipparh), there is craft in 
house life and craft in homelessness. Herein, craft in house life 
consists in such work as that of a jeweller or goldsmith, which is far 
from what is [morally] unprofitable since it is devoid of injury of 
other breathing things, and it is a good omen since it conduces to 
well-being in this world. Craft in homelessness consists in work on 
the monk's requisites such as the laying-out and sewing of robes, 
etc., which is given in detail83 here and there in the way beginning 
' Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu is clever in any great or little task for 
his companions in the Divine Life ' (cf. D. iii. 267), of which it is 
said 'This is a helpful idea' (D. iii. 267). That too should be 
understood as a good omen since it brings welfare and pleasure in 
both worlds alike to oneself and to others. 
129. As far as concerns aisciplining (vinayo), there is [firstly] 
disciplining in the house life, which is the abstaining from the ten 

83 'Samva~ita--given in detail': not in this sense in P.E.D.; see Glossary. 
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courses of unprofitable action. When that is well trained (susikkhito) 
in by (a man's) not offending through defilement and by defining the 
special qualities of virtuous conduct, it is a good omen since it 
brings welfare and pleasure in both worlds. Then there is aisciplin
ing in the homeless state, which is non-offence under the seven 
categories of offences ;84 it is (a man's being) well trained in in the 
way already stated. Or else disciplining in the homeless state is 
the Virtue of the Fourfold Purity (Vis. Ch. i, § 42/p. 15). When 
that is well trained in by such a training that one established in it 
reaches Arahantship, it should be understood as a good omen since it 
is a cause for attaining both mundane and supramundane pleasure. 
130. Any speech that is well spoken (subhasita ya vaca) should be 
understood as [ speech] devoid of the defects of lying, [harsh speech, 
malicious speech, and gossip,] according as it is said 'Bhikkhus, when 
speech possesses four factors it is well spoken ' (Sn. p. 78). Or else 
speech simply without gossip is 'well spoken', according as it is said: 

'Now those At Peace say: First, well-spokenness; 
' Second, speak but the True Idea, naught else; 
'And third, speak only kindly, not unkindly; 
' And fourth, speak only truth and nothing false ' (Sn. 450). 

[136] This should be understood as a good omen since it brings 
welfare and pleasure in both worlds. Now this [well-spokenness] is 
[ normally J included in ' disciplining '; nevertheless [ since it is 
separately mentioned in this stanza] 'disciplining' should be taken 
to exclude it here. However, why all this trouble? What is to 
be understood here as ' well-spokenness ' is the words [ used] in 
teaching the True Idea to others; for that, like ' living in befitting 
places ', is called a good omen since it is a condition for creatures 
to attain welfare and pleasure in both worlds and also extinction 
(nibbana) as well. And this is said too: 

' The speech wherewith a Buddha tells 
' How safely to attain extinction 
' And make an end of suffering: 
' Of all kinds this is surely first' (Sn. 454). 

84 The' seven 'are those in the Vina ya Pi~ka (Suttavibhanga and Khandha
kas), namely, Piiriijika (defeat), Sanghiidisesa (entailing initial and subsequent 
meeting of the Community), Piicittiya (entailing expiation-includes Nissag
giya-piicittiya 'entailing expiation with forfeiture'), Patidesaniya (entailing 
confession), Dukkat,a (wrongdoing), Thullaccaya (gross offence), and Dubbhii
aita (ill-spokenness). 
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131. So in this stanza there are four good omens stated with ample 
learning, a craft, well-trained disciplining, and well-spoken speech. 
How they are good omens has already been made clear in each 
instance. 

The commentary on the stanza ' Ample learning ' is ended. 

[Stanza 5] 

[ M atapitu-upaUhiinarh putta<larassa sangaho 
Aniikulii ca kammantii: etam mangalam uttamarh J 

[(a) Commentary on the words] 

132. Now as to 'aid for mother and for father', here matiipitu= 
matii ca pita ca (resolution of compound). Aid (upa,tthanarh) is the 
act of aiding (upa?{hahana-grammatical variant). 
133. For wife and chiulren: puttadarassa=puttanaii ca daranaii ca 
(resolution of compound). Support (sangaho) is the act of support
ing (sangahana-grammatical variant). 
134. That bring no conflict (aniikulii): aniikula=na akula (alterna
tive negative). Spheres of work (kammantii) are simply work 
(kamma-action). 

The rest is as already stated. This is the word-commentary. 

[(b) Commentary on tlte meaning] 

135. The commentary on the meaning should be understood as 
follows. 

A mother (mata) is a parent and so is a father (pita). Aid 
(upa?thanarh) is the furnishing of assistance by provision of the four 
requisite-conditions [for life] together with washing of feet, rubbing, 
anointing and bathing. Herein, the mother and father are very 
helpful to children, desiring their welfare and sympathizing [ with 
them], so that when they see their little children who have been 
playing outside come in with their bodies covered with dirt, they 
show their affection by cleaning off the dirt, stroking their heads and 
kissing them all over. And children can never repay a mother and 
father for that even were they to carry them about on their heads 
for a hundred years (see A. i. 62). And then since they, as educators 
and providers and instructors about this world, stand, as it were, in 
the place of the High Divinity and are reckoned as equal to the 
Former Teachers, [137] aid provided for them brings commendation 
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here [in this life] and heavenly pleasure after (death]. That is why 
it is called a good omen. And this is said by the Blessed One: 

'Parents may indeed be called 
' Divinities and Former Teachers; 
' They merit children's sacrifice 
' For sympathizing with their offspring. 
'For that a wise man venerates 
' And worships them; [he makes provision J 
' With what they need for food and drink, 
' With clothing and with bed as well, 
' With care in bathing and anointing, 
' With washing of their feet besides. 
' For such behaviour towards 
'His mother and his father thus 
' The wise commend him here, and when 
' He dies he goes to heavenly bliss ' (lti. llO). 

Another method: aid is of five kinds, namely, sustenance, per
formance of tasks, maintenance of the clan's traditions, etc., and 
that should be understood as a good omen since it is a cause for the 
five kinds of welfare here and now beginning with protection from 
evil. And this is said by the Blessed One: 'Householder's son, 
mother and father, as the eastern direction, can be aided in five 
instances by a son: "I, who was given sustenance [by them], shall 
sustain [them], I shall perform their tasks for them, I shall maintain 
the traditions of their clan, I shall keep up their inheritance, and in 
addition I shall make continual offerings for them when they have 
passed on and completed their time". When mother and father, 
as the eastern direction, are aided by a son in these five instances 
they are sympathetic with their son in five instances: they protect 
him from evil, they encourage him to do good, they have him 
trained in a craft, they have him joined to a suitable wife, and when 
it is the occasion they hand over their inheritance to him' (D. iii. 
189). Furthermore, he who aids his mother and father by arousing 
in them confidence in the three (138] Objects [of faith-in the 
Enlightened One, the True Idea and the Community-] by getting 
them to give effect to virtue, or by the Going Forth, is the foremost 
of those who aid their parents. Now that aid of his to his mother 
and father, which is aid in return for aid given to him by his mother 
and father, is a good omen since it is the footing for many benefits 
both here and now and in the life to come. 
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131. So in this stanza there are four good omens stated with ample 
learning, a craft, well-trained disciplining, and well-spoken speech. 
How they are good omens has already been made clear in each 
instance. 

The commentary on the stanza ' Ample learning ' is ended. 

[Stanza 5] 

[ M atapitu-upaUhiinarh putta<larassa sangaho 
Aniikulii ca kammantii: etam mangalam uttamarh J 

[(a) Commentary on the words] 

132. Now as to 'aid for mother and for father', here matiipitu= 
matii ca pita ca (resolution of compound). Aid (upa,tthanarh) is the 
act of aiding (upa?{hahana-grammatical variant). 
133. For wife and chiulren: puttadarassa=puttanaii ca daranaii ca 
(resolution of compound). Support (sangaho) is the act of support
ing (sangahana-grammatical variant). 
134. That bring no conflict (aniikulii): aniikula=na akula (alterna
tive negative). Spheres of work (kammantii) are simply work 
(kamma-action). 

The rest is as already stated. This is the word-commentary. 

[(b) Commentary on tlte meaning] 

135. The commentary on the meaning should be understood as 
follows. 

A mother (mata) is a parent and so is a father (pita). Aid 
(upa?thanarh) is the furnishing of assistance by provision of the four 
requisite-conditions [for life] together with washing of feet, rubbing, 
anointing and bathing. Herein, the mother and father are very 
helpful to children, desiring their welfare and sympathizing [ with 
them], so that when they see their little children who have been 
playing outside come in with their bodies covered with dirt, they 
show their affection by cleaning off the dirt, stroking their heads and 
kissing them all over. And children can never repay a mother and 
father for that even were they to carry them about on their heads 
for a hundred years (see A. i. 62). And then since they, as educators 
and providers and instructors about this world, stand, as it were, in 
the place of the High Divinity and are reckoned as equal to the 
Former Teachers, [137] aid provided for them brings commendation 
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here [in this life] and heavenly pleasure after (death]. That is why 
it is called a good omen. And this is said by the Blessed One: 

'Parents may indeed be called 
' Divinities and Former Teachers; 
' They merit children's sacrifice 
' For sympathizing with their offspring. 
'For that a wise man venerates 
' And worships them; [he makes provision J 
' With what they need for food and drink, 
' With clothing and with bed as well, 
' With care in bathing and anointing, 
' With washing of their feet besides. 
' For such behaviour towards 
'His mother and his father thus 
' The wise commend him here, and when 
' He dies he goes to heavenly bliss ' (lti. llO). 

Another method: aid is of five kinds, namely, sustenance, per
formance of tasks, maintenance of the clan's traditions, etc., and 
that should be understood as a good omen since it is a cause for the 
five kinds of welfare here and now beginning with protection from 
evil. And this is said by the Blessed One: 'Householder's son, 
mother and father, as the eastern direction, can be aided in five 
instances by a son: "I, who was given sustenance [by them], shall 
sustain [them], I shall perform their tasks for them, I shall maintain 
the traditions of their clan, I shall keep up their inheritance, and in 
addition I shall make continual offerings for them when they have 
passed on and completed their time". When mother and father, 
as the eastern direction, are aided by a son in these five instances 
they are sympathetic with their son in five instances: they protect 
him from evil, they encourage him to do good, they have him 
trained in a craft, they have him joined to a suitable wife, and when 
it is the occasion they hand over their inheritance to him' (D. iii. 
189). Furthermore, he who aids his mother and father by arousing 
in them confidence in the three (138] Objects [of faith-in the 
Enlightened One, the True Idea and the Community-] by getting 
them to give effect to virtue, or by the Going Forth, is the foremost 
of those who aid their parents. Now that aid of his to his mother 
and father, which is aid in return for aid given to him by his mother 
and father, is a good omen since it is the footing for many benefits 
both here and now and in the life to come. 
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136. For wife and chil<lren (puttaaarassa): here both sons (putta) and 
daughters (ahua) born of oneself come to be counted as ' children ' 
(putta); 'wife' (dara) is any one of the twenty kinds of female 
spouse. Puttadararh=putta ca ilara ca (resolution of compound). 
For such wife and children. Support (sangaho) is the giving of help 
by cherishing, etc.; and that should be understood as a good omen 
since it is a cause for the welfare and pleasure here and now consisting 
in well-ordered work and so on. And this is said by the Blessed 
One ' Wife and children can be understood as the western direction ' 
(D. iii. 189) and the 'wife and children' cited here are included by 
the words ' female spouse ' in the following passage: ' Householder's 
son, a female spouse, as the western direction, can be aided in return 
by a husband in five instances: by cherishing, by non-despising, by 
non-betrayal, by relinquishing authority, and by giving presents of 
ornaments. When a female spouse, as the western direction, is 
aided in return by a husband in these five instances, she is sympa
thetic with her husband in five instances: she is well-ordered in her 
work, her retainers are properly supported, she does not betray 
[her husband], she preserves what has been earned, and she is 
clever and industrious in all tasks' (D. iii. 190). 
137. Still another method: Support is the act of supporting with 
gifts, kind words, and helpful behaviour, that are lawful; for 
example, giving pocket-money on Uposatha days, allowing the 
seeing of festivals on festival days, ensuring good omens on omen 
days, and advice and instruction about aims here and now and in 
life to come. [139] That should be understood as a good omen since 
it is a cause for welfare here and now in the way already stated, 
since it is a cause for welfare in life to come owing to its being in 
accordance with the True Idea, and since it is a cause for veneration 
by deities, according as Sakka Ruler of Gods, has said: 

'The merit-making householders, 
'The virtuous lay-followers, 
' Who lawfully support their wives: 
' I venerate them, Ma.tali ' (S. i. 234). 

138. The spheres of work (kammanta) that are said to bring no 
conflict (anakula) are such spheres of work as agriculture (ploughing), 
cattle-keeping, commerce, etc., which, owing to [their promoting] 
punctuality, seemly action, industriousness, excellence of energy in 
rising [early], and freedom from malpractices, are devoid of any 
such unprofitableness as dilatoriness, unseemly action, inaction, 
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tardy action, and the like. These are called a good omen, since, 
when thus exercised either through one's own shrewdness or through 
that of one's wife and children or one's bondsmen and servants, they 
are a cause for the obtaining of increased riches here and now. And 
this is said by the Blessed One 

and 

and again 

and so on. 

' One seemly in his acts, responsible, 
'Who rises [early], will augment his fortune' (Sn. 187), 

' Whose habit is to sleep by day, 
' And who is seen to rise by night, 
' And constantly gets drunk with wine, 
' Is all unfit to keep a house. 
' "Too cold! Too hot! Too late! " they say; 
' And opportunities pass by 
' The tyros who thus shirk the task. 
' But he that heeds no more than straws 
'Both cold and heat, doing men's work, 
'Need never fail in happiness' 

(D. iii. 185; cf. Thag. 231-2), 

' So when a man saves up his wealth, 
' Emulating the honey-bee, 
' His riches will accumulate, 
'Just as an ant-hill is built up ' (D. iii. 188), 

139. [140] So in this stanza there are just the four good omens stated 
with aid for a mother, aid for a father, support for wife and children, 
and spheres of work that bring no conflict. But there are five by 
taking wife and child separately, and there are only three if mother 
and father are taken together. How they are good omens has 
already been made clear in each instance. 

The commentary in the meaning of this stanza ' Aid for mother 
and for father ' is ended. 

fStanza 6] 
[ Danan ca dhammacariya ca natakanan ca sangaho 
Anavajjani kammani: etam mangalam uttamarh] 

[Commentary on the words] 
140. Now as to' Giving': by means of this one gives (diyate), thus it 
is a giving (dana); what is meant is that what is with oneself is 
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136. For wife and chil<lren (puttaaarassa): here both sons (putta) and 
daughters (ahua) born of oneself come to be counted as ' children ' 
(putta); 'wife' (dara) is any one of the twenty kinds of female 
spouse. Puttadararh=putta ca ilara ca (resolution of compound). 
For such wife and children. Support (sangaho) is the giving of help 
by cherishing, etc.; and that should be understood as a good omen 
since it is a cause for the welfare and pleasure here and now consisting 
in well-ordered work and so on. And this is said by the Blessed 
One ' Wife and children can be understood as the western direction ' 
(D. iii. 189) and the 'wife and children' cited here are included by 
the words ' female spouse ' in the following passage: ' Householder's 
son, a female spouse, as the western direction, can be aided in return 
by a husband in five instances: by cherishing, by non-despising, by 
non-betrayal, by relinquishing authority, and by giving presents of 
ornaments. When a female spouse, as the western direction, is 
aided in return by a husband in these five instances, she is sympa
thetic with her husband in five instances: she is well-ordered in her 
work, her retainers are properly supported, she does not betray 
[her husband], she preserves what has been earned, and she is 
clever and industrious in all tasks' (D. iii. 190). 
137. Still another method: Support is the act of supporting with 
gifts, kind words, and helpful behaviour, that are lawful; for 
example, giving pocket-money on Uposatha days, allowing the 
seeing of festivals on festival days, ensuring good omens on omen 
days, and advice and instruction about aims here and now and in 
life to come. [139] That should be understood as a good omen since 
it is a cause for welfare here and now in the way already stated, 
since it is a cause for welfare in life to come owing to its being in 
accordance with the True Idea, and since it is a cause for veneration 
by deities, according as Sakka Ruler of Gods, has said: 

'The merit-making householders, 
'The virtuous lay-followers, 
' Who lawfully support their wives: 
' I venerate them, Ma.tali ' (S. i. 234). 

138. The spheres of work (kammanta) that are said to bring no 
conflict (anakula) are such spheres of work as agriculture (ploughing), 
cattle-keeping, commerce, etc., which, owing to [their promoting] 
punctuality, seemly action, industriousness, excellence of energy in 
rising [early], and freedom from malpractices, are devoid of any 
such unprofitableness as dilatoriness, unseemly action, inaction, 
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tardy action, and the like. These are called a good omen, since, 
when thus exercised either through one's own shrewdness or through 
that of one's wife and children or one's bondsmen and servants, they 
are a cause for the obtaining of increased riches here and now. And 
this is said by the Blessed One 

and 

and again 

and so on. 

' One seemly in his acts, responsible, 
'Who rises [early], will augment his fortune' (Sn. 187), 

' Whose habit is to sleep by day, 
' And who is seen to rise by night, 
' And constantly gets drunk with wine, 
' Is all unfit to keep a house. 
' "Too cold! Too hot! Too late! " they say; 
' And opportunities pass by 
' The tyros who thus shirk the task. 
' But he that heeds no more than straws 
'Both cold and heat, doing men's work, 
'Need never fail in happiness' 

(D. iii. 185; cf. Thag. 231-2), 

' So when a man saves up his wealth, 
' Emulating the honey-bee, 
' His riches will accumulate, 
'Just as an ant-hill is built up ' (D. iii. 188), 

139. [140] So in this stanza there are just the four good omens stated 
with aid for a mother, aid for a father, support for wife and children, 
and spheres of work that bring no conflict. But there are five by 
taking wife and child separately, and there are only three if mother 
and father are taken together. How they are good omens has 
already been made clear in each instance. 

The commentary in the meaning of this stanza ' Aid for mother 
and for father ' is ended. 

fStanza 6] 
[ Danan ca dhammacariya ca natakanan ca sangaho 
Anavajjani kammani: etam mangalam uttamarh] 

[Commentary on the words] 
140. Now as to' Giving': by means of this one gives (diyate), thus it 
is a giving (dana); what is meant is that what is with oneself is 
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transferred to anothn. The conduct of the True Idea or conduct 
not deviating from the True Idea is True-Irleal conduct (dhamma
cariya). 
141. These are known to us (ooyanto), thus they are kin (iiataka). 
142. Unexceptionable (anava,.1ja) is that which is not to be taken ex
ception to ( na avajja); unblamed, uncensured, is what is meant. 

The rest is as already stated. This is the word-commentary. 

[(b) Commentary on the meaning] 

143. The commentary on the meaning should be understood as 
follows. 

Giving (rlana) is a term for the choice, preceded by contentment, 
consisting in giving up in someone else's favour [one or other of] the 
ten objects of giving beginning with food (A. iv. 239), or else it is the 
non-greed associated with that [choice]; for it is through non-greed 
that this object is transferred to another. Hence it was said above 
'By means of this one gives, thus it is a giving' (§ 140). That is 
called a good omen since it is a cause for achieving the special fruits, 
both here and now and in life to come, consisting in dearness to 
many, etc.; and here such Suttas as this can be recalled: 'A giver, 
Siha, a master of giving, is dear to many, beloved of many ' (A. iii. 
39). 
144. Another method. Giving is of two kinds, namely, giving of 
material things and giving of the True Idea (see A. i. 91). Herein, 
giving of material things is of the kind already stated; but giving of 
the True Idea is the teaching, out of desire for others' welfare, of the 
True Idea proclaimed by the Enlightened One, and that brings about 
the kind of pleasure (bliss) that is due to the exhaustion of suffering 
both in this world and the other world. [141 J Of these two kinds of 
giving, this is the best, according as it is said: 

' The gift of the True Idea conquers all gifts, 
' The taste of the True Idea conquers all tastes, 
' The joy of the True Idea conquers all joys, 
' The termination of craving conquers all pain' 

(Dh. 354). 

Herein, it has only been stated how the giving of material things is a 
good omen. But the giving of the True Idea is called a good omen 
because it is the footing for such special qualities as the experiencing 

· of the meaning (aim); for this is said by the Blessed One ' Bhikkhus, 
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in proportion as a bhikkhu teaches in detail the True Idea to others 
as he has heard (learned) and mastered it, he accordingly comes to 
experience the meanings and experience the ideas in that True Idea' 
(A. iii. 21), 85 and so on. 
145. True-Ideal conduct (dhammacariya) is conduct consisting in the 
ten profitable courses of action, according as it is said ' House
holders, there are three kinds of bodily conduct in accordance with 
the True Idea, fair conduct' (M. i. 287), and so on. That True
Ideal conduct should be understood as a good omen since it is a 
cause for rebirth in the heavenly world; for this is said by the Blessed 
One ' Householders, it is by reason of conduct in accordance with the 
True Idea, by reason of fair conduct, that creatures here on the 
dissolution of the body, after death, reappear in a happy destination, 
in the heavenly world ' (M. i. 285). 
146. Kin (ootaka) are those who are connected as far as the seventh 
generation back on the mother's or the father's side. Support 
(sangaho) provided for them according to one's means with sus
tenance, clothing, corn, etc., when they come to one stricken by loss 
of property or loss through sickness, is called a good omen since it is 
a cause for achieving the distinctions here and now consisting in 
commendation, etc., and for those in the life to come consisting in 
going to heaven, and so on. 
147. Unexceptionable actions (anakula ca kammantii) are those such 
as giving effect to the Uposatha factors, doing social services, plant
ing gardens and groves, making bridges, etc. ; for these are called a 
good omen since they are a cause for achieving many kinds of 
welfare and pleasure. 
[142] Here such Suttas as that which follows can be recalled: 'It is 
possible, Visakha, that here some woman or man, after observing 
(upavasitva) the Observance (uposatha) Day with eight factors, re
appears on the dissolution of the body, after death, in the company 
of the gods of the Four Kings' (A. i. 213). 
148. So in this stanza there are four good omens stated with giving, 

85 For use of dhamma and attha compare so tasmirh dhamme atthapatisarhvedi 
ca hoti dhammapatisarhvedi ca (' he accordingly comes to experience the 
meanings and experience the ideas in that True Idea ') here 1vith labhati 
atthavedarh l.abhati dhammavedarh l.abhati dhammiipasarhhitarh pamujjarh (' he 
gains experience in meanings, he gains experience in ideas, and so he finds 
the gladness that is connected with the True Idea') at M. i, 37. For contrast 
of dhamma (sing. in the sense of Teaching, True Idea.) with dhammii (pl. in the 
sense of the ideas, namely, the four paths, etc., taught in that True Idea) see 
e.g. M. i, 320, lines 10-15. 
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transferred to anothn. The conduct of the True Idea or conduct 
not deviating from the True Idea is True-Irleal conduct (dhamma
cariya). 
141. These are known to us (ooyanto), thus they are kin (iiataka). 
142. Unexceptionable (anava,.1ja) is that which is not to be taken ex
ception to ( na avajja); unblamed, uncensured, is what is meant. 

The rest is as already stated. This is the word-commentary. 

[(b) Commentary on the meaning] 

143. The commentary on the meaning should be understood as 
follows. 

Giving (rlana) is a term for the choice, preceded by contentment, 
consisting in giving up in someone else's favour [one or other of] the 
ten objects of giving beginning with food (A. iv. 239), or else it is the 
non-greed associated with that [choice]; for it is through non-greed 
that this object is transferred to another. Hence it was said above 
'By means of this one gives, thus it is a giving' (§ 140). That is 
called a good omen since it is a cause for achieving the special fruits, 
both here and now and in life to come, consisting in dearness to 
many, etc.; and here such Suttas as this can be recalled: 'A giver, 
Siha, a master of giving, is dear to many, beloved of many ' (A. iii. 
39). 
144. Another method. Giving is of two kinds, namely, giving of 
material things and giving of the True Idea (see A. i. 91). Herein, 
giving of material things is of the kind already stated; but giving of 
the True Idea is the teaching, out of desire for others' welfare, of the 
True Idea proclaimed by the Enlightened One, and that brings about 
the kind of pleasure (bliss) that is due to the exhaustion of suffering 
both in this world and the other world. [141 J Of these two kinds of 
giving, this is the best, according as it is said: 

' The gift of the True Idea conquers all gifts, 
' The taste of the True Idea conquers all tastes, 
' The joy of the True Idea conquers all joys, 
' The termination of craving conquers all pain' 

(Dh. 354). 

Herein, it has only been stated how the giving of material things is a 
good omen. But the giving of the True Idea is called a good omen 
because it is the footing for such special qualities as the experiencing 

· of the meaning (aim); for this is said by the Blessed One ' Bhikkhus, 
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in proportion as a bhikkhu teaches in detail the True Idea to others 
as he has heard (learned) and mastered it, he accordingly comes to 
experience the meanings and experience the ideas in that True Idea' 
(A. iii. 21), 85 and so on. 
145. True-Ideal conduct (dhammacariya) is conduct consisting in the 
ten profitable courses of action, according as it is said ' House
holders, there are three kinds of bodily conduct in accordance with 
the True Idea, fair conduct' (M. i. 287), and so on. That True
Ideal conduct should be understood as a good omen since it is a 
cause for rebirth in the heavenly world; for this is said by the Blessed 
One ' Householders, it is by reason of conduct in accordance with the 
True Idea, by reason of fair conduct, that creatures here on the 
dissolution of the body, after death, reappear in a happy destination, 
in the heavenly world ' (M. i. 285). 
146. Kin (ootaka) are those who are connected as far as the seventh 
generation back on the mother's or the father's side. Support 
(sangaho) provided for them according to one's means with sus
tenance, clothing, corn, etc., when they come to one stricken by loss 
of property or loss through sickness, is called a good omen since it is 
a cause for achieving the distinctions here and now consisting in 
commendation, etc., and for those in the life to come consisting in 
going to heaven, and so on. 
147. Unexceptionable actions (anakula ca kammantii) are those such 
as giving effect to the Uposatha factors, doing social services, plant
ing gardens and groves, making bridges, etc. ; for these are called a 
good omen since they are a cause for achieving many kinds of 
welfare and pleasure. 
[142] Here such Suttas as that which follows can be recalled: 'It is 
possible, Visakha, that here some woman or man, after observing 
(upavasitva) the Observance (uposatha) Day with eight factors, re
appears on the dissolution of the body, after death, in the company 
of the gods of the Four Kings' (A. i. 213). 
148. So in this stanza there are four good omens stated with giving, 

85 For use of dhamma and attha compare so tasmirh dhamme atthapatisarhvedi 
ca hoti dhammapatisarhvedi ca (' he accordingly comes to experience the 
meanings and experience the ideas in that True Idea ') here 1vith labhati 
atthavedarh l.abhati dhammavedarh l.abhati dhammiipasarhhitarh pamujjarh (' he 
gains experience in meanings, he gains experience in ideas, and so he finds 
the gladness that is connected with the True Idea') at M. i, 37. For contrast 
of dhamma (sing. in the sense of Teaching, True Idea.) with dhammii (pl. in the 
sense of the ideas, namely, the four paths, etc., taught in that True Idea) see 
e.g. M. i, 320, lines 10-15. 
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True-Ideal conduct, support for kin, and unexceptionable actions. 
How they are good omens has already been made clear in each 
instance. 

The commentary on the meaning of this stanza ' Giving ' is 
ended. 

[Stanza 7] 

[.Arati virati papa majjapana ca sarhyamo 
Appamado ca dhammesu: etam mangal,am uttamarh] 

[(a) Commentary on the words] 

149. Now as to 'Shrinking, abstinence' :86 shrinking (arati) is the 
act of shrinking (arama1Ja). Abstinence (virati) is the act of abstain
ing (virama?J,a); or else, creatures abstain by means of it, thus it is 
abstinence. From evil (papa): from what is unprofitable. 
150. Besotting (majja) is in the sense of causing intoxication 
(madaniya). Besotting arink (lit. drinking of what besots): maj
japanarh=majjassa panarh (resolution of compound); from that 
besotting drink. Refraining ( sarhyamo): the act of refraining 
(sarhyamana ). 
151. Diligence (appamado): act of being not negligent (appamajjana). 
In True Ueals (ilhammesu): in what is profitable. 

The rest is as already stated. This is the word commentary. 

[(b) Commentary on the meaning] 

152. The commentary on the meaning should be understood as 
follows. 

Shrinking (arati) is only the mental non-delight (anabhirati) in 
one who sees danger in evil. Abstinence (virati) is his act of abstain
ing (virama1J,a) by body and speech in those [two] doors of action. 
That abstinence is threefold, namely, abstinence as custom, 87 

abstinence as undertaking (giving effect), and abstinence as 
severance. Herein, any clansman's abstinence in virtue of his own 
birth or clan or race from a thing customarily [abstained from] 

86 P.E.D. unwarrantably calls the phrase iirati virati (' shrinking, abstin
ence') 'exegetical style', omitting both this ref. and M. iii, 74. 

'.Aramai;ia-act of shrinking ': not in P.E.D. 
87 ' Sampattavirati-customary abstinence': not in P.E.D. in this sense. 

The literal rendering might be ' abstinence from something encountered '; 
cf. MA. i, 203. 
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[thinking] 'It does not befit me that I should kill a breathing thing, 
take what is not given', etc., is called 'abstinence as custom'. 
When it occurs by undertaking (giving effect to) training rules, it is 
' abstinence as undertaking ', subsequent to the occurrence of which 
a clansman does not indulge in killing breathing things, and the rest. 
That associated with the Noble Path is' abstinence as severance', 
subsequent to the occurrence of which in a Noble Disciple the five 
fears and risks (see A. iii. 204-6) have been made to subside for him. 
Evil (papa) is defilement in action called the' fourfold unprofitable', 
and that is given in detail thus ' Householder's son, killing breathing 
things is a defilement in action [and so are] taking what is not given, 
misconduct in sensual desires, and false speech' (D. iii. 181), and is 
summed up in the following stanza thus: 

' [143] Killing breathing things and taking 
' What has not been given, lying, 
' Going with another's wife: 
'These no wise man will commend' (D. iii. 182). 

From that kind of evil. And all this shrinking and abstinence is 
called a good omen since it is a cause for the achievement of various 
kinds of distinction consisting in abandoning fear and risk here and 
now and in the life to come, and so on. And such Suttas should be 
recalled here as this: 'Householder's son, when a Noble Disciple 
abstains from killing breathing things ... ' (A. iii. 205). 
153. From besotting drink refraining (majjapana ca sarhyamo): this 
designates abstention from any opportunity for negligence (intoxica
tion) due to wine, liquor and besotting drink, which has already been 
described (Ch. ii, § 15). This refraining from besotting drink is 
called a good omen because one who drinks besotting drinks does not 
know either a meaning or an idea; he ill-treats his mother and his 
father and Enlightened Ones and Hermit Enlightened Ones and 
Perfect Ones' disciples; here and now he encounters censure, in his 
next rebirth, an unhappy destination, and in the life after that, 
madness; but when a man refrains from besotting drink, he achieves 
both immunity from those defects and excellence in those special 
qualities that are their opposites. So that, it should be understood, 
is why it is called a good omen. 
154. Diligence (appamado) in profitable iaeals (ilhammesu) should 
be understood as the habit of never being without mindfulness of 
profitable ideas, which, as to meaning, is the converse of the negli
gence stated as follows: 'There is carelessness, inattentiveness, 
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True-Ideal conduct, support for kin, and unexceptionable actions. 
How they are good omens has already been made clear in each 
instance. 

The commentary on the meaning of this stanza ' Giving ' is 
ended. 

[Stanza 7] 

[.Arati virati papa majjapana ca sarhyamo 
Appamado ca dhammesu: etam mangal,am uttamarh] 

[(a) Commentary on the words] 

149. Now as to 'Shrinking, abstinence' :86 shrinking (arati) is the 
act of shrinking (arama1Ja). Abstinence (virati) is the act of abstain
ing (virama?J,a); or else, creatures abstain by means of it, thus it is 
abstinence. From evil (papa): from what is unprofitable. 
150. Besotting (majja) is in the sense of causing intoxication 
(madaniya). Besotting arink (lit. drinking of what besots): maj
japanarh=majjassa panarh (resolution of compound); from that 
besotting drink. Refraining ( sarhyamo): the act of refraining 
(sarhyamana ). 
151. Diligence (appamado): act of being not negligent (appamajjana). 
In True Ueals (ilhammesu): in what is profitable. 

The rest is as already stated. This is the word commentary. 

[(b) Commentary on the meaning] 

152. The commentary on the meaning should be understood as 
follows. 

Shrinking (arati) is only the mental non-delight (anabhirati) in 
one who sees danger in evil. Abstinence (virati) is his act of abstain
ing (virama1J,a) by body and speech in those [two] doors of action. 
That abstinence is threefold, namely, abstinence as custom, 87 

abstinence as undertaking (giving effect), and abstinence as 
severance. Herein, any clansman's abstinence in virtue of his own 
birth or clan or race from a thing customarily [abstained from] 

86 P.E.D. unwarrantably calls the phrase iirati virati (' shrinking, abstin
ence') 'exegetical style', omitting both this ref. and M. iii, 74. 

'.Aramai;ia-act of shrinking ': not in P.E.D. 
87 ' Sampattavirati-customary abstinence': not in P.E.D. in this sense. 

The literal rendering might be ' abstinence from something encountered '; 
cf. MA. i, 203. 

[142-143] V. The Gooa-omen Discourse 155 

[thinking] 'It does not befit me that I should kill a breathing thing, 
take what is not given', etc., is called 'abstinence as custom'. 
When it occurs by undertaking (giving effect to) training rules, it is 
' abstinence as undertaking ', subsequent to the occurrence of which 
a clansman does not indulge in killing breathing things, and the rest. 
That associated with the Noble Path is' abstinence as severance', 
subsequent to the occurrence of which in a Noble Disciple the five 
fears and risks (see A. iii. 204-6) have been made to subside for him. 
Evil (papa) is defilement in action called the' fourfold unprofitable', 
and that is given in detail thus ' Householder's son, killing breathing 
things is a defilement in action [and so are] taking what is not given, 
misconduct in sensual desires, and false speech' (D. iii. 181), and is 
summed up in the following stanza thus: 

' [143] Killing breathing things and taking 
' What has not been given, lying, 
' Going with another's wife: 
'These no wise man will commend' (D. iii. 182). 

From that kind of evil. And all this shrinking and abstinence is 
called a good omen since it is a cause for the achievement of various 
kinds of distinction consisting in abandoning fear and risk here and 
now and in the life to come, and so on. And such Suttas should be 
recalled here as this: 'Householder's son, when a Noble Disciple 
abstains from killing breathing things ... ' (A. iii. 205). 
153. From besotting drink refraining (majjapana ca sarhyamo): this 
designates abstention from any opportunity for negligence (intoxica
tion) due to wine, liquor and besotting drink, which has already been 
described (Ch. ii, § 15). This refraining from besotting drink is 
called a good omen because one who drinks besotting drinks does not 
know either a meaning or an idea; he ill-treats his mother and his 
father and Enlightened Ones and Hermit Enlightened Ones and 
Perfect Ones' disciples; here and now he encounters censure, in his 
next rebirth, an unhappy destination, and in the life after that, 
madness; but when a man refrains from besotting drink, he achieves 
both immunity from those defects and excellence in those special 
qualities that are their opposites. So that, it should be understood, 
is why it is called a good omen. 
154. Diligence (appamado) in profitable iaeals (ilhammesu) should 
be understood as the habit of never being without mindfulness of 
profitable ideas, which, as to meaning, is the converse of the negli
gence stated as follows: 'There is carelessness, inattentiveness, 
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heedlessness, hanging back, 88 unzealousness, uninterestedness, non
repetition, non-maintenance-in-being, non-development, non-resolu
tion, non-application, negligence, concerning the maintenance of 
profitable ideas in being: any such negligence, neglecting, neglected
ness, is called negligence' (Vbh. 350). This [diligence] is called a 
good omen since it is a cause for achieving the various kinds of what 
is profitable and since it is a cause for reaching the Deathless. 
[144] And the Master's message to be recalled here is that in such 
passages as follows' When [a bhikkhu abides] diligent, ardent [and 
self-controlled,] his ... ' (M. i. 350) and ' The way of deathlessness 
is diligence' (Dh. 21). 
155. So in this stanza there are three good omens stated with 
abstinence from evil, refraining from besotting drink, and diligence 
in True Ideals. How they are good omens has already been made 
clear in each instance. 

The commentary on the meaning of the stanza ' Shrinking, 
abstinence ' is ended. 

[Stanza 8] 

[Garavo ca nivato ca santu((hi ca kataiiiiuta 
Ka"lena a!tammasavanarh: etam mangalam uttamarh J 

[(a) Commentary on the worils] 

156. Now as to 'Then respect': respect (garavo) is respectfulness 
(garubhava). Humb"le manner (nivato) is lowly mien (nicavattana). 
157. Content (santutthi) is contentment (santosa). The state of 
knowing what has been done (katassa jananata) is graieful bearing 
( kataiiiiuta). 
158. When it is timely (kalena): when it is the moment, when it is the 
occasion. Hearing truth: ilhammasavanarh=ilhammassa savanarh 
(resolution of compound). 

The rest is as already stated. This is the word-commentary. 

[(b) Commentary on the meaning] 

159. The commentary on the meaning should be understood as 
follows. 

Respect (garavo) is the payment of respect (garukara), paying res-

88 For meaning of olinavuttitii see relevant VbhA., and also MA. ii, 234: 
'Olinavuttiko ca hoti ti hinajjhiisayo hoti '. P.E.D. seems off the mark. 

[144-145] V. The Good-omen Discourse 157 

pect (garukararJ,a), respectfulness (garavata), accorded to Enlightened 
Ones, Hermit Enlightened Ones, Perfect Ones' disciples, teachers, 
preceptors, mothers, fathers, elder brothers and sisters, etc., who 
~re the worthy means for the payment of respect. And that respect 
1s called a good omen since it is a cause for going to a happy destina
tion, etc., according as it is said 'He pays respect to him to whom 
respect should be paid, he reveres him that should be revered, he 
honours him that should be honoured. By his adopting such actions 
and putting them into effect, he reappears, on the dissolution of the 
body, after death, in a happy destination, in the heavenly world. If, 
on the dissolution of the body, ... instead of reappearing ... in 
the heavenly world, he comes to the human state, then he is of a 
high-born clan wherever he is born' (M. iii. 205), and according as 
it is said ' Bhikkhus, there are these seven ideas that prevent decline: 
what seven? Respectfulness to the teacher, ... ' (cf. A. iv. 27-31), 
and so on. 
160. Humb"le manner (nivato) is lowliness of the mind, humility in 
manner. The person possessing it has put away conceit, put away 
arrogance, and he resembles a foot-wiping cloth, resembles a bull 
with amputated horns, resembles a snake with extracted fangs, and 
is gentle, genial and easy to talk with. Such is 'humble manner'. 
[145] This is called a good omen since it is a cause of obtaining the 
special qualities of fame, and so on. And it is said that 

' One humble and unobdurate 
' Is such as will acquire good fame ' (Ja. vi. 286). 

161. Content (santutthi) is contentment with the [four] requisite 
conditions whatever they are like. "That is of twelve kinds. There 
are three kinds in the case of the robe, namely, contentment with 
what one gets, contentment with one's own strength, and content
ment with what is befitting; and similarly in the cases of alms food, 
[resting-place, and medicine]. 
162. Here is a commentary on the divisions of it. Here a bhikkhu 
obtains a robe, and whether it is a fine one or not he makes do with 
only that, wishing for no other, and he does not use any other even 
if he gets one: this is his' contentment with what one gets' in the 
case of the robe. On the other hand, he may be so afflicted [by 
sickness] that if he wears a heavy robe it weighs him down and tires 
him, and then he is quite content to exchange it for a light one with 
a bhikkhu who is in communion [that is, not suspended by an act of 
the Community], and to use that one: this is his' contentment with 
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heedlessness, hanging back, 88 unzealousness, uninterestedness, non
repetition, non-maintenance-in-being, non-development, non-resolu
tion, non-application, negligence, concerning the maintenance of 
profitable ideas in being: any such negligence, neglecting, neglected
ness, is called negligence' (Vbh. 350). This [diligence] is called a 
good omen since it is a cause for achieving the various kinds of what 
is profitable and since it is a cause for reaching the Deathless. 
[144] And the Master's message to be recalled here is that in such 
passages as follows' When [a bhikkhu abides] diligent, ardent [and 
self-controlled,] his ... ' (M. i. 350) and ' The way of deathlessness 
is diligence' (Dh. 21). 
155. So in this stanza there are three good omens stated with 
abstinence from evil, refraining from besotting drink, and diligence 
in True Ideals. How they are good omens has already been made 
clear in each instance. 

The commentary on the meaning of the stanza ' Shrinking, 
abstinence ' is ended. 

[Stanza 8] 

[Garavo ca nivato ca santu((hi ca kataiiiiuta 
Ka"lena a!tammasavanarh: etam mangalam uttamarh J 

[(a) Commentary on the worils] 

156. Now as to 'Then respect': respect (garavo) is respectfulness 
(garubhava). Humb"le manner (nivato) is lowly mien (nicavattana). 
157. Content (santutthi) is contentment (santosa). The state of 
knowing what has been done (katassa jananata) is graieful bearing 
( kataiiiiuta). 
158. When it is timely (kalena): when it is the moment, when it is the 
occasion. Hearing truth: ilhammasavanarh=ilhammassa savanarh 
(resolution of compound). 

The rest is as already stated. This is the word-commentary. 

[(b) Commentary on the meaning] 

159. The commentary on the meaning should be understood as 
follows. 

Respect (garavo) is the payment of respect (garukara), paying res-

88 For meaning of olinavuttitii see relevant VbhA., and also MA. ii, 234: 
'Olinavuttiko ca hoti ti hinajjhiisayo hoti '. P.E.D. seems off the mark. 

[144-145] V. The Good-omen Discourse 157 

pect (garukararJ,a), respectfulness (garavata), accorded to Enlightened 
Ones, Hermit Enlightened Ones, Perfect Ones' disciples, teachers, 
preceptors, mothers, fathers, elder brothers and sisters, etc., who 
~re the worthy means for the payment of respect. And that respect 
1s called a good omen since it is a cause for going to a happy destina
tion, etc., according as it is said 'He pays respect to him to whom 
respect should be paid, he reveres him that should be revered, he 
honours him that should be honoured. By his adopting such actions 
and putting them into effect, he reappears, on the dissolution of the 
body, after death, in a happy destination, in the heavenly world. If, 
on the dissolution of the body, ... instead of reappearing ... in 
the heavenly world, he comes to the human state, then he is of a 
high-born clan wherever he is born' (M. iii. 205), and according as 
it is said ' Bhikkhus, there are these seven ideas that prevent decline: 
what seven? Respectfulness to the teacher, ... ' (cf. A. iv. 27-31), 
and so on. 
160. Humb"le manner (nivato) is lowliness of the mind, humility in 
manner. The person possessing it has put away conceit, put away 
arrogance, and he resembles a foot-wiping cloth, resembles a bull 
with amputated horns, resembles a snake with extracted fangs, and 
is gentle, genial and easy to talk with. Such is 'humble manner'. 
[145] This is called a good omen since it is a cause of obtaining the 
special qualities of fame, and so on. And it is said that 

' One humble and unobdurate 
' Is such as will acquire good fame ' (Ja. vi. 286). 

161. Content (santutthi) is contentment with the [four] requisite 
conditions whatever they are like. "That is of twelve kinds. There 
are three kinds in the case of the robe, namely, contentment with 
what one gets, contentment with one's own strength, and content
ment with what is befitting; and similarly in the cases of alms food, 
[resting-place, and medicine]. 
162. Here is a commentary on the divisions of it. Here a bhikkhu 
obtains a robe, and whether it is a fine one or not he makes do with 
only that, wishing for no other, and he does not use any other even 
if he gets one: this is his' contentment with what one gets' in the 
case of the robe. On the other hand, he may be so afflicted [by 
sickness] that if he wears a heavy robe it weighs him down and tires 
him, and then he is quite content to exchange it for a light one with 
a bhikkhu who is in communion [that is, not suspended by an act of 
the Community], and to use that one: this is his' contentment with 
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one's own strength ' in the case of the robe.. Another bhikkhu may 
be one who gets superior requisite-conditions, and if he gets a very 
costly robe such as a lawn robe, then [thinking] 'This befits elders 
who have been long gone forth, or the very learned ', he gives it to 
them and for himself collects rags from the top of a rubbish heap or 
anywhere else, makes a patched cloak of them and wears that quite 
contentedly: this is his' contentment with what is befitting' in the 
case of the robe. Here again a bhikkhu obtains alms food, and 
whether it is coarse or superior, he uses only that, and, wishing for 
no other, he does not use any other even if he gets it: this is his 
' contentment with what one gets ' in the case of the alms food. On 
the other hand, he may be so afflicted [by sickness] that if he eats 
coarse alms food he brings on a serious illness or disability; and 
then he is content to give it to a bhikkhu who is in communion and 
to accept ghee, honey, milk, etc., at his hands and so be able to do 
his work upon the monks' True Ideal: This is his [146] ' contentment 
with one's own strength ' in the case of the alms food. Another 
bhikkhu may get superior alms food, and [thinking] 'This alms 
food befits elders who have been long gone forth and other com
panions in the Divine Life who make do without superior alms 
food '; and so he gives it to them, and after wandering for alms 
food for himself, he eats mixed alms food quite contentedly: this is 
his ' contentment with what is befitting 'in the case of the alms food. 
Here again a bhikkhu acquires a resting-place and is contented with 
only that one, and if he acquires another, better, one, he does not 
use it: this is his 'contentment with what one gets' in the case of 
the resting-place. On the other hand, he may be so afflicted [by 
sickness] that ifhe lives in a humble resting-place he is much troubled 
by biliousness and so on, and then he is quite content to give it to a 
bhikkhu who is in communion, and to live in an airy, cool resting
place that the other has acquired and so [be able to] do his work 
upon the monks' True Ideal: this is his ' contentment with one's own 
strength' in the case of the resting-place. Another bhikkhu may 
not accept a fine resting-place even if it is offered to him, and 
[thinking] 'A fine resting-place offers grounds for negligence; or 
lethargy and drowsiness descend on anyone who sits there, and then 
thoughts of lust beset a man when he wakes up again after having 
been overcome by sleep', he rejects it and lives anywhere, such as 
in the open, at a tree-root, in a leaf-hut, quite contentedly: this is 
his 'contentment with what is befitting' in the case of the resting
place. Here again a bhikkhu obtains [common] gall-nuts or yellow 
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gall-nuts as medicine, and he makes do with that; he makes do 
with only that without wishing for the ghee, honey, molasses, etc., 
obtained by others and not using it even if he gets it: this is his 
' contentment with what one gets ' in the case of the requisite of 
medicine. On the other hand, he may get molasses when he is in 
need of oil, and then he is quite content to give that to a bhikkhu 
who is in communion, and after making up a medicine with the oil 
(received] at his hands he is then able to do his work upon the monks' 
True Ideal: this is his' contentment with one's own strength' in the 
case of the requisite of medicine. Another bhikkhu, [147] when 
(cow's] urine fermented with gall-nuts89 has been put in one vessel 
and ' four-sweets '90 in another, may be asked ' Venerable sir, take 
which you like ', and then if either of the two cures his ailment, 
thinking that urine with gall-nuts was commended by Buddhas and 
so on and that this has been said ' The Going Forth into Home
lessness is dependent for medicine on fermented urine; try and make 
use of that for the rest of your life' (Vin. i. 58), he refuses the 
medicine consisting of the ' four-sweets ' and makes up a medicine 
with the urine and gall-nuts, and with that he is supremely content: 
this is his ' contentment with what is befitting ' in the case of the 
requisite of medicine. 
163. Now all this contentment thus divided up is what is called 
'content'. It should be understood as a good omen since it is a 
cause for achieving the abandoning of such evil ideas as excessive
ness of wishes, greatness of wishes, and evilness of wishes (see 
MA. ii. 138J.), since it is a cause for [rebirth in] the happy destina
tions, since it is an accessory of the Noble Path, and since it is a 
cause of the ' four-direction ' state, and this is said 

' With no resistance in the four directions, 
' He is content with any one at all ' (Sn. 42), 

and so on. 
164. Grateful bearing (kataiiiiuta) is the state of knowing (jananata), 
by recollection again and again, about assistance, whether little or 
much, and done by whomsoever it may be. Furthermore, 'grateful 
bearing ' can also be understood as recollection of [ acts of] merit, 
which also greatly assist breathing things since they protect them 
from hell's sufferings and so on. Consequently 'grateful bearing' 

89 A medicine commonly used in Ceylon today. 
90 A medicine made up of ghee, butter, honey, and molasses. 
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one's own strength ' in the case of the robe.. Another bhikkhu may 
be one who gets superior requisite-conditions, and if he gets a very 
costly robe such as a lawn robe, then [thinking] 'This befits elders 
who have been long gone forth, or the very learned ', he gives it to 
them and for himself collects rags from the top of a rubbish heap or 
anywhere else, makes a patched cloak of them and wears that quite 
contentedly: this is his' contentment with what is befitting' in the 
case of the robe. Here again a bhikkhu obtains alms food, and 
whether it is coarse or superior, he uses only that, and, wishing for 
no other, he does not use any other even if he gets it: this is his 
' contentment with what one gets ' in the case of the alms food. On 
the other hand, he may be so afflicted [by sickness] that if he eats 
coarse alms food he brings on a serious illness or disability; and 
then he is content to give it to a bhikkhu who is in communion and 
to accept ghee, honey, milk, etc., at his hands and so be able to do 
his work upon the monks' True Ideal: This is his [146] ' contentment 
with one's own strength ' in the case of the alms food. Another 
bhikkhu may get superior alms food, and [thinking] 'This alms 
food befits elders who have been long gone forth and other com
panions in the Divine Life who make do without superior alms 
food '; and so he gives it to them, and after wandering for alms 
food for himself, he eats mixed alms food quite contentedly: this is 
his ' contentment with what is befitting 'in the case of the alms food. 
Here again a bhikkhu acquires a resting-place and is contented with 
only that one, and if he acquires another, better, one, he does not 
use it: this is his 'contentment with what one gets' in the case of 
the resting-place. On the other hand, he may be so afflicted [by 
sickness] that ifhe lives in a humble resting-place he is much troubled 
by biliousness and so on, and then he is quite content to give it to a 
bhikkhu who is in communion, and to live in an airy, cool resting
place that the other has acquired and so [be able to] do his work 
upon the monks' True Ideal: this is his ' contentment with one's own 
strength' in the case of the resting-place. Another bhikkhu may 
not accept a fine resting-place even if it is offered to him, and 
[thinking] 'A fine resting-place offers grounds for negligence; or 
lethargy and drowsiness descend on anyone who sits there, and then 
thoughts of lust beset a man when he wakes up again after having 
been overcome by sleep', he rejects it and lives anywhere, such as 
in the open, at a tree-root, in a leaf-hut, quite contentedly: this is 
his 'contentment with what is befitting' in the case of the resting
place. Here again a bhikkhu obtains [common] gall-nuts or yellow 
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gall-nuts as medicine, and he makes do with that; he makes do 
with only that without wishing for the ghee, honey, molasses, etc., 
obtained by others and not using it even if he gets it: this is his 
' contentment with what one gets ' in the case of the requisite of 
medicine. On the other hand, he may get molasses when he is in 
need of oil, and then he is quite content to give that to a bhikkhu 
who is in communion, and after making up a medicine with the oil 
(received] at his hands he is then able to do his work upon the monks' 
True Ideal: this is his' contentment with one's own strength' in the 
case of the requisite of medicine. Another bhikkhu, [147] when 
(cow's] urine fermented with gall-nuts89 has been put in one vessel 
and ' four-sweets '90 in another, may be asked ' Venerable sir, take 
which you like ', and then if either of the two cures his ailment, 
thinking that urine with gall-nuts was commended by Buddhas and 
so on and that this has been said ' The Going Forth into Home
lessness is dependent for medicine on fermented urine; try and make 
use of that for the rest of your life' (Vin. i. 58), he refuses the 
medicine consisting of the ' four-sweets ' and makes up a medicine 
with the urine and gall-nuts, and with that he is supremely content: 
this is his ' contentment with what is befitting ' in the case of the 
requisite of medicine. 
163. Now all this contentment thus divided up is what is called 
'content'. It should be understood as a good omen since it is a 
cause for achieving the abandoning of such evil ideas as excessive
ness of wishes, greatness of wishes, and evilness of wishes (see 
MA. ii. 138J.), since it is a cause for [rebirth in] the happy destina
tions, since it is an accessory of the Noble Path, and since it is a 
cause of the ' four-direction ' state, and this is said 

' With no resistance in the four directions, 
' He is content with any one at all ' (Sn. 42), 

and so on. 
164. Grateful bearing (kataiiiiuta) is the state of knowing (jananata), 
by recollection again and again, about assistance, whether little or 
much, and done by whomsoever it may be. Furthermore, 'grateful 
bearing ' can also be understood as recollection of [ acts of] merit, 
which also greatly assist breathing things since they protect them 
from hell's sufferings and so on. Consequently 'grateful bearing' 

89 A medicine commonly used in Ceylon today. 
90 A medicine made up of ghee, butter, honey, and molasses. 
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can be understood as the recollection of their assistance. That is 
called a good omen since it is a cause for acquiring the many sorts of 
distinctions beginning with commendability by True Men. And it is 
said: ' Bhikkhus, two kinds of person are hard to find in the world. 
What two? One who first does [a favour], and one who is grateful, 
who is recognizant ' (A. i. 87). 
165. Hearing Truth when it is timely (kiilena dhammasavanarh): this 
is the hearing of the True Idea on an occasion when cognizance is 
accompanied by agitatinn or is overcome by thoughts of sensual 
desire, [ill wi!J, or cruelty, doing so] on such an occasion in order to 
remove these [thoughts]. Then some others have said that 'Hear
ing Truth when it is timely' is hearing the True Idea every five days, 
according as it is said [148] 'But every five days we sit out the whole 
night together in talk on the True Idea ' (M. i. 207; Vin. i. 352). 
Furthermore, ' Hearing Truth when it is timely ' can also be under
stood as hearing the True Idea at a time at which one approaches 
good friends in order to be able to hear such of the True Idea as will 
remove one's own doubts, according as it is said ' From time to 
time he approaches them, and he asks and he questions' (D. iii. 
285), and so on. That hearing of Truth when it is timely should be 
understood as a good omen since it is a cause for acquiring the many 
distinctions beginning with the abandoning of hindrances, the four 
benefits, and the exhaustion of taints, this being said 'Bhikkhus, 
on an occasion on which a Noble Disciple hears the True Idea, giving 
ear by heeding, attending and whole-heartedly reacting, then on that 
occasion there is in him no one of the five hindrances' (S. v. 95), and 
this ' Bhikkhus, when ideas that have come to the ear ... are well 
penetrated, four benefits can be expected ' (A. ii. 185), and this 
' Bhikkhus, there are these four ideas, which, when they are com
pletely maintained in being, made to have completely parallel 
occurrence, eventually bring about the exhaustion of taints. What 
four? Hearing Truth when it is timely, ... ' (A. ii. 140), and 
so on. 
166. So in this stanza there are five good omens with respect, humble 
manner, content, gratitude, and hearing Truth when it is timely. 
How they are good omens has already been made clear in each 
instance. 

The commentary on the meaning of this stanza ' Then respect ' is 
ended. 

[148-149] V. The Good-omen Discourse 

[Stanza 9] 

[ Khanti ca sovacassata sama'l}iinan ca dassanarh 
Kalena dhammasiikaccha: etam mangalam uttarna'lii] 

[(a) Commentary on the words] 

161 

167. Now as to ' Patience ': patience (khanti) is the act of being 
patient (khamana). Meekness when corrected (sovacassata) :91 be
cause of [his] taking [correction] aright a speaking-to is easy in his 
case, thus he is easily-spoken-to (suvaco); the action of one who is 
easily-spoken-to (suvacassa kammarh) is easily-spoken-about (sova
cq,ssarh); the state of what is easily-spoken-about (sovacassassa 
bhiivo) is easily-speakable-about-ness (sovacassatii=' meekness when 
corrected '). 
168. They are monks (sama1J,ii) because of the stilling of defilements 
(kilesiinarh samitattii). Seeing (dassanarh): regarding. Discussion 
of the Truth: dhammasiikacchii=ahammassa siikacchii (resolution of 
compound). 

The rest is as already stated. This is the word-commentary. 

[(b) Commentary on the meaning] 

169. The commentary on the meaning should be understood as 
follows. 

[149] Patience (khanti) is patience as endurance. 92 If a bhikkhu 
possesses it, then when people abus8 him with the ten instances of 
abuse93 or threaten him with torture, etc., he is as though he neither 
heard nor saw them and remains as impassive as did Khantivadi 
(Preacher of Patience), according as it is said: 

91 Sovacassatii (lit. 'easily-spoken-about-ness ') and its opposite dova
oossatii are defined at Dhs. 1325 and 1327; the definition given here is based 
on that at M. i, 95. The two expressions never mean ' well-spoken ' and 
'ill-spoken' respectively, for which there are other Pali terms. 

92 The word khanti (n. fm. verb khamati) has two distinct principal mean
ings: (i) 'patience' (=adhivasana 'endurance'), see e.g. Dh. 184, and 
(2) ' preference ' ( =ruci ' liking '), see e.g. M. ii, 170. P.E.D. does not givfl 
this second meaning except under nijjhiinam khamati. 

93 Ten are given at VbhA. 340 as' You are a robber, a fool, an idiot, a camel, 
an ox, an ass, you belong to the states of deprivation, you belong to hell, 
you are an animal, there is neither a happy nor an unhappy destination to 
be expected for you '. Or else they are abuse based on birth, name, race, 
age, work, craft, sickness, sex, defilement, and vinaya offence (see e.g. 
Sumangalappasiidini ad khuddasikkhii 129). 
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' In olden time there was a monk. 
'Of patience he was paragon; 
' He kept his patience even when 

[149-150] 

'The king of Kasi murdered him' (Ja. iii. 43). 

Or else he gives it attention as admirable that it is no worse affliction, 
like the venerable Pul).I).a, according as it is said 'Venerable sir, if 
the people of SoIJ.aparanta abuse and threaten me, then I shall 
think " These people of SoIJ.aparanta are admirable, truly admirable, 
in that they did not give me a blow with a fist" ' (M. iii. 268), and 
so on. One who possesses this is commended also by the Seers, 
according as Sarabhanga the Seer said: 

' Who has his anger slain, he sorrows nevermore; 
' The Seers do recommend abandoning contempt. 
' Be patient [ with the words J of all that harshly speak; 
· The Men at Peace have said: Such patience is supreme' 

(Ja. v. 141). 

And he is commended by deities, too, according as it is said: 

' It is when one endowed with strength 
' Will show forebearance to the weak 
'That patience shows supreme, they say: 
' If weak, a man is always patient ' (S. i. 222). 94 

And he is commended by the Enlightened Ones, too, according as 
Sakka Ruler of Gods said: 

' Who free from anger will yet bear 
' Abuse and even torture too 
'With patience in force, in strong array, 
'Him [truly] do I call divine' (Sn. 623; Dh. 399). 

[150] Now this patience should be understood as a good omen since it 
is a cause for acquiring the special qualities mentioned here and 
others as well. 
170. Meekness when corre,eteil (sovacassata) is the state that causes 

94 Mrs. C. A. F. Rhys Davids has rendered differently (Kindred Sayings); 
but is ' Ever to tolerate the weaker side ' compatible with the nominative 
duhbalo in niccam khamati dubbalo ? The rendering here ' If weak, a man 
is always patient' seeks to bring out that patience is a necessity rather than 
a virtue in the weak, but appears as a virtue in the forbearance of the strong. 
The verse is a difficult one. 

[150] V. The Good-omen Discourse 163 

the speaking of the word (vacanakararJ,ata) 'good', by someone who 
is being lawfully spoken to (vuccamana) [for the purpose of his being 
corrected], whereby he does so without indulging in prevarication or 
silence or thinking up virtues and vices, and places foremost the 
greatest obedience, respect, and lowliness of mind. That is called 
a good omen since it is a cause for the obtaining of advice and instruc
tion in the Divine Life, and since it is a cause for abandoning vices 
and acquiring virtues. 
171. Seeing monks (samarJ,anan ca dassanam) is the seeing, by 
approaching, aiding, recollecting and hearing, of those gone forth 
whose defilements are stilled, who have maintained in being body, 
virtue, cognizance, and understanding, 95 and who possess the 
supreme control and quiet. And all that is called ' seeing ' by the 
Teaching in the elementary form. 95 That should be understood as a 
good omen. Why? Because of its great helpfulness. And this 
has been said ' Bhikkhus, seeing of those bhikkhus is very helpful, I 
say' (lti. 107), and so on. Consequently, as soon as a clansman 
desirous of welfare sees virtuous bhikkhus at his door he should serve 
them according to his means with what is available for giving, if 
anything is available for giving; if there is none, he should pay 
homage with the fivefold prostration; 96 if that is not possible, he 
should venerate them with hands raised palms together; if that is 
not possible, he should look on them with confident heart and loving 
eyes. Then, owing to such merit rooted in seeing, he will for many 
a thousand births have in his eye no disease, ill-humour, 97 swelling 

95 See S. iv. 111 and Netti (p. 91): So hoti bhikkhu bhavitakiiyo bhiivitasilo 
bhiivitacitto bhiivitapaii11,0. The Netti then expands as follows: ' When the 
body is maintained in being (developed), two ideas come to be maintained 
in being: Right Action and Right Effort. When virtue is maintained in 
being, two ideas come to be maintained in being: Right Speech and Right 
Livelihood. When cognizance is maintained in being, two ideas come to 
be maintained in being: Right Mindfulness and Right Concentration. When 
understanding is maintained in being, two ideas come to be maintained in 
being: Right View and Right Intention '. C.'s reading of bhiivitakiiyavaci
cittapaiiiiiinam would seem wrong. 

Two lines below, 0. and Ss. have omakade--Sanii (which reading has been 
followed) where P.T.S. has liimakadesanii, but B. has sabbam pi viliisitadesanii. 
Which is right ? And what is intended ? The rendering is open to 
revision. 

96 ' Paiicapatittha-the fivefold prostration' is accepted by Ceylon Buddhists 
as touching the ground in five places, namely, head, hands (not 'waist' as 
in P.E.D.), elbows, knees, and feet. 

97 ' Dosa-bodily humour ': not in this sense in P.E.D.; see Glossary. 
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or stye, and his eyes will sparkle brightly with the five colours like 
moving crystal panes in a divine mansion [built] of jewels, and for as 
much as a hundred thousand aeons he enjoys every sort of excellence 
among gods and men. And it is no wonder that a human being 
born with understanding should find that [his acts of] merit consist
ing in the rightly effected seeing of monks ripen so excellently since 
even in the case of animals born with only bare faith it is told how 
excellently [their acts of merit] ripen: 

[151] 'The round-eyed owl, who long did dwell 
' Here in the veaisaka tree-
' 0 happy owl was he indeed 

' To see a Buddha rare to rise betimes! 
' His heart had confidence in me 
' And the Community elect. 
'Now for a hundred thousand aeons 

'No state of deprivation he shall know. 
' Him, when he falls from heavenly worlds, 
'His profitable deeds will guide; 
' And far and wide he will be called 

'The Joyous One whose knowledge has no bounds' 
( ). 

172. Ana then aiscussion of the Truth when it is timely (kalena 
ahammasakaccha): in the dusk98 or in the early dawn, say, two 
bhikkhus, Sutta-experts, discuss with each other about Suttas, or 
two Vinaya-experts about the Vinaya, or two Abhidhamma-experts 
about the Abhidhamma, or two Jataka-preachers about the Jataka, 
or two Commentary-expounders about the Commentary; or else 
they converse from time to time for the purpose of dispelling a state 
of cognizance that is slack or agitated or beset by uncertainty: this 
is ' discussion of the truth when it is timely '. It is a good omen 
since it is a cause for such special qualities as particular distinction 99 

in the scriptures, and so on. 
173. So in this stanza there are four good omens stated with patience, 
meekness when corrected, seeing monks, and discussion of the True 
Idea when it is timely. How they are good omens has already been 
made clear in each instance. 

98 'Padose-in the dusk': not in P.E.D.; but see there dosa=' evening'. 
99 ' Vyatti-particular distinction ': see note 23 above. 

[151-152] V. The Good-omen Discourse 165 

The commentary on the meaning of this stanza ' Patience ' is 
ended. 

[Stanza IO] 

[Tapo ca brahmacariyaii ca ariyasaccana 'aassanarh 
Nibbanasacchikiriya ca: etam mangalam uttamarh] 

[(a) Commentary on the woras] 

174:. Now as to ' Ardour': it burns up (tapati) evil ideas, thus it is 
araour (tapo). The Divine Life (brahmacariyarh) is either the life 
(conduct) that is divine (brahmarh cariyarh) or it is the life (conduct) 
of the High Divinities (brahmanarh cariyarh-alternative resolutions 
of compound); what is meant is; the best life (conduct). 
175. Seeing truths that are callea Noble: ariyasaccana'dassanarh= 
ariyasaccanarh ilassanarh (resolution of compound); some say 
ariyasaccani ilassanarh (alternative resolution of compound), but 
that is inelegant. 
176. It has left the wood (Nlkkhantarh VANAto), thus it is 
extinction (nibbana);100 the act of realizing (sacchikaratJ,a) is 
realization (sacchikiriya). Realization of extinction: nibbanasac
chikiriya=nibbanassa sacchikiriya (resolution of compound). 

The rest is as already stated. This is the word-commentary. 

[(b) Commentary on the meaning] 

177. The commentary on the meaning should be understood as 
follows. 

Ardour (tapo) is either faculty-restraint (see Vis. Ch. i, § 42 /p. 15 j.), 
since that burns up (tapati) covetousness and grief, etc., [152] or 
else it is energy, since that burns up idleness; a person possessing it 
is called ardent (atapi). It is a good omen since it is a cause for the 
abandoning of covetousness, etc., and for the obtaining of jhana, and 
so on. 
178. The Divine Li,fe (brahmacariyarh) is a designation for abstinence 
from sexual intercourse, for the monk's True Ideal (in other words, 
concentration), for the Dispensation, and for the path. For in 
such passages as ' Abandoning what is not the Divine Life, he 
becomes one who leads the Divine Life' (M. i. 179) it is abstinence 
from sexual intercourse (methunavirati) that is called Divine Life 

100 See Vis. Ch. viii.§ 247 /p. 293; cf. also n. 48. 
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abandoning of covetousness, etc., and for the obtaining of jhana, and 
so on. 
178. The Divine Li,fe (brahmacariyarh) is a designation for abstinence 
from sexual intercourse, for the monk's True Ideal (in other words, 
concentration), for the Dispensation, and for the path. For in 
such passages as ' Abandoning what is not the Divine Life, he 
becomes one who leads the Divine Life' (M. i. 179) it is abstinence 
from sexual intercourse (methunavirati) that is called Divine Life 

100 See Vis. Ch. viii.§ 247 /p. 293; cf. also n. 48. 
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(conduct). In such passages as' Friend, is a Divine Life lived under 
the Blessed One?' (M. i. 147) it is the monk's True Ueal (sama'{!a
dhamma). In such passages as 'Evil One, I will not finally attain 
extinction until this Divine Life of mine shall have become pros
perous, flourishing and wide-spread among the many ' (D. ii. 106) 
it is the Dispensation (sasana). In such passages as 'Bhikkhu, this 
Noble Eightfold Path is a Divine Life, that is to say, right view, ... ' 
(cf. S. v. 8 and esp. 26) it is the path (magga). All this is appropriate 
here except for the last-mentioned kind since that is included in 
'seeing truths that are called Noble', [which follows next.] It 
should be understood as a good omen since it is a cause for reaching 
the successively higher distinctions [ obtained_ by the successive four 
paths and four fruitions of Stream-Entry and the rest]. 
179. Seeing truths that are called Noble ( ariyasaccana 'dassanam) is the 
seeing peculiar to the Path, in virtue of which they attain to the 
four Truths mentioned in the Boy's Questions (Ch. iv, §§ 22-3). It 
is a good omen since it is a cause for surmounting the suffering of the 
round [ of rebirths]. 
180. Realization of extinction (nibbanasacchikiriyii): here it is the 
fruition of Arahantship that is intended by ' extinction '; for that is 
called 'extinction' because of the surmounting of craving termed 
'fastening' (vana) as the fastening to the five kinds of destination.1°1 

So while either the reaching of that [as the path] or the reviewing 
of it [as the path's fruition] can actually be called 'realization' 
(see Vis. Ch. xxii), nevertheless since the former kind of realization 
[as the path] has already been established by the [immediately 
preceding] phrase' seeing truths that are called Noble', that kind is 
consequently not intended here [in this phrase]. So this [153] kind 
of realization of extinction [namely, reviewing as the fruition of the 
path] should be understood as a good omen since it is a cause for a 
pleasant abiding here and now, and so on. 
181. So in this stanza there are four good omens stated with ardour, 
the Divine Life, seeing the Noble Truths, and realization of extinc
tion. How they are good omens has already been made clear in 
each instance. 

The commentary on the meaning of this stanza ' Ardour ' is 
ended. 

101 For the ' five kinds of destination ' see M. i, 73-6; they are: hell, animals, 
ghosts, human beings, and gods. Nibbana is none of these. Vana might 
be a causative form of the vana pun in § 176. 

[153] V. The Good-omen Discourse 

[Stanza ll] 

[ Phutthassa lokadhammehi cittam yassa na kampati 
Asokam virajam khemam: etam mangal,am uttamam] 

[(a) Commentary on the words] 

167 

182. Now as to 'Though by worldly ideas tempted': Tempted 
(phutthassa-lit. 'touched') is contacted (phusitassa), stirred, 
reached.102 Worldly ideas (lokadhamma) are ideas in (about) the 
world (loke dhamma-resolutwn ot compound); such ideas as are 
never reversed as long as the world continues its occurrence, is what 
is meant. 
183. Cognizanw (citta) is mind (mano), mentality (miinasa). His 
(yassa-lit. ' whose ' agreeing with phutthassa above, both being in 
the genitive): of a new [bhikkhu], a middle, or an elder [bhikkhuJ.103 
Ne'er .. . shall waver (na kampati): neither moves nor vacillates. 
184. Sorrowless (asokam): unsorrowing (nissoka), with the dart of 
sorrow extracted. Stainless (virajam): with stains gone (vigataraja), 
with stains erased (viddhastaraja). In safety (khemam): fearless, 
unmenaced. 

The rest is as already stated. This is the word-commentary. 

[(b) Commentary on the meaning] 

185. The commentary on the meaning should be understood as 
follows. 

Though by worlaly ideas tempted, Ne'er his cognizance shall waver 
(phutthassa lokaahammehi cittam yassa na kampati): when someone 
is tempted (touched), beset, by the eight worldly ideas, namely, gain 
and non-gain [fame and ill-fame, censure and praise, pleasure and 
pain] (D. iii. 260), and his cognizance does not waver, is unmoved, 
never vacillates, then that cognizance of his should be understood as 
a good omen since it brings about the non-wavering supramundane 
state. And whose cognizance is it that does not waver when he is 
tempted by them? The Arahant's, in whom taints are exhausted, 
no one else's at all. And this is said: 

102 Th.i neat genitive/past-participle construction of the verse is not 
directly reproducible in English. 

103 Counting from his Full Admission (upasampada), a 'new bhikkhu' has 
up to 5 years' seniority, a ' middle bhikkhu ' has over 5 and up to 10, and 
an ' elder bhikkhu ' has 10 or more. His age from birth does not count here. 
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should be understood as a good omen since it is a cause for reaching 
the successively higher distinctions [ obtained_ by the successive four 
paths and four fruitions of Stream-Entry and the rest]. 
179. Seeing truths that are called Noble ( ariyasaccana 'dassanam) is the 
seeing peculiar to the Path, in virtue of which they attain to the 
four Truths mentioned in the Boy's Questions (Ch. iv, §§ 22-3). It 
is a good omen since it is a cause for surmounting the suffering of the 
round [ of rebirths]. 
180. Realization of extinction (nibbanasacchikiriyii): here it is the 
fruition of Arahantship that is intended by ' extinction '; for that is 
called 'extinction' because of the surmounting of craving termed 
'fastening' (vana) as the fastening to the five kinds of destination.1°1 

So while either the reaching of that [as the path] or the reviewing 
of it [as the path's fruition] can actually be called 'realization' 
(see Vis. Ch. xxii), nevertheless since the former kind of realization 
[as the path] has already been established by the [immediately 
preceding] phrase' seeing truths that are called Noble', that kind is 
consequently not intended here [in this phrase]. So this [153] kind 
of realization of extinction [namely, reviewing as the fruition of the 
path] should be understood as a good omen since it is a cause for a 
pleasant abiding here and now, and so on. 
181. So in this stanza there are four good omens stated with ardour, 
the Divine Life, seeing the Noble Truths, and realization of extinc
tion. How they are good omens has already been made clear in 
each instance. 

The commentary on the meaning of this stanza ' Ardour ' is 
ended. 

101 For the ' five kinds of destination ' see M. i, 73-6; they are: hell, animals, 
ghosts, human beings, and gods. Nibbana is none of these. Vana might 
be a causative form of the vana pun in § 176. 
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182. Now as to 'Though by worldly ideas tempted': Tempted 
(phutthassa-lit. 'touched') is contacted (phusitassa), stirred, 
reached.102 Worldly ideas (lokadhamma) are ideas in (about) the 
world (loke dhamma-resolutwn ot compound); such ideas as are 
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(yassa-lit. ' whose ' agreeing with phutthassa above, both being in 
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Ne'er .. . shall waver (na kampati): neither moves nor vacillates. 
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sorrow extracted. Stainless (virajam): with stains gone (vigataraja), 
with stains erased (viddhastaraja). In safety (khemam): fearless, 
unmenaced. 

The rest is as already stated. This is the word-commentary. 

[(b) Commentary on the meaning] 

185. The commentary on the meaning should be understood as 
follows. 

Though by worlaly ideas tempted, Ne'er his cognizance shall waver 
(phutthassa lokaahammehi cittam yassa na kampati): when someone 
is tempted (touched), beset, by the eight worldly ideas, namely, gain 
and non-gain [fame and ill-fame, censure and praise, pleasure and 
pain] (D. iii. 260), and his cognizance does not waver, is unmoved, 
never vacillates, then that cognizance of his should be understood as 
a good omen since it brings about the non-wavering supramundane 
state. And whose cognizance is it that does not waver when he is 
tempted by them? The Arahant's, in whom taints are exhausted, 
no one else's at all. And this is said: 

102 Th.i neat genitive/past-participle construction of the verse is not 
directly reproducible in English. 

103 Counting from his Full Admission (upasampada), a 'new bhikkhu' has 
up to 5 years' seniority, a ' middle bhikkhu ' has over 5 and up to 10, and 
an ' elder bhikkhu ' has 10 or more. His age from birth does not count here. 
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' Just as a solid mass of rock 
' Remains unshaken by the wind, 
' So too, no forms, sounds, smells or tastes, 
' No tangibles of any sort, 
'Nor yet ideas, disliked or liked, 
' Avail to move those such as this. 
' Such cognizance stands quite aloof 
' In contemplating subsidence ' (A. iii. 379). 

186. [154] It is only the cognizance in one whose taints are ex
hausted that is called sorrowless (asokam). That is sorrowless be
cause of the absence of what is stated in the way beginning' Sorrow, 
sorrowi~g, sorrowfulness, inner sorrow, inner- sorriness, consuming 
of the heart' (Vbh. 100). Some say that it is extinction (nibbana), 
but that has no sequence of meaning with the line that precedes it. 
And just as the cognizance of one whose taints are exhausted is 
'sorrowless ', so too it is stainless (virajam) and in safety (khemam), 
since it is ' stainless ' with the absence of any stain of lust, hate and 
delusion, and it is ' in safety ' because it is safe from the four bonds 
(D. iii. 230). Consequently it should be understood as a good omen 
since, although threefold as demonstrated [by the three words 
beginning with ' sorrowless '] when thus taken at the moment of its 
occurrence in whichever mode it happens to occur, it is a cause for 
bringing about undisconcertability and the highest state in the 
world, etc., and is a cause for bringing about :fitness for gifts (sacri
fices), and so on (see e.g. M. i. 37).104 
187. So in this stanza there are four good omens stated with un
wavering cognizance, sorrowless cognizance, unstained cognizance, 
and secure cognizance, with respect to the eight worldly ideas. How 
they are good omens has already been made clear in each instance. 

The commentary on the meaning of this stanza ' Though by 
worldly ideas tempted, Ne' er his cognizance ' is ended. 

[Stanza 12] 

[ Etadisani katvana sabbattha-m-aparajita 
Sabbattha sotthim gacchanti: tam tesam mangakim uttamam] 

188. After thus stating thirty-eight good omens with the ten stanzas 

104 AppaUakkhandhatadi- (' undisconcertedness, etc.', lit.' state of shoulders 
(or neck) not drooping, etc.') is plainly the right reading, though 0. confirms 
appavattakkhandhatadi- (' Non-occurrence of categories, etc.') with vl. 
asekkhakkhandhiidi-. 

[154-155] V. The Good-omen Discourse 169 

beginning with ' Not consorting with the foolish ' (Stanza 2), he 
now uttered this final stanza ' Since by working suchlike [ omens J ', 
extolling the good omens already mentioned by himself. Here is a 
commentary on its meaning. 
189. Suchlike (etadisani): such as these (etani disani), namely, 'the 
non-consorting with fools, etc., of the kinds already stated by me'. 
Since lYy working (katviina): katvana is the same as karitva or katva 
(alternative forms of gerund), and is no different in meaning. 
190. Men are everywhere unvanquished (sabbattha-rn-aparajita): [155] 
what is meant is that not being vanquished by even one among the 
four enemies classed as the Maras of categories, defilements, and 
determinative acts, and [Mara] the god's son, and having on the 
contrary themselves vanquished those four Maras. The letter m 
here [in the compound sabbattha-m-aparajita] should be taken as 
inserted merely for purposes of liaison. 
191. And go everywhere in safety (sabbattha sotthim gacchanti): 
whether in this world or in the other world, whether standing, 
walking, etc., everywhere they go in safety owing to their remaining 
unvanquished by the four Maras after they have worked suchlike 
good omens as these; what is meant is that they go in safety, go 
unmenaced, unharassed, secure, and fearless, because of the absence 
of those taints, vexations and fevers that would have arisen from 
their consorting with fools, and the rest. And the nasal component 
should be understood as inserted for metrical reasons.105 
192. That is their supreme good omen (tam tesam mangakim uttamam): 
with this line of the stanza the Blessed One concluded his teaching. 
How? 'God's son, take it thus: Whoever work suchlike [omens] 
(etadisani karonti), then since they go everywhere in safety (sabbattha 
sotthim gacchanti) it is that (tam)-namely, the thirty-eight-fold 
good omen of non-consorting with fools, etc.-which is therefore 
their (tesam)-namely, of those who have worked suchlike [omens]
supreme (uttamam), best, superlative, good omen (mangakim).' Now 
when this teaching was thus concluded by the Blessed One, a 
hundred thousand myriads of deities reached Arahantship, and the 
number of those who reached the fruitions of Stream-entry, Once
return, and Non-return was incalculable. 
193. Then on the following day, the Blessed One addressed the 
venerable .Ananda thus ' Ananda, last night a certain deity 

105 This refers to the final nasal in sotthirh, making an adverbial formation 
which replaces the normal nominative pl. adj. sotth'i. 
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' Just as a solid mass of rock 
' Remains unshaken by the wind, 
' So too, no forms, sounds, smells or tastes, 
' No tangibles of any sort, 
'Nor yet ideas, disliked or liked, 
' Avail to move those such as this. 
' Such cognizance stands quite aloof 
' In contemplating subsidence ' (A. iii. 379). 

186. [154] It is only the cognizance in one whose taints are ex
hausted that is called sorrowless (asokam). That is sorrowless be
cause of the absence of what is stated in the way beginning' Sorrow, 
sorrowi~g, sorrowfulness, inner sorrow, inner- sorriness, consuming 
of the heart' (Vbh. 100). Some say that it is extinction (nibbana), 
but that has no sequence of meaning with the line that precedes it. 
And just as the cognizance of one whose taints are exhausted is 
'sorrowless ', so too it is stainless (virajam) and in safety (khemam), 
since it is ' stainless ' with the absence of any stain of lust, hate and 
delusion, and it is ' in safety ' because it is safe from the four bonds 
(D. iii. 230). Consequently it should be understood as a good omen 
since, although threefold as demonstrated [by the three words 
beginning with ' sorrowless '] when thus taken at the moment of its 
occurrence in whichever mode it happens to occur, it is a cause for 
bringing about undisconcertability and the highest state in the 
world, etc., and is a cause for bringing about :fitness for gifts (sacri
fices), and so on (see e.g. M. i. 37).104 
187. So in this stanza there are four good omens stated with un
wavering cognizance, sorrowless cognizance, unstained cognizance, 
and secure cognizance, with respect to the eight worldly ideas. How 
they are good omens has already been made clear in each instance. 

The commentary on the meaning of this stanza ' Though by 
worldly ideas tempted, Ne' er his cognizance ' is ended. 

[Stanza 12] 

[ Etadisani katvana sabbattha-m-aparajita 
Sabbattha sotthim gacchanti: tam tesam mangakim uttamam] 

188. After thus stating thirty-eight good omens with the ten stanzas 

104 AppaUakkhandhatadi- (' undisconcertedness, etc.', lit.' state of shoulders 
(or neck) not drooping, etc.') is plainly the right reading, though 0. confirms 
appavattakkhandhatadi- (' Non-occurrence of categories, etc.') with vl. 
asekkhakkhandhiidi-. 
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beginning with ' Not consorting with the foolish ' (Stanza 2), he 
now uttered this final stanza ' Since by working suchlike [ omens J ', 
extolling the good omens already mentioned by himself. Here is a 
commentary on its meaning. 
189. Suchlike (etadisani): such as these (etani disani), namely, 'the 
non-consorting with fools, etc., of the kinds already stated by me'. 
Since lYy working (katviina): katvana is the same as karitva or katva 
(alternative forms of gerund), and is no different in meaning. 
190. Men are everywhere unvanquished (sabbattha-rn-aparajita): [155] 
what is meant is that not being vanquished by even one among the 
four enemies classed as the Maras of categories, defilements, and 
determinative acts, and [Mara] the god's son, and having on the 
contrary themselves vanquished those four Maras. The letter m 
here [in the compound sabbattha-m-aparajita] should be taken as 
inserted merely for purposes of liaison. 
191. And go everywhere in safety (sabbattha sotthim gacchanti): 
whether in this world or in the other world, whether standing, 
walking, etc., everywhere they go in safety owing to their remaining 
unvanquished by the four Maras after they have worked suchlike 
good omens as these; what is meant is that they go in safety, go 
unmenaced, unharassed, secure, and fearless, because of the absence 
of those taints, vexations and fevers that would have arisen from 
their consorting with fools, and the rest. And the nasal component 
should be understood as inserted for metrical reasons.105 
192. That is their supreme good omen (tam tesam mangakim uttamam): 
with this line of the stanza the Blessed One concluded his teaching. 
How? 'God's son, take it thus: Whoever work suchlike [omens] 
(etadisani karonti), then since they go everywhere in safety (sabbattha 
sotthim gacchanti) it is that (tam)-namely, the thirty-eight-fold 
good omen of non-consorting with fools, etc.-which is therefore 
their (tesam)-namely, of those who have worked suchlike [omens]
supreme (uttamam), best, superlative, good omen (mangakim).' Now 
when this teaching was thus concluded by the Blessed One, a 
hundred thousand myriads of deities reached Arahantship, and the 
number of those who reached the fruitions of Stream-entry, Once
return, and Non-return was incalculable. 
193. Then on the following day, the Blessed One addressed the 
venerable .Ananda thus ' Ananda, last night a certain deity 

105 This refers to the final nasal in sotthirh, making an adverbial formation 
which replaces the normal nominative pl. adj. sotth'i. 
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approached me and asked me a question about good omens. I told 
him thirty-eight good omens. Learn this discourse on good omens, 
have the Bhikkhus recite it '. The Elder learnt it and had the 
bhikkhus recite it. That has come down by the succession of 
teachers, being such as we have it today. So it can be understood 
that t~s was how this Divine Life became prosperous, flourishing, 
and ~despread among the many, [156] disseminated and properly 
explamed by gods and men (see D. ii. 106). 

[Conclusion] 

194. Now here is how to construe [it all] from the beginning, the 
purpose of doing which is to gain exercise and facility of knowledge 
in these same good omens. 

So then these creatures, who desire the pleasures of this world and 
of the other world and supramundane pleasure as well-when, after 
abandoning consorting with foolish people and coming to depend on 
the wise, they honour those who should be honoured-when they are 
encouraged, by living in a befitting place and by merit previously 
made, to perform what is profitable-when, by right direction in self
guidance, they each acquire a selfhood adorned with ample learning, 
a craft, and discipline-when they speak what is well spoken since it 
befits the discipline-when, as long as they have not renounced the 
lay s~ate, they liquidate their old indebtedness [to other people] 
by aid for mother and father, contracting new indebtedness [to 
~he~selves] by support for wife and children, and they gain success 
m nches and corn through spheres of work that bring no conflict, and 
then, by taking the heartwood of riches through giving and the 
heartwood of life through True-Ideal conduct, they work the welfare 
of their own ~eople by support of kin and the welfare of other people 
by unexcept10nable actions, till, by avoiding through abstinence 
fr~m evil the _hurting of others and by refraining from besotting 
~1~ the _hurtmg of themselves, they increase the profitable side by 
di~gence 1~ True I~eals-a~d when, having abandoned the lay life 
owmg to mcrease m what 1s profitable, they are gone forth [into 
homelessness], and after cultivating excellence in the Duties by 
respect an~ humble manner towards the Enlightened One, disciples 
of the Enhghtened One, preceptors, teachers, and so on, and con
tentedly abandoning cupidity for requisites, they establish them
selves on the plane of True Men by means of gratitude, and then 
after abandoning slackness of cognizance through hearing the True 
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Idea and transcending all anxieties through patience, they find 
helpers for themselves through meekness under correction and so 
come, owing to seeing monks, to see how to proceed with the practice, 
till, after removing, by discussion of the truth, doubt about ideas 
that should be doubted about, they [eventually J achieve Purification 
of Virtue by means of ardour in faculty-restraint, Purification of 
Cognizance by means of the kind of Divine Life that consists in the 
Monk's True Ideal, and the four Purifications106 that follow upon 
those-[157] then, by means of this practice the Purification of 
Knowledge and Seeing that is referred to by [the words] 'seeing 
truths that are called Noble', they realize [at last] the fruition of 
Arahantship called ' extinction ', after which their cognizance no 
more wavers owing to the eight worldly ideas than does Mount 
Sineru owing to wind and rain; they are sorrowless, unstained and 
secure; and those who are secure are everywhere unvanquished and 
go everywhere in safety. That is why the Blessed One said: 

Since by worki'Ylf} suchlike [omens] 
Men are everywhere unvanquished 
And go everywhere in safety, 
That is their supreme good omen. 

The explanation of the Good-omen Discourse in the Illustrator of 
Ultimate Meaning, the Commentary on the Minor Books, is ended. 

106 For the '7 Purifications ' see M. Sutta 24. They form the basic 
structure of the Visuddhimagga. (1) Purification of Virtue is self-evident. 
(2) P. of Cognizance is jhana and the ' 5 kinds of worldly Direct Knowledge ', 
(3) P. of View is' defining of Name-and-form'. (4) P. by Overwming Doubt 
is ' discerning of Conditions ', i.e. objective understanding of Dependent 
Arising. (5) P. by Knowledge and Seeing of What is the Path and What is Not 
the Path is the first stage of insight, i.e. contemplation of arising and sub
sidence (rise and fall) and learning to recognize as such states of elation and 
uplift that are not the Path. (6) P. by Knowledge and Seeing of the Way is 
the development of insight by contemplation of impermanence, suffering, 
and not-self, in successive stages up till the moment preceding path-attain
ment. (7) P. by Knowledge and Seeing is the four Paths and their respective 
Fruitions. What is meant here by ' the four Purifications ' is nos. (3) to (6). 
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approached me and asked me a question about good omens. I told 
him thirty-eight good omens. Learn this discourse on good omens, 
have the Bhikkhus recite it '. The Elder learnt it and had the 
bhikkhus recite it. That has come down by the succession of 
teachers, being such as we have it today. So it can be understood 
that t~s was how this Divine Life became prosperous, flourishing, 
and ~despread among the many, [156] disseminated and properly 
explamed by gods and men (see D. ii. 106). 

[Conclusion] 

194. Now here is how to construe [it all] from the beginning, the 
purpose of doing which is to gain exercise and facility of knowledge 
in these same good omens. 

So then these creatures, who desire the pleasures of this world and 
of the other world and supramundane pleasure as well-when, after 
abandoning consorting with foolish people and coming to depend on 
the wise, they honour those who should be honoured-when they are 
encouraged, by living in a befitting place and by merit previously 
made, to perform what is profitable-when, by right direction in self
guidance, they each acquire a selfhood adorned with ample learning, 
a craft, and discipline-when they speak what is well spoken since it 
befits the discipline-when, as long as they have not renounced the 
lay s~ate, they liquidate their old indebtedness [to other people] 
by aid for mother and father, contracting new indebtedness [to 
~he~selves] by support for wife and children, and they gain success 
m nches and corn through spheres of work that bring no conflict, and 
then, by taking the heartwood of riches through giving and the 
heartwood of life through True-Ideal conduct, they work the welfare 
of their own ~eople by support of kin and the welfare of other people 
by unexcept10nable actions, till, by avoiding through abstinence 
fr~m evil the _hurting of others and by refraining from besotting 
~1~ the _hurtmg of themselves, they increase the profitable side by 
di~gence 1~ True I~eals-a~d when, having abandoned the lay life 
owmg to mcrease m what 1s profitable, they are gone forth [into 
homelessness], and after cultivating excellence in the Duties by 
respect an~ humble manner towards the Enlightened One, disciples 
of the Enhghtened One, preceptors, teachers, and so on, and con
tentedly abandoning cupidity for requisites, they establish them
selves on the plane of True Men by means of gratitude, and then 
after abandoning slackness of cognizance through hearing the True 
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Idea and transcending all anxieties through patience, they find 
helpers for themselves through meekness under correction and so 
come, owing to seeing monks, to see how to proceed with the practice, 
till, after removing, by discussion of the truth, doubt about ideas 
that should be doubted about, they [eventually J achieve Purification 
of Virtue by means of ardour in faculty-restraint, Purification of 
Cognizance by means of the kind of Divine Life that consists in the 
Monk's True Ideal, and the four Purifications106 that follow upon 
those-[157] then, by means of this practice the Purification of 
Knowledge and Seeing that is referred to by [the words] 'seeing 
truths that are called Noble', they realize [at last] the fruition of 
Arahantship called ' extinction ', after which their cognizance no 
more wavers owing to the eight worldly ideas than does Mount 
Sineru owing to wind and rain; they are sorrowless, unstained and 
secure; and those who are secure are everywhere unvanquished and 
go everywhere in safety. That is why the Blessed One said: 

Since by worki'Ylf} suchlike [omens] 
Men are everywhere unvanquished 
And go everywhere in safety, 
That is their supreme good omen. 

The explanation of the Good-omen Discourse in the Illustrator of 
Ultimate Meaning, the Commentary on the Minor Books, is ended. 

106 For the '7 Purifications ' see M. Sutta 24. They form the basic 
structure of the Visuddhimagga. (1) Purification of Virtue is self-evident. 
(2) P. of Cognizance is jhana and the ' 5 kinds of worldly Direct Knowledge ', 
(3) P. of View is' defining of Name-and-form'. (4) P. by Overwming Doubt 
is ' discerning of Conditions ', i.e. objective understanding of Dependent 
Arising. (5) P. by Knowledge and Seeing of What is the Path and What is Not 
the Path is the first stage of insight, i.e. contemplation of arising and sub
sidence (rise and fall) and learning to recognize as such states of elation and 
uplift that are not the Path. (6) P. by Knowledge and Seeing of the Way is 
the development of insight by contemplation of impermanence, suffering, 
and not-self, in successive stages up till the moment preceding path-attain
ment. (7) P. by Knowledge and Seeing is the four Paths and their respective 
Fruitions. What is meant here by ' the four Purifications ' is nos. (3) to (6). 



CHAPTER VI 

THE JEWEL DISCOURSE 
( Ratanasuttarh) 

1. Now the turn has come for a commentary on the Jewel Sutta, 
which begins with [the words] 'Whatever beings' and is placed 
[in the Minor Readings] next to the Good-Omen Sutta. So after 
stating the purpose of its inclusion here, then 

By whom 'twas spoken, when, where, why, 
Are matters that we next descry, 
Whereafter, when the time falls due, 
We comment on the meaning, too. 

We do so in order to show-as it were how to descend to the waters 
of a river, a lake,1 etc., by way of a perfectly pure landing-place
how to descend to the meaning of this Discourse by way of a purified 
Source. 
2. Herein [as regards the foregoing stanza], what was shown by the 
Good-Omen Sutta was self-protection and the countering of such 
taints as are a condition both for doing what is not good and for not 
doing what is good. This Sutta, however, accomplishes the protec
tion of others2 and the countering of such taints as are a condition 
for [the unwanted presence of] non-human beings, etc.; and that 
would be a purpose for placing it here. So this, to start with, is 
the purpose for which it was placed here. 
3. Now as to [the questions] 'By whom 'twas spoken, when, where, 
why?'(§ 1), it may be asked here: By whom was this Sutta delivered? 
When, where, and why was it delivered1-It was delivered by the 
Blessed One himself, not by disciples, etc.; and that [158] was when 
Vesali was being plagued by fainine, etc., and the Blessed One had 
been asked for by the Licchavis and had been brought from Rajagaha 
to Vesali; and it was delivered by him then at Vesali for the pur
pose of countering those plagues. These are the summary answers. 

1 'Ta~ka-Iake' (?): not in P.E.D.; B. has taliila. 
2 B., C. and Ss. read pariirakkham; C. has vl. puriirakkham (' protection 

of a city') as in P.T.S. ed. 
172 
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When it comes to detail, however, the Ancients comment after first 
giving the story of [the opgin of] Vesali. 
4. Now here is the commentary. A child, it seems, was conceived 
in the womb of a king of Benares' chief queen. When she came to 
know this, she informed the king, who gave her the' child-protection ' 
ceremony. With the child thus well protected by the ceremony she 
entered the maternity home when the child was ripe for birth. Now 
the emergence of the child takes place in the morning in the case of 
the meritorious, and she was one ~f those. So it was in the morning 
that she gave birth, [but what was born was] a piece of flesh like a 
lump of lac or like hybiscus flowers. As a consequence she thought 
' They Inight criticize me before the king, saying that the other 
queens give birth to children like golden statues, but the chief queen 
has given birth to a piece of flesh '. Thinking to escape such criti
cism, she put the piece of flesh in a vase, had it covered and sealed 
with the royal seal and then set it afloat in the Ganges. Deities 
arranged for the guarding of what human beings had rejected, and 
after inscribing in verinilion on a gold label the words 'Offspring of 
the king of Benares' chief queen ', they tied it on [ the vase J. After 
that the vase floated on the current of the Ganges untroubled by 
danger from waves and so on. 
5. On that occasion a certain ascetic was living in dependence on a 
cowherd's fainily by the banks of the Ganges. Early one morning 
he went down to the Ganges, and seeing the vase coining by, he 
picked it up, regarding it as flotsam. Then he saw the written label 
and the royal seal on it. He opened it and found the piece of flesh. 
[159] When he saw that, [he thought] 'It Inight be a living foetus, 
and that is why there is no bad smell of decay about it', and so he 
brought it to his herinitage and put it in a clean place. Then at the 
end of a fortnight there were two pieces of flesh. When the ascetic 
saw that, he put them in a better place. At the end of another 
fortnight five swellings for the hands, feet and head appeared on 
each piece. Then at the end of another fortnight one piece of flesh 
became~ boy like a golden statue and the other a girl. Child-love 
sprang up in the ascetic then, and milk was produced from his 
thumb. After that, when he obtained milk-rice he ate the rice and 
sprinkled the milk on the children's mouths. Whatever entered 
their stomachs was as visible as if it were inside a crystal jug, so 
skinless (nicchavi) were they-some others have said, however, that 
their skins adhered (Vina chavi) to each other as if stitched together-. 
At any rate they became known by the name of Licchavi either 
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because of their skinlessness (nicchavita) or because of their skins' 
adherence (linacchavita). 
6. With his nursing of the children the ascetic was late in going to 
the village for alms and when he returned the day was already 
advanced. When the cowherds came to know about his interest [in 
the children], they said 'Venerable sir, nursing children is an 
impediment to those gone forth [from the house life]. Give us the 
children. We will nurse them. You do your own work '. The 
ascetic agreed. So next day the cowherds levelled the road, and 
after strewing it with flowers and hoisting flags and banners, they 
came to the hermitage playing musical instruments. The ascetic 
told them' The children have great merit. Educate them carefully, 
and when they have been educated, see that they are married to 
each other with the two ceremonies.3 Then make a present of the 
five products of the cow to the king and obtain [from him] a tract of 
land. Have a town built on it and anoint the boy there ', and that 
done, he gave them the children. 
7. They [160] agreed, and so they brought the children away and 
looked after them. As the children grew up, they played with the 
cowherds' children, and in the course of quarrels they cuffed and 
kicked them. The cowherds' children wept, and when asked by 
their parents' What are you crying for?', they said 'These orphans 
the ascetic used to nurse are hitting us too much '. Then their 
parents said ' These children are bullying and hurting the other 
children, they must not be kept company with, they must be kept 
away from (vajjitabba)', and after that, it seems, the place three 
hundred leagues in extent was called Vajji (' Keep-away'), [ which 
was how the people of those parts came to be called Vajjians.] 
8. Then the cowherds made a present to the king and took over that 
place, after which they had a town built there. The boy, who was 
now sixteen years old, they anointed king, and they married him to 
the girl. Then they made an agreement that no girls were to be 
brought in from outside and that no girls were to be given out from 
there. 
9. From their first cohabitation two children were born, a daughter 
and a son. Sixteen times there were two born in this way. Then, 
when the children had eventually grown up and when there came to 
be insufficient [room] to contain the wealth of gardens, parks, 

3 The 2 ceremonies in marriage in which the bride goes to the groom's 
house and vice versa. 
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dwelling-places and retainers, they three times built a curtain-wall 
round it, each time a quarter-league's distance outside the last. 
Because of that repeated enlargement (vesali-lcatatta) the [town] 
came to be called V esali. 

This is the story of V esali. 

[ The Source J 
10. Now at the time when the Blessed One had appeared [in the 
world] Vesali was prosperous and enjoying abundance. And there 
were seven thousand seven hundred and seven regents there, and 
likewise junior regents, [161] generals, custodians, and so on, accord
ing as it is said 'Now on that occasion Vesali was prosperous, 
flourishing, populous, crowded with people, with a plentiful food 
supply; and there were seven thousand seven hundred and seven 
palaces and seven thousand seven hundred and seven upper cham
bers and seven thousand seven hundred and seven parks and seven 
thousand seven hundred and seven pools' (Vin. i. 268). 
11. But on another occasion it ran short of food through suffering 
droughts and bad harvests. First the poor people died and [their 
bodies J were thrown outside. Owing to the corpse-stench of dead 
men, non-human beings gained entry to the city. After that, many 
more died. So great was the repulsiveness that a 'snake-breath' 
pest4 broke out among creatures. Vesali being thus plagued by the 

4 
' Ahivatakaroga-snake-breath pest ': ahi=snake, vata=wind (breath 

or blast), roga=pest (sickness). We do not know what sickness this term 
may represent. Plague, cholera and malaria have been some of the suggestions 
made. C.P.D. (q.v.) gives two Pitaka refs. ( Vin. i, 78, 79) and several from 
the commentaries (on Vin., Ja., Dh., etc.). VinA. says '" Ahivatakaroga" 
is mari-vyadhi' (if the reading is right; but that means simply 'killing
sickness'), and adds 'where that sickness arises, that familv dies with all its 
bipeds and quadrupeds: or else someone who breaks a wall ;r a roof and flees, 
or who goes through (the walls of?) a village, etc. (tirogamadigato), escapes' 
(note the flight through the walls in § 16 below). DhA. (i, 187) says 'First 
the flies die, next the beetles, the mice, ... and last of all the human beings 
in the house'. See also note in Ja. trsln. ii, 55. At Ja. (Corny.), ii, 295 a 
naga-raja (' Royal Niiga-Serpent' or 'Naga-King ', cf. ahi=snake above) 
kills people with a nasika-vata ('nose-breath' or 'nostril-blast'), and the 
same term occurs at Vis. 400, where this' nostril-blast' emitted by a nugaruja 
is countered by a suparJ,rµi-vata (a Supa'lfrµI, being a sort of winged demon 
who preys upon the semi-demon Niiga-Serpents). There is another version of 
~his Vesiili plague in the Sanskrit Maharnstu (i, 253), which doubtless grew up 
mdependently from a common source, in which the term adhivasa is used in 
connexion with this sickness when it attacks a district and, contrastingly, 
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place, after which they had a town built there. The boy, who was 
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3 The 2 ceremonies in marriage in which the bride goes to the groom's 
house and vice versa. 
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dwelling-places and retainers, they three times built a curtain-wall 
round it, each time a quarter-league's distance outside the last. 
Because of that repeated enlargement (vesali-lcatatta) the [town] 
came to be called V esali. 

This is the story of V esali. 

[ The Source J 
10. Now at the time when the Blessed One had appeared [in the 
world] Vesali was prosperous and enjoying abundance. And there 
were seven thousand seven hundred and seven regents there, and 
likewise junior regents, [161] generals, custodians, and so on, accord
ing as it is said 'Now on that occasion Vesali was prosperous, 
flourishing, populous, crowded with people, with a plentiful food 
supply; and there were seven thousand seven hundred and seven 
palaces and seven thousand seven hundred and seven upper cham
bers and seven thousand seven hundred and seven parks and seven 
thousand seven hundred and seven pools' (Vin. i. 268). 
11. But on another occasion it ran short of food through suffering 
droughts and bad harvests. First the poor people died and [their 
bodies J were thrown outside. Owing to the corpse-stench of dead 
men, non-human beings gained entry to the city. After that, many 
more died. So great was the repulsiveness that a 'snake-breath' 
pest4 broke out among creatures. Vesali being thus plagued by the 

4 
' Ahivatakaroga-snake-breath pest ': ahi=snake, vata=wind (breath 

or blast), roga=pest (sickness). We do not know what sickness this term 
may represent. Plague, cholera and malaria have been some of the suggestions 
made. C.P.D. (q.v.) gives two Pitaka refs. ( Vin. i, 78, 79) and several from 
the commentaries (on Vin., Ja., Dh., etc.). VinA. says '" Ahivatakaroga" 
is mari-vyadhi' (if the reading is right; but that means simply 'killing
sickness'), and adds 'where that sickness arises, that familv dies with all its 
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or who goes through (the walls of?) a village, etc. (tirogamadigato), escapes' 
(note the flight through the walls in § 16 below). DhA. (i, 187) says 'First 
the flies die, next the beetles, the mice, ... and last of all the human beings 
in the house'. See also note in Ja. trsln. ii, 55. At Ja. (Corny.), ii, 295 a 
naga-raja (' Royal Niiga-Serpent' or 'Naga-King ', cf. ahi=snake above) 
kills people with a nasika-vata ('nose-breath' or 'nostril-blast'), and the 
same term occurs at Vis. 400, where this' nostril-blast' emitted by a nugaruja 
is countered by a suparJ,rµi-vata (a Supa'lfrµI, being a sort of winged demon 
who preys upon the semi-demon Niiga-Serpents). There is another version of 
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mdependently from a common source, in which the term adhivasa is used in 
connexion with this sickness when it attacks a district and, contrastingly, 
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three fears of famine, non-human beings and pest, the citizens 
approached the [principal] regent and said ' Great king, a threefold 
fear has made its appearance in this city. This has never happened 
before as far back as seven royal dynasties. Perhaps it has hap
pened now because some illegality in your title is in question'. The 
regent assembled them all in the city hall and told them to investigate 
his title. They investigated the entire lineage but found nothing. 
So finding no defect in the regent, they wondered ' How shall this 
fear be allayed?'. Some suggested the six teachers, [Piiral).a 
Kassapa and the others, saying,], ' It will be allayed as soon as they 
arrive '. Others said ' An E~ghtened One has appeared in the 
world, it seems. That Blessed One teaches a True Idea for the 
benefit of creatures. He is mighty and powerful. All fears will be 
allayed as soon as he arrives '. At that they were pleased, and they 
asked ' Where is that Blessed One living now? If we [162] sent for 
him, would he come?'. Then others said 'Enlightened Ones are 
compassionate. Why should he not come?'-' That Blessed One is 
living at Rajagaha now, and king Bimbisara attends upon him. 
Perhaps he would not let him come.'-' Then let us get the king to 
agree to have him brought.' So they despatched two Licchavi regents 
to the king with a sumptuous present backed by a large military 
force, [telling them] 'Get Bimbisara to agree to your bringing the 
Blessed One here '. They went and gave the king the present and 
informed him of what was happening, saying ' Great king, send the 
Blessed One to our city '. Instead of agreeing, the king said ' Find 
out for yourselves '. So they approached the Blessed One, and 
after paying homage, they said ' Venerable sir, three fears have 
arisen in our city. If the Blessed One would come, we should be 
safe'. The Blessed One adverted [to the matter, and perceiving 
that J ' When the Jewel Sutta is pronounced at V esali, that protection 
will pervade a hundred thousand myriads of world-systems, and at 
the end of the Sutta eighty-four thousand breathing things will attain 
to the True Idea ', he assented. 
12. When king Bimbisara heard that the Blessed One had assented, 
he had it proclaimed in the city ' The Blessed One has consented to 
go to Vesali ', and then he went to the Blessed One and asked 
' Venerable sir, did you agree to go to Vesali?'-' Yes, great king.'
' Then, venerable sir, wait till we have had the road prepared.' So 

mairJ,q,al,aka when it attacks a family. The translator is indebted to Miss 
I. B. Horner for this information. 
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king Bimbisara had the ground levelled in the five-league interval 
between Rajagaha and the Ganges, and at a distance of every league 
he had a dwelling-place built, after which he informed the Blessed 
One that it was time for him to depart. The Blessed One set out 
surrounded by five hundred bhikkhus. All along the five-league
long road the king had flowers of the five colours strewed knee-deep, 
and flags, banners and pennants, etc., [163] hoisted. He had two 
white parasols held above the Blessed One and one above each 
bhikkhu. Then doing honour to the Blessed One with flowers, 
incense, etc., accompanied by his own retinue, he had the Blessed 
One reside in each one of the dwellings, making at each a full-scale 
almsgiving. In this manner he conducted the Blessed One to the 
Ganges in five days. There he had a boat adorned with every kind 
of decoration, and he sent a letter to the inhabitants of Vesali: 'The 
Blessed One has arrived. Prepare a road. Let all come out to 
meet the Blessed One'. They decided to do double the honour, and 
so, after they had had the ground levelled in the three-league 
interval between the Ganges and Vesali, they had four white parasols 
made for the Blessed One and two for each bhikkhu, and to do 
honour to them they came and stood on the [ north J bank of the 
Ganges. Bimbisara had two boats joined and a pavilion built on 
them decorated with festoons of flowers, etc., and there he had an 
Enlightened One's throne, made of every kind of jewel, prepared. 
The Blessed One took his seat upon it, and the five hundred bhikkhus 
boarded the boat, each taking the seat that became him. Then the 
ki.ng followed the Blessed One down into the river till the water was 
up to his neck, and he said ' Venerable sir, I shall reside here on the 
banks of the Ganges till the Blessed One comes ', and he turned 
back. Deities as far up as the realm of the Akanittha (Not-Junior) 
[Divinities in the Pure Abodes] did honour to him from above, and 
Kambala and Assatara Naga [-Serpents] and others living in the 
Ganges did honour to him from below. 
13. When the Blessed One had travelled on the Ganges for one 
league with this great honour, he crossed the Vesalians' boundary. 
Then, honouring the Blessed One twice as much as Bimbisara had 
done, the Licchavi regents came to meet him till the water was up 
to their necks. At that moment, at that very instant, a great 
cloud, the darkness of whose broad summit was laced with lightning 
flashes, began to rain down in torrents in the four directions. Then 
scarcely had the Blessed One [164] set his foot upon the Ganges' 
Lani than a ' lotus' downpour began; but only those got wet who 
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three fears of famine, non-human beings and pest, the citizens 
approached the [principal] regent and said ' Great king, a threefold 
fear has made its appearance in this city. This has never happened 
before as far back as seven royal dynasties. Perhaps it has hap
pened now because some illegality in your title is in question'. The 
regent assembled them all in the city hall and told them to investigate 
his title. They investigated the entire lineage but found nothing. 
So finding no defect in the regent, they wondered ' How shall this 
fear be allayed?'. Some suggested the six teachers, [Piiral).a 
Kassapa and the others, saying,], ' It will be allayed as soon as they 
arrive '. Others said ' An E~ghtened One has appeared in the 
world, it seems. That Blessed One teaches a True Idea for the 
benefit of creatures. He is mighty and powerful. All fears will be 
allayed as soon as he arrives '. At that they were pleased, and they 
asked ' Where is that Blessed One living now? If we [162] sent for 
him, would he come?'. Then others said 'Enlightened Ones are 
compassionate. Why should he not come?'-' That Blessed One is 
living at Rajagaha now, and king Bimbisara attends upon him. 
Perhaps he would not let him come.'-' Then let us get the king to 
agree to have him brought.' So they despatched two Licchavi regents 
to the king with a sumptuous present backed by a large military 
force, [telling them] 'Get Bimbisara to agree to your bringing the 
Blessed One here '. They went and gave the king the present and 
informed him of what was happening, saying ' Great king, send the 
Blessed One to our city '. Instead of agreeing, the king said ' Find 
out for yourselves '. So they approached the Blessed One, and 
after paying homage, they said ' Venerable sir, three fears have 
arisen in our city. If the Blessed One would come, we should be 
safe'. The Blessed One adverted [to the matter, and perceiving 
that J ' When the Jewel Sutta is pronounced at V esali, that protection 
will pervade a hundred thousand myriads of world-systems, and at 
the end of the Sutta eighty-four thousand breathing things will attain 
to the True Idea ', he assented. 
12. When king Bimbisara heard that the Blessed One had assented, 
he had it proclaimed in the city ' The Blessed One has consented to 
go to Vesali ', and then he went to the Blessed One and asked 
' Venerable sir, did you agree to go to Vesali?'-' Yes, great king.'
' Then, venerable sir, wait till we have had the road prepared.' So 

mairJ,q,al,aka when it attacks a family. The translator is indebted to Miss 
I. B. Horner for this information. 
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king Bimbisara had the ground levelled in the five-league interval 
between Rajagaha and the Ganges, and at a distance of every league 
he had a dwelling-place built, after which he informed the Blessed 
One that it was time for him to depart. The Blessed One set out 
surrounded by five hundred bhikkhus. All along the five-league
long road the king had flowers of the five colours strewed knee-deep, 
and flags, banners and pennants, etc., [163] hoisted. He had two 
white parasols held above the Blessed One and one above each 
bhikkhu. Then doing honour to the Blessed One with flowers, 
incense, etc., accompanied by his own retinue, he had the Blessed 
One reside in each one of the dwellings, making at each a full-scale 
almsgiving. In this manner he conducted the Blessed One to the 
Ganges in five days. There he had a boat adorned with every kind 
of decoration, and he sent a letter to the inhabitants of Vesali: 'The 
Blessed One has arrived. Prepare a road. Let all come out to 
meet the Blessed One'. They decided to do double the honour, and 
so, after they had had the ground levelled in the three-league 
interval between the Ganges and Vesali, they had four white parasols 
made for the Blessed One and two for each bhikkhu, and to do 
honour to them they came and stood on the [ north J bank of the 
Ganges. Bimbisara had two boats joined and a pavilion built on 
them decorated with festoons of flowers, etc., and there he had an 
Enlightened One's throne, made of every kind of jewel, prepared. 
The Blessed One took his seat upon it, and the five hundred bhikkhus 
boarded the boat, each taking the seat that became him. Then the 
ki.ng followed the Blessed One down into the river till the water was 
up to his neck, and he said ' Venerable sir, I shall reside here on the 
banks of the Ganges till the Blessed One comes ', and he turned 
back. Deities as far up as the realm of the Akanittha (Not-Junior) 
[Divinities in the Pure Abodes] did honour to him from above, and 
Kambala and Assatara Naga [-Serpents] and others living in the 
Ganges did honour to him from below. 
13. When the Blessed One had travelled on the Ganges for one 
league with this great honour, he crossed the Vesalians' boundary. 
Then, honouring the Blessed One twice as much as Bimbisara had 
done, the Licchavi regents came to meet him till the water was up 
to their necks. At that moment, at that very instant, a great 
cloud, the darkness of whose broad summit was laced with lightning 
flashes, began to rain down in torrents in the four directions. Then 
scarcely had the Blessed One [164] set his foot upon the Ganges' 
Lani than a ' lotus' downpour began; but only those got wet who 
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wanted to get wet, and no one got wet who did not want to get wet. 
Everywhere the water flowed knee-deep, thigh-deep, waist-deep, 
neck-deep, and all the corpses were swept into the Ganges by the 
water till the land was left quite clean. 
14. At each interval of a league the Licchavis had the Enlightened 
One reside, and there they gave a great almsgiving. Thus in three 
days, doing double the honour [that Bimbisara had done], they con
ducted him to V esali. As soon as the Blessed One arrived at 
Vesali, Sakka Ruler of Gods came heralded by a community of gods. 
·with the arrival of gods possessing such great influence, most of the 
non-human beings fled. The Blessed One stopped at the city gate, 
and he addresssed the venerable Ananda thus ' Ananda, learn this 
Jewel Sutta, and with the Licchavi princes perform a Safeguard 
Ceremony in procession round the intervals between the three city 
walls, taking with you the material for making the ceremonial 
offerings'. And then he delivered the Jewel Discourse. 
15. That is how the answers to the questions ' By whom was 
this discourse delivered? When and why was it delivered?' 
(§ 3) are given in detail by the Ancients, starting with the Vesali 
story. 
16. So while this Jewel Discourse, the purpose of which was to 
counter those plagues, was being delivered there at the city gate on 
the very day of the Blessed One's arrival at Vesali, the venerable 
Ananda learnt it. And then in reciting it afterwards as a Safeguard 
Ceremony he took water with him in the Blessed One's bowl and 
proceeded around the whole city, aspersing it with the water. As 
soon as the words' No matter what' (stanza 3) were uttered by the 
Elder, the non-human beings who had not already fled and were 
lurking in middens and behind walls and in such places, fled towards 
the four gates. But the gates could not accommodate them all, and 
so some who were unable to escape through the gates broke through 
the walls in their flight. The sickness in men's limbs was cured. 
They came out and did honour to the Elder with all kinds of flowers, 
incense, and so on. A multitude [165] sprinkled the city hall in the 
centre of the city with all kinds of scents, made a canopy decorated 
with every kind of ornament, and when they had prepared an 
Enlightened One's throne, they conducted the Blessed One to it. 
The Blessed One entered the city hall and sat down on the seat 
prepared, and the Community of bhikkhus and the regents and the 
people sat down in the places allotted them. And Sakka Ruler of 
Gods, together with an assembly of gods, presided above in the two 
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worlds of deities, 5 and other gods as well. And when the Elder 
Ananda had proceeded round the whole of Vesali and had performed 
the Safeguard Ceremony, he came with the citizens of Vesali and sat 
down at one side. There the Blessed One pronounced that same 
Jewel Discourse to all of them. 

At this point what was set out in the Schedule, namely, 

' By whom 'twas spoken, when, where, why, 
Are matters that we next descry' (§ 1), 

has been given in detail in all aspects. 

[The commentary on the words and meaning] 

17. But since it was said 

' Whereafter when the time falls due, 
We comment on the meaning too ', 

the comment on the meaning must begin. Now while there are some 
others who say that 'only the first five stanzas were spoken by the 
Blessed One, the rest being spoken by the venerable Ananda at the 
time of his performing the Protection Ceremony ', that may be so 
in fact, or it may not. But does that investigation concern us? 
The commentary that we shall make on this Jewel Sutta will 
actually fit both cases. 

[ Stanza I -the exhortation J 
18. The first stanza is: 

Yaniaha bhutani [samiigatani bhummani vii yani va antalikkhe 
Sabbe va bh utii sumanii bhavantu atho pi sakkacca SUJJ,antu bhasitarh]. 

As to 'whatever' here [in this stanza]: whatever (yani) [means] 
whatsoever kinds, whether possessing little or great influence. 
Here (idha): in this place; he spoke with reference to the meeting
place on that occasion. Beings (bhutani): the word bhuta [past 
participle of bhavati 'to be '] 6 has, in such passages as 'It is, when 
that is so (bhutasmirh), an offence entailing expiation' (Vin. iv. 25), 
the meaning of factual (vijjamiina), and in such passages as'" This 
[entity] is (bhuta) ": [166] do you see in this way, bhikkhusf 

6 Sakka Ruler of Gods rules only the two lowest sensual-sphere heavens, 
the Catumaharajika and Tavatimsa, none of the 4 above those. 

6 Bhiitiini is neut. pl. here but elsewhere masc. pl. is used; def. at MA. i, 31. 
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wanted to get wet, and no one got wet who did not want to get wet. 
Everywhere the water flowed knee-deep, thigh-deep, waist-deep, 
neck-deep, and all the corpses were swept into the Ganges by the 
water till the land was left quite clean. 
14. At each interval of a league the Licchavis had the Enlightened 
One reside, and there they gave a great almsgiving. Thus in three 
days, doing double the honour [that Bimbisara had done], they con
ducted him to V esali. As soon as the Blessed One arrived at 
Vesali, Sakka Ruler of Gods came heralded by a community of gods. 
·with the arrival of gods possessing such great influence, most of the 
non-human beings fled. The Blessed One stopped at the city gate, 
and he addresssed the venerable Ananda thus ' Ananda, learn this 
Jewel Sutta, and with the Licchavi princes perform a Safeguard 
Ceremony in procession round the intervals between the three city 
walls, taking with you the material for making the ceremonial 
offerings'. And then he delivered the Jewel Discourse. 
15. That is how the answers to the questions ' By whom was 
this discourse delivered? When and why was it delivered?' 
(§ 3) are given in detail by the Ancients, starting with the Vesali 
story. 
16. So while this Jewel Discourse, the purpose of which was to 
counter those plagues, was being delivered there at the city gate on 
the very day of the Blessed One's arrival at Vesali, the venerable 
Ananda learnt it. And then in reciting it afterwards as a Safeguard 
Ceremony he took water with him in the Blessed One's bowl and 
proceeded around the whole city, aspersing it with the water. As 
soon as the words' No matter what' (stanza 3) were uttered by the 
Elder, the non-human beings who had not already fled and were 
lurking in middens and behind walls and in such places, fled towards 
the four gates. But the gates could not accommodate them all, and 
so some who were unable to escape through the gates broke through 
the walls in their flight. The sickness in men's limbs was cured. 
They came out and did honour to the Elder with all kinds of flowers, 
incense, and so on. A multitude [165] sprinkled the city hall in the 
centre of the city with all kinds of scents, made a canopy decorated 
with every kind of ornament, and when they had prepared an 
Enlightened One's throne, they conducted the Blessed One to it. 
The Blessed One entered the city hall and sat down on the seat 
prepared, and the Community of bhikkhus and the regents and the 
people sat down in the places allotted them. And Sakka Ruler of 
Gods, together with an assembly of gods, presided above in the two 
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worlds of deities, 5 and other gods as well. And when the Elder 
Ananda had proceeded round the whole of Vesali and had performed 
the Safeguard Ceremony, he came with the citizens of Vesali and sat 
down at one side. There the Blessed One pronounced that same 
Jewel Discourse to all of them. 

At this point what was set out in the Schedule, namely, 

' By whom 'twas spoken, when, where, why, 
Are matters that we next descry' (§ 1), 

has been given in detail in all aspects. 

[The commentary on the words and meaning] 

17. But since it was said 

' Whereafter when the time falls due, 
We comment on the meaning too ', 

the comment on the meaning must begin. Now while there are some 
others who say that 'only the first five stanzas were spoken by the 
Blessed One, the rest being spoken by the venerable Ananda at the 
time of his performing the Protection Ceremony ', that may be so 
in fact, or it may not. But does that investigation concern us? 
The commentary that we shall make on this Jewel Sutta will 
actually fit both cases. 

[ Stanza I -the exhortation J 
18. The first stanza is: 

Yaniaha bhutani [samiigatani bhummani vii yani va antalikkhe 
Sabbe va bh utii sumanii bhavantu atho pi sakkacca SUJJ,antu bhasitarh]. 

As to 'whatever' here [in this stanza]: whatever (yani) [means] 
whatsoever kinds, whether possessing little or great influence. 
Here (idha): in this place; he spoke with reference to the meeting
place on that occasion. Beings (bhutani): the word bhuta [past 
participle of bhavati 'to be '] 6 has, in such passages as 'It is, when 
that is so (bhutasmirh), an offence entailing expiation' (Vin. iv. 25), 
the meaning of factual (vijjamiina), and in such passages as'" This 
[entity] is (bhuta) ": [166] do you see in this way, bhikkhusf 

6 Sakka Ruler of Gods rules only the two lowest sensual-sphere heavens, 
the Catumaharajika and Tavatimsa, none of the 4 above those. 

6 Bhiitiini is neut. pl. here but elsewhere masc. pl. is used; def. at MA. i, 31. 
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(M. i. 260) it has the meaning of the pentad of categories (khandha
paiicaka), and in such passages as 'Bhikkhu, the four great entities 
(maha-bhuta) are the cause' (S. iii. 101) it has the meaning of the 
fourfold [material] form (rupa) consisting of the earth element and 
[the elements of water, fire and air], and in such passages as 'The 
being (bhuto) who has eaten up time' (Ja. ii. 260) it has the meaning 
of [an Arahant, that is,] one whose taints are exltausted (kki1J,asava), 
and in such passages as' No beings (bhuta) in the world but shall lay 
down the compound' (D. ii. 157) it has the meaning of all creatures 
(satta), and in such passages as 'By felling 7 plant-life (bhutagama) ' 
(Vin. iv. 34) it has the meaning of trees (rukkha), etc., and in such 
passages as 'He perceives a being (bhutarh-M. text has bhute) as a 
being (bhutato)' (M. i. 2) it has the meaning of the body of creatures 
(sattakaya) below those of the Four Kings' [heaven]. [Now J 
although [this word has these meanings] it should [nevertheless] be 
regarded here as [ referring to] non-human beings without distinction. 
Assembled (samagatani): foregathered. 
19. So be they native to the earth (bhummani): generated on the earth. 
Or ( va) is an alternative [particle J; hence, having taken one alterna
tive with the words ' whatever beings-so be they native to the 
earth-are assembled here ', then in order to take the second 
alternative, he said or sky (yani va antalikkhe), which means ' What
ever beings generated in the sky are assembled here '. And here it 
can also be understood that those beings generated upwards from 
the Yama Heaven as far as the Akanittha Heaven8 are beings 
' native to the sky ' because they are generated in divine mansions 
manifested in the sky. And it can be understood that beings 
residing in trees, creepers, etc., or generated on the earth, below 
[the Yama Heaven] from Sineru downwards, are 'beings native to 
the earth ' because they are all generated on the earth and in trees, 
creepers, rocks, etc., that are bound up with the earth. 
20. Now when the Blessed One had comprised all non-human beings 

7 Patavyata seems here to derive from root pat to fall, though at M. i, 305 
(kamesu patavyatarh) it is derived fm. root pa to drink by MA. which would 
make it there mean gulping or swallowing (as such not in P.E.D.). 

8 P.E.D. under Y ama, this ref., gives ' from the Underworld to the Highest 
Heaven' for Yamato yava Akanit,tharh: this is a mistake; for the Yiima Gods, 
whose king is called Suyama (see A. iv. 242), in no way 'belong to Yama 
king of the Underworld ' (for whom see e.g. M. Sutta 130), who governs the 
'unhappy destinations'. The yamaloka (' Yama's world': Dh. 45) cited 
by P.E.D. under yama is out of place since it has no connexion with the Yiima 
Gods of the third sensual-sphere heaven. 
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under the two alternative phrases ' so be they native to the earth or 
sky', he comprised them.again with a single phrase in saying 'Let 
beings each and all have peace of mind'. Herein, all (sabbe) 
[means] without remainder. Each anil (eva-lit. 'quite') is for 
emphasis; the intention is: Not excluding even one. Beings (bhuta, 
masc. pl.): non-human beings. Le,t ... have peace of mind (sumana 
bhavantu): let them have pleasure in their minds (sukhitamana), be
come happy and joyful. 
21. Ana also (atho pi): the pair of particles refers to what is about 
to be said, their purpose being to provide a link between functions. 
Let them listen closely to these words (sakkacro su1J,antu bhasitarh): 
[167] heeding, attending, and whole-heartedly reacting, let them 
listen to my teaching, which brings heavenly excellence and supra
mundane pleasure. 
22. So after the Blessed One had comprised all beings with the 
indefinite phrase ' whatever beings are assembled here ', and had 
then defined them as twofold thus ' so be they native to the earth 
or sky ', and had reunited them with the words ' let beings each and 
all' he concluded this stanza by exhorting them about the excellence 
of the ends (see Ch. v, § 37) with the words 'have peace of mind' 
and about the excellence of the means with the words ' and also 
listen closely to these words ', and likewise exhorting them res
pectively about the excellence of reasoned attention and excellence 
of others' speech (cf. M. i. 294), and also about the excellence of right 
direction in self-guidance and of waiting on True Men (cf. A. ii. 32), 
and also about the excellence of the cause for concentration and 
understanding. 

[ Stanza 2-the exhortation concludd] 

[Tasma hi bhuta nisametha sabbe mettarh karotha manusiya pajaya 
Diva ca ratto ca haranti ye balirh tasma hi ne rakkhatha appamatta. J 

23. The second stanza [begins J ' Therefore O beings '. Herein, 
Therefore (tasma) is a term for a reason. 0 beings (bhuta): a term of 
address. Give attention (nisametha): listen. All (sabbe): without 
remainder. What is meant? He meant 'Because you have left 
the heavenly places and the excellent enjoyment found there and 
have assembled here for the purpose of hearing the True Idea, not for 
the pu_rpose of seeing dancers, dancing, etc., therefore, O beings, give 
attent10n all'. Or else, seeing that with the phrases 'let [them] 
have peace of mind 'and' listen closely ' they had peace of mind and 
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(M. i. 260) it has the meaning of the pentad of categories (khandha
paiicaka), and in such passages as 'Bhikkhu, the four great entities 
(maha-bhuta) are the cause' (S. iii. 101) it has the meaning of the 
fourfold [material] form (rupa) consisting of the earth element and 
[the elements of water, fire and air], and in such passages as 'The 
being (bhuto) who has eaten up time' (Ja. ii. 260) it has the meaning 
of [an Arahant, that is,] one whose taints are exltausted (kki1J,asava), 
and in such passages as' No beings (bhuta) in the world but shall lay 
down the compound' (D. ii. 157) it has the meaning of all creatures 
(satta), and in such passages as 'By felling 7 plant-life (bhutagama) ' 
(Vin. iv. 34) it has the meaning of trees (rukkha), etc., and in such 
passages as 'He perceives a being (bhutarh-M. text has bhute) as a 
being (bhutato)' (M. i. 2) it has the meaning of the body of creatures 
(sattakaya) below those of the Four Kings' [heaven]. [Now J 
although [this word has these meanings] it should [nevertheless] be 
regarded here as [ referring to] non-human beings without distinction. 
Assembled (samagatani): foregathered. 
19. So be they native to the earth (bhummani): generated on the earth. 
Or ( va) is an alternative [particle J; hence, having taken one alterna
tive with the words ' whatever beings-so be they native to the 
earth-are assembled here ', then in order to take the second 
alternative, he said or sky (yani va antalikkhe), which means ' What
ever beings generated in the sky are assembled here '. And here it 
can also be understood that those beings generated upwards from 
the Yama Heaven as far as the Akanittha Heaven8 are beings 
' native to the sky ' because they are generated in divine mansions 
manifested in the sky. And it can be understood that beings 
residing in trees, creepers, etc., or generated on the earth, below 
[the Yama Heaven] from Sineru downwards, are 'beings native to 
the earth ' because they are all generated on the earth and in trees, 
creepers, rocks, etc., that are bound up with the earth. 
20. Now when the Blessed One had comprised all non-human beings 

7 Patavyata seems here to derive from root pat to fall, though at M. i, 305 
(kamesu patavyatarh) it is derived fm. root pa to drink by MA. which would 
make it there mean gulping or swallowing (as such not in P.E.D.). 

8 P.E.D. under Y ama, this ref., gives ' from the Underworld to the Highest 
Heaven' for Yamato yava Akanit,tharh: this is a mistake; for the Yiima Gods, 
whose king is called Suyama (see A. iv. 242), in no way 'belong to Yama 
king of the Underworld ' (for whom see e.g. M. Sutta 130), who governs the 
'unhappy destinations'. The yamaloka (' Yama's world': Dh. 45) cited 
by P.E.D. under yama is out of place since it has no connexion with the Yiima 
Gods of the third sensual-sphere heaven. 
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under the two alternative phrases ' so be they native to the earth or 
sky', he comprised them.again with a single phrase in saying 'Let 
beings each and all have peace of mind'. Herein, all (sabbe) 
[means] without remainder. Each anil (eva-lit. 'quite') is for 
emphasis; the intention is: Not excluding even one. Beings (bhuta, 
masc. pl.): non-human beings. Le,t ... have peace of mind (sumana 
bhavantu): let them have pleasure in their minds (sukhitamana), be
come happy and joyful. 
21. Ana also (atho pi): the pair of particles refers to what is about 
to be said, their purpose being to provide a link between functions. 
Let them listen closely to these words (sakkacro su1J,antu bhasitarh): 
[167] heeding, attending, and whole-heartedly reacting, let them 
listen to my teaching, which brings heavenly excellence and supra
mundane pleasure. 
22. So after the Blessed One had comprised all beings with the 
indefinite phrase ' whatever beings are assembled here ', and had 
then defined them as twofold thus ' so be they native to the earth 
or sky ', and had reunited them with the words ' let beings each and 
all' he concluded this stanza by exhorting them about the excellence 
of the ends (see Ch. v, § 37) with the words 'have peace of mind' 
and about the excellence of the means with the words ' and also 
listen closely to these words ', and likewise exhorting them res
pectively about the excellence of reasoned attention and excellence 
of others' speech (cf. M. i. 294), and also about the excellence of right 
direction in self-guidance and of waiting on True Men (cf. A. ii. 32), 
and also about the excellence of the cause for concentration and 
understanding. 

[ Stanza 2-the exhortation concludd] 

[Tasma hi bhuta nisametha sabbe mettarh karotha manusiya pajaya 
Diva ca ratto ca haranti ye balirh tasma hi ne rakkhatha appamatta. J 

23. The second stanza [begins J ' Therefore O beings '. Herein, 
Therefore (tasma) is a term for a reason. 0 beings (bhuta): a term of 
address. Give attention (nisametha): listen. All (sabbe): without 
remainder. What is meant? He meant 'Because you have left 
the heavenly places and the excellent enjoyment found there and 
have assembled here for the purpose of hearing the True Idea, not for 
the pu_rpose of seeing dancers, dancing, etc., therefore, O beings, give 
attent10n all'. Or else, seeing that with the phrases 'let [them] 
have peace of mind 'and' listen closely ' they had peace of mind and 
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desire to listen what he meant was 'Because, through peace of 
mind, you are' fitted owing to the purity of ~nds due to right
direction-in-self-guidance and reasoned-attent10n.' and becau_se, 
through desire to listen closely, [you are fitted] owmg to. the punty 
of means due to the waiting-on-True-Men and the heanng-speech
from-others that form the footing [for right view], therefore, 0 
beings, give attention all '. Or else, pointing back to the phrase 
' these words ' at the end of the previous stanza as the reason, he 
meant ' Because my words are very difficult to come by owing to 
difficulty in finding the moment that avoids all the [aspects of t~e] 
wrong moment,9 and [because] they have many advantage~ owmg 
to their occurrence with the special qualities of understandmg and 
compassion-and that was what I desired to express when I said 
" listen ... to these words "-therefore, 0 beings, give attention 
all '. That is what is meant by this line. 
24. After exhorting them to attend to his own words by adducing 
the reason, he began to tell what the attention was to be given t~ 
[by saying] [168] work lovingkinaness for the race of men (mettam 
karotha manusiya pajaya). The meanmg of that 1s as follows: 
'Establish friendliness (mittabhava) and well-wishing for the race of 
men that is being plagued by these three plagues.' But some read 
manusiyarh [instead of manusiya] which is wrong beca1;1-se the 
locative sense is not implied,10 and so what they comment [ with that 
as basis J is ~ong. The intention here is as ~ollows: ' I am not 
speaking because of lordly powers as an Enlightened One, but 
rather it is for the sake of the welfare of yourselves and the race of 
men that I say " Work lovingkindness for the race of men " '. 
And how lovingkindness benefits those who practise it can be 
understood here by means of such discourses as 

' The kingly seers who, after they have won 
'The earth that teems with creatures, travel round 
' Offering up [ with ceremonial pomp J 
' Horse sacrifice and human sacrifice, 
'Libations, too, and lavish viija-drinking: 
' They are not worth even a sixteen.th p~rt , . 
'Of him that in his heart keeps love m bemg (A. 1v. 151) 

9 Reading with a. 8abbakkhaJtJni[KLrivajjit,assa; Ss. has sabba-akkharµi,-, but 
B has aithakkhana-. For the akkharµi, allusion see D. iii, 263. 

0

10 Th~·verbal phrase mettarh karotha (' to work lovingkindness ') is taken 
as having a da.t. indirect object, i.e. manUBiya pajaya (' for the human race') 
and not a loc. as the rejected reading has it. 

[168-169] 

and 

VI. The Jewel DisCO'Urse 

' Who with a heart unsoiled by hate can treat 
'A single breathing thing with lovingness, 
'By just that fact is skilled; but if his mind 
'Has sympathy with every breathing thing, 
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' As one ennobled he performs high merit ' (A. iv. 151) 

and by means of [the Discourse on] the Eleven Benefits (A. v. 342); 
and then how it benefits those towards whom it is practised can be 
understood by means of such discourses as 

' The man with whom gods sympathize 
' Will always see auspicious things ' (D. ii. 89). 

25. After saying 'work lovingkindness for the race of men', thus 
pointing out how beneficial it is to both, he now said By day, by night 
their offerings they bring, Wherefore protect them well with dili,gence 
(diva ca ratto ca haranti ye balirh, tasma hi ne rakkhatha appamatta) 
showing also what [169] the help [to be given] was. Its meaning is 
as follows: ' There are human beings who portray the gods with 
paintings and wood-carvings and approach shrines, trees, etc., 
and for their sake make daytime offerings, and also night-time 
offerings of honour with lamps11 in the dark of the moon, and so on; 
or they make daytime offerings for the sake of guardian deities with 
dedication of a gift through merit-transference extending to the 
High Divinities by giving ticket-meals, etc., and they make night
time offerings with dedication of a gift through merit-transference 
by having an all-night hearing of the True Idea, etc., performed 
with the raising of parasols and with lamps and garlands. So since 
they make their offerings addressed to you thus by day and by 
night, how can you fail to guard them? Therefore protect them; 
therefore protect and guard these huinan beings who perform these 
offering-ceremonies, dispel their woes, bring them welfare, be diligent 
in maintaining that gratitude in your hearts and recollect it always.' 

[ Stanza 3-the Perfect One J 
[ Y arh ki,;;,ci, mttarh iaha va hurarh va sa.ggesu va yarh ratanarh 

pa'iJ,uarh 
Na no samarh attlii tatltagatena: 
!dam pi buddhe ratanam pa'iJ,itarh, etena saccena suvatthi hotu] 

11 Reading with 0. and Ss. karonti, d"ipapujaii ca ka"{.apakkhad:isu rattirh 
balirh karonti. B. supports P.T.S. 
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' The man with whom gods sympathize 
' Will always see auspicious things ' (D. ii. 89). 

25. After saying 'work lovingkindness for the race of men', thus 
pointing out how beneficial it is to both, he now said By day, by night 
their offerings they bring, Wherefore protect them well with dili,gence 
(diva ca ratto ca haranti ye balirh, tasma hi ne rakkhatha appamatta) 
showing also what [169] the help [to be given] was. Its meaning is 
as follows: ' There are human beings who portray the gods with 
paintings and wood-carvings and approach shrines, trees, etc., 
and for their sake make daytime offerings, and also night-time 
offerings of honour with lamps11 in the dark of the moon, and so on; 
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26. After thus showing how helpful human beings are to deities, he 
[now] began an invocation of a Truth-Utternnce in the way begin
ning 'Whatever to be prized ', doing so for the purpose of eliminating 
their plagues and for the purpose of gods' and men's hearing the 
True Idea by means of an exposition of the special qualities of the 
Enlightened One and the rest. 
27. Herein, whatever . . . is found (yarh kinci) embraces without 
remainder indefinitely whatever is suitable for trading here or there. 
What is To be prized (vittarh) is riches; for that produces [the prize 
of] prosperity (vitti), thus it is to be prized (vitta). Here or (iilha va) 
demonstrates the human world. BeJond (hurarh va) demonstrates 
the rest of the world besides that. Now [ although J this [latter J can 
extend to include the whole world except the human, [nevertheless] 
since ' or in the heavens ' is said next, both the human and heavenly 
worlds being thus excluded, what has to be understood [by' beyond '] 
is the inclusion of the remaining [ world of] Nagas, Supal).I).as, and so 
on.12 So what is demonstrated by these two words ['here' and 
'beyond'] is any thing-to-be-prized that is suitable for human 
beings [' here '] and capable of use as an ornament, such as gold, 
silver, pearl, crystal, beryl, coral, ruby, emerald, etc., and it is any 
thing-to-be-prized belongingtotheNagas, Supal).I).as, etc.,[' beyond'] 
that has arisen in those realms with their many-hundred-league
wide [170] jewel-made divine mansions standing on ground strewed 
with sands of pearl and crystal. 
28. Or in the heavens (saggesu va): in the sensual-sphere and form
sphere worlds of gods; for by means of creditable (sobha1J,a) action 
they are arrived at, are gone to (gammanti),13 thus they are heavens 
(sagga); or they are quite (sut?hu) the foremost (agga), thus they are 
heavens (sagga). What (yarh): what either has an owner or is 
ownerless. Jewel (ratanarh): it induces (nayati), brings, generates 
(janayati),14 weal (rati-lit. ' delight'), thus it is a jewel (ratana); 
this is a designation for whatever is admired, greatly valuable, 

12 Nagas of this kind are conceived as cobra-spirits, normally friendly to 
man (see this Ch., § 126). Supai:u:ias are a sort of winged demon, whose 
delight is to prey upon Nagas. 

1a ' Gammati--to be gone to ': not in P.E.D. 
u 'Janayati-to generate ': not in P.E.D.; ratim janayati means literally 

'generates delight', an example of punning word-derivation (often now 
called ' edifying etymology '-but should we then suppose the other kind 
'unedifying' ?), which suggests the rather clumsy English counterpart in 
the translation. The device, irritating to modern scholarship afraid of the 
pun, is semantically and mnemonically useful. 
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inestimable, rarely seen, and used ?Y superb creatures, according as 
it is said: 

'(1) Much admired, and (2) great in value, 
(3) Inestimable, (4) rarely seen, 
(5) Superb creatures make use of it: 
This is what the word " jewel " can mean '. 

Rare (pa1J,itarh-lit. ' superior '): supreme, best, not little. So what 
is indicated by this line is any jewel with an owner such as a Sud
hamma [Hall], the Vejayanta [Palace],15 etc., which are divine 
mansions made of all kinds of jewels and many hundred leagues in 
size, and also any jewel with no owner, either such as belongs to 
divine mansions left vacant when creatures [ are reborn downwards 
to J fill the states of deprivation during a period destitute of an 
Enlightened One, or any ownerless jewel lying in the earth, in the 
ocean, in the Himalayas, and so on. 
29. None is there equal to a Perfect One (na no samarh atthi tatha
gatena): no (na) is a negation. One (no) is for emphasis.16 Equal 
(samarh): comparable. To a Perfect One (tathagatena): to an 
Enlightened One.17 
30. What is meant? It is that whatever the thing-to-be-prized and 
jewel exhibited, there is not even one here to resemble the Buddha
J ewel. 
31. (1) Now any jewel [maybe defined] in the sense of its being much 
admired(§ 28). For example, a Wheel-Turning Monarch's Wheel
Jewel or Gem-Jewel (see D. Sutta 17 and M. Sutta 129 and respective 
commentaries)-which being arisen, most people have no admiration 
for anything else, and no one goes any more with :flowers, incense, 
etc., to a spirit's or to a non-human being's place [of worship], but 
rather all people admire only the Wheel-Jewel and the Gem-Jewel 
and honour them, aspiring to some boon or other and sometimes 
succeeding in what they aspire to-, even such a jewel as that is 

15 For' Sudhamma Hall' (the' Gods' Senate House') see e.g. M. i. 338, and 
MA. ii. 422; for the 'Vejayanta Palace' (Sakka's Palace) see M. Sutta 37. 

'-ppabhuti---etcetera ': see Ch. ii, n. 1. 
16 A literal rendering of this line might be' Not (na) indeed (no) any equal 

(samam) is there (atthi) with a Perfect One (tathiigatena) '. The commentary 
would then be translatable as 'Not (na) is a negation. Indeed (no) is for 
emphasis'. The Pali word no is not the gen. 1st pers. pl. pronoun here. 

11 For the full exegesis of the word tathiignta see MA. i. 45-52. A brief 
one is given below at §122 of this Ch. 
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demonstrates the human world. BeJond (hurarh va) demonstrates 
the rest of the world besides that. Now [ although J this [latter J can 
extend to include the whole world except the human, [nevertheless] 
since ' or in the heavens ' is said next, both the human and heavenly 
worlds being thus excluded, what has to be understood [by' beyond '] 
is the inclusion of the remaining [ world of] Nagas, Supal).I).as, and so 
on.12 So what is demonstrated by these two words ['here' and 
'beyond'] is any thing-to-be-prized that is suitable for human 
beings [' here '] and capable of use as an ornament, such as gold, 
silver, pearl, crystal, beryl, coral, ruby, emerald, etc., and it is any 
thing-to-be-prized belongingtotheNagas, Supal).I).as, etc.,[' beyond'] 
that has arisen in those realms with their many-hundred-league
wide [170] jewel-made divine mansions standing on ground strewed 
with sands of pearl and crystal. 
28. Or in the heavens (saggesu va): in the sensual-sphere and form
sphere worlds of gods; for by means of creditable (sobha1J,a) action 
they are arrived at, are gone to (gammanti),13 thus they are heavens 
(sagga); or they are quite (sut?hu) the foremost (agga), thus they are 
heavens (sagga). What (yarh): what either has an owner or is 
ownerless. Jewel (ratanarh): it induces (nayati), brings, generates 
(janayati),14 weal (rati-lit. ' delight'), thus it is a jewel (ratana); 
this is a designation for whatever is admired, greatly valuable, 

12 Nagas of this kind are conceived as cobra-spirits, normally friendly to 
man (see this Ch., § 126). Supai:u:ias are a sort of winged demon, whose 
delight is to prey upon Nagas. 
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'unedifying' ?), which suggests the rather clumsy English counterpart in 
the translation. The device, irritating to modern scholarship afraid of the 
pun, is semantically and mnemonically useful. 
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inestimable, rarely seen, and used ?Y superb creatures, according as 
it is said: 

'(1) Much admired, and (2) great in value, 
(3) Inestimable, (4) rarely seen, 
(5) Superb creatures make use of it: 
This is what the word " jewel " can mean '. 

Rare (pa1J,itarh-lit. ' superior '): supreme, best, not little. So what 
is indicated by this line is any jewel with an owner such as a Sud
hamma [Hall], the Vejayanta [Palace],15 etc., which are divine 
mansions made of all kinds of jewels and many hundred leagues in 
size, and also any jewel with no owner, either such as belongs to 
divine mansions left vacant when creatures [ are reborn downwards 
to J fill the states of deprivation during a period destitute of an 
Enlightened One, or any ownerless jewel lying in the earth, in the 
ocean, in the Himalayas, and so on. 
29. None is there equal to a Perfect One (na no samarh atthi tatha
gatena): no (na) is a negation. One (no) is for emphasis.16 Equal 
(samarh): comparable. To a Perfect One (tathagatena): to an 
Enlightened One.17 
30. What is meant? It is that whatever the thing-to-be-prized and 
jewel exhibited, there is not even one here to resemble the Buddha
J ewel. 
31. (1) Now any jewel [maybe defined] in the sense of its being much 
admired(§ 28). For example, a Wheel-Turning Monarch's Wheel
Jewel or Gem-Jewel (see D. Sutta 17 and M. Sutta 129 and respective 
commentaries)-which being arisen, most people have no admiration 
for anything else, and no one goes any more with :flowers, incense, 
etc., to a spirit's or to a non-human being's place [of worship], but 
rather all people admire only the Wheel-Jewel and the Gem-Jewel 
and honour them, aspiring to some boon or other and sometimes 
succeeding in what they aspire to-, even such a jewel as that is 

15 For' Sudhamma Hall' (the' Gods' Senate House') see e.g. M. i. 338, and 
MA. ii. 422; for the 'Vejayanta Palace' (Sakka's Palace) see M. Sutta 37. 

'-ppabhuti---etcetera ': see Ch. ii, n. 1. 
16 A literal rendering of this line might be' Not (na) indeed (no) any equal 

(samam) is there (atthi) with a Perfect One (tathiigatena) '. The commentary 
would then be translatable as 'Not (na) is a negation. Indeed (no) is for 
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never the equal of the Buddha-Jewel. If a jewel is definable in the 
sense of its being admired, then only a Perfect One is [ really J a 
jewel; [l'il] for when a Perfect One has arisen, whatever gods and 
men there are with great influence, they show admiration for nothing 
else and do honour to none else. Indeed the High Divinity Saham
pati did honour to the Perfect One with a jewel garland as big as 
Sineru, and other gods did likewise according to their means, besides 
such human beings as [King] Bimbisara, King [Pasenadi] of Kosala, 
Anathapi1;u;lika, and so on. And after the Blessed One had finally 
attained extinction, King Asoka renounced ninety-six lcotis 
(96,000,0001) for his sake and founded eighty-four thousand mona
steries throughout the whole of' Jambudipa (India). So what need 
is there to mention other admirers? Who else indeed is there finally 
attained to extinction if not the Blessed One, for the sake of whose 
places of Birth, of Enlightenment, of Turning the Wheel of the 
True Idea, and of Extinction, or for the sake of whose images, 
shrines, etc., such admiration and respect was manifested? That 
is how there is no jewel the equal of a Perfect One in the sense of its 
being admired. 
32. (2) Likewise any jewel [may be defined] in the sense of its great 
value; for example, Kasi (Benares) cloth, according as it is said 
'Bhikkhus, Kasi cloth even when old has a good appearance and is 
soft to touch and of great value ' (A. i. 248): but even such a jewel 
as that is never the equal of the Buddha-Jewel. If a jewel is 
[definable] in the sense of its great value, then only a Perfect One 
is [really] a jewel; for no matter whose refuse-rag robe a Perfect One 
accepts, that [ act J of theirs is greatly fruitful and beneficial for them, 
as, for instance, for King Asoka. His great value consists in this. 
And as to the term ' great value ', it should be understood that the 
following Sutta passage establishes the absence of any defect [in 
this argument]: 'No matter whose robes, alms food, resting place, 
or requisite of medicine as cure for the sick, he accepts, that is 
greatly fruitful and beneficial for them; that, I say, is his great value. 
As that Kasi cloth is of great value, so is this kind of person, I say ' 
(A. i. 248). That is how there is no jewel the equal of a Perfect One 
in the sense of its great value. 
33. Likewise any jewel [may be defined] [172] in the sense of its 
inestimability. For example, the Wheel-Jewel that appears for a 
Wheel-Turning Monarch. Its hub is of sapphire, its thousand 
spokes are made of the seven kinds of gems, its rim of coral, its 
joints of red gold; and after each ten spokes there is one head-spoke 
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whose purpose is to make a sound by catching the wind, the sound 
made by which is like the sound of the :five-factored music most 
skilfully played.18 Then on each side of its hub is a lion's head, and 
inside there is a hollow as there is in that of a cart wheel. It has 
no maker, and no one has had it made;19 it originates with [natural] 
temperature and with action for its conditions.20 And when the 
king has completed the tenfold duty of a Wheel-Turner, and, it being 
the Uposatha Day of the Fifteenth and a full-moon day, he has 
bathed his head, undertaken the Uposatha [observances], and gone 
up to the private apartments in the upper palace, then while he is 
seated engaged in purifying his virtues, he sees it rising like the full 
moon or the sun, and the sound of it is audible for twelve leagues 
around and its appearance is visible for a league. Then it is that 
most people, on seeing it, create a great uproar, [saying] 'One would 
fancy a second moon or sun was rising!', and it passes above the city 
till it arrives at the east side of the royal palace, where it stops as 
though axle-locked in a place neither too high nor too low that is 
suitable for the many to do honour to it with incense and flowers, 
and so on. And following upon that, the Elephant-Jewel appears, 
all white, with polished feet and sevenfold stance,21 possessing super
normal powers, flying through the air, and he comes from the 
Uposatha Clan or from the Chaddanta Clan22-when cmning from 
the Uposatha Clan he is the eldest of all [that clan], but when coming 
from the Chaddanta Clan he is the youngest of all [that clan]-, 
fully trained and tamed. Then with an assembly twelve leagues 
broad, [the King] tours [with the Elephant-Jewel] the whole of 
Jambudipa and returns before the morning meal to his own royal 
capital. And following upon that, the Horse-Jewel appears, all 
white, with polished hooves, raven-black head and munja-grass-like 

18 'Patii[ita-played ': not in P.E.D., where however see under tiileti. 
19 Kiiretii (' one who has something made') is a causative verbal personal 

noun, lcattii ('maker') being the active equivalent. The former is not in 
P.E.D. 

20 See four kinds of origination of form (riipassa samU!fhiina) given at Vis. 
Ch. xx.§§ 27 ff./pp. 614ff.; these are origination from cognizance, from action, 
from temperature, and from nutriment. N.B. they are not to be confused 
with the six Vinaya kinds of origination of a wrongdoing (see Ch. ii. § 35), 
which is a legal, not an Abhidhamma classification. 

21
' Sattapatiffha-with sevenfold stance': VisA. has 'Hatthapii<laviila

vatthikosehi bhilmiphassehi sattehi pati{thito '. 
22 For ten kinds of elephants see MA. ii, 25-6. Chaddanta and Uposatha 

are mentioned there as the two superior varieties. 
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never the equal of the Buddha-Jewel. If a jewel is definable in the 
sense of its being admired, then only a Perfect One is [ really J a 
jewel; [l'il] for when a Perfect One has arisen, whatever gods and 
men there are with great influence, they show admiration for nothing 
else and do honour to none else. Indeed the High Divinity Saham
pati did honour to the Perfect One with a jewel garland as big as 
Sineru, and other gods did likewise according to their means, besides 
such human beings as [King] Bimbisara, King [Pasenadi] of Kosala, 
Anathapi1;u;lika, and so on. And after the Blessed One had finally 
attained extinction, King Asoka renounced ninety-six lcotis 
(96,000,0001) for his sake and founded eighty-four thousand mona
steries throughout the whole of' Jambudipa (India). So what need 
is there to mention other admirers? Who else indeed is there finally 
attained to extinction if not the Blessed One, for the sake of whose 
places of Birth, of Enlightenment, of Turning the Wheel of the 
True Idea, and of Extinction, or for the sake of whose images, 
shrines, etc., such admiration and respect was manifested? That 
is how there is no jewel the equal of a Perfect One in the sense of its 
being admired. 
32. (2) Likewise any jewel [may be defined] in the sense of its great 
value; for example, Kasi (Benares) cloth, according as it is said 
'Bhikkhus, Kasi cloth even when old has a good appearance and is 
soft to touch and of great value ' (A. i. 248): but even such a jewel 
as that is never the equal of the Buddha-Jewel. If a jewel is 
[definable] in the sense of its great value, then only a Perfect One 
is [really] a jewel; for no matter whose refuse-rag robe a Perfect One 
accepts, that [ act J of theirs is greatly fruitful and beneficial for them, 
as, for instance, for King Asoka. His great value consists in this. 
And as to the term ' great value ', it should be understood that the 
following Sutta passage establishes the absence of any defect [in 
this argument]: 'No matter whose robes, alms food, resting place, 
or requisite of medicine as cure for the sick, he accepts, that is 
greatly fruitful and beneficial for them; that, I say, is his great value. 
As that Kasi cloth is of great value, so is this kind of person, I say ' 
(A. i. 248). That is how there is no jewel the equal of a Perfect One 
in the sense of its great value. 
33. Likewise any jewel [may be defined] [172] in the sense of its 
inestimability. For example, the Wheel-Jewel that appears for a 
Wheel-Turning Monarch. Its hub is of sapphire, its thousand 
spokes are made of the seven kinds of gems, its rim of coral, its 
joints of red gold; and after each ten spokes there is one head-spoke 
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whose purpose is to make a sound by catching the wind, the sound 
made by which is like the sound of the :five-factored music most 
skilfully played.18 Then on each side of its hub is a lion's head, and 
inside there is a hollow as there is in that of a cart wheel. It has 
no maker, and no one has had it made;19 it originates with [natural] 
temperature and with action for its conditions.20 And when the 
king has completed the tenfold duty of a Wheel-Turner, and, it being 
the Uposatha Day of the Fifteenth and a full-moon day, he has 
bathed his head, undertaken the Uposatha [observances], and gone 
up to the private apartments in the upper palace, then while he is 
seated engaged in purifying his virtues, he sees it rising like the full 
moon or the sun, and the sound of it is audible for twelve leagues 
around and its appearance is visible for a league. Then it is that 
most people, on seeing it, create a great uproar, [saying] 'One would 
fancy a second moon or sun was rising!', and it passes above the city 
till it arrives at the east side of the royal palace, where it stops as 
though axle-locked in a place neither too high nor too low that is 
suitable for the many to do honour to it with incense and flowers, 
and so on. And following upon that, the Elephant-Jewel appears, 
all white, with polished feet and sevenfold stance,21 possessing super
normal powers, flying through the air, and he comes from the 
Uposatha Clan or from the Chaddanta Clan22-when cmning from 
the Uposatha Clan he is the eldest of all [that clan], but when coming 
from the Chaddanta Clan he is the youngest of all [that clan]-, 
fully trained and tamed. Then with an assembly twelve leagues 
broad, [the King] tours [with the Elephant-Jewel] the whole of 
Jambudipa and returns before the morning meal to his own royal 
capital. And following upon that, the Horse-Jewel appears, all 
white, with polished hooves, raven-black head and munja-grass-like 

18 'Patii[ita-played ': not in P.E.D., where however see under tiileti. 
19 Kiiretii (' one who has something made') is a causative verbal personal 

noun, lcattii ('maker') being the active equivalent. The former is not in 
P.E.D. 

20 See four kinds of origination of form (riipassa samU!fhiina) given at Vis. 
Ch. xx.§§ 27 ff./pp. 614ff.; these are origination from cognizance, from action, 
from temperature, and from nutriment. N.B. they are not to be confused 
with the six Vinaya kinds of origination of a wrongdoing (see Ch. ii. § 35), 
which is a legal, not an Abhidhamma classification. 

21
' Sattapatiffha-with sevenfold stance': VisA. has 'Hatthapii<laviila

vatthikosehi bhilmiphassehi sattehi pati{thito '. 
22 For ten kinds of elephants see MA. ii, 25-6. Chaddanta and Uposatha 

are mentioned there as the two superior varieties. 
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mane, and he comes from the royal horse-clan called Valahaka. 
The rest is the same as in the case of the Elephant-Jewel. And 
following upon that, [173] the Gem-Jewel appears. It is a fine 
beryl gem of purest water, eight-faceted, well cut, and as broad as a 
wheel's hub. It comes from the Vepulla Rock. When it is mounted 
above the royal standard, it glows for a league around even in the 
darkness possessing the four factors, and owing to the glow people 
think it is day and set about their work, and they can see even down 
to the very ants. And following upon that, the Woman-Jewel 
appears. She is normally the chief queen, and she comes either· 
from the Uttarakurus or from the Maddaraja Clan. She escapes the 
six defects beginning with being too tall (M. iii. 17 4-5); she surpasses 
human appearance without reaching divine appearance; for the 
king her limbs are warm in cold weather and cool in hot weather, 
while her touch is like that of cotton a hundred times beaten; from 
her body there exhales the fragrance of sandalwood and from her 
mouth the fragrance of lotuses; and she possesses the several special 
qualities beginning with rising before [the Wheel-Turning Monarch]. 
Following upon that, the Steward-Jewel appears. He is normally 
a banker in the royal employ, in whom the heavenly eye has become 
manifest as soon as the Wheel-Jewel appears. By that means he 
sees hidden treasure, with or without owner, for as much as a 
hundred leagues around, and he approaches the king and offers his 
services thus ' Sire, you may remain inactive. I shall do with 
money what should be done with money '. And following upon 
that, the Counsellor-Jewel appears. He is normally the King's 
eldest son, who has come to possess the quality of extraordinary 
understanding as soon as the Wheel-Jewel appears, and by pene
trating with his mind the minds of the assembly twelve leagues 
[across] he is capable of curbing and rousing them. He approaches 
the King and offers his services thus ' Sire, you may remain inactive. 
I shall counsel your government '. Now with this or an:y other such 
jewel [defined] in the sense of inestimability, on which no value can 
be set by estimation or adjudgment that it is worth a hundred 
thousand or a myriad, not even a single jewel is there among them 
ever the equal of the Buddha-Jewel. [174] If a jewel is [definable] 
in the sense of inestimability, then only a Perfect One is [really] a 
Jewel; for a Perfect One cannot be delimited by anyone who [tries 
to] estimate and adjudge him as to virtue or as to concentration or as 
to any one among the things beginning with understanding thus 
' One who has precisely so many special qualities, on being compared 
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with him, is found to be his counterpart '. That is how there is no 
jewel the equal of a Perfect One in the sense of inestima
bility. 
34. (4) Likewise any jewel [may be defined] in the sense of its being 
rarely seen. For example, notwithstanding the rarity of the 
manifestation of a Wheel-Turning Monarch and his [seven] jewels, 
even such a jewel as that is never the equal of the Buddha-Jewel. 
If a jewel is [ definable J in the sense. of its being rarely seen, then 
only a Perfect One is (really) a Jewel. How indeed can a Wheel
Turning Monarch and the rest be a jewel since many arise in a single 
aeon? But the world can be vacant of a Perfect One for even an 
incalculable aeon. So that is why, because of his arising [only] 
from time to time, a Perfect One is rarely seen. And this was said 
by the Blessed One on the occasion of his final extinction: 'Deities 
are protesting, Ananda: " We have come far indeed to see a Perfect 
One. [Only] From time to time does a Perfect One arise in the 
world, accomplished and fully enlightened. And tonight towards 
dawn there will be a Perfect One's final extinction. And this 
eminent bhikkhu is standing in front of the Blessed One, hiding him 
so that at the last moment we shall not be able to see the Perfect 
One " ' (D. ii. 139). That is how there is no jewel the equal of a 
Perfect One in the sense of its being rarely seen. 
35. (5) Likewise any jewel [can be defined] in the sense of use by a 
superb creature. For example, a Wheel-Turning Monarch's Wheel
Jewel and the rest. That kind is not generated for the use, even in 
a dream, of inferior men of such low-bred clans as those of out
castes, wicker-vmrkers, hunters, cartwrights and scavengers, for all 
that they may possess riches amounting to a hundred thousand 
ko[is (10,000,000,000?) and live on the grand floor of a seven-storied 
palace. [175] It is only generated for the use of a king of Warrior
Noble (kltattiya) caste, well born on both sides, who has completed 
the tenfold duties of a Wheel-Turning Monarch. But even such a 
jewel as that is never the equal of the Buddha-Jewel. If a jewel is 
[definable] in the sense of use by a superlative creature, then only a 
Perfect One is (really) a jewel; for a Perfect One is not for the use, 
even in a dream, of the six teachers beginning with Pural).a Kassapa 
and others like them, who, for all that they may be reputed in the 
world to be superb creatures, have not yet perfected the basis [for 
enlightenment] and whose seeing is distorted. However, he is for 
the use of such as Bahiya Daruciriya ( Ud. 6-8), etc., and other great 
disciples hailing from the great clans, who have perfected the basis 
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mane, and he comes from the royal horse-clan called Valahaka. 
The rest is the same as in the case of the Elephant-Jewel. And 
following upon that, [173] the Gem-Jewel appears. It is a fine 
beryl gem of purest water, eight-faceted, well cut, and as broad as a 
wheel's hub. It comes from the Vepulla Rock. When it is mounted 
above the royal standard, it glows for a league around even in the 
darkness possessing the four factors, and owing to the glow people 
think it is day and set about their work, and they can see even down 
to the very ants. And following upon that, the Woman-Jewel 
appears. She is normally the chief queen, and she comes either· 
from the Uttarakurus or from the Maddaraja Clan. She escapes the 
six defects beginning with being too tall (M. iii. 17 4-5); she surpasses 
human appearance without reaching divine appearance; for the 
king her limbs are warm in cold weather and cool in hot weather, 
while her touch is like that of cotton a hundred times beaten; from 
her body there exhales the fragrance of sandalwood and from her 
mouth the fragrance of lotuses; and she possesses the several special 
qualities beginning with rising before [the Wheel-Turning Monarch]. 
Following upon that, the Steward-Jewel appears. He is normally 
a banker in the royal employ, in whom the heavenly eye has become 
manifest as soon as the Wheel-Jewel appears. By that means he 
sees hidden treasure, with or without owner, for as much as a 
hundred leagues around, and he approaches the king and offers his 
services thus ' Sire, you may remain inactive. I shall do with 
money what should be done with money '. And following upon 
that, the Counsellor-Jewel appears. He is normally the King's 
eldest son, who has come to possess the quality of extraordinary 
understanding as soon as the Wheel-Jewel appears, and by pene
trating with his mind the minds of the assembly twelve leagues 
[across] he is capable of curbing and rousing them. He approaches 
the King and offers his services thus ' Sire, you may remain inactive. 
I shall counsel your government '. Now with this or an:y other such 
jewel [defined] in the sense of inestimability, on which no value can 
be set by estimation or adjudgment that it is worth a hundred 
thousand or a myriad, not even a single jewel is there among them 
ever the equal of the Buddha-Jewel. [174] If a jewel is [definable] 
in the sense of inestimability, then only a Perfect One is [really] a 
Jewel; for a Perfect One cannot be delimited by anyone who [tries 
to] estimate and adjudge him as to virtue or as to concentration or as 
to any one among the things beginning with understanding thus 
' One who has precisely so many special qualities, on being compared 
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with him, is found to be his counterpart '. That is how there is no 
jewel the equal of a Perfect One in the sense of inestima
bility. 
34. (4) Likewise any jewel [may be defined] in the sense of its being 
rarely seen. For example, notwithstanding the rarity of the 
manifestation of a Wheel-Turning Monarch and his [seven] jewels, 
even such a jewel as that is never the equal of the Buddha-Jewel. 
If a jewel is [ definable J in the sense. of its being rarely seen, then 
only a Perfect One is (really) a Jewel. How indeed can a Wheel
Turning Monarch and the rest be a jewel since many arise in a single 
aeon? But the world can be vacant of a Perfect One for even an 
incalculable aeon. So that is why, because of his arising [only] 
from time to time, a Perfect One is rarely seen. And this was said 
by the Blessed One on the occasion of his final extinction: 'Deities 
are protesting, Ananda: " We have come far indeed to see a Perfect 
One. [Only] From time to time does a Perfect One arise in the 
world, accomplished and fully enlightened. And tonight towards 
dawn there will be a Perfect One's final extinction. And this 
eminent bhikkhu is standing in front of the Blessed One, hiding him 
so that at the last moment we shall not be able to see the Perfect 
One " ' (D. ii. 139). That is how there is no jewel the equal of a 
Perfect One in the sense of its being rarely seen. 
35. (5) Likewise any jewel [can be defined] in the sense of use by a 
superb creature. For example, a Wheel-Turning Monarch's Wheel
Jewel and the rest. That kind is not generated for the use, even in 
a dream, of inferior men of such low-bred clans as those of out
castes, wicker-vmrkers, hunters, cartwrights and scavengers, for all 
that they may possess riches amounting to a hundred thousand 
ko[is (10,000,000,000?) and live on the grand floor of a seven-storied 
palace. [175] It is only generated for the use of a king of Warrior
Noble (kltattiya) caste, well born on both sides, who has completed 
the tenfold duties of a Wheel-Turning Monarch. But even such a 
jewel as that is never the equal of the Buddha-Jewel. If a jewel is 
[definable] in the sense of use by a superlative creature, then only a 
Perfect One is (really) a jewel; for a Perfect One is not for the use, 
even in a dream, of the six teachers beginning with Pural).a Kassapa 
and others like them, who, for all that they may be reputed in the 
world to be superb creatures, have not yet perfected the basis [for 
enlightenment] and whose seeing is distorted. However, he is for 
the use of such as Bahiya Daruciriya ( Ud. 6-8), etc., and other great 
disciples hailing from the great clans, who have perfected the basis 
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[for enlightenment] and are capable of reaching Arahantship at the 
end of a single four-line stanza, and whose knowledge and seeing is 
penetrative [of the four Noble Truths]. For they make use of him 
in one way or another by accomplishing (proving) the Unsurpassables 
of Seeing, Hearing, Service, and the rest (D. iii. 250). That is how 
there is no jewel the equal of a Perfect One in the sense of its use by a 
superlative creature. 
36. Also any jewel is, without distinction, a jewel (ratana) in the 
sense of its generating weal (RATi-janANA). 14 For example, a 
king is elated as soon as he sees the Wheel-Turning Monarch's 
Wheel-Jewel, and so it generates weal (produces delight) in him. 
Again a Wheel-Turning Monarch takes a golden jug in his left hand 
and with his right hand asperses the Wheel-Jewel, [saying] 'Roll on, 
good Wheel-Jewel; triumph, good Wheel-Jewel' (D. iii. 62; M. iii. 
172). After that the Wheel-Jewel goes in the eastern direction 
through the air emitting as sweet a sound as the five-constituent 
music. [176] And in its wake, travelling by its inight, the Wheel
Turning Monarch goes with a four-constituent army [ of elephants, 
cavalry, chariots, and infantry] twelve leagues in breadth. He goes 
not too high and not too low, below the tops of the high trees and 
above the tops of the low trees, taking presents from the hands of 
those [ among his retinue] who come with presents of flowers, fruits, 
leaves, etc., [gathered from] among the trees [in passing],23 and [as 
he goes J he instructs the local kings, who come and profess the 
profoundest obedience thus ' Come, great king', etc., telling them 
' Breathing things are not to be killed ' and so on. But wherever the 
king desires to eat or to take a rest by day, there the Wheel-Jewel 
alights from the air and remains as though axle-locked on a level 
piece of ground that will accommodate all the functions beginning 
with that of the water [ablution]. Then when the king is ininded to 
proceed, it moves on, sounding as before, and as soon as the twelve
league-broad assembly hears that, it too mounts into the air. 
Eventually the Wheel-Jewel plunges into the eastern ocean, and 
when it does that, the water recedes for as much as a league and 
stands back like a wall. The multitudes gather up as much as they 
want of the seven kinds of jewels. Then when the king has taken 
the golden jug [ and said] ' Thus far extends my kingdom ' and 

u See page 184. 
2a It is not self-evident here who gathered the flowers and made the offerings, 

and the passage has been supplemented from the fuller version at MA. iv. 
220. 
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aspersed it, it turns back. The army is [now] in front, the Wheel
Jewel behind, and the king in the iniddle. The water fills in again 
each place [in the sea bed] as the Wheel-Jewel withdraws from it. 
In like manner too it goes into the southern, the western and the 
northern oceans. When it has thus toured the four directions, the 
Wheel-Jewel mounts into the sky to a height of three [hundred] 
leagues. There the king stops and surveys, as though it were a 
white-lotus pool24 in full bloom, the wprld-system adorned as it is 
with its four great continents and two thousand lesser islands, that 
is to say, Pubbavideha [in the east] seven thousand leagues round, 
Uttarakuru [in the north] [177] eight thousand leagues round, 
Aparagoyana [in the west] seven thousand leagues round, and 
Jambudipa (India) [in the south] ten thousand leagues round, each 
of which with its five hundred lesser islands has been conquered by 
the might of the Wheel-Jewel. And as he surveys it thus, no little 
weal (delight) arises in him, and so that Wheel-Jewel (cakkaratana) 
is a generator of weal (ratim janeti) for the king. But even such a 
jewel as that is never the equal of the Buddha-Jewel. If a jewel is 
[definable] in the sense of generating weal (producing delight), then 
only a Perfect One is [really] a jewel. How will a Wheel-Jewel be 
able to compete with that? For a Wheel-Turning Monarch's weal 
even when generated by all the jewels beginning with the Wheel, does 
not count beside, is not even a fraction of, or part of a fraction of, 
any kind of heavenly weal. And a Perfect One generates weal that 
is loftier than, superior to, even that, [ since J in the countless gods 
and men who carry out his own instructions he generates the weal of 
the first jhana, the weal of the second, third, fourth, and fifth jhanas, 
the weal of the base consisting of infiniteness of space, the weal of 
the bases consisting of infiniteness of consciousness, of nothingness, 
and of neither perception nor non-perception, the weal of the 
Stream-Entry Path, the weal of the fruition of Stream Entry, and 
the weal of the paths and fruitions of Once-Return, Non-Return, 
and Arahantship. That is how there is no jewel equal to a Perfect 
One in the sense of generating weal (producing delight). 
37. Furthermore, this jewel is twofold as with consciousness and 
without consciousness. Herein, the kind of jewel without conscious
ness is the Wheel-Jewel, the Gem Jewel, or other kind not bound up 
with faculties such as gold, silver, and so on. That with conscious-

24 Vana, here rendered ' pool ' because of the context, usually means 
' wood ', but one does not speak of a ' lotus wood '. 
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[for enlightenment] and are capable of reaching Arahantship at the 
end of a single four-line stanza, and whose knowledge and seeing is 
penetrative [of the four Noble Truths]. For they make use of him 
in one way or another by accomplishing (proving) the Unsurpassables 
of Seeing, Hearing, Service, and the rest (D. iii. 250). That is how 
there is no jewel the equal of a Perfect One in the sense of its use by a 
superlative creature. 
36. Also any jewel is, without distinction, a jewel (ratana) in the 
sense of its generating weal (RATi-janANA). 14 For example, a 
king is elated as soon as he sees the Wheel-Turning Monarch's 
Wheel-Jewel, and so it generates weal (produces delight) in him. 
Again a Wheel-Turning Monarch takes a golden jug in his left hand 
and with his right hand asperses the Wheel-Jewel, [saying] 'Roll on, 
good Wheel-Jewel; triumph, good Wheel-Jewel' (D. iii. 62; M. iii. 
172). After that the Wheel-Jewel goes in the eastern direction 
through the air emitting as sweet a sound as the five-constituent 
music. [176] And in its wake, travelling by its inight, the Wheel
Turning Monarch goes with a four-constituent army [ of elephants, 
cavalry, chariots, and infantry] twelve leagues in breadth. He goes 
not too high and not too low, below the tops of the high trees and 
above the tops of the low trees, taking presents from the hands of 
those [ among his retinue] who come with presents of flowers, fruits, 
leaves, etc., [gathered from] among the trees [in passing],23 and [as 
he goes J he instructs the local kings, who come and profess the 
profoundest obedience thus ' Come, great king', etc., telling them 
' Breathing things are not to be killed ' and so on. But wherever the 
king desires to eat or to take a rest by day, there the Wheel-Jewel 
alights from the air and remains as though axle-locked on a level 
piece of ground that will accommodate all the functions beginning 
with that of the water [ablution]. Then when the king is ininded to 
proceed, it moves on, sounding as before, and as soon as the twelve
league-broad assembly hears that, it too mounts into the air. 
Eventually the Wheel-Jewel plunges into the eastern ocean, and 
when it does that, the water recedes for as much as a league and 
stands back like a wall. The multitudes gather up as much as they 
want of the seven kinds of jewels. Then when the king has taken 
the golden jug [ and said] ' Thus far extends my kingdom ' and 

u See page 184. 
2a It is not self-evident here who gathered the flowers and made the offerings, 

and the passage has been supplemented from the fuller version at MA. iv. 
220. 
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aspersed it, it turns back. The army is [now] in front, the Wheel
Jewel behind, and the king in the iniddle. The water fills in again 
each place [in the sea bed] as the Wheel-Jewel withdraws from it. 
In like manner too it goes into the southern, the western and the 
northern oceans. When it has thus toured the four directions, the 
Wheel-Jewel mounts into the sky to a height of three [hundred] 
leagues. There the king stops and surveys, as though it were a 
white-lotus pool24 in full bloom, the wprld-system adorned as it is 
with its four great continents and two thousand lesser islands, that 
is to say, Pubbavideha [in the east] seven thousand leagues round, 
Uttarakuru [in the north] [177] eight thousand leagues round, 
Aparagoyana [in the west] seven thousand leagues round, and 
Jambudipa (India) [in the south] ten thousand leagues round, each 
of which with its five hundred lesser islands has been conquered by 
the might of the Wheel-Jewel. And as he surveys it thus, no little 
weal (delight) arises in him, and so that Wheel-Jewel (cakkaratana) 
is a generator of weal (ratim janeti) for the king. But even such a 
jewel as that is never the equal of the Buddha-Jewel. If a jewel is 
[definable] in the sense of generating weal (producing delight), then 
only a Perfect One is [really] a jewel. How will a Wheel-Jewel be 
able to compete with that? For a Wheel-Turning Monarch's weal 
even when generated by all the jewels beginning with the Wheel, does 
not count beside, is not even a fraction of, or part of a fraction of, 
any kind of heavenly weal. And a Perfect One generates weal that 
is loftier than, superior to, even that, [ since J in the countless gods 
and men who carry out his own instructions he generates the weal of 
the first jhana, the weal of the second, third, fourth, and fifth jhanas, 
the weal of the base consisting of infiniteness of space, the weal of 
the bases consisting of infiniteness of consciousness, of nothingness, 
and of neither perception nor non-perception, the weal of the 
Stream-Entry Path, the weal of the fruition of Stream Entry, and 
the weal of the paths and fruitions of Once-Return, Non-Return, 
and Arahantship. That is how there is no jewel equal to a Perfect 
One in the sense of generating weal (producing delight). 
37. Furthermore, this jewel is twofold as with consciousness and 
without consciousness. Herein, the kind of jewel without conscious
ness is the Wheel-Jewel, the Gem Jewel, or other kind not bound up 
with faculties such as gold, silver, and so on. That with conscious-

24 Vana, here rendered ' pool ' because of the context, usually means 
' wood ', but one does not speak of a ' lotus wood '. 
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ness is those beginning with the Elephant-Jewel and ending with 
the Counsellor-Jewel, or any other such kind bound up with faculties. 
And of the two kinds thus, the jewel with consciousness is accounted 
the foremost. Why? Because those without consciousness con
sisting of gold, silver, crystal, pearl, etc., are used for the decoration 
of those with consciousness beginning with the Elephant-Jewel. 
38. The Jewel with consciousness is also twofold as animal and 
human. Herein, the human jewel is accounted the foremost. 
Why? Because the animal jewel is used for the human jewel's 
[178] conveyance. 
39. The human jewel is also twofold as the woman jewel and the man 
jewel. Herein, the man jewel is accounted the foremost. Why? 
Because the woman jewel performs service for the man jewel. 
40. The man jewel is also twofold as the house-living jewel and the 
homeless jewel. Herein, the homeless jewel is accounted the fore
most. Why? Because although a Wheel-Turning Monarch is the 
foremost of the house-living jewels, nevertheless by his paying 
homage with the fivefold prostration (Ch. V, n. 96) to the homeless 
jewel, who is associated with the qualities of virtue, etc., and by his 
waiting on and reverencing him, he [ eventually J reaches heavenly 
and human excellence till in the end he reaches the excellence of 
extinction. 
41. The homeless jewel is also twofold as the Noble One and the 
ordinary man. And the Noble jewel is also twofold as the Initiate 
and the Adept. And the Adept is also twofold as the bare-insight 
worker and the one whose vehicle is quiet.25 The one whose 

25 For the rendering of sekha as 'Initiate' (and of asekha as 'Adept') 
see Appx. I. 'Sukkhavipassaka-Bare-insight worker' (or 'Dry-insight 
worker'): a commentarial term for one who practises insight not on jhana. 
There is no clear definition anywhere, apparently; but it is perhaps in some 
ways connected with the Pitaka term paiiiiuvimutta, several descriptions of 
'Wuich are given in the Suttas: see e.g. A. iv. 452 (cf. M. i. 435-6), where 
Arahantship is reached with minimum of 1st jhana; or M. i. 477 (cf. D. ii. 
70), where reached without the 8 Liberations (collectively); or S. ii. 119 ff., 
where reached without the 5 kinds of mundane direct-knowledge (abhiiiiia) and 
4 formless states (aruppa) (N.B. deliberate omission of the 4 jhanas here 
from the 'dispensable ' kinds of concentration). The 4 ways of declaring 
Arahantship (A. ii. 157) may be also compared. It is nowhere stated in the 
Suttas that the Path can be actually attained in the absence of jhana. Pitaka 
definitions of the Path itself define its eighth factor, sammasamadhi, as jhana 
(e.g. D. ii. 313; Vbh. 236), and the enumeration of the (20) kinds of Path
cognizance in the Dhammasa1){JWIJ,i (§§ 277-364) contain none without at least 
the 1st jhana. So a sukkhavipassaka would seem to be one who, at minimum, 
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vehicle is quiet is also twofold as one who has reached the Disciples' 
Perfections and one who has not. Herein, one who has reached 
the Disciples' Perfections is accounted the foremost. Why? 
Because of the greatness of his qualities. 
42. Also a Hermit Enlightened One is accounted foremost in com
parison with one who has r<:>ached the Disciples' Perfections. Why? 
Because of the greatness of his qualities; for even several hundred 
disciples like Sariputta and Moggallana are not to be compared to a 
hundredth part of a Hermit Enlightened One's qualities. 
43. Also a Fully Enlightened One is accounted foremost in com
parison with a Hermit Enlightened One. Why? Because of the 
greatness of his qualities; for even if Hermit Enlightened Ones were 
seated all over Jambudipa crosslegged and with knees touching each 
other, not even [all together] would they count beside, exhibit a 
fraction or a part of a fraction of, a single Fully Enlightened One's 
qualities. And this is said by the Blessed One: ' Bhikkhus, in 
so far as there are creatures without legs or with two legs or ... 
a Perfect One is accounted the foremost of them' (A. ii. 34), and 
so on. 
44. Thus no jewel is ever the equal of a Perfect One in any way at 
all. Hence the Blessed One said ' None is there equal [179] to a 
Perfect One '. 

[The invocational refrain] 

[ldam pi buddhe ratanarh paty,itarh, etena saccena suvatthi hotu] 

45. When the Blessed One had thus stated how the Buddha-Jewel is 
unequalled by other jewels, he now, in order to dispel for those 
creatures the plagues that had arisen, invoked a Truth-Utterance, 
namely, 'This jewel rare is in the Enlightened One; So may there 
by this very truth be safety', which Truth-Utterance does not have 
for its support either birth or race or appearance, but on the con
trary has for its support the Buddha-Jewel's unequalledness in the 
world that begins with the Avici (Unmitigated) Hell and ends with 
the Acme of Existence, [namely, the base consisting of neither per
ception nor non-perception,] unequalledness, that is, in the matter 

does not use jhana for insight for attaining the Path. The intention is 
perhaps to emphasize that jhana-concentration never leads of itself alone 
to the Path and so should not be over-valued for its own sake: but the subject 
needs careful handling. 'One whose vehicle is quiet ' use.; jhana as object of 
his insight. See V i8. ch. xviii. 
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ness is those beginning with the Elephant-Jewel and ending with 
the Counsellor-Jewel, or any other such kind bound up with faculties. 
And of the two kinds thus, the jewel with consciousness is accounted 
the foremost. Why? Because those without consciousness con
sisting of gold, silver, crystal, pearl, etc., are used for the decoration 
of those with consciousness beginning with the Elephant-Jewel. 
38. The Jewel with consciousness is also twofold as animal and 
human. Herein, the human jewel is accounted the foremost. 
Why? Because the animal jewel is used for the human jewel's 
[178] conveyance. 
39. The human jewel is also twofold as the woman jewel and the man 
jewel. Herein, the man jewel is accounted the foremost. Why? 
Because the woman jewel performs service for the man jewel. 
40. The man jewel is also twofold as the house-living jewel and the 
homeless jewel. Herein, the homeless jewel is accounted the fore
most. Why? Because although a Wheel-Turning Monarch is the 
foremost of the house-living jewels, nevertheless by his paying 
homage with the fivefold prostration (Ch. V, n. 96) to the homeless 
jewel, who is associated with the qualities of virtue, etc., and by his 
waiting on and reverencing him, he [ eventually J reaches heavenly 
and human excellence till in the end he reaches the excellence of 
extinction. 
41. The homeless jewel is also twofold as the Noble One and the 
ordinary man. And the Noble jewel is also twofold as the Initiate 
and the Adept. And the Adept is also twofold as the bare-insight 
worker and the one whose vehicle is quiet.25 The one whose 

25 For the rendering of sekha as 'Initiate' (and of asekha as 'Adept') 
see Appx. I. 'Sukkhavipassaka-Bare-insight worker' (or 'Dry-insight 
worker'): a commentarial term for one who practises insight not on jhana. 
There is no clear definition anywhere, apparently; but it is perhaps in some 
ways connected with the Pitaka term paiiiiuvimutta, several descriptions of 
'Wuich are given in the Suttas: see e.g. A. iv. 452 (cf. M. i. 435-6), where 
Arahantship is reached with minimum of 1st jhana; or M. i. 477 (cf. D. ii. 
70), where reached without the 8 Liberations (collectively); or S. ii. 119 ff., 
where reached without the 5 kinds of mundane direct-knowledge (abhiiiiia) and 
4 formless states (aruppa) (N.B. deliberate omission of the 4 jhanas here 
from the 'dispensable ' kinds of concentration). The 4 ways of declaring 
Arahantship (A. ii. 157) may be also compared. It is nowhere stated in the 
Suttas that the Path can be actually attained in the absence of jhana. Pitaka 
definitions of the Path itself define its eighth factor, sammasamadhi, as jhana 
(e.g. D. ii. 313; Vbh. 236), and the enumeration of the (20) kinds of Path
cognizance in the Dhammasa1){JWIJ,i (§§ 277-364) contain none without at least 
the 1st jhana. So a sukkhavipassaka would seem to be one who, at minimum, 
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vehicle is quiet is also twofold as one who has reached the Disciples' 
Perfections and one who has not. Herein, one who has reached 
the Disciples' Perfections is accounted the foremost. Why? 
Because of the greatness of his qualities. 
42. Also a Hermit Enlightened One is accounted foremost in com
parison with one who has r<:>ached the Disciples' Perfections. Why? 
Because of the greatness of his qualities; for even several hundred 
disciples like Sariputta and Moggallana are not to be compared to a 
hundredth part of a Hermit Enlightened One's qualities. 
43. Also a Fully Enlightened One is accounted foremost in com
parison with a Hermit Enlightened One. Why? Because of the 
greatness of his qualities; for even if Hermit Enlightened Ones were 
seated all over Jambudipa crosslegged and with knees touching each 
other, not even [all together] would they count beside, exhibit a 
fraction or a part of a fraction of, a single Fully Enlightened One's 
qualities. And this is said by the Blessed One: ' Bhikkhus, in 
so far as there are creatures without legs or with two legs or ... 
a Perfect One is accounted the foremost of them' (A. ii. 34), and 
so on. 
44. Thus no jewel is ever the equal of a Perfect One in any way at 
all. Hence the Blessed One said ' None is there equal [179] to a 
Perfect One '. 

[The invocational refrain] 

[ldam pi buddhe ratanarh paty,itarh, etena saccena suvatthi hotu] 

45. When the Blessed One had thus stated how the Buddha-Jewel is 
unequalled by other jewels, he now, in order to dispel for those 
creatures the plagues that had arisen, invoked a Truth-Utterance, 
namely, 'This jewel rare is in the Enlightened One; So may there 
by this very truth be safety', which Truth-Utterance does not have 
for its support either birth or race or appearance, but on the con
trary has for its support the Buddha-Jewel's unequalledness in the 
world that begins with the Avici (Unmitigated) Hell and ends with 
the Acme of Existence, [namely, the base consisting of neither per
ception nor non-perception,] unequalledness, that is, in the matter 

does not use jhana for insight for attaining the Path. The intention is 
perhaps to emphasize that jhana-concentration never leads of itself alone 
to the Path and so should not be over-valued for its own sake: but the subject 
needs careful handling. 'One whose vehicle is quiet ' use.; jhana as object of 
his insight. See V i8. ch. xviii. 
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of such special qualities as the Categories of Virtue, Concentration, 
[Understanding, Deliverance, and Knowledge and Seeing of 
Deliverance J (see D. iii. 279). 
46. The meaning of that is as follows. There is this (idam pi)
which, because of its unequalledness in the [ already mentioned] 
special qualities by any thing-to-be-prized or jewel whatever either 
here or beyond or in the heavens-jewel rare in the Enlightened 
One (buddhe ratanam pa?J,itam); so if that is true, then by this very 
truth (etena saccena) for these breathing things may there be safety 
(sotthi (sic) hotu), may there be existence of creditable [things J 
(sobha?J,anam atthita) [for them], freedom from pest, and freedom 
from plagues. 
47. Now just as in such passages as 'Ananda, the eye is void of self 
or of what belongs to self' (S. iv. 54) the meaning is ' [Void] of self
ness or of belonging-to-self-ness ', otherwise26 it would not thereby 
be excluded27 that the eye was self or belonged to self, so too, it has 
to be understood that the expression' this jewel rare' means 'rare
jewelness, rare-jewelhood ', otherwise it would not be established 
that the Enlightened One [in whom it is] was a jewel. For it is not 
established that that in which there is a jewel is also a jewel. But 
that in which there is the meaning of being-admired, etc. (§§ 31 .ff.), 
called ' jewelness ' connected therewith in one way or another is 
thereby established as a jewel owing to the existence in it of that 
jewelness.28 Or alternatively, the meaning of the words' This jewel 
... in the Enlightened One' (iilam pi buildhe ratanam) can be under
stood as ' for this reason the Enlightened One is a jewel '. 
48. No sooner had this stanza been uttered bv the Blessed One than 
the royal clans' safety was assured and the fe~rs were allayed. And 
the command in this stanza was obeyed by non-human beings in a 
hundred thousand myriad world-systems. 

26 'Itarathii----otherwise ': see Ch. i, § 32. 
27 'Pafisiddha----excluded ' ( or 'refuted '): logical term, not in P.E.D.; 

see Glossary. 
28 This argument objects that the Enlightened One is not necessarily 

himself a jewel simply because a jewel is in him (locative case). This use of 
'-ness' or ' -hood' (-bhiiva) and '-ness' (-tii) in the sense of a recognizable 
characteristic (lakkha'l}ll,) is intended to show that the expression 'the jewel 
(i.e. jewelness) in the Enlightened One' is predicative here like 'the green 
( i.e. greenness) in the leaf' whereby the leaf is green, not positional like ' the 
water in the pot' whereby the pot is not the water; and the latter would 
instance what is meant by the' characterization of one substantive by another 
substantive ' (bhiivena bhiivalakkha'l}ll,rh-see Ch. v, § 46 and note 31). 

[179-180] VI. The Jewel Discourse 

[Stanza 4-the True Ideal as nibbana] 

[ Kha yam viragarh amatam pa~iitam yad ajjhaga sakyamuni 
samahito 

Na tena ilhammena sam'atthi kiiici: 
[dam pi clltamme ratanam pa~iitam; etena saccena suvatthi 

lwtu J 

195 

49. [180] After expressing truth in this way by means of the special 
qualities of the Enlightened One, he now began to express it with the 
words ' such waning, fading ', doing so by means of the special 
quality of the True Idea as extiQction ( nibbana ). 
50. Herein, because lust, etc., have waned (been exhausted), quite 
waned (been quite exhausted), with the realization of extinction, and 
because that is this bare exhaustion as cessation-by-non-arising,29 

and because that is divorced from lust, etc., both associatively 
(subjectively) and objectively, or else because, when it is realized, 
lust, etc., are entirely faded out, driven out, abolished, therefore that 
[ extinction J is called waning (khayam-exhaustion) and Jailing 
(viragam). Then since in this case 'no arising is evident, [no 
subsidence (fall) is evident,] no othernessao of what is present [is 
evident] ' (A. i. 152), therefore, taking it that it ' neither is born nor 
ages nor dies', it is called deathless (amatarh), and it is called rarest 
(pa?J,itam) in the sense of supremacy, in the sense of no-little-ness. 
51. Such ... found (yad ajjhaga): which (yam) he found (lit. ' came 
upon'), experienced, obtained, realized, with the power of his own 
knowledge. The Sakyan Sage (sakyamuni): Sakyan because of his 
coming of a Sakyan clan, Sage (muni) because of his possession of the 
ideal of Stillness (moneyya-see Sn. 70 ff.); the Sakyan himself as a 
sage is the' Sakyan Sage' (sakyo eva muni=sakyamuni-resolution 
of compound). In concentration (samahito): with cognizance con
centrated by means of the concentration which is [a factor] of the 
Noble Path. 
52. That True Ideal no equal has at all (na tena rlhammena sam'atthi 
kiiici): That True Ideal, which bears the names' waning', etc., and 
was gained by the Sakyan Sage, has no kind of ideal that is its equal 
at all; that is why it is said next in the Sutta [quoted in § 43] 

29 For discussion of nibbiina as khaya (' exhaustion ') and anuppiidanirodha 
('cessation-as-non-arising') see Vis. Ch. xvi, § 70/p. 508. 

30 Neither ' otherness ' in the sense of misconceiving a percept to be other 
than what it is (ayathiibhilta) nor 'otherness' in the sense of altering and 
becoming ' something else '. 
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of such special qualities as the Categories of Virtue, Concentration, 
[Understanding, Deliverance, and Knowledge and Seeing of 
Deliverance J (see D. iii. 279). 
46. The meaning of that is as follows. There is this (idam pi)
which, because of its unequalledness in the [ already mentioned] 
special qualities by any thing-to-be-prized or jewel whatever either 
here or beyond or in the heavens-jewel rare in the Enlightened 
One (buddhe ratanam pa?J,itam); so if that is true, then by this very 
truth (etena saccena) for these breathing things may there be safety 
(sotthi (sic) hotu), may there be existence of creditable [things J 
(sobha?J,anam atthita) [for them], freedom from pest, and freedom 
from plagues. 
47. Now just as in such passages as 'Ananda, the eye is void of self 
or of what belongs to self' (S. iv. 54) the meaning is ' [Void] of self
ness or of belonging-to-self-ness ', otherwise26 it would not thereby 
be excluded27 that the eye was self or belonged to self, so too, it has 
to be understood that the expression' this jewel rare' means 'rare
jewelness, rare-jewelhood ', otherwise it would not be established 
that the Enlightened One [in whom it is] was a jewel. For it is not 
established that that in which there is a jewel is also a jewel. But 
that in which there is the meaning of being-admired, etc. (§§ 31 .ff.), 
called ' jewelness ' connected therewith in one way or another is 
thereby established as a jewel owing to the existence in it of that 
jewelness.28 Or alternatively, the meaning of the words' This jewel 
... in the Enlightened One' (iilam pi buildhe ratanam) can be under
stood as ' for this reason the Enlightened One is a jewel '. 
48. No sooner had this stanza been uttered bv the Blessed One than 
the royal clans' safety was assured and the fe~rs were allayed. And 
the command in this stanza was obeyed by non-human beings in a 
hundred thousand myriad world-systems. 

26 'Itarathii----otherwise ': see Ch. i, § 32. 
27 'Pafisiddha----excluded ' ( or 'refuted '): logical term, not in P.E.D.; 

see Glossary. 
28 This argument objects that the Enlightened One is not necessarily 

himself a jewel simply because a jewel is in him (locative case). This use of 
'-ness' or ' -hood' (-bhiiva) and '-ness' (-tii) in the sense of a recognizable 
characteristic (lakkha'l}ll,) is intended to show that the expression 'the jewel 
(i.e. jewelness) in the Enlightened One' is predicative here like 'the green 
( i.e. greenness) in the leaf' whereby the leaf is green, not positional like ' the 
water in the pot' whereby the pot is not the water; and the latter would 
instance what is meant by the' characterization of one substantive by another 
substantive ' (bhiivena bhiivalakkha'l}ll,rh-see Ch. v, § 46 and note 31). 

[179-180] VI. The Jewel Discourse 

[Stanza 4-the True Ideal as nibbana] 

[ Kha yam viragarh amatam pa~iitam yad ajjhaga sakyamuni 
samahito 

Na tena ilhammena sam'atthi kiiici: 
[dam pi clltamme ratanam pa~iitam; etena saccena suvatthi 

lwtu J 
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49. [180] After expressing truth in this way by means of the special 
qualities of the Enlightened One, he now began to express it with the 
words ' such waning, fading ', doing so by means of the special 
quality of the True Idea as extiQction ( nibbana ). 
50. Herein, because lust, etc., have waned (been exhausted), quite 
waned (been quite exhausted), with the realization of extinction, and 
because that is this bare exhaustion as cessation-by-non-arising,29 

and because that is divorced from lust, etc., both associatively 
(subjectively) and objectively, or else because, when it is realized, 
lust, etc., are entirely faded out, driven out, abolished, therefore that 
[ extinction J is called waning (khayam-exhaustion) and Jailing 
(viragam). Then since in this case 'no arising is evident, [no 
subsidence (fall) is evident,] no othernessao of what is present [is 
evident] ' (A. i. 152), therefore, taking it that it ' neither is born nor 
ages nor dies', it is called deathless (amatarh), and it is called rarest 
(pa?J,itam) in the sense of supremacy, in the sense of no-little-ness. 
51. Such ... found (yad ajjhaga): which (yam) he found (lit. ' came 
upon'), experienced, obtained, realized, with the power of his own 
knowledge. The Sakyan Sage (sakyamuni): Sakyan because of his 
coming of a Sakyan clan, Sage (muni) because of his possession of the 
ideal of Stillness (moneyya-see Sn. 70 ff.); the Sakyan himself as a 
sage is the' Sakyan Sage' (sakyo eva muni=sakyamuni-resolution 
of compound). In concentration (samahito): with cognizance con
centrated by means of the concentration which is [a factor] of the 
Noble Path. 
52. That True Ideal no equal has at all (na tena rlhammena sam'atthi 
kiiici): That True Ideal, which bears the names' waning', etc., and 
was gained by the Sakyan Sage, has no kind of ideal that is its equal 
at all; that is why it is said next in the Sutta [quoted in § 43] 

29 For discussion of nibbiina as khaya (' exhaustion ') and anuppiidanirodha 
('cessation-as-non-arising') see Vis. Ch. xvi, § 70/p. 508. 

30 Neither ' otherness ' in the sense of misconceiving a percept to be other 
than what it is (ayathiibhilta) nor 'otherness' in the sense of altering and 
becoming ' something else '. 
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' Bhikkhus, in so far as there are True Ideals, whether determined 
or undetermined, fading out is accounted the foremost of them ' 
(A. ii. 34), and so on. 

[The invocational refrain] 

53. When the Blessed One had thus stated how extinction (nibbana) 
as the True Ideal is unequalled by other ideals, he now, in order to 
dispel for those creatures the plagues that had arisen, invoked a 
Truth-Utterance, namely, This Jewel rare is in the True Idea, So may 
there by this very truth be safety, which truth-utterance has for its 
support the unequalledness of extinction as the True Ideal-un
equalledness, that is, in the matter of such special qualities as 
waning, fading, deathlessness and rarity. 
54. Its meaning should be understood in the same way as in the 
preceding stanza(§§ 45 ff.). And the command in this stanza was 
also obeyed by non-human beings in a hundred thousand myriad 
world-systems. 

[Stanza 5-the True Ideal as 4 paths and 4 fruitions] 

[Yam buddhasetfho parivatJ/rJ,O,yi sucim samadhim anantarikaii 
iiam ahu, 

Samadhina tena samo na vijjati: 
I dam pi ahamme ratanam patJ,itam, etena saccena suvatthi hotu J 

55. After expressing truth in this way by means of the special 
quality of the True Ideal as extinction, he now began to express it 
with the words ' The Enlightened . One, most · high, a pureness 
praised ', doing so by means of the special qualities of the True Ideal 
as the path. 
56. Herein the term Enlightened One (buddha) is explained in the way 
beginning 'He is the discoverer of the truths' (see Ch. i, § 18), [181] 
and he is most high (sCUha) since he is supreme and praiseworthy; he 
is enlightened and he is most high, thus he is the Enlightened One most 
high (buddho oo so sCUho oo=buddhas~fho-resolution of compound). 
Or alternatively, among those enlightened by another (anubuddha)31 

81 For anuhuddha (' enlightened by another') see e.g. the prologue verses 
to the Commentaries to the four Nikayas. It seems to be a term used re
strictedly for those disciples enlightened by the Buddha whose enlightenment 
was sufficiently developed for them to be allowed to give enlightening dis
courses, which were incorporated in the Tipit;a,ka. Another rendering would 
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and the [ self-enlightened] Hermit Enlightened Ones (paccekabuddha ), 
who are called 'Enlightened Ones' (buddha), he is the most high, 
thus he is ' the Enlightened One, most high '. Such ... praised 
(yam ... parivary,tiayi): such as that Enlightened One most high 
commended and expounded in various instances in the way begin
ning' The eightfold is the best of paths, For it leads safe to Death
lessness' (M. i. 508) and 'Bhikkhus, I shall expound to you the 
Noble Right Concentration with [its] support and requisite equip
ment' (M. iii. 71). Pureness (sucim): entire cleansing owing to its 
severance of the staining of defilement. 
57. Calling it concentration straight-resulting ( samaahim anantarikaii 
iiam ahu): and which he called 'straight-resulting concentration' 
since it produces its fruit quite certainly straightway next to its own 
occurrence; for when path-concentration has arisen, there is no 
obstacle whatever that can prevent the arising of its fruit, according 
as it is said ' And were this person already entered upon the way to 
realization of the fruit of Stream Entry and were it the time for the 
aeon to be consumed by fire, still the aeon would not be consumed 
by fire until that person had realized the fruit of Stream Entry. 
This type of person is called a "holder-up of an aeon", and all 
those possessed of a path are holders-up of an aeon' (Pug. 13-4). 
58. No equal is there to such concentration (samaahina tena samo na 
vijjati): to such pureness praised by the Enlightened One most high 
as ' straight-resulting concentration ' no form-sphere concentration or 
formless-sphere concentration is there that is its equal at all. Why? 
Because, even if someone is reborn somewhere or other in the world 
of High Divinity owing to the maintenance of these [kinds of 
mundane concentration] in being, that still implies his liability to be 
reborn again [perhaps] in the hells, etc., and because, when this 
kind of person is ennobled by maintenance of the Arahant's [ supra
mundane] concentration in being, that implies the elimination of all 
rebirth. That is why it is said next in the Sutta [ quoted in § 52] 
' Bhikkhus, in so far as [182] there are determined True Ideals the 
Noble Eightfold Path is accounted the foremost of them' (A. ii. 34), 
and so on. 
59. When the Blessed One had thus stated how this straight
resulting concentration is unequalled by any other kinds of con-

be 'the Buddhas' like'. P.E.D. rather misses the tone of the term except 
for citing' wakened by the wake'. But cf. anubuddhi (MA. ii. 386; v. 105) 
and anubodha. The prefix anu- suggests ' discovery by following instruction ' 
as opposed to ' original discovery '. 
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' Bhikkhus, in so far as there are True Ideals, whether determined 
or undetermined, fading out is accounted the foremost of them ' 
(A. ii. 34), and so on. 

[The invocational refrain] 

53. When the Blessed One had thus stated how extinction (nibbana) 
as the True Ideal is unequalled by other ideals, he now, in order to 
dispel for those creatures the plagues that had arisen, invoked a 
Truth-Utterance, namely, This Jewel rare is in the True Idea, So may 
there by this very truth be safety, which truth-utterance has for its 
support the unequalledness of extinction as the True Ideal-un
equalledness, that is, in the matter of such special qualities as 
waning, fading, deathlessness and rarity. 
54. Its meaning should be understood in the same way as in the 
preceding stanza(§§ 45 ff.). And the command in this stanza was 
also obeyed by non-human beings in a hundred thousand myriad 
world-systems. 

[Stanza 5-the True Ideal as 4 paths and 4 fruitions] 

[Yam buddhasetfho parivatJ/rJ,O,yi sucim samadhim anantarikaii 
iiam ahu, 

Samadhina tena samo na vijjati: 
I dam pi ahamme ratanam patJ,itam, etena saccena suvatthi hotu J 

55. After expressing truth in this way by means of the special 
quality of the True Ideal as extinction, he now began to express it 
with the words ' The Enlightened . One, most · high, a pureness 
praised ', doing so by means of the special qualities of the True Ideal 
as the path. 
56. Herein the term Enlightened One (buddha) is explained in the way 
beginning 'He is the discoverer of the truths' (see Ch. i, § 18), [181] 
and he is most high (sCUha) since he is supreme and praiseworthy; he 
is enlightened and he is most high, thus he is the Enlightened One most 
high (buddho oo so sCUho oo=buddhas~fho-resolution of compound). 
Or alternatively, among those enlightened by another (anubuddha)31 

81 For anuhuddha (' enlightened by another') see e.g. the prologue verses 
to the Commentaries to the four Nikayas. It seems to be a term used re
strictedly for those disciples enlightened by the Buddha whose enlightenment 
was sufficiently developed for them to be allowed to give enlightening dis
courses, which were incorporated in the Tipit;a,ka. Another rendering would 
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and the [ self-enlightened] Hermit Enlightened Ones (paccekabuddha ), 
who are called 'Enlightened Ones' (buddha), he is the most high, 
thus he is ' the Enlightened One, most high '. Such ... praised 
(yam ... parivary,tiayi): such as that Enlightened One most high 
commended and expounded in various instances in the way begin
ning' The eightfold is the best of paths, For it leads safe to Death
lessness' (M. i. 508) and 'Bhikkhus, I shall expound to you the 
Noble Right Concentration with [its] support and requisite equip
ment' (M. iii. 71). Pureness (sucim): entire cleansing owing to its 
severance of the staining of defilement. 
57. Calling it concentration straight-resulting ( samaahim anantarikaii 
iiam ahu): and which he called 'straight-resulting concentration' 
since it produces its fruit quite certainly straightway next to its own 
occurrence; for when path-concentration has arisen, there is no 
obstacle whatever that can prevent the arising of its fruit, according 
as it is said ' And were this person already entered upon the way to 
realization of the fruit of Stream Entry and were it the time for the 
aeon to be consumed by fire, still the aeon would not be consumed 
by fire until that person had realized the fruit of Stream Entry. 
This type of person is called a "holder-up of an aeon", and all 
those possessed of a path are holders-up of an aeon' (Pug. 13-4). 
58. No equal is there to such concentration (samaahina tena samo na 
vijjati): to such pureness praised by the Enlightened One most high 
as ' straight-resulting concentration ' no form-sphere concentration or 
formless-sphere concentration is there that is its equal at all. Why? 
Because, even if someone is reborn somewhere or other in the world 
of High Divinity owing to the maintenance of these [kinds of 
mundane concentration] in being, that still implies his liability to be 
reborn again [perhaps] in the hells, etc., and because, when this 
kind of person is ennobled by maintenance of the Arahant's [ supra
mundane] concentration in being, that implies the elimination of all 
rebirth. That is why it is said next in the Sutta [ quoted in § 52] 
' Bhikkhus, in so far as [182] there are determined True Ideals the 
Noble Eightfold Path is accounted the foremost of them' (A. ii. 34), 
and so on. 
59. When the Blessed One had thus stated how this straight
resulting concentration is unequalled by any other kinds of con-

be 'the Buddhas' like'. P.E.D. rather misses the tone of the term except 
for citing' wakened by the wake'. But cf. anubuddhi (MA. ii. 386; v. 105) 
and anubodha. The prefix anu- suggests ' discovery by following instruction ' 
as opposed to ' original discovery '. 
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centration, he now, in the way already stated (§§ 45, 53), invoked a 
Truth-Utterance, namely, This ... in the Trueldea(idampi dhamme), 
which has for its support the unequalledness of the path as the True 
Ideal. 
60. Its meaning should be understood in the way already stated. 
And the command in this stanza was also obeyed by non-human 
beings in a hundred thousand myriad world-systems. 

[ Stanza 6-the Community as the 8 Persons J 
[ Ye puggalii attha satarh pasatthii cattiiri etiini yugiini honti, 
Te dakkhirJ,eyyii sugatassa siivakii, etesu dinnani mahapphaliini: 
I dam pi sang he ratanarh patJ,itarh, etena saccena suvatthi hotu J 

61. After expressing truth in this way by means of the special 
qualities of the Path as the True Ideal, he now began to express it 
with the words ' Whom Those At Peace extol are the Eight Persons ', 
doing so by means of the special qualities of the Community. 
62. Herein, [taking the meaning of this first line as follows 'Whom 
Those At Peace extol are the Eight Persons',] whom (ye) is an 
indefinite indication. Persons (puggalii) are creatures. Are the 
eight (affha) is their numerical delimitation; for the four who have 
entered upon the way and the four who stand in the fruition [ of the 
way J make eight. Those At Peace extol (satam pasatthii-lit. ' praised 
of those at peace'): praised by the true men (sappurisa), namely 
Enlightened Ones, Hermit Enlightened Ones, and Enlightened Ones' 
disciples, and by others, both gods and men. Why? Because of 
their association with the conascent special qualities of virtue and 
the rest. For these have the conascent sp~cial qualities of virtue, 
concentration, etc., just as campaka or vakula flowers, etc., have 
conascent colour, scent, etc., and so are as dear and welcome to the 
wise as are flowers with excellent scent and so on to gods and men. 
That is why it is said ' Whom Those At Peace extol are the Eight 
Persons'. 

Or alternatively, [taking this line to mean instead' The eight and 
a hundred persons who are extolled',] who (ye) is an indefinite 
indication. Persons (puggalii) are creatures. [But in this inter
pretation] ei,ght and a hundred (affhasatarh)32 is thenumericaldelimita-

a2 Translation breaks down here. English has no expression that could 
mean either ' eight persons praised by the wise ' or ' a hundred and eight 
persons'. Satam can be either the nom. neut. sing. numeral 'a hundred' 
or the gen. masc. pl. of santa (either 'existing' as ppr. root as or 'quieted' 
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tion. For [ reckoning firstly those who stand in the fruitions of the 
four paths,] there are 3 kinds of Stream Enterer, namely, the Single
Germ, the Clan-to-Clan, and the Seven-at-Most (A. i. 233), and then 
there are 3 kinds of Once-Returner according as they have attained 
their fruition in the sensual-desire existence (being), or in the exis
tence (being) with form, or in the existence (being) without form. 
And these [multiplied] by the four kinds of Way-of-Progress (D. iii. 
228) make 24. 

Again in the Aviha [lowest Pure Abode] there are 5 kinds of Non
Returner, namely, One who Attains Extinction Early in that next 
existence, One who Attains Extinction More than Halfway through 
that next existence, One who Attains Extinction Prompted by 
Determination, One who Attains Extinction Unprompted by 
Determination, and One who is Going Upstream Bound for the 
Akaniffha (Not-Junior) Gods (D. iii. 237); and likewise in the 
Atappa, the Sudassa [183] and the Sudassi [Pure Abodes], though in 
in the Akanittha [highest Pure Abode], where there is not the last 
kind of Non-Returner, there are only four kinds, so that the total of 
Non-Returners is 24. Lastly there are two kinds of Arahants, 
namely, the bare-(dry-)insight worker and the one whose vehicle is 
quiet (§ 41). Then in addition there are the 4 who stand upon the 
paths. These all [total] 54, which, if multiplied by 2 according to 
whether they have had faith for their charge or understanding for 
their charge (see e.g. S. iii. 225-6), make a grand total of 108. The 
rest is as already stated. 
63. Which are four pairs (cattiiri yugiini etiini honti): all of these 
eight-or one hundred and eight-persons indicated above in detail 
are in brief four pairs, making him who stands upon the path of 
Stream Entry and him who stands upon the fruition of Stream 
Entry one pair, and so on up to the pair consisting of him who 
stands upon the path of Arahantship and him who stands upon the 
fruition of Arahantship. They merit offerings (te dakkhitJ,eyyii): here 
they (te) is the definite demonstrative for what was earlier indicated 
indefinitely [by the word 'whom' (ye)]. The persons who (ye) in 
detail were eight-or a hundred and eight-but in brief are called 
the 'four pairs ', they (te) all merit offerings (dakkhitJ,eyyii), are 
worthy of an offering. And an' offering 'is a thing to be given when 
it is given with faith in action (kamma) and in the ripening of action, 
without any expectation that 'This (recipient] will [in return] give 

as pp. root sam). In the first case the line could be rendered 'The eight 
and a hundred persons who are praised'. 
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rest is as already stated. 
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eight-or one hundred and eight-persons indicated above in detail 
are in brief four pairs, making him who stands upon the path of 
Stream Entry and him who stands upon the fruition of Stream 
Entry one pair, and so on up to the pair consisting of him who 
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medicinal treatment or do messenger work for me ', and so on 
(see Vbh. 246). Persons associated with the special qualities of 
virtue, etc., are worthy of that, and these are of that sort, that is why 
it is said that ' they merit offerings '. 
64. The Sublime One's [true J disciples (Sugatassa savaka): the Blessed 
One is sublime (sugata) because of his association with a creditable 
(sobhatJ,a) manner of going (gamana), and because of his having gone 
only to a creditable place (sobha1J,arh ~hanarh gatatta), and because of 
his having gone rightly (suUhu gatatta), and because of his enunciat
ing rightly (suuhu gadatta).33 Now all these are disciples (savaka
lit. 'hearers') of that Sublime One since they hear (su?J,anti) him. 
Of course, others hear him too, but when they have heard him they 
fail to do the task to be done. These, however, when they have 
heard him, reach the paths and fruitions by doing the task to be 
done in putting into practice the ideas that accord with the True 
Idea (Sn. 317), which is why they are called 'disciples ' (hearers). 
65. Gifts given them repay a rich reward (etesu dinnani mahapphalani): 
even small gifts given to disciples of the Sublime One repay a rich 
reward (are greatly fruitful) because they acquire that kind of 
purifiedness of offerings that is due to the [purity of the] receiver 
(see M. iii. 256-7). That is why it is said next in the Sutta [quoted 
in § 58] 'Bhikkhus, in so far as [184] there are communities or 
societies the Community of the Perfect One's disciples is accounted 
the foremost of them; that is to say, the four pairs of m~n, the 
eight persons. This community of the Blessed One's disciples is ... 
foremost in the ripening [it gives] '(A. ii. 34). 
66. When the Blessed One had thus stated a special quality of the 
Community-Jewel as all those who stand upon the paths and the 
fruitions [of the paths], he now invoked a Truth-Utterance, namely, 
This ... in the Community (idam pi sanghe), which has for its support 
the special quality already mentioned. 
67. Its meaning should be understood in the way already stated. 
And the command in this stanza was also obeyed by non-human 
beings in a hundred thousand myriad world-systems. 

33 The derivation and exegesis of tathagata are gone into at great length at 
MA. i. 45ff. 

[184] VI. The Jewel Discourse 

[ Stanza 7 -the Comm·unity as the Arahants J 
[ Ye suppayutta manasa da[hena nilckarnino Gotamasasanamhi, 
Te pattipatta amatarh vigayha laddha mudha nibbutirh 

bhuiijamana: 
I dam pi sang he ratanam par;,'itam, etena saccena suvatthi lwtu J 
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68. After expressing truth in this way by means of the special 
qualities of the Community that stands -qpon the paths and fruitions, 
he now began to express it with the words ' Such as by strength of 
mind in true vocation', doing so by means of the special qualities 
of only those certain persons from among them who experience 
fruition with the exhaustion of [ all] taints. 
69. Herein such as (ye) is an indefinite indication. In true vocation 
(suppayutta-lit. 'well yoked'): they are thoroughly (sutthu) yoked 
(payutta); the meaning is that, having abandoned ( P Ahaya) the 
various kinds of improper search (see D. iii. 224), they have begun 
to yoke (YUNJITUM) themselves to insight supported by a liveli
hood purified (SUddha) [from improper search for requisites]. Or 
alternatively, those who are called 'in true vocation' (suppayutta) 
are those possessed of purified (suddha) means (payoga) consisting 
in body and speech.34 Thereby he shows their Virtue Category. 
By strength of mind: manasa da]hena=da]hena manasa [showing 
da[ha as adj. by placing it before mano]; the meaning is: with 
cognizance yoked by strong concentration. Thereby he shows their 
Concentration Category. 
70. Desireless dwell (nikkamino): being without regard for body and 
for life, they have effected the departure (nikkhamana) from all 
defilements by means of energy harnessed to understanding. There
by he shows their Understanding Category perfected by energy.35 
In Gotama's dispensation (Gotamasasanamlti): in only the dispensa
tion of the Perfect One who was by race a Gotama. Thereby he 
shows the absence of any departure from defilements in the case of 
those who perform the various kinds of deathless penances (S. i. 103) 
outside that [dispensation], because of the absence in them of the 
special qualities of true vocation (suppayoga) and so on. 
71. They (te) is a definite demonstrative referring back to the in
definite indication ['such' (ye) above] (§ 69). Have reached their 

34 For' purified means' cf. Ch. v, § 37. 
35 See M. i. 301 for the ' three categories ' of Understanding, Virtue, and 

Concentration, into which the Eightfold path is cl.'.1'sse<l. 
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34 For' purified means' cf. Ch. v, § 37. 
35 See M. i. 301 for the ' three categories ' of Understanding, Virtue, and 

Concentration, into which the Eightfold path is cl.'.1'sse<l. 
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goal (pattipatta): what ought to be reached (pattabba) is the goal 
(patti), and what ought to be reached is what is worthy of being 
reached, having reached which, [185] they are entirely safe from 
bondage. This is a designation for the fruition of Arahantship. 
They have ' reached their goal ' by reaching that goal. The Death
less (amatarh) is extinction (nibbana). By encountering (vigayha): 
by encountering (vigahitva) [it] as object. 
72. Gainoo: la<ldha=labhitva (alternative form of gerund). Free 
from loss (mudha): without expense, by not incurring even a 
farthing's worth of expense. Quenching (nibbutirh): the attainment 
of fruition, wherein the disturbance of defilement is tranquillized. 
Savour (bhunjamana): experience. What is meant? [It is this:] 
Such as in this Gotama's dispensation are in the true vocation because 
their virtue is perfected, and as are, by strength of mind because their 
concentration is perfected, desireless because their understanding is 
perfected, [such as] they are said to have reache,d, their goal, w:hen, by 
encountering the Deathless by means of this right way, they savour the 
fruition-attainment called quenching, having gained [it] without loss. 
73. When the Blessed One had thus stated a special quality of the 
Community-Jewel as the persons whose taints are exhausted and who 
experience the bliss of that fruition-attainment, he now invoked a 
Truth-Utterance, namely, This ... in the Community (idam pi 
sanghe), which has for its support that already;mentioned special 
quality. 
74. Its meaning should be understood in the way already stated. 
And the command in this stanza was also obeyed by non-human 
beings in a hundred thousand myriad world-systems. 

[Stanza 8-the Community as the Stream Enterer in general] 

[ Y ath' indakhilo p<4havirh sito siya catubbhi vatehi asam
pakampiyo, 

Tathupamarh sappurisarh vadami yo ariyasaccani avecca 
passati: 

Uam pi sanghe ratanarh patJ,itarh, etena saccena suvatthi 
hotu] 

75. After expressing truth in terms of36 the Community in this way 
by means of the special quality of persons whose taints are ex
hausted, he now began to express it with the words ' As a locking-

36 See Ch. iv, note 6. 
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post ', doing so by means of the special quality of the Stream 
Enterer which is manifestly evident in the majority. 
76. Herein, as (yatha) is a term of comparison. A locking-post 
(indakhilo): this is a term for the post made of heart-wood hammered 
in after digging out the earth to [ a depth of] eight or ten hands in the 
middle of the threshold [ of a city gateway], its purpose being to hold 
fast the [ double J gates of a city. 37 The earth (pafhavirh): the 
ground. Deep-planted in (sito): set (nissita) by entering into. 
Would be: siya=bhaveyya [alternative grammatical form]. 
77. By the four winds' blast (catubbhi vatehi): by the winds coming 
from the four directions. Unshaken ( asampakampiyo): incapable of 
being shaken or moved. 
78. So too indeed (tathupamarh): in suchwise. Is the True Man 
(sappurisarh): the supreme man (superman). I say (vadami): I 
declare. 
79. That sees the Noble Truths by undergoing (yo ariyasaccani avecca 
passati): who sees the four truths with understanding by having fully 
apprehended them.38 Herein, the four truths should be under
stood in the way stated in the Visuddhimagga (Ch. xvi). But here is 
the meaning [ of these lines J in brief. 

. 80. Just as [186] a locking-post deep-planted because of the depth of 
its base in the earth would be unshakable by the four winds, so too, I 
say, is this true man who sees the Noble Truths by undergoing. Why1 
Because just as a locking-post [is unshaken] by the four winds, so he 
too is unshaken by all other-sectarian winds and is incapable of being 
shaken or made to fall from that seeing by anyone at all. That is 
why it is said in a Butta ' Bhikkhus, suppose there were an iron post 
or locking-post with a deep base well dug in, immovable, unshakable, 
then if fierce gales and rain came from the eastern direction, . . . 
western ... southern ... northern direction, they could never make 
it shake or shiver or shift. Why is that? 'Because the base was 

37 P.E.D. does not bring out this meaning of indakhUa (' Locking-post '). 
It seems unlikely that vinivaratµi means ' protection ' here rather than 
' holding fast '; the word is not in P.E.D. 

38 Avecca can be taken as ger. of ava+eti 'to go down to' and in that sense 
it is glossed by ajjhogahetva (' having fully apprehended'), which is ger. of 
adhi+ava+ga?),hati, lit.' to take down as far as '. At MA. i. 172 it is explained 
as yathavato iiatatta acalena accutena pasadena (' by confidence that is immov
able and unoverthrowable because of having known according to reality '). 
The sense conveyed is ' the confidence due to actual experience by arriving at, 
by " undergoing ", cessation ', namely the realization of nibbana effected by 
actually reaching the path. 
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goal (pattipatta): what ought to be reached (pattabba) is the goal 
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perfected, [such as] they are said to have reache,d, their goal, w:hen, by 
encountering the Deathless by means of this right way, they savour the 
fruition-attainment called quenching, having gained [it] without loss. 
73. When the Blessed One had thus stated a special quality of the 
Community-Jewel as the persons whose taints are exhausted and who 
experience the bliss of that fruition-attainment, he now invoked a 
Truth-Utterance, namely, This ... in the Community (idam pi 
sanghe), which has for its support that already;mentioned special 
quality. 
74. Its meaning should be understood in the way already stated. 
And the command in this stanza was also obeyed by non-human 
beings in a hundred thousand myriad world-systems. 

[Stanza 8-the Community as the Stream Enterer in general] 

[ Y ath' indakhilo p<4havirh sito siya catubbhi vatehi asam
pakampiyo, 

Tathupamarh sappurisarh vadami yo ariyasaccani avecca 
passati: 

Uam pi sanghe ratanarh patJ,itarh, etena saccena suvatthi 
hotu] 

75. After expressing truth in terms of36 the Community in this way 
by means of the special quality of persons whose taints are ex
hausted, he now began to express it with the words ' As a locking-

36 See Ch. iv, note 6. 
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post ', doing so by means of the special quality of the Stream 
Enterer which is manifestly evident in the majority. 
76. Herein, as (yatha) is a term of comparison. A locking-post 
(indakhilo): this is a term for the post made of heart-wood hammered 
in after digging out the earth to [ a depth of] eight or ten hands in the 
middle of the threshold [ of a city gateway], its purpose being to hold 
fast the [ double J gates of a city. 37 The earth (pafhavirh): the 
ground. Deep-planted in (sito): set (nissita) by entering into. 
Would be: siya=bhaveyya [alternative grammatical form]. 
77. By the four winds' blast (catubbhi vatehi): by the winds coming 
from the four directions. Unshaken ( asampakampiyo): incapable of 
being shaken or moved. 
78. So too indeed (tathupamarh): in suchwise. Is the True Man 
(sappurisarh): the supreme man (superman). I say (vadami): I 
declare. 
79. That sees the Noble Truths by undergoing (yo ariyasaccani avecca 
passati): who sees the four truths with understanding by having fully 
apprehended them.38 Herein, the four truths should be under
stood in the way stated in the Visuddhimagga (Ch. xvi). But here is 
the meaning [ of these lines J in brief. 

. 80. Just as [186] a locking-post deep-planted because of the depth of 
its base in the earth would be unshakable by the four winds, so too, I 
say, is this true man who sees the Noble Truths by undergoing. Why1 
Because just as a locking-post [is unshaken] by the four winds, so he 
too is unshaken by all other-sectarian winds and is incapable of being 
shaken or made to fall from that seeing by anyone at all. That is 
why it is said in a Butta ' Bhikkhus, suppose there were an iron post 
or locking-post with a deep base well dug in, immovable, unshakable, 
then if fierce gales and rain came from the eastern direction, . . . 
western ... southern ... northern direction, they could never make 
it shake or shiver or shift. Why is that? 'Because the base was 

37 P.E.D. does not bring out this meaning of indakhUa (' Locking-post '). 
It seems unlikely that vinivaratµi means ' protection ' here rather than 
' holding fast '; the word is not in P.E.D. 

38 Avecca can be taken as ger. of ava+eti 'to go down to' and in that sense 
it is glossed by ajjhogahetva (' having fully apprehended'), which is ger. of 
adhi+ava+ga?),hati, lit.' to take down as far as '. At MA. i. 172 it is explained 
as yathavato iiatatta acalena accutena pasadena (' by confidence that is immov
able and unoverthrowable because of having known according to reality '). 
The sense conveyed is ' the confidence due to actual experience by arriving at, 
by " undergoing ", cessation ', namely the realization of nibbana effected by 
actually reaching the path. 
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deep and because the locking-post was well dug in; so too, bhikkhus, 
any monks or divines who have understood according as it is that 
" This is suffering ", that " This is the origin of suffering ", that 
" This is the cessation of suffering ", and that " This is the way 
leading to the cessation of suffering", nevermore scan the face of 
another monk or divine in the expectation that " Surely this worthy 
one really knows and really sees?" Why is that? Because the 
four Noble Truths have been well seen [by them] ' (S. v. 444). 
81. When the Blessed One had thus stated a special quality of the 
Community-Jewel as [that of] the Stream Enterer, manifestly 
evident in the majority, he now invoked a Truth-Utterance, namely, 
This ... in the Community, which has for its support that same 
special quality. 
82. Its meaning should be understood in the way already stated, 
And the command in this stanza was also obeyed by non-human 
beings in a hundred thousand myriad world-systems. 

[Stanza 9-the Community: the Stream Enterer as 
the " Seven-at-most "] 

[ Ye ariyasacooni vibhavayanti gambhirapannena sudesitani, 
K incapi te honti bhusawamatta na te bhavam a((hamarh 

adiyanti: 
!dam pi sanghe ratanarh pa?J,itarh, etana saccena suvatthi 

hotu] 

83. After expressing the truth in this way in terms of the Community 
by means of the special quality of the Stream Enterer in general, he 
now began to express it with the words ' Such as clearly discern the 
Noble Truths' by means of the special quality of the Seven-at-most. 
He is the most junior of all the three kinds of Stream Enterer, namely 
the Single-germ, the Clan-to-clan, and the Seven-at-most, according 
as it is said: ' Here a certain person, with the destruction of three 
fetters39 is a Stream Enterer; after generating only one existence 

39 There are 10 fetters (sarhyojana-see D. iii. 234). They are: Embodiment 
view, uncertainty, misapprehension of virtue and duty, sensual desire, and 
ill will (which five are called the 'hither-side fetters'); then lust for form, 
lust for the formless, conceit, agitation, and ignorance (which five are called 
the 'further-side fetters '). The first three are done away with by Stream 
Entry, the next two are weakened by Once-Return, and done away with by 
Non-Return, and the last five are done away with by Arahantship (see e.g. 
M. Sutta 6). 'Form' refers to the kind of being accompanied by the form 
found in the world of High-Divinity-with-form (rupa-brahmaloka) attainable 
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(being) he makes an end of suffering: this one is a Single-germ ' and 
likewise ' After travelling and trudging through [ existences (being) 
in J two or three clans, [187] he makes an end of suffering: this one is 
a Clan-to-clan' and likewise 'After travelling and trudging 
[through existences (being)] among gods and men seven times, he 
makes an end of suffering: this one is a Seven-at-most' (A. i. 233; 
Pug. 16). 
84. Herein, such (ye) and Noble Truths (ariyasaccani) are as already 
stated (§§ 62, 79). As clearly evince (vibhavayanti): they make 
expqsed and evident to themselves by dispelling with the light of 
understanding the darkness of defilement that hides the truth. 
85. By Him Profound, in Umlerstanding (gambhirapannena): by him 
who, owing to the measurelessness of his understanding, has under
standing that is founded on what is unobtainable by the knowledge 
belonging to the world with its gods; what is meant is: by him of 
omniscient knowledge. Well taught ( sudesitani): properly taught by 
such and such methods, namely, by compound and resolution, by 
whole and part, and so on. 
86. Although they may be mightily neglectful (kincapi te honti bhusap
pamatta): these persons who have clearly evinced the Noble Truths, 
although they rnay be mightily neglectful owing to such opportunities 
for negligence as [enjoyment of] divine kingship or Wheel-Turning 
kingship, still even in that case, with the cessation and disappearance 
of [a measure of action-resultant] name and form that might, 
beyond the seven existences [specified], have gone on arising in the 
beginningless round of rebirths were it not for the [measure of] 
cessation of determinative-act consciousness (action-determining 
consciousness) brought about by Stream-Entry knowledge, they can 
never take an eighth existence (na te bhavam a((hamam adiyanti). But 
it is only in the seventh existence that they so develop insight as to 
reach Arahantship. 
87. When the Blessed One had thus stated a special quality of the 
Community-Jewel as [that of] the Seven-at-most, he now invoked a 
Truth-Utterance, namely, This . .. in the Community, which has for 
its support that special quality just stated. 
88. Its meaning should be understood in the way already stated. 
And the command in this stanza was also obeyed by non-human 
beings in a hundred thousand myriad world-systems. 

by the four jhanas,' formless' to the four' formless states' (iiruppa) attainable 
by the four formless attainments, ' conceit ' is the ' conceit " I am " ' (asmi
miina). 
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deep and because the locking-post was well dug in; so too, bhikkhus, 
any monks or divines who have understood according as it is that 
" This is suffering ", that " This is the origin of suffering ", that 
" This is the cessation of suffering ", and that " This is the way 
leading to the cessation of suffering", nevermore scan the face of 
another monk or divine in the expectation that " Surely this worthy 
one really knows and really sees?" Why is that? Because the 
four Noble Truths have been well seen [by them] ' (S. v. 444). 
81. When the Blessed One had thus stated a special quality of the 
Community-Jewel as [that of] the Stream Enterer, manifestly 
evident in the majority, he now invoked a Truth-Utterance, namely, 
This ... in the Community, which has for its support that same 
special quality. 
82. Its meaning should be understood in the way already stated, 
And the command in this stanza was also obeyed by non-human 
beings in a hundred thousand myriad world-systems. 

[Stanza 9-the Community: the Stream Enterer as 
the " Seven-at-most "] 

[ Ye ariyasacooni vibhavayanti gambhirapannena sudesitani, 
K incapi te honti bhusawamatta na te bhavam a((hamarh 

adiyanti: 
!dam pi sanghe ratanarh pa?J,itarh, etana saccena suvatthi 

hotu] 

83. After expressing the truth in this way in terms of the Community 
by means of the special quality of the Stream Enterer in general, he 
now began to express it with the words ' Such as clearly discern the 
Noble Truths' by means of the special quality of the Seven-at-most. 
He is the most junior of all the three kinds of Stream Enterer, namely 
the Single-germ, the Clan-to-clan, and the Seven-at-most, according 
as it is said: ' Here a certain person, with the destruction of three 
fetters39 is a Stream Enterer; after generating only one existence 

39 There are 10 fetters (sarhyojana-see D. iii. 234). They are: Embodiment 
view, uncertainty, misapprehension of virtue and duty, sensual desire, and 
ill will (which five are called the 'hither-side fetters'); then lust for form, 
lust for the formless, conceit, agitation, and ignorance (which five are called 
the 'further-side fetters '). The first three are done away with by Stream 
Entry, the next two are weakened by Once-Return, and done away with by 
Non-Return, and the last five are done away with by Arahantship (see e.g. 
M. Sutta 6). 'Form' refers to the kind of being accompanied by the form 
found in the world of High-Divinity-with-form (rupa-brahmaloka) attainable 
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(being) he makes an end of suffering: this one is a Single-germ ' and 
likewise ' After travelling and trudging through [ existences (being) 
in J two or three clans, [187] he makes an end of suffering: this one is 
a Clan-to-clan' and likewise 'After travelling and trudging 
[through existences (being)] among gods and men seven times, he 
makes an end of suffering: this one is a Seven-at-most' (A. i. 233; 
Pug. 16). 
84. Herein, such (ye) and Noble Truths (ariyasaccani) are as already 
stated (§§ 62, 79). As clearly evince (vibhavayanti): they make 
expqsed and evident to themselves by dispelling with the light of 
understanding the darkness of defilement that hides the truth. 
85. By Him Profound, in Umlerstanding (gambhirapannena): by him 
who, owing to the measurelessness of his understanding, has under
standing that is founded on what is unobtainable by the knowledge 
belonging to the world with its gods; what is meant is: by him of 
omniscient knowledge. Well taught ( sudesitani): properly taught by 
such and such methods, namely, by compound and resolution, by 
whole and part, and so on. 
86. Although they may be mightily neglectful (kincapi te honti bhusap
pamatta): these persons who have clearly evinced the Noble Truths, 
although they rnay be mightily neglectful owing to such opportunities 
for negligence as [enjoyment of] divine kingship or Wheel-Turning 
kingship, still even in that case, with the cessation and disappearance 
of [a measure of action-resultant] name and form that might, 
beyond the seven existences [specified], have gone on arising in the 
beginningless round of rebirths were it not for the [measure of] 
cessation of determinative-act consciousness (action-determining 
consciousness) brought about by Stream-Entry knowledge, they can 
never take an eighth existence (na te bhavam a((hamam adiyanti). But 
it is only in the seventh existence that they so develop insight as to 
reach Arahantship. 
87. When the Blessed One had thus stated a special quality of the 
Community-Jewel as [that of] the Seven-at-most, he now invoked a 
Truth-Utterance, namely, This . .. in the Community, which has for 
its support that special quality just stated. 
88. Its meaning should be understood in the way already stated. 
And the command in this stanza was also obeyed by non-human 
beings in a hundred thousand myriad world-systems. 

by the four jhanas,' formless' to the four' formless states' (iiruppa) attainable 
by the four formless attainments, ' conceit ' is the ' conceit " I am " ' (asmi
miina). 
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[ Stanza 10-the Community as the Stream Enterer continued] 

[ Sahav' assa dassanasam-padaya tayassu dhamma jahita 
bhavanti: 

Sakkayadi[[hi vicikicchitan ca si"labbatarh vapi yad atthi kinci. 
Catuh'apayehi ca vippamutto, cha cabhi{hanani abhabbo 

katurh: 
I dam pi sang he ratanarh pa1J,'itarh, etena saccena suvatthi hotu J 

89. After expressing truth in this way in terms of the Community 
by means of the special quality of the ' Seven-at-most ' that consists 
in not taking an eighth existence, he now began to express it with the 
words ' Along, too, with ', doing so by means of the special quality 
that, even though he does take seven existences, distinguishes him 
from other persons who have not abandoned the taking of existences 
(of future being). 
90. [188] Herein, Along, too, with (sahava) [means] together with 
(saddhirh yeva). His (assa): of a certain one among those stated thus 
' Still they can never take an eighth existence '. Excellence in seeing 
(dassanasampadaya): the excellence (sampatti-perfection) of the 
Stream-Entry Path; for the Stream-Entry Path is called 'seeing' 
(dassana) since it is first of all in the actual seeing of extinction, 
which constitutes the excellence (perfection) in the task to be done by 
seeing extinction (see Vis. Ch. xxi, end). The manifestation of that 
in oneself is 'excellence (perfection) in seeing'; along with that 
excellence in seeing. 
91. He comes to have abandoned three ideas (tayassu dhamma jahita 
bhavanti): here [the word] su (not rendered) is merely a particle for 
filling out the line, as in such passages as 'Idarh-su me Sariputta 
mahavika{abhojanasmirh' (Such, Sariputta, was my eating of the 
Great Distortions-M. i. 79) ;40 consequently the meaning here is: 
along with the excellence of his seeing, he comes to have abandoned 
three ideas, comes to have rejected (pahina) them. This is the 
meaning here. 
92. Now in order to show the ideas abandoned, he said view of 
embodiment, uncertainty, and [misanrrehending] virtue and duty, all 
(sakkayadiUhi vicikicchitan ca silabbatarh vapi yad atthi kinci).41 

40 See the rest of the M. passage and compare with the '4 Mahavikafiini' 
(' Great Distortions') at Vin. i. 206. 

41 For ' Embodiment ' as translation of sakkaya see Appx. I. 
Here for metrical reasons the full expression ' misapprehending of virtue 

and duty' is used (see D. iii. 234). For this rendering see Appx. I. 
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Herein, there being (sati-loc. masc. sing.) a body, it is the twenty
based view (di[[hi) about the factual pentad of categories of what is 
affected by clinging, called a ' body ' (kaya}, that is the embodiment 
view (sakkayadiUhi-see MA. ii. 360-1). Or else, an existent (sati
nom. f. sing.) view about the body is also the embodiment view; the 
meaning is then that it is a factual view about a body of the kind 
stated [i.e. the view, not its, object, is factual]. Or again, a view 
about an existent (sati-loc. masc. sing.) body is the embodiment 
view; the meaning is then a view that has occurred about a factual 
body of the kind already stated, [taking it] thus 'It is form, etc., 
that is called " self" ' (see M. i. 300; iii. 17). With the abandoning 
of that, all kinds of [ wrong] view are abandoned too, since that is 
their root.42 

93. Understanding is called 'wish to be cured' (cikicchita)43 be
cause it allays the sickness of defilement. From that has departed 
(vigata) this wish-to-be-cured (cikicchita) as understanding, or that 
has departed from this wish-to-be-cured as understanding, thus it is 
uncertainty (vicikicchita); this is a designation for the eight-based 
indecision stated in the way beginning ' He doubts about the 
teacher' (Dhs. §§ 1004-5; cf. M. i. 101). With the abandoning of 
that, all kinds of uncertainties are abandoned since that is their root. 
94. [189] The virtue (s'ila-' habit') consisting in ox-virtue, dog
virtue (cf. M. i. 387 j.), etc., and the duty (vata-' vow') consisting 
in ox-duty and dog-duty, etc., which are stated in the texts about 
monks and divines outside this [dispensation] in the way beginning 
'Purification by virtue (habit}, purification by duty (vow)' (Nd2. 
ad Sn. 790) are called virtue and duty (s'ilabbata). With the abandon
ing of that, all kinds of deathless penance beginning with nakedness 
and shavenness are abandoned since that is their root. 
95. It is because of that, [because the three mentioned are the roots 
of all kinds] that all (yad atthi kinci-lit. 'that there is of whatever 
kind') is said at the end [of the three]. And here it can be known 
that the embodiment view is abandoned through excellence in seeing 

42 ·while all wrong views are abandoned with the attainment of the path 
of Stream Entry, the conceit 'I am' (asmi-mana) is only abandoned by 
Arahantship (see e.g. M. Sutta 1-maiinati is there verb for m<'ina-and S. 
iii. 128-32). 

4a Cf. DhsA. 259, 354. P.E.D. derives vicikiccha from root cit 'to think', 
and so ·also the verb tikicchati. Duroiselle, however, derives tikicchati and 
vicikicchii from root kit ' to cure ', which agrees with the commentaries. The 
form vicikiccha, as a desiderative reduplication, then follows the rule of re
duplicating guttural k with palatal c. Ppn. should be amended accordingly. 
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[ Stanza 10-the Community as the Stream Enterer continued] 

[ Sahav' assa dassanasam-padaya tayassu dhamma jahita 
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Sakkayadi[[hi vicikicchitan ca si"labbatarh vapi yad atthi kinci. 
Catuh'apayehi ca vippamutto, cha cabhi{hanani abhabbo 

katurh: 
I dam pi sang he ratanarh pa1J,'itarh, etena saccena suvatthi hotu J 

89. After expressing truth in this way in terms of the Community 
by means of the special quality of the ' Seven-at-most ' that consists 
in not taking an eighth existence, he now began to express it with the 
words ' Along, too, with ', doing so by means of the special quality 
that, even though he does take seven existences, distinguishes him 
from other persons who have not abandoned the taking of existences 
(of future being). 
90. [188] Herein, Along, too, with (sahava) [means] together with 
(saddhirh yeva). His (assa): of a certain one among those stated thus 
' Still they can never take an eighth existence '. Excellence in seeing 
(dassanasampadaya): the excellence (sampatti-perfection) of the 
Stream-Entry Path; for the Stream-Entry Path is called 'seeing' 
(dassana) since it is first of all in the actual seeing of extinction, 
which constitutes the excellence (perfection) in the task to be done by 
seeing extinction (see Vis. Ch. xxi, end). The manifestation of that 
in oneself is 'excellence (perfection) in seeing'; along with that 
excellence in seeing. 
91. He comes to have abandoned three ideas (tayassu dhamma jahita 
bhavanti): here [the word] su (not rendered) is merely a particle for 
filling out the line, as in such passages as 'Idarh-su me Sariputta 
mahavika{abhojanasmirh' (Such, Sariputta, was my eating of the 
Great Distortions-M. i. 79) ;40 consequently the meaning here is: 
along with the excellence of his seeing, he comes to have abandoned 
three ideas, comes to have rejected (pahina) them. This is the 
meaning here. 
92. Now in order to show the ideas abandoned, he said view of 
embodiment, uncertainty, and [misanrrehending] virtue and duty, all 
(sakkayadiUhi vicikicchitan ca silabbatarh vapi yad atthi kinci).41 

40 See the rest of the M. passage and compare with the '4 Mahavikafiini' 
(' Great Distortions') at Vin. i. 206. 

41 For ' Embodiment ' as translation of sakkaya see Appx. I. 
Here for metrical reasons the full expression ' misapprehending of virtue 

and duty' is used (see D. iii. 234). For this rendering see Appx. I. 

I [188-189] VI. The Jewel Discourse 207 

Herein, there being (sati-loc. masc. sing.) a body, it is the twenty
based view (di[[hi) about the factual pentad of categories of what is 
affected by clinging, called a ' body ' (kaya}, that is the embodiment 
view (sakkayadiUhi-see MA. ii. 360-1). Or else, an existent (sati
nom. f. sing.) view about the body is also the embodiment view; the 
meaning is then that it is a factual view about a body of the kind 
stated [i.e. the view, not its, object, is factual]. Or again, a view 
about an existent (sati-loc. masc. sing.) body is the embodiment 
view; the meaning is then a view that has occurred about a factual 
body of the kind already stated, [taking it] thus 'It is form, etc., 
that is called " self" ' (see M. i. 300; iii. 17). With the abandoning 
of that, all kinds of [ wrong] view are abandoned too, since that is 
their root.42 

93. Understanding is called 'wish to be cured' (cikicchita)43 be
cause it allays the sickness of defilement. From that has departed 
(vigata) this wish-to-be-cured (cikicchita) as understanding, or that 
has departed from this wish-to-be-cured as understanding, thus it is 
uncertainty (vicikicchita); this is a designation for the eight-based 
indecision stated in the way beginning ' He doubts about the 
teacher' (Dhs. §§ 1004-5; cf. M. i. 101). With the abandoning of 
that, all kinds of uncertainties are abandoned since that is their root. 
94. [189] The virtue (s'ila-' habit') consisting in ox-virtue, dog
virtue (cf. M. i. 387 j.), etc., and the duty (vata-' vow') consisting 
in ox-duty and dog-duty, etc., which are stated in the texts about 
monks and divines outside this [dispensation] in the way beginning 
'Purification by virtue (habit}, purification by duty (vow)' (Nd2. 
ad Sn. 790) are called virtue and duty (s'ilabbata). With the abandon
ing of that, all kinds of deathless penance beginning with nakedness 
and shavenness are abandoned since that is their root. 
95. It is because of that, [because the three mentioned are the roots 
of all kinds] that all (yad atthi kinci-lit. 'that there is of whatever 
kind') is said at the end [of the three]. And here it can be known 
that the embodiment view is abandoned through excellence in seeing 

42 ·while all wrong views are abandoned with the attainment of the path 
of Stream Entry, the conceit 'I am' (asmi-mana) is only abandoned by 
Arahantship (see e.g. M. Sutta 1-maiinati is there verb for m<'ina-and S. 
iii. 128-32). 

4a Cf. DhsA. 259, 354. P.E.D. derives vicikiccha from root cit 'to think', 
and so ·also the verb tikicchati. Duroiselle, however, derives tikicchati and 
vicikicchii from root kit ' to cure ', which agrees with the commentaries. The 
form vicikiccha, as a desiderative reduplication, then follows the rule of re
duplicating guttural k with palatal c. Ppn. should be amended accordingly. 
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suffer~ng~ uncertain~y through excellence in seeing the origin [ of 
suffermgJ, . and _[misapprehension] of virtue and duty through 
excellence m seemg the path and extinction. 
96. Having thus shown bis abandoning of the Round of Defilement, 44 

he n~w said, immu~iefrom the four states of deprivation (catuh'apayehi 
ca vippamutto), pomting out the abandoning also of the Round of 
Action's Ripening, which has to be when the Round of Defilement is. 
Herein, the ' four states of deprivation ' are the hells, animals, the 
ghost.realm and the body of Asuras (demons). The meaning is that 
even 1f he takes seven existences, he is nevertheless immune from 
[rebirth among] them. Having thus shown his abandoning of the 
Round ~f Action's Result, he now said he cannot do the major six 
wrongdoi~s (cha cabhithanani abhabbo katurh), pointing out the 
abandonmg of the Round-of-Action, which is the root of that Round
of-_Action's-Result. Major wrongdoings (abhitMma) are gross wrong
domgs. These, which he cannot do, are six. They are stated in the 
Book of Ones in the way beginning ' Bhikkhus, it is impossible, it 
c~nnot happen, that a person perfected in his view should deprive 
his mother of life ' (A. i. 27; M. iii. 64-5), and they should be under
stood as the actions consisting in matricide, parricide, Arahanticide, 
drawing the blood [of a Perfect One], causing schism in the Com
munity, and choosing someone other [than the Enlightened One] for 
one's teacher. They are mentioned more for the purpose of con
demning_ the_ ordinary man's state, since actually a Noble Disciple 
whos~ VIew 1s perfected does not even deprive an ant of life (cf. 
MA._ 1v, 10~); for an ordinary man does do even such greatly repre
hensible ma1or wrongdoings because his view is not perfected (has no 
excellence), but one whose seeing is perfected (has excellence) is 
unable to do them. The incapability is mentioned here in order to 
show that he does not do them even in the next existence; for in the 
next existence, even if he does not know about his own noble
discipleship, he does not, in virtue of the essential idea [ of his 
nature], do either these six or [190] [incur] the five risks (see A. iii, 
204-6) beginning with normal killing of breathing things, which 
amount_ to six wrongdoings with the appointing of another [than 
the Enlightened. One J for one's teacher, on which latter account some 
read cha chiibhithanani [instead of cha cabhithiiniini]. And the 
illustration here is [the story of] the boys who were noble disciples 
taking the dead fish ( ), and so on. 

44 For the 'three rounds' (m//a) see Vis. Ch. xvii,§ 298/p. 581. 

[190] VI. The Jewel Discourse 209 

97. When the Blessed One had thus stated a special quality of the 
Community-Jewel as the special quality that, even if he takes seven 
[more] existences, distinguishes a noble disciple from other. persons 
who have not abandoned being (existence), he now invoked a Truth
Utterance, namely, This ... in the Community, which has for its 
support that same special quality. 
98. Its meaning should be understood in the way already stated. 
And the command in this stanza was also obeyed by non-human 
beings in a hundred thousand myriad world-systems. 

[ Stanza 11-the Community as the Stream Enterer continued] 

[ I{ iiiciipi so kammarh karoti piipakarh kiiyena viica uda cetasii 
vii 

Abhabbo so tassa paticchiidiiya abhabbatii di((hapadassa vuttii: 
!dam pi sanghe ratanarh pat:i,'itarh, etena saccena suvatthi 

hotu] 

99. After expressing truth in this way in terms of the Community by 
means of the special quality that, even if he takes seven [more] 
existences, distinguishes a noble disciple from other persons who 
have not abandoned being (existence), he now began to express it with 
the words ' though he can still perform an evil action ', doing so by 
means of the special quality of absence of concealment of what he has 
done, which is found in one whose seeing is perfected (has excellence), 
even if he is negligent, [pointing out that] not only is one whose 
seeing is perfected unable to do the six major wrongdoings, but that 
he is unable after having done even the smallest evil action to conceal 
it. 
100. Here is the meaning. He (so), that is, one perfected in his 
seeing, though (kiiiciipi) owing to his abiding in negligence due to 
forgetfulness, he can still perform by body even an evil action (kiiyena 
piipakarnmarh karoti), namely, such reprehensible transgressions of 
[training rules] made known as are called 'recoiled from by En
lightened ones' (Vbh. 246), for example, having a hut built [for 
himself without consulting the Community] (Vin. iii. 143), sleeping 
in the same room [ as one not fully admitted to the Community J 
(Vin. iv. 14), etc., but [at the same time ::,,lways] other than and 
excepting the kind of intentional action reprehended in the world and 
referred to by the Blessed One thus ' My disciples do not transgress 
even for life's sake a training rule made known to disciples by me ' 
(A. iv. 201), [and though he can still perform evil actions] by speech 
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suffer~ng~ uncertain~y through excellence in seeing the origin [ of 
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abandonmg of the Round-of-Action, which is the root of that Round
of-_Action's-Result. Major wrongdoings (abhitMma) are gross wrong
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one's teacher. They are mentioned more for the purpose of con
demning_ the_ ordinary man's state, since actually a Noble Disciple 
whos~ VIew 1s perfected does not even deprive an ant of life (cf. 
MA._ 1v, 10~); for an ordinary man does do even such greatly repre
hensible ma1or wrongdoings because his view is not perfected (has no 
excellence), but one whose seeing is perfected (has excellence) is 
unable to do them. The incapability is mentioned here in order to 
show that he does not do them even in the next existence; for in the 
next existence, even if he does not know about his own noble
discipleship, he does not, in virtue of the essential idea [ of his 
nature], do either these six or [190] [incur] the five risks (see A. iii, 
204-6) beginning with normal killing of breathing things, which 
amount_ to six wrongdoings with the appointing of another [than 
the Enlightened. One J for one's teacher, on which latter account some 
read cha chiibhithanani [instead of cha cabhithiiniini]. And the 
illustration here is [the story of] the boys who were noble disciples 
taking the dead fish ( ), and so on. 

44 For the 'three rounds' (m//a) see Vis. Ch. xvii,§ 298/p. 581. 

[190] VI. The Jewel Discourse 209 

97. When the Blessed One had thus stated a special quality of the 
Community-Jewel as the special quality that, even if he takes seven 
[more] existences, distinguishes a noble disciple from other. persons 
who have not abandoned being (existence), he now invoked a Truth
Utterance, namely, This ... in the Community, which has for its 
support that same special quality. 
98. Its meaning should be understood in the way already stated. 
And the command in this stanza was also obeyed by non-human 
beings in a hundred thousand myriad world-systems. 

[ Stanza 11-the Community as the Stream Enterer continued] 

[ I{ iiiciipi so kammarh karoti piipakarh kiiyena viica uda cetasii 
vii 

Abhabbo so tassa paticchiidiiya abhabbatii di((hapadassa vuttii: 
!dam pi sanghe ratanarh pat:i,'itarh, etena saccena suvatthi 

hotu] 

99. After expressing truth in this way in terms of the Community by 
means of the special quality that, even if he takes seven [more] 
existences, distinguishes a noble disciple from other persons who 
have not abandoned being (existence), he now began to express it with 
the words ' though he can still perform an evil action ', doing so by 
means of the special quality of absence of concealment of what he has 
done, which is found in one whose seeing is perfected (has excellence), 
even if he is negligent, [pointing out that] not only is one whose 
seeing is perfected unable to do the six major wrongdoings, but that 
he is unable after having done even the smallest evil action to conceal 
it. 
100. Here is the meaning. He (so), that is, one perfected in his 
seeing, though (kiiiciipi) owing to his abiding in negligence due to 
forgetfulness, he can still perform by body even an evil action (kiiyena 
piipakarnmarh karoti), namely, such reprehensible transgressions of 
[training rules] made known as are called 'recoiled from by En
lightened ones' (Vbh. 246), for example, having a hut built [for 
himself without consulting the Community] (Vin. iii. 143), sleeping 
in the same room [ as one not fully admitted to the Community J 
(Vin. iv. 14), etc., but [at the same time ::,,lways] other than and 
excepting the kind of intentional action reprehended in the world and 
referred to by the Blessed One thus ' My disciples do not transgress 
even for life's sake a training rule made known to disciples by me ' 
(A. iv. 201), [and though he can still perform evil actions] by speech 
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(vacaya) such as reciting the True Idea [with explanations] word by 
word [together with one not fully admitted] (Vin. iv. 13), teaching 
more than five or six phrases (words) of the True Idea [to a woman 
with no intelligent man present] (Vin. iv. 19), gossip, and harsh 
speech, [191 J [ and though J he can still perform evil actions by 
mind, (cetasa) such as occasional arousing of greed and hate, as 
accepting gold and silver, and as use of robes and the other [three 
requisites] without reviewing [the purpose of using them], yet never
theless he cannot conceal it (abhabbo so tassa paticchadaya), he does 
not, knowing that ' This is unallowable, should not be done ', conceal 
[ such an action J even for an instant, but that very moment, by 
revealing it to the teacher or to wise companions in the divine life, 
he acts according to the True Idea, restraining himself in what 
requires restraint thus 'I shall not do that again'. Why is that? 
Because this fact proclaims him that has seen the State [of Peace] 
(abhabbata ditthapadassa vutta), this fact of his inability to conceal 
such an evil act proclaims (is what is stated of) a person who has seen 
the State of Extinction and whose seeing is [thereby] perfected (has 
excellence). How? 'Bhikkhus, just as a young tender prostrate 
infant at once draws back when he puts his hand or foot on a live 
coal, so too, this is essential to the idea of a person perfected in his 
view, that although he may commit an offence of a kind from which 
a way of emergence has been made known, still he at once confesses, 
reveals and discloses it to the teacher or to wise companions in the 
divine life, and having done that, he enters upon restraint for the 
future ' (M. i. 324). 
101. When the Blessed One had thus stated a special quality of the 
Community-Jewel as the special quality of absence of concealment 
of what has been done, which is found in one with excellence of 
seeing, even if negligent, he now invoked a Truth-Utterance, namely, 
This ... in the Community, which has for its support that same 
special quality. 
102. Its meaning should be understood in the way already stated. 
And the command in this stanza was also obeyed by non-human 
beings in a hundred thousand myriad world-systems. 

f 
} 
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[191-192] VI. The Jewel Discourse 211 

[Stanza 12-The Enlightened One, Teacher of the True Idea as Text] 

[Vanappagumbe yatha phussitagge gimhanamase pathama
smim gimhe 

Tathupamam dhammavaram adesayi nibbanagamim para-
mamhitaya: 

I dam pi buddhe ratanam paty,itam, etena saccena suvatthi hotu J 
103. After expressing truth in this way in terms of the Community
Jewel by means of the several aspects in the special qualities of the 
[types of] persons included in the Community, he now began to 
express truth with the words ' As a tall forest tree with blossom 
crowned ', doing so in terms of the Enlightened One and taking for 
its support that True Idea as Text that had already been taught by 
him when indicating the special qualities of the Three Jewels here in 
brief (stanzas 4 ~nd 5) and elsewhere in detail (see e.g. M. i. 37; 
A. iii. 285). 
104. Herein, a 'forest' (vana-lit. ' wood') is a mass of trees 
defined as growing close together. [192] When matured (pavuddha) 
in roots, heartwood, sapwood, bark, branches, and foliage, a ' tree ' 
(gumba lit. ' bush ') is a 'tall-tree ' (pagumba lit. ' mature-bush '). 
A tall-tree (mature-bush) in a forest (wood) is a tall forest tree 
(vanappagumbo lit. 'a wood mature-bush'), and it is that vanap
pagumbo (nom. mas. sing.) that is called vanappagumbe (variant 
nom. masc. sing.) ;45 for it is allowable to state it in this way as is 
done in such passages as ' Atthi savitakkasavicare atthi avitakkavi
caramatte ' (' There is [ concentration J with thinking and exploring, 
there is [that] without thinking and with only exploring': Kv. 413) 
and' Sukhedukkhejive' (' Pleasure,pain,soul ': D.i.56;M.i.517).46 

As (yatha) is a term of comparison. With blossom crowned (phus
sitagge): phussitani aggani assa=phussitaggo (resolution of com
pound): the meaning is that it has produced flowers on all its twigs 
and branches. That [normal form] is [here] replaced by phussitagge 
in the way stated above [for vanappagumbe]. 
105. In the warm summer month, the early heat (gimhanamase 
pa{hamasmim gimhe-loc. sing.): in one out of the four summer 
months. If [it is asked] ' In which month? ', [ the answer is J ' In the 
early heat '; the meaning is ' in the month of Citta (April) '; for that 

45 The case of varuippagumbe yathii phussitagge is nom. masc. sing. of the 
form called 'Magadhism' (cf. M. ii. 254 and S. iv. 98). Read avitakka-
viciiramatte. 

46 Pakudha-Kaccayana's wrong view. 
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with no intelligent man present] (Vin. iv. 19), gossip, and harsh 
speech, [191 J [ and though J he can still perform evil actions by 
mind, (cetasa) such as occasional arousing of greed and hate, as 
accepting gold and silver, and as use of robes and the other [three 
requisites] without reviewing [the purpose of using them], yet never
theless he cannot conceal it (abhabbo so tassa paticchadaya), he does 
not, knowing that ' This is unallowable, should not be done ', conceal 
[ such an action J even for an instant, but that very moment, by 
revealing it to the teacher or to wise companions in the divine life, 
he acts according to the True Idea, restraining himself in what 
requires restraint thus 'I shall not do that again'. Why is that? 
Because this fact proclaims him that has seen the State [of Peace] 
(abhabbata ditthapadassa vutta), this fact of his inability to conceal 
such an evil act proclaims (is what is stated of) a person who has seen 
the State of Extinction and whose seeing is [thereby] perfected (has 
excellence). How? 'Bhikkhus, just as a young tender prostrate 
infant at once draws back when he puts his hand or foot on a live 
coal, so too, this is essential to the idea of a person perfected in his 
view, that although he may commit an offence of a kind from which 
a way of emergence has been made known, still he at once confesses, 
reveals and discloses it to the teacher or to wise companions in the 
divine life, and having done that, he enters upon restraint for the 
future ' (M. i. 324). 
101. When the Blessed One had thus stated a special quality of the 
Community-Jewel as the special quality of absence of concealment 
of what has been done, which is found in one with excellence of 
seeing, even if negligent, he now invoked a Truth-Utterance, namely, 
This ... in the Community, which has for its support that same 
special quality. 
102. Its meaning should be understood in the way already stated. 
And the command in this stanza was also obeyed by non-human 
beings in a hundred thousand myriad world-systems. 
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[191-192] VI. The Jewel Discourse 211 

[Stanza 12-The Enlightened One, Teacher of the True Idea as Text] 

[Vanappagumbe yatha phussitagge gimhanamase pathama
smim gimhe 

Tathupamam dhammavaram adesayi nibbanagamim para-
mamhitaya: 

I dam pi buddhe ratanam paty,itam, etena saccena suvatthi hotu J 
103. After expressing truth in this way in terms of the Community
Jewel by means of the several aspects in the special qualities of the 
[types of] persons included in the Community, he now began to 
express truth with the words ' As a tall forest tree with blossom 
crowned ', doing so in terms of the Enlightened One and taking for 
its support that True Idea as Text that had already been taught by 
him when indicating the special qualities of the Three Jewels here in 
brief (stanzas 4 ~nd 5) and elsewhere in detail (see e.g. M. i. 37; 
A. iii. 285). 
104. Herein, a 'forest' (vana-lit. ' wood') is a mass of trees 
defined as growing close together. [192] When matured (pavuddha) 
in roots, heartwood, sapwood, bark, branches, and foliage, a ' tree ' 
(gumba lit. ' bush ') is a 'tall-tree ' (pagumba lit. ' mature-bush '). 
A tall-tree (mature-bush) in a forest (wood) is a tall forest tree 
(vanappagumbo lit. 'a wood mature-bush'), and it is that vanap
pagumbo (nom. mas. sing.) that is called vanappagumbe (variant 
nom. masc. sing.) ;45 for it is allowable to state it in this way as is 
done in such passages as ' Atthi savitakkasavicare atthi avitakkavi
caramatte ' (' There is [ concentration J with thinking and exploring, 
there is [that] without thinking and with only exploring': Kv. 413) 
and' Sukhedukkhejive' (' Pleasure,pain,soul ': D.i.56;M.i.517).46 

As (yatha) is a term of comparison. With blossom crowned (phus
sitagge): phussitani aggani assa=phussitaggo (resolution of com
pound): the meaning is that it has produced flowers on all its twigs 
and branches. That [normal form] is [here] replaced by phussitagge 
in the way stated above [for vanappagumbe]. 
105. In the warm summer month, the early heat (gimhanamase 
pa{hamasmim gimhe-loc. sing.): in one out of the four summer 
months. If [it is asked] ' In which month? ', [ the answer is J ' In the 
early heat '; the meaning is ' in the month of Citta (April) '; for that 

45 The case of varuippagumbe yathii phussitagge is nom. masc. sing. of the 
form called 'Magadhism' (cf. M. ii. 254 and S. iv. 98). Read avitakka-
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46 Pakudha-Kaccayana's wrong view. 
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is also called the Early Heat and the New Aestival (biiwvasanta) as 
well. From here onward, the word-meaning is evident. 
106. Now here is the meaning in brief. Just as, in the New Aestival 
named the' Early Heat', a' mature-bush', so named by [using for 
it] the metaphor of a young tree-shrub (see § 104), with its topmost 
branches in full blossom in a jungle forest (wood) of many sorts of 
trees is of extraordinary splendour, so too, with [his] displaying of 
the extinction-leading path, which is such (tathiipamarh, that is, 
like the tree) owing to the extraordinary splendour of its flowers 
classed under the different meanings of the Categories (11:f. Sutta 109), 
Bases (M. Suttas 143 ff.), etc., the Foundations of Mindfulness 
(M. Sutta 10), Right Endeavours (M. Sutta 16), etc., and the 
Categories of Virtue, Concentration, etc. (M. Sutta 44), he displayed 
(adesayi) the glorious Ideal (dhammavaram) that consists of the texts 
and is extinction-leading (nibbiinagiimim), [doing so] not for the sake 
of gain or for the sake of worship, etc., but rather with his heart 
moved47 simply by the Great Compassion (Ps. i. 126) for the weal 
supreme (paramamhitiiya) of creatures. In the compound para
mamhitiiya the nasal mis inserted for easier scansion of the stanza, 
the meaning being paramahitiiya nibbiiniiya adesayi (' he showed [it] 
for the supreme weal that is extinction'). 
107. When the Blessed One had thus stated the True Idea con
sisting of the text, comparing it to a tall forest tree crowned with 
blossom, he now invoked a Truth-Utterance in terms of the En
lightened One, namely, This ... in the Enlightened One, which has 
for its support that same [True Idea]. 
108. Its meaning should be understood in the way already stated; 
only that it should be construed as follows: This [193] jewel rare, 
called the' Ideal that consists of the text' of the kind stated(§ 106), is 
in the Enlightened One. And the command in this stanza was obeyed 
by non-human beings in a hundred thousand myriad world-systems. 

[Stanza 13-the Enlightened One, teacher of the supramundane 
True Idea] 

[Varo varannii varado variiharo anuttaro dhammavaram adesayi: 
!dam pi buddhe ratanam pa1J,itam, etena saccena suvatthi hotu] 

109. After expressing truth in this way in terms of the Enlightened 
One by means of the textual True Idea, he now began to express it 

47 ' AbbhUBsahita-'-moved (motivated) ': not in P.E.D., where, however, 
see abbhUBsiihana. 

[193] VI. The Jewel Discourse 213 

with the words ' Glorious knower ', doing so by means of the supra
mundane True Idea. 
110. Herein, glorious (varo) is what is wished for by those bent on 
the rare (superior) thus ' Oh that we might be like that! '; or else 
glorious because of association with glorious special qualities; the 
meaning is; supreme, best. Knower (var~nn~-li~. 'kn~wer of the 
glorious'): knower of extinction; for extmct10n 1s glori~us as the 
supreme goal (meaning) of all ideals (ideas), and he kne"'." 1t by pene
trating it for himself at the root o! th~ Tree of E~g~tenment. 
Giver ( varado-lit. ' giver of the glorious ) : the meamng 1s that. he 
was the giver of the glorious True Idea (Ideal) sidin~ with ;EJenetrat10n 
[of the Truths] and siding with morality (see Netti. 49) m the cases 
of the bhikkhus of the Group of Five ( Vin. i. 8 .ff.) or the young men 
of the Auspicious Group (Vin. i. 23) or the Matted-Hair Ascetics 
(Vin. i. 34), and of others both gods and men. Bringe~ of glory 
(variiharo): he is called' bringer of glory' because the gl~rious p~th 
was brought [to light by him]. For thi~ Blesse~ One, m_ fulfilling 
the whole thirty Perfections48 from [the time of his resolution made 
at the feet of the former Enlightened One] Dipankara, brought 
[to light] (iihari) the glorious ancient path travel~ed by form_er Fully 
Enlightened Ones (see S. ii. 105-6), and that 1s why he 1s called 
' bringer of glory '. 
111. Furthermore, he is glorious by his obtainment of omniscient 
knowledge (Ps. i. 131), he is the knower of glory by his realizing 
extinction, he is the giver of glory by Es gift to creatures of t~e 
pleasure (bliss) of deliverance, and he is the bringer of glory by ~1s 
bringing the supreme way; and with these supramunda~e special 
qualities he is peerless (anuttaro) because of their absence m anyone 
else at all. 
112. Another method: he is glorious with the fulfilment of his 
resolve to gain peace, he is the knower of glory with the fulfi~ent of 
his resolve to gain understanding, he is the giver of glory with the 
fulfilment of his resolve to gain generosity, and he is the bringer of 
glory with the fulfilment of his resolve to gain truth, since he brought 
the glorious Path-Truth. . . 
113. Analagously, he is glorious by his support of merit, he 1s the 
knower of glory by his support of understanding, he is the giver of 
glory by his bestowal of the means to Buddhahood upon those who 

48 30 piirami (perfections) as three groups of ten are mentioned a~ ~A. 
i. 45; ii. 7; iii. 22; also at BudvA. and VisA. 181. For the 10 prmc1pal 
perfections see Ch. v, note 40. 
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is also called the Early Heat and the New Aestival (biiwvasanta) as 
well. From here onward, the word-meaning is evident. 
106. Now here is the meaning in brief. Just as, in the New Aestival 
named the' Early Heat', a' mature-bush', so named by [using for 
it] the metaphor of a young tree-shrub (see § 104), with its topmost 
branches in full blossom in a jungle forest (wood) of many sorts of 
trees is of extraordinary splendour, so too, with [his] displaying of 
the extinction-leading path, which is such (tathiipamarh, that is, 
like the tree) owing to the extraordinary splendour of its flowers 
classed under the different meanings of the Categories (11:f. Sutta 109), 
Bases (M. Suttas 143 ff.), etc., the Foundations of Mindfulness 
(M. Sutta 10), Right Endeavours (M. Sutta 16), etc., and the 
Categories of Virtue, Concentration, etc. (M. Sutta 44), he displayed 
(adesayi) the glorious Ideal (dhammavaram) that consists of the texts 
and is extinction-leading (nibbiinagiimim), [doing so] not for the sake 
of gain or for the sake of worship, etc., but rather with his heart 
moved47 simply by the Great Compassion (Ps. i. 126) for the weal 
supreme (paramamhitiiya) of creatures. In the compound para
mamhitiiya the nasal mis inserted for easier scansion of the stanza, 
the meaning being paramahitiiya nibbiiniiya adesayi (' he showed [it] 
for the supreme weal that is extinction'). 
107. When the Blessed One had thus stated the True Idea con
sisting of the text, comparing it to a tall forest tree crowned with 
blossom, he now invoked a Truth-Utterance in terms of the En
lightened One, namely, This ... in the Enlightened One, which has 
for its support that same [True Idea]. 
108. Its meaning should be understood in the way already stated; 
only that it should be construed as follows: This [193] jewel rare, 
called the' Ideal that consists of the text' of the kind stated(§ 106), is 
in the Enlightened One. And the command in this stanza was obeyed 
by non-human beings in a hundred thousand myriad world-systems. 

[Stanza 13-the Enlightened One, teacher of the supramundane 
True Idea] 

[Varo varannii varado variiharo anuttaro dhammavaram adesayi: 
!dam pi buddhe ratanam pa1J,itam, etena saccena suvatthi hotu] 

109. After expressing truth in this way in terms of the Enlightened 
One by means of the textual True Idea, he now began to express it 

47 ' AbbhUBsahita-'-moved (motivated) ': not in P.E.D., where, however, 
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with the words ' Glorious knower ', doing so by means of the supra
mundane True Idea. 
110. Herein, glorious (varo) is what is wished for by those bent on 
the rare (superior) thus ' Oh that we might be like that! '; or else 
glorious because of association with glorious special qualities; the 
meaning is; supreme, best. Knower (var~nn~-li~. 'kn~wer of the 
glorious'): knower of extinction; for extmct10n 1s glori~us as the 
supreme goal (meaning) of all ideals (ideas), and he kne"'." 1t by pene
trating it for himself at the root o! th~ Tree of E~g~tenment. 
Giver ( varado-lit. ' giver of the glorious ) : the meamng 1s that. he 
was the giver of the glorious True Idea (Ideal) sidin~ with ;EJenetrat10n 
[of the Truths] and siding with morality (see Netti. 49) m the cases 
of the bhikkhus of the Group of Five ( Vin. i. 8 .ff.) or the young men 
of the Auspicious Group (Vin. i. 23) or the Matted-Hair Ascetics 
(Vin. i. 34), and of others both gods and men. Bringe~ of glory 
(variiharo): he is called' bringer of glory' because the gl~rious p~th 
was brought [to light by him]. For thi~ Blesse~ One, m_ fulfilling 
the whole thirty Perfections48 from [the time of his resolution made 
at the feet of the former Enlightened One] Dipankara, brought 
[to light] (iihari) the glorious ancient path travel~ed by form_er Fully 
Enlightened Ones (see S. ii. 105-6), and that 1s why he 1s called 
' bringer of glory '. 
111. Furthermore, he is glorious by his obtainment of omniscient 
knowledge (Ps. i. 131), he is the knower of glory by his realizing 
extinction, he is the giver of glory by Es gift to creatures of t~e 
pleasure (bliss) of deliverance, and he is the bringer of glory by ~1s 
bringing the supreme way; and with these supramunda~e special 
qualities he is peerless (anuttaro) because of their absence m anyone 
else at all. 
112. Another method: he is glorious with the fulfilment of his 
resolve to gain peace, he is the knower of glory with the fulfi~ent of 
his resolve to gain understanding, he is the giver of glory with the 
fulfilment of his resolve to gain generosity, and he is the bringer of 
glory with the fulfilment of his resolve to gain truth, since he brought 
the glorious Path-Truth. . . 
113. Analagously, he is glorious by his support of merit, he 1s the 
knower of glory by his support of understanding, he is the giver of 
glory by his bestowal of the means to Buddhahood upon those who 

48 30 piirami (perfections) as three groups of ten are mentioned a~ ~A. 
i. 45; ii. 7; iii. 22; also at BudvA. and VisA. 181. For the 10 prmc1pal 
perfections see Ch. v, note 40. 
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seek that, and he is the bringer of glory by his bringing the means to 
Hermit Buddhahood to those who seek that. Being peerless owing 
to his having no like in these several ways, or being himself [ self
taught J without a teacher, he taught a glorious True Ideal (dham
mavararh adesayi) as a teacher of others because of his teaching of a 
glorious True Ideal-which is associated with the special qualities of 
being' well proclaimed', etc. (M. i. 37)-for the purpose of[bringing] 
discipleship to those who seek that. The rest is as before. 
114. When the Blessed One had thus stated a special quality of his 
own as the ninefold supramundane True Ideal,49 he now [194] 
invoked a Truth-Utterance in terms of the Enlightened One, 
namely, This ... in the Enlightened One, which has for its support 
that same special quality. 
115. Its meaning should be understood in the way already stated, 
only that it should be construed as follows: This glorious supra
mundane True Ideal, which he knew and gave and brought and 
taught, this jewel rare, is in the Enlightened One. And the command 
in this stanza was also obeyed by non-human beings in a hundred 
thousand myriad world-systems. 

[ Stanza 14-the final extinction J 
[ Khi'f!,O,rh pura'f!,O,rh navarh natthi-sambhavarh, virattacitta 

ayatike bhavasmirh, 
Te khi'f!,O,bija aviru!hicchanda nibbanti dhira yatha'yam 

padipo: 
!dam pi sanghe ratanarh pa'fJ,itarh, etena saccena suvatthi 

hotu] 

116. After expressing truth in this way with two stanzas in terms of 
the Enlightened One, with the textual True Ideal and the supra
mundane True Ideal for its support, he now began to express truth 
with the words ' Consumed the old ', doing so once more in terms of 
the Community and taking for its support that special quality of 
reaching the [ element of] extinction without [ residue of] clinging 
left (see !ti. 38),50 which is the [final] goal of those who have already 

' 9 The ninefold supramundane True Ideal (lokuttara-dhamma) is the four 
paths, four fruitions, and extinction (Dhs. 1094), and must not be confused 
with the ' nine-factored Dispensation ' beginning with ' Threads of Argument, 
Songs' (see Ch. i, note 8). 

ao The expressions sa-upadi8esa (' with residue of clinging left') and 
anupiidi8esa (' without residue of clinging left') seem to have been originally 
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arrived at the ninefold supramundane True Ideal by practising the 
way according as they have heard (learnt) it in hearing (learning) 
that textual True Ideal. 
117. Herein, consumed (khi'lJ,ll,rh) is quite severed. The old (pura
'f],arh): the prior (puratanarh). The new (navarh): that occurring 
right now. No more gives being (natthi-sambhavarh) :51 that without 
factual manifestation. From cognizance lust faded (virattacitta): 
lust has departed from their cognizance. For new being (ayatike 
bhavasmirh): for renewed being (existence) [in] the future extent. 
They (te): those bhikkhus with taints exhausted for whom the old is 
used up (exhausted) and the new no more gives being and from 
whose cognizance lust for new being (existence) has faded. The 
germ consumed ( khi'f!,O,bija): their germ [ of future being] is cut off. 
Have no more zeal for growth ( aviru{hicchanda): devoid of zeal for 
growth. They go out (nibbanti): they stop burning. Steadfast 
(dhira): those perfected in steadfastness (dhiti). As did this lamp 
(yathii' yam padipo): like this lamp. 
118. What is meant1 [It is this.] The old past-time action 
(kamma: neut.) is, although it has already arisen and ceased, still 
unconsumed for [ ordinary J creatures since it is still capable of 
inducing their rebirth-linking owing to their not having abandoned 
the [germ-softening] moisture of craving; [but] there are those in 
whom the moisture of craving has been dried out by the Arahant 
path and for whom that old action is [thus] consumed, [195] like 
germs burnt up by fire, since it is no more capable of giving any 
ripening in the future; then any action of theirs occurring right now 
as honouring the Enlightened One, etc., is called ' the new '; [but J 
they are those for whom it no more gives being51 since, owing to the 

medical terms, if we are to judge by their use at M. ii. 257 (where read sa
upiidiseso for anupiidiseso at lines 1 and 3), meaning a residue of a poisoned 
arrow's poison still clinging to the wound after treatment. The terms are 
then used figuratively of the Arahant, who during the remainder of his life 
manifests the ' residue of clinging left ' in the form of the five-category process, 
which, however, 'will cease' with the end of his life-span (see e.g. also M. 
Sutta 140 and Sn. 1075-6). 

61 For ontological reasons it seemed important and worthwhile to preserve 
in the rendering of sambhava here its connexion with the root bhu (' to be ', 
' to exist'). In the Suttas themselves there is great sensitivity shown in 
the use of this root, and a delicate and penetrating ontological insight (not 
always maintained in the commentaries). The subject does not seem to 
have been studied. See Appx. I. This mention is made in justification 
of a rendering here that might, without it, seem un-called-for. To translate 
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seek that, and he is the bringer of glory by his bringing the means to 
Hermit Buddhahood to those who seek that. Being peerless owing 
to his having no like in these several ways, or being himself [ self
taught J without a teacher, he taught a glorious True Ideal (dham
mavararh adesayi) as a teacher of others because of his teaching of a 
glorious True Ideal-which is associated with the special qualities of 
being' well proclaimed', etc. (M. i. 37)-for the purpose of[bringing] 
discipleship to those who seek that. The rest is as before. 
114. When the Blessed One had thus stated a special quality of his 
own as the ninefold supramundane True Ideal,49 he now [194] 
invoked a Truth-Utterance in terms of the Enlightened One, 
namely, This ... in the Enlightened One, which has for its support 
that same special quality. 
115. Its meaning should be understood in the way already stated, 
only that it should be construed as follows: This glorious supra
mundane True Ideal, which he knew and gave and brought and 
taught, this jewel rare, is in the Enlightened One. And the command 
in this stanza was also obeyed by non-human beings in a hundred 
thousand myriad world-systems. 

[ Stanza 14-the final extinction J 
[ Khi'f!,O,rh pura'f!,O,rh navarh natthi-sambhavarh, virattacitta 

ayatike bhavasmirh, 
Te khi'f!,O,bija aviru!hicchanda nibbanti dhira yatha'yam 

padipo: 
!dam pi sanghe ratanarh pa'fJ,itarh, etena saccena suvatthi 

hotu] 

116. After expressing truth in this way with two stanzas in terms of 
the Enlightened One, with the textual True Ideal and the supra
mundane True Ideal for its support, he now began to express truth 
with the words ' Consumed the old ', doing so once more in terms of 
the Community and taking for its support that special quality of 
reaching the [ element of] extinction without [ residue of] clinging 
left (see !ti. 38),50 which is the [final] goal of those who have already 

' 9 The ninefold supramundane True Ideal (lokuttara-dhamma) is the four 
paths, four fruitions, and extinction (Dhs. 1094), and must not be confused 
with the ' nine-factored Dispensation ' beginning with ' Threads of Argument, 
Songs' (see Ch. i, note 8). 

ao The expressions sa-upadi8esa (' with residue of clinging left') and 
anupiidi8esa (' without residue of clinging left') seem to have been originally 
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arrived at the ninefold supramundane True Ideal by practising the 
way according as they have heard (learnt) it in hearing (learning) 
that textual True Ideal. 
117. Herein, consumed (khi'lJ,ll,rh) is quite severed. The old (pura
'f],arh): the prior (puratanarh). The new (navarh): that occurring 
right now. No more gives being (natthi-sambhavarh) :51 that without 
factual manifestation. From cognizance lust faded (virattacitta): 
lust has departed from their cognizance. For new being (ayatike 
bhavasmirh): for renewed being (existence) [in] the future extent. 
They (te): those bhikkhus with taints exhausted for whom the old is 
used up (exhausted) and the new no more gives being and from 
whose cognizance lust for new being (existence) has faded. The 
germ consumed ( khi'f!,O,bija): their germ [ of future being] is cut off. 
Have no more zeal for growth ( aviru{hicchanda): devoid of zeal for 
growth. They go out (nibbanti): they stop burning. Steadfast 
(dhira): those perfected in steadfastness (dhiti). As did this lamp 
(yathii' yam padipo): like this lamp. 
118. What is meant1 [It is this.] The old past-time action 
(kamma: neut.) is, although it has already arisen and ceased, still 
unconsumed for [ ordinary J creatures since it is still capable of 
inducing their rebirth-linking owing to their not having abandoned 
the [germ-softening] moisture of craving; [but] there are those in 
whom the moisture of craving has been dried out by the Arahant 
path and for whom that old action is [thus] consumed, [195] like 
germs burnt up by fire, since it is no more capable of giving any 
ripening in the future; then any action of theirs occurring right now 
as honouring the Enlightened One, etc., is called ' the new '; [but J 
they are those for whom it no more gives being51 since, owing to the 

medical terms, if we are to judge by their use at M. ii. 257 (where read sa
upiidiseso for anupiidiseso at lines 1 and 3), meaning a residue of a poisoned 
arrow's poison still clinging to the wound after treatment. The terms are 
then used figuratively of the Arahant, who during the remainder of his life 
manifests the ' residue of clinging left ' in the form of the five-category process, 
which, however, 'will cease' with the end of his life-span (see e.g. also M. 
Sutta 140 and Sn. 1075-6). 

61 For ontological reasons it seemed important and worthwhile to preserve 
in the rendering of sambhava here its connexion with the root bhu (' to be ', 
' to exist'). In the Suttas themselves there is great sensitivity shown in 
the use of this root, and a delicate and penetrating ontological insight (not 
always maintained in the commentaries). The subject does not seem to 
have been studied. See Appx. I. This mention is made in justification 
of a rendering here that might, without it, seem un-called-for. To translate 
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abandonment of craving, it is no more capable of fruiting in the 
future than the flower of a plant whose roots have been cut; and 
these, from whose cognizance lust for new (future) being has faded 
with the abandoning of craving are the bhikkhus with taints con
sumed (exhausted) [called] '[with] the germ consumed' because the 
[action-resultant] rebirth-linking consciousness, stated thus' Action 
is the field, consciousness is the seed' (A. i. 223), has been consumed 
with the consumption ( exhaustion) of action; and then, because the 
zeal that there formerly was for the renewal of being called ' growth ' 
has been abandoned precisely by abandoning the origin [ of suffering], 
they have no more zeal for growth as they formerly had because no 
more being is given at the time of death. And because they are 
steadfast with perfection of steadfastness, they go out, as did this 
lamp, with the ceasing of the final consciousness. They go beyond 
any mode of description (cf. Sn. 1076) again such as 'with form', 
'formless', and so on (cf. S. iii. 46). And, it seems, one lamp 
among those that had been lit to honour the city deities on that 
occasion, actually went out, and it was with reference to that that he 
said ' as did this lamp '. 
119. When the Blessed One had thus stated the special quality of 
extinction without [residue of] clinging left, as the [final] goal of 
those who have arrived at the ninefold supramundane True Ideal52 

by penetration in accordance with what they had learnt after 
learning the textual True Ideal [both] stated in the two preceding 
stanzas (12 and 13), he now concluded the teaching by invoking a 
Truth-Utterance in terms of the Community, namely, This . .. in the 
Community, which has for its support that same special quality. 
120. Its meaning should be understood in the way already stated; 
only that it should be construed as follows: This jewel rare, called 
the taint-exhausted bhikkhu's extinction of the kind already 
stated, is in the Community. And the command in this stanza was 
obeyed by non-human beings in a hundred thousand myriad world
systems. 

samhhava here by ' production ', while doubtless correct, completely obliter
ates the ontological connexion, cutting it off from the contexts that illuminate 
it. 

s2 See note 49 above. 

[195-196] VI. The Jewel Discourse 

[ Stanzas ] 5-17 -spoken by Sakka Ruler of Gods J 
[ Yan' idha bhiitani sarnagatani bhumrnani va yani va 

antalikkhe, 
Tathagatarh devarnanussapiijitarh buddharh narnassama: 

suvatthi hotu. 

217 

Yan' idha bhutani samagatani bhummani va yani va antalikklte, 
Tatltagatarh devarnanussapujitarh dhamrnarh narnassama: 

suvatthi hotu. 

Yan'idha bltiitani sarnagatani bhummani va yani va 
antalikkhe, 

Tathagatarh devamanussapiijitarh sangharh namassama: 
suvatthi hotu J 

121. Then Sakka Ruler of Gods thought ' Safety has been brought 
to the city by the Blessed One's invocation of a Truth-Utterance 
that has for its support the special quality of the Three Jewels. 
Now something must be said by me for the city's safety supported 
by the special quality of the Three Jewels ', and so he uttered these 
final stanzas, ' Whatever beings there are '. 
122. Herein, the Enlightened One is called ' thus-gone ' (tathagata
' perfect') since he has thus come (tatha agata) to what has to be 
come to by those who undertake activity for the sake of the benefit 
of the world, [196] and since he has thus gone (ta.tha gata) to what has 
to be gone to by them, and since he has thus known (tatha ajanana) 
what has to be known by them, and since he has enunciated only 
what is real (yarh ... tatharh, tassa gadanato). And then he is 
exceedingly honoured by the aid generated by gods and men 
outwardly with flowers, incense, etc., and by that generated in 
themselves with practice according to the True Idea, and so on. 
Consequently, Sakka Ruler of Gods associated the whole assembly of 
gods with himself in saying Gome, let us laud the Enlightened One, thus 
gone, Honoured of gods and men: may there be safety (tathagatarh 
devarnanussapiijitarh budaharh namassarna: suvatthi hotu). 
123. Then in the case of the True Idea, [first] the True Idea as the 
Path [is called] 'thus-gone (by) ' (tathagata-' perfect') since, as 
what has to be gone (by) by means of the power of quiet and insight 
coupled together (see A. ii. 157; Ps. ii. 92; M. iii. 289), it is thus gone 
(by) (tatha gata) by one who is shedding what favours defilement; and 
then the True Idea as extinction [is called 'thus gone (to) ' (tatha
gata-' perfect')] since it is gone (to) by Enlightened Ones, etc., in 
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abandonment of craving, it is no more capable of fruiting in the 
future than the flower of a plant whose roots have been cut; and 
these, from whose cognizance lust for new (future) being has faded 
with the abandoning of craving are the bhikkhus with taints con
sumed (exhausted) [called] '[with] the germ consumed' because the 
[action-resultant] rebirth-linking consciousness, stated thus' Action 
is the field, consciousness is the seed' (A. i. 223), has been consumed 
with the consumption ( exhaustion) of action; and then, because the 
zeal that there formerly was for the renewal of being called ' growth ' 
has been abandoned precisely by abandoning the origin [ of suffering], 
they have no more zeal for growth as they formerly had because no 
more being is given at the time of death. And because they are 
steadfast with perfection of steadfastness, they go out, as did this 
lamp, with the ceasing of the final consciousness. They go beyond 
any mode of description (cf. Sn. 1076) again such as 'with form', 
'formless', and so on (cf. S. iii. 46). And, it seems, one lamp 
among those that had been lit to honour the city deities on that 
occasion, actually went out, and it was with reference to that that he 
said ' as did this lamp '. 
119. When the Blessed One had thus stated the special quality of 
extinction without [residue of] clinging left, as the [final] goal of 
those who have arrived at the ninefold supramundane True Ideal52 

by penetration in accordance with what they had learnt after 
learning the textual True Ideal [both] stated in the two preceding 
stanzas (12 and 13), he now concluded the teaching by invoking a 
Truth-Utterance in terms of the Community, namely, This . .. in the 
Community, which has for its support that same special quality. 
120. Its meaning should be understood in the way already stated; 
only that it should be construed as follows: This jewel rare, called 
the taint-exhausted bhikkhu's extinction of the kind already 
stated, is in the Community. And the command in this stanza was 
obeyed by non-human beings in a hundred thousand myriad world
systems. 

samhhava here by ' production ', while doubtless correct, completely obliter
ates the ontological connexion, cutting it off from the contexts that illuminate 
it. 

s2 See note 49 above. 

[195-196] VI. The Jewel Discourse 

[ Stanzas ] 5-17 -spoken by Sakka Ruler of Gods J 
[ Yan' idha bhiitani sarnagatani bhumrnani va yani va 

antalikkhe, 
Tathagatarh devarnanussapiijitarh buddharh narnassama: 

suvatthi hotu. 

217 

Yan' idha bhutani samagatani bhummani va yani va antalikklte, 
Tatltagatarh devarnanussapujitarh dhamrnarh narnassama: 

suvatthi hotu. 

Yan'idha bltiitani sarnagatani bhummani va yani va 
antalikkhe, 

Tathagatarh devamanussapiijitarh sangharh namassama: 
suvatthi hotu J 

121. Then Sakka Ruler of Gods thought ' Safety has been brought 
to the city by the Blessed One's invocation of a Truth-Utterance 
that has for its support the special quality of the Three Jewels. 
Now something must be said by me for the city's safety supported 
by the special quality of the Three Jewels ', and so he uttered these 
final stanzas, ' Whatever beings there are '. 
122. Herein, the Enlightened One is called ' thus-gone ' (tathagata
' perfect') since he has thus come (tatha agata) to what has to be 
come to by those who undertake activity for the sake of the benefit 
of the world, [196] and since he has thus gone (ta.tha gata) to what has 
to be gone to by them, and since he has thus known (tatha ajanana) 
what has to be known by them, and since he has enunciated only 
what is real (yarh ... tatharh, tassa gadanato). And then he is 
exceedingly honoured by the aid generated by gods and men 
outwardly with flowers, incense, etc., and by that generated in 
themselves with practice according to the True Idea, and so on. 
Consequently, Sakka Ruler of Gods associated the whole assembly of 
gods with himself in saying Gome, let us laud the Enlightened One, thus 
gone, Honoured of gods and men: may there be safety (tathagatarh 
devarnanussapiijitarh budaharh namassarna: suvatthi hotu). 
123. Then in the case of the True Idea, [first] the True Idea as the 
Path [is called] 'thus-gone (by) ' (tathagata-' perfect') since, as 
what has to be gone (by) by means of the power of quiet and insight 
coupled together (see A. ii. 157; Ps. ii. 92; M. iii. 289), it is thus gone 
(by) (tatha gata) by one who is shedding what favours defilement; and 
then the True Idea as extinction [is called 'thus gone (to) ' (tatha
gata-' perfect')] since it is gone (to) by Enlightened Ones, etc., in 
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such a way that, being gone (to) and penetrated by understanding 
in that way (tatha gato), it ensures the abolition of all suffering. 
124. Then the Community is called ' thus gone ' (tathagata
' perfect') since it has thus gone (tatha gata) by the respective [four] 
paths which have to be gone (by) by those practising the way of one's 
own welfare. Consequently, in the two remaining stanzas he said 
respectively ... the True Idea, thus-gone, Honoure,d of gods and men: 
may there be safety and ... the Community, thus-gone, Honoured of gods 
and men: may there be safety. The rest is as already stated (§ 122). 

[Conclusion] 

125. When Sakka Ruler of Gods had uttered this trio of stanzas, he 
departed, keeping the Blessed One on his right, [ and he went J to 
the city of the gods with his godly assembly. But the Blessed One 
preached that same Jewel Discourse on the following day, too, and 
again eighty-four thousand breathing things attained to the True 
Ideal. And so too he preached it up till the seventh day, and each 
day there occurred a like attainment to the True Ideal. 
126. When the Blessed One had lived at Vesali for a fortnight, he 
announced his departure to the regents. Thereupon the regents 
conducted him to the banks of the Ganges in three days with re
doubled worshipping. [197] The royal Nagas (Serpents) born in 
the Ganges thought ' Human beings are worshipping the Perfect 
One, so why should not we?', and so they had boats built of gold 
and silver and gems, and they had them fitted out with thrones made 
of gold and silver and gems as well. Then they had the water 
covered over with lotuses of the five colours. When this was done, 
they went to the Blessed One [ and said] ' Do us the favour '. The 
Blessed One consented. He boarded a jewelled boat, and each of 
the five hundred bhikkhus boarded [a jewelled boat] for himself. 
The royal Nagas took the Blessed One and the five hundred bhikkhus 
into the Naga Realm, where the Blessed One spent the whole night 
in teaching the True Idea to an assembly of Nagas. On the follow
ing day, they made a great almsgiving with heavenly eatables and 
comestibles. The Blessed One gave his blessing, and then he came 
forth from the realm of the Naga (Serpents). Thereupon the earth 
deities thought ' Human beings and Nagas are worshipping the 
Perfect One, so why should not we?', and they raised parasols and 
super-parasols on the tall forest trees and the rocks, and so on. 
And it so happened that there was a grand ceremonial worshipping 
right up as far as the Not-Junior Realm [in the Pure Abodes in the 
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world of High Divinity]. And then Bimbisara conducted the 
Blessed One to Rajagaha in five days in the way already described, 
but with twice the worshipping accorded by the Licchavis at the 
time of his coming to them. 
127. After the Blessed One had arrived back at Rajagaha, when the 
bhikkhus were gathered in the meeting-hall after the meal, the 
following talk meanwhile arose among them: 'Oh how mighty the 
Blessed One is, for whose sake the ground high and low on both 
banks of the Ganges is levelled and strewed with sand and covered 
with flowers for a distance of eight leagues, and the water of the 
Ganges is covered with many-coloured lotuses for the distance of a 
league, and parasols and super-parasols are raised right up as far as 
the Not-Junior Realm!'. The Blessed One knew what was happen
ing. So he came forth from the Scented Cell, and travelling by means 
of a marvel suited to the moment, he went to the meeting-hall and 
sat down on the glorious Enlightened One's seat made ready. 
[198] When he had done so, he asked ' Bhikkhus, for what talk are 
you gathered here now?'. The bhikkhus told him all. 
128. The Blessed One said ' Bhikkhus, the occurrence of this grand 
ceremonial honour is not due to any might of mine as an Enlightened 
One, nor is it due to the might of Nagas, gods, or High Divinities. 
Rather is its occurrence due to the might of former acts of giving up 
what is of relative value '. 

The bhikkhus said ' Venerable sir, we have no knowledge of the 
giving up of what is of relative value. Venerable sir, it would be 
good if the Blessed One would tell about it so that we may have 
knowledge of it'. 

[The story of Sankha and Susima] 

129. The Blessed One said ' Bhikkhus, at Taxila there was once a 
Divine called Sankha, and he had a son called Susima, a sixteen
year-old student. One day Susima went to his father and stood at 
one side. His father asked" What is it, my dear Susima?". 

' " I want to go to Benares and learn the [priestly J craft " he 
replied. 

' " Then, my dear Susima, there is the Divine named so-and-so 
there who is a friend of mine. Go and learn from him." 

' He gave him a thousand kahapaJ).as. The son took the money, 
and after paying homage to his father and mother, he set out. 
Eventually he arrived at Benares, where he approached the teacher 
in a manner conforming with the accepted formalities, and after 
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such a way that, being gone (to) and penetrated by understanding 
in that way (tatha gato), it ensures the abolition of all suffering. 
124. Then the Community is called ' thus gone ' (tathagata
' perfect') since it has thus gone (tatha gata) by the respective [four] 
paths which have to be gone (by) by those practising the way of one's 
own welfare. Consequently, in the two remaining stanzas he said 
respectively ... the True Idea, thus-gone, Honoure,d of gods and men: 
may there be safety and ... the Community, thus-gone, Honoured of gods 
and men: may there be safety. The rest is as already stated (§ 122). 

[Conclusion] 

125. When Sakka Ruler of Gods had uttered this trio of stanzas, he 
departed, keeping the Blessed One on his right, [ and he went J to 
the city of the gods with his godly assembly. But the Blessed One 
preached that same Jewel Discourse on the following day, too, and 
again eighty-four thousand breathing things attained to the True 
Ideal. And so too he preached it up till the seventh day, and each 
day there occurred a like attainment to the True Ideal. 
126. When the Blessed One had lived at Vesali for a fortnight, he 
announced his departure to the regents. Thereupon the regents 
conducted him to the banks of the Ganges in three days with re
doubled worshipping. [197] The royal Nagas (Serpents) born in 
the Ganges thought ' Human beings are worshipping the Perfect 
One, so why should not we?', and so they had boats built of gold 
and silver and gems, and they had them fitted out with thrones made 
of gold and silver and gems as well. Then they had the water 
covered over with lotuses of the five colours. When this was done, 
they went to the Blessed One [ and said] ' Do us the favour '. The 
Blessed One consented. He boarded a jewelled boat, and each of 
the five hundred bhikkhus boarded [a jewelled boat] for himself. 
The royal Nagas took the Blessed One and the five hundred bhikkhus 
into the Naga Realm, where the Blessed One spent the whole night 
in teaching the True Idea to an assembly of Nagas. On the follow
ing day, they made a great almsgiving with heavenly eatables and 
comestibles. The Blessed One gave his blessing, and then he came 
forth from the realm of the Naga (Serpents). Thereupon the earth 
deities thought ' Human beings and Nagas are worshipping the 
Perfect One, so why should not we?', and they raised parasols and 
super-parasols on the tall forest trees and the rocks, and so on. 
And it so happened that there was a grand ceremonial worshipping 
right up as far as the Not-Junior Realm [in the Pure Abodes in the 
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world of High Divinity]. And then Bimbisara conducted the 
Blessed One to Rajagaha in five days in the way already described, 
but with twice the worshipping accorded by the Licchavis at the 
time of his coming to them. 
127. After the Blessed One had arrived back at Rajagaha, when the 
bhikkhus were gathered in the meeting-hall after the meal, the 
following talk meanwhile arose among them: 'Oh how mighty the 
Blessed One is, for whose sake the ground high and low on both 
banks of the Ganges is levelled and strewed with sand and covered 
with flowers for a distance of eight leagues, and the water of the 
Ganges is covered with many-coloured lotuses for the distance of a 
league, and parasols and super-parasols are raised right up as far as 
the Not-Junior Realm!'. The Blessed One knew what was happen
ing. So he came forth from the Scented Cell, and travelling by means 
of a marvel suited to the moment, he went to the meeting-hall and 
sat down on the glorious Enlightened One's seat made ready. 
[198] When he had done so, he asked ' Bhikkhus, for what talk are 
you gathered here now?'. The bhikkhus told him all. 
128. The Blessed One said ' Bhikkhus, the occurrence of this grand 
ceremonial honour is not due to any might of mine as an Enlightened 
One, nor is it due to the might of Nagas, gods, or High Divinities. 
Rather is its occurrence due to the might of former acts of giving up 
what is of relative value '. 

The bhikkhus said ' Venerable sir, we have no knowledge of the 
giving up of what is of relative value. Venerable sir, it would be 
good if the Blessed One would tell about it so that we may have 
knowledge of it'. 

[The story of Sankha and Susima] 

129. The Blessed One said ' Bhikkhus, at Taxila there was once a 
Divine called Sankha, and he had a son called Susima, a sixteen
year-old student. One day Susima went to his father and stood at 
one side. His father asked" What is it, my dear Susima?". 

' " I want to go to Benares and learn the [priestly J craft " he 
replied. 

' " Then, my dear Susima, there is the Divine named so-and-so 
there who is a friend of mine. Go and learn from him." 

' He gave him a thousand kahapaJ).as. The son took the money, 
and after paying homage to his father and mother, he set out. 
Eventually he arrived at Benares, where he approached the teacher 
in a manner conforming with the accepted formalities, and after 
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paying homage to him, he announced his identity. The teacher 
accepted the student as the son of his friend and accorded him every 
hospitality. As soon as the student had rested from the fatigue of 
his journey, he placed the thousand kahapaljas at his teacher's feet 
and asked for permission to learn the craft. The teacher gave his 
permission and proceeded to teach him. He learnt quickly and 
much, and whatever he learnt he retained without loss, just as 
though it had been lion oil kept in a gold vessel. In a few 
months he finished what would normally have been a twelve-year 
course. 

'However, whilst saying it over, he found that he saw only a 
beginning and a middle, but no end. Then he went to his teacher 
and said [199] " I see a beginning and a middle of this craft, but I 
see no end ". 

' " I too am just the same, my dear " his teacher said. 
' " Then who is there now who knows the end of this craftr' 
' "There are Seers at Isipatana, my dear; they might know." 
' " I shall go and ask." 
' " Ask as you please, my dear." 

130. ' He went to Isipatana, and he approached the Hermit En
lightened Ones and asked " Do you know a beginning and a middle 
and an end 1" 

'" Yes, friend, we know." 
' " Train me in that, too." 
'" In that case, friend, you will have to go forth into homelessness. 

No one who has not gone forth can do that training." 
' " Good, venerable sirs. Give me the Going Forth. Do what

ever is necessary to have me know the end." 
' They gave him the Going Forth. Not being able to instruct him 

in a meditation subject [ as a Fully Enlightened One could have 
done J, they had him train in the simple essentials of good conduct in 
the way beginning "You should wear [the waist-cloth] like this; 
you should put on [the upper robe] like this". He trained in that, 
and since he had within him the already perfected support [for 
progress in understanding], it was not long before he discovered 
Hermit Buddhahood. He became known throughout Benares as 
the Hermit Buddha Susima, he attained the summit of gain and 
fame, and he had an excellent following. However, since action 
that he had performed [in the past was of a kind that] led to a short 
life-span, he soon attained final extinction. The Hermit Buddhas 
and a great body of people saw to the disposal of his physical frame, 
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and they took the relics and built a monument for them at the city 
gate. 
131. ' Then Sankha the Divine thought " My son has been gone a 
long time, and I know nothing of what has happened to him". So, 
wanting to see his son, he set out from Taxila and eventually came 
to Benares. He saw a large crowd gathered, and thinking " Surely 
one at least among so many will know what has happened to my 
son", he went up [to the crowd] and asked "There is a student 
called Susima who came here. Perhaps you may know what has 
happened to him1" 
132. 'They said" Yes, Divine, we know. He became expert in the 
three Vedas under a divine of this city, and then he went forth into 
homelessness under the Hermit Buddhas [200] and eventually 
attained extinction by the element of extinction without [residue of] 
clinging left. This monument was built for him ". 

' Weeping and lamenting, he struck the ground with his hand. 
Then he went to the shrine-terrace. He weeded it of grass; in his 
own cloak he brought sand, which he strewed on the Hermit 
Buddha's shrine-terrace, and he watered it with a watering-pot. 
Then he did honour to the shrine with [ wild] woodland flowers, hung 
up a cloth banner and fixed his own parasol above the shrine. After 
that he departed.' 
133. When the Blessed One had thus shown the past history, he 
gave the bhikkhus a discourse on the True Idea in order to provide 
the sequence connecting that former birth with the present: 'Bhik
khus, you might [think] "Doubtless someone else was Sankha the 
Divine on that occasion "; but it should not be so regarded. I was 
Sankha the divine on that occasion. It was by me that Susima 
the Hermit Buddha's shrine-terrace was weeded of grass; and as the 
outcome of that action (kamrna) of mine the eight-league path was 
cleared of stumps and thorns, levelled and cleaned. It was by me 
that the sand was strewn there; and as the outcome of that action 
of mine they strewed the eight-league path with sand. It was by 
me that honour was done there with [ wild] woodland flowers; and as 
the outcome of that action of mine they made a flower-covering with 
many kinds of flowers on the nine-league path by land and water. 
It was by me that the ground there was watered with a watering
pot; and as the outcome of that action of mine it rained down in 
torrents on Vesali. It was by me that the cloth banner was hung up 
on his monument and the parasol fixed above it; and as the outcome 
of that action of mine banners were hung up and parasols and super-
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paying homage to him, he announced his identity. The teacher 
accepted the student as the son of his friend and accorded him every 
hospitality. As soon as the student had rested from the fatigue of 
his journey, he placed the thousand kahapaljas at his teacher's feet 
and asked for permission to learn the craft. The teacher gave his 
permission and proceeded to teach him. He learnt quickly and 
much, and whatever he learnt he retained without loss, just as 
though it had been lion oil kept in a gold vessel. In a few 
months he finished what would normally have been a twelve-year 
course. 

'However, whilst saying it over, he found that he saw only a 
beginning and a middle, but no end. Then he went to his teacher 
and said [199] " I see a beginning and a middle of this craft, but I 
see no end ". 

' " I too am just the same, my dear " his teacher said. 
' " Then who is there now who knows the end of this craftr' 
' "There are Seers at Isipatana, my dear; they might know." 
' " I shall go and ask." 
' " Ask as you please, my dear." 

130. ' He went to Isipatana, and he approached the Hermit En
lightened Ones and asked " Do you know a beginning and a middle 
and an end 1" 

'" Yes, friend, we know." 
' " Train me in that, too." 
'" In that case, friend, you will have to go forth into homelessness. 

No one who has not gone forth can do that training." 
' " Good, venerable sirs. Give me the Going Forth. Do what

ever is necessary to have me know the end." 
' They gave him the Going Forth. Not being able to instruct him 

in a meditation subject [ as a Fully Enlightened One could have 
done J, they had him train in the simple essentials of good conduct in 
the way beginning "You should wear [the waist-cloth] like this; 
you should put on [the upper robe] like this". He trained in that, 
and since he had within him the already perfected support [for 
progress in understanding], it was not long before he discovered 
Hermit Buddhahood. He became known throughout Benares as 
the Hermit Buddha Susima, he attained the summit of gain and 
fame, and he had an excellent following. However, since action 
that he had performed [in the past was of a kind that] led to a short 
life-span, he soon attained final extinction. The Hermit Buddhas 
and a great body of people saw to the disposal of his physical frame, 
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and they took the relics and built a monument for them at the city 
gate. 
131. ' Then Sankha the Divine thought " My son has been gone a 
long time, and I know nothing of what has happened to him". So, 
wanting to see his son, he set out from Taxila and eventually came 
to Benares. He saw a large crowd gathered, and thinking " Surely 
one at least among so many will know what has happened to my 
son", he went up [to the crowd] and asked "There is a student 
called Susima who came here. Perhaps you may know what has 
happened to him1" 
132. 'They said" Yes, Divine, we know. He became expert in the 
three Vedas under a divine of this city, and then he went forth into 
homelessness under the Hermit Buddhas [200] and eventually 
attained extinction by the element of extinction without [residue of] 
clinging left. This monument was built for him ". 

' Weeping and lamenting, he struck the ground with his hand. 
Then he went to the shrine-terrace. He weeded it of grass; in his 
own cloak he brought sand, which he strewed on the Hermit 
Buddha's shrine-terrace, and he watered it with a watering-pot. 
Then he did honour to the shrine with [ wild] woodland flowers, hung 
up a cloth banner and fixed his own parasol above the shrine. After 
that he departed.' 
133. When the Blessed One had thus shown the past history, he 
gave the bhikkhus a discourse on the True Idea in order to provide 
the sequence connecting that former birth with the present: 'Bhik
khus, you might [think] "Doubtless someone else was Sankha the 
Divine on that occasion "; but it should not be so regarded. I was 
Sankha the divine on that occasion. It was by me that Susima 
the Hermit Buddha's shrine-terrace was weeded of grass; and as the 
outcome of that action (kamrna) of mine the eight-league path was 
cleared of stumps and thorns, levelled and cleaned. It was by me 
that the sand was strewn there; and as the outcome of that action 
of mine they strewed the eight-league path with sand. It was by 
me that honour was done there with [ wild] woodland flowers; and as 
the outcome of that action of mine they made a flower-covering with 
many kinds of flowers on the nine-league path by land and water. 
It was by me that the ground there was watered with a watering
pot; and as the outcome of that action of mine it rained down in 
torrents on Vesali. It was by me that the cloth banner was hung up 
on his monument and the parasol fixed above it; and as the outcome 
of that action of mine banners were hung up and parasols and super-
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parasols raised right up as far as the Not-Junior Gods' Realm. So, 
bhikkhus, the occurrence of this grand ceremonial honour is not due 
to any might of mine as the Enlightened One, [201) nor is it due to 
the might of Na.gas, Gods or High Divinities; rather is its occurrence 
due to the might of former acts of giving up what is of relative 
value.' 
134. At the end of this discourse on the True Idea he uttered this 
stanza: 

'Now if a man should see full pleasure 
' In giving up relative pleasure, 
' Then let him give up relative pleasure 
'Seeing, steadfast, full pleasure [there]' (Dh. 290).53 

The explanation of the Jewel Discourse in the Illustrator of 
Ultimate Meaning, the Commentary on the Minor Books, is ended. 

53 The point of this verse is not that one should merely give up a lesser 
pleasure for a greater, but that if one can come to see the pleasure in renuncia
tion of relative pleasures as the greatest, then one should choose that, and 
renounce those. 

CHAPTER VII 

THE WITHOUT-THE-WALLS DISCOURSE 
( Tirokuif4asuttarh) 

1. The turn has come for a comment on the Without-the-walls 
Discourse [placed next to the Jewel Discourse in the Minor Readings J, 
which begins thus 'Without the walls they stand and wait'. We 
shall comment on its meaning after stating the purpose of its in
clusion here. 
2. Herein, although it was not in this order that this Without-the
walls Discourse was uttered by the Blessed One, still the purpose of 
its inclusion here [ next to the Jewel Discourse] can be understood as 
follows. Either it was uttered for the purpose of showing that 
although someone neglectful in the practice of profitable action of 
the various kinds [stated] in the preceding [discourse] may be re
born in a place [somewhat] better than the actual hells and animal 
womb, yet he may still be reborn among such ghosts as these, and 
consequently no one should be negligent therein; or else it was 
uttered for the purpose of showing that some of the beings by whom 
Vesali was plagued, for the allaying of which plagues the Jewel 
Discourse was uttered, were of such kinds as this. Now 

With this discourse [ we need to ask J 
By whom 'twas told, where, when, and why. 
The comment is by him done well 
That can all in due order tell. 
So, as the Commentator, I 
Shall in that way perform the task. 

3. By whom was it uttered1 Where1 When1 And why1 It 
may be stated that it was uttered by the Blessed One. And that 
was at Rajagaha [202) on the day following [his arrival at Rajagaha], 
the purpose being to give his blessing to the king of Magadha. 
4. Ninety-two aeons ago there was a city called Kasi. The king 
there.- was called Jayasena and his queen was called Sirima. The 
Bodhisatta (Creature Dedicated to Enlightenment) named Phussa 
was conceived in her womb. After he had eventually discovered 

22~ 
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complete enlightenment,1 king Jayasena became possessive with the 
thought ' My son made the Great Renunciation and became an 
Enlightened One. The Enlightened One is mine, the True Idea is 
mine, the Community is mine ', and all the time he himself attended 
on him, allowing no one else a chance to do so. Three of that 
Blessed One's younger half-brothers by a different mother thought 
' Enlightened Ones appear for the whole world's benefit, not for the 
sake of one person alone, and our father allows no one else a chance 
to attend upon him. How can we contrive to attend upon the 
Blessed One?'. Then they thought' Let us see if we can find a way'. 
So they had it appear as if the border was in revolt. When the king 
heard that the border was in revolt, he sent his three sons to pacify 
the border. When that was done and they had come back, the king 
was pleased and offered them a boon: 'Whatever you want' he 
said ' take it.' -They said ' We want to wait upon the Blessed One '. 
-' Take anything but that.'-They insisted' We have no wish for 
anything else'.-' Then take that, but set a limit.' They asked for 
seven ytiars, but the king would not allow it. Then they asked 
successively for six, five, four, three, two years, one year, seven 
months, six, five, four months, till they came down to three months, 
and then the king said ' You may take it ', and he allowed them that. 
5. When they had obtained the boon, they were very contented. 
They approached the Blessed One, and after paying homage to him, 
they said ' Venerable sir, we want to wait upon the Blessed One for 
three months. Venerable sir, let the Blessed One consent to this 
for this three-months' Residence for the Rains'. The Blessed One 
consented by his silence. 
6. Thereupon they sent a letter to a man who was an agent of theirs 
in the country, [203] [saying] 'The Blessed One is to be waited upon 
by us during these three months. Have a dwelling built and pre
pare everything needed for waiting on the Blessed One '. When he 
had completed it all, he informed them. So after clothing them
selves in the yellow cloth, they, together with two thousand five 
hundred male retainers, conducted the Blessed One to the country, 
waiting on him attentively, and they dedicated the dwelling to him 
and installed him in it. Their treasurer, a married householder's 
son, had faith and confidence. He took care to give material for 
alms for the Community headed by the Enlightened One. The 

1 In the list of 24 Buddhas in the Buddhavarilsa the Buddha Phussa is 
the 18th. 
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country agent received the material and along with eleven thousand 
men from the countryside he had almsgivings carefully arranged. 
Now some among those men were disaffected in their hearts. They 
obstructed the almsgiving, themselves ate the stuff to be given, and 
set fire to the refectory. When the Pavara1,1a Ceremony2 was over, 
the king's sons worshipped the Blessed One, and, with the Blessed 
One preceding them, they returned to their father. The Blessed 
One, after his return there, attained extinction. 
7. The king, the king's sons, the country agent, and the treasurer, 
died in due course, and, with their retinue, they were reborn in 
heaven. Those whose hearts had been disaffected were reborn in 
the hells. And so ninety-two aeons passed by while these two 
groups went on being reborn respectively from heaven to heaven and 
from hell to hell. 
8. Then in this auspicious aeon, in the time of the Enlightened One 
Kassapa, those with the disaffected hearts were reborn among the 
ghosts. Now when human beings [at that time] gave an almsgiving 
for their own deceased (ghost) relatives, they dedicated it thus' Let 
it be for our relatives', and those gained excellence [thereby]. 
When these ghosts saw that, they approached the Blessed One 
Kassapa and asked him ' Venerable sir, how can we too gain such 
excellence?'. The Blessed One replied' You will not gain it now. 
[204] But in the future there will be an Enlightened One called 
Gotama. In that Blessed One's time there will be a king called 
Bimbisara. Ninety-two aeons ago he was your relative. When he 
has given an almsgiving to the Enlightened One, he will dedicate it 
to you. You will gain it then'. When that was said, it seemed to 
the ghosts as if they had been told 'You will gain it tomorrow'. 
9. Then when one Buddha-interval had passed, our Blessed One 
appeared in the world, and those three king's sons with their two 
thousand five hundred men fell (died) from the world of gods and 
were reborn in a Divine-caste clan in the kingdom of Magadha. In 
due course they went forth from the house-life with the seers' going 
forth and became the three matted-hair ascetics of Gayasisa (see 
Vin. i. 23). The country agent became king Bimbisara, and the 
householder treasurer became the great banker Visakha whose wife, 
named Dhammadinna, was a banker's daughter (see MA. ii. 355). 
And so it was that the whole of the rest of their following was reborn 
with the king's retinue too. 

2 ' Pavarite-when the PavararJ,a Ceremony was over ': see Ch. ix, n. I. 
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it be for our relatives', and those gained excellence [thereby]. 
When these ghosts saw that, they approached the Blessed One 
Kassapa and asked him ' Venerable sir, how can we too gain such 
excellence?'. The Blessed One replied' You will not gain it now. 
[204] But in the future there will be an Enlightened One called 
Gotama. In that Blessed One's time there will be a king called 
Bimbisara. Ninety-two aeons ago he was your relative. When he 
has given an almsgiving to the Enlightened One, he will dedicate it 
to you. You will gain it then'. When that was said, it seemed to 
the ghosts as if they had been told 'You will gain it tomorrow'. 
9. Then when one Buddha-interval had passed, our Blessed One 
appeared in the world, and those three king's sons with their two 
thousand five hundred men fell (died) from the world of gods and 
were reborn in a Divine-caste clan in the kingdom of Magadha. In 
due course they went forth from the house-life with the seers' going 
forth and became the three matted-hair ascetics of Gayasisa (see 
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named Dhammadinna, was a banker's daughter (see MA. ii. 355). 
And so it was that the whole of the rest of their following was reborn 
with the king's retinue too. 

2 ' Pavarite-when the PavararJ,a Ceremony was over ': see Ch. ix, n. I. 
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10. When our Blessed One had appeared in the world, then after the 
seven weeks [following upon his enlightenment] had gone by, he 
eventually came to Benares, where he set the Wheel of the True Idea 
turning, and, after the bhikkhus of the Group of Five, he disciplined 
the three matted-hair ascetics with their following of two thousand 
five hundred, and so he came to Rajagaha. And there he established 
in the fruition of Stream Entry king Bimbisara, who had come to 
visit him that very day, and also together with him eleven hosts of 
Magadhan Divine-caste householders. Then he was invited by the 
king for the following day's meal, and he assented. On the following 
day, as he entered Rajagaha, he was preceded by Sakka Ruler of 
Gods, who eulogized him with the stanzas beginning 

' To Rajagaha he came controlled and free, 
' And with him former matted-hair ascetics 
' Controlled and free. Bright as golden jewel, 
'The Blessed One went into Rajagaha' (Vin. i. 38). 

And in the king's residence he accepted a great almsgiving. 
11. Those ghosts then drew near and waited in the hope 'Now 
[205] the king will dedicate the almsgiving to us; now he will 
dedicate it '. But he thought only about a dwelling place for the 
Blessed One thus' Where should the Blessed One live?', and he did 
not dedicate that almsgiving to anyone at all. The ghosts, finding 
their hope disappointed, made a horrible screeching in the night 
round the king's residence. The king was disturbed by a sense of 
urgency and fear, and at daybreak he told the Blessed One ' Vener
hie Sir, I heard such a sound during the night. What will happen 
to me?'. The Blessed One told him' Do not be afraid, great king, 
no harm will come of it. The fact is that former relatives of yours 
have been reborn among the ghosts, and for a whole Buddha
interval they have been kept in expectation of your giving an alms
giving to the Enlightened One and dedicating it to them. Yester
day you did not dedicate it, and it was because they found their 
hopes disappointed that they made such a horrible screeching '. 
The king asked 'Venerable sir, would they obtain it if [an alms
giving were] given now?'.-' Yes, great king.'-' Then, venerable 
sir, let the Blessed One accept my [invitation] for today.' The 
Blessed One accepted. 
12. The king went to his residence. When he had had a great 
almsgiving prepared, he had the time announced. The Blessed One 
went, together with the Community of Bhikkhus, to the royal 
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palace, and he sat down on the seat prepared, along with the 
Community of Bhikkhus. The ghosts came and stood without the 
walls, etc., [thinking] 'Today we may get it'. The Blessed One 
so had it that they all became apparent to the king. In giving the 
offering-water the king made the dedication as follows ' Let this be 
for those relatives ', and at that same instant lotus-covered pools 
were generated for those ghosts. They bathed and drank in them 
till, with their troubles, weariness and thirst allayed, they took on 
the colour of gold. When the king gave the gruel, eatables and 
comestibles he dedicated them too, and at that same moment 
heavenly gruel, eatables and comestibles were generated for them 
and when they had eaten them their faculties were refreshed. Then, 
when he gave clothing and lodging he dedicated those too, [206] and 
heavenly clothing, heavenly sandals3 and heavenly palaces with such 
various furniture as carpets, couches, etc., were generated for them. 
This excellence was apparent to all, just as the Blessed One had 
resolved it should be, and the king was highly satisfied. 
13. Afterwards, when the Blessed One had eaten and shown that he 
had had enough, he uttered these stanzas ' Without the walls they 
stand and wait ' for the purpose of giving his blessing to the king of 
Magadha. 

And at this point what was said in brief in the Schedule, namely, 
' Of this discourse [ we need to ask J By whom 'twas told, where, 
when, and why. The comment is by him done well That can all in 
due order tell', has been explained in detail. Now we shall give 
the commentary in this Without-the-walls Discourse in due order as 
follows. 

[Stanza l] 

14. In the first stanza (see below), it is the further sides of the walls 
that is called without the walls (tirokw!4ii). They stand [ and wait] 
(ti((hanti): this phrase asserts their standing and denies their sitting, 
and so on. Now just as they say of one who goes to the further side 
of enclosures and to the further side of mountains that ' he goes un
hindered through enclosures (tiropakararh), through mountains 
(tiropabbatarh) ' (D. i. 78), so too here he said of those standing at the 
further side of the walls without the walls they stand and wait (tiro
kwjifesu ti(thanti). 

3 For yana (lit. 'going' or 'transport') as 'footwear' see MA. iii. 222. 
This sense not in P.E.D.; the word could, of course, mean ' carriages ' here, 
but it seems unlikely. 
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15. Arul at the junctions arul roadjorks (sandhisinghiitakesu): here it 
is both quadruple [junctions of] carriage-roads and also house
junctions and wall-junctions and lighting-junctions (slits) that are 
called 'junctions ' (sarulhi), and it is triple [junctions of] carriage
roads that are called 'road-forks ' (singhiitaka). Combining these 
together into one [ compound] he said and at the junctions arul 
roadjorks. 
16. They wait beside the jambs of gates (dviirabiihiisu titthanti): they 
stand near the jambs of city gates and house doors. Returning to 
their erstwhile homes (iigantviina sakarh ghararh): here 'erstwhile 
homes' means both a former relative's home and their own homes 
in which they formerly lived as owners. They come perceiving both 
as their own home, and that is why 'returning to their erstwhile 
homes ' is said. 
17. [So the Blessed One showed the king] the many ghosts with their 
hideous, deformed and dreadful bodies, who had come to Bimbisiira's 
residence perceiving it as their own house since it was the house of a 
former relative of theirs although they had not previously lived there, 
and were standing without the walls, at the junctions and road
forks and beside the jambs of gates. Their existence thus was co
essential with the fruit of envy and avarice.4 There were some 
wearing long dishevelled5 [207] beards and hair, swarthy-faced, with 
loose-jointed dangling emaciated rough blackened limbs, who looked 

'Issiimae,chariyaphalam anubhavante is here rendered 'their existence was 
coessential with the fruit of envy and avarice ' for the ontological reasons 
advanced in Ch. vi, n. 51, Anu-bhavati and also pae,canubhavantii (§ 24= 
pati+anu+bhavantii) mean literally ' existing along with ', 'existing owing 
to', 'coessential with', and here the sense to be brought out is that in their 
very existence acquired at their rebirth, in their being itself, they were the 
fruit of their former envy and avarice (see explanations of bhavanga-citta in 
Vis. Ch. xvii): it was not so much what they (being something else) were 
experiencing but rather the very experiencing that they subjectively were. 
See e.g. A. i. 224-5: 'Ananda, were there no action that ripened in the sensual
desire element (kiimadhiitu), would any sensual-desire existence (being
kiimabhava) be evident ?--No, venerable sir.-So it is Ananda, that action 
is the field, consciousness the seed, and craving the moisture, for the planting 
(the establishment of the standpoint---cf. Ch. iv, n. 25) of consciousness in 
the inferior element for creatures that are hedged in by ignorance and fettered 
to craving. That is how renewed existence (being) is generated in the future ', 
and similarly with formed existence (rupabhava) and formless existence 
(arupabhava). Nibbiina is none of these. 

6 O. reads dighamassukesavikiiradhare andhakiiramukhe, but B. has digha. 
massuke sandhikararavaghane. For kesa-vikiira (hair-dishevelledness) cf. 
viki1JhJ,ll-kesii at Vis. p. 415, and Ch. v, § 88 above. 
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like palmyra trees scorched here and there by forest fires; there were 
some whose bodies were [inwardly] consumed by flames of fire that, 
as it surged up from their bellies with the kindling6 of hunger and 
thirst, belched from their mouths. There were some that, owing to 
their having a gullet no bigger than a needle's eye and a mountainous 
paunch, were unable to swallow enough drink and food for their 
wants even when they got it, and so had to relish7 theirownfamished
ness and parchedness for want of other tastes. And there were 
some that, when they found any blood or matter or oil-of-the-joints 
oozing from the orifices of each others' burst boils and carbuncles or 
those of other creatures, savoured it as though it were ambrosia. 
So he uttered this stanza 

Tirokuqef,esu titthanti sarulhisanghatakesu ca 

Dviirabiihiisu tiUhanti iigantviina sakarh ghararh. 
' Without the walls they stand and wait, 
'And at the junctions and road-forks; 
' Returning to their erstwhile homes, 
' They wait beside the jambs of gates '. 

And when he had said this, showing those ghosts, he then uttered the 
second stanza ' But when a rich feast is prepared ', showing how 
grim was [the result of the action] done by them. 

[Stanza 2] 

18. Herein, rich (pahute) [ means J not little, plentiful ( bahumhi); as 
much as is needed, is what is meant. It is allowed to substitute the 
syllable pa for the syllable ba [thus transforming bahu into pahu] as 
in such passages as ' Pahu santo na bharati ' (' Who, having plenty 
(being able), does not support [a mother] ... ': Sn. 98). Some 
read pahute ('abundant': loc.) and also pahutarh ('richly': neut. 
nom. as adv.); but those are careless readings. With food and drink: 
annapiinamhi=anne ca piinamhi (resolution of compound). Feast: 
khajjabhojje (lit. 'chewables and comestibles')= khajje ca bhojJ·e ca 
(resolution of compound); by that, [namely anna and piina and 
khajja and bhojja ( =khiidaniya and bhojaniya),] he showed the four 
kinds of nutriment consisting in what is fed on (asita), drunk (pita), 

6 0. confirms P.T.S. reading but gives vl.-pipiisiira1J,idhammena and -pipiisii
nimmathanena. B. has -pipiisiira1J,inimmadhamena. 

7 0. reads khuppipiisiiparete, giving P.T.S. reading as vl.; B. has khuppi
piisiirasato. 
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chewed (khayita}, and supped (sayita). Set out (upat#thite): stands, 
having approached (upagamma thite); what is meant is: made ready, 
prepared, combined. 
19. The fact that no man does recall these creatures (na tesarh sarati 
sattanarh): when these creatures have appeared in the ghost realm, 
no mother or father or child remembers them. For what reason? 
It stems from their past acts ( kammapaccaya) : it has for its [ necessary J 
condition the miserly acts classed as non-giving, prevention of giving, 
and so on; [208] for that action of theirs does not permit their rela
tives to remember them. 
20. So the Blessed One said 

Pahute annapanamhi khajjabhojje upatthite 
Na tesarh koci sarati sattanarh kammapaccaya. 
' But when a rich feast is set out 
' With food and drink of every kind, 
'The fact that no man does recall 
' Those creatures stems from their past acts '. 

And when he had said this, showing that although no little food, 
drink, etc., has been set out and ghosts are wandering round hoping 
' Perhaps something will be given dedicated to us ', the fact that no 
one of their relatives remembers them is due to action [formerly] 
done by those [ghosts] which has this extremely disagreeable ripen
ing, then he uttered the third stanza, namely, ' So they who are 
compassionate At heart do give for relatives', again commending 
to the king the giving of gifts dedicated to relatives who have 
appeared in the Ghost Realm. 

[Stanza 3] 
21. Herein, so (evarh) is a term of comparison. It is construable in 
two ways: either 'Those who, even if they do not recall those 
creatures owing to their past acts, give something, no matter what, 
for relatives, are compassionate at heart so (evarh)' or 'Those who 
give for relatives pure, good, fitting drink and food at these times so 
(evarh}, great king, in the way that you are doing, are compassionate 
at heart'. Do give: dadanti=aenti (alternative grammatical form); 
do dedicate, consign. For relatives (iiatinarh): for those connected 
on the mother's and on the father's side. They who (ye): any sons 
or daughters or brothers. Are: honti=bhavanti (alternative gram
matical form). Compassionate (anukampaka): benevolent, seeking 
welfare. Pure (sucirh}: spotless, good to see, delightful to the mind, 
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in accordance with the True Idea, obtained in accordance with the 
True Idea. And good (pati,itarh-lit. ' superior '): superlative, best. 
At these times (kalena): at a time when ghost relatives have come and 
are standing without the walls and so on. And fitting (kappiyarh): 
suitable, becoming, fit for Noble Ones' use. Drink and food: 
panabhojanarh=panaii ca bhojanaii ca (resolution of compound); 
here anything to be given is intended by the heading ' drink and 
food'. 
22. So, commending the Magadhan king's giving drink and food for 
ghost relatives, the Blessed One said 

Evarh dadanti iiatinarh ye honti anukampaka 
Sucirh pati,itarh kalena kappiyarh panabhojanarh: 
' So they who are compassionate 
' At heart do give for relatives 
' Such drink and food as may be pure 
' And good and fitting at these times: '. 

And when he had said this, he then uttered the first half of the fourth 
stanza, namely, 'Then let this be for relatives', showing the way in 
which it is to be given. 

[ Stanza 4 first half] 

23. That should be construed with the first half of the third stanza 
as follows: ' So they who are compassionate at heart do give for 
relatives [209] [saying]" Then let this be for relatives; may relatives 
have happiness"'. Consequently it is the demonstration of the 
mode of giving that is effected here by the word 'so' (evarh), in the 
sense of mode thus' They give so (evarh) "Let this be for relatives" 
and not otherwise '. 
24. Herein, this (idarh) indicates the thing to be given. Vo (not 
rendered) is only a mere particle, as in such passages as ' Kacci pana 
vo Anuruddha sarnagga sammodamana ' 8 (' I hope that you all live 
in concord and agreement, Anuruddha ': M. i. 206) and ' Ye hi 
vo ariya' (' As one of the Noble Ones': M. i. 17); it is not the genitive 
[pronoun]. Let . . . be for relatives ( iiatinarh hotu): let [ this J be for 

8 The word vo as a particle is perhaps a form of ve and simply an emphatic 
or a line-filler; otherwise vo=tumhiikarh, etc., see MA. i. 18. The pl. form 
AnurwUha is a pl. voe. (addressing 3 persons collectively in this case) using 
the senior person's name in the pl. regardless of the names of the others: 
'You Anuruddha and the others', as also at Vin. i. 351, M. i. 207, 463. 
Cf. Siiriputtii at Vin. iii. 182 and Viisetthii at D. iii. 81, etc. 
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chewed (khayita}, and supped (sayita). Set out (upat#thite): stands, 
having approached (upagamma thite); what is meant is: made ready, 
prepared, combined. 
19. The fact that no man does recall these creatures (na tesarh sarati 
sattanarh): when these creatures have appeared in the ghost realm, 
no mother or father or child remembers them. For what reason? 
It stems from their past acts ( kammapaccaya) : it has for its [ necessary J 
condition the miserly acts classed as non-giving, prevention of giving, 
and so on; [208] for that action of theirs does not permit their rela
tives to remember them. 
20. So the Blessed One said 

Pahute annapanamhi khajjabhojje upatthite 
Na tesarh koci sarati sattanarh kammapaccaya. 
' But when a rich feast is set out 
' With food and drink of every kind, 
'The fact that no man does recall 
' Those creatures stems from their past acts '. 

And when he had said this, showing that although no little food, 
drink, etc., has been set out and ghosts are wandering round hoping 
' Perhaps something will be given dedicated to us ', the fact that no 
one of their relatives remembers them is due to action [formerly] 
done by those [ghosts] which has this extremely disagreeable ripen
ing, then he uttered the third stanza, namely, ' So they who are 
compassionate At heart do give for relatives', again commending 
to the king the giving of gifts dedicated to relatives who have 
appeared in the Ghost Realm. 

[Stanza 3] 
21. Herein, so (evarh) is a term of comparison. It is construable in 
two ways: either 'Those who, even if they do not recall those 
creatures owing to their past acts, give something, no matter what, 
for relatives, are compassionate at heart so (evarh)' or 'Those who 
give for relatives pure, good, fitting drink and food at these times so 
(evarh}, great king, in the way that you are doing, are compassionate 
at heart'. Do give: dadanti=aenti (alternative grammatical form); 
do dedicate, consign. For relatives (iiatinarh): for those connected 
on the mother's and on the father's side. They who (ye): any sons 
or daughters or brothers. Are: honti=bhavanti (alternative gram
matical form). Compassionate (anukampaka): benevolent, seeking 
welfare. Pure (sucirh}: spotless, good to see, delightful to the mind, 
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in accordance with the True Idea, obtained in accordance with the 
True Idea. And good (pati,itarh-lit. ' superior '): superlative, best. 
At these times (kalena): at a time when ghost relatives have come and 
are standing without the walls and so on. And fitting (kappiyarh): 
suitable, becoming, fit for Noble Ones' use. Drink and food: 
panabhojanarh=panaii ca bhojanaii ca (resolution of compound); 
here anything to be given is intended by the heading ' drink and 
food'. 
22. So, commending the Magadhan king's giving drink and food for 
ghost relatives, the Blessed One said 

Evarh dadanti iiatinarh ye honti anukampaka 
Sucirh pati,itarh kalena kappiyarh panabhojanarh: 
' So they who are compassionate 
' At heart do give for relatives 
' Such drink and food as may be pure 
' And good and fitting at these times: '. 

And when he had said this, he then uttered the first half of the fourth 
stanza, namely, 'Then let this be for relatives', showing the way in 
which it is to be given. 

[ Stanza 4 first half] 

23. That should be construed with the first half of the third stanza 
as follows: ' So they who are compassionate at heart do give for 
relatives [209] [saying]" Then let this be for relatives; may relatives 
have happiness"'. Consequently it is the demonstration of the 
mode of giving that is effected here by the word 'so' (evarh), in the 
sense of mode thus' They give so (evarh) "Let this be for relatives" 
and not otherwise '. 
24. Herein, this (idarh) indicates the thing to be given. Vo (not 
rendered) is only a mere particle, as in such passages as ' Kacci pana 
vo Anuruddha sarnagga sammodamana ' 8 (' I hope that you all live 
in concord and agreement, Anuruddha ': M. i. 206) and ' Ye hi 
vo ariya' (' As one of the Noble Ones': M. i. 17); it is not the genitive 
[pronoun]. Let . . . be for relatives ( iiatinarh hotu): let [ this J be for 

8 The word vo as a particle is perhaps a form of ve and simply an emphatic 
or a line-filler; otherwise vo=tumhiikarh, etc., see MA. i. 18. The pl. form 
AnurwUha is a pl. voe. (addressing 3 persons collectively in this case) using 
the senior person's name in the pl. regardless of the names of the others: 
'You Anuruddha and the others', as also at Vin. i. 351, M. i. 207, 463. 
Cf. Siiriputtii at Vin. iii. 182 and Viisetthii at D. iii. 81, etc. 
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relatives who have appeared in the Ghost Realm. May relatives 
have happiness (sukhita hontu iiatayo): may those relatives who ha~e 
appeared in the Ghost Realm have happiness (be happy) when their 
existence becomes coessential with this.4 

25. So the Blessed One said 

Irlarh vo iiatinarh lwtu, sukhita hontu iiatayo. 
' Then let this be for relatives; 
'May relatives have happiness'. 

And when he had said this, showing in what way a gift should be 
given for relatives who have appeared in the Ghost Realm, he then 
uttered the second half of the fourth stanza, namely' These ghosts of 
the departed kin foregathered and assembled there ', and the first 
half of the fifth, namely, ' Will eagerly ... for plentiful rich food and 
drink ', showing that although it may be said ' Then let t~s be f~r 
relatives ', nevertheless it is not that action done by one gives frmt 
for another, [which is never so,] but simply that an object dedicated 
in this way is a [necessary] condition for [ghost] relatives [them
selves to do] profitable action, [and he showed] how such profitable 
action with that as its object generates its fruit at that very moment. 9 

[ Stanza 4 second half &; stanza 5 first half] 

26. Here is the meaning of these [two half-stanzas]. These ghosts of 
the <leparted kin (te iiatipeta), who, there (tattha) where th~t almsgiving 
is being given, have fore,gathered (samagantva) by havmg come all 
round (samantato agantva)-what is meant is, who have combined, or 
who have united-----and are assembled (samagata: lit. 'are fore
gathered ')-what is meant is, are come. eq~ally (sama <!9~ta)-, 
[thinking] 'These relatives of ours are dedicatmg an almsg1vmg for 
our benefit ', [they J will for the [plentiful] rich food and drink (pahute 
annapanamhi), for that rich food and drink dedicated to themselves, 
eagerly their blessing give (sakkaccarh anumodare), having full faith in 
the fruit of action, and without abandoning their admiration, 
[thinking] with undistracted cognizance 'May this almsgiving be 
for our benefit and welfare ', they are glad (morlanti) and give blessing 
(anumorlanti: lit. ' share gladness ') and are full of happiness and joy. 
27. [210] So the Blessed One said 

4 See page 228. 
9 The statement t,a,mkhafJ,I!, (' at that moment ') is not made in the strict 

Abhidhamma sense. 
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Te ca tattha samagantva iiatipeta samagata 
Pahute annapanamhi sakkaccarh anumodare. 
' These ghosts of the departed kin 
' Foregathered and assembled there 
' Will eagerly their blessing give 
' For [plentiful] rich food and drink '. 
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And when he had said this, showing how there comes to be profitable 
action that generates its fruit at the same moment for those who 
have appeared in the Ghost Realm, he then uttered the second half of 
the fifth stanza, namely, 'So may our relatives live long', and the 
first half of the sixth stanza, namely, 'For honour to us has been 
done ', showing the kind of thanksgiving [ offered] by those relatives 
once their existence has become coessential with the fruit of pro-
fitable action. 

[ Stanza 5 second half &; stanza 6 first half] 

28. Here is their meaning. So may ... live long (cirarhjivantu): may 
[they J have a long life-span. Our relatives (no nat'i): our relations 
(iiataka). Owing to whom (yesarh hetu): depending on whom, by 
reason of whom. We have this gain: labhamase=labhama (alterna
tive grammatical form); they speak acknowledging the excellence 
just gained by themselves at that moment; for it is with three 
factors, namely, with their own thanksgiving, with the giver's 
dedication, and with the excellence of the recipients, [namely, the 
Community headed by the Buddha,] that the offering succeeds and 
generates its fruit at that very moment, and of these [three] the 
giver was the special cause, which is why they said ' Owing to whom 
we have this gain '. 
29. For honour to us has been done (amhakan ca kata puja): honour 
has been done to us by those dedicating their almsgiving thus ' Then 
let this be for relatives'. No giver ever lacked the fruit (dayaka ca 
anipphala): the givers never lack the fruit [ of their giving] since the 
action consisting in giving up gives fruit then and there in that con
tinuity in which it was performed. 
30. Here it may be asked: But how is it, then, do only relatives re
born in the Ghost Realm gain it or do others gain it too?-This has 
been answered by the Blessed One himself when questioned by 
Janussoni of the Divine Caste, so what need be said by us here? 
Fo~ this is said: ' Master Gotama, we Divines make almsgivings 
and give funereal offerings thus" May this serve for departed (peta) 
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relatives who have appeared in the Ghost Realm. May relatives 
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[thinking] 'These relatives of ours are dedicatmg an almsg1vmg for 
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eagerly their blessing give (sakkaccarh anumodare), having full faith in 
the fruit of action, and without abandoning their admiration, 
[thinking] with undistracted cognizance 'May this almsgiving be 
for our benefit and welfare ', they are glad (morlanti) and give blessing 
(anumorlanti: lit. ' share gladness ') and are full of happiness and joy. 
27. [210] So the Blessed One said 
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And when he had said this, showing how there comes to be profitable 
action that generates its fruit at the same moment for those who 
have appeared in the Ghost Realm, he then uttered the second half of 
the fifth stanza, namely, 'So may our relatives live long', and the 
first half of the sixth stanza, namely, 'For honour to us has been 
done ', showing the kind of thanksgiving [ offered] by those relatives 
once their existence has become coessential with the fruit of pro-
fitable action. 
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28. Here is their meaning. So may ... live long (cirarhjivantu): may 
[they J have a long life-span. Our relatives (no nat'i): our relations 
(iiataka). Owing to whom (yesarh hetu): depending on whom, by 
reason of whom. We have this gain: labhamase=labhama (alterna
tive grammatical form); they speak acknowledging the excellence 
just gained by themselves at that moment; for it is with three 
factors, namely, with their own thanksgiving, with the giver's 
dedication, and with the excellence of the recipients, [namely, the 
Community headed by the Buddha,] that the offering succeeds and 
generates its fruit at that very moment, and of these [three] the 
giver was the special cause, which is why they said ' Owing to whom 
we have this gain '. 
29. For honour to us has been done (amhakan ca kata puja): honour 
has been done to us by those dedicating their almsgiving thus ' Then 
let this be for relatives'. No giver ever lacked the fruit (dayaka ca 
anipphala): the givers never lack the fruit [ of their giving] since the 
action consisting in giving up gives fruit then and there in that con
tinuity in which it was performed. 
30. Here it may be asked: But how is it, then, do only relatives re
born in the Ghost Realm gain it or do others gain it too?-This has 
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and give funereal offerings thus" May this serve for departed (peta) 
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relatives and kin; may departed relatives and kin make use of this 
gift ". Does that almsgiving serve for departed relatives and kin, 
Master Gotama? Do those departed relatives and kin make use 
of it?-It serves when they are in the place for it, Divine, not when 
they are not in the place for it.-But, Master Gotama, what is the 
place for it, and what is not the place for it?-Here, Divine, someone 
is a killer of breathing things, a taker of what is not given, mis
conducted in sensual desires; he speaks falsehood, speaks mali
ciously, speaks harshly, and gossips; he is covetous, has cognizance 
of ill will, and has wrong view. [211] On the dissolution of the 
body, after death, he reappears in hell. There he survives and 
subsists on the kind of nutriment that the denizens of hell have. 
That is not the place and no almsgiving serves him while he remains 
there. Here, Divine, someone is a killer of breathing things, ... and 
has wrong view. On the dissolution of the body, after death, he 
reappears in an animal womb. There he survives and subsists on 
the kind of nutriment that creatures conceived in the animal womb 
have. That too is not the place, and no almsgiving serves him 
while he remains there. Here, Divine, someone abstains from 
killing breathing things, from taking what is not given, and from 
misconduct in sensual desires; he abstains from false speech, from 
malicious speech, from harsh speech, and from gossip; he is un
covetous, has no cognizance of ill will, and has right view. On the 
dissolution of the body, after death, he reappears in the company of 
human beings. There he survives and subsists on the kind of 
nutriment that human beings have ... he reappears in the com
pany of the gods. There he survives and subsists on the kind 
of nutriment that gods have. That too is not the place, and no 
almsgiving serves him while he remains there. However, here 
someone is a killer of breathing things, ... has wrong view. On the 
dissolution of the body, after death, he reappears in the Ghost Realm. 
There he survives and subsists on the kind of nutriment that the 
denizens of the Ghost Realm have, or else there he survives and 
subsists on what his friends or his companions or his relatives and 
kin offer up for his sake from here [in this existence]. That is the 
place, and an almsgiving serves him while he ·remains there.-But 
Master Gotama, if that deceased relative has not reappeared in that 
place, who makes use of that almsgiving?-There are relatives and 
kin of his, Divine, who have reappeared in that place. They make 
use of that almsgiving.-But, Master Gotama, if that deceased 
relative has not reappeared in that place, and if other relatives and 
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kin of his have not reappeared in that place, who makes use of that 
almsgiving?-It is impossible, Divine, it cannot happen, that that 
place should be empty of relatives of his in this long extent [ of the 
round of rebirths]; and furthermore, no giver ever lacked the fruit' 
(A. V. 269-71). 
31. [212] So the Blessed One said 

Oirarh jivantu no nati yesarh hetu labhamase, 
Amhakaii ca kata puja dayaka ca anipphala. 
' " So may our relatives live long 
' Owing to whom we have this gain; 
' For honour to us has been done, 
' No giver ever lacked the fruit " '. 

And when he had said this, showing the king of Magadha how his 
relatives who had appeared in the Ghost Realm were giving praise 
supported by [their new-found] excellence thus 'Great king, these 
relatives of yours, being satisfied with the excellence in the giving, 
are praising you thus ', then he uttered the second half of the sixth 
stanza, namely,' For there is never ploughing there' and the seventh 
stanza, namely, 'Nor merchandizing just the same', showing how 
those who have appeared in the Ghost Realm find their sustenance 
through what is given from here in the absence of any other [such 
source as] ploughing (farming), cattle-herding, etc., as a reason for 
their obtaining excellence. 

[ Stanza 6 second half & stanza 7] 
32. Here is a comment on the meaning. For, Great King, there 
(tattha) in the Ghost Realm there is never (na hi atthi) any kind of 
ploughing (kasi), depending on which those ghosts might obtain 
excellence. Nor any cattle-herding found (gorakkh' ettha na vijjati) : 
not only is there no ploughing (farming}, but no cattle-herding 
exists there in the Ghost Realm either, depending on which they 
might obtain excellence. Nor merchandizing just the same (vanijja 
tadisi natthi): also there is no merchandizing such as could be a cause 
for their obtaining excellence. Nor bartering for coin of gold (natthi 
hiraiiiiena kayakkayarh): there is no buying and selling by means of 
gold coinage there either such that it could be a cause for their 
obtaining excellence. The ghosts of the departed kin live there on 
giving given here (ito dinnena yapenti peta kalagata tahirh): only that 
there they do live on, do make their selfhood continue, by means of 
what is given from here by relatives or friends and companions. 
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kin offer up for his sake from here [in this existence]. That is the 
place, and an almsgiving serves him while he ·remains there.-But 
Master Gotama, if that deceased relative has not reappeared in that 
place, who makes use of that almsgiving?-There are relatives and 
kin of his, Divine, who have reappeared in that place. They make 
use of that almsgiving.-But, Master Gotama, if that deceased 
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kin of his have not reappeared in that place, who makes use of that 
almsgiving?-It is impossible, Divine, it cannot happen, that that 
place should be empty of relatives of his in this long extent [ of the 
round of rebirths]; and furthermore, no giver ever lacked the fruit' 
(A. V. 269-71). 
31. [212] So the Blessed One said 

Oirarh jivantu no nati yesarh hetu labhamase, 
Amhakaii ca kata puja dayaka ca anipphala. 
' " So may our relatives live long 
' Owing to whom we have this gain; 
' For honour to us has been done, 
' No giver ever lacked the fruit " '. 

And when he had said this, showing the king of Magadha how his 
relatives who had appeared in the Ghost Realm were giving praise 
supported by [their new-found] excellence thus 'Great king, these 
relatives of yours, being satisfied with the excellence in the giving, 
are praising you thus ', then he uttered the second half of the sixth 
stanza, namely,' For there is never ploughing there' and the seventh 
stanza, namely, 'Nor merchandizing just the same', showing how 
those who have appeared in the Ghost Realm find their sustenance 
through what is given from here in the absence of any other [such 
source as] ploughing (farming), cattle-herding, etc., as a reason for 
their obtaining excellence. 

[ Stanza 6 second half & stanza 7] 
32. Here is a comment on the meaning. For, Great King, there 
(tattha) in the Ghost Realm there is never (na hi atthi) any kind of 
ploughing (kasi), depending on which those ghosts might obtain 
excellence. Nor any cattle-herding found (gorakkh' ettha na vijjati) : 
not only is there no ploughing (farming}, but no cattle-herding 
exists there in the Ghost Realm either, depending on which they 
might obtain excellence. Nor merchandizing just the same (vanijja 
tadisi natthi): also there is no merchandizing such as could be a cause 
for their obtaining excellence. Nor bartering for coin of gold (natthi 
hiraiiiiena kayakkayarh): there is no buying and selling by means of 
gold coinage there either such that it could be a cause for their 
obtaining excellence. The ghosts of the departed kin live there on 
giving given here (ito dinnena yapenti peta kalagata tahirh): only that 
there they do live on, do make their selfhood continue, by means of 
what is given from here by relatives or friends and companions. 
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Ghosts (peta): creatures that have appeared in the Ghost Realm. 
Departe,d (kalagata): gone (gata) owing to the time (kala) of their own 
death; or else the reading is kalakata, in which case the meaning is: 
they have done (kata) their time (kala), done their dying. There 
(tahirh): in that Ghost Realm. 
33. So [the Blessed One] said 

[Na hi tattha kasi atthi, gorakkh'ettha na vijjati, 
Vanijja tadisi, natthi hirannena kayakkayarh;] 
Ito dinnena yapenti peta kalagata tahirh. 
[' For there is never ploughing there, 
'Nor any cattle-herding found, 
'Nor merchandizing just the same, 
'Nor bartering for coin of gold:] 
' The ghosts of the departed kin 
' Live there on giving given here.' 

And when he had said this, he now uttered the pair of stanzas, 
namely;' As water showered on the hill', explaining that meaning 
with a simile. 

[ Stanzas 8 and 9] 

34. Here is their meaning. Just as (yatha), when on the hill (unname), 
on dry land, on a high piece of ground, rain is showered down (abhi
va~~harh) by clouds, the water (udakam)flows down (pavattati) to reach 
the hollow vale (ninnarh), flows, goes to, reaches, any hollow, low
lying piece of ground; so (evam eva) [213] the giving of a gift given 
(dinnarh) from here (ito) can serve (upakappati)-the meaning is, 
becomes generated, manifested, for-the ghosts of the departe,d kin 
(petanarh); since the ghost world is like the hollow place for the 
water to flow down to, and the service of the almsgiving is like the 
water's flowing down, according as it is said' That is the place, and 
an ahnsgiving serves him while he remains there' (§ 30) .. And 
just as (yatha), with the confluence of cascades and springs, rills and 
rivulets, pools and meres, the great rivers, the river-beds (varivaha), 
when they are full (pura), can bear the water down to fill the sea 
(siigaram paripurenti), so giving given here can serve the ghosts of the 
departe,d kin in the way already stated. 
35. So the Blessed One said 

Unname udakarh vauam yatha ninnarh pavattati, 
Evam eva ito dinnarh petanarh upakappat,i. 

[213] VII. The Without-the-walls Discourse 

Yatha varivaha pura paripurenti sagararh 
Evarn eva ito dinnarh petanarh upakappati. 
' As water showered on the hill 
' Flows down to reach the hollow vale, 
' So giving given here can serve 
' The ghosts of the departed kin. 
'As river-beds when full can bear 
' The water down to fill the sea, 
' So giving given here can serve 
' The ghosts of the departed kin.' 
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And when he had said this and so had explained the meaning with 
these similes, he then uttered the [tenth] stanza, namely, 'He gave 
to me ', showing that a clansman should give an offering for them 
~ecalling as he does so such examples as these since these ghosts are 
mcapable of begging' Give this for me' even when they have come 
to a relative's house desperate with longing to get something there. 

[Stanza 10] 

36: Here is its meaning. 'He gave (adasi) this money to me (me) or 
th1~ corn, and he worked (akasi) at this task for me (me) by under
takmg the management of it himself, and he was my kin (nati) since 
he was connected on the mother's or the father's side, or he was my 
friend (mitta) since he was capable of being a shelter by his affection, 
or he was my intimate (sakha) since he was my fellow refuse-rag 
wearer [in the life gone forth J '. And so, recalling all this in this 
way, let him give gifts, then, for departed ones (petanarh dakkhi1J,arh 
daiJ'a [ taking dakki'fJ,am as acc. governed by dajja taken as a form of 
the optative=dadeyya]), let him consign the almsgiving. Another 
reading is petanarh dakkhi'fJ,a dajja (' a gift is meet-to-be-given for 
the ~eparted' [taking dajja as gerundive adj. agreeing with nom. 
f. smg. dakkhi'fJa]); this means that dajja=daditabba [normal 
gerundive adj.]; what is that? It is that gift (dakkhi'tJ,a) for the 
departed; what is expressed is this: [this should be done] by one 
who recalls, recalling what they used to do (pubbe katarh anussararh) in 
the way beginning ' He gave to me '; and then the nominative case 
[of the present participle anussararh] should be understood to have 
the scope of the instrumental, [that is, anussarata.J 
37. So the Blessed One said 

Adasi me, akasi me, natimitta sakha ca me 
Petanarh dakkhi'fJ,arh dajja pubbe katarh anussararh. 
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' " He gave to me, he worked for me, 
' He was my kin, friend, intimate ". 
' Give gifts, then, for departed ones, 
'Recalling what they used to do.' 

[213-214] 

And when he had said this, showing examples for recollection in 
the consigning of an almsgiving for the departed, [214] he then 
uttered the stanza, namely, 'No weeping', showing that while 
people remain overpowered by weeping and sorrow, etc., on the 
death of their relatives and give nothing for their benefit, their tears 
and sorrow are only a self-mortification quite sterile of any benefit for 
the departed ones. 

[Stanza ll] 

38. Herein, weeping (rU1J,1J,arh) is the act-of-weeping (rodana), wept
ness (roditatta), tear-shedding; by that he indicates bodily distress. 
Sorrow (soka) is the act-of-sorrowing (socana), sorrowfulness (socita
tta); by that he indicates mental distress. Mourning (paridevana) 
is the outcrying of one who is affected by loss of relatives, his ex
to~ling of [their] special qualities in the way beginning 'My only 
child, where are you1' (M. ii. 106) and ' My love! My darling!'; by 
that he indicates verbal distress. 
39. So the Blessed One said 

Na hi ru1J,1J,arh va soko va ya c' aniia paridevana 
Na tarh petanarh atthaya, evarh tit{hanti natayo. 
' No weeping, nor yet sorrowing, 
'Nor any kind of mourning, helps 
' Departed Ones, whose kin remain 
' [Unhelpful to them acting] thus. 

And when he had said, showing the unhelpfulness of weeping, etc., 
that as to weeping or sorrowing or any kind of mourning, not even all 
that helps departed ones, but their kin [who act] thus remain only in 
mere self-torture, he then uttered the stanza, namely, ' And such an 
offering as this', showing [instead] the value of an almsgiving such 
as that given by the Magadhan king. 

[Stanza 12] 

40. Here is its meaning. 'But when this offering (ayan ca kho 
dakkhi1J,a), Great King, is given (dinna), as has been done by you 
today with dedication to one's own relatives, well placed in the Com-
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munity (sanghamhi supatit{hita), for them (assa), for those departed 
ghost people, then, since the Community is the incomparable field 
of merit for the world' (M. i. 37), it can serve them long in future 
(digharattarh hitaya itpakappati)----<:,an be efficacious, fruitful, is what 
is meant-and so serving, it can serve them at once as well (thanaso), 
can serve at that very moment instead of long afterwards. And just 
as it is said of him to whom [ideas J are perspicuous at that very 
moment 'It is perspicuous for a Perfect One at once (thanaso) ' 
(cf. S. i. 193), so too here, what serves at that very moment is said 
to serve ' at once ' (lit. ' on the spot '). Or else what is meant is that 
it serves in that very place (thana ), divided into that of the Famished
and-thirsty, of the Eaters-of-vomit, of the Living-on-gifts-to-others, 
of the Consumed-by-craving, etc., of which it is said ' That is the 
place {tliana), and an almsgiving serves him while he remains there' 
(§ 30), [in which case the adverb ?hanaso (' by place ') is used] in the 
same way as when in the world [ outside the Dispensation] they say 
of one giving a kahiipal).a coin that he 'gives by kahiipal).as (kaha
pa1J,aso) ';10 [215] and with this interpretation of the meaning, [the 
word] serves implies ' is manifest, is generated '. 
41. So the Blessed One said 

Ayan ca kho dakkhi1J,a dinna sanghamhi supati??hita 
Digharattarh hitii,y' assa (hanaso upakappati. 
' But when this offering is given 
' Well placed in the Community 
' For them, then it can serve them long 
'In future and at once as well.' 

And when he had said this, pointing out the value of the offering 
~ven by the king, he then uttered the final stanza, praising the 
km.g for genuine special qualities on account of the following reasons, 
which are these: when someone gives such an offering as this, the 
True Idea for relatives is shown by him as the doing of tasks that 
should be done by relatives for relatives; or alternatively, an indica
tion is given to the many thus ' The True Idea for relatives should be 
fulfilled by you in doing the tasks that ought to be done by relatives 
for r~latives only in this way and not by self-torture with unhelpful 
weepmg, etc.'; and also ' High honour is done to the departed by 
your causing those departed ones to gain heavenly excellence; and 
also strength is furnished for bhikkhus by your supplying with food, 

1° Cf. Kiisiku ad Pii1.1ini v, 4, 43. 
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1° Cf. Kiisiku ad Pii1.1ini v, 4, 43. 
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drink, etc., the Community headed by the Enlightened One; and 
also no little merit is laid up by you who have evidenced a generous 
choice equipped with the special qualities of compassion, and so on '. 

[Stanza 13] 

42. [So in this final stanza,] with the line 

So natidhammo ca ayarh nidassito 
' The True Idea for relatives has thus been shown ' 

he instructs (sandasseti)11 the king with a talk on the True Idea; for 
here the demonstration (nidassana) of the True Idea for relatives is 
itself the instruction (sandassana). Then with the second line 

Petanarh puja ca kata ufiirii 
' And how high honour to departed ones is done ' 

he urges him in undertaking (samii<lapeti); for here the praise' high' 
is itself the urging to undertake (samii<liipana) that honour again and 
agam. Then with the line 

Balan ca bhikkhunarh anuppadinnarh 
' And how the bhikkhus can be given strength as well ' 

he rouses (samuttejeti) him; for here the giving of strength itself is the 
rousing (samuttejana) by increasing his activity in the provision of 
strength [stated as] 'The provision of strength to those of such 
kind ' ( ). And with the line 

Tumehi punnarh pasutarh anappakarh 
'And how great merit can be stored away by you' 

he encourages (sampaharhsati) him; for here the commemorating of 
notable merit should itself be understood as the encouraging 
(sampaharhsana) since it produces encouragement [216] by laying 
emphasis on his special qualities as they actually are. 
43. And when the preaching was ended, eighty-four thousand 
breathing things attained to the True Ideal by reasoned endeavour
ing due to the sense of urgency occasioned by the emphasis laid on 
the danger in appearance in the Ghost Realm. And on the follow
ing day the Blessed One preached this same Without-the-walls 

11 This exposition employs the common Sutta-idiom sandasseti samiidapeti 
samuttejeti sampahamseti, (' he instructed, urged, roused, and encouraged'); 
see e.g. M. ii. 48. 
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Discourse to gods and men and so up to the seventh day with a like 
attainment to the True Ideal. 

The explanation of the Without-the-walls Discourse in the Illus
trator of Ultimate Meaning, the Commentary on the Minor Books, 
is ended. 
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CHAPTER Vlll 

THE TREASURE-STORE DISCOURSE 
( N idhikhandasuttarh) 

1. Now the Treasure-store Discourse, which begins thus 'A man 
lays by a treasure store', is placed here next after the Without-the
walls Discourse. 

So first I shall the reason state 
Wherefore they placed this discourse here, 
And make the Need-Arisen clear, 
Before the Comment I relate. 

2. Herein, the reason for its being placed here should be understood 
as follows. Although it is not in the order in which it appears here 
that this Treasure-store Discourse was delivered by the Blessed 
One, [that is to say, next after the Without-the-walls Discourse,] it 
is nevertheless placed here because it is supplementary to the With
out-the-walls Discourse, which was uttered as the giving of a blessing. 
Or else it can be understood that it was placed here for the purpose 
of showing by its means the success (excellence) of those who have 
made merit after showing by means of the Without-the-walls 
Discourse the failure (destitution) of those devoid of merit. This is 
the reason for placing it here. 
3. The Need-Arisen [for its utterance] was this.1 At Savatthi, it 
seems, there was a certain land-owner rich in much money and 
property. He lived the household life in faith and confidence un
cognizant of the stain of avarice. One day he gave an almsgiving 
to the Community of Bhikkhus headed by the Enlightened One. 
It so happened that on that occasion the king was in need of money, 
so he sent a man, telling him' Go and fetch the land-owner named 
so-and-so '. The man went to the land-owner and told him 
'Householder, the king summons you'. The landowner [2l'i] was 
actually serving the Community of Bhikkhus headed by the En
lightened One, his mind being graced by the special qualities of faith 
and so on. He replied' Go now, good man; I shall come later. Just 

1 See Ch. iv, rwte 1. 
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now I am engaged in laying up a treasure '. Then, when the Blessed 
One had eaten and had shown that he had had enough, he uttered 
these stanzas, namely' A man lays by a treasure store', as a blessing 
in order to show to the land-owner how that same excellence in 
merit is in the ultimate sense a treasure store. This was the need 
arisen. 

So having 'first the reason stated Wherefore they placed this 
discourse here, And made the Need-Arisen clear, the comment I 
shall now relate' (§ 1). 

[Stanza l] 

4. [ As regards the first stanza, namely,] 

N idhirh nidheti puriso [gambhire odakantike: 
A.tthe kicce samuppanne atthaya me bhavissati] 
'A man a treasure store lays 'by 
[' Deep in a water-level pit: 
' He thinks " If need arise for aid, 
' It will be there to aid me then " ',] 

herein, it is stored away (nidhiyati), thus it is a [treasure] store 
(nidhi); the meaning is that it is put by, protected, guarded. That 
is of four kinds, namely, a fixture, the ambulant, a pseudo-limb, and 
a follower. Herein, the 'fixture' is any bullion or gold [stored 
away J underground or in attics, or any field or land, or anything else 
of the sort that is devoid of any [alteration of] posture: this is a 
treasure store as a fixture. The ' ambulant ' consists of bonds
women and bondsmen, elephants, cattle, horses and mares, goats 
and sheep, fowls and pigs, or anything else of the sort that is associ
ated with [ alteration of] the postures: this is a treasure store as the 
ambulant. The 'pseudo-limb' is any sphere of work, sphere of 
craft, branch of science, ample learning (erudition), or anything else 
of the sort acquired by training and bound up with one's own self
hood as if it were a limb: this is a treasure store as a pseudo-limb. 
The ' follower ' is merit consisting in giving, consisting in virtue, 
consisting in maintenance [of concentration 'and insight] in being, 
consisting in hearing the True Idea, and consisting in teaching the 
True Idea, or any other merit of the sort that gives desirable fruit 
here and there as if it had followed one: this is a treasure store as a 
follower. But in this instance it is the treasure store as a fixture 
that is intended. 
5. Lays by (nidheti): puts away, sets apart, guards. A. man (puriso): 
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So having 'first the reason stated Wherefore they placed this 
discourse here, And made the Need-Arisen clear, the comment I 
shall now relate' (§ 1). 

[Stanza l] 

4. [ As regards the first stanza, namely,] 

N idhirh nidheti puriso [gambhire odakantike: 
A.tthe kicce samuppanne atthaya me bhavissati] 
'A man a treasure store lays 'by 
[' Deep in a water-level pit: 
' He thinks " If need arise for aid, 
' It will be there to aid me then " ',] 

herein, it is stored away (nidhiyati), thus it is a [treasure] store 
(nidhi); the meaning is that it is put by, protected, guarded. That 
is of four kinds, namely, a fixture, the ambulant, a pseudo-limb, and 
a follower. Herein, the 'fixture' is any bullion or gold [stored 
away J underground or in attics, or any field or land, or anything else 
of the sort that is devoid of any [alteration of] posture: this is a 
treasure store as a fixture. The ' ambulant ' consists of bonds
women and bondsmen, elephants, cattle, horses and mares, goats 
and sheep, fowls and pigs, or anything else of the sort that is associ
ated with [ alteration of] the postures: this is a treasure store as the 
ambulant. The 'pseudo-limb' is any sphere of work, sphere of 
craft, branch of science, ample learning (erudition), or anything else 
of the sort acquired by training and bound up with one's own self
hood as if it were a limb: this is a treasure store as a pseudo-limb. 
The ' follower ' is merit consisting in giving, consisting in virtue, 
consisting in maintenance [of concentration 'and insight] in being, 
consisting in hearing the True Idea, and consisting in teaching the 
True Idea, or any other merit of the sort that gives desirable fruit 
here and there as if it had followed one: this is a treasure store as a 
follower. But in this instance it is the treasure store as a fixture 
that is intended. 
5. Lays by (nidheti): puts away, sets apart, guards. A. man (puriso): 
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a human male. Of course, a man and a woman and a eunuch can 
lay by a treasure store, but here, though the teaching is given under 
the heading of a man, nevertheless as to meaning the others should 
be regarded as taken in combination as well here. 
6. Deep in a water-level pit (gambhire odakantike): what is 'deep' is 
in the sense of its having to be plunged down to; it is a ' water
level pit' owing to its proximity (antikabhava) to water (udaka). 
There is such as is deep but not water-level, like a hundred-fathom 
hole in a jungle tract, and there is such as is water-level but not 
deep, like a one-span or two-span hole [scooped out] in a low-lying 
marsh, and there is such as is both deep and water-level [218] like 
a hole deepened in a jungle tract until [it is estimated that] water is 
about to come. It is with reference to the last that ' deep in a 
water-level pit ' is said. 
7. If need arise for aid (atthe kicce samuppanne): it is inseparable 
from aid (attha anapanetarh), thus it is for aid (attharh); what is 
meant is that it brings aid, brings welfare. Need (kiccarh-lit. 
'what needs doing'): kiccarh=katabbarh (alternative gerundive); 
what is meant is, anything at all that ought to be done (kararJ,iya
further alternative gerundive). Arisen (samuppannarh) is the same 
as risen (uppanna); what is meant is that it has appeareq. as a state 
of something that has to be done (kattabba-further alternative 
gerundive). If that need for aid arises. 
8. It will be there to aid me then (atthaya me bhavissati): this demon
strates the purpose of the treasure store; for he lays it by for that 
benefit thus ' If need for my doing anything at all that will bring me 
aid has arisen, this [treasure store] will be able to supply that need 
of mine '; for it should be understood that the benefit for him is 
simply the supplying of the need when the need has arisen. 

[Stanza 2] 

9. Having thus, in showing the purpose of the treasure store, shown 
the intention of acquisition of benefit, he now said 

Riijato va duruttassa corato pi/itassa va 
I rJ,aSsa va pamokkhaya dubbhikkhe apadasu va 
'" For my discharge, from kings were I 
' Denounced, or from a brigand else 
' If held to ransom, or of debts, 
' In famine or in accidents " ' 

i11 g:rder to show the intention of defence against harm. 
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10. Its meaning should be understood by construing the two phrases 
'it will be there' (bhavissati from stanza 1) and 'for discharge' 
(pamokkhaya) as appropriate, which are stated thus 'It will be 
there to aid me then ' and 'For my discharge ... of debts '. Here 
is the construction. Not only does a man lay by a treasure store 
[thinking] 'It will be there to aid me then', but he also lays by a 
treasure store [thinking] 'It will be there (bhavissati) for my dis
charge (pamokkhaya) from kings ( rajato) were I derwunced ( duruttassa) 
by enemies and adversaries in some such way as " He is a brigand " 
or " He is an adulteror " or " He is a tax-evader ";2 or it will be 
there for my discharge (pamokkhaya) from a brigand ( corato) if I am 
held to ransom (pil,itassa) by brigands either by their stealing money 
through house-breaking or by their threatening my life thus " Give 
so much money and gold ". And then there will be those to whom I 
owe debts and they will press me to pay off the debts, and it will be 
therefor the discharge (pamokkhaya) of my debt (irJ,aSsa) when I am 
pressed by those [creditors]. And there are occasions when there is 
a famine, when harvests fail and food is hard to get, and it is not easy 
for one who is not rich to survive, and so it will be there for me in 
such a famine ( dubbhikkhe); [219] and there are accidents due to fire 
or water or an unwelcome heir, and it will be there for me in such 
accidents (apadasu) when they arise'. 

[ Stanza 2 third line J 
11. Having thus shown with these two stanzas [of two lines each] 
that the purpose of laying by a treasure store is twofold as the 
intention to acquire benefit and the intention to defend against 
harm, he now said 

Etadatthaya lokasmirh nidhi nama nidhiyate 
' With suchlike aims what in the world 
' Is called a store will be laid by ' 

in order to round off [the statement of] that same twofold purpose. 
12. Its meaning is this. With suchlike aims (etadatthaya), with the 
purpose of supplying those [ needs J shown as acquisition of benefit and 
defence against harm respectively with the words ' It will be there to 
aid me then ' and ' From kings were I denounced ', what is called a 
store (nidhi nama), namely, money and bullion, etc., in the world 

2 • Sunlcaf!hiitalca--ta"I,.-ev&d.er' (or' customs-defrauder'): not in P.E.D. 
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what is meant is, anything at all that ought to be done (kararJ,iya
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gerundive). If that need for aid arises. 
8. It will be there to aid me then (atthaya me bhavissati): this demon
strates the purpose of the treasure store; for he lays it by for that 
benefit thus ' If need for my doing anything at all that will bring me 
aid has arisen, this [treasure store] will be able to supply that need 
of mine '; for it should be understood that the benefit for him is 
simply the supplying of the need when the need has arisen. 

[Stanza 2] 

9. Having thus, in showing the purpose of the treasure store, shown 
the intention of acquisition of benefit, he now said 

Riijato va duruttassa corato pi/itassa va 
I rJ,aSsa va pamokkhaya dubbhikkhe apadasu va 
'" For my discharge, from kings were I 
' Denounced, or from a brigand else 
' If held to ransom, or of debts, 
' In famine or in accidents " ' 

i11 g:rder to show the intention of defence against harm. 
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10. Its meaning should be understood by construing the two phrases 
'it will be there' (bhavissati from stanza 1) and 'for discharge' 
(pamokkhaya) as appropriate, which are stated thus 'It will be 
there to aid me then ' and 'For my discharge ... of debts '. Here 
is the construction. Not only does a man lay by a treasure store 
[thinking] 'It will be there to aid me then', but he also lays by a 
treasure store [thinking] 'It will be there (bhavissati) for my dis
charge (pamokkhaya) from kings ( rajato) were I derwunced ( duruttassa) 
by enemies and adversaries in some such way as " He is a brigand " 
or " He is an adulteror " or " He is a tax-evader ";2 or it will be 
there for my discharge (pamokkhaya) from a brigand ( corato) if I am 
held to ransom (pil,itassa) by brigands either by their stealing money 
through house-breaking or by their threatening my life thus " Give 
so much money and gold ". And then there will be those to whom I 
owe debts and they will press me to pay off the debts, and it will be 
therefor the discharge (pamokkhaya) of my debt (irJ,aSsa) when I am 
pressed by those [creditors]. And there are occasions when there is 
a famine, when harvests fail and food is hard to get, and it is not easy 
for one who is not rich to survive, and so it will be there for me in 
such a famine ( dubbhikkhe); [219] and there are accidents due to fire 
or water or an unwelcome heir, and it will be there for me in such 
accidents (apadasu) when they arise'. 

[ Stanza 2 third line J 
11. Having thus shown with these two stanzas [of two lines each] 
that the purpose of laying by a treasure store is twofold as the 
intention to acquire benefit and the intention to defend against 
harm, he now said 

Etadatthaya lokasmirh nidhi nama nidhiyate 
' With suchlike aims what in the world 
' Is called a store will be laid by ' 

in order to round off [the statement of] that same twofold purpose. 
12. Its meaning is this. With suchlike aims (etadatthaya), with the 
purpose of supplying those [ needs J shown as acquisition of benefit and 
defence against harm respectively with the words ' It will be there to 
aid me then ' and ' From kings were I denounced ', what is called a 
store (nidhi nama), namely, money and bullion, etc., in the world 

2 • Sunlcaf!hiitalca--ta"I,.-ev&d.er' (or' customs-defrauder'): not in P.E.D. 
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(lokasmim) of location3 will be laid by (ni<lhiyate), put away, set 
apart. 

[Stanza 3] 

13. Now since that treasure store thus laid by provides only for 
those who possess merit and not for anyone else the [ acquisition of 
benefits and defence against harm J intended, he pointed out this 
meaning by saying 

Tava-sunihito santo gambhire odakantike 
Na sabbo sablxuJii eva tassa tam upakappati 
' Though be it ne'er so well laid by 
' Deep in a water-level pit, 
' Not all of it will yet suffice 
' To serve him all the time; ... ' 

the meaning of which is as follows. 
14. [Though] that treasure store, be it ne'er so well laid by (tava
sunihito santo)-be it never so thoroughly dug in and put away, is 
what is meant, how thoroughly? deep in a water-level pit (gambhire 
odakantike), till it is reckoned to be deep in a water-level pit; what is 
meant is, be it never so thoroughly done as that-still not all of it will 
yet suffice To serve him all the time (na sabbo sabbada eva tassa tam 
upakappati); even all of it will not serve for all of the time that man 
by whom it was laid by; it will not suffice for, be capable of answer
ing, his aforementioned need, is what is meant; but rather only 
some serves only sometimes, or else it does not serve at all. And the 
word tam should be regarded as a mere particle for filling out the line, 
as in such passages as ' Y atha tam appamattassa atapino ' (' As 
[happens J to one who is diligent and ardent ': M. i. 22); or else tam 
is said with change of gender [from masculine to neuter] where so 
[referring back to sabbo] should have been said, and when taken thus 
its meaning is easily discovered. 

[ Stanza 4 and stanza 5 first half] 

15. [220] Having thus said 'Not all of it will yet suffice To serve 
him all the time ', he now said 

Ni<lhi va thana cavati, saiina va'ssa vimuyhati, 
Naga va apanamenti, yakkha va pi haranti nam, 
Appiya va pi dayada uddharanti apassato 

3 See Vis. Ch. vii,§§ 37 ff-fPP: 204ff. 

[220] VIII. The Treasure-Store Discourse 

' ... and then 
' The store gets shifted from its place, 
' Or he perhaps forgets the marks, 
' Or Niiga Serpents hale it off, 
' Or spirits fritter it away, 
' Or else the heirs he cannot bear 
' Abstract it while he does not see ', 

showing reasons why it will not serve him. 

247 

16. Its meaning is this. The store gets shifted (nidhi va cavati), may 
disappear, may go away, from its place (thana) in which it was well 
laid by; even though it has no choice of its own, still with the 
exhaustion of [its owner's] merit it goes to another place. Or he 
perhaps forgets the marks (saiina va'ssa vimuyhati), he no longer knows 
what place he laid the treasure store by in., Or (va) then, prompted by 
the exhaustion of his merit, Naga serpents (naga) hale it (tam apa
namenti), that treasure store, off, remove it to another place; or else 
(va pi) spirits fritter it away (yakkha haranti), take what they like 
and go off with it; or else (va pi) the heirs (dayada) that he cannot bear 
(appiya) dig the treasure store out of the ground and abstract it 
(uddharanti) while he does not see (apassato). So that treasure store 
fails to serve him for these reasons beginning with its getting shifted 
from its place. 

[ Stanza 5 sooond half] 

17. Having thus told reasons for its failure to serve, namely, those 
beginning with its getting shifted from its place, which are those 
recognized in the world, he now said 

Y ada puiiiiakkhayo hoti sabbam etam vinassati 
' And when his merit is consumed, 
' The whole will vanish utterly ', 

showing the one and only reason which is the root of all those afore
said reasons, namely, exhaustion of merit. 
18. Its meaning is this. [And when (yada)] on the occasion on 
which, there is the consumption (khayo hoti) or the kind of merit 
(puiiiia) that produces gain in property, then the kind of (de-)merit 
that leads to loss of property finds its opportunity and takes over; 
and then the whole (sabbam etam) of the treasure store consisting of 
such riches as money, bullion, etc., that was laid by by the layer-by 
will vanish utterly (vinassati). 
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[Stanza 6] 

19. Having thus stated the kind of treasure store recognized in the 
world, which, although laid by with such and such intention, yet 
fails to serve as intended and is in various ways inseparable from the 
idea of vanishing away, the Blessed One now said 

Y assa diinena silena sarhyamena damena ca 

Nidhi sunihito lwti itthiyii purisassa vii 
' But when a woman or a man 
'Shall have with gifts or virtuousness 
' Or with refraining or constraint 
'A store of merit well laid by', 

showing that excellence of merit as a treasure store in the ultimate 
sense, in order to show which he began this Treasure-Store Dis
course when giving the landowner his blessing. 
20. [221] Herein, with gifts (diinena) should be taken in the way 
already stated under' Giving, True-Ideal conduct' (Ch. v. § 140); 
virtuousness (s'ila) is bodily and verbal non-transgression, or else 
what is intended here by 'virtuousness' is all five-factored and 
eight-factored virtue4 [in the case of laymen] and virtue as Pati
mokkha-Rule restraint [in the case of bhikkhus]. 
21. Refraining (sarhyamo) is the act-of-refraining (sarhyamana); 
what is meant is the hindering of cognizance's ranging about among 
a variety of objects. This is a designation for concentration. One 
possessing this kind of refraining is called ' one who has supreme 
refraining ' in the passage ' "\:\,'ho can refrain by hand and foot, 
And speech, who has supreme refraining' (Dh. 362). Some others 
have said that refraining is the act-of-refraining, and that what is 
meant is restraint, it being then a designation for faculty-restraint 
(see e.g. M. i. 180). Constraint (damo-lit. 'taming') is the act
of-constraining (damana); what is meant is the quieting of defilement. 
This is a designation for understanding, since understanding is in 
some instances called ' understanding ' (paniia), as in such passages 
as 'Sussusii labhate pannarh' (' From the wish to hear one gains 
understanding': Sn. 186), and in some instances it is the 'True 

4 These are the ' 5 Precepts ' ( =the 1st 5 in Ch. i, with no. 3 replaced by 
kamesu micchacara verama1J,'i sikkhapa!larh samiidiyami ' I undertake the 
training-precept of abstention from misconduct in sensual desires') and the 
'8 Precepts' ( =the 1st 9 of those in Ch. i, with nos. 7 and 8 combined into 
one). For an expansion of' misconduct in sensual desires ' see e.g. M. i. 287. 
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I,<lea' (dhamma) as in such passages as 'Saccarh dhamrno dhiti cago' 
~ Truth,. the True. I~ea; steadf~stn;ss, generosity ': Sn. 188), and 
!n so~e ms:ances_ it _is constramt (dama) as in such passages as 
~ adi sa_cca dama cagii khantiyii bhiyyo na vijjati ' (' If no greater 

thi~g exists than truth, than constraint, than generosity, than 
patience ': Sn. 189). 
22: After defining ' gifts ' and the rest in this way, the meaning of 
this stanza can be understood in brief as follows. When a woman or 
a ~an.shall ~ave (itth~yii p~risassa vii), with the four things, namely, 
with gifts (danena!, with virtue (s'ilena), with refraining (sarhyamena) 
and. with constra~nt (damena), a treasure store (nidhi) consisting of 
~rit ~hat b~ bemg done thoroughly is well laid by (sunihito hoti) 
ei~her ~n the si~gle c~ntinuity of cognizance of these things beginning 
with gift~6 or m the mstances beginning with ' shrines ' [in the next 
stanza], Just as a treasure store consisting of such riches as bullion 
gold, pearls or gems is stored away by.putting together in one plac; 
those things such as the gold and the rest. 

[Stanza 7] 

23. Having thus shown tre~sur~-store-ness in the ultimate sense by 
means of excellence of ment with the stanza beginning ' But when 
a woman or a man', the Blessed One now said 

Cetiyamhi sanghe vii puggale atith'isu vii 
Miitari pitari vii pi atho jetthamhi bhiitari 
' In shrines or the Community 
' Or in a person or in guests 
' Or in a mother, in a father, 
' Even in an elder brother', 

showing ~he ~ound wherein that treasure store is well laid by. 
24. _Herem, it should be built up (cayitabba),6 thus it is a shrine 
(cetiya); what is meant is that it should be honoured. Or it is a 
s~rine (cetiya) because it has been built up (cita). That is of three 
kmds as [222] a shrine by use, a shrine by dedication and a relic 
shrine. Herein, the Tree of Enlightenment is a shrin~ by use, an 

• 
5 

A technical allusion to what is called 'impulsion-cognizance' (javana
citta) and. co~st~tute_s action (kam:~)-here the action of giving-and pro
duces actions npemng (kamma-vipaka). The subject is best studied · th 
Visuddhimagga; it is an intricate one. m e 

6 
' Cayitabba-should be built up ': cayati is not in P.E.D., but see there 

under a'f)O,cayati and ci1J,iiti (and also cetiya). 
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[Stanza 6] 
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20. [221] Herein, with gifts (diinena) should be taken in the way 
already stated under' Giving, True-Ideal conduct' (Ch. v. § 140); 
virtuousness (s'ila) is bodily and verbal non-transgression, or else 
what is intended here by 'virtuousness' is all five-factored and 
eight-factored virtue4 [in the case of laymen] and virtue as Pati
mokkha-Rule restraint [in the case of bhikkhus]. 
21. Refraining (sarhyamo) is the act-of-refraining (sarhyamana); 
what is meant is the hindering of cognizance's ranging about among 
a variety of objects. This is a designation for concentration. One 
possessing this kind of refraining is called ' one who has supreme 
refraining ' in the passage ' "\:\,'ho can refrain by hand and foot, 
And speech, who has supreme refraining' (Dh. 362). Some others 
have said that refraining is the act-of-refraining, and that what is 
meant is restraint, it being then a designation for faculty-restraint 
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understanding': Sn. 186), and in some instances it is the 'True 

4 These are the ' 5 Precepts ' ( =the 1st 5 in Ch. i, with no. 3 replaced by 
kamesu micchacara verama1J,'i sikkhapa!larh samiidiyami ' I undertake the 
training-precept of abstention from misconduct in sensual desires') and the 
'8 Precepts' ( =the 1st 9 of those in Ch. i, with nos. 7 and 8 combined into 
one). For an expansion of' misconduct in sensual desires ' see e.g. M. i. 287. 
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I,<lea' (dhamma) as in such passages as 'Saccarh dhamrno dhiti cago' 
~ Truth,. the True. I~ea; steadf~stn;ss, generosity ': Sn. 188), and 
!n so~e ms:ances_ it _is constramt (dama) as in such passages as 
~ adi sa_cca dama cagii khantiyii bhiyyo na vijjati ' (' If no greater 

thi~g exists than truth, than constraint, than generosity, than 
patience ': Sn. 189). 
22: After defining ' gifts ' and the rest in this way, the meaning of 
this stanza can be understood in brief as follows. When a woman or 
a ~an.shall ~ave (itth~yii p~risassa vii), with the four things, namely, 
with gifts (danena!, with virtue (s'ilena), with refraining (sarhyamena) 
and. with constra~nt (damena), a treasure store (nidhi) consisting of 
~rit ~hat b~ bemg done thoroughly is well laid by (sunihito hoti) 
ei~her ~n the si~gle c~ntinuity of cognizance of these things beginning 
with gift~6 or m the mstances beginning with ' shrines ' [in the next 
stanza], Just as a treasure store consisting of such riches as bullion 
gold, pearls or gems is stored away by.putting together in one plac; 
those things such as the gold and the rest. 

[Stanza 7] 

23. Having thus shown tre~sur~-store-ness in the ultimate sense by 
means of excellence of ment with the stanza beginning ' But when 
a woman or a man', the Blessed One now said 

Cetiyamhi sanghe vii puggale atith'isu vii 
Miitari pitari vii pi atho jetthamhi bhiitari 
' In shrines or the Community 
' Or in a person or in guests 
' Or in a mother, in a father, 
' Even in an elder brother', 

showing ~he ~ound wherein that treasure store is well laid by. 
24. _Herem, it should be built up (cayitabba),6 thus it is a shrine 
(cetiya); what is meant is that it should be honoured. Or it is a 
s~rine (cetiya) because it has been built up (cita). That is of three 
kmds as [222] a shrine by use, a shrine by dedication and a relic 
shrine. Herein, the Tree of Enlightenment is a shrin~ by use, an 

• 
5 

A technical allusion to what is called 'impulsion-cognizance' (javana
citta) and. co~st~tute_s action (kam:~)-here the action of giving-and pro
duces actions npemng (kamma-vipaka). The subject is best studied · th 
Visuddhimagga; it is an intricate one. m e 

6 
' Cayitabba-should be built up ': cayati is not in P.E.D., but see there 

under a'f)O,cayati and ci1J,iiti (and also cetiya). 
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image of the Enlightened One is a shrine by dedication, and a 
monument with a relic-chamber containing a relic is a relic shrine. 
The Community (sangha) is any one among those kinds defined as 
the Community headed by the Enlightened One, and the rest. 
A person (puggala) is anyone whether layman or gone forth from the 
house life. He has no room (natthi assa ?liiti) on any day on which 
he arrives, thus he is a guest (atithi); this is a designation for one who 
should be given hospitality the moment he arrives. The rest is as 
already stated. 
25. After defining 'shrines' and the rest in this way, the meaning 
of this stanza can be understood in brief as follows. That treasure 
store, which was called ' well laid by ', is well laid by on these 
grounds. Why? Because it is capable of giving long-lasting desir
able fruit, and so those who give even a little at a shrine will for 
long gain desirable fruit, according as it is said 

' I gave only a single flower 
' But then for eighty myriad aeons 
'I knew no woeful destination' (cf. Thag. 96; cf. Netti. 138), 

and 
'Now if a man should see full pleasure 
' In giving up relative pleasure ' (Ch. vi. § 134). 

And so too should be understood the classification of the fruit of 
giving on the other grounds beginning with the Community in the 
way in which it is stated in the DakkhiI,1.avisuddhi Sutta (M. iii. 
253-7 and MA.), the Velama Sutta (A. iv. 392-6), and so on (cf. DA. i. 
234). And just as the occurrence of Giving at shrines, etc., and the 
richness of its fruit have been shown, so in each case as applicable 
there can be understood the occurrence of Virtue as Keeping and 
Avoiding (Vis. Ch. i, § 26/p. 11), contingent upon whatever it 
may be, and the richness of its fruit, the occurrence of Refraining 
as Recollection of the Enlightened One (Vis. Ch. vii,§ 1./J./pp. 197./J.) 
and the richness of its fruit, and the occurrence of Restraint as 
Insight, Attention, and Reviewing, with that as the basis (see 
Vis. Chs. xviii-xxii) and the richness of its fruit. 

[Stanza 8] 

26. Having thus shown the ground, divided into shrines, etc., for 
a treasure store consisting of merit [to be laid by in] when it is being 
laid by with giving, etc., the Blessed One now said 

[223] VIII. The Trens·ure-Store Discourse 

[223] Eso nidhi sunihito ajeyyo anugamiko, 
Paha.ya gaman"iyesu etam adiiya gacchati 
'This treasure store is well laid by, 
' A follower unlosable: 
' Among what by abandoning 
'Must be gone [to] he goes with this'. 
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He did so showing what distinguishes that treasure store well laid 
by on these grounds from the treasure store laid by deep in a water
level pit. 
27. Herein, [with the words] this treasure store is well laid by (eso 
nidhi sunihito) he demonstrates the kind of treasure store that is 
well laid by with gifts, etc., [stated] in the preceding lines. Un
losable (ajeyyo): it cannot be won (jetvii) [from one] and taken by 
others, thus it is unlosable. Ajjeyyo is also a reading; the meaning 
of that is: it ought to be got (ajjitabba), is worth getting (ajjanaraha), 
ought to be got together (upaJjetabba), 7 by one who seeks welfare 
and happiness. With this reading the construction should be made 
as follows 'This treasure store ought to be got (eso nidhi ajjeyyo)', 
and then after pointing out the connexion by asking ' Whyf, the 
construction should be completed thus ' Because it is well laid by 
and is a follower'. Otherwise what was stated would be that it 
was what had been already well laid by that ought to be got; but 
what has been well laid by is not still to be got (ajjaniya), since it has 
already been got (ajjita) [before the laying by]. 
28. It follows (anugacchati), thus it is a follower (anugiimiko); the 
meaning is that when a man goes to the other world it does not 
abandon him in the provision of its fruit, wherever that may be. 
29.wAmong what by abandoning Must be gone [to] he goes with this 
(pahiiya gamaniyesu etam adiiya gacchati) :8 when the time of death 

7 ' Upajjetabba-should be got together' (upa+ajjati): not in P.E.D.; 
possibly also a pun on uppajjati (wl.+pajjati) 'to arise'. 

8 The lines pahiiya gamaniyesu etam Maya gacchati are very elliptic. The 
Commentary in its 1st interpretation takes gamaniyesu in the Middle sense 
(i.e.' must be gone'=' must be off and away') and by that device substitutes 
the ppr., taking the locative construction as loc. absolute. In its 2nd, 
gamaniyesu is taken in the full passive sense of what must be gone [from] 
(apparently, and not w; it is not clear which; for gacchati is transitive unlike 
the English 'to go') by him, and this interpretation can be put on the 
rendering adopted by adding the word ' [from] '. The locative is then 
'straight'. Both these interpretations take gamaniyesu as qualifying 
bhogesu ('properties') understood. But compare parallel idiom Assako 
loko, sabbam pahiiya gamaniyarh (M. ii. 68; Ps. i. 126-7; also MA. and esp. 
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image of the Enlightened One is a shrine by dedication, and a 
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house life. He has no room (natthi assa ?liiti) on any day on which 
he arrives, thus he is a guest (atithi); this is a designation for one who 
should be given hospitality the moment he arrives. The rest is as 
already stated. 
25. After defining 'shrines' and the rest in this way, the meaning 
of this stanza can be understood in brief as follows. That treasure 
store, which was called ' well laid by ', is well laid by on these 
grounds. Why? Because it is capable of giving long-lasting desir
able fruit, and so those who give even a little at a shrine will for 
long gain desirable fruit, according as it is said 

' I gave only a single flower 
' But then for eighty myriad aeons 
'I knew no woeful destination' (cf. Thag. 96; cf. Netti. 138), 

and 
'Now if a man should see full pleasure 
' In giving up relative pleasure ' (Ch. vi. § 134). 

And so too should be understood the classification of the fruit of 
giving on the other grounds beginning with the Community in the 
way in which it is stated in the DakkhiI,1.avisuddhi Sutta (M. iii. 
253-7 and MA.), the Velama Sutta (A. iv. 392-6), and so on (cf. DA. i. 
234). And just as the occurrence of Giving at shrines, etc., and the 
richness of its fruit have been shown, so in each case as applicable 
there can be understood the occurrence of Virtue as Keeping and 
Avoiding (Vis. Ch. i, § 26/p. 11), contingent upon whatever it 
may be, and the richness of its fruit, the occurrence of Refraining 
as Recollection of the Enlightened One (Vis. Ch. vii,§ 1./J./pp. 197./J.) 
and the richness of its fruit, and the occurrence of Restraint as 
Insight, Attention, and Reviewing, with that as the basis (see 
Vis. Chs. xviii-xxii) and the richness of its fruit. 

[Stanza 8] 

26. Having thus shown the ground, divided into shrines, etc., for 
a treasure store consisting of merit [to be laid by in] when it is being 
laid by with giving, etc., the Blessed One now said 

[223] VIII. The Trens·ure-Store Discourse 

[223] Eso nidhi sunihito ajeyyo anugamiko, 
Paha.ya gaman"iyesu etam adiiya gacchati 
'This treasure store is well laid by, 
' A follower unlosable: 
' Among what by abandoning 
'Must be gone [to] he goes with this'. 
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He did so showing what distinguishes that treasure store well laid 
by on these grounds from the treasure store laid by deep in a water
level pit. 
27. Herein, [with the words] this treasure store is well laid by (eso 
nidhi sunihito) he demonstrates the kind of treasure store that is 
well laid by with gifts, etc., [stated] in the preceding lines. Un
losable (ajeyyo): it cannot be won (jetvii) [from one] and taken by 
others, thus it is unlosable. Ajjeyyo is also a reading; the meaning 
of that is: it ought to be got (ajjitabba), is worth getting (ajjanaraha), 
ought to be got together (upaJjetabba), 7 by one who seeks welfare 
and happiness. With this reading the construction should be made 
as follows 'This treasure store ought to be got (eso nidhi ajjeyyo)', 
and then after pointing out the connexion by asking ' Whyf, the 
construction should be completed thus ' Because it is well laid by 
and is a follower'. Otherwise what was stated would be that it 
was what had been already well laid by that ought to be got; but 
what has been well laid by is not still to be got (ajjaniya), since it has 
already been got (ajjita) [before the laying by]. 
28. It follows (anugacchati), thus it is a follower (anugiimiko); the 
meaning is that when a man goes to the other world it does not 
abandon him in the provision of its fruit, wherever that may be. 
29.wAmong what by abandoning Must be gone [to] he goes with this 
(pahiiya gamaniyesu etam adiiya gacchati) :8 when the time of death 

7 ' Upajjetabba-should be got together' (upa+ajjati): not in P.E.D.; 
possibly also a pun on uppajjati (wl.+pajjati) 'to arise'. 

8 The lines pahiiya gamaniyesu etam Maya gacchati are very elliptic. The 
Commentary in its 1st interpretation takes gamaniyesu in the Middle sense 
(i.e.' must be gone'=' must be off and away') and by that device substitutes 
the ppr., taking the locative construction as loc. absolute. In its 2nd, 
gamaniyesu is taken in the full passive sense of what must be gone [from] 
(apparently, and not w; it is not clear which; for gacchati is transitive unlike 
the English 'to go') by him, and this interpretation can be put on the 
rendering adopted by adding the word ' [from] '. The locative is then 
'straight'. Both these interpretations take gamaniyesu as qualifying 
bhogesu ('properties') understood. But compare parallel idiom Assako 
loko, sabbam pahiiya gamaniyarh (M. ii. 68; Ps. i. 126-7; also MA. and esp. 
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has appeared, [then] with (adaya) this (etarh) treasure store among 
all the properties that mmt be gone [to J (gamaniyesu), having abandoned 
(pahaya) [them], he goes (gacchati) to the other world: that, it would 
seem, is the meaning; but that will not do. Why1 Because proper
ties are not what must be gone to (gamaniya), since such and such 
properties have to be abandoned (pahatabba); rather such and such 
distinctions of destination (gati) [on rebirth] are 'what must be 
gone to' (gamaniya). Consequently, if that were the meaning, it 
would be tantamount to saying 'By abandoning properties that 
are the distinctions of happy destination that must be gone to 
(pahaya bhoge gamaniye sugativisese). Therefore the meaning here 
should be understood as follows. (I) [From J among properties that, 
by abandoning (pahaya) a mortal in the way stated as 'The store 
gets shifted from its place' (stanza 4), etc., are going (gacchantesu), 
he goes (gacchati) with (adaya lit. 'taking') this (etarh); for this does 
not abandon him owing to its being a follower. Here it may be 
[ objected] that [the passive gerundive, namely,] gamaniyesu (' among 
what have to be gone [to] ') has the meaning of [the alternative 
passive gerundive, namely,] gantabbesu (' among what ought to be 
gone [to]') [and not the meaning of the active present participle] 
gacchantesu (' among what are going ').-That need not be taken 
rigidly; for in the passage 'Ariya niyyanika' (' Noble and for 
leading outward ': Sn. p. 140) the meaning is ' are leading out ' 
(niyyayanta: active present participle) and not 'must be outled' 
(niyyatabba; passive gerundive), and here too the meaning is' among 
those that are going' (gacchantesu), not 'among those that must 
(can) be gone [to]' (gantabbesu). Or alternatively, (2) at the time 

PsA.), which suggests the following interpretation: At the time of death
rebirth an ordinary man passes to a new destination (gati), i.e., a new existence 
(bhava), which must be 'gone [to]' (gaman'iya) or 'gone' transitively as a 
journey is 'gone' by abandoning (pahaya) all properties that one mistakenly 
calls one's own, and when he goes (gacchati) thus, he takes with him (iidiiya) 
this (etam) merit-action (puiina-lcamma) that is his 'follower' from existence 
to existence till it ripens. Gaman'iya is then an adj. (pass. gdve.) in the 
' straight ' locative qualifying the understood existences that ' must be gone 
[to]' on rebirth, and pahiiya an adverb (ger. adv.) qualifying gamanan'iya, 
the two then not having the same subject (namely 'properties') as in the 
Commentary. For the Joe. pl. gaman'iyesu here, compare construction and 
meaning of vantagamano bhavesu (Ch. v, § 51) as epithet for the Buddha who 
has 'rejected going in the kinds of being (existence)' while the ordinary man 
here still goes among them since they ' must be gone [to] ' by him both with 
his lcamma and also by abandoning all properties in his present existence when 
he dies. 
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of death one who wants to give [ something] to someone is not able 
even to handle properties, and so first [224] those properties must 
be abandoned (pahatabba) by him bodily, and afterwards they must 
be gone [from] (gantabba) by him with cognizance that is free from 
longing; they must be surpassed, is what is meant. Therefore the 
meaning in this case can be regarded as follows: ' Among properties 
which, he first having abandoned [them] bodily, afterwards must 
be gone [from] with cognizance'. (1) In the case of the first mean
ing, the use of the locative is [in the sense of] withdrawal (niddha
ra~)9 thus: 'Among properties that must be gone by abandoning 
[him J he, having thus withdrawn therefrom the portion of merit as a 
treasure store, takes this and goes'. (2) In the case of the second 
meaning the locative is in [the sense of] characterizing (qualifying) 
a substantive by another substantive (see Ch. v, § 46); for this treasure 
store's substantive-essence of being-taken-and-gone-with-ness 
(adayagamanabhava) is characterized (qualified) by the properties' 
substantive-essence of must-be-gone-[ from-Jness (gamaniyabltava). 

[Stanza 9] 

30. Having thus shown what distinguishes this merit-treasure from 
the treasure store laid by deep in a water-level pit, the Blessed One 
further said 

AsadhararJ,am annesarh acorahararJo nidhi; 
Kayiratha dltiro punnani, yo nidhi anugamiko 
'No others have a share in it, 
' And robbers cannot steal this store; 
'So let the steadfast merit make, 
' The store that is their follower '. 

He did so urging gods and men to busy themselves with that merit
treasure by detailing10 the special qualities of the merit-treasure 
shown by him, as a trader in rare goods does when he urges buyers 
to busy themselves [ with his wares J by detailing the special qualities 
of his own goods. 
31. Herein, [ as to J no others have a share in it: asadhararJ,a-m-annesarh 
=asadharar.,,o ar1nesarh; the letter m is for liaison purposes as it is 
in such passages as 'adukklta-m-asukhaya vedanaya sampayutta' 
(' associated with neither-painful-nor-pleasant feeling': Dlts. p. 1). 

9 'Niddhara~-withdrawal ': not in P.l!J.lJ.; see Glossary. 
10 'Samvai;i~-detailing ': not in P.E.D.; sec Glossary. 
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what have to be gone [to] ') has the meaning of [the alternative 
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of death one who wants to give [ something] to someone is not able 
even to handle properties, and so first [224] those properties must 
be abandoned (pahatabba) by him bodily, and afterwards they must 
be gone [from] (gantabba) by him with cognizance that is free from 
longing; they must be surpassed, is what is meant. Therefore the 
meaning in this case can be regarded as follows: ' Among properties 
which, he first having abandoned [them] bodily, afterwards must 
be gone [from] with cognizance'. (1) In the case of the first mean
ing, the use of the locative is [in the sense of] withdrawal (niddha
ra~)9 thus: 'Among properties that must be gone by abandoning 
[him J he, having thus withdrawn therefrom the portion of merit as a 
treasure store, takes this and goes'. (2) In the case of the second 
meaning the locative is in [the sense of] characterizing (qualifying) 
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store's substantive-essence of being-taken-and-gone-with-ness 
(adayagamanabhava) is characterized (qualified) by the properties' 
substantive-essence of must-be-gone-[ from-Jness (gamaniyabltava). 
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30. Having thus shown what distinguishes this merit-treasure from 
the treasure store laid by deep in a water-level pit, the Blessed One 
further said 

AsadhararJ,am annesarh acorahararJo nidhi; 
Kayiratha dltiro punnani, yo nidhi anugamiko 
'No others have a share in it, 
' And robbers cannot steal this store; 
'So let the steadfast merit make, 
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He did so urging gods and men to busy themselves with that merit
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And robbers oonnot steal this treasure: acoraharatJ,o=na corehi aharatJ,o 
(resolution of compound); it is not to be taken by robbers, is what 
is meant. It must be stored (nidhatabba), thus it is a [treasure-Jstore 
(nidhi). 
32. Having thus detailedlO the special qualities of merit with two 
half-lines, he next urged them to activity in it with two more, 
namely, 'So let the steadfast merit make' and 'The store that is 
their follower '. Here is the meaning of them. A store that no 
others own a share of and that robbers cannot steal is what is called 
' merit ' (puniiiini: lit. ' merits '); and not only is that store one 
which no others own a share of and robbers cannot steal, but also 
it is 'the store that is a follower', of which it was said [in the 
preceding stanza J ' This treasure store is well laid by, a never
failing follower ', and that follower too consists of merit, therefore 
the steadfast one, the person perfected in discovery (intelligence), 
perfected in steadfastness, let him make-kayiratha=kareyya 
(alternative grammatical form)-merit (punnani). 

[ Stanza 10 first half] 

33. Having thus urged gods and men to activity in the merit-store 
by detailing its special qualities, the Blessed One now said 

Esa devamanussanarh sabbakamadado nidhi. 
'This is a store can satisfy 
' Every desire of gods and men '. 

He did so showing in brief what fruit it gives to those who have 
become active and are pursuing the making of merit. 
34. [225] [But] this giving all that is desired happens [only] to 
one who has bound [the merit] up with an aspiration; none happens 
without any aspiration, according as it is said ' If a householder 
who observes conduct in accordance with the True Idea, fair con
duct, should wish " Oh that on the dissolution of the body, after 
death, I might reappear in the company of the Warrior-Nobles 
of the great halls ", it is possible that on the dissolution of the body, 
after death, he might reappear in the company of the Warrior
Nobles of the great halls. Why is that? Because he observes 
conduct in accordance with the True Idea, fair conduct' (M. i. 289) 
and likewise ' " Oh that by realization myself with direct-knowledge 
I might here and now enter upon and abide in the heart-deliverance 

10 See page 253. 
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and understanding-deliverance that are taintless with exhaustion of 
taints", [it is possible ... ] Why is that? Because he observes 
conduct in accordance with the True Idea, fair conduct' (M. i. 289) 
and similarly he said 'Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu possesses faith, 
possesses virtue, ... learning, ... generosity, ... understanding. 
It occurs to him " Oh that on the dissolution of the body, after 
death, I might reappear in the company of the Warrior-Nobles of 
the great halls". He exerts that cognizance, decides that cogniz
ance, maintains that cognizance in being; those determinations and 
those abidings of his, thus maintained in being and developed, lead 
to his reappearance there' (M. iii. 99-100), and so on. 

[ Stanza 10 second half] 

35. That is why he now said 

Y arh yad evabhipatthanti, sabbam etena l,abbhati. 
'No matter what they aspire to have, 
'All that they get by merit's grace'. 

He did so showing the aspiration that causes that [merit's] giving 
what is desired, which [aspiration] is a procedure of wishing in 
such-and-such wise with its requisite equipment of exertion of that 
cognizance, deciding it, and maintaining it in being. 

[Stanza ll] 

36. He now uttered the following [five] stanzas beginning with 

SuvatJ,tJ,ata sussarata [ susatJ,(hanasurupata 
A.dhipacooparivaro: sabbam etena labbhati.] 
' Beauty of looks, beauty of voice, 

[' Beauty of figure, beauty of form, 
' And lordliness, and retinue: 
'All that is got by merit's grace'.] 

He did so showing by [specific] limitation [in each case] how that 
'all' is obtainable by means of that [merit]. 

Herein, in the first stanza [of these five] to begin with, beauty of 
looks (suvatJ,tJ,ata): is good-coloured complexion, golden sheen of the 
skin; for that is got by means of this merit store, according as it is 
said ' Bhikkhus, since a Perfect One, in a former birth, ... formerly 
existing as a human being, was unangry and little given to despair, 
and since when much was said [226] he never answered back, was 
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And robbers oonnot steal this treasure: acoraharatJ,o=na corehi aharatJ,o 
(resolution of compound); it is not to be taken by robbers, is what 
is meant. It must be stored (nidhatabba), thus it is a [treasure-Jstore 
(nidhi). 
32. Having thus detailedlO the special qualities of merit with two 
half-lines, he next urged them to activity in it with two more, 
namely, 'So let the steadfast merit make' and 'The store that is 
their follower '. Here is the meaning of them. A store that no 
others own a share of and that robbers cannot steal is what is called 
' merit ' (puniiiini: lit. ' merits '); and not only is that store one 
which no others own a share of and robbers cannot steal, but also 
it is 'the store that is a follower', of which it was said [in the 
preceding stanza J ' This treasure store is well laid by, a never
failing follower ', and that follower too consists of merit, therefore 
the steadfast one, the person perfected in discovery (intelligence), 
perfected in steadfastness, let him make-kayiratha=kareyya 
(alternative grammatical form)-merit (punnani). 

[ Stanza 10 first half] 

33. Having thus urged gods and men to activity in the merit-store 
by detailing its special qualities, the Blessed One now said 

Esa devamanussanarh sabbakamadado nidhi. 
'This is a store can satisfy 
' Every desire of gods and men '. 

He did so showing in brief what fruit it gives to those who have 
become active and are pursuing the making of merit. 
34. [225] [But] this giving all that is desired happens [only] to 
one who has bound [the merit] up with an aspiration; none happens 
without any aspiration, according as it is said ' If a householder 
who observes conduct in accordance with the True Idea, fair con
duct, should wish " Oh that on the dissolution of the body, after 
death, I might reappear in the company of the Warrior-Nobles 
of the great halls ", it is possible that on the dissolution of the body, 
after death, he might reappear in the company of the Warrior
Nobles of the great halls. Why is that? Because he observes 
conduct in accordance with the True Idea, fair conduct' (M. i. 289) 
and likewise ' " Oh that by realization myself with direct-knowledge 
I might here and now enter upon and abide in the heart-deliverance 

10 See page 253. 
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and understanding-deliverance that are taintless with exhaustion of 
taints", [it is possible ... ] Why is that? Because he observes 
conduct in accordance with the True Idea, fair conduct' (M. i. 289) 
and similarly he said 'Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu possesses faith, 
possesses virtue, ... learning, ... generosity, ... understanding. 
It occurs to him " Oh that on the dissolution of the body, after 
death, I might reappear in the company of the Warrior-Nobles of 
the great halls". He exerts that cognizance, decides that cogniz
ance, maintains that cognizance in being; those determinations and 
those abidings of his, thus maintained in being and developed, lead 
to his reappearance there' (M. iii. 99-100), and so on. 

[ Stanza 10 second half] 

35. That is why he now said 

Y arh yad evabhipatthanti, sabbam etena l,abbhati. 
'No matter what they aspire to have, 
'All that they get by merit's grace'. 

He did so showing the aspiration that causes that [merit's] giving 
what is desired, which [aspiration] is a procedure of wishing in 
such-and-such wise with its requisite equipment of exertion of that 
cognizance, deciding it, and maintaining it in being. 

[Stanza ll] 

36. He now uttered the following [five] stanzas beginning with 

SuvatJ,tJ,ata sussarata [ susatJ,(hanasurupata 
A.dhipacooparivaro: sabbam etena labbhati.] 
' Beauty of looks, beauty of voice, 

[' Beauty of figure, beauty of form, 
' And lordliness, and retinue: 
'All that is got by merit's grace'.] 

He did so showing by [specific] limitation [in each case] how that 
'all' is obtainable by means of that [merit]. 

Herein, in the first stanza [of these five] to begin with, beauty of 
looks (suvatJ,tJ,ata): is good-coloured complexion, golden sheen of the 
skin; for that is got by means of this merit store, according as it is 
said ' Bhikkhus, since a Perfect One, in a former birth, ... formerly 
existing as a human being, was unangry and little given to despair, 
and since when much was said [226] he never answered back, was 
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never irritated, never felt ill will, never resented, and never mani
fested annoyance, irritation, hate and surliness, and since he was a 
giver of fine soft rugs and cloaks made of fine linen, fine cotton, ... 
fine wool; with that action performed, stored up, ... on his being 
come [ again J to the same [human J state, he acquires these two 
characteristics of a Great Man: He is the colour of gold, and his skin 
has a golden sheen' (D. iii. 159). 
37. Boouty of voice (sussarata) is a divine kind of voice, utterance 
like that of a karavika bird.11 That too is obtainable by this means, 
according as it is said ' Bhikkhus, since a Perfect One in a former 
birth, ... abandoning harsh speech, became one who abstained 
from harsh speech, became a speaker of such words as are innocent, 
pleasing to the ear [ and lovable, as go to the heart, are civil, desired 
of many and dear to many; with that action performed, stored up,] 
... on his being come [again] to this same [human] state, he acquires 
these two characteristics of a Great Man: He has a large tongue, and 
he has a divine voice like the call of a karavika bird' (D. iii. 173). 
38. Boouty of figure (susatJ,?hiinata) is well- (SU?thu) shapedness 
(satJ,?hanAT A) in the places proper for being evenly filled out and 
rounded (SAMupacitavat?itayutta'f''/'H.ANesu); what is meant is, 
construction12 with evenly filled out roundedness of limbs. And 
that too is obtained by this means, according as it is said' Bhikkhus, 
since a Perfect One in a former birth, ... formerly existing as a 
human being, sought the good, the welfare, the comfort, the safety 
from bondage, of the many, [thinking] "How shall these have 
increase in faith, in virtue, in learning, in generosity, in understand
ing, in riches and corn, in fields and lands, in bipeds and quadrupeds, 
in wives and children, in bondsmen, servants and men, in relatives, 
in friends, in kinsmen?" With that action performed, stored up 
... on his being come [again] to this same [human] state, he acquires 
these three characteristics of a Great Man: He has the upper torso 
of a lion, the furrow between his shoulders is filled in, and his neck13 

is evenly rounded' (D. iii. 164), [227] and so on. And Sutta 
passages can be cited from here and there that establish obtainment 
[ of the fulfilment of aspirations J by means of this merit-store in cases 
of others as well as of the Perfect One in this way; but this is in 
brief for fear of too much detail. 

11 For the karavika bird see Vis. p. 112 and MA. iii. 382 /. 
12 'Sannivesa-construction ': not in P.E.D. in this sense, cf. VisA. 41, 

where meaning is ' interpretive construction ', also Ch. ix, note 3. 
13 For khandha as' neck' rather than' shoulder' see MA. iii. 380. 
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39. We shall now comment on the remaining words. Boouty of 
form (surupata): here the whole physical frame can be understood 
as the ' form ', as it is in such passages as ' When a space is equipped 
[ with bones and sinews and flesh and skin,] there comes to be the 
term " a form" ' (M. i. 190); its elegance, beauty of form, not
over-tallness, not-over-shortness, not-over-leanness, not-over-stout
ness, not-over-darkness, not-over-fairness, is what is meant. Lordli
ness (adhipacca) is the lordly state; ownership in virtue of the state 
of a Warrior-Noble of the great halls, etc., is what is meant. Ret·inue 
(parivaro) is excellence of one's own dependents and retainers in 
the case of the laity, and in the case of those gone forth from the 
house life it is excellence in [the fourfold] assembly. .Adhipaccapari
varo=adhipaccan ca parivaro ca (resolution of compound). And 
here it can also be understood that excellence in physical frame is 
expressed by 'beauty of looks', etc., excellence of property by 
' lordliness', and excellence of dependents and retainers by 'retinue'. 
40. All that is got by merit's grace (sabbam etwna labbhati, lit. 'all 
is got by that '): what he points out is that when it was stated above 
thus' No matter what they aspire to have, all that is got by merit's 
grace ' (stanza 10), herein, this firstly is a set of six things stated 
with [specific] limitation as 'beauty of looks', etc., all of which can 
be understood to be got by means of that [merit]. 

[Stanza 12] 

41. Having thus shown with this stanza the godly and human 
excellence short of kingship, which is to be got by merit's might, he 
now uttered the stanza 

Padesarajjam [ issariyarh cakkava??isukham piyarh 
Devarajjam pi dibbesu: sabbam etena labbhati] 
' A local kingship, [ empire too, 
'Bliss of Wheel-Turning Monarchy, 
' And godly rule in paradise: 
'All this is got by merit's grace',] 

showing excellence of kingship of both [the human and godly J kinds. 
42. Herein, a local kingship (padesarajjarh) is kingship in any one 
portion of the earth so long as it does not extend to the whole of one 
continent. Empire too (issariyarh) is the emperor's state; and by 
this he points out Wheel-Turner's kingship that extends to a single 
continent. Bliss of Wheel-Turning Monarchy (cakkavattisukham 
piyarh) is wished for, desired and agreeable; by that he points out 
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never irritated, never felt ill will, never resented, and never mani
fested annoyance, irritation, hate and surliness, and since he was a 
giver of fine soft rugs and cloaks made of fine linen, fine cotton, ... 
fine wool; with that action performed, stored up, ... on his being 
come [ again J to the same [human J state, he acquires these two 
characteristics of a Great Man: He is the colour of gold, and his skin 
has a golden sheen' (D. iii. 159). 
37. Boouty of voice (sussarata) is a divine kind of voice, utterance 
like that of a karavika bird.11 That too is obtainable by this means, 
according as it is said ' Bhikkhus, since a Perfect One in a former 
birth, ... abandoning harsh speech, became one who abstained 
from harsh speech, became a speaker of such words as are innocent, 
pleasing to the ear [ and lovable, as go to the heart, are civil, desired 
of many and dear to many; with that action performed, stored up,] 
... on his being come [again] to this same [human] state, he acquires 
these two characteristics of a Great Man: He has a large tongue, and 
he has a divine voice like the call of a karavika bird' (D. iii. 173). 
38. Boouty of figure (susatJ,?hiinata) is well- (SU?thu) shapedness 
(satJ,?hanAT A) in the places proper for being evenly filled out and 
rounded (SAMupacitavat?itayutta'f''/'H.ANesu); what is meant is, 
construction12 with evenly filled out roundedness of limbs. And 
that too is obtained by this means, according as it is said' Bhikkhus, 
since a Perfect One in a former birth, ... formerly existing as a 
human being, sought the good, the welfare, the comfort, the safety 
from bondage, of the many, [thinking] "How shall these have 
increase in faith, in virtue, in learning, in generosity, in understand
ing, in riches and corn, in fields and lands, in bipeds and quadrupeds, 
in wives and children, in bondsmen, servants and men, in relatives, 
in friends, in kinsmen?" With that action performed, stored up 
... on his being come [again] to this same [human] state, he acquires 
these three characteristics of a Great Man: He has the upper torso 
of a lion, the furrow between his shoulders is filled in, and his neck13 

is evenly rounded' (D. iii. 164), [227] and so on. And Sutta 
passages can be cited from here and there that establish obtainment 
[ of the fulfilment of aspirations J by means of this merit-store in cases 
of others as well as of the Perfect One in this way; but this is in 
brief for fear of too much detail. 

11 For the karavika bird see Vis. p. 112 and MA. iii. 382 /. 
12 'Sannivesa-construction ': not in P.E.D. in this sense, cf. VisA. 41, 

where meaning is ' interpretive construction ', also Ch. ix, note 3. 
13 For khandha as' neck' rather than' shoulder' see MA. iii. 380. 
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39. We shall now comment on the remaining words. Boouty of 
form (surupata): here the whole physical frame can be understood 
as the ' form ', as it is in such passages as ' When a space is equipped 
[ with bones and sinews and flesh and skin,] there comes to be the 
term " a form" ' (M. i. 190); its elegance, beauty of form, not
over-tallness, not-over-shortness, not-over-leanness, not-over-stout
ness, not-over-darkness, not-over-fairness, is what is meant. Lordli
ness (adhipacca) is the lordly state; ownership in virtue of the state 
of a Warrior-Noble of the great halls, etc., is what is meant. Ret·inue 
(parivaro) is excellence of one's own dependents and retainers in 
the case of the laity, and in the case of those gone forth from the 
house life it is excellence in [the fourfold] assembly. .Adhipaccapari
varo=adhipaccan ca parivaro ca (resolution of compound). And 
here it can also be understood that excellence in physical frame is 
expressed by 'beauty of looks', etc., excellence of property by 
' lordliness', and excellence of dependents and retainers by 'retinue'. 
40. All that is got by merit's grace (sabbam etwna labbhati, lit. 'all 
is got by that '): what he points out is that when it was stated above 
thus' No matter what they aspire to have, all that is got by merit's 
grace ' (stanza 10), herein, this firstly is a set of six things stated 
with [specific] limitation as 'beauty of looks', etc., all of which can 
be understood to be got by means of that [merit]. 

[Stanza 12] 

41. Having thus shown with this stanza the godly and human 
excellence short of kingship, which is to be got by merit's might, he 
now uttered the stanza 

Padesarajjam [ issariyarh cakkava??isukham piyarh 
Devarajjam pi dibbesu: sabbam etena labbhati] 
' A local kingship, [ empire too, 
'Bliss of Wheel-Turning Monarchy, 
' And godly rule in paradise: 
'All this is got by merit's grace',] 

showing excellence of kingship of both [the human and godly J kinds. 
42. Herein, a local kingship (padesarajjarh) is kingship in any one 
portion of the earth so long as it does not extend to the whole of one 
continent. Empire too (issariyarh) is the emperor's state; and by 
this he points out Wheel-Turner's kingship that extends to a single 
continent. Bliss of Wheel-Turning Monarchy (cakkavattisukham 
piyarh) is wished for, desired and agreeable; by that he points out 
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the Wheel-Turner's kingship extending to the four corners [of the 
earth, that is, to all four continents]. Godly rule: devarajjarh= 
devesu rajjarh (resolution of compound); what is pointed out by that 
is the godly rule [exercised] by human beings such as [that exercised 
by] Mandhatu [in the heaven of the Thirty-three],14 and so on. 
In paradise ( api dibbesu): by this he points out the godly rule also 
[ exercised by J those who [instead] have actually reappeared (been 
reborn) in heavenly bodies such as are called 'heavenly' (dibba) 
because of their paradisiac (divi) state. 
43. All that is got by merit's grace (sabbam etena labbhati): what he 
points out is that when it was stated above thus ' No matter what 
they aspire to have, All that is got by merit's grace' (stanza 10), 
[228] this herein is the second ' all ' stated with [ specific J limitation 
as' local kingship', etc., that is to be understood as' got by merit's 
grace'. 

[Stanza 13] 

44. Having thus shown with this stanza the excellence of godly and 
human kingship that is to be got by merit's might, he now uttered 
the stanza 

Manusika ca sampatti [ devaloke ca ya rati 
Ya ca nibbanasampatti: sabbam etena labbhati] 
' And every human excellence, 

[' Any delight in a godly world, 
' Even extinction's excellence: 
' All that is got by merit's grace ',] 

showing the excellence of extinction preceded by the excellence in 
combined form that was stated [ variously J in the preceding stanzas. 
45. Here is a commentary on the words in it. Human (manusika): 
it is the offspring of human beings (manussa), thus it is human 
(manusi), and manusi is the same as manusika. Excellence (sam
patti) is the act of excelling (sampajjana).15 A godly world: devaloko 
=devanarh loko (resolution of compound); in that godly world. 

14 For the story of king Mandhiitu, who, during his human life, shared the 
throne of Sakka Ruler of Gods, see MA. i. 225-6. 

The last two syllables of the first line of stanza 12 can be read either as 
piyam (dear) or pi yam (also any); either qualifies -sukham (bliss). 

15 Here (§ 45) sampatti ('excellence') is derived from root pad (to fall, 
to go, to proceed), not from root ap (to reach) as in P.E.D.; but in the explana
tion of-sampada ('excellence') below(§ 48) that word is related alternatively 
to roots pad and ii,p. Of. treatment of pada (also fm. root pad) at Ch. ix, § 12. 
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Any (ya) is an inclusion without remainder [in this instance]. They 
delight (ramanti) by means of that when it is arisen in themselves 
or when it is become an aid externally, thus it is delight (rati); this 
is a designation either for pleasure or for what is [an external] 
basis for pleasure. Even (ya) is an indefinite term [in this instance]. 
The word and (ca: not rendered in the 3rd line) has the meaning of 
a conjunction [conjoining this] with the foregoing excellence. 
Extinction itself is extinction's excellence (nibbanasampatti). 
46. Now here is a commentary on the meaning. All the human 
excellence and the delight in godly worlds mentioned by the phrases 
beginning with ' beauty oflooks ' and also this extinction's excellence 
that can be reached by means of the states beginning with that be
yond that of One Mature in Faith16-that as well-, are the third [ set 
of things stated] by [specific] limitation, and all that is got by merit's 
grace. Or alternatively, there is what is not mentioned under 
'beauty of looks', etc., namely, the human excellence classed as 
particular distinction in understanding, etc., which is demonstrated 
in the way beginning ' They are well endowed with mindfulness, 
... there is the living of the Divine Life here' (cf. Kv. 99; cf. A. iv. 
36), and also the further delight in jhana, etc.,17 in the godly world, 
and then extinction's excellence of the kind already stated as well, 
and this is the third 'all' stated by [specific] limitation that is 
' got by merit's grace '. That is how the commentary on the 
meaning should be understood here. 

[Stanza 14] 

47. Having thus shown with this stanza how the excellence of 
extinction, which can be reached by means of the state of One Mature 
in Faith [i.e., a Stream Enterer,] etc.,16 is to be got by merit's 
might, he now uttered the following stanza: 

16 For the 7 kinds of Persons alluded to here see e.g. M. Sutta 70 and 
Vis. Ch. xxi. One Mature in Faith (saddhiinusiiri) is a Stream-Enterer who 
has reached that path (but not its fruition) sustained by faith rather than 
understanding. One Both Ways Liberated (ubhatobhagavimuUa) is an 
Arahant enjoying the path's fruition, who has attained both all nine attain
ments ( i.e. 4 jhanas, 4 formless states, and cessation of perception and feeling) 
and complete extinction of craving by understanding. Not all Arahants 
have all 9 attainments. Here C. reads parasaddhiinusaribhavadibhavena, but 
B. aparasaddhanusari-. 

17 The ' etc. ' probably refers to one of the Sutta expressions such as jhana
vimokkha-samadhi-samiipatti (' jhanas, liberations, concentrations, and attain
ments ': M. i. 70). 
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the Wheel-Turner's kingship extending to the four corners [of the 
earth, that is, to all four continents]. Godly rule: devarajjarh= 
devesu rajjarh (resolution of compound); what is pointed out by that 
is the godly rule [exercised] by human beings such as [that exercised 
by] Mandhatu [in the heaven of the Thirty-three],14 and so on. 
In paradise ( api dibbesu): by this he points out the godly rule also 
[ exercised by J those who [instead] have actually reappeared (been 
reborn) in heavenly bodies such as are called 'heavenly' (dibba) 
because of their paradisiac (divi) state. 
43. All that is got by merit's grace (sabbam etena labbhati): what he 
points out is that when it was stated above thus ' No matter what 
they aspire to have, All that is got by merit's grace' (stanza 10), 
[228] this herein is the second ' all ' stated with [ specific J limitation 
as' local kingship', etc., that is to be understood as' got by merit's 
grace'. 

[Stanza 13] 

44. Having thus shown with this stanza the excellence of godly and 
human kingship that is to be got by merit's might, he now uttered 
the stanza 

Manusika ca sampatti [ devaloke ca ya rati 
Ya ca nibbanasampatti: sabbam etena labbhati] 
' And every human excellence, 

[' Any delight in a godly world, 
' Even extinction's excellence: 
' All that is got by merit's grace ',] 

showing the excellence of extinction preceded by the excellence in 
combined form that was stated [ variously J in the preceding stanzas. 
45. Here is a commentary on the words in it. Human (manusika): 
it is the offspring of human beings (manussa), thus it is human 
(manusi), and manusi is the same as manusika. Excellence (sam
patti) is the act of excelling (sampajjana).15 A godly world: devaloko 
=devanarh loko (resolution of compound); in that godly world. 

14 For the story of king Mandhiitu, who, during his human life, shared the 
throne of Sakka Ruler of Gods, see MA. i. 225-6. 

The last two syllables of the first line of stanza 12 can be read either as 
piyam (dear) or pi yam (also any); either qualifies -sukham (bliss). 

15 Here (§ 45) sampatti ('excellence') is derived from root pad (to fall, 
to go, to proceed), not from root ap (to reach) as in P.E.D.; but in the explana
tion of-sampada ('excellence') below(§ 48) that word is related alternatively 
to roots pad and ii,p. Of. treatment of pada (also fm. root pad) at Ch. ix, § 12. 
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Any (ya) is an inclusion without remainder [in this instance]. They 
delight (ramanti) by means of that when it is arisen in themselves 
or when it is become an aid externally, thus it is delight (rati); this 
is a designation either for pleasure or for what is [an external] 
basis for pleasure. Even (ya) is an indefinite term [in this instance]. 
The word and (ca: not rendered in the 3rd line) has the meaning of 
a conjunction [conjoining this] with the foregoing excellence. 
Extinction itself is extinction's excellence (nibbanasampatti). 
46. Now here is a commentary on the meaning. All the human 
excellence and the delight in godly worlds mentioned by the phrases 
beginning with ' beauty oflooks ' and also this extinction's excellence 
that can be reached by means of the states beginning with that be
yond that of One Mature in Faith16-that as well-, are the third [ set 
of things stated] by [specific] limitation, and all that is got by merit's 
grace. Or alternatively, there is what is not mentioned under 
'beauty of looks', etc., namely, the human excellence classed as 
particular distinction in understanding, etc., which is demonstrated 
in the way beginning ' They are well endowed with mindfulness, 
... there is the living of the Divine Life here' (cf. Kv. 99; cf. A. iv. 
36), and also the further delight in jhana, etc.,17 in the godly world, 
and then extinction's excellence of the kind already stated as well, 
and this is the third 'all' stated by [specific] limitation that is 
' got by merit's grace '. That is how the commentary on the 
meaning should be understood here. 

[Stanza 14] 

47. Having thus shown with this stanza how the excellence of 
extinction, which can be reached by means of the state of One Mature 
in Faith [i.e., a Stream Enterer,] etc.,16 is to be got by merit's 
might, he now uttered the following stanza: 

16 For the 7 kinds of Persons alluded to here see e.g. M. Sutta 70 and 
Vis. Ch. xxi. One Mature in Faith (saddhiinusiiri) is a Stream-Enterer who 
has reached that path (but not its fruition) sustained by faith rather than 
understanding. One Both Ways Liberated (ubhatobhagavimuUa) is an 
Arahant enjoying the path's fruition, who has attained both all nine attain
ments ( i.e. 4 jhanas, 4 formless states, and cessation of perception and feeling) 
and complete extinction of craving by understanding. Not all Arahants 
have all 9 attainments. Here C. reads parasaddhiinusaribhavadibhavena, but 
B. aparasaddhanusari-. 

17 The ' etc. ' probably refers to one of the Sutta expressions such as jhana
vimokkha-samadhi-samiipatti (' jhanas, liberations, concentrations, and attain
ments ': M. i. 70). 
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M ittasampadam agamma [yoniso ve payunjato 
V ijjavimutti vasibhavo: sabbam etena labbhati]. 
' A man has excellence in friends; 

[' Devoting reason right, he wins 
' True knowledge and deliverance: 
' All that is got by merit's grace.'] 

[228-229] 

He did so showing what is to be acquired through the state of One 
Both-Ways-Liberated,16 as the three True Knowledges and the 
means thereto. 
48. Here is a commentary on the words in it. By its means one 
excells (sampaj}ati), or one arrives at (papu?J,iiti) evidences of special 
qualities, thus it is excellence (sampadii) ;15 the friend himself is the 
excellence, thus there is excellence in friends '(mittasampa<la): [229] 
that excellence in friends. A man has (agamma: lit. ' owing to '): 
depending on.18 Reason right (yoniso: lit. 'in a reasoned manner') 
together with what is the means.19 Devoting (payunjato: lit. 'for 
one devoting '): he does the maintaining20 of devotion. One 
cognizes (vijanati) by its means, thus it is true-knowledge (vij}ii}.21 

One is delivered (vimuccati) by its means, or it itself is delivered 

18 See page 259. 16 See page 258. 
18 The equation of iigamma with nissiiya is borrowed from M. iii. 220. 
19 The adverb yoniso (lit. 'by-way-of-womb' and metaphorically 'in a 

reasoned manner', 'showing origin') is formed from the noun yoni (lit. 
'womb', 'way of birth', 'mode of generation', as e.g. at M. i. 73, and 
metaph. 'cause', 'reason', 'condition sine qua non', as e.g. at M. iii. 140). 
The expression yoniso manasikiira (' reasoned attention'), much used in the 
Suttas (as e.g. at M. i, 7; S. ii. 104 /.), signifies, in the technieal sense of 
' consideration of condition sine qua non ', consideration of the conditionality 
described by the phrases 'That is when this is, that arises with the arising 
of this; that is not when this is not, that ceases with the cessation of this ' 
(M. i. 262, 264; cf. D. ii, 57 f.). It implies as well the application of this 
general principle of conditionality to the particular, when it becomes con
sideration of Specific Conditionality or in other words the formula of Dependent 
Origination (refs. as above) as the structure of the subjective-objective process 
of existence. Ayoniso manasikiira (' unreasoned attention') forgets all this. 
For the expression' Together with what is the means' (upiiyena) in§ 48 as an 
explanation of yoniso manasikiira see MA. i. 64; this is simply another way of 
saying the same thing, i.e. discerning of conditionality. The rendering 
' devoting reason right ' for yoniso ve payuiijato in the verse is slightly free. 

20 'Anutthiina-maintaining ': (anu+thiina) not in P.E.D., which only 
gives anutthiina (an+utthiina) i.e. 'inactivity'. 

11 This is, of course, a semantic derivation (repeated in the Vibhavini '.fika: 
na vijiiniifi ti avijjii); but see derivation of avijjii from vindati given at Vis. 
Ch. xvii, § 43 /p. 526, and of vijjii at MA. i. 126. 
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(vimutta}, thus it is deliverance (vimutti); he wins true knowledge and 
deliverance (lit. ' mastery in true knowledge and deliverance '): 
vijjavimuttivasibhavo=vijja-vimuttisu vasi-bhavo (resolution of com
pound). 
49. Now here is a commentary on the meaning. There is this 
mastery (by which a man wins), through non-sluggishness in such
and-such-wise,22 and this mastery-[won] after he has found excel
lence in friends by depending on the Master or on some venerable 
companion in the Divine Life and, by taking his advice and in
struction, has devoted reason right by practising the way as in
structed-, this mastery, which is both mastery in the three True 
Knowledges consisting in Recollection of Past Life, [the Heavenly 
Eye that sees the passing and reappearance of creatures according 
to their actions, and the Knowledge of Exhaustion of Taints,] and 
mastery in deliverance classed as the eight attainments23 and 
extinction stated thus 'Herein, what is deliverance? It is the 
resoluteness of cognizance and it is extinction ' (Dhs. 1367), is the 
fourth' all' stated by [specific] limitation as' got by merit's grace'. 

[Stanza 15] 

50. Having thus shown with this stanza the excellence of extinction 
that is to be got by the might of merit that sides with (favours), 
mastery in the true knowledge and deliverance just mentioned, 
which is also to be reached by one Both-Ways-Liberated who pos
sesses the Triple True Knowledge, he now uttered the following 
stanza: 

Patisambhida vimokkha ca [ya ca savakaparami 
Paccekabodhi buddhabhumi: sabbam etena labbhati] 
' Discriminations, liberations, 

[' Perfection of disciples too, 
' And both kinds of enlightenment: 
' All that is got by merit~s grace '.] 

It was because those Both-Ways-Liberated who have reached mastery 
in true knowledge and deliverance and possess the triple true 

22 The allusion made by adandhayitatta (non-sluggishness) 'in such and 
such wise' could be to the four Ways of Progress (patipadii) at e.g. D. iii. 228: 
dukkhii patipadii dandhiibhiiiiiii, etc. 

23 The ' eight attainments ' are the 4 jhanas and 4 formless states (base 
consisting of infiniteness of space, etc.); see also Ps. i. 97. 
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knowledge all get that evidencing of special qualities that consists 
in the discriminations, etc., by means of that excellence of merit, 
[and because] that [excellence of merit] is also treatable in such-and
such-wise as the footing for that evidencing, that he therefore [ uttered 
this stanza], with which this [statement of 'all' by limitation] is 
completed.24 And this understanding with its [four] divisions 
dealing with ideas, meanings, language, and perspicuity25 (A. ii. 160; 
iii. 113; Vbh. 193-7), which are called discriminations (patisambhida), 
and these eight liberations (vimokkha), which are [set out] in the 
way beginning 'Possessed of form, he sees forms' (D. ii. 70; M. ii. 
12), and the perfection of disciples (savakaparami), which establishes 
the disciples' excellence reachable by the Blessed One's disciples, 
and [both kinds, namely,] the Hermit Enlighwnment (paccekabodhi), 
which establishes self-becomeness (the state of self-enlightenment 
without a teacher), and the plane of enlightenment (buddhabhumi), 
which establishes supremacy over all creatures, are the fifth 'all' 
stated by [specific] limitation that is 'got by merit's grace'. 

[Stanza 16] 

51. Having thus shown with three stanzas what it is that was 
stated [in general] in the lines' No matter what they aspire to.have, 
All that is got by merit's grace ' (stanza 10), [230] he now concluded 
the teaching with the following stanza: 

Evam mahatthika esa [JJadidarh puiinasampada 
Tasma dhira pasarhsanti parJ4ita katapunnatarh] 
' So great are the rewards it gives, 

[' Namely, this merit's excellence: 
'For that the steadfast and the wise 
' Commend a store of merit made '.] 

2, If the reading is right, and 0. and B. confirm, then the sentence is a very 
elliptic and difficult one. 

2° The four patisambhida ('discriminations') hardly appear in the Suttas, 
but are made much of in the Commentaries. The word ' analysis ' is the 
usual rendering, which is not etymologically wrong. But the sense lays no 
emphasis on analysis rather than synthesis. Again, the four are not so much 
' logical ' as ' epistemological ' in their scope; for they cover four interlocking 
fields, namely: meanings of ideas or of statements, and effects of causes; 
ideas or statements of meanings, and causes of effects; language (i.e. 'ling
uistics ', purely verbal expression); and perspicuity or clarity in the marshalling 
of the other three, described as 'knowledge of the other three kinds of know
ledge'. See e.g. Vbh. 293 and Vis. Ch. xiv,§ 21/p. 440. 
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And he did so commending all this exercise signalized as the treasure 
store that ' can satisfy every desire ' (stanza 10). 
52. Here is a word-commentary on it. So (evarh) refers back to the 
previous meaning. It has a great reward (maha attlw assa), thus it 
gives great rewards (mahatthika); what is meant is that it conduces 
to great good (reward); mahiddhika (' has great power') is also a 
reading. It (esa) is an indicative; what it indicates is the excellence 
of the merit stated [in the stanzas] from 'But when a woman or a 
man Shall have with gifts or virtuousness' (stanza 6) down to 
'So let the steadfast merit make' (stanza 9). Namely (yadidarh) 
is only a particle in the sense of confronting; it confronts in this way 
'which is this' (ya esa cf. MA. i. 95) in order to demonstrate what 
was indicated by 'it' (esa). Merit's excellence: puiinasampada= 
punnanarh sampada (resolution of compound). For that (tasma) is 
a term for a reason. Steadfast (dhira): those endowed with stead
fastness (dhitimanta). Commend (pasarhsanti): praise. Wise (pa'IJ,
,f,ita): those perfect in understanding. A store of merit made 
(katapunnata): the state of having made merit. 
53. Now here is a comment on the meaning. Having thus com
mended the reward to be arrived at by the might of merit's excel
lence, which begins with ' beauty of looks ' and ends with ' Both 
kinds of enlightenment', the Blessed One now pointed out that 
same meaning summarily, lauding in the same sense the greatness 
of the rewards of merit's excellence of the kinds stated. And in so 
doing, what he meant was 'It (esa), namely (yadidarh), the merit's 
excellence (puiinasampada) pointed out by me in the way beginning 
"But when a woman or a man Shall have with gifts or virtuousness", 
by its bringing [such] great rewards gives so great rewards (evam 
mahatthika), andfor that (tasma) those like me, who are the steadfast 
(dhira) and the wise (pa1J,q,ita) owing to their bringing welfare to 
creatures, preaching of the True Idea, indefatigability, and special 
quality of being true to what is, commend a store of merit made 
(katapuiinatarh pasarhsanti) in its several constituent aspects, doing 
so not owing to partiality, and with such phrases as "No others 
have a share in it, And robbers cannot steal this store" (stanza 9) 
and " Bhikkhus, do not fear the kinds of merit: that is a designation 
for pleasure, namely 'kinds of merit ' " ' (A. iv. 88). 
54. At the end of the teaching the lay follower, along with many 
[other] people became established in the fruition of Stream Entry. 
When he went into the presence of King Pasenadi of Kosala, he told 
him what had happened. The king was exceedingly contented, and 
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[saying] 'Good, householder, good [231] that you lay by a treasure 
store that cannot be carried off by those like me ', he congratulated26 

and greatly complimented him. 

The explanation of the Treasure-Store Discourse in the Illustrator 
of Ultimate Meaning, the Commentary on the Minor Books, is ended. 

26 Siiradheti (samradheti)-' to congratulate': not in P.E.D. 

CHAPTER IX 

THE LOVINGKINDNESS DISCOURSE 
(Metta-Suttam) 

1. The turn has now come for a comment on the Lovingkindness 
Sutta, which is placed next to the Treasure-Store Sutta. So after 
stating the purpose of placing it here, next 

I shall set out to clarify 
Its Source, which illustrates as well 
By whom 'twas spoken, when, where, why, 
And then a comment I shall tell. 

2. Herein, excellence of merit consisting in giving, virtue, etc., 
was what was stated in the Treasure-Store [Sutta], and [this Loving
kindness Sutta is placed here next to that in order to show] how 
helpful lovingkindness is to that excellence of merit, since when 
lovingkindness is practised towards creatures, that [ excellence of 
merit] becomes very fruitful and capable of bringing advancement 
right up to the plane of Enlightenment. Or alternatively, for those 
who have entered upon the Dispensation by means of the Refuges 
and have established themselves in virtue by means of the Training 
Precepts he has already shown a meditation subject with the Thirty
two Aspects that is capable of causing the abandonment of lust, 
and a meditation subject with the Boy's Questions that is capable 
of causing the abandonment of delusion; and then with the Good
Omen Sutta self-protection [is shown J as the good-omen-ness in the 
occurrence of that [abandoning], and with the Jewel Sutta protection 
of others that conforms with that [good-omen-ness], and then with 
the Without-the-Walls Sutta [is shown] failure in the occurrence 
of [that abandoning of] the kind already mentioned, and that dis
course points out certain kinds of beings among the beings already 
mentioned in the Jewel Sutta; and then with the Treasure-Store 
Sutta is shown the excellence that is the opposite of the failure 
already mentioned in the Without-the-Walls Sutta. But so far 
no meditation subject has been shown that is capable of causing the 
abandonment of hate; and so it was in order to show a meditation 

265 
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subject capable of causing abandonment of hate that this Loving
kindness Sutta was placed here: for in this way the Minor Readings 
are brought to full completion. This is the purpose of placing it here. 

[The Source] 

3. Now it was said in the Schedule above: 

' I shall set out to clarify 
Its Source, which illustrates as well 
By whom 'twas spoken, when, where, why, 
And then a comment I shall tell.' 

Herein, [232] this Lovingkindness Sutta was spoken by the 
Blessed One, not by disciples, etc.; and that was when bhikkhus, 
who had been harassed by deities on the slopes of the Himalayas, 
had gone to the Blessed One's presence; and it was uttered then at 
Savatthi as a meditation subject with the purpose of [providing] 
a Safeguard for those bhikkhus. That, it should be understood in 
brief to start with, is how the clarification of the source illustrates 
those questions. 
4. But in detail it should be understood as follows. On one occasion 
the Blessed One was living at Savatthi when the [time for the] taking 
up of the Residence for the Rains1 was near at hand. Now on that 
occasion many bhikkhus from various countries, who were desirous 
of taking up residence for the rains in various places after taking a 
meditation subject in the Blessed One's presence, had approached 
the Blessed One. And there he had expounded meditation subjects 
suitable for the eighty-four thousand shades of temperament in the 
following way, that is to say: for those of lustful temperament he 
showed Loathesomeness as a meditation subject of the eleven kinds 

1 There are three seasons of four months each, namely, Gimhii:na (the Heat 
or Summer=roughly April-July), Vassana (the Rains=roughly August
November), and Hemanta (the Cold=roughly December-March). It is a 
rule of the Vinaya that bhikkhus undertake to reside in one place for three 
months during the Rains. They can do this either on the first of the first 
month or on the first of the second month. The rule was made in order that 
growing crops should not be trampled on by bhikkhus wandering from place 
to place. At the end of the Rains, what is called the Pavura1J,u (' Invitation ') 
Ceremony is held, consisting in a meeting of the bhikkhus who have spent 
the Rains together in one place, and each member present invites (pavureti) 
the other bhikkhus to point out such faults (breaches of Vinaya rules) com
mitted by him during the preceding three months as may have been seen, 
heard or suspected by them. I 
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as with consciousness and without consciousness ;2 for those of hating 
temperament, the fourfold meditation subject beginnin~ w~th 
Lovingkindness; for those of deluded temperament, the meditation 
subject consisting in Mindfulness of Death, etc.; for those of specu
lative-thinking temperament, Mindfulness of Breathing, the Earth 
Universal, etc.; for those of faithful temperament, the meditation 
subjects consisting of the Recollections of the Enlightened One, ~1:°·; 
and for those of intelligent ( discovering) temperament, the Defirut10n 
of the Four Elements. 
5. So when [a party of] five hundred bhikkhus had learnt each a 
meditation subject in the Blessed One's presence and were seeki~g 
a suitable resting place with a village as alms resort, eventually m 
the outland country they came in sight of a mountain forming part 
of the Himalaya range. While its surface glittered like blue quartz 
crystal, it was embellished with a cool dense shady green forest 
grove and a stretch of ground strewn with sand resembling a pearl 
net or a silver sheet, and it was furnished with a clean spring of 
grateful cool water. Now when the bhikkhus had spent one night 
there and the dawn was drawing near, they attended to the needs 
of the physical frame and then went for alms into a town not far 
distant. The town was connected with a thousand clans and con
structeda as a community-residence, and the people [233] there had 
faith and confidence. Since it is hard in the outlands to get a sight 
of those gone forth into homelessness, they were happy and joyful 
when they saw the bhikkhus, and they fed them and begged them to 
stay on there for the three months [of obligatory residence_ during 
the Rains], and they had five hundred work-rooms bUilt and 
furnished with all such necessaries as beds, chairs, pots for drinking 
and washing water, and so on. On the following day the bhikkhus 

2 Here are some references for what is mentioned in this paragraph: the 
' 11 kinds of loathesomeness ' are Contemplation of the Body as 31 or 32 parts 
(e.g. lrf. Sutta 119; Vis. Ch. viii, and this work, Ch. iii), which is 'with con
sciousness ', while the 10 Corpse Meditations ( Vis. Ch. vi; cf. also the 9 at 
M. Sutta 119) are 'without consciousness'. The 'Four beginning with 
lovingkindness' are lovingkindness, compassion, gladness (at others' success), 
and onlooking-equanimity, in other words, the 4 Divine Abidings or Measure
less States (Vis.Ch. ix). For Mindfulness of Death see Vis. Ch. viii, Mindful
ness of Breathing, Ch. viii, the Earth Universal Ch. iv, the Recollection of 
the Enlightened One Ch. vii, the Definition of the Four Elements Ch. xi, and 
the six Temperaments Ch. iii,§§ 74ff. 

s 'Sannivittha-constructed ': not in P.T.S. Diet.; see sannivesa Ch. viii, 
note 12. H~i:.e though, the meaning coul,d also be ' lived in communally '. 
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went into another town for alms, and there too the people served 
them in like manner and begged them to stay on for the Rains. 
The bhikkhus consented subject to there being no obstacle. They 
re-entered the wood, where they [ arranged to keep up] energy 
night and day by having a wood-block struck for the watches,' and 
abiding much in reasoned attention, they went to the roots of trees 
and sat down. 
6. The tree deities were discouraged by the virtuous bhikkhus' 
courage, and they came down from their own mansions and wandered 
back and forth with their children. Just as when a block of houses 
is commandeered from villagers by kings or royal ministers and the 
human inhabitants of the houses who have had to evacuate them 
and go to live elsewhere watch from a distance, [wondering]' When 
are they going away1', so too the deities came down from their own 
mansions and wandered back and forth, watching from a distance 
[and wondering] 'When are the venerable ones going away?'. 
Next they thought thus' Bhikkhus who enter upon the first period 
of residence for the Rains will certainly stay on for three months; 
but we cannot live with our children away from home for so long. 
Let us show the bhikkhus some object that will scare them away'. 
So in the night when it was the bhikkhus' time to give effect to the 
monks' True Ideal, they created terrifying forms of spirits, and 
standing in front of each of them, they made a dreadful noise. When 
the bhikkhus saw the forms and heard the noise, their hearts 
quailed, [234] they grew pale and jaundiced and they could no longer 
unify their cognizance. When they were harassed again and 
again by this fear, with their cognizance ununified they forgot their 
mindfulness. As soon as they had forgotten their mindfulness, 
the deities harassed them with bad smells as objects. Their brains 
seemed to smother in the stench, with feelings of oppression in their 
heads. However, they did not mention their hauntings to each 
other. 
7. Then one day when all had assembled at the time for waiting on 

4
' YamagarµJ,ikarh /co#etva--having a wood-block struck for the watches'; 

cf.§ 73 below. There is really no doubt about this, and P.E.D., under yama 
this ref., must be wrong, but see there under garµJ,i. This is done in Burma 
today, and such blocks are found also in Ceylon. The purpose here would 
be to mark the three watches in the night, the first of which should be spent 
in meditation, the second in sleeping, and the third in meditation (see e.g. Ndl. 
377-8; also VbhA. 363-4). For correction of error a.bout King Yama in 
P.E.D. under Yama see Ch. vi, note 8. I 
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the Senior Elder of the Community, he asked them ' Friends, when 
you went into this wood, the colour of your skin was quite pure and 
bright for some days and your faculties were clear; but now you are 
lean and pale and jaundiced. What does not suit you here1'. Then 
a bhikkhu said 'Venerable sir, at night I saw and heard such-and
such a dreadful object and I smelt such-and-such a smell, and so 
my mind was not concentrated ', and all told in the same way what 
had been happening. The Senior Elder said ' Friends, two kinds of 
Entry upon Residence for the Rains have been described by the 
Blessed One (A. i. 51), and this resting place does not suit us. So 
let us go to the Blessed One and ask about another resting place 
that will suit us'. 
8. The others agreed, and so they all put their resting places in 
order, and then they took their bowls and [outer] robes and without 
even telling anyone-for they had no attachments among the clans
they set out to wander by stages to Savatthi. They went to the 
Blessed One. When he saw them, he said ' Bhikkhus, a training 
rule has been made known by me saying that no one is to go 
wandering during the Rains (Vin. i. 138). [235] Why are you 
wandering?' 
9. They told the Blessed One all that had happened. The Blessed 
One adverted to the whole of J ambudipa, but he saw not even so 
much as a place for a four-legged chair that might suit them as a 
resting place. Then he told them ' Bhikkhus, there is no other 
resting place that will suit you. It is only by living there that you 
might reach the exhaustion of taints. So go and occupy that same 
resting place. But if you want to be free from fear of deities, then 
learn this safeguard; for this will be both a safeguard and a medita
tion subject for you', and he uttered this Sutta. 
10. According to some others, [however, he said] ' So go and occupy 
that same resting place', after saying which, the Blessed One added 
'A forest-dwelling bhikkhu should know the protection [procedure], 
that is to say, by doing every evening and morning two [ spells of] 
Lovingkindness, two [ of] Safeguards, two [ of] Loathesomeness, 
and two [ of] Mindfulness of Death, and also by adverting to the 
Eight Principal Grounds for a Sense of Urgency-and the Eight 
Principal Grounds for a Sense of Urgency are either birth, ageing, 
sickness, death, and the suffering in the four states of deprivation, 
or else they are the four consisting of birth, ageing, sickness, and 
death, and then the suffering in the states of deprivation as the 
fifth, the suffering rooted in the round during the past, the suffering 
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rooted in the round during the future, and the suffering rooted in the 
search for nutriment'. And [they say that] when the Blessed One 
had told those bhikkhus the protection procedure, he then uttered 
this Sutta for the sake of Lovingkindness, for the sake of a Safe
guard, and for the sake of the jhana [ obtainable through loving
kindness that is to be used] as the basis for insight [into the Three 
Characteristics of impermanence, suffering, and not-self]. 
11. That is how the cla:,sification of the source, which illustrates 
as well the words ' by whom 'twas spoken, when, where, why ', 
should be understood in detail. And at this point what was laid 
down in the Schedule, namely, 

' I shall set out to clarify 
Its Source, which illustrates as well 
By whom 'twas spoken, when, where, why', 

[236] has been given in detail in all aspects. And now, since it was 
also said 

' And then a comment I shall tell ', 

there begins the commentary on the meaning of this discourse 
whose source has just been clarified in this way. Herein, there 
follows first a word-commentary on the first stanza: 

[Stanza l] 

KaratJ,iyarh atthakusalena [yan tarh santarh padarh abhisamecca. 
Sakko uju ca suju ca suvaco c' assa mudu anatimanrj 
' What should be done by one with skill in good, 

[' The State of Peace to have attained is this. 
' He would be able, right, upright, 
' And meek and gentle and not proud,] ' 

[Stanza 1: word-commentary] 

12. Should be done: karatJ,iyarh=katabbarh (alternative gerundive); 
it is worth doing (kararJ,araharh). Good (attha) is the Way; or alterna
tively, anything at all that is beneficial to oneself (attano hitarh), 
since it should be honoured (aratJ,iya), 5 is' good' (attha)-and' since 
it should be honoured ' means since it should be approached. By one 
with skill in good: atthakusalena=atthe kusalena (resolution of com-

6 'Ara?J'iya-to be honoured ': see Ch. iv, note 20 and Glossary. 
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pound); by one clever in good, is what is meant. What (yarh): 
either (1) this is a nominative indefinite [pronoun agreeing with 
karatJ,iyarh], and this (tarh) is an accusative definite [pronoun 
agreeing with santarh padarh], or else (2) the words yan tarh (in this 
case' that which') are both nominative [agreeing with karatJ,iyarh], 
and [ only J the words santarh padarh (' the State of Peace ')6 are 
accusative-and herein, this last is a designation for extinction, 
since that is ' peace ' (santarh) by characteristic and it is a ' state' 
(padarh) by its reachability (pattabbata). To have attained (abhisa
mecca): having come up to (abhisamagantva). 
13. He can (sakkoti), thus he is able (sakko); what is meant is that 
he is capable, has power. Right (uju): yoked to rectitude (ajjava). 
He is thoroughly right (sutthu uju), thus he is upright (suju). Speak
ing (vaca) [to him] is easy (sukha) in his case, thus he is meek (suvaco 
-lit. 'easily-speakable-to '). 7 He wou1d be: assa=bhaveyya (alter
native grammatical form). Gentle (mudu-lit. 'malleable'): yoked 
to mildness (maddava). Not proud: anatimani=na atimani (alter
native negative). 

[Stanza lfirst half: commentary on the meaning] 

14. Now here is a commentary on the meaning of the two clauses: 

' What should be done by one with skill in good, 
The State of Peace to have attained is this.' 

15. Herein, there is what should be done and there is what should 
not be done. Herein, briefly what should be done is the three 
Trainings8 and what should not be done comprises failure in virtue, 
failure in views, failure in conduct, failure in livelihood, and so on. 
16. Likewise there is one with skill in good and there is one without 
skill in good. Herein, one without skill in good is one gone forth 
in the Dispensation who does not devote himself rightly, whose 
virtue is torn (see A. iii. 54), who makes a living by depending on the 

6 Santa has both the meaning of ' true ' (ppr. of atthi ' there is ', ' exists ') 
from root as, from which sacca ('truth') comes, and also the meaning of' at 
peace ' (pp. of sammati ' to be calmed ', ' to be peaceful') from root sam. 
The two meanings tend to coalesce. 

7 Cf. Ch. v, § 167. 
8 The 3 are: Training in the Higher Virtue ( =virtue associated with the 

attainment of jhana or the Path and its Fruition), T. in the Higher Cognizance 
( =Concentration=jhana), and T. in the Higher Understanding ( =Insight 
and the 4 Paths); see D. iii. 219. 
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pound); by one clever in good, is what is meant. What (yarh): 
either (1) this is a nominative indefinite [pronoun agreeing with 
karatJ,iyarh], and this (tarh) is an accusative definite [pronoun 
agreeing with santarh padarh], or else (2) the words yan tarh (in this 
case' that which') are both nominative [agreeing with karatJ,iyarh], 
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native negative). 

[Stanza lfirst half: commentary on the meaning] 

14. Now here is a commentary on the meaning of the two clauses: 

' What should be done by one with skill in good, 
The State of Peace to have attained is this.' 

15. Herein, there is what should be done and there is what should 
not be done. Herein, briefly what should be done is the three 
Trainings8 and what should not be done comprises failure in virtue, 
failure in views, failure in conduct, failure in livelihood, and so on. 
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6 Santa has both the meaning of ' true ' (ppr. of atthi ' there is ', ' exists ') 
from root as, from which sacca ('truth') comes, and also the meaning of' at 
peace ' (pp. of sammati ' to be calmed ', ' to be peaceful') from root sam. 
The two meanings tend to coalesce. 

7 Cf. Ch. v, § 167. 
8 The 3 are: Training in the Higher Virtue ( =virtue associated with the 

attainment of jhana or the Path and its Fruition), T. in the Higher Cognizance 
( =Concentration=jhana), and T. in the Higher Understanding ( =Insight 
and the 4 Paths); see D. iii. 219. 
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twenty-one9 kinds of improper search-namely, be depending [ as a 
bhikkhu] on giving (trading) bamboos, giving leaves, giving flowers, 
giving fruits, giving tooth-sticks, giving mouth-washing water, 
giving bathing facilities, giving bath powder, giving clay, flattery, 
bean-soupery, fondling, carrying communications on foot, practising 
medicine, acting as a messenger, going on errands, [237] getting alms 
food given in exchange for alms food, science of lands, science of 
fields, science of astrology, science of limbs-, who goes to the 
sixfold wrong resort-namely, 'A harlot as resort, or a widow, old 
maid, eunuch, bhikkhuni, or a tavern; who dwells associated with 
kings, kings' ministers, other sectarians, other sectarians' disciples, 
by association not in conformity [ with the True Idea], who cultivates, 
frequents, and honours such clans as are faithless without confidence 
addicted to abuse and calu~ny and undesirous ~f good and desirou~ 
of harm, discomfort, and what is not safety from bondage, where 
bhikkhus [and bhikkhunis and laymen followers] and laywomen 
followers are concerned' (Vbh. 246). 
17. But one with skill in good is one gone forth in this Dispensation, 
who devotes himself rightly, and abandoning improper search and 
desiring to establish himself in the Virtue of Fourfold Purity (see 
Vis. Ch. i, § 42/p.15), fulfils the Restraint by Patimokkha Rule 
under the heading of faith, Faculty-Restraint under the heading of 
mindfulness, Purification of Livelihood under the heading of energy, 
and [right] Use of the Requisite-Conditions [for the bhikkhu's life] 
under the heading of understanding.10 
18. And he is also one with skill in good when he purifies Restraint 
by Patimokkha Rule by means of purification in the seven categories 
of offences (see Ch. v, § 129), [purifies] Faculty-Restraint by means 
of non-arousing of covetousness and [ill will] when objects have 
impinged in the six doors [ of the five faculties beginning with the 
eye, and that of the mind], [purifies] livelihood by means of avoid
ance of improper search and by use of what is commended by the 
wise and praised by the Enlightened Ones and their disciples, 

9 Only 20 in text and Ss.; C. has pirµ/,apatipirµ/,arh diinuppa-, and nak
khattavijjarh for khettavijjarh; B. has pirµ/,apa!ipi'l},q,adiinuppa- as in P.T.S., 
but adds nakkhattavijjarh after khettavijjarh. Either makes the number 
right. 

10 It may be noted that faith, energy, mindfulness and understanding are 
four of the five(' spiritual') Faculties (indriya), the other being concentration 
(see S. v. 193), which same five are Powers (bala) when maintained in the 
face of opposition by their opposite qualities (see S. v, 249; Ps. i. 17). 
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[purifies] the use of the [four] requisite-conditions by means of the 
reviewing already mentioned,11 and [purifies] Full Awareness (see 
.M. i. 57) by means of the reviewing, in the case of alternation of the 
postures, the purposefulness, [suitability, resort, and non-delusion 
(see .MA. i. 253-70)]. 
19. And he is also one with skill in good when he knows that 'virtue 
is cleaned with knowledge just as dirty cloth is cleaned with bean
water or a looking-glass with ashes or gold with a furnace, and he 
cleans his virtue by washing it in the water of knowledge, and that is 
when he guards his own Virtue Category12 most diligently, just as a 
hen bird guards her eggs, as a yak guards his tail, as a woman with 
an only child guards her dearly beloved only child, or as a one-eyed 
man guards his only eye (cf. Vis. Ch. i, § 98/p. 36), [238] and he 
reviews it evening and morning till he sees no slightest blame 
there. 
20. And he is also one with skill in good when he becomes established 
in the virtue that provides non-remorse, when he exerts himself in 
the way of suppression13 of defilement and in the pursuit of that does 
the preliminary work on a Universal (kasirµi: see Vis. Chs. iv-v), 
and when, by doing the preliminary work on a Universal, he 
generates the attainment [of jhana]. 
21. But the acme of skill in good is when, having emerged from an 

11 Mentioned where? Ch. v, § 161? See Vis. Ch. i, §§ 86 ff./pp. 30 f· 
(also Ss. p. 57). Technically, 'reviewing' (paccavekkha'l},a) has at least two 
technical meanings, namely, (1) reviewing of the 4 requisites when received 
and when used ( Vis. ref. as above), (2) reviewing of what is achieved by 
attainment of the Paths ( Vis. Ch. xxii, §§ 20 ff. /pp. 676 ff.) 

12 The 'Virtue Category' (silakkhandha) is the three members of the Noble 
Eightfold Path, namely, right speech, action and livelihood, the other members 
constituting the Understanding Category (paiiiiiikkhandha), that is, right view 
and intention, and the Concentration Category (samiidhikkhandha), that is, 
right effort, mindfulness and concentration (see M. i. 301). Two other 
'Categories' are sometimes added, making five in all; they are the Deliver
ance Category (vimuttikkhandha) and the Knowledge-and-Seeing-of-Deliver
ance Category (vimuttinii'l},adassanakkhandha), which respectively mean the 
Path and its Fruition. 

1s' Vikkhambhana-suppression ': a technical term for the 'temporary 
suppression ' of defilements during the attainment of jhana. Often coupled 
with seclusion (viveka), pahiina ('abandoning'), or vimutti ('deliverance'); 
it then goes along with four other terms, namely, tadanga (' displacement by 
substitution of opposites,-e.g. impermanence for permanence-during 
insight), samuec,heda (final' severance' by attainment of the path), patippas
saddhi (' tranquillization of effort ' by the attainment of the path's fmition), 
and nissara'l},a (' escape '=extinction=nibbiina): see e.g. Ps. i. 27; ii, 220, 
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attainment, he comprehends determinations (Vis. Chs. xviii-xxi) till 
he [ eventually J reaches Arahantship. 
22. Herein those ' with skill in good ', praised either in so far as 
they are established in the virtue that provides non-remorse, or 
[in so far as] they exert themselves in the ' way of suppression of 
defilement', [or in so far as they attain] the paths and fruitions,14 
are 'those with skill in good' in this sense. And those bhikkhus 
were of such kinds. 
23. (1) Hence the Blessed One said What shoul,d be done by one with 
skill in good (karatJ,iyarh atthakusalena) with reference to those 
bhikkhus, but giving the teaching in terms of a single person. Next, 
when they were wondering 'What should be donef, he told them 
The State of Peace to have ff,Uained is this (yan tarh santarh padarh 
abhisamecca). Now the intention [can be taken] as follows. [It is] 
what (yarh) should be done (karatJ,iyarh) by one who desires, after 
[contriving] to have attained (abhisamecca) [it] by penetration, to 
abide in this (tarh) extinction-State-of-Peace (santarh nibbana-padarh), 
which is praised by the Enlightened Ones and their like. is And 
here ' what ' (yarh) implies only the practice16 that at the beginning 
of this line in the stanza it was said ' should be done ' (karatJ,iyarh); 
but then the clause 'to have attained the State of Peace is this' 
(tarh santarh padarh abhisamecca) must be understood as one whose 
meaning requires completing, which is why ' by one who desires ... 
to abide in' was said above (this para.).17 
24. (2) Or alternatively, the intention can be understood as follows. 
When through hearsay, etc., to this effect, namely, ' To have 
attained (abhisamecca) the State of Peace', he knows with mundane 
understanding the extinction-State (nibbana-padarh) to be one of 
peace (santarh), and when he wants to arrive at it, then the 'what ' 
that (yan tarh) it is proper as the practice shoul,d be done (karatJ,iyarh) 
by him is this (tarh) which should be done by one with skill in good 
(atthakusakna). 
25. (3) Or alternatively, it had been said that there is something 
that ' should be done by one with skill in good ' (karatJ,iyarh 

14 P.T.S. vl., B. and Ss., omit maggaphalena (' owing to their attainment 
of paths and fruitions '), but C. includes it. The context does not make it 
clear whether it should be omitted; but if retained, then the Arahant path 
and fruition would, apparently, have to be excluded, since the bhikkhus 
reached Arahantship later(§ 74). 

15 See Ch. vi, note 31. 1s See Ch. iii, note 61. 
17 Tam in this interpretation is a neuter demonstrative referring back to 

'What should be done', already mentioned. 
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atthakusakna), and the [bhikkhus] were wondering 'What?', and 
then [the Blessed One] told them 'The State of Peace to have 
attained is this ' (yan tarh santarh padarh abhisamecca), the intention 
of which can be understood also as follows. After [contriving] to 
have attained (abhisamecca) with mundane understanding the State 
of Peace (santarh padarh), what (yarh) shoul,d be done (karatJ,iyarh) [is] 
this (tarh)-what must be done (katabbarh) is what should be done 
(karatJ,iyarh); only18 that is worth doing (kararµi,raharh), is what is 
meant--. But what is that? [239] What else should be done but 
[the doing that is] the means to that [State]? And, of course, this 
[means] is already expressed by the initial clause with its indication 
of the Three Trainings in the sense of their being worth doing; for 
we already said as much in the comment on the meaning, namely, 
' There is what should be done and there is what should not be done. 
Herein, briefly what should be done is the Three Trainings(§ 15) '.

19 

26. Now while some of the bhikkhus understood it, some did not, 
since the teaching was extremely brief. Consequently, in order to 
make those who had not yet understood understand, he uttered the 
second half-stanza, namely, 

' He would be able, right, upright, 
' And meek and gentle and not proud ', 

giving in detail what must especially be done by a forest-dwelling 

bhikkhu. 

[Stanza 1 second half: commentary on the meaning] 
27. What is meant? A forest-dwelling bhikkhu, who desires to 
abide in the State of Peace, after having contrived to attain it, or 

1s It must be noted somewhere that P.E.D. only gives one of the 3 principal 
meanings of the particle eva, namely, (1) the emphatic. The other two are 
(2) 'also',' too', and (3) 'only' (as here and§ 36, etc.). , 

19 The three alternative renderings suggested by the commentary s three 
interpretations might be: (1) 'What (yam) should be done (karar;,iyam) by one 
with skill in good (atthakusalena), this (tam) [is] in fact what should be done by 
one who desires after contriving to have attained (abhisamecca) the State of 
Peace (santam :U,dam), to abide in it', (2) 'This what (yan tam, i.e., 'this 
which') should be done (karar;,iyam) to have attained (abhisamecoo) the State of 
Peace (santam padam) [is] what should be done by one with skill in good_ (att7w:
kusalena) ', and (3) ' What (yam) should be done (karar;,iyam) by one with skil) 
in good (atthakusalena) after he has contrived to have attained (abhisamecca) 
with as yet only mundane understanding the State of Peace (santam padaml 
[is] this (tam), namely, the Three Trainings as the means to arrive at it '. 
The rendering given in, the text is a compromise, using only the words in 
italics (except ' is ') which are common to all three. 
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26. Now while some of the bhikkhus understood it, some did not, 
since the teaching was extremely brief. Consequently, in order to 
make those who had not yet understood understand, he uttered the 
second half-stanza, namely, 

' He would be able, right, upright, 
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who, after contriving to attain it with [only] mundane understand
ing, is practising the way finally to arrive at it,20 would be abk (sakko 
assa) with the possession of the second and fourth factors of en
deavour21 to practise for the penetration of the Truths without 
regard for body and life. Likewise, he would be able, that is, clever, 
unidle, capable, in the preliminary work for a Universal (kasi't},a: see 
Vis. Ch. iv), in undertaking the duties, etc., and22 in repairing his 
own bowl, robes, etc., and in these and other such major and minor 
things to be done for companions in the Divine Life. 
28. · Being23 able, he would also be right (uju) with possession of the 
third factor of endeavour.24 Being right, instead of being content 
with being right once he would be more thoroughly right (sutthutaram 
uju), [that is, upright (suju)J by repeatedly promoting non-laxity as 
long as he lives. Or alternatively, he is right by means of non
fraudulence and upright by means of non-deceitfulness. Or he is 
rigltt with abandonment of crookedness of body and speech and 
upright with abandonment of crookedness of mind. Or he is right 
by non-publication of any special qualities [of jhana and path] 
that are non-existent [in himself] (see Vin. Parajika 4) and upright 
by non-endurance of gain arisen on account of [such] non-existent 
special qualities. Thus he would be right and upright with the 
purity of ends and means25 consisting in meditation upon objects 
[ of pure concentration J and upon the [ three General] character
istics [of impermanence, etc.,] which are ensured respectively by 
the first pair of Trainings, [namely, the Higher Virtue and 
Higher Cognizance,] and by the third, [namely, the Higher Under
standing.]26 

20 The phrase abhisame,xa tadadhigamiiya, which has to be rather freely 
rendered by 'after [contriving] to attain ... [finally] to arrive' is a rather 
desperate commentator's expedient; for abhi+sam+i and adhi+gam both 
mean almost the same since both are in the gerund and both roots mean ' to 
go'; but this interpretation requires withholding from abhisamecca some of its 
normal finality of' having arrived'. Cf. also end of§ 12. 

21 For the Five Factors of Endeavour (padhiiniyaTl{Jll) see e.g., M. ii. 95. 
The second and fourth are: good health and digestion, and energy in abandon
ing the unprofitable and in undertaking the profitable. 

22 For the 'duties' see Vis. Ch. iii, §§ 66 ff./pp. 99 ff. The 'repairing of 
his own bowl, robes, etc.' is an allusion to what is elsewhere called ' severing 
the lesser impediments ', see Vis. Ch. iv, § 20 /p. 122. 

23 'Honto---being ': (ppr. of hoti) not in P.E.D. 
24 See note 21; the third factor is ' honesty and sincerity '. 
25 See Ch. v, note 22. 
26 The 'objects' are the 40 meditation subjects given in Vis. Ohs. iv-xi 
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29. And he would be not only right and upright but also mee,k 
(suvaco)27 as well; for a person who, when told 'This ought not to 
be done' says' What has been seen by you1 What has been heard 
by you1 Who are you that you speak to me; are you a Preceptor, 
Teacher, friend, companion1' or obstructs with silence or accepts 
[the admonition] but does not act on it, is far from arriving at any 
distinction; but one who, when advised, says' Good, venerable sir, 
well said. What is blameworthy [240] is hard to see in oneself. 
If you should see me again thus, tell me out of compassion. May 
I long have advice from you' and practises according as instructed, 
is not far from arriving at distinction. That is why he would be 
meek (easily-speakable-to) by accepting [others' advice] and acting 

on it. 
30. And he would be gentk (mudu: lit. 'malleable ') just as he would 
be meek. But while firm in not practising malleableness with lay
men when pressed by them to go with messages, go on errands, etc., 
he would yet be as malleable (gentle) in the performance of the 
duties2B in the whole Divine Life as well-refined gold is for employ
ment in this and that (see e.g. M. ii. 18). Or alternatively, the word 
gentk [means that] he would be without grimaces (see Vis. Ch. i, 
§ 61/p. 23), open-countenanced, easy to talk with and as welcoming 
as a good ford with an easy approach. 
31. And he would be not only gentle but also not proud (anatimani) 
as well; he would not be proud towards others on account of such 
grounds for pride as birth, race, etc., but would abide like the E~der 
Sariputta even-minded [to all alike] whether outcaste or prmce 
(A. iv. 376). 

[Stanza 2] 

32. The Blessed One thus told in part what should be done especially 
by a forest-dwelling bhikkhu who desires, after contriving to have 
attained the State of Peace, to abide in it, or who is practising the 
way to arrive at that [State]. Being then desirous of saying more 
than that, he uttered the further stanza: 

. Santussako ca subharo ca appakicco ca saUahukavuUi 
Santindriyo ca nipako ca apagabbho kuksu ananugiddho 

and the 'characteristics' are those dealt with in Vis. Chs. xx-xxii. This 
sentence is an example of a 'dovetailed construction ' in the Pali. 

21 See Ch. v, § 170. 
2s Reading vattapatipattiyam with C., B. and Ss. 
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who, after contriving to attain it with [only] mundane understand
ing, is practising the way finally to arrive at it,20 would be abk (sakko 
assa) with the possession of the second and fourth factors of en
deavour21 to practise for the penetration of the Truths without 
regard for body and life. Likewise, he would be able, that is, clever, 
unidle, capable, in the preliminary work for a Universal (kasi't},a: see 
Vis. Ch. iv), in undertaking the duties, etc., and22 in repairing his 
own bowl, robes, etc., and in these and other such major and minor 
things to be done for companions in the Divine Life. 
28. · Being23 able, he would also be right (uju) with possession of the 
third factor of endeavour.24 Being right, instead of being content 
with being right once he would be more thoroughly right (sutthutaram 
uju), [that is, upright (suju)J by repeatedly promoting non-laxity as 
long as he lives. Or alternatively, he is right by means of non
fraudulence and upright by means of non-deceitfulness. Or he is 
rigltt with abandonment of crookedness of body and speech and 
upright with abandonment of crookedness of mind. Or he is right 
by non-publication of any special qualities [of jhana and path] 
that are non-existent [in himself] (see Vin. Parajika 4) and upright 
by non-endurance of gain arisen on account of [such] non-existent 
special qualities. Thus he would be right and upright with the 
purity of ends and means25 consisting in meditation upon objects 
[ of pure concentration J and upon the [ three General] character
istics [of impermanence, etc.,] which are ensured respectively by 
the first pair of Trainings, [namely, the Higher Virtue and 
Higher Cognizance,] and by the third, [namely, the Higher Under
standing.]26 

20 The phrase abhisame,xa tadadhigamiiya, which has to be rather freely 
rendered by 'after [contriving] to attain ... [finally] to arrive' is a rather 
desperate commentator's expedient; for abhi+sam+i and adhi+gam both 
mean almost the same since both are in the gerund and both roots mean ' to 
go'; but this interpretation requires withholding from abhisamecca some of its 
normal finality of' having arrived'. Cf. also end of§ 12. 

21 For the Five Factors of Endeavour (padhiiniyaTl{Jll) see e.g., M. ii. 95. 
The second and fourth are: good health and digestion, and energy in abandon
ing the unprofitable and in undertaking the profitable. 

22 For the 'duties' see Vis. Ch. iii, §§ 66 ff./pp. 99 ff. The 'repairing of 
his own bowl, robes, etc.' is an allusion to what is elsewhere called ' severing 
the lesser impediments ', see Vis. Ch. iv, § 20 /p. 122. 

23 'Honto---being ': (ppr. of hoti) not in P.E.D. 
24 See note 21; the third factor is ' honesty and sincerity '. 
25 See Ch. v, note 22. 
26 The 'objects' are the 40 meditation subjects given in Vis. Ohs. iv-xi 
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29. And he would be not only right and upright but also mee,k 
(suvaco)27 as well; for a person who, when told 'This ought not to 
be done' says' What has been seen by you1 What has been heard 
by you1 Who are you that you speak to me; are you a Preceptor, 
Teacher, friend, companion1' or obstructs with silence or accepts 
[the admonition] but does not act on it, is far from arriving at any 
distinction; but one who, when advised, says' Good, venerable sir, 
well said. What is blameworthy [240] is hard to see in oneself. 
If you should see me again thus, tell me out of compassion. May 
I long have advice from you' and practises according as instructed, 
is not far from arriving at distinction. That is why he would be 
meek (easily-speakable-to) by accepting [others' advice] and acting 

on it. 
30. And he would be gentk (mudu: lit. 'malleable ') just as he would 
be meek. But while firm in not practising malleableness with lay
men when pressed by them to go with messages, go on errands, etc., 
he would yet be as malleable (gentle) in the performance of the 
duties2B in the whole Divine Life as well-refined gold is for employ
ment in this and that (see e.g. M. ii. 18). Or alternatively, the word 
gentk [means that] he would be without grimaces (see Vis. Ch. i, 
§ 61/p. 23), open-countenanced, easy to talk with and as welcoming 
as a good ford with an easy approach. 
31. And he would be not only gentle but also not proud (anatimani) 
as well; he would not be proud towards others on account of such 
grounds for pride as birth, race, etc., but would abide like the E~der 
Sariputta even-minded [to all alike] whether outcaste or prmce 
(A. iv. 376). 

[Stanza 2] 

32. The Blessed One thus told in part what should be done especially 
by a forest-dwelling bhikkhu who desires, after contriving to have 
attained the State of Peace, to abide in it, or who is practising the 
way to arrive at that [State]. Being then desirous of saying more 
than that, he uttered the further stanza: 

. Santussako ca subharo ca appakicco ca saUahukavuUi 
Santindriyo ca nipako ca apagabbho kuksu ananugiddho 

and the 'characteristics' are those dealt with in Vis. Chs. xx-xxii. This 
sentence is an example of a 'dovetailed construction ' in the Pali. 

21 See Ch. v, § 170. 
2s Reading vattapatipattiyam with C., B. and Ss. 
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' Contented, easy to support, 
'Unbusy, frugal, and serene 
' In faculties, prudent, modest, 
'Not fawning upon families.' 

[240-241] 

33. Herein, he is content (santussati) with the twelvefold content
ment (santosa) of the kind already stated under 'And content and 
grateful bearing' (Ch. v. §§ 161].), thus he is contented (santussako). 
Or alternatively, he finds contentment (tussati), thus he is one content 
~tussaka); he is one content with his own (SAkena TUSSAKA), he 
IS one content with what there is (SANtena TUSSAKA), and he is 
one content equally [with all] (SAMena TUSSAKA), thus he is 
content (santussaka). Herein, what is called 'his own' is that 
indicated in the ceremony of Full Admission thus ' Depending on 
the lumps of alms food' (Vin. i. 58, 96), and it is whatever among the 
four requisite-conditions [for the bhikkhu's life] has been accepted 
by himself. He is called ' one content with his own ' when. without 
showing any alteration [of expression] either at the time of~eceiving 
or at the time of using, he makes do with it whether it is good or bad, 
whether it is carefully or carelessly given. What is called ' what 
there is' is what is factual and has been obtained by himself. 
[241] He is called 'one content with what there is' when he is 
content with that alone without aspiring to more than that and 
thus abandons excessiveness of wishes.29 What is called 'equally 
[ with all] ' is the abandoning of approval and resistance with respect 
to the desired and the undesired. He is called ' one content equally 
[ with all] ' when he is content with that kind of equality regarding 
all objects. 
34. He is supported with ease (sukhena bhariyati), thus he is easy 
to support (subharo); he is easily sustained, is what is meant. For 
a bhikkhu is hard to support if, when given his bowl full of special 
rice, meat and boiled rice, he shows a face of gloomy sullenness or 
is suspicious, saying in the giver's presence 'What is this you have 
given?', and gives it away to novices or laymen. When people 
see that, they keep far away, [thinking] ' A bhikkhu who is hard to 
support can never be sustained '. But he is easy to support when 
with cheerfulness and confident face he makes do with what he gets, 
no matter whether it is poor or superior, little or much. When 
people see that, they are quite trustful, and they claim thus 'Our 

29 For ' excessiveness of wishes ' (atricchatii, aticchata) see MA. ii. 138 f. and 
Vbh. 350-1. 
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venerable is easy to support, he is content even with a little. We 
ourselves will sustain him ', and they do sustain him. It is one 
such as that who is intended here as ' easy to support '. 
35. Hi~ busiedne~s is little (apparh kiccam assa), thus he is unbusy 
(appakwco). He 1s not occupied with the many kinds of busiedness 
such as love of working, love of talking, love of company, and so on. 
Or alternatively, in the whole monastery he is devoid of any busied
~ess co~cerned wit~ building-work, property of the Community, 
mstruct10n30 of novwes and monastery-attendants, etc., and instead 
he is engaged31 [ only J in the busiedness consisting in the monks' 
True Ideal after doing his own hair-cutting, nail-cutting and pre
paring of his own bowl and robes.32 
36 .. His w~y of life is light (frugal), thus he is frugal (sallahukavutti); 
~e. 1s _not like some bhikkhus with their many chattels, who, when 
1t 1s time to go ~way, do so after they have loaded many people with 
head pack~, ~ai.st packs, etc., of bowls, robes, rugs, oils, sugar, etc.; 
but,_ when it 1s time to go away, having little requisite-equipment, he 
carnes only20 the monk's eight requisites, namely, the bowl, [three] 
robes, [razor, needle, waistband, and water-strainer,] and taking 
onl:r: these, [~] he goes away as does a bird with its own wings 
(D. 1. 71). It IS o~e such as this that is intended here by' frugal'. 
37 .. He has ~acuities that are serene (santani indriyani assa), thus 
he IS serene in_Jaculties ( santindriyo); his faculties33 are unagitated 
?Y lust f~r desITable objects [or ill will towards undesirable objects], 
1s what 1s meant. 
38. Prudent (nipako): knowledgeable, intelligent, possessed ofunder
stancl~ng; t~e intention is that he is possessed of understanding about 
guarding vITtue, understanding about managing robes and the rest 
an~ u~~erstanding as the act-of-understanding the seven kinds of 
sUitab1lity, na~ely, those regarding the abode, [alms-resort, speech, 
person, ~ood, ~limate, and posture (see Vis. Ch. iv,§§ 35ff./p. 127)]. 
39. He 1s ;110t ~mpudent (~ pagabbha), thus he is modest (apagabbho); 
~he meamng 1s th~t he 1s devoid of bodily impudence in its eight 
mstances, verbal impudence in its four instances and mental 
impudence in its many instances (cf. Ndl. 228). ' 

30
' Vosasana-instruction ': not in P.E.D. 

31 Re din . a g sama'T},(1,dhammakie,cakaro with C.; B. and Ss. have -kie,caparo 
with P.T.S. ed. 

32 Another allusion to the Lesser Impediments, see note 22. 
20 See page 276. 
33 The faculties of eye, ear, nose, tongue, body and also mind, are meant here. 
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' Contented, easy to support, 
'Unbusy, frugal, and serene 
' In faculties, prudent, modest, 
'Not fawning upon families.' 

[240-241] 

33. Herein, he is content (santussati) with the twelvefold content
ment (santosa) of the kind already stated under 'And content and 
grateful bearing' (Ch. v. §§ 161].), thus he is contented (santussako). 
Or alternatively, he finds contentment (tussati), thus he is one content 
~tussaka); he is one content with his own (SAkena TUSSAKA), he 
IS one content with what there is (SANtena TUSSAKA), and he is 
one content equally [with all] (SAMena TUSSAKA), thus he is 
content (santussaka). Herein, what is called 'his own' is that 
indicated in the ceremony of Full Admission thus ' Depending on 
the lumps of alms food' (Vin. i. 58, 96), and it is whatever among the 
four requisite-conditions [for the bhikkhu's life] has been accepted 
by himself. He is called ' one content with his own ' when. without 
showing any alteration [of expression] either at the time of~eceiving 
or at the time of using, he makes do with it whether it is good or bad, 
whether it is carefully or carelessly given. What is called ' what 
there is' is what is factual and has been obtained by himself. 
[241] He is called 'one content with what there is' when he is 
content with that alone without aspiring to more than that and 
thus abandons excessiveness of wishes.29 What is called 'equally 
[ with all] ' is the abandoning of approval and resistance with respect 
to the desired and the undesired. He is called ' one content equally 
[ with all] ' when he is content with that kind of equality regarding 
all objects. 
34. He is supported with ease (sukhena bhariyati), thus he is easy 
to support (subharo); he is easily sustained, is what is meant. For 
a bhikkhu is hard to support if, when given his bowl full of special 
rice, meat and boiled rice, he shows a face of gloomy sullenness or 
is suspicious, saying in the giver's presence 'What is this you have 
given?', and gives it away to novices or laymen. When people 
see that, they keep far away, [thinking] ' A bhikkhu who is hard to 
support can never be sustained '. But he is easy to support when 
with cheerfulness and confident face he makes do with what he gets, 
no matter whether it is poor or superior, little or much. When 
people see that, they are quite trustful, and they claim thus 'Our 

29 For ' excessiveness of wishes ' (atricchatii, aticchata) see MA. ii. 138 f. and 
Vbh. 350-1. 
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venerable is easy to support, he is content even with a little. We 
ourselves will sustain him ', and they do sustain him. It is one 
such as that who is intended here as ' easy to support '. 
35. Hi~ busiedne~s is little (apparh kiccam assa), thus he is unbusy 
(appakwco). He 1s not occupied with the many kinds of busiedness 
such as love of working, love of talking, love of company, and so on. 
Or alternatively, in the whole monastery he is devoid of any busied
~ess co~cerned wit~ building-work, property of the Community, 
mstruct10n30 of novwes and monastery-attendants, etc., and instead 
he is engaged31 [ only J in the busiedness consisting in the monks' 
True Ideal after doing his own hair-cutting, nail-cutting and pre
paring of his own bowl and robes.32 
36 .. His w~y of life is light (frugal), thus he is frugal (sallahukavutti); 
~e. 1s _not like some bhikkhus with their many chattels, who, when 
1t 1s time to go ~way, do so after they have loaded many people with 
head pack~, ~ai.st packs, etc., of bowls, robes, rugs, oils, sugar, etc.; 
but,_ when it 1s time to go away, having little requisite-equipment, he 
carnes only20 the monk's eight requisites, namely, the bowl, [three] 
robes, [razor, needle, waistband, and water-strainer,] and taking 
onl:r: these, [~] he goes away as does a bird with its own wings 
(D. 1. 71). It IS o~e such as this that is intended here by' frugal'. 
37 .. He has ~acuities that are serene (santani indriyani assa), thus 
he IS serene in_Jaculties ( santindriyo); his faculties33 are unagitated 
?Y lust f~r desITable objects [or ill will towards undesirable objects], 
1s what 1s meant. 
38. Prudent (nipako): knowledgeable, intelligent, possessed ofunder
stancl~ng; t~e intention is that he is possessed of understanding about 
guarding vITtue, understanding about managing robes and the rest 
an~ u~~erstanding as the act-of-understanding the seven kinds of 
sUitab1lity, na~ely, those regarding the abode, [alms-resort, speech, 
person, ~ood, ~limate, and posture (see Vis. Ch. iv,§§ 35ff./p. 127)]. 
39. He 1s ;110t ~mpudent (~ pagabbha), thus he is modest (apagabbho); 
~he meamng 1s th~t he 1s devoid of bodily impudence in its eight 
mstances, verbal impudence in its four instances and mental 
impudence in its many instances (cf. Ndl. 228). ' 

30
' Vosasana-instruction ': not in P.E.D. 

31 Re din . a g sama'T},(1,dhammakie,cakaro with C.; B. and Ss. have -kie,caparo 
with P.T.S. ed. 

32 Another allusion to the Lesser Impediments, see note 22. 
20 See page 276. 
33 The faculties of eye, ear, nose, tongue, body and also mind, are meant here. 
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40. What is called ' bodily impudence in its eight instances ' is 
acting unbecomingly by means of the body in the presence of the 
Community, in the presence of a Chapter, in the presence of a person, 
in the refectory, in the hot-bath house, at the bathing place, on the 
path for gathering alms, and in the entry into houses, that is to 
say: ' Here someone in the midst of the Community sits lolling 
[with hands clasped round knees] or with feet (legs) crossed' 
( }, and so on. Likewise in the midst of a chapter; 
and ' in the midst of a chapter ' [includes] a meeting of the four 
assemblies [ of bhikkhus, bhikkhunis, laymen followers and lay
women followers]. Likewise in the presence of senior persons. 
Again, in the refectory he does not give a seat to seniors, he prevents 
new [bhikkhus-those with less than five years' seniority-] from 
getting a seat (cf. Vin. ii. 162 J., 274). Likewise in the hot-bath 
house (cf. Vin. i. 47, ii. 220); (and] he has fires lighted, etc., without 
asking seniors about it (cf. Vin. ii. 220). And at the bathing place, 
without bothering about what is said, namely, 'Without making 
the standard " junior and senior ", bathing should be done in the 
order of arrival ' ( }, he arrives after [others] and enters 
the water and jostles seniors and new [bhikkhus without waiting 
his turn]. And on. the path for gathering alms he goes in front of 
seniors, bumping their arms with his arms, in order to get the best 
seat, the best water, the best alms food. And in the entry into 
houses he enters before the seniors and plays bodily games with 
children, and so on. 
41. What is called ' verbal impudence in its four instances ' is 
unbecoming speech utterance in the presence of a Community, a 
chapter, and a person, and among houses, that is to say: 'Here 
someone in the midst of the Community preaches the True Idea 
unasked' ( ). And likewise in the presence of a chapter 
and of a senior person as stated already. (243] And when asked a 
question by people there, he answers them without asking a senior 
[if he may do so]. And among houses he speaks thus ' You, so-and
so, what is there? Is there any rice-gruel or anything to eat or 
chew? What will you give me? What shall we eat today? What 
shall we drink?' ( ). 
42. What is called mental impudence in its many instances is 
unbecoming thinking, namely, thoughts of sensual desire, [of ill 
will, and of cruelty, etc.,] in such and such instances, doing so only 
with the mind and with no transgression by body or speech. 
43. Not fawning upon families (kul,esu ananugiddho): whatever 
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families (clans) he approaches, he does not fawn upon (lit. show 
para~l~l emotion _with) them either out of craving for the requisite
condit10ns or owmg to association with laymen that is not in con
formity [with the Tnie Idea]; what is meant is that he is not one 
who sorrows with them and relishes with them, who is pleased when 
t~ey ar~ and suffe:s when they do, and who is forward in engaging 
himself m any busmess or work that has arisen. 
44. And in this stanza, the words 'he would be' (c'assa), which 
were stated [in the previous stanza J thus ' he would be ... meek ' 
(suvaco c'assa), must be construed also with all the terms in this 
way: ' he would be contented, he would be easy to support, .. .' 

[ Stanza 3 first half] 

45. When the Blessed One had thus announced what more would 
be done especially by a forest-dwelling bhikkhu who desired after 
contriving to have attained the State of Peace, to abide in' it, or 
who was practising the way to arrive at that [State], he now uttered 
the following stanza 

Na ca khudaarh samacare kinci, yena viiiiiu pare upavadeyyurh 
' He would no slight thing do at all 
' That other wise men might deplore ', 

being desirous of announcing also what should not be done. 
~6. It~ meaning is as follows. There are some slight things (khud<la) 
m bodily, verbal or mental misconduct that are called ' bad ' and 
when he is thus doing what should be done he would do no sligh/thing 
(na ca khudaam samacare) in that, and in not doing it, it is not only 
the g:oss that. he would not do but also anything at all (kinci); 
what 1s meant 1s that he would not do even as much as a little even 
as much as an atom. And next he showed the danger to b; seen 
here in this. life for ~m in the doing of such things [by saying] 
that other wise men might deplore (yena viniiu pare upavadeyyurh); 
a_nd here ot~ers who are unwise are not the standard since they do 
either what 1s not deplorable or what is deplorable or what is little 
deplorable or greatly deplorable, but it is only the wise who are the 
sta1_1dard since they, after inquiry and investigation, speak in dis
praise of what deserves dispraise [244] and in praise of what deserves 
praise, which is why ' other w.ise men ' is said. 
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40. What is called ' bodily impudence in its eight instances ' is 
acting unbecomingly by means of the body in the presence of the 
Community, in the presence of a Chapter, in the presence of a person, 
in the refectory, in the hot-bath house, at the bathing place, on the 
path for gathering alms, and in the entry into houses, that is to 
say: ' Here someone in the midst of the Community sits lolling 
[with hands clasped round knees] or with feet (legs) crossed' 
( }, and so on. Likewise in the midst of a chapter; 
and ' in the midst of a chapter ' [includes] a meeting of the four 
assemblies [ of bhikkhus, bhikkhunis, laymen followers and lay
women followers]. Likewise in the presence of senior persons. 
Again, in the refectory he does not give a seat to seniors, he prevents 
new [bhikkhus-those with less than five years' seniority-] from 
getting a seat (cf. Vin. ii. 162 J., 274). Likewise in the hot-bath 
house (cf. Vin. i. 47, ii. 220); (and] he has fires lighted, etc., without 
asking seniors about it (cf. Vin. ii. 220). And at the bathing place, 
without bothering about what is said, namely, 'Without making 
the standard " junior and senior ", bathing should be done in the 
order of arrival ' ( }, he arrives after [others] and enters 
the water and jostles seniors and new [bhikkhus without waiting 
his turn]. And on. the path for gathering alms he goes in front of 
seniors, bumping their arms with his arms, in order to get the best 
seat, the best water, the best alms food. And in the entry into 
houses he enters before the seniors and plays bodily games with 
children, and so on. 
41. What is called ' verbal impudence in its four instances ' is 
unbecoming speech utterance in the presence of a Community, a 
chapter, and a person, and among houses, that is to say: 'Here 
someone in the midst of the Community preaches the True Idea 
unasked' ( ). And likewise in the presence of a chapter 
and of a senior person as stated already. (243] And when asked a 
question by people there, he answers them without asking a senior 
[if he may do so]. And among houses he speaks thus ' You, so-and
so, what is there? Is there any rice-gruel or anything to eat or 
chew? What will you give me? What shall we eat today? What 
shall we drink?' ( ). 
42. What is called mental impudence in its many instances is 
unbecoming thinking, namely, thoughts of sensual desire, [of ill 
will, and of cruelty, etc.,] in such and such instances, doing so only 
with the mind and with no transgression by body or speech. 
43. Not fawning upon families (kul,esu ananugiddho): whatever 
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families (clans) he approaches, he does not fawn upon (lit. show 
para~l~l emotion _with) them either out of craving for the requisite
condit10ns or owmg to association with laymen that is not in con
formity [with the Tnie Idea]; what is meant is that he is not one 
who sorrows with them and relishes with them, who is pleased when 
t~ey ar~ and suffe:s when they do, and who is forward in engaging 
himself m any busmess or work that has arisen. 
44. And in this stanza, the words 'he would be' (c'assa), which 
were stated [in the previous stanza J thus ' he would be ... meek ' 
(suvaco c'assa), must be construed also with all the terms in this 
way: ' he would be contented, he would be easy to support, .. .' 

[ Stanza 3 first half] 

45. When the Blessed One had thus announced what more would 
be done especially by a forest-dwelling bhikkhu who desired after 
contriving to have attained the State of Peace, to abide in' it, or 
who was practising the way to arrive at that [State], he now uttered 
the following stanza 

Na ca khudaarh samacare kinci, yena viiiiiu pare upavadeyyurh 
' He would no slight thing do at all 
' That other wise men might deplore ', 

being desirous of announcing also what should not be done. 
~6. It~ meaning is as follows. There are some slight things (khud<la) 
m bodily, verbal or mental misconduct that are called ' bad ' and 
when he is thus doing what should be done he would do no sligh/thing 
(na ca khudaam samacare) in that, and in not doing it, it is not only 
the g:oss that. he would not do but also anything at all (kinci); 
what 1s meant 1s that he would not do even as much as a little even 
as much as an atom. And next he showed the danger to b; seen 
here in this. life for ~m in the doing of such things [by saying] 
that other wise men might deplore (yena viniiu pare upavadeyyurh); 
a_nd here ot~ers who are unwise are not the standard since they do 
either what 1s not deplorable or what is deplorable or what is little 
deplorable or greatly deplorable, but it is only the wise who are the 
sta1_1dard since they, after inquiry and investigation, speak in dis
praise of what deserves dispraise [244] and in praise of what deserves 
praise, which is why ' other w.ise men ' is said. 
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[ Stanza 3 second half] 

47. Now the Blessed One stated with these two and a half stanzas 
the approach to the meditation subject thus. And that approach 
is divided into what should be done and what should not be done 
especially by a forest-dwelling bhikkhu who desires, after contriving 
to have attained the State of Peace, to abide in it, or who is practis
ing the way to arrive at that [State]-and under the heading of 
' forest-dweller ' are included all those who want to [ come to] abide 
in that [State J through taking a meditation subject-. And so, 
having done that, he now began to give an exposition of lovingkind
ness, which begins with the words: 

Sukhino va khemino ho-ritu, [ sabbe satta bhavantu sukhitatta] 
'(Then he would think) "Joyful and safe 

[' Let every creature's heart rejoice "] '. 

The purpose of this was to serve those bhikkhus as a safeguard to 
dispel their fear of deities and as a meditation subject for [inducing] 
jhana as the basis for insight. 
48. Herein,34 joyful (sukhino: lit. 'having pleasure') is possessing 
pleasure. And safe (khemino): having safety; what is meant is, 
fearless, unplagued. Every (sabbe): without remainder. Creature's 
(satta): breathing things. Heart rejoice (sukhitatta: lit. 'have a 
pleased self'): with pleased cognizance; and here it can be under
stood that they are' joyful' with bodily pleasure, that their' hearts 
rejoice ' with mental pleasure, and that they are ' safe ' with both 

34 If the architecture of this Sutta is not to be quite blurred out, the passage 
beginning here and ending with the words ' with provocation or resistive 
thought ' will need to be taken as direct-speech stating the thoughts of loving
kindness that a person of the kind described would have. This requires the 
insertion, in the English version, of some such introductory phrase as ' Then 
he would think'. The normal Pali usage is to leave out such a phrase. The 
closing of direct-speech without iti is not unusual: it is done in an obvious 
instance in this Sutta, stanza 9, last line (see § 69). The architectural plan 
is, in fact, this: the 1st half of stanza 1 to the 1st half of stanza 3 describes 
the basic virtues; the second half of stanza 3 to the end of stanza 6 gives in 
direct-speech the lovingkindness thoughts of one practising those virtues; 
stanzas 7 -9 describe the qualities of lovingkindness practised to the full as 
concentration (samadhi or samatha), which is called 'Divine Abiding' 
(brahma-vihiira) in this life since it leads to rebirth in the Brahma (' High 
Divinity') Heavens. Stanza 10 describes the development of insight 
(vipassanii), which leads out from the world of existence/non-existence to 
extinction (nibbiina), to cessation (cf. A. ii, 128-30). 
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or else with the disappearance of all fears and plagues. But why is 
it stated like this1 In order to show the different modes of main
tenance of lovingkindness in being; for lovingkindness can be 
maintained in being thus:' Let all creatures be joyful' or' Let them 
be safe' or 'Let their hearts rejoice' (cf. Ps. ii. 130 ff.). 

[ Stanzas 4 and 5] 

49. [When the Blessed One had] thus shown in brief the maintenance 
of lovingkindness in being from access up to absorption35 as the 
limit, he now uttered the following pair of stanzas: 

Ye keci pa1µ1,bhut' atthi tasa va thavara va anavasesa 
Digha va ye mahanta va majjhima rassaka a'IJ,ukathiil.ii, 
Dit:tha va ye va a<lil#tha ye ca dure vasanti aviaure 
Bhuta va sambhavesi va: sabbe satta bhavantu sukhitaUii, 
' Whatever breathing beings there are, 
'No matter whether frail or firm, 
' With none excepted, long or big 
' Or middle-sized or short or small 
' Or thick, or those seen or unseen, 
' Or whether dwelling far or near, 
' That are or that yet seek to be, 
' Let every creature's heart rejoice.' 

He did so in order to show that in detail as well. Or alternatively, 
cognizance that is used to ordinary variety in its object does not 
become steadied on unity at first·, but it does become steadied gradu
ally by following out a classification of the object, and that is why 
he uttered this pair of stanzas beginning ' Whatever ', the purpose 
of which is the steadying36 of it on its object classified under the 
dyads and triads beginning with ' frail or firm ', doing so by following 
these out. Or alternatively, when an object is fully evident to 

35 For access (upaciira) and absorption (appanii) concentration see Vis. 
Ch. iii, § 6 /p. 85 and Ch. iv, §§ 32 ff. /pp. 126 ff. Lovingkindness is said to 
be capable of producing the first three jhanas ·but not the fourth ( Vis. Ch. ix, 
§ 111/p. 322). Neither the four Divine Abidings nor the four (or five) jhanas 
nor the four formless states are claimed as ' the teaching peculiar to En
lightened Ones' (budrlhiinam siimukkamsikii desanii: M. i. 380), that being 
the Four Noble Truths, and the insight into the Three Characteristics of 
impermanence, suffering, and not-self, that leads to the penetration of the 
Truths. 

36 
' Sa'IJ!hiina-steadying ': not in this sense in P.E.D., where see santi,tthati. 
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[ Stanza 3 second half] 

47. Now the Blessed One stated with these two and a half stanzas 
the approach to the meditation subject thus. And that approach 
is divided into what should be done and what should not be done 
especially by a forest-dwelling bhikkhu who desires, after contriving 
to have attained the State of Peace, to abide in it, or who is practis
ing the way to arrive at that [State]-and under the heading of 
' forest-dweller ' are included all those who want to [ come to] abide 
in that [State J through taking a meditation subject-. And so, 
having done that, he now began to give an exposition of lovingkind
ness, which begins with the words: 

Sukhino va khemino ho-ritu, [ sabbe satta bhavantu sukhitatta] 
'(Then he would think) "Joyful and safe 

[' Let every creature's heart rejoice "] '. 

The purpose of this was to serve those bhikkhus as a safeguard to 
dispel their fear of deities and as a meditation subject for [inducing] 
jhana as the basis for insight. 
48. Herein,34 joyful (sukhino: lit. 'having pleasure') is possessing 
pleasure. And safe (khemino): having safety; what is meant is, 
fearless, unplagued. Every (sabbe): without remainder. Creature's 
(satta): breathing things. Heart rejoice (sukhitatta: lit. 'have a 
pleased self'): with pleased cognizance; and here it can be under
stood that they are' joyful' with bodily pleasure, that their' hearts 
rejoice ' with mental pleasure, and that they are ' safe ' with both 

34 If the architecture of this Sutta is not to be quite blurred out, the passage 
beginning here and ending with the words ' with provocation or resistive 
thought ' will need to be taken as direct-speech stating the thoughts of loving
kindness that a person of the kind described would have. This requires the 
insertion, in the English version, of some such introductory phrase as ' Then 
he would think'. The normal Pali usage is to leave out such a phrase. The 
closing of direct-speech without iti is not unusual: it is done in an obvious 
instance in this Sutta, stanza 9, last line (see § 69). The architectural plan 
is, in fact, this: the 1st half of stanza 1 to the 1st half of stanza 3 describes 
the basic virtues; the second half of stanza 3 to the end of stanza 6 gives in 
direct-speech the lovingkindness thoughts of one practising those virtues; 
stanzas 7 -9 describe the qualities of lovingkindness practised to the full as 
concentration (samadhi or samatha), which is called 'Divine Abiding' 
(brahma-vihiira) in this life since it leads to rebirth in the Brahma (' High 
Divinity') Heavens. Stanza 10 describes the development of insight 
(vipassanii), which leads out from the world of existence/non-existence to 
extinction (nibbiina), to cessation (cf. A. ii, 128-30). 
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or else with the disappearance of all fears and plagues. But why is 
it stated like this1 In order to show the different modes of main
tenance of lovingkindness in being; for lovingkindness can be 
maintained in being thus:' Let all creatures be joyful' or' Let them 
be safe' or 'Let their hearts rejoice' (cf. Ps. ii. 130 ff.). 

[ Stanzas 4 and 5] 

49. [When the Blessed One had] thus shown in brief the maintenance 
of lovingkindness in being from access up to absorption35 as the 
limit, he now uttered the following pair of stanzas: 

Ye keci pa1µ1,bhut' atthi tasa va thavara va anavasesa 
Digha va ye mahanta va majjhima rassaka a'IJ,ukathiil.ii, 
Dit:tha va ye va a<lil#tha ye ca dure vasanti aviaure 
Bhuta va sambhavesi va: sabbe satta bhavantu sukhitaUii, 
' Whatever breathing beings there are, 
'No matter whether frail or firm, 
' With none excepted, long or big 
' Or middle-sized or short or small 
' Or thick, or those seen or unseen, 
' Or whether dwelling far or near, 
' That are or that yet seek to be, 
' Let every creature's heart rejoice.' 

He did so in order to show that in detail as well. Or alternatively, 
cognizance that is used to ordinary variety in its object does not 
become steadied on unity at first·, but it does become steadied gradu
ally by following out a classification of the object, and that is why 
he uttered this pair of stanzas beginning ' Whatever ', the purpose 
of which is the steadying36 of it on its object classified under the 
dyads and triads beginning with ' frail or firm ', doing so by following 
these out. Or alternatively, when an object is fully evident to 

35 For access (upaciira) and absorption (appanii) concentration see Vis. 
Ch. iii, § 6 /p. 85 and Ch. iv, §§ 32 ff. /pp. 126 ff. Lovingkindness is said to 
be capable of producing the first three jhanas ·but not the fourth ( Vis. Ch. ix, 
§ 111/p. 322). Neither the four Divine Abidings nor the four (or five) jhanas 
nor the four formless states are claimed as ' the teaching peculiar to En
lightened Ones' (budrlhiinam siimukkamsikii desanii: M. i. 380), that being 
the Four Noble Truths, and the insight into the Three Characteristics of 
impermanence, suffering, and not-self, that leads to the penetration of the 
Truths. 

36 
' Sa'IJ!hiina-steadying ': not in this sense in P.E.D., where see santi,tthati. 
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someone, his cognizance [245] easily stays on it, and so he uttered 
this pair of stanzas beginning with ' Whatever ', which illustrate 
the classification of the object by means of the dyads and triads 
beginning with ' frail and firm ', since he was desirous of steadying 
those bhikkhus' cognizance on an object made fully evident to them. 
And, in fact, he points out four dyads, namely, the frail/firm dyad, 
the seen/unseen dyad, the far/near dyad, and the that-are/that-yet
seek-to-be dyad, and then with the six terms beginning with' long' 
he also points out three triads, namely, the long/middle-sized/short 
triad, the big/middle-sized/small triad, and the thick/middle
sized/small triad, since the meaning of the term 'middle-sized' 
is implicit in all three triads and the meaning of the term ' small ' in 
two of them. 
50. Herein, whatever (ye keci) is a term without remainder. Breath
ing things (patw,) are themselves beings (bhuta), thus they are breath
ing beings (patw,bhiaa); or alternatively, they breathe (patw,nti), 37 

thus they are breathing things (patw,), by which term he includes 
creatures belonging to the five-constituent [kind of] being (exist
ence),38 which are bound up with in-breath and out-breath;39 and 
then they are (bhavanti), thus they are beings (bhuta: pp. of vb. 
bhavati), by which he includes one-constituent and four-constituent 
creatures. There are: atthi=santi (alternative grammatical form); 
they are factual. 
51. Having thus pointed out comprehensively with the words 
whatever breathing beings there are all the creatures about to be 
included under the dyads and triads [mentioned above], he now 
pointed them all out [again] by including them in the [first] dyad, 
namely, no matter whether frail or firm with none excepte,d (tasa vii, 
thavara vii, anavasesa). Herein, they thirst (tasanti), thus they are 

) 

37 'Piinanti-to breathe': not in P.E.D. 
38 The· term 'five-constituent existence' (panca-vokiira-bhava) refers to 

that kind of existence (being) where all five categories, namely, (material-) 
form, (affective) feeling, perception, determinations (including action, choice, 
etc.) and consciousness, are invariably manifested together as a manifold. 
That includes sense-desire existence (kiima-bhava), and/formed existence 
(riipa-bhava) except for non-percipient beings (see Vis. Ch. xvii,§ 253/p. 571). 
There are two allied terms, namely,' four-constituent existence', which refers 
to the four formless states, where there are only four categories (minus form), 
and 'one constituent existence', namely, the non-percipient beings in the 
formed existence, which have only the form category. See Appx. II. 

se See M. i. 301. What is implied is that breath, like nutriment, is insepar
able from what we should normally term ' life '. 
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frail (tasa) ;"o this is a designation for those with craving and for 
those with fear. They stand (t#?hanti), thus they are firm (thavara); 
this is a designation for Arahants, who have abandoned craving and 
fear. There is no one of them that is an exception, thus they are 
with none excepte,d (anavasesa); all, is what is meant. 

And what is said at the end of the second pair of stanzas should 
all be construed with the dyads and triads thus: ' Whatever breath
ing beings there are, no matter whether frail or firm, let every 
creature's heart rejoice ', and likewise down as far as the dyad ' that 
are or that yet seek to be, let every creature's heart rejoice'. 
52. Now as to the six terms beginning with ' long ' that represent 
the [three] triads beginnirrg with long/middle-sized/short: the long 
(digha) are those with a long selfhood such as Nii.gas (Serpents), 
fishes, lizards, etc.; for in the great ocean there are Nii.gas with a 
selfhoo<l measuring many hundred fathoms, and there are fishes, 
lizards, etc., with a selfhood measuring many leagues. Big 
(mahanta): with a big selfhood such as turtles, etc., in the water, 
[246] such as elephants, Nii.gas, etc., on land, and such as Danava 
Demons, etc., among non-human beings. And it is said · Rahu 
is the foremost of those who possess a selfhoo<l ' (A. ii. 17); for the 

40 The Pali word tasati can mean either ' to thirst ' or' to tremble with fear '. 
The alternative alignments sata'IJ,ha and sabhaya might seem to indicate the 
commentator's awareness of the two Sanskrit words tnyati (to thirst, cf. 
Skr. tr~'IJ,ii and Pali la'IJ,hii) and trasati (to tremble, cf. Skr. uttrasa and Pali 
uttiisa); but the Pali ia'IJ,hii almost never means literally ' thirst '. Acariya 
Buddhaghosa's exegesis, however, excluded on principle any recourse to 
Sanskrit as the basic prakrit, since the whole of his exegetical system is 
designed to reinstate Pali for Theravada Buddhists as the 'root-language ' 
(miila-bhiisii: see Vis. Ch. xiv, § 25/p. 441 and VbhA. 387-8), though there is 
free borrowing of Sanskrit ' loan words '. Sanskrit had to be displaced from 
the position from where it was perhaps threatening, as the Sarviistivadin 
and Mahayanist medium, to swamp Pali in the 5th century in Ceylon and 
S. India. In his exegesis he sometimes makes use indirectly of Sanskrit 
sources as a supporting argument in grammatical discussions and the like 
(not referred to openly, but usually as 'what is said in the world (loke) '); 
but he never concedes it any basic authority. This fact has to be taken into 
consideration before it can be established that his knowledge of Sanskrit 
was faulty on the basis of, say, his explanation of dosinii at MA. ii. 250 in 
which he makes no mention of the Sanskrit jyotsnii, deriving it instead from 
the Pali dosiipagata. Given the 'root-language' policy, clearly stated, how 
could the word be made a derivative of the Sanskrit jyotsnii (one Pali equiva
lent of which is ju'IJ,hii)? We may ask even today how far a claim that all 
the prakrits are derived from Sanskrit is sound or justified (see Childers' 
Diet. Intro.) and if it is so at all. 
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someone, his cognizance [245] easily stays on it, and so he uttered 
this pair of stanzas beginning with ' Whatever ', which illustrate 
the classification of the object by means of the dyads and triads 
beginning with ' frail and firm ', since he was desirous of steadying 
those bhikkhus' cognizance on an object made fully evident to them. 
And, in fact, he points out four dyads, namely, the frail/firm dyad, 
the seen/unseen dyad, the far/near dyad, and the that-are/that-yet
seek-to-be dyad, and then with the six terms beginning with' long' 
he also points out three triads, namely, the long/middle-sized/short 
triad, the big/middle-sized/small triad, and the thick/middle
sized/small triad, since the meaning of the term 'middle-sized' 
is implicit in all three triads and the meaning of the term ' small ' in 
two of them. 
50. Herein, whatever (ye keci) is a term without remainder. Breath
ing things (patw,) are themselves beings (bhuta), thus they are breath
ing beings (patw,bhiaa); or alternatively, they breathe (patw,nti), 37 

thus they are breathing things (patw,), by which term he includes 
creatures belonging to the five-constituent [kind of] being (exist
ence),38 which are bound up with in-breath and out-breath;39 and 
then they are (bhavanti), thus they are beings (bhuta: pp. of vb. 
bhavati), by which he includes one-constituent and four-constituent 
creatures. There are: atthi=santi (alternative grammatical form); 
they are factual. 
51. Having thus pointed out comprehensively with the words 
whatever breathing beings there are all the creatures about to be 
included under the dyads and triads [mentioned above], he now 
pointed them all out [again] by including them in the [first] dyad, 
namely, no matter whether frail or firm with none excepte,d (tasa vii, 
thavara vii, anavasesa). Herein, they thirst (tasanti), thus they are 

) 

37 'Piinanti-to breathe': not in P.E.D. 
38 The· term 'five-constituent existence' (panca-vokiira-bhava) refers to 

that kind of existence (being) where all five categories, namely, (material-) 
form, (affective) feeling, perception, determinations (including action, choice, 
etc.) and consciousness, are invariably manifested together as a manifold. 
That includes sense-desire existence (kiima-bhava), and/formed existence 
(riipa-bhava) except for non-percipient beings (see Vis. Ch. xvii,§ 253/p. 571). 
There are two allied terms, namely,' four-constituent existence', which refers 
to the four formless states, where there are only four categories (minus form), 
and 'one constituent existence', namely, the non-percipient beings in the 
formed existence, which have only the form category. See Appx. II. 

se See M. i. 301. What is implied is that breath, like nutriment, is insepar
able from what we should normally term ' life '. 
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frail (tasa) ;"o this is a designation for those with craving and for 
those with fear. They stand (t#?hanti), thus they are firm (thavara); 
this is a designation for Arahants, who have abandoned craving and 
fear. There is no one of them that is an exception, thus they are 
with none excepte,d (anavasesa); all, is what is meant. 

And what is said at the end of the second pair of stanzas should 
all be construed with the dyads and triads thus: ' Whatever breath
ing beings there are, no matter whether frail or firm, let every 
creature's heart rejoice ', and likewise down as far as the dyad ' that 
are or that yet seek to be, let every creature's heart rejoice'. 
52. Now as to the six terms beginning with ' long ' that represent 
the [three] triads beginnirrg with long/middle-sized/short: the long 
(digha) are those with a long selfhood such as Nii.gas (Serpents), 
fishes, lizards, etc.; for in the great ocean there are Nii.gas with a 
selfhoo<l measuring many hundred fathoms, and there are fishes, 
lizards, etc., with a selfhood measuring many leagues. Big 
(mahanta): with a big selfhood such as turtles, etc., in the water, 
[246] such as elephants, Nii.gas, etc., on land, and such as Danava 
Demons, etc., among non-human beings. And it is said · Rahu 
is the foremost of those who possess a selfhoo<l ' (A. ii. 17); for the 

40 The Pali word tasati can mean either ' to thirst ' or' to tremble with fear '. 
The alternative alignments sata'IJ,ha and sabhaya might seem to indicate the 
commentator's awareness of the two Sanskrit words tnyati (to thirst, cf. 
Skr. tr~'IJ,ii and Pali la'IJ,hii) and trasati (to tremble, cf. Skr. uttrasa and Pali 
uttiisa); but the Pali ia'IJ,hii almost never means literally ' thirst '. Acariya 
Buddhaghosa's exegesis, however, excluded on principle any recourse to 
Sanskrit as the basic prakrit, since the whole of his exegetical system is 
designed to reinstate Pali for Theravada Buddhists as the 'root-language ' 
(miila-bhiisii: see Vis. Ch. xiv, § 25/p. 441 and VbhA. 387-8), though there is 
free borrowing of Sanskrit ' loan words '. Sanskrit had to be displaced from 
the position from where it was perhaps threatening, as the Sarviistivadin 
and Mahayanist medium, to swamp Pali in the 5th century in Ceylon and 
S. India. In his exegesis he sometimes makes use indirectly of Sanskrit 
sources as a supporting argument in grammatical discussions and the like 
(not referred to openly, but usually as 'what is said in the world (loke) '); 
but he never concedes it any basic authority. This fact has to be taken into 
consideration before it can be established that his knowledge of Sanskrit 
was faulty on the basis of, say, his explanation of dosinii at MA. ii. 250 in 
which he makes no mention of the Sanskrit jyotsnii, deriving it instead from 
the Pali dosiipagata. Given the 'root-language' policy, clearly stated, how 
could the word be made a derivative of the Sanskrit jyotsnii (one Pali equiva
lent of which is ju'IJ,hii)? We may ask even today how far a claim that all 
the prakrits are derived from Sanskrit is sound or justified (see Childers' 
Diet. Intro.) and if it is so at all. 
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selfhood of that [Eclipse Demon] is four thousand eight hundred 
leagues in height, his arms measure twelve hundred leagues, the 
space between his eyebrows is fifty leagues, and so are the spaces 
between his fingers and toes, and the palms of his hands are two 
hundred leagues. The middle-sized (maJjhimii) are the selfhoods 
of horses, oxen, buffaloes, pigs, and so on. The short (rassakii) 
are creatures that in this or that kind of birth (species) fall short of 
the [ normal] measurement according to the big and middle-sized, 
such as dwarfs, and so on. Small (a1J,ukii): these are creatures that 
are not the resort of the fleshly eye but are the objective field of the 
heavenly eye, and they are generated in water, etc., with a subtle 
selfhood; or they are lice, and so on. Besides, any creatures in any 
kind of birth that are of lesser measure than the big or middle-sized 
or than the thick or middle-sized can be understood as small. The 
thick (thulii) are creatures with a rounded selfhood, such as (some) 
fishes, tortoises, oysters, clams, and so on. 
53. Having thus pointed out creatures without exception with these 
three triads, he now pointed them out again by including them in the 
three [remaining] dyads beginning with 'or those seen or unseen'. 
Herein, those seen (ditjhii) are any that have already been seen by 
their coming to the eye's horizon. The unseen (adi?(hii) are those 
that remain beyond the sea, beyond a mountain, beyond this world
system, and so on. With the dyad 'or whether dwelling far or 
near' he points out creatures dwelling far or not far from one's 
own selfhood. These can be understood as the footless and as 
bipeds; for creatures dwelling inside one's own body are near 
(avidure), while those dwelling outside it are Jar (du.re). Likewise 
those dwelling in the house-precincts are near, while those dwelling 
outside the precincts are far. [Again,] those dwelling in one's own 
abode, village, country, continent, world-system, are near, while 
those dwelling beyond the [abode, ... the] world-system are 
[ respectively ]far. That are (bhutii): that have been born, generated; 
they are reckoned thus ' They are (have been), they will not be 
again', which is a designation for those with taints exhausted, 
[namely, Arahants]. That yet seek to be: sambhavesino=sambhavam 
esanti (resolution of compound); this is a designation for Initiates41 

and ordinary men, who still seek being (sambhavam esantiinarh) in 
the future [247] because they have not abandoned the fetter of being 

u See Appx. I. for ' Initiate '. See Ch. vi, note 51 and Ch. vii, note 4 for 
'being'. 

I
' 
; 
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(existence). Or alternatively, in the case of the four kinds of womb 
generation, (see e.g. M. i. 73), creatures that are egg-born or uterus
born are called those that yet seek to be as long as they have not 
broken the egg-membrane or the caul-membrane [respectively J; but 
when they have broken the egg-membrane or the caul-membrane 
and have come out, they are called those that are. However, 
moisture-born creatures and those of spontaneous appearance are 
called those that yet seek to be in the first moment of their cognizance, 
and they are called those that are from the moment of the second 
cognizance; or else they are those that yet seek to be as long as they 
do not reach any posture other than that in which they were born, 
while after that they are called those that are. 

[Stanza 6] 

54. When the Blessed One, with these two and a half stanzas 
beginning with' Joyful' had thus shown to those bhikkhusin various 
aspects the maintenance oflovingkindness in being towards creatures 
by way of an aspiration for their coming to welfare and pleasure, 
he now said: 

Na paro pararh nikubbetha, [niitimaniietha lcatthaci narh kanci, 
V yiirosanii pa(ighasannii niinnamannassa dukkham iccheyya J 
' Let none another one undo 

[' Or slight him at all anywhere; 
' Let them not wish each other ill 
' With provocation or resistive thought.'] 

He did so showing that too by way of an aspiration for their non
coming to harm and suffering. That is the Ancients' reading; but 
now they also read pararh hi [instead of pararh ni-] which is not 
creditable. 
55. Herein, one (paro-nom. masc. sing.) is an individual (parajano), 
and another one (pararh-acc. masc. sing.) is another individual 
(parajanarh). Let not ... unrlo (na nikubbetlta): let him not betray. 
Nor slight ( niitimaniietha): nor ( na) let him by surmounting ( atik
kamitvii) show conceit (maniieyya). Anywhere (katthaci): anywhere, 
in the open, in a village, in a field, in the midst of relatives, or in 
the midst of a guild, and so on. Him (narh): that one (etarh). At all 
(kanci): any one at all whether Warrior-Noble (khattiya) or Priestly 
Divine (briihama'tJ,a) or householder or one gone forth, whether well 
off or ill off, and so on. 
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selfhood of that [Eclipse Demon] is four thousand eight hundred 
leagues in height, his arms measure twelve hundred leagues, the 
space between his eyebrows is fifty leagues, and so are the spaces 
between his fingers and toes, and the palms of his hands are two 
hundred leagues. The middle-sized (maJjhimii) are the selfhoods 
of horses, oxen, buffaloes, pigs, and so on. The short (rassakii) 
are creatures that in this or that kind of birth (species) fall short of 
the [ normal] measurement according to the big and middle-sized, 
such as dwarfs, and so on. Small (a1J,ukii): these are creatures that 
are not the resort of the fleshly eye but are the objective field of the 
heavenly eye, and they are generated in water, etc., with a subtle 
selfhood; or they are lice, and so on. Besides, any creatures in any 
kind of birth that are of lesser measure than the big or middle-sized 
or than the thick or middle-sized can be understood as small. The 
thick (thulii) are creatures with a rounded selfhood, such as (some) 
fishes, tortoises, oysters, clams, and so on. 
53. Having thus pointed out creatures without exception with these 
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[ respectively ]far. That are (bhutii): that have been born, generated; 
they are reckoned thus ' They are (have been), they will not be 
again', which is a designation for those with taints exhausted, 
[namely, Arahants]. That yet seek to be: sambhavesino=sambhavam 
esanti (resolution of compound); this is a designation for Initiates41 

and ordinary men, who still seek being (sambhavam esantiinarh) in 
the future [247] because they have not abandoned the fetter of being 

u See Appx. I. for ' Initiate '. See Ch. vi, note 51 and Ch. vii, note 4 for 
'being'. 
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born are called those that yet seek to be as long as they have not 
broken the egg-membrane or the caul-membrane [respectively J; but 
when they have broken the egg-membrane or the caul-membrane 
and have come out, they are called those that are. However, 
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called those that yet seek to be in the first moment of their cognizance, 
and they are called those that are from the moment of the second 
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aspects the maintenance oflovingkindness in being towards creatures 
by way of an aspiration for their coming to welfare and pleasure, 
he now said: 

Na paro pararh nikubbetha, [niitimaniietha lcatthaci narh kanci, 
V yiirosanii pa(ighasannii niinnamannassa dukkham iccheyya J 
' Let none another one undo 

[' Or slight him at all anywhere; 
' Let them not wish each other ill 
' With provocation or resistive thought.'] 

He did so showing that too by way of an aspiration for their non
coming to harm and suffering. That is the Ancients' reading; but 
now they also read pararh hi [instead of pararh ni-] which is not 
creditable. 
55. Herein, one (paro-nom. masc. sing.) is an individual (parajano), 
and another one (pararh-acc. masc. sing.) is another individual 
(parajanarh). Let not ... unrlo (na nikubbetlta): let him not betray. 
Nor slight ( niitimaniietha): nor ( na) let him by surmounting ( atik
kamitvii) show conceit (maniieyya). Anywhere (katthaci): anywhere, 
in the open, in a village, in a field, in the midst of relatives, or in 
the midst of a guild, and so on. Him (narh): that one (etarh). At all 
(kanci): any one at all whether Warrior-Noble (khattiya) or Priestly 
Divine (briihama'tJ,a) or householder or one gone forth, whether well 
off or ill off, and so on. 
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56. With provocation or resistive thought (vyarosanii patighasaiiiia): 
with provocation by alteration in body or speech, and with resistive 
thought by alteration in mind; and vyarosanii pa{igltasaiiiia [con
tracted instr. or abl.J is said though normally one should say 
vyiirosaniiya patighasaiiiiaya [normal fem. sing. instr. or abl.J, just 
as sammad aiiiia vimuccati (' Is completely liberated through final 
knowledge': A. iv. 362) is said though normally one should say 
sammad aiiiiaya vimuccati, and just as anupubbasikkhii anupub
bakiriya anupubbapa?ipadii (' Through progressive training, pro
gressive work, progressive practice': cf. M. i. 479, iii. 1) is said 
though normally one should say anupubbasikkhiiya anupubbakiriyiiya 
anupubbapa#padaya. 
57. Let them not wish each other ill: niiiinamaiinassa dukkltam 
iccheyya=aiinamaiinassa dukkharh [248] na iccheyya (alternative 
word-arrangement). What is meant? Lovingkindness should be 
maintained in being not only by attention given thus 'Joyful and 
safe', etc., but it should also be maintained in being as follows: 
'Oh that no person at all might undo any other person at all with 
such undoing as betrayal, etc., or might slight any other person at 
all in any place on the grounds for conceit (miinavatthu) consisting 
in birth, [property,] etc. (see M. iii. 37), and that each might not 
wish another ill with provocation or resistive thought.' 

[Stanza 7] 

58. When he had thus pointed out the maintenance of lovingkind
ness in being by way, as to meaning, of aspiration for this non
coming to harm and suifering, he now said 

M iita yatha [ niyarh puttarh iiyusa ekaputtam anurakkhe, 
Evam pi sabbabhutesu miinasam bhiivaye aparimii'tJ,arh] 
' Thus, as a mother [ with her life 
'Might guard her son, her only child, 
' Would he maintain unboundedly 
'His thought for every living being',] 

illustrating that same [statement] with a simile. 
59. Its meaning is this. As a mother (yathii miita) might guard 
(anurakkhe) her son (niyarh puttarh), the child of her breast born in 
herself, and that being also her only chil.d (ekaputtarh), might guard 
it with her life (iiyusa) by laying down her own life in order to ward 
off the coming of suffering, thus ( evam pi) woul.d he maintain ( bhiivaye), 
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would he generate again and again, would he augment, !tis loving
kindness-thougltt (miinasarh) to every living being (sabbabhutesu), and 
he would maintain it in being unboundedly (aparima'tJ,arh) by means 
of the object [of cognizance] consisting of boundless creatures or 
by means of remainderless (unreserved) extension (pervasion) in a 
single being. 

[Stanza 8] 

60. Having thus shown maintenance of lovingkindness in being in 
all its modes, he now said 

Mettaii ca sabbalokasmirh [miinasarh bhiivaye aparimii1J,arh 
UrUharh adho ca tiriyaii ca asambadharh averarh asapattarh] 
' His thought of love for all the world 

[' He would maintain unboundedly, 
' Above, below, and all around, 
'Unchecked, no malice with or foe'], 

showing increase of it. 
61. Herein, he fattens (mejjati)42 and tends (tiiyati), thus he is a 
friend (mitta); the meaning is that by his inclination to welfare he 
acts as a lubricant (siniyhati) and protects from harm's coming. 
The state of a friend (mittassa bhavo) is love (mettii=lovingkindness). 
For all (sabba-): unreservedly for. Tlze worl.d (lokasmirh): the world 
of creatures. Thought (miinasarh): a [state of] being that is in the 
mind (MAN ASi bhavAM); for that is said because it is associated 
with cognizance. He woul.d maintain (bhiivaye): would increase. 
It has no measure (bound), thus it is [done] unboundedly (apari
mii'tJ,arh); it is stated thus as an object consisting of measureless 
[ numbers of] creatures. 
62. Above (urUharh): upwards; he refers to formless being (existence) 
by this. Below (adho): downwards; he refers to sensual-desire 
being (existence) by this. All around (tiriyarh): in the middle; 
he refers to formed being (existence) by this.43 Unchecked (asambii
dharh): devoid of checks; with barriers broken down, is what is 
meant (see Vis. Oh. ix, §§ 40 ff./p. 307). It is an enemy that is 
called a ' barrier '; the meaning is that it should be directed even 

42 See def. given at Vis. Ch. ix, § 92/p. 317. (Correct 'melts' to 'fattens' 
inPpn.). 

43 For these three types of being see e.g. M. i. 50 and A. i. 224-5 (quoted 
Ch. vii, n. 4). See Appx. II. 
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'Oh that no person at all might undo any other person at all with 
such undoing as betrayal, etc., or might slight any other person at 
all in any place on the grounds for conceit (miinavatthu) consisting 
in birth, [property,] etc. (see M. iii. 37), and that each might not 
wish another ill with provocation or resistive thought.' 

[Stanza 7] 

58. When he had thus pointed out the maintenance of lovingkind
ness in being by way, as to meaning, of aspiration for this non
coming to harm and suifering, he now said 

M iita yatha [ niyarh puttarh iiyusa ekaputtam anurakkhe, 
Evam pi sabbabhutesu miinasam bhiivaye aparimii'tJ,arh] 
' Thus, as a mother [ with her life 
'Might guard her son, her only child, 
' Would he maintain unboundedly 
'His thought for every living being',] 

illustrating that same [statement] with a simile. 
59. Its meaning is this. As a mother (yathii miita) might guard 
(anurakkhe) her son (niyarh puttarh), the child of her breast born in 
herself, and that being also her only chil.d (ekaputtarh), might guard 
it with her life (iiyusa) by laying down her own life in order to ward 
off the coming of suffering, thus ( evam pi) woul.d he maintain ( bhiivaye), 
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would he generate again and again, would he augment, !tis loving
kindness-thougltt (miinasarh) to every living being (sabbabhutesu), and 
he would maintain it in being unboundedly (aparima'tJ,arh) by means 
of the object [of cognizance] consisting of boundless creatures or 
by means of remainderless (unreserved) extension (pervasion) in a 
single being. 

[Stanza 8] 

60. Having thus shown maintenance of lovingkindness in being in 
all its modes, he now said 

Mettaii ca sabbalokasmirh [miinasarh bhiivaye aparimii1J,arh 
UrUharh adho ca tiriyaii ca asambadharh averarh asapattarh] 
' His thought of love for all the world 

[' He would maintain unboundedly, 
' Above, below, and all around, 
'Unchecked, no malice with or foe'], 

showing increase of it. 
61. Herein, he fattens (mejjati)42 and tends (tiiyati), thus he is a 
friend (mitta); the meaning is that by his inclination to welfare he 
acts as a lubricant (siniyhati) and protects from harm's coming. 
The state of a friend (mittassa bhavo) is love (mettii=lovingkindness). 
For all (sabba-): unreservedly for. Tlze worl.d (lokasmirh): the world 
of creatures. Thought (miinasarh): a [state of] being that is in the 
mind (MAN ASi bhavAM); for that is said because it is associated 
with cognizance. He woul.d maintain (bhiivaye): would increase. 
It has no measure (bound), thus it is [done] unboundedly (apari
mii'tJ,arh); it is stated thus as an object consisting of measureless 
[ numbers of] creatures. 
62. Above (urUharh): upwards; he refers to formless being (existence) 
by this. Below (adho): downwards; he refers to sensual-desire 
being (existence) by this. All around (tiriyarh): in the middle; 
he refers to formed being (existence) by this.43 Unchecked (asambii
dharh): devoid of checks; with barriers broken down, is what is 
meant (see Vis. Oh. ix, §§ 40 ff./p. 307). It is an enemy that is 
called a ' barrier '; the meaning is that it should be directed even 

42 See def. given at Vis. Ch. ix, § 92/p. 317. (Correct 'melts' to 'fattens' 
inPpn.). 

43 For these three types of being see e.g. M. i. 50 and A. i. 224-5 (quoted 
Ch. vii, n. 4). See Appx. II. 
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to him. No malice with (averam): devoid of malice; [249] what 
is meant is, devoid of the manifestation, even now and then, of 
any choice [governed] by malice. Or foe (asapattam): without 
enemies; for a person who abides in lovingkindness is dear to human 
beings and dear to non-human beings, and he has no enemies at all; 
hence that thought (mi.inasa) is called 'with no foe' because of its 
enemylessness. And these terms, namely, ' enemy ' and ' foe ' 
are metaphorical expressions.44 This is the word-by-word com
mentary. 
63. Now here is a commentary on the meaning intended. He woul,d 
maintain (bhiivaye-' would maintain in being '), would augment, 
would bring to growth, increase and fullness, unboundeal,y (apari
miirJ,am) for all the worul (sabbalokasmim) his thought (miinasam) of 
love (mettam), which has already been mentioned in this way ' Thus 
... would he maintain unboundedly his thought for every living 
being' (stanza 7). How? Above (uddham) and below (aaho) and all 
around (tiriyam) by extending (pervading) without remainder above 
up to the Acme of Existence (Being); [that is, the base consisting 
of neither perception nor non-perception,] below down to Avici, 
[the lowest hell,] and all around in all the remaining directions. 
Or else [by pervading without remainder] the formless states above, 
the sensual-desire-element below, and the form-element all around 
(in between). And while maintaining this [thought] in this way, 
he would maintain it in being by ensuring the absence of any check, 
malice, or foe, so that it may be uncheckdl, no malice with or foe 
(asambadham averam asapattam). Or else he would maintain, 
augment, for all the world, in the three divisions of above, below 
and all around, his thought of love (lovingkindness) unboundedly 
when it has reached excellence in maintenance-in-being and is 
unchecked since it finds opportunities everywhere, has no malice 
since his own annoyance with others has been removed, and has no 
foe since others' annoyance with himself has been removed. 

[Stanza 9 first three lines] 

64. Having thus shown the maintenance of lovingkindness in being, 
he now said 

TiUham caram nisinno vii sayiino vii yiivat'assa vigatamiddho 
Etam satim adhiUheyya: 

" ' Metaphorical ' because descriptions in terms of persons are in terms of 
the non-factual (avijjamana-paiiii.atti); see Ch. v, note 19. 

[249-250] l X. The LmJingkindness Discourse 

' Standing or walking, seated too, 
'Or lying down the while undrowsing, 
' He would pursue this mindfulness: '. 

291 

He did so showing the posture-rule for one who abides devoted to 
maintaining that in being. 
65. Its meaning is this. When he is thus maintaining that ' thought 
of love' in being, [250] instead of adopting any such posture-rule as 
that given in such passages as 'he sits down, having folded his legs 
crosswise, set his body erect' (D. i. 71), he instead makes [the 
posture-rule here] the dispelling, as one pleases, of any discomfort 
in any particular posture [that constantly supervenes with over-long 
retention of it], so that whether he is standing (tiUham) or walking 
(caram) or seated too (nisinno vii) or lying down (sayiino vii) the while 
(yiivatii) he is (assa) undrowsing (vigatamiadho), then he woul,d pursue 
(adhittheyya--<lecide on) this (etam) lovingkindness-jhana mirulful
ness ( satim). 
66. Or alternatively, having thus shown augmentation of mainten
ance of lovingkindness in being [in the previous stanza J, he now said 
'Standing, walking' in order to show mastery; for one who has 
reached mastery is desirous of pursuing ( deciding on) such loving
kindness-jhana mindfulness by posture the while (yiivatii) he is 
either standing or walking. 
67. Or alternatively, the standing, etc., are no obstacle to him; 
but rather, whether he is standing or whether he is walking, for the 
while (yiivatii) that he is desirous of pursuing (deciding on) such 
lovingkindness-jhana mindfulness thus, for so long (tiivatii) does he, 
being undrowsing (vigatamiaclho), pursue (decide on) it-he has no 
sluggishness-; hence he said 'Standing or walking, seated too, 
Or lying down the while undrowsing, He would pursue this 
mindfulness '. 
68. The intention is as follows. He would so maintain in being 
what was stated thus ' His thought of love for all the world He would 
maintain' that (1) [were he (assa) desirous of pursuing (deciding on) 
this (etam) lovingkindness-jhana mindfulness (satim) J by posture, 
[he would pursue this mindfulness J the while (yavatii) [he was en
gaged] in standing, etc.; or else (2) for the while (yiivata) that, without 
bothering whether he was standing, etc., he might be (assa) desirous 
of pursuing (deciding on) this (etam) lovingkindness-jhana mind
fulness (satim), for so long (tiivata) he would pursue this mind
fulness. 
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to him. No malice with (averam): devoid of malice; [249] what 
is meant is, devoid of the manifestation, even now and then, of 
any choice [governed] by malice. Or foe (asapattam): without 
enemies; for a person who abides in lovingkindness is dear to human 
beings and dear to non-human beings, and he has no enemies at all; 
hence that thought (mi.inasa) is called 'with no foe' because of its 
enemylessness. And these terms, namely, ' enemy ' and ' foe ' 
are metaphorical expressions.44 This is the word-by-word com
mentary. 
63. Now here is a commentary on the meaning intended. He woul,d 
maintain (bhiivaye-' would maintain in being '), would augment, 
would bring to growth, increase and fullness, unboundeal,y (apari
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[the lowest hell,] and all around in all the remaining directions. 
Or else [by pervading without remainder] the formless states above, 
the sensual-desire-element below, and the form-element all around 
(in between). And while maintaining this [thought] in this way, 
he would maintain it in being by ensuring the absence of any check, 
malice, or foe, so that it may be uncheckdl, no malice with or foe 
(asambadham averam asapattam). Or else he would maintain, 
augment, for all the world, in the three divisions of above, below 
and all around, his thought of love (lovingkindness) unboundedly 
when it has reached excellence in maintenance-in-being and is 
unchecked since it finds opportunities everywhere, has no malice 
since his own annoyance with others has been removed, and has no 
foe since others' annoyance with himself has been removed. 
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64. Having thus shown the maintenance of lovingkindness in being, 
he now said 
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He did so showing the posture-rule for one who abides devoted to 
maintaining that in being. 
65. Its meaning is this. When he is thus maintaining that ' thought 
of love' in being, [250] instead of adopting any such posture-rule as 
that given in such passages as 'he sits down, having folded his legs 
crosswise, set his body erect' (D. i. 71), he instead makes [the 
posture-rule here] the dispelling, as one pleases, of any discomfort 
in any particular posture [that constantly supervenes with over-long 
retention of it], so that whether he is standing (tiUham) or walking 
(caram) or seated too (nisinno vii) or lying down (sayiino vii) the while 
(yiivatii) he is (assa) undrowsing (vigatamiadho), then he woul,d pursue 
(adhittheyya--<lecide on) this (etam) lovingkindness-jhana mirulful
ness ( satim). 
66. Or alternatively, having thus shown augmentation of mainten
ance of lovingkindness in being [in the previous stanza J, he now said 
'Standing, walking' in order to show mastery; for one who has 
reached mastery is desirous of pursuing ( deciding on) such loving
kindness-jhana mindfulness by posture the while (yiivatii) he is 
either standing or walking. 
67. Or alternatively, the standing, etc., are no obstacle to him; 
but rather, whether he is standing or whether he is walking, for the 
while (yiivatii) that he is desirous of pursuing (deciding on) such 
lovingkindness-jhana mindfulness thus, for so long (tiivatii) does he, 
being undrowsing (vigatamiaclho), pursue (decide on) it-he has no 
sluggishness-; hence he said 'Standing or walking, seated too, 
Or lying down the while undrowsing, He would pursue this 
mindfulness '. 
68. The intention is as follows. He would so maintain in being 
what was stated thus ' His thought of love for all the world He would 
maintain' that (1) [were he (assa) desirous of pursuing (deciding on) 
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[ Stanza 9 l,ast line] 

69. Having given an exhortation to that abiding in lovingkindness 
thus ' He would such mindfulness pursue ', pointing out in so doing 
mastery in the maintenance of lovingkindness in being, he now said 

Brahmam etarh vihararh idlta-m-ahu 
' This is Divine Abiding here, they say', 

extolling that abiding. 
70. The meaning is this. There is this abiding in lovingkindness 
that is set forth in the way beginning with [the words] 'Joyful and 
safe' and down as far as [the words] 'He would pursue this mind
fulness'. Now it is this (etarh)-since among the heavenly abidings, 
divine abidings, noble abidings, and abidings in the postures,45 it 
is immaculate and is beneficial both to oneself and to others-that is, 
they say (ahu) here (iifha) in the Noble Ones' True Idea and Discip
line, a Divine Abiding (brahmarh vihararh). [251] It is a foremost 
abiding, they say, and consequently he would such mindfulness 
pursue (decide on) constantly, continuously and uninterruptedly, 
whether standing or walking, seated too, or lying down the while 
undrowsing. 

[Stanza 10] 

71. The Blessed One thus showed those bhikkhus the maintenance 
of lovingkindness in being in its various aspects. And now, since 
lovingkindness is near to [ wrong] view of self because it has creatures 
for its object, he therefore completed the teaching with the following 
stanza 

D#thin ca anupagamma [ sil,ava classanena sampanno 
Kamesu vineyya gedharh na hi Jatu gabbaseyyarh puna-r-eti.] 
' But he that traffics not with views 

[' Is virtuous with perfected seeing 
' Till, purged of greed for sense-desires, 
' He will surely come no more to any womb ']. 

He did this as a preventative against [their straying into] the 
thicket of [speculative] views (see M. i. 8) by showing those bhikkhus 
how the Noble Plane is reached through making that same loving
kindness jhana the basis for insight. 

'• The first three abidings are those given at D. iii. 220. ' Abiding in the 
four postures ' is a term for the process of living, see e.g. Ch. v, § 61. 

1 
' 
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72. Its meaning is this. After emerging from the abiding in loving
kindness jhana, which was specified (detailed) thus 'This is Divine 
Abiding here, they say', [he discerns] the [non-material-form] ideas 
there [in that jhana J consisting in thinking and exploring and the 
rest,46 [which he defines as 'name'.] Then, following on the de
fining, etc., of these [jhana factors as' name'], he discerns the ideas 
of [material-] form there, [which he defines as' form'.] By means 
of this delimitation of name-and-form47 he traffics not with views 
(ditthin ca anupagamma), [avoiding that by discerning] in the way 
stated thus 'A heap of mere determinations; No creature can be 
found herein ' (S. i. 135), till he eventually becomes virtuous (silava) 
with the kind of virtue that is supramundane48 since he is. now 
perfected (sampanno) in the right view belonging to the P~th ~f 
Stream Entry, which is called seeing (dassanena), and which 1s 
associated with that supramundane virtue. After that, whatever 
greed (gealtarh) there is in him still remaining unabandoned in ~he 
guise of sensual desire as [ subjective J defilement for sensual _desires 
(kamesu) as objects (see Ndl. 1), of that he becomes purged (vineyya) 
-1Jineyya (lit. 'having removed' or 'having disciplined')= 
vinayitva (alternative gerund); that is, he becomes cured-by 
attenuation [ of certain defilements J and by abandoning [ of certain 
others] without remainder (see e.g. M. i. 34) by means of [his attain
ing] the Paths of the Once Returner and the Non Returner, he will 
surely come no more to any womb ( na hi Jatu gabbhaseyyarh puna-r-eti); 
absolutely never again coming to any womb, he is reborn only in 
the Pure Abodes, where he reaches Arahantship and attains 
extinction.49 

[ Conclusion J 
73. When the Blesse<l One had finished his teaching thus, he told 
the bhikkhus ' Go, bhikkhus, and live in that same forest grove. On 

46 The five factors of the first jhana are: thinking (vitakka), exploring 
(vicara), happiness (piti), plea.sure (sukha), and unification of cognizance 
(cittass'ekaggata=concentration), see Vis. Ch. iv,§ 106/p. 146. For' discern
ing' (pariggaha) see Vis. Chs. xviii ff. 

47 For 'name-and-forn1' see Ch. iv, note 15. 
48 ' Supramundane virtue ' is virtue found in one who has realized cessation, 

i.e. reached one of the four paths and is ipso facto a 'Noble Person'. The 
cessation thus realized is called 'undetermined' (asankhata) and beyond the 
world (lokuttara) whether human or divine, formed (rupa) or formless (arupa), 
all of which world (loka) is determined (sankhata). 

49 Cf. particularly the Suttas at A. ii. 128-30. 
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the eighth days in each month that are for the hearing of the True 
Idea, have the gong4 struck and recite this discourse, and then have 
a sermon on the True Idea, and be careful to give a blessing (share 
merit). Cultivate this same meditation subject, [252] maintain it 
in being and develop it. Then instead of showing you dreadful 
objects, those non-human beings will most surely wish you well and 
seek your good '. 
74. They agreed, and after they had got up from their seats and had 
paid homage to the Blessed One, keeping him on their right, [they 
departed] to go back to where they had come from; and they did 
as they had been told. [Now thinking] 'The venerable ones wish 
us well and seek our good ', the deities were full of happiness and 
joy, and they themselves swept out the resting places, prepared 
warm water, performed back-treatment and foot-treatment for 
them, and arranged for their protection. There the bhikkhus 
maintained lovingkindness in being, and making that the basis, they 
established insight [into the three general characteristics of im
permanence, suffering, and not-self,] till all of them reached 
Arahantship, the highest fruit, in that same Rains, and they were 
able to hold the PavaraJ)a Ceremony in purity.50 

* * * * * 
75. When those with skill in good the good have done 

That should be done by one with skill in Truth, 
As told by the Truth's Lord, [the Perfect One,] 
And thus have knowledge of it gained in sooth, 

Then, understanding Rightness, they attain 
The State of Peace, the heart's utter release. 
So if wise folk have liking to remain 
Abiding in the deathless State of Peace, 

The marvel well beloved of Noble Men, 
After [they have contrived successfully 
Thuswise] to have attained it, let them then 
The Good that should be done do constantly: 

The Good a Virtue without stain demanding, 
Then Concentration, lastly Understanding. 

The explanation of the Lovingkindness Discourse in the Illustrator 
of Ultimate Meaning, the Commentary on the Minor Books, is ended. 

' See page 268. 50 See Ch. vii, rwte 2. 

EPILOGUE 

Now it was said [at the beginning]: 

' I honour the Jewel Threeness first 
That should be honoured most of all. 
Then I shall make a comment versed 
In certain Minor Books withal.' (Ch. i. § 2) 

And at this point the comment has been made, firstly, on the Minor 
Readings therein, which has nine divisions, namely, the Refuges, 
the Training Precepts, the Thirty-two-fold Aspect, the Boy's 
Questions, the Good-Omen Sutta, the Jewel Sutta, the Without
the-W alls Sutta, the Treasure-Store Sutta, and the Lovingkindness 
Sutta. Hence this is said: 

[253] May any merit gained by me, 
Desiring Truth's longevity 
Whilst I this comment did construe 
Upon the Minor Readings, be 
An influence wherewith to endue 
Good folk that in the Doctrine True, 
Which Noble Ones declare, they see 
Growth, increase and fulfilment too. 

POSTSCRIPT 

This commentary on the Minor Readings was made by the 
Elder who is adorned with supreme pure faith, wisdom and energy, 
in whom are gathered a concourse of upright, gentle, and other 
qualities due to the practice of virtue, who is capable of delving into 
and fathoming the opinions of his own and others' creeds, who is 
possessed of keenness and understanding, who is strong in unerring 
knowledge of the Master's Dispensation as divided in three Pitakas 
with their commentaries, a great expounder, gifted with sweet 
dignified speech due to ease born of excellen<.>e of vocal instrument, 
a speaker of what is appropriately said, a superlative speaker, 
a great poet, an ornament in the lineage of the Elders who have 
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dwelt in the Great Monastery and who are shining lights in the 
lineage of Elders with well-established enlightenment in the super
human states that are embellished with the special qualities of the 
six kinds of Direct-Knowledge, the Discriminations, and the rest, 
who has abundant purified wit, who bears the name Buddhaghosa 
conferred by the Venerable Ones. 

May it last here to show the way 
To pure Virtue and the rest 
For clansmen seeking out the means 
To ferry them across the worlds 
For just as long as in this world 
Shall last that name ' Enlightened One ', 
By which, thus purified in mind, 
Is known the Greatest Sage, World Chief. 

The explanation of the Minor Readings in the Illustrator of 
Ultimate Meaning, the Commentary on the Minor Books, is ended. 
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n. 20; VII 19, 25, 29, n. 4; VIII 
36ff., n. 5; IX n. 38. See Appx. I. 

action, course of ( kammapatha) II 
38; IV 48; V 53, 108, 129, 145 

action (kammanta) (V 134;) IX n. 12 
adept (aBekha) IV 49; V 9; VI 41, 

n. 25. See Appx. I. 
Admission, Full (npaBUmpada) I 15; 

IV 2; IX 33 
aeon (kappa) V 88, 112, 120; VI 

34, 57; VII 4, 7 
ageing (jara) IX 10 
agitation (uddhacca) IV 36, n. 25; 

V 19, 165, n. 8; VI n. 39 
agriculture (kasi) V 138 
aid (upatfhana) V 132, 135 (def.) 
air element (vayodhatu) III 68 
alteration (vikara) IX 33, 56 
analysis ( vinibbhoga) III 58; IV 40 
Ancients (pora'IJ,a)-see Index of 

Proper Names 
anger (kodha) V 53, 169; VIII 36 
animal (tir=hanagata) V 171; VI 

38, 96; VII 30 

annihilation (uccheda) IV 36 
annoyance (aghata) IX 63 
appearance, to establish (upatfhii.ti) 

III 47 ff. 
appositional description (upanidha

paiinatti) V 35 
approval (anunaya) IX 33 
arahant (araharh) IV 48, V 8, 95; 

VI (18,) 58, 62, 96, 118, n. 50; 
VIII n. 17; IX 51, (53) 

arahantship (arahatta) IV n. 8; V 121, 
129, 180, 192; VI 35 f., 71, n. 39; 
IX 21, 72 

ardour (tapo) V 174, 177 
arising (uppiida) VI 50 
aspect ( akara )-see mode 
Aspect, the Thirty-two-fold (dva

ttirh8akara) III passim; IV 3 
assembly (pariBa) V 118; IX 40 
associated (sampayutta) II 9, 36, 

64; VI 50; IX 61 
association (sarhBagga) IX 43 
attained, to have (abhisamecw), IV 

6, 21, 46; IX 12 
attainment (samapatti) VI 72; VIII 

49; IX 20 
attainment to (abhiBamaya) I 17 
attention (manasikara) III 10, 49; 

IV 6; V 36; 53; VIII 25, n. 19; 
IX 5, 57 

awareness, full (sampajaiina) IX 18 

bare-insight worker (sukkhavipassa
ka) V 8; VI 41, 62, n. 25 

base (ayatana) II 17, n. 7; III 70; 
IV 31 (def.); V 56, 73, n. 19; VI 106 

base consisting of neither perception 
nor non-perception (nevasaiiiiana
saiiiiayatana) II 9; IV 44; VI 36, 
(45; IX 63) 

base for success ( iddhipada) II n. 22 
beauty, beautiful (subha) IV 6, 46 
being, existence (bhava) IV 21, 23, 

n. 25; V 58; VI 62, 86, 97, 117, 
118; n. 51; VII n. 4; IX (50, 53) 
62 J., n. 38. See Appx. I. 

being, a (bhuta) VI 18 (def.), 31; 
IX 50. See also entity 
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bending (namana) IV 12 
bent (nati) IV 12 
besotting drink (rnajja) II 15 ff., 34; 

V 150, 153 
bhikkhu (bhikkhu) I 35; II 18; V 

n. 103; (IX 40) 
bhikkhuni (bhikkhun'i) I 35; (IX 40) 
birth (jiiti) V 116, 121; IX 10, 31, 

52, 57 
blamable (savajja) II 20; V 127 
blameless (anavajja) V 127, 142 
Blessed One (bhagava) I 17; V 42, 

45, 47 (def.); VlII 3 
blessing (anumodana) VlII 2 
' blessing ' ( cakka) V 36 
bliss ( sukha) II 43-see also pleasure 
Bodhisatta (Creature Dedicated to 

Enlightenment) VII 4 
body (kaya) II 11 ff., 22, 35, n. 7; 

III 2 (def.); IV 3, 31, 44; V 19, 54, 
59, 127, 152, 171; VI 69, 92, n. 41; 
IX 27, 28, 40, 42, 53, 56 

both.ways-liberated ( ubhatobhaga-
vimutta) VIII 47 

Brahma-see Divinity, High 
breach (bheda) II 19 
breathing-thing (pa1JU, pa'IJ,Mhiita) 

II 11; IX 48, 50 (def.) 
Buddha, the-see Enlightened One 
Buddhahood (buddhabhava, buddha

bhumi) VI 113; (VIII 50) 
Buddha-interval (buddhantara) V 108 

caste ( VU'IJ'IJU) VI 35 
category (khandha) I 17, 35; II 11, 

n. 7; III 70; IV 7, 25 ff., 44; 
V 53, 56, 74, 186, n. 19; VI 18, 
45, 69 J., 106, n. 35, n. 41; IX 19, 
n. 12, n. 38. See Appx. I. 

cause, root-cause (hetu) II 15; IV n. 
10; V 44, 46, 56 

cessation (nirodha) IV 22; V 56; 
VI 50, 80, 86; IX n. 48 

change (vipari'IJ,iima) V 56 
change-of-lineage (gotrabhu) VI n. 40 
chapter of bhikkhus (ga1JU) I 35; IX 

40 
characteristic (lakkha1JU) III 11, 63, 

67, n. 2; V 52; VIII 36 ff.; IX 
12, (74) 

charge ( dhura) VI 62 
child (putta) V 136; IX 59 
choice (cetana) II 11 /., 18; V 143; 

VII 41; VIII 16; IX 62, n. 38. 
See Appx. I. 

clan ( kula) VI 35 
clansman (kulaputta) II 1; V 152 
cleansing (vodana) VI 56 
clinging (upadana) III n. 51; IV 

25 ff.; V 53; (upadi) VI 116, n. 50 
clung-to (upadinna) Ill 38, n. 51 
code ( matika) III 8 
co-essential, to be (anubhavati, pac

canubhoti) VII 17, 24, 27 
cognitive series, s. of consciousness 

( citta-vithi, viiina1JU-vithi) V 33, 
n. 16; VIII n. 5 

cognizance (citta) I 21; II 6, 9, 30 f., 
64; III 1, 51 f., 61; IV 3, 12, 
n. 15; n. 25; V 19, 41, 117, 165, 
183/. (def.), n. 107; VI 117, n. 20; 
VIII 34, 49; lX 49, 53, 61. See 
Appx. I. 

cognizance, higher (adhicitta) II 9; 
IX (28), n. 8. See Appx. I. 

cohesion (abandhana) III 67 J. 
collection ( nikriya) I 4 f.; V 22 ff. 
colour (vary~) III 11, 56 ff., 62, 

n. 2, n. 65; VI 62 
Community, the (sangha) I 35 (def.); 

III 9; IV 3; VI 61, 65, 124; VII 
40; IX 40 

compact (ghana) III 58 
compassion (karu'l'},a) V 45, 65, 69, 

88; VI 106 
compound (samasa) VI 85 
comprehend, to (sammasati) III 71; 

IX 21 
conascent (sahaja) VI 62 
conceit (miina) II 64; V 53, 160, 

n. 27; VI n. 39, n. 41; IX 57 
conceit' I am' (asmi-mana) VI n. 39, 

n.42 
conceive conceits, to (maiinati) VI 

n.42 
concentration ( samadhi) III n. 2; IV 

3, 36, 49, n. 25; V n. 8; VI 45, 51, 
56 f., 69, 106, n. 25, n. 35; VIII 
21; IX (28.) n. 8, n. 10, n. 12, n. 34 

concept-see description 
concern (abhoga) III 15 
condition (pacwya) IV 6 f.; VI 33; 

VII 19, 25 
condition for the bhikkhus' life, 

requisite-c. (paccaya) V 69, 161 f.; 
IX 17 f. 

conduct (cariya, cariya, carita) II 
13; V 140, 145, 174, 178; see also 
' Divine Life ' and temperament. 
(acara) V 129; IX 15 
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Abandoning (pahana) IV 46; V 44; 
VI 92, 96, 118; IX n. 13 

Abhidhamma (Abhidhamma )-Bee 
Index of Proper Names 

abiding (vihiira) V 6, 57, 61, 69, 80, 
n. 44; VIII 34; IX 69, 70 (def.), 
n. 34,n.45 

able (Bakka) IX 13 (def.) 
absorption (appana) IX 49 
abstaining ( viramana) V 149 
abstention (verama1J'i) II 6, 8 (def.), 

9, 18, 39, 41; V 110, 153 
abstinence (virati) II 9, 18, 56; V 

149, 152, 178 
abuse (akkoBa) V 169; IX 16 
access ( upacara) III 61; IX 49 
accomplished (araharh)-Bee Araha-

hant 
accumulation (ayuhanii) V 56 
accusative case (upayogavacana) V 

46, 79; IX 12 
action (kamma) II 19, 22, 38, 41, 55; 

III 29; IV 48 f., n. 32; V 108, 
(134), 147, 152; VI 33, 63, 96, 118, 
n. 20; VII 19, 25, 29, n. 4; VIII 
36ff., n. 5; IX n. 38. See Appx. I. 

action, course of ( kammapatha) II 
38; IV 48; V 53, 108, 129, 145 

action (kammanta) (V 134;) IX n. 12 
adept (aBekha) IV 49; V 9; VI 41, 

n. 25. See Appx. I. 
Admission, Full (npaBUmpada) I 15; 

IV 2; IX 33 
aeon (kappa) V 88, 112, 120; VI 

34, 57; VII 4, 7 
ageing (jara) IX 10 
agitation (uddhacca) IV 36, n. 25; 

V 19, 165, n. 8; VI n. 39 
agriculture (kasi) V 138 
aid (upatfhana) V 132, 135 (def.) 
air element (vayodhatu) III 68 
alteration (vikara) IX 33, 56 
analysis ( vinibbhoga) III 58; IV 40 
Ancients (pora'IJ,a)-see Index of 

Proper Names 
anger (kodha) V 53, 169; VIII 36 
animal (tir=hanagata) V 171; VI 

38, 96; VII 30 

annihilation (uccheda) IV 36 
annoyance (aghata) IX 63 
appearance, to establish (upatfhii.ti) 

III 47 ff. 
appositional description (upanidha

paiinatti) V 35 
approval (anunaya) IX 33 
arahant (araharh) IV 48, V 8, 95; 

VI (18,) 58, 62, 96, 118, n. 50; 
VIII n. 17; IX 51, (53) 

arahantship (arahatta) IV n. 8; V 121, 
129, 180, 192; VI 35 f., 71, n. 39; 
IX 21, 72 

ardour (tapo) V 174, 177 
arising (uppiida) VI 50 
aspect ( akara )-see mode 
Aspect, the Thirty-two-fold (dva

ttirh8akara) III passim; IV 3 
assembly (pariBa) V 118; IX 40 
associated (sampayutta) II 9, 36, 

64; VI 50; IX 61 
association (sarhBagga) IX 43 
attained, to have (abhisamecw), IV 

6, 21, 46; IX 12 
attainment (samapatti) VI 72; VIII 

49; IX 20 
attainment to (abhiBamaya) I 17 
attention (manasikara) III 10, 49; 

IV 6; V 36; 53; VIII 25, n. 19; 
IX 5, 57 

awareness, full (sampajaiina) IX 18 

bare-insight worker (sukkhavipassa
ka) V 8; VI 41, 62, n. 25 

base (ayatana) II 17, n. 7; III 70; 
IV 31 (def.); V 56, 73, n. 19; VI 106 

base consisting of neither perception 
nor non-perception (nevasaiiiiana
saiiiiayatana) II 9; IV 44; VI 36, 
(45; IX 63) 

base for success ( iddhipada) II n. 22 
beauty, beautiful (subha) IV 6, 46 
being, existence (bhava) IV 21, 23, 

n. 25; V 58; VI 62, 86, 97, 117, 
118; n. 51; VII n. 4; IX (50, 53) 
62 J., n. 38. See Appx. I. 

being, a (bhuta) VI 18 (def.), 31; 
IX 50. See also entity 
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bending (namana) IV 12 
bent (nati) IV 12 
besotting drink (rnajja) II 15 ff., 34; 

V 150, 153 
bhikkhu (bhikkhu) I 35; II 18; V 

n. 103; (IX 40) 
bhikkhuni (bhikkhun'i) I 35; (IX 40) 
birth (jiiti) V 116, 121; IX 10, 31, 

52, 57 
blamable (savajja) II 20; V 127 
blameless (anavajja) V 127, 142 
Blessed One (bhagava) I 17; V 42, 

45, 47 (def.); VlII 3 
blessing (anumodana) VlII 2 
' blessing ' ( cakka) V 36 
bliss ( sukha) II 43-see also pleasure 
Bodhisatta (Creature Dedicated to 

Enlightenment) VII 4 
body (kaya) II 11 ff., 22, 35, n. 7; 

III 2 (def.); IV 3, 31, 44; V 19, 54, 
59, 127, 152, 171; VI 69, 92, n. 41; 
IX 27, 28, 40, 42, 53, 56 

both.ways-liberated ( ubhatobhaga-
vimutta) VIII 47 

Brahma-see Divinity, High 
breach (bheda) II 19 
breathing-thing (pa1JU, pa'IJ,Mhiita) 

II 11; IX 48, 50 (def.) 
Buddha, the-see Enlightened One 
Buddhahood (buddhabhava, buddha

bhumi) VI 113; (VIII 50) 
Buddha-interval (buddhantara) V 108 

caste ( VU'IJ'IJU) VI 35 
category (khandha) I 17, 35; II 11, 

n. 7; III 70; IV 7, 25 ff., 44; 
V 53, 56, 74, 186, n. 19; VI 18, 
45, 69 J., 106, n. 35, n. 41; IX 19, 
n. 12, n. 38. See Appx. I. 

cause, root-cause (hetu) II 15; IV n. 
10; V 44, 46, 56 

cessation (nirodha) IV 22; V 56; 
VI 50, 80, 86; IX n. 48 

change (vipari'IJ,iima) V 56 
change-of-lineage (gotrabhu) VI n. 40 
chapter of bhikkhus (ga1JU) I 35; IX 

40 
characteristic (lakkha1JU) III 11, 63, 

67, n. 2; V 52; VIII 36 ff.; IX 
12, (74) 

charge ( dhura) VI 62 
child (putta) V 136; IX 59 
choice (cetana) II 11 /., 18; V 143; 

VII 41; VIII 16; IX 62, n. 38. 
See Appx. I. 

clan ( kula) VI 35 
clansman (kulaputta) II 1; V 152 
cleansing (vodana) VI 56 
clinging (upadana) III n. 51; IV 

25 ff.; V 53; (upadi) VI 116, n. 50 
clung-to (upadinna) Ill 38, n. 51 
code ( matika) III 8 
co-essential, to be (anubhavati, pac

canubhoti) VII 17, 24, 27 
cognitive series, s. of consciousness 

( citta-vithi, viiina1JU-vithi) V 33, 
n. 16; VIII n. 5 

cognizance (citta) I 21; II 6, 9, 30 f., 
64; III 1, 51 f., 61; IV 3, 12, 
n. 15; n. 25; V 19, 41, 117, 165, 
183/. (def.), n. 107; VI 117, n. 20; 
VIII 34, 49; lX 49, 53, 61. See 
Appx. I. 

cognizance, higher (adhicitta) II 9; 
IX (28), n. 8. See Appx. I. 

cohesion (abandhana) III 67 J. 
collection ( nikriya) I 4 f.; V 22 ff. 
colour (vary~) III 11, 56 ff., 62, 

n. 2, n. 65; VI 62 
Community, the (sangha) I 35 (def.); 

III 9; IV 3; VI 61, 65, 124; VII 
40; IX 40 

compact (ghana) III 58 
compassion (karu'l'},a) V 45, 65, 69, 

88; VI 106 
compound (samasa) VI 85 
comprehend, to (sammasati) III 71; 

IX 21 
conascent (sahaja) VI 62 
conceit (miina) II 64; V 53, 160, 

n. 27; VI n. 39, n. 41; IX 57 
conceit' I am' (asmi-mana) VI n. 39, 

n.42 
conceive conceits, to (maiinati) VI 

n.42 
concentration ( samadhi) III n. 2; IV 

3, 36, 49, n. 25; V n. 8; VI 45, 51, 
56 f., 69, 106, n. 25, n. 35; VIII 
21; IX (28.) n. 8, n. 10, n. 12, n. 34 

concept-see description 
concern (abhoga) III 15 
condition (pacwya) IV 6 f.; VI 33; 

VII 19, 25 
condition for the bhikkhus' life, 

requisite-c. (paccaya) V 69, 161 f.; 
IX 17 f. 

conduct (cariya, cariya, carita) II 
13; V 140, 145, 174, 178; see also 
' Divine Life ' and temperament. 
(acara) V 129; IX 15 
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confidence (pasiida) I 21; V 135 
consciencelessness (ahiri) V 53 
consciousness ( viiiiiiir,ia) III n. 39; 

IV 7, 26, 35, 44, n. 25; V 32, 34; 
VI 36 f., 118; VII n. 4; IX 4, 
n. 38 

constituent (vokiira) IX 50, n. 38 
consumption-see exhaustion. 
contact (phassa) II 9; IV 7; V 46 
contemplation (anupassanii) IV 15, 

19, 46; V 19 
contented, content (santutthi, san

tussaka) V 143, 157, 161; IX 34 
continent (mahadipa) V 120 
continuity (santiina) I 17, 35; II 

11; IV 36; VII 29 
convention (sammuti) I 35; II n. 16; 

V 95, n. 19 
coupled (yuganaddha) VI 123 
course of action-see action, course 

of 
covetous (abhijjhiilu) VII 30 
covetousness (abhijjhii) V 177; IX 18 
craft, a (sippa) V 124, 128; VI 129 
craving (tar,ihii) II 64; IV 21, 23; V 

53, 58, 180; VI ll8; VII n. 4; 
IX 51 

creature (satta) I 17, 21; II 11, 17, 
n. 16; III 15; IV 44 (def.); VI 
18, 28; VII n. 4; (VIII 49;) IX 
2, 48, 50, 52, 61, 71 f. See Appx. I. 

creditable (sobhar,ia) V 97; VI 28, 
46, 64; IX 54 

cruelty (vihimsii) (IX 42) 
cultivate, to ( iisevati) III 49 
custom, customary (sampatta) II 9, 

39; V 152 
cutting off-see severance 

danger (iidinava) III 9; V 152; VII 
43; IX 46 

death (cuti) VI 118 
death (maccu)-:-see mortality 
death (marar,ia) II 22; VIII 29, 34; 

IX 4, 10 
Death the King (maccuriijii)-see 

Index of Proper Names 
deathless (amata) III 1, 71; IV 28; 

V 56, 154; VI 53, 70 f. 
deceitfulness ( miiyiivitii) IX 28 
dedication (niyyiitana) I 21 
defilement (kilesa, upakkilesa) I 18, 

21, 38; IV 36; V 53, 152, 168, 
189; VI 56, 70, 96, 122; VIII 21; 
IX 20, 72, n. 13 

defined, to make ( vavatthapeti) III 49 
definition (vavatthiina) V 129; IX 4, 

72 
definition of the four elements 

( catudhiituvavatthiina) III 63; IX 4 
deity (devatii) I 12; V 25, 71 (def.), 81, 

86, 99; VI 4, 25, 34, 126; IX 3/., 6 
delight (rati) VI 36; VIII 45 
delimitation (pariccheda) III 15 ff. 
delimitation of name-and-form (nii-

marilpapariccheda) IX 72 
deliverance (vimutti) IV 49; VI (45,) 

lll; VIII 34, 48/. (def.); IX n. 12, 
n. 13 

delusion (moha) I 18, 38; II 37; III 
25; V 53, 186; IX 2 

demon-see Index of Proper Names 
under Asura, Danava and Supa1,11,1a 

departed one-see ghost 
dependent arising (paticca-samuppii

da) V 56; VIII n. 19 
deprivation, state of ( apiiya) I 24 f.; 

IV 44; VI 28, 96; IX IO 
derivative ( upiidii, upiidiiya) see de

scribed derivatively 
Descent from the Gods (devorohar,ia) 

V 119 
described derivatively (upiidiiya paii

natta) II 11; IV 7, 44 
description (paiinatti) I 17, 18; II 

n. 8; III 50, 55; IV n. 12; V 34/., 
74, n. 19. See Appx. I. 

designation (adhivacana) IV 33, 44; 
V 47. See Appx. I. 

despair ( upiiyiisa) VIII 36 
destination, happy (sugati) V 110, 

113,145,159 
destination on rebirth (gati) I 21; II 

40; V 180; VIII 29 
destruction (khaya)-see exhaustion 
determined (sankhata) I 34; III n. 

62; V 56, n. 19; VI 52, 58; IX 
n. 48. See Appx. I. 

determination (sankhiira) II 17, 39, 
n. 16; III n. 62; IV 7, 8, 26, 46; 
V 53; IX 21, 72, n. 38. See Appx. 
I. 

determination, prompted by (sa
sankhiira, sasankhiirika) II 64; 
VI 62. See Appx. I. 

determinative-a.ct ( abhisankhiira) V 
53, 190; VI 86. See Appx. I. 

develop, to (bahuli-karoti) III 49 
dha.mma-see idrr 
difference ( niinatta) IV 44 
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diligence (appamiida) V 151, 154 
direct-knowledge ( abhiiiiiii) IV 37; 

V 6; VIII 34 
direction (par,iidhi) V 36, 117; (disii) 

III 15 
discern, to (pariggar,ihiiti) IX 72 
discerning (pariggaha) III 11; IX 72 
disciple (siivaka) IV 22, 36; V 42, llO, 

ll2, 120; VI 42, 64 (def.), 96; 
VIII 50 

discipleship (siivakabhiiva) VI ll3 
discipline (i·inaya) I 38; V 6, 21, 108, 

125, 129; IX 70. See also Index 
of Proper Names under Vina.ya 
Pitaka. 

discovery (buddhi) l 18, 20, n. 15: 
VIII 32; IX 4 

discrimination (patisambh idii) IV 17 ; 
V 8, 38; VIII 50 

dispassion (nibbidii) IV 8, 12, 37 
dispassionate, to become (nibbindati) 

IV 4 
dispensation (siisana) I 16; IV 6; 

V 8, ll8, 178; VI 70, n. 49; IX 2 
dissociated (vippayutta) II 64 
distension ( vitthambhanatii) III 68 
distraction ( vikkhepa) III 54; V 36 
diversification (papaiica) V 53 
divine (brahma) V 128; VIII 37; IX 

69 f., n. 34. See Appx. I. 
divine, a; divine-caste, priestly

divine (briihmar,ia) V 120, 169; VI 
129; VII 9; IX 55. See Appx. I. 

divine abiding (brahmavihiira) IX 70 
Divine Life, the (brahmacariya) II 

13; V 128, 174, 178 (def.); VIII 
46, 49; IX 27 

Divinity, the High (Brahma, Mahii
brahmii) IV 44; V 18, 86, 88, 99, 
IIO, 174; VI 25, 58, (126), n. 39; 
IX n. 34. See Appx. I. 

doctrine (piivacana) V 6 
door (dviira) II II, 55; V 32, 152; 

IX 8 
doubt (kankhii) V 194, n. 107. (sarh

saya) I 23 
dry-insight worker-see bare-i. w. 
duty (vata, vatta) VI 90, 92, 94, n. 

39, n. 41; IX 27, 30 

ear (sota) IV 31; V 32/. 
earth (pathavi) V 88; VI 18 
earth element (pathavidhiitu) TII 12, 

68; VI 18 
effacement (sallekha) III 6 

effort (viiyiima) IV 49; IX n. 12 
element (dhii.tu) III 63, 68, 70, n. 65; 

V 15, 56, n. 19; VI 18; VII n. 4; 
IX 4, 63 

element of extinction (nibbiinadhiitu) 
V5 

elephant (hatthi) VI 33, n. 22 
embodiment (sakkiiya) VI 92, n. 39. 

See Appx. I. 
endeavour (padhiina) I 35; V 127; VI 

106; IX 27, n. 21 
endurance (adhiviisana) V 169 
energy (viriya) II 64; IV 36; V 19, 

177, n. 8; VI 70; IX 5, 17, n. 10 
Enlightened One (buddha) I 9, 17 /. 

(def.); III l, 9; IV 3, 22; V 5, 90, 
llO, ll2, 120, 153, 159; VI II, 
28 f., 43, 56, 62, 122, n. 31; VIII 
24, 50; IX n. 35 

enlightenment (bodhi, sambodhi) I 18, 
n. 15; IV 22, 36 (def.); VI 31, IIO; 
VII 4 

enlightenment factor (bojjhanga) I 
35; II 9; IV 35, 36 (def.) 

entity, great (mahiibhuta) IV 13; 
VI 18 

equanimity, onlooking- (upekkhii) IV 
36; V 88 

equipment (parikkhiira) IV 3; VI 56; 
VIII 35; IX 36 

escape (nissarar,ia) V 56; IX n. 13 
essence, substantive-essence (bhiiva) 

V 46; VIII 29. See Appx. I. 
essential of existence (upadhi) V 57 
establishment ( siddhi) I 27; IV 7 
eternalism (sassata) IV 36 
event ( samaviiya) V 44 ff. 
everlasting (dhuva) IV 46 
evil (piipa) V 149, 152; VI 100 
excellence (sampadii, sampatti) II 

42; V 37, 98; VI 21, 90; VIII 45 
(def.), 48 (def.), n. 15 

exception ( vyabhicarar,ia) I 27 
exhaustion (khaya) V 72, 121, 144, 

165; VI 50; VIII 34, (49) 
existence (bhava)-see being 
existence, acme of (bhavagga) VI 45; 

IX 63 
exploring ( viciira) III 49; V 6; IX 

72. See Appx. I. 
extension (pharar,ia) IX 59 
extinction ( nibbiina) I 34; III 71 ; 

IV 28, 36 f., 40 f.; V 5, II3, 120, 
130, 176 (def.), 180 (def.), n. IOI; 
VI 31, 50, 53, 71, 90, 95, 106, IIO, 
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confidence (pasiida) I 21; V 135 
consciencelessness (ahiri) V 53 
consciousness ( viiiiiiir,ia) III n. 39; 

IV 7, 26, 35, 44, n. 25; V 32, 34; 
VI 36 f., 118; VII n. 4; IX 4, 
n. 38 

constituent (vokiira) IX 50, n. 38 
consumption-see exhaustion. 
contact (phassa) II 9; IV 7; V 46 
contemplation (anupassanii) IV 15, 

19, 46; V 19 
contented, content (santutthi, san

tussaka) V 143, 157, 161; IX 34 
continent (mahadipa) V 120 
continuity (santiina) I 17, 35; II 

11; IV 36; VII 29 
convention (sammuti) I 35; II n. 16; 

V 95, n. 19 
coupled (yuganaddha) VI 123 
course of action-see action, course 

of 
covetous (abhijjhiilu) VII 30 
covetousness (abhijjhii) V 177; IX 18 
craft, a (sippa) V 124, 128; VI 129 
craving (tar,ihii) II 64; IV 21, 23; V 

53, 58, 180; VI ll8; VII n. 4; 
IX 51 

creature (satta) I 17, 21; II 11, 17, 
n. 16; III 15; IV 44 (def.); VI 
18, 28; VII n. 4; (VIII 49;) IX 
2, 48, 50, 52, 61, 71 f. See Appx. I. 

creditable (sobhar,ia) V 97; VI 28, 
46, 64; IX 54 

cruelty (vihimsii) (IX 42) 
cultivate, to ( iisevati) III 49 
custom, customary (sampatta) II 9, 

39; V 152 
cutting off-see severance 

danger (iidinava) III 9; V 152; VII 
43; IX 46 

death (cuti) VI 118 
death (maccu)-:-see mortality 
death (marar,ia) II 22; VIII 29, 34; 

IX 4, 10 
Death the King (maccuriijii)-see 

Index of Proper Names 
deathless (amata) III 1, 71; IV 28; 

V 56, 154; VI 53, 70 f. 
deceitfulness ( miiyiivitii) IX 28 
dedication (niyyiitana) I 21 
defilement (kilesa, upakkilesa) I 18, 

21, 38; IV 36; V 53, 152, 168, 
189; VI 56, 70, 96, 122; VIII 21; 
IX 20, 72, n. 13 

defined, to make ( vavatthapeti) III 49 
definition (vavatthiina) V 129; IX 4, 

72 
definition of the four elements 

( catudhiituvavatthiina) III 63; IX 4 
deity (devatii) I 12; V 25, 71 (def.), 81, 

86, 99; VI 4, 25, 34, 126; IX 3/., 6 
delight (rati) VI 36; VIII 45 
delimitation (pariccheda) III 15 ff. 
delimitation of name-and-form (nii-

marilpapariccheda) IX 72 
deliverance (vimutti) IV 49; VI (45,) 

lll; VIII 34, 48/. (def.); IX n. 12, 
n. 13 

delusion (moha) I 18, 38; II 37; III 
25; V 53, 186; IX 2 

demon-see Index of Proper Names 
under Asura, Danava and Supa1,11,1a 

departed one-see ghost 
dependent arising (paticca-samuppii

da) V 56; VIII n. 19 
deprivation, state of ( apiiya) I 24 f.; 

IV 44; VI 28, 96; IX IO 
derivative ( upiidii, upiidiiya) see de

scribed derivatively 
Descent from the Gods (devorohar,ia) 

V 119 
described derivatively (upiidiiya paii

natta) II 11; IV 7, 44 
description (paiinatti) I 17, 18; II 

n. 8; III 50, 55; IV n. 12; V 34/., 
74, n. 19. See Appx. I. 

designation (adhivacana) IV 33, 44; 
V 47. See Appx. I. 

despair ( upiiyiisa) VIII 36 
destination, happy (sugati) V 110, 

113,145,159 
destination on rebirth (gati) I 21; II 

40; V 180; VIII 29 
destruction (khaya)-see exhaustion 
determined (sankhata) I 34; III n. 

62; V 56, n. 19; VI 52, 58; IX 
n. 48. See Appx. I. 

determination (sankhiira) II 17, 39, 
n. 16; III n. 62; IV 7, 8, 26, 46; 
V 53; IX 21, 72, n. 38. See Appx. 
I. 

determination, prompted by (sa
sankhiira, sasankhiirika) II 64; 
VI 62. See Appx. I. 

determinative-a.ct ( abhisankhiira) V 
53, 190; VI 86. See Appx. I. 

develop, to (bahuli-karoti) III 49 
dha.mma-see idrr 
difference ( niinatta) IV 44 
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diligence (appamiida) V 151, 154 
direct-knowledge ( abhiiiiiii) IV 37; 

V 6; VIII 34 
direction (par,iidhi) V 36, 117; (disii) 

III 15 
discern, to (pariggar,ihiiti) IX 72 
discerning (pariggaha) III 11; IX 72 
disciple (siivaka) IV 22, 36; V 42, llO, 

ll2, 120; VI 42, 64 (def.), 96; 
VIII 50 

discipleship (siivakabhiiva) VI ll3 
discipline (i·inaya) I 38; V 6, 21, 108, 

125, 129; IX 70. See also Index 
of Proper Names under Vina.ya 
Pitaka. 

discovery (buddhi) l 18, 20, n. 15: 
VIII 32; IX 4 

discrimination (patisambh idii) IV 17 ; 
V 8, 38; VIII 50 

dispassion (nibbidii) IV 8, 12, 37 
dispassionate, to become (nibbindati) 

IV 4 
dispensation (siisana) I 16; IV 6; 

V 8, ll8, 178; VI 70, n. 49; IX 2 
dissociated (vippayutta) II 64 
distension ( vitthambhanatii) III 68 
distraction ( vikkhepa) III 54; V 36 
diversification (papaiica) V 53 
divine (brahma) V 128; VIII 37; IX 

69 f., n. 34. See Appx. I. 
divine, a; divine-caste, priestly

divine (briihmar,ia) V 120, 169; VI 
129; VII 9; IX 55. See Appx. I. 

divine abiding (brahmavihiira) IX 70 
Divine Life, the (brahmacariya) II 

13; V 128, 174, 178 (def.); VIII 
46, 49; IX 27 

Divinity, the High (Brahma, Mahii
brahmii) IV 44; V 18, 86, 88, 99, 
IIO, 174; VI 25, 58, (126), n. 39; 
IX n. 34. See Appx. I. 

doctrine (piivacana) V 6 
door (dviira) II II, 55; V 32, 152; 

IX 8 
doubt (kankhii) V 194, n. 107. (sarh

saya) I 23 
dry-insight worker-see bare-i. w. 
duty (vata, vatta) VI 90, 92, 94, n. 

39, n. 41; IX 27, 30 

ear (sota) IV 31; V 32/. 
earth (pathavi) V 88; VI 18 
earth element (pathavidhiitu) TII 12, 

68; VI 18 
effacement (sallekha) III 6 

effort (viiyiima) IV 49; IX n. 12 
element (dhii.tu) III 63, 68, 70, n. 65; 

V 15, 56, n. 19; VI 18; VII n. 4; 
IX 4, 63 

element of extinction (nibbiinadhiitu) 
V5 

elephant (hatthi) VI 33, n. 22 
embodiment (sakkiiya) VI 92, n. 39. 

See Appx. I. 
endeavour (padhiina) I 35; V 127; VI 

106; IX 27, n. 21 
endurance (adhiviisana) V 169 
energy (viriya) II 64; IV 36; V 19, 

177, n. 8; VI 70; IX 5, 17, n. 10 
Enlightened One (buddha) I 9, 17 /. 

(def.); III l, 9; IV 3, 22; V 5, 90, 
llO, ll2, 120, 153, 159; VI II, 
28 f., 43, 56, 62, 122, n. 31; VIII 
24, 50; IX n. 35 

enlightenment (bodhi, sambodhi) I 18, 
n. 15; IV 22, 36 (def.); VI 31, IIO; 
VII 4 

enlightenment factor (bojjhanga) I 
35; II 9; IV 35, 36 (def.) 

entity, great (mahiibhuta) IV 13; 
VI 18 

equanimity, onlooking- (upekkhii) IV 
36; V 88 

equipment (parikkhiira) IV 3; VI 56; 
VIII 35; IX 36 

escape (nissarar,ia) V 56; IX n. 13 
essence, substantive-essence (bhiiva) 

V 46; VIII 29. See Appx. I. 
essential of existence (upadhi) V 57 
establishment ( siddhi) I 27; IV 7 
eternalism (sassata) IV 36 
event ( samaviiya) V 44 ff. 
everlasting (dhuva) IV 46 
evil (piipa) V 149, 152; VI 100 
excellence (sampadii, sampatti) II 

42; V 37, 98; VI 21, 90; VIII 45 
(def.), 48 (def.), n. 15 

exception ( vyabhicarar,ia) I 27 
exhaustion (khaya) V 72, 121, 144, 

165; VI 50; VIII 34, (49) 
existence (bhava)-see being 
existence, acme of (bhavagga) VI 45; 

IX 63 
exploring ( viciira) III 49; V 6; IX 

72. See Appx. I. 
extension (pharar,ia) IX 59 
extinction ( nibbiina) I 34; III 71 ; 

IV 28, 36 f., 40 f.; V 5, II3, 120, 
130, 176 (def.), 180 (def.), n. IOI; 
VI 31, 50, 53, 71, 90, 95, 106, IIO, 
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116 /., 130; VIII 45, 49; IX 12, 
n. 13, n. 34 

extinction, final (parinibbana) V 6, 59 
eye (ookkhu) II n. 7; IV 31; V 171; 

VI 47; IX 52 
eye, heavenly (dibbaookkhu) VI 33; 

(VIII 49;) IX 52 

factor (anga) II 30, 51; IV 36, 39 f., 
48;Vn.74 

factual (vijjamiina) V 18, 35, 59, 
n. 19; VI 18, 92, 117; IX 50 

faculty ( indriya) I 35; V 56; VI 37; 
VIII 21; IX 37, n. 10 

fading out, fading of lust (viraga) I 
34; VI 37, 50, 52 f. 

failure ( vipatti) VIII 2; IX 15 
fair, even (sama) V 145; VIII 34 
faith (saddhii) III 25; V 42, 122, 171, 

n. 25; VI 62, 63; (VII 26;) VIII 
34, 38, 46; IX (4,) 5, 17, n. IO 

faith, one mature in (saddhanusari) 
VIII 46 

faith, the True Object of ( saddhamma) 
I 38; V 41 

falsehood, speaking (musaviida) II 
14 (def.) 

father (pita) V 135 
fear (bhaya) I 21; V 108, 152; IX 6, 51 
feeling (vedana) II 36, 41, 52; IV 

7, 17, 26; IX n. 38 
fetter (sarhyojana) VI 83, n. 39; IX 53 
final knowledge (aiiiiii) IV 2, 48 
fire element (tejodhiitu) III 29, 68 
flaw (dosa) I 28, 32 
focus (apatha)-see horizon 
fool (bala) V 101 (def.), 108 
footing (padatthana) I 17; IV 3 
forest dweller, forest-dwelling (iiraii-

iiaka) IX 27, 47 
form (rilpa) II 9, 17, n. 7; III n. 39, 

n. 51, n. 65; IV 7, 13, 26, 44; V 54, 
59, 73; VI 18, 58, n. 20, n. 39; 
VIII 39; IX 6, 62, 72, n. 48. See 
Appx.I. 

form element (riipadhiitu) IX 63. See 
Appx.I. 

formless (arupa) II 9; IV 12; VI 58, 
n. 39; IX 62, n. 38, n. 48. See 
Appx. I. 

formless state (iiruppa) IX 63, n. 35. 
See Appx. I. 

form-sphere (rupavaoora) III 62; VI 
28, 58 

foulness-see loathesomeness 

foundation of mindfulness-see mind
fulness 

fraudulence (sathatii) IX 28 
friend (mitta) V 107, 165; VIII 48; 

IX 61 (def.) 
fruit of action (phala) I 23; II 40, 42; 

VII 25, 29 
fruition of the path (phala) I 34, 

(37;) IV 40; VJ 57, 62, 71 /.; IX 
n. 12, n. 13 

Full Admission to the Community
see Admission, Full 

full knowledge (pariiiiia) IV 46 
function ( kicoo) I 21 ; II 18, 39; 

V 34 
future (aniigata) IX 10, 53 

generosity (caga) V 122; VI 112; 
VIII 21, 34, 38 

genitive case (siimivaoona) VII 24 
ghost (peta) VI 96; VII passim, 8, 

17, 30, (40) 
gift, giving (diina) V 52, 54, 118, 140, 

143 f.; VI 25, 65, 111; VII 19, 
29, 30; VIII 4, 20 ff. 

giving up (pariccaga) V 143; VI 128, 
134; VII 29 

gladness (mndita) V 88; (pamujja) 
III 71; IV 28 

god (deva) I 16; IV 7, 44; V 53, 71 
(def.); 95 (def.), 99, 112, 147; VI 
14, 28; VII 9, 30; VIII 42 

going (gamana) I 20 f.; VI 64; (gati) 
I 29 

Going Forth into homelessness (pab-
ba,jja) I 15; V 135; VI 130 

gold (jatarilpa) II 63; VI 100 
good (attha) V 107; VIII 38; IX 12 
governance, direct (acoontasarhyoga) 

V 46 
grammarian (akkharacintaka) I 25 
gratification (assada) II 61; III 51 
greed (lobha) II 37; IV n. 10; VI 100 
grief ( domanassa) V 177 
group (kalapa) III n. 65 
grove (vana) V 63 (def.); VI 104 (def.), 

n. 24 

habitat (asaya) III 56 
happiness (piti) III 71; IV 28, 36; 

V 6; VII 26; IX n. 46 
harmony (samaggi) IV 36 
hate (dosa) I 18; II 37; III 25; IV 

n. 10; V 53, 186; VI 100; IX 2, 4 
heard (suta) V 32 (def.), 85 
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hearsay (anussava) IX 24 
heart (hadaya) III 25, 38; n. 39; 

V 186; 'heart' (citta, ceto) see 
cognizance 

heat (urfhatta) III 67 
heaven (sagga) V 120, 135, 145, 159; 

VI 28 (def.), n. 8; VII 7; IX n. 34 
heavenly abiding (dibbavihara) IX 70 
heavenly eye (dibbaookkhu)-see eye, 

heavenly 
hell (niraya) V 108, 164; VI 58, 96; 

VII 7, 30; (IX 63) 
hermit enlightened one (pacceka

buddha) IV 22; V 110, 112, 120, 
153; VI 42, 62, 130 

hindrance (nivara~) V 53, 165; VIII 
21 

homelessness (anagariya) V 128 
horizon ( iipatha) II 60; IX 53 
householder (gahattha) II 19 
house life (agariya) V 128 
human (manussa, miinusika) IV 44; 

V 81, 95 (def.), 121; VII 8, 30; 
VIII 45 (def.); IX n. 48 

idea, the True Idea, ideal, True Ideal 
(dhamma) I 17, 20, 34 (def.}, 35; 
II 9, 13, 60; III l, 9, 55, 60; IV 
3 f., 7, 22, 35; V 6, 34, 36, 38, 46, 
53, 57, 59, 127 /., 144, 182, 185; 
VI 50, 52, 64, 91, 110, 122, n. 49; 
VIII 19, 21; IX 70, 72. See Appx. 
I. 

identical causativity (samaniidhi
kara~hava) I 26 

idleness (kosajja) V 177 
ignorance (avijjii) IV 41; V 53; VI 

n. 39; VII n. 4 
ill will ( vyapiida) VI n. 39; VII 30; 

VIII 36; (IX 18, 37, 42) 
image (patima) VI 31; VIII 24 
impediment (palibodha) III 6 (the 

ten); V 56; IX n. 22 
imperfection (upakkilesa) I 21, 24 
impermanence (aniccata) IV 8, 46; 

VI n. 25; IX (10, 28, 74) 1n. 35 
impermanent (anicca) III 63; IV 8, 

19 
impudence (piigabbhiya) IX 39 (def.) 
impulsion (iavana) VIII n. 5 
incalculable (asankheyya) V 120 
inclination (ajjhiisaya) V 28, n. 13 
indecision ( vimati) VI 93 
individual essence (sabhava) III 11; 

IV 40 

inferior (hina) II 64; VII n. 4 
infiniteness ( anaiica) IV 44; VI 36 
initiate (sekha) V 9; VI 41; IX 53. 

See Appx. I. 
inquiry (vimarhsa} II 64 
insight (vipassanii) II 9; III 61, 71; 

IV 28; V 8, 121; VI 69, 86, 123, 
n. 25; VIII (4,) 25; IX 10, 47, 71, 
n. 8, n. 13, n. 34 

insistence (abhinivesa) IV 36 
instrument ( kara~) II 8 
instrumental case ( kara~vaoona) V 

46, 76; VII 36 
intention (adhippaya) II 8 
intention (sankappa) IV 49; IX 

n. 12. See Appx. I. 
intimation ( viiiiiatti) II 33 
intoxicant (majja) II 15. See also 

besotting drink 
intrepidity ( vesiirajja) II 40; V 42 
irreverence (aniidara) I 23 
investigation-of-ideas (dhamma-

vicaya) IV 36. See Appx. I. 

jewel (ratana) VI 28 (def.), 31 
jhana (jhiina) II 9; III 61 ; V 6, 177; 

VI 36, n. 25; VIII 46; IX 10, 
(20), 47, 65, 72, n. 8, n. 35, n. 46 

joy (somanassa) II 9; VII 26 
judge, to (tuleti) V 127 
judgment (tir~) IV 46 

kasina--see universal 
kara~ika bird VII 37 
killing breathing things (pii,:i,atipiita) 

II 6, 11 (def.); V 108, 152; VII 30 
Kings, the Four-see Index of Proper 

Names 
knowledge (iiii~) I 17, 23; II 9, 64; 

IV 49; V n. 107; VI 35, (45), 111; 
IX 19, n. 12 

knowledge, true (vijjii)-see true 
knowledge 

knowledge, final (aiiiiii)-see final 
knowledge 

knowledge, full (pariiiiiii)-see full 
knowledge 

knowledge, direct (abhiiiiiii)-see 
direct knowledge 

language ( nirutti) V 38; VIII 50 
lay-follower (upiisaka) II 5, 18; V 

137 
learning (sutn) vm 34, 38; (uggaha) 

III 10 
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116 /., 130; VIII 45, 49; IX 12, 
n. 13, n. 34 

extinction, final (parinibbana) V 6, 59 
eye (ookkhu) II n. 7; IV 31; V 171; 

VI 47; IX 52 
eye, heavenly (dibbaookkhu) VI 33; 

(VIII 49;) IX 52 

factor (anga) II 30, 51; IV 36, 39 f., 
48;Vn.74 

factual (vijjamiina) V 18, 35, 59, 
n. 19; VI 18, 92, 117; IX 50 

faculty ( indriya) I 35; V 56; VI 37; 
VIII 21; IX 37, n. 10 

fading out, fading of lust (viraga) I 
34; VI 37, 50, 52 f. 

failure ( vipatti) VIII 2; IX 15 
fair, even (sama) V 145; VIII 34 
faith (saddhii) III 25; V 42, 122, 171, 

n. 25; VI 62, 63; (VII 26;) VIII 
34, 38, 46; IX (4,) 5, 17, n. IO 

faith, one mature in (saddhanusari) 
VIII 46 

faith, the True Object of ( saddhamma) 
I 38; V 41 

falsehood, speaking (musaviida) II 
14 (def.) 

father (pita) V 135 
fear (bhaya) I 21; V 108, 152; IX 6, 51 
feeling (vedana) II 36, 41, 52; IV 

7, 17, 26; IX n. 38 
fetter (sarhyojana) VI 83, n. 39; IX 53 
final knowledge (aiiiiii) IV 2, 48 
fire element (tejodhiitu) III 29, 68 
flaw (dosa) I 28, 32 
focus (apatha)-see horizon 
fool (bala) V 101 (def.), 108 
footing (padatthana) I 17; IV 3 
forest dweller, forest-dwelling (iiraii-

iiaka) IX 27, 47 
form (rilpa) II 9, 17, n. 7; III n. 39, 

n. 51, n. 65; IV 7, 13, 26, 44; V 54, 
59, 73; VI 18, 58, n. 20, n. 39; 
VIII 39; IX 6, 62, 72, n. 48. See 
Appx.I. 

form element (riipadhiitu) IX 63. See 
Appx.I. 

formless (arupa) II 9; IV 12; VI 58, 
n. 39; IX 62, n. 38, n. 48. See 
Appx. I. 

formless state (iiruppa) IX 63, n. 35. 
See Appx. I. 

form-sphere (rupavaoora) III 62; VI 
28, 58 

foulness-see loathesomeness 

foundation of mindfulness-see mind
fulness 

fraudulence (sathatii) IX 28 
friend (mitta) V 107, 165; VIII 48; 

IX 61 (def.) 
fruit of action (phala) I 23; II 40, 42; 

VII 25, 29 
fruition of the path (phala) I 34, 

(37;) IV 40; VJ 57, 62, 71 /.; IX 
n. 12, n. 13 

Full Admission to the Community
see Admission, Full 

full knowledge (pariiiiia) IV 46 
function ( kicoo) I 21 ; II 18, 39; 

V 34 
future (aniigata) IX 10, 53 

generosity (caga) V 122; VI 112; 
VIII 21, 34, 38 

genitive case (siimivaoona) VII 24 
ghost (peta) VI 96; VII passim, 8, 

17, 30, (40) 
gift, giving (diina) V 52, 54, 118, 140, 

143 f.; VI 25, 65, 111; VII 19, 
29, 30; VIII 4, 20 ff. 

giving up (pariccaga) V 143; VI 128, 
134; VII 29 

gladness (mndita) V 88; (pamujja) 
III 71; IV 28 

god (deva) I 16; IV 7, 44; V 53, 71 
(def.); 95 (def.), 99, 112, 147; VI 
14, 28; VII 9, 30; VIII 42 

going (gamana) I 20 f.; VI 64; (gati) 
I 29 

Going Forth into homelessness (pab-
ba,jja) I 15; V 135; VI 130 

gold (jatarilpa) II 63; VI 100 
good (attha) V 107; VIII 38; IX 12 
governance, direct (acoontasarhyoga) 

V 46 
grammarian (akkharacintaka) I 25 
gratification (assada) II 61; III 51 
greed (lobha) II 37; IV n. 10; VI 100 
grief ( domanassa) V 177 
group (kalapa) III n. 65 
grove (vana) V 63 (def.); VI 104 (def.), 

n. 24 

habitat (asaya) III 56 
happiness (piti) III 71; IV 28, 36; 

V 6; VII 26; IX n. 46 
harmony (samaggi) IV 36 
hate (dosa) I 18; II 37; III 25; IV 

n. 10; V 53, 186; VI 100; IX 2, 4 
heard (suta) V 32 (def.), 85 
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hearsay (anussava) IX 24 
heart (hadaya) III 25, 38; n. 39; 

V 186; 'heart' (citta, ceto) see 
cognizance 

heat (urfhatta) III 67 
heaven (sagga) V 120, 135, 145, 159; 

VI 28 (def.), n. 8; VII 7; IX n. 34 
heavenly abiding (dibbavihara) IX 70 
heavenly eye (dibbaookkhu)-see eye, 

heavenly 
hell (niraya) V 108, 164; VI 58, 96; 

VII 7, 30; (IX 63) 
hermit enlightened one (pacceka

buddha) IV 22; V 110, 112, 120, 
153; VI 42, 62, 130 

hindrance (nivara~) V 53, 165; VIII 
21 

homelessness (anagariya) V 128 
horizon ( iipatha) II 60; IX 53 
householder (gahattha) II 19 
house life (agariya) V 128 
human (manussa, miinusika) IV 44; 

V 81, 95 (def.), 121; VII 8, 30; 
VIII 45 (def.); IX n. 48 

idea, the True Idea, ideal, True Ideal 
(dhamma) I 17, 20, 34 (def.}, 35; 
II 9, 13, 60; III l, 9, 55, 60; IV 
3 f., 7, 22, 35; V 6, 34, 36, 38, 46, 
53, 57, 59, 127 /., 144, 182, 185; 
VI 50, 52, 64, 91, 110, 122, n. 49; 
VIII 19, 21; IX 70, 72. See Appx. 
I. 

identical causativity (samaniidhi
kara~hava) I 26 

idleness (kosajja) V 177 
ignorance (avijjii) IV 41; V 53; VI 

n. 39; VII n. 4 
ill will ( vyapiida) VI n. 39; VII 30; 

VIII 36; (IX 18, 37, 42) 
image (patima) VI 31; VIII 24 
impediment (palibodha) III 6 (the 

ten); V 56; IX n. 22 
imperfection (upakkilesa) I 21, 24 
impermanence (aniccata) IV 8, 46; 

VI n. 25; IX (10, 28, 74) 1n. 35 
impermanent (anicca) III 63; IV 8, 

19 
impudence (piigabbhiya) IX 39 (def.) 
impulsion (iavana) VIII n. 5 
incalculable (asankheyya) V 120 
inclination (ajjhiisaya) V 28, n. 13 
indecision ( vimati) VI 93 
individual essence (sabhava) III 11; 

IV 40 

inferior (hina) II 64; VII n. 4 
infiniteness ( anaiica) IV 44; VI 36 
initiate (sekha) V 9; VI 41; IX 53. 

See Appx. I. 
inquiry (vimarhsa} II 64 
insight (vipassanii) II 9; III 61, 71; 

IV 28; V 8, 121; VI 69, 86, 123, 
n. 25; VIII (4,) 25; IX 10, 47, 71, 
n. 8, n. 13, n. 34 

insistence (abhinivesa) IV 36 
instrument ( kara~) II 8 
instrumental case ( kara~vaoona) V 

46, 76; VII 36 
intention (adhippaya) II 8 
intention (sankappa) IV 49; IX 

n. 12. See Appx. I. 
intimation ( viiiiiatti) II 33 
intoxicant (majja) II 15. See also 

besotting drink 
intrepidity ( vesiirajja) II 40; V 42 
irreverence (aniidara) I 23 
investigation-of-ideas (dhamma-

vicaya) IV 36. See Appx. I. 

jewel (ratana) VI 28 (def.), 31 
jhana (jhiina) II 9; III 61 ; V 6, 177; 

VI 36, n. 25; VIII 46; IX 10, 
(20), 47, 65, 72, n. 8, n. 35, n. 46 

joy (somanassa) II 9; VII 26 
judge, to (tuleti) V 127 
judgment (tir~) IV 46 

kasina--see universal 
kara~ika bird VII 37 
killing breathing things (pii,:i,atipiita) 

II 6, 11 (def.); V 108, 152; VII 30 
Kings, the Four-see Index of Proper 

Names 
knowledge (iiii~) I 17, 23; II 9, 64; 

IV 49; V n. 107; VI 35, (45), 111; 
IX 19, n. 12 

knowledge, true (vijjii)-see true 
knowledge 

knowledge, final (aiiiiii)-see final 
knowledge 

knowledge, full (pariiiiiii)-see full 
knowledge 

knowledge, direct (abhiiiiiii)-see 
direct knowledge 

language ( nirutti) V 38; VIII 50 
lay-follower (upiisaka) II 5, 18; V 

137 
learning (sutn) vm 34, 38; (uggaha) 

III 10 
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lethargy and drowsiness (thina
middha) V 162. See Appx. I. 

letter ( vyaiijana) I 8, 33; II 7 
liberation (vimokkha) I 17; (IV 15;) 

V 57; VIII 50 
life (jivita) V 59; VI 70, 96, 100; 

IX 27 
life-faculty (jivitirulriya) II 11; IV 

44 
life-span (ayu) V 112; VI 130; VII 

28 
liking (khanti) V 127. See also 

preference 
liquor (sura) II 15 
livelihood (ajiva) IV 49; VI 69; IX 

15, 17 J., n. 12 
loathesomeness (asubha) III 5, 11, 

56 f., n. 2; IX 4, 10 
location (okasa) III 10, 15, 56 
locative case (bhummavacana) V 46, 

60, 76, 79; VIII 29 
logic (yutti) I 29; IV 5 
love (metta) VI 24; IX 61; see loving

kindness; (arama) IX 35; (vana) V 
63 

lovingkindness (metta) V 88; VI 24; 
IX passim, 2, 4, 48, 61 (def.) 

lust (raga) I 18, 34; III 25; IV 6, 46; 
V 53, 186; VI 50, 117, n. 39; 
IX 2, 4, 37. See Appx. I. 

lying-see falsehood 

Magadhism VI n. 45 
magical science (vijja) II 21, 26 
maintenance in being (bhavana) III 

1, 5, 47, 49; VIII 4, 34. See 
Appx.I. 

malice ( vera) IX 62. See also risk 
malleable (mudu) IX 13, 30 
man (manussa)-see human 
mansion, divine (vimana) V 171; VI 

19, 27 J.; IX 6 
marvel (patihiiriya) V 28 ; VI 127 
Marvel, the Twin (yamaka-patihariya) 

V 119 
mass (samuha) I 35; III 59, 71; 

V 44f. 
mastery (vasibhava) I 17; VIII 48; 

IX 66; (pariyatti) 
material (amisa) V 144 
material means (payoga)-see means 
matted-hair ascetic (jatila) VII 9 
maturing (paripacana) III 68 
meaning (attha) I 17, 33; II 7, 14, 

n. 16; V 38f., 44, 127, 144; VI 110 

means (payoga) II 8, 14 f., 21; HI 1, 
6; V 37; VI 22 f., 69; IX 28; 
(upaya) II 8; VIII n. 19; IX 28 

meek (suvaca) V 167; IX 13 
meekness (sovacassata) V 167, 170 
meditation (nijjhana) V 127; IX 28 
meditation subject (kammaffhana) I 

21; VI 130; IX 3, 47 
merit (puiiiia) I 38; V 31, 54, 68, 93, 

116,118,121,164,171; VI 24,113; 
VII 40; VIII 4, 13, 15, 17 J., 32, 
53 

metaphor (upacara) IV 7; (pariyaya) 
I 20; IX 62 

mind (mano) II n. 7; IV 31; V 160, 
183; IX (18,) 28, 42, 56, 61 

mind-consciousness-element (mano
viiiiiar.w,-dhatu) III 25 

mind-element (mano-dhatu) III 25 
mindfulness (sati) I 35; III 49, 

70, n. 56; IV 5, 21, 36, 49; V 154; 
VI 106; VIII 46; IX 4, 6, 17, 65, 
n. 10, n. 12 

mindfulness occupied with the body 
( kayagata sati) III 1 

misapprehending (paramasa) VI (92,) 
n. 39,n.41 

misconduct ( duccarita) IX 46; 
( micchacara) VIII n. 4 

mode (akara) V 27, 34, 186 
moment (khar.w,) IV 7, 36, n. 25; 

V 44 J., 46, 158, 186; VII 12, 28, 
n. 9; IX 53 

monk (samar.w,) V 168, 171, 178 
monk's true ideal (samar.w,dhamma) 

V 178 
moon (canda, pu1_1,r.w,ma) V n. 53, 

n. 74 
morality (vasana) VI 110 
mortality (maccu) IV 33; V 53, 106 
mortification of self (attakilamatha) 

IV 36; V 69 
mother (mata) V 135; IX 59 
motion ( samudirar.w,) III 67 
mourning (parideva) VII 38 
mundane (lokiya) II 9; IV 36; V 52, 

57, 129; (VI 58); IX 24 

name (nama) IV 12; V 48 
name-and-form (namarupa) IV 12, 

15; VI 86; IX 72. See Appx. I. 
nature (pakati) II 6 
need arisen (atthuppatti) VI 1, n. 69 
negligence (pamada) II 15; V 53, 

154; VI 86 
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neither-pain-nor-pleasure ( adukkha
masukha) II 36; IV 19 

neither perception nor non-perception 
( nevasaiiiianasaiiiia )-see base con
sisting of n. 

nibbiina-see extinction 
noble ( ariya) I 23; III 60; IV 22 

(def.), 36, 40 (def.); V 86; VI 41, 
96; IX 70 f. 

nominative case (paccattavacana) VII 
36; IX 12 

non-delusion (amoha) II 41; IV n. IO; 
(IX 18) 

non-distraction (avikkhepa) II 9 
non-existent (asanta) IX 28 
non-factual (avijjamana) V 35; IX 

n. 44. See Appx. I. 
non-greed (alobha) II 41; IV n. 10; 

V 143 
non-hate (adosa) II 41; IV n. 10 
non-human (amanussa) VI 11; IX 

62; IX 52 
non-percipient (asaiiiia)-see Index 

of Proper Names under Non
Percipient Gods 

non-remorse (avippatisara) IX 20 
non-return (anagamita) V 192; VI 

36, n. 39 
non-returner (anagami) V 8; VI 62; 

IX 72 
nose (ghana) IV 31 
nothingness (akiiicaiiiia) IV 44; VI 36 
not-self (anatta) III 63; IV 15, 46; 

VI n. 25; IX (74,) n. 35 
novice (sama1_1,era) II 3, 5, 18 f. 
nutriment (ahara) IV 6 f., 21, n. 7, 

n. 9; VI n. 20; VII 18, 30; IX 10 
nutritive-essence (oja) III 29, 58, 

n. 65 

object (aramma1_1,a) II 17, 49; III 61; 
IV 12, n. 15; V 34; VI 50, 71; VIII 
21; IX 6, 18, 28, 33, 37, 49, 59, 
71; (vatthu) V 143; IX 72 

object of verb (kamma) I 25 
objective-field (visaya) I 21; II 59 
obtainment (pafilabha) I 18; V 44 f. 
occasion ( samaya) II 9; V 44 ff. 

(def.), 158 
octad with nutritive-essence as 

eighth (ojaffhamaka) III 58 
odour (garulha) III 56 
offence ( apatti) V 129; IX 18 
offering (bali) VI 45; (dakkhir.w,) 

VI 63 

omen, good ( mangala) V 2, 62, 86, 
96 (def.), 113 

omniscience ( sabbaiiiiuta) I 17 f., 20; 
VI 111 

omniscient (sabbaiiiiu) I 18; VI 85 
once-return (sakidagamita) VI 36, 

n. 39 
once-returner (sakidagami) V 8, 192; 

VI 62; IX 72 
oneself, in (ajjhatta, ajjhattika) IV 31 
onlooking-equanimity (upekkha)-

see equanimity 
ontology VI n. 51; VII n. 4 
opportunity (thana) II 15 
ordinance (paiiiiatti) II 6 
ordinary man (puthujjana) I 23; 

V 8; VI 41, 96; IX 53 
origin ( samudaya) IV 23; VI 80, 95, 

118 
origination, originating (samutthana, 

samutfhiipika) II 11, 35, 41, 52; 
III 41; VI n. 20 

outlet (niyyana) V 56; VIII 29 

Pacceka-Buddha-see Hermit En
lightened One 

pain, painful (dukkha) II 36; IV 19; 
V 54, 144 (185). See also suffering 

past ( atita) IX 10 
path (magga) I 18, 34 f., (37;) II 9, 

41; IV 36, 39, n. 31; V 56, 152, 178, 
n. 107; VI 51, 56, 58, 63, 90, 95, 
106, 110, n. 25; IX 72, n. 8, n. 12, 
n. 13. n.48 

'pathway' for the [serial order of 
the] recitation [of the Tipitaka] 
(vacanamagga) I 7, 16; II 4 

patience (khanti) V 167 ff., n. 92; 
VIII 21 

Patimokkha-see Rule 
Pavara1_1,a Ceremony IX 74, n. 1 
peace (upasama) IV 37; VI 112 
peaceful (santa) IX 12, 37 
penance (tapo) VI 70, 94 
penetration (pativedha) V 36, 38, 

44f.; IX 27 
perceiving (saiijanana) III 55 
perception (saiiiia) III 56; IV 7, 19, 

26, 44; V 53; IX n. 38 
perfect, Perfect One (tathagata) IV 

22; V 9, 40, 106, 112; VI 29, (96,) 
122f. (def.); VII 40; VIII 36ff. 

perfection (parami, paramita) V 52, 
120, n. 40; VI 41, 110, n. 48; 
VIII 50 
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lethargy and drowsiness (thina
middha) V 162. See Appx. I. 

letter ( vyaiijana) I 8, 33; II 7 
liberation (vimokkha) I 17; (IV 15;) 

V 57; VIII 50 
life (jivita) V 59; VI 70, 96, 100; 

IX 27 
life-faculty (jivitirulriya) II 11; IV 

44 
life-span (ayu) V 112; VI 130; VII 

28 
liking (khanti) V 127. See also 

preference 
liquor (sura) II 15 
livelihood (ajiva) IV 49; VI 69; IX 

15, 17 J., n. 12 
loathesomeness (asubha) III 5, 11, 

56 f., n. 2; IX 4, 10 
location (okasa) III 10, 15, 56 
locative case (bhummavacana) V 46, 

60, 76, 79; VIII 29 
logic (yutti) I 29; IV 5 
love (metta) VI 24; IX 61; see loving

kindness; (arama) IX 35; (vana) V 
63 

lovingkindness (metta) V 88; VI 24; 
IX passim, 2, 4, 48, 61 (def.) 

lust (raga) I 18, 34; III 25; IV 6, 46; 
V 53, 186; VI 50, 117, n. 39; 
IX 2, 4, 37. See Appx. I. 

lying-see falsehood 

Magadhism VI n. 45 
magical science (vijja) II 21, 26 
maintenance in being (bhavana) III 

1, 5, 47, 49; VIII 4, 34. See 
Appx.I. 

malice ( vera) IX 62. See also risk 
malleable (mudu) IX 13, 30 
man (manussa)-see human 
mansion, divine (vimana) V 171; VI 

19, 27 J.; IX 6 
marvel (patihiiriya) V 28 ; VI 127 
Marvel, the Twin (yamaka-patihariya) 

V 119 
mass (samuha) I 35; III 59, 71; 

V 44f. 
mastery (vasibhava) I 17; VIII 48; 

IX 66; (pariyatti) 
material (amisa) V 144 
material means (payoga)-see means 
matted-hair ascetic (jatila) VII 9 
maturing (paripacana) III 68 
meaning (attha) I 17, 33; II 7, 14, 

n. 16; V 38f., 44, 127, 144; VI 110 

means (payoga) II 8, 14 f., 21; HI 1, 
6; V 37; VI 22 f., 69; IX 28; 
(upaya) II 8; VIII n. 19; IX 28 

meek (suvaca) V 167; IX 13 
meekness (sovacassata) V 167, 170 
meditation (nijjhana) V 127; IX 28 
meditation subject (kammaffhana) I 

21; VI 130; IX 3, 47 
merit (puiiiia) I 38; V 31, 54, 68, 93, 

116,118,121,164,171; VI 24,113; 
VII 40; VIII 4, 13, 15, 17 J., 32, 
53 

metaphor (upacara) IV 7; (pariyaya) 
I 20; IX 62 

mind (mano) II n. 7; IV 31; V 160, 
183; IX (18,) 28, 42, 56, 61 

mind-consciousness-element (mano
viiiiiar.w,-dhatu) III 25 

mind-element (mano-dhatu) III 25 
mindfulness (sati) I 35; III 49, 

70, n. 56; IV 5, 21, 36, 49; V 154; 
VI 106; VIII 46; IX 4, 6, 17, 65, 
n. 10, n. 12 

mindfulness occupied with the body 
( kayagata sati) III 1 

misapprehending (paramasa) VI (92,) 
n. 39,n.41 

misconduct ( duccarita) IX 46; 
( micchacara) VIII n. 4 

mode (akara) V 27, 34, 186 
moment (khar.w,) IV 7, 36, n. 25; 

V 44 J., 46, 158, 186; VII 12, 28, 
n. 9; IX 53 

monk (samar.w,) V 168, 171, 178 
monk's true ideal (samar.w,dhamma) 

V 178 
moon (canda, pu1_1,r.w,ma) V n. 53, 

n. 74 
morality (vasana) VI 110 
mortality (maccu) IV 33; V 53, 106 
mortification of self (attakilamatha) 

IV 36; V 69 
mother (mata) V 135; IX 59 
motion ( samudirar.w,) III 67 
mourning (parideva) VII 38 
mundane (lokiya) II 9; IV 36; V 52, 

57, 129; (VI 58); IX 24 

name (nama) IV 12; V 48 
name-and-form (namarupa) IV 12, 

15; VI 86; IX 72. See Appx. I. 
nature (pakati) II 6 
need arisen (atthuppatti) VI 1, n. 69 
negligence (pamada) II 15; V 53, 

154; VI 86 
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neither-pain-nor-pleasure ( adukkha
masukha) II 36; IV 19 

neither perception nor non-perception 
( nevasaiiiianasaiiiia )-see base con
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nibbiina-see extinction 
noble ( ariya) I 23; III 60; IV 22 

(def.), 36, 40 (def.); V 86; VI 41, 
96; IX 70 f. 

nominative case (paccattavacana) VII 
36; IX 12 

non-delusion (amoha) II 41; IV n. IO; 
(IX 18) 

non-distraction (avikkhepa) II 9 
non-existent (asanta) IX 28 
non-factual (avijjamana) V 35; IX 

n. 44. See Appx. I. 
non-greed (alobha) II 41; IV n. 10; 

V 143 
non-hate (adosa) II 41; IV n. 10 
non-human (amanussa) VI 11; IX 

62; IX 52 
non-percipient (asaiiiia)-see Index 

of Proper Names under Non
Percipient Gods 

non-remorse (avippatisara) IX 20 
non-return (anagamita) V 192; VI 

36, n. 39 
non-returner (anagami) V 8; VI 62; 

IX 72 
nose (ghana) IV 31 
nothingness (akiiicaiiiia) IV 44; VI 36 
not-self (anatta) III 63; IV 15, 46; 

VI n. 25; IX (74,) n. 35 
novice (sama1_1,era) II 3, 5, 18 f. 
nutriment (ahara) IV 6 f., 21, n. 7, 

n. 9; VI n. 20; VII 18, 30; IX 10 
nutritive-essence (oja) III 29, 58, 

n. 65 

object (aramma1_1,a) II 17, 49; III 61; 
IV 12, n. 15; V 34; VI 50, 71; VIII 
21; IX 6, 18, 28, 33, 37, 49, 59, 
71; (vatthu) V 143; IX 72 

object of verb (kamma) I 25 
objective-field (visaya) I 21; II 59 
obtainment (pafilabha) I 18; V 44 f. 
occasion ( samaya) II 9; V 44 ff. 

(def.), 158 
octad with nutritive-essence as 

eighth (ojaffhamaka) III 58 
odour (garulha) III 56 
offence ( apatti) V 129; IX 18 
offering (bali) VI 45; (dakkhir.w,) 

VI 63 

omen, good ( mangala) V 2, 62, 86, 
96 (def.), 113 

omniscience ( sabbaiiiiuta) I 17 f., 20; 
VI 111 

omniscient (sabbaiiiiu) I 18; VI 85 
once-return (sakidagamita) VI 36, 

n. 39 
once-returner (sakidagami) V 8, 192; 

VI 62; IX 72 
oneself, in (ajjhatta, ajjhattika) IV 31 
onlooking-equanimity (upekkha)-
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ontology VI n. 51; VII n. 4 
opportunity (thana) II 15 
ordinance (paiiiiatti) II 6 
ordinary man (puthujjana) I 23; 

V 8; VI 41, 96; IX 53 
origin ( samudaya) IV 23; VI 80, 95, 

118 
origination, originating (samutthana, 

samutfhiipika) II 11, 35, 41, 52; 
III 41; VI n. 20 

outlet (niyyana) V 56; VIII 29 

Pacceka-Buddha-see Hermit En
lightened One 

pain, painful (dukkha) II 36; IV 19; 
V 54, 144 (185). See also suffering 

past ( atita) IX 10 
path (magga) I 18, 34 f., (37;) II 9, 

41; IV 36, 39, n. 31; V 56, 152, 178, 
n. 107; VI 51, 56, 58, 63, 90, 95, 
106, 110, n. 25; IX 72, n. 8, n. 12, 
n. 13. n.48 

'pathway' for the [serial order of 
the] recitation [of the Tipitaka] 
(vacanamagga) I 7, 16; II 4 

patience (khanti) V 167 ff., n. 92; 
VIII 21 

Patimokkha-see Rule 
Pavara1_1,a Ceremony IX 74, n. 1 
peace (upasama) IV 37; VI 112 
peaceful (santa) IX 12, 37 
penance (tapo) VI 70, 94 
penetration (pativedha) V 36, 38, 

44f.; IX 27 
perceiving (saiijanana) III 55 
perception (saiiiia) III 56; IV 7, 19, 

26, 44; V 53; IX n. 38 
perfect, Perfect One (tathagata) IV 

22; V 9, 40, 106, 112; VI 29, (96,) 
122f. (def.); VII 40; VIII 36ff. 

perfection (parami, paramita) V 52, 
120, n. 40; VI 41, 110, n. 48; 
VIII 50 
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person (puggala) I 23, 35; III 15, 71; 
IV 5; V 34, n. 66; VI 62; IX (38,) 
n.48 

persona.I experience (pac,cakkha) VI 
75; V 59 

perspicuity (pa,!ibhana) V 38; VIII 50 
pervasion (phara1J,O, )-see extension 
physical frame (sarira) III 2; VIII 39 
plea.sure, pleasant (sukha) II 36; IV 

19, 46; V (6,) 52, 69, 129, 144, 185; 
VI 111 ; VIII 45, 53; IX 48, n. 46 

posture (iriyiipatha) V 19, 61, 81; 
VIII 4; IX 18, 53, 64 

power (bala) I 35; V 9, 42; IX n. 10 
power, supernormal-see super

normal power 
practice (adhikiira) III 55, 61; V 121; 

IX 23/. 
precept-see training precept 
predominant organization (adhipa

teyya) V 56 
preference (khanti) I 34. See al.so 

liking 
presence (sabbhiiva) II 55 
pride (atimiina) V 53, n. 27 
profitable (kusala) II 9, 64; III 1; 

V 56, 110, 112, 116, 121, 145, 154; 
VII 25; IX n. 21 

prompted by determination (sa-
sankhiira) - see determination, 
prompted by 

proud (atimiini) IX 13, 31 
Pure Abodes ( suddhiiviisa )-see Index 

of Proper Names 
purification (visuddhi) V 95, 194, 

n. 107; IX 17 
purity ( suddhi) IV 8; V 37; IX 28; 

(parisuddhi) V 129; IX 17 

quality, special quality (gu1J,O,) I 20, 
23; II 20; IX 28 

quenching (nibbuti) VI 72 
quiet (samatha) V 171; VI 41, 62, 123, 

n. 25 

rainy season-see Index of Proper 
Names under Vassana 

reading, a. (patha) IV 9 
real (tatha) IV 22, 122 
realization (sacchikiriyii) III 1; V 

180; VI 57 
reasoned (yoniso) V 36; VIII 48, 

n. 19; IX 5 
rebirth ( upapatti) II 9; ( uppatti) V 95; 

VI 58 

rebirth-linking (patisandhi) VI 118 
recollection (anussati) IV 3; VIII 25; 

IX4 
recollection of pa.st life (pubbe nivii

sanussati) VIII 49 
reflexion (nama1J,0,) see bending 
refraining (samyama) V 150, 153; 

VIII 21 
refuge (sara1J,0,) I 9, 21; IV 3 
rehearsal (sangiti) V 4, 21 
relation, relative (nati) V 141, 146 
relishing (nandi) V 51 
remembered (dhata) V 127 
renunciation (nekkhamma) III 6, 9; 

V 45 
repulsive (pa,!ikkula) III 15 
requisite; requisite-equipment (pari

kkhiira)-see equipment 
requisite-condition for the bhikkhu's 

life (paccaya)-see condition, re
quisite 

resistance, resistive (pa,!igha) IV 44; 
V 163; IX 33, 56 

resort (gocara) IV 3; IX 16 
responsibility for action ( kamma

bandha) II 19, 22 
resoluteness, resolve (adhimutti) III 

87, 55, n. 61; V 69; VI 112; VIII 
49 

resolution into elements (vinibbhoga) 
-see analysis 

resting-place (seniisana) III 8 
restraint ( samvara) VIII 20 f.; IX 

17 
reviewing (pac,cavekkha1J,0,) III 15; 

V 180; VIII 25; IX 18, n. 11 
right (sammii) IV 49; IX n. 12 
rightness (sammatta) IV 6, 46, n. 31; 

IX 75 
ripening of action (vipiika) II 40; 

VI 63, 96; VII 20, n. 4; VIII 
n. 5 

rise ( udaya) IV 28 
risk (vera) II 8; V 152; VI 96 
rites a.nd rituals ( silabbata )-see 

virtue and duty 
root (mula) II 8, 37, 41, 54; V 53 
root, linguistic (dhatu) I (20,) 29 
root-cause (hetu)-see cause, root 
root-ca.use-less (ahetuka) IV 7 
round, the (va#a) VI 96; IX 10 
round of rebirths (samsiira) IV 31; 

V 179; VI 86 
rule, the (patimokkha) III n. 7; 

V n. 74; VllI 20; IX 17 
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safe, safety (khema) V 184, 186; IX 
48 

safeguard (paritta) VI 14; IX 3, 47 
sage (muni) VI 51 
sangha-see Community 
Sanskrit references-see Index of 

Proper Na.mes 
schism ( bheda) VI 96 
science (vijja) II 21, 26 
scope (pasanga) I 28, 32; VII 36 
'scribing' (adhi,gama) III 6; V 37 
scripture (iigama) Ill 6; V 37; 

(pariyatti) V 8; VI 103 
search ( esanii) VI 69; IX 16; (pari

yetthi) IX 10 
seclusion (viveka) V (6,) 56 f., 69; 

IX n. 13 
seen (dittha) V 32, 85 
seeing (dassana) V 56, 171, 179, 

n. 107; VI 35, (45,) 90; IX 72 
seer (isi) I 12; V 169; VI 24, 129; VII 

9 
self ( atta) III n. 62; IV 46; V 34, 

36, 117; VI 47, n. 41; IX 48 
selfhood (attabhiiva) V 61, 99, 108, 

117, n. 77; VIII 4; IX 52 
self-view (attaditthi) IV 15; IX 71 
sense (attha) V 35. See al.so mean

ing 
sensed (muta) V 32, 85, n. 15 
sensual-desire, sensual (kiima) II 9; 

III 9, 53; IV 36; V 6, 69, 95, 165; 
VI 62, n. 39; IX 42, 72, n. 38 

sensual-desire being (kiima-bhava) 
VII n. 4; IX 62 

sensual-desire element (kama-dhiitu) 
VII n. 4; IX 63 

sensual-desire-sphere ( k<imiivacara) 
II 9; V 88/.; VI 28 

sequence of meauing (anusandhi) V 
105, 186 

serene ( santa) see peaceful 
series of consciousness ( vinnii1J,0,vithi) 

see cognitive series 
severance (samttCCheda) IV 23; V 152; 

VI 56; IX n. 13 
sexual intercourse (methuna) II 13; 

V 178 
shamelessness (anottappa) V 53 
shape (sarµhiina) III 10, 15, 56; V 73; 

VIII 38 
shared ( siidhiirar,ia) II 5 
shrine (cetiya) VI 31; VIII 24 (def.) 
sign ( nimitta) I 17; III 49, 52, 55, 

61, 66; IV 6; V 48 

signless (animitta) V 57 
simile ( upamii) I 38 
skilful ( kusa"la) see profitable 
~kill in attention (manasikiira-

kosalla) III 10, 50 
skill in learning (uggaha-kosalla) III 

10 
sluggishness ( darulhiiyitatta) VIII 49; 

IX 67 
society (ga~ia) VI 65 
'some' (keci, apare) I 34; II 17, 

19, 39; III 20, 21, 22, 31, 32, 34, 
35, 43, 44; IV 9, 17; V 165, 175, 
186; VI 5, 17, 24; VII 18; VIII 
2l;IX10 

sorrow (soka) V 184, 186; VII 38 
source (nidiina) V 4, 56, 106 
space ( iikiisa) IV 44; VI 36; VIII 39 
speaking falsehood (musiiviida) see 

falsehood 
special quality (gur,ia) see quality 
speech (vac'i, viida) II 11 /., 35; IV 

49; V 130, 152; VI 69; VIII 37; 
IX 28, 41, 42, 56, n. 12 

spirit (yakkha) VI 31; VIII 16; 
IX 6 

stand point for consciousness ( viniiii
r,ia-tthiti) IV 35, n. 25 

state (pada) 11 8 (def.); IX 12 (def.), 
23 /.; (bhava) V 34 

steadying (.sarµhiina) IX 49 
stealing-see taking what is not 

given 
stiffened (thaddha) III 67 /. 
stillness (moneyya) V 92; VI 51 
stream enterer (sotiipanna) V 8; VI 

61, 62, 75ff., 83; VIII n. 17 
stream entry (sotiipatti) IV n. 8; V 

192; VI 36, 57, 63, 90, n. 39; 
VIII 54; IX 72 

Sublime One (sugata) VI 64 (def.) 
subsidence (vaya) IV 28; V 185; VI 

50 
substantive (bhiiva) V 46; VI n. 28; 

VIII 29 
substitution of opposites (tadanga) 

IX n. 13 
success ( iddhi) I 35 
suffering (dukkha) III 63; IV 4, 6, 8, 

18, 19 (3 kinds), 46; V 44, 56; 
VI 80, 83, 95, 123; IX 10, (74,) 
n. 35. See also pain 

suitability (sappiiya) IX 38 
supernormal power ( iddhi) II 21; III 

6; VI 33 
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person (puggala) I 23, 35; III 15, 71; 
IV 5; V 34, n. 66; VI 62; IX (38,) 
n.48 

persona.I experience (pac,cakkha) VI 
75; V 59 

perspicuity (pa,!ibhana) V 38; VIII 50 
pervasion (phara1J,O, )-see extension 
physical frame (sarira) III 2; VIII 39 
plea.sure, pleasant (sukha) II 36; IV 

19, 46; V (6,) 52, 69, 129, 144, 185; 
VI 111 ; VIII 45, 53; IX 48, n. 46 

posture (iriyiipatha) V 19, 61, 81; 
VIII 4; IX 18, 53, 64 

power (bala) I 35; V 9, 42; IX n. 10 
power, supernormal-see super

normal power 
practice (adhikiira) III 55, 61; V 121; 

IX 23/. 
precept-see training precept 
predominant organization (adhipa

teyya) V 56 
preference (khanti) I 34. See al.so 

liking 
presence (sabbhiiva) II 55 
pride (atimiina) V 53, n. 27 
profitable (kusala) II 9, 64; III 1; 

V 56, 110, 112, 116, 121, 145, 154; 
VII 25; IX n. 21 

prompted by determination (sa-
sankhiira) - see determination, 
prompted by 

proud (atimiini) IX 13, 31 
Pure Abodes ( suddhiiviisa )-see Index 

of Proper Names 
purification (visuddhi) V 95, 194, 

n. 107; IX 17 
purity ( suddhi) IV 8; V 37; IX 28; 

(parisuddhi) V 129; IX 17 

quality, special quality (gu1J,O,) I 20, 
23; II 20; IX 28 

quenching (nibbuti) VI 72 
quiet (samatha) V 171; VI 41, 62, 123, 

n. 25 

rainy season-see Index of Proper 
Names under Vassana 

reading, a. (patha) IV 9 
real (tatha) IV 22, 122 
realization (sacchikiriyii) III 1; V 

180; VI 57 
reasoned (yoniso) V 36; VIII 48, 

n. 19; IX 5 
rebirth ( upapatti) II 9; ( uppatti) V 95; 

VI 58 

rebirth-linking (patisandhi) VI 118 
recollection (anussati) IV 3; VIII 25; 

IX4 
recollection of pa.st life (pubbe nivii

sanussati) VIII 49 
reflexion (nama1J,0,) see bending 
refraining (samyama) V 150, 153; 

VIII 21 
refuge (sara1J,0,) I 9, 21; IV 3 
rehearsal (sangiti) V 4, 21 
relation, relative (nati) V 141, 146 
relishing (nandi) V 51 
remembered (dhata) V 127 
renunciation (nekkhamma) III 6, 9; 

V 45 
repulsive (pa,!ikkula) III 15 
requisite; requisite-equipment (pari

kkhiira)-see equipment 
requisite-condition for the bhikkhu's 

life (paccaya)-see condition, re
quisite 

resistance, resistive (pa,!igha) IV 44; 
V 163; IX 33, 56 

resort (gocara) IV 3; IX 16 
responsibility for action ( kamma

bandha) II 19, 22 
resoluteness, resolve (adhimutti) III 

87, 55, n. 61; V 69; VI 112; VIII 
49 

resolution into elements (vinibbhoga) 
-see analysis 

resting-place (seniisana) III 8 
restraint ( samvara) VIII 20 f.; IX 

17 
reviewing (pac,cavekkha1J,0,) III 15; 

V 180; VIII 25; IX 18, n. 11 
right (sammii) IV 49; IX n. 12 
rightness (sammatta) IV 6, 46, n. 31; 

IX 75 
ripening of action (vipiika) II 40; 

VI 63, 96; VII 20, n. 4; VIII 
n. 5 

rise ( udaya) IV 28 
risk (vera) II 8; V 152; VI 96 
rites a.nd rituals ( silabbata )-see 

virtue and duty 
root (mula) II 8, 37, 41, 54; V 53 
root, linguistic (dhatu) I (20,) 29 
root-cause (hetu)-see cause, root 
root-ca.use-less (ahetuka) IV 7 
round, the (va#a) VI 96; IX 10 
round of rebirths (samsiira) IV 31; 

V 179; VI 86 
rule, the (patimokkha) III n. 7; 

V n. 74; VllI 20; IX 17 
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safe, safety (khema) V 184, 186; IX 
48 

safeguard (paritta) VI 14; IX 3, 47 
sage (muni) VI 51 
sangha-see Community 
Sanskrit references-see Index of 

Proper Na.mes 
schism ( bheda) VI 96 
science (vijja) II 21, 26 
scope (pasanga) I 28, 32; VII 36 
'scribing' (adhi,gama) III 6; V 37 
scripture (iigama) Ill 6; V 37; 

(pariyatti) V 8; VI 103 
search ( esanii) VI 69; IX 16; (pari

yetthi) IX 10 
seclusion (viveka) V (6,) 56 f., 69; 

IX n. 13 
seen (dittha) V 32, 85 
seeing (dassana) V 56, 171, 179, 

n. 107; VI 35, (45,) 90; IX 72 
seer (isi) I 12; V 169; VI 24, 129; VII 

9 
self ( atta) III n. 62; IV 46; V 34, 

36, 117; VI 47, n. 41; IX 48 
selfhood (attabhiiva) V 61, 99, 108, 

117, n. 77; VIII 4; IX 52 
self-view (attaditthi) IV 15; IX 71 
sense (attha) V 35. See al.so mean

ing 
sensed (muta) V 32, 85, n. 15 
sensual-desire, sensual (kiima) II 9; 

III 9, 53; IV 36; V 6, 69, 95, 165; 
VI 62, n. 39; IX 42, 72, n. 38 

sensual-desire being (kiima-bhava) 
VII n. 4; IX 62 

sensual-desire element (kama-dhiitu) 
VII n. 4; IX 63 

sensual-desire-sphere ( k<imiivacara) 
II 9; V 88/.; VI 28 

sequence of meauing (anusandhi) V 
105, 186 

serene ( santa) see peaceful 
series of consciousness ( vinnii1J,0,vithi) 

see cognitive series 
severance (samttCCheda) IV 23; V 152; 

VI 56; IX n. 13 
sexual intercourse (methuna) II 13; 

V 178 
shamelessness (anottappa) V 53 
shape (sarµhiina) III 10, 15, 56; V 73; 

VIII 38 
shared ( siidhiirar,ia) II 5 
shrine (cetiya) VI 31; VIII 24 (def.) 
sign ( nimitta) I 17; III 49, 52, 55, 

61, 66; IV 6; V 48 

signless (animitta) V 57 
simile ( upamii) I 38 
skilful ( kusa"la) see profitable 
~kill in attention (manasikiira-

kosalla) III 10, 50 
skill in learning (uggaha-kosalla) III 

10 
sluggishness ( darulhiiyitatta) VIII 49; 

IX 67 
society (ga~ia) VI 65 
'some' (keci, apare) I 34; II 17, 

19, 39; III 20, 21, 22, 31, 32, 34, 
35, 43, 44; IV 9, 17; V 165, 175, 
186; VI 5, 17, 24; VII 18; VIII 
2l;IX10 

sorrow (soka) V 184, 186; VII 38 
source (nidiina) V 4, 56, 106 
space ( iikiisa) IV 44; VI 36; VIII 39 
speaking falsehood (musiiviida) see 

falsehood 
special quality (gur,ia) see quality 
speech (vac'i, viida) II 11 /., 35; IV 

49; V 130, 152; VI 69; VIII 37; 
IX 28, 41, 42, 56, n. 12 

spirit (yakkha) VI 31; VIII 16; 
IX 6 

stand point for consciousness ( viniiii
r,ia-tthiti) IV 35, n. 25 

state (pada) 11 8 (def.); IX 12 (def.), 
23 /.; (bhava) V 34 

steadying (.sarµhiina) IX 49 
stealing-see taking what is not 

given 
stiffened (thaddha) III 67 /. 
stillness (moneyya) V 92; VI 51 
stream enterer (sotiipanna) V 8; VI 

61, 62, 75ff., 83; VIII n. 17 
stream entry (sotiipatti) IV n. 8; V 

192; VI 36, 57, 63, 90, n. 39; 
VIII 54; IX 72 

Sublime One (sugata) VI 64 (def.) 
subsidence (vaya) IV 28; V 185; VI 

50 
substantive (bhiiva) V 46; VI n. 28; 

VIII 29 
substitution of opposites (tadanga) 

IX n. 13 
success ( iddhi) I 35 
suffering (dukkha) III 63; IV 4, 6, 8, 

18, 19 (3 kinds), 46; V 44, 56; 
VI 80, 83, 95, 123; IX 10, (74,) 
n. 35. See also pain 

suitability (sappiiya) IX 38 
supernormal power ( iddhi) II 21; III 

6; VI 33 
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support (nissaya) II 8; (sangaha) V 
133, 136, 146 

suppression (vikkhambhana) IX 20, 
n. 13 

supramundane (lokuttara) II 9; IV 
(12,) 36; V 52, 57, 129, 185, VI 
(58,) 109, 111, n. 49; IX 72, n. 48 

Sutta, ' Thread of Argument ', dis
course, (sutta) In. 8; V 9, 127 

Sutta Pitaka-see Index of Proper 
Names 

taint (iisava) I 18; IV 12, 26; V 8, 
19, 53, 121, 165, 191; VI 18, 117; 
VIII 34, (49;) IX 53. See Appx. I. 

taking what is not given (adinniidiina) 
II 12 (def.) 

talk (kathii) V, 105 
tathiigata-see Perfect One 
teache\o ( satthii) I 23; V 6 
teaching (desanii) IV 5, 11, n. 6; 

V 171; IX 35 
temperament (carita) III 25, 55, 61, 

n. 59; IX 4 
temperature (utu) VI 33, n. 20 
tendency, underlying (anusaya) I 

38; V 53 
terms of, in (adhitthiina) IV 5, 11, 

48; IX 23 
text (pariyatti) see scripture 
thought, thinking (vitakka) III 11, 

25, 49, 53, 60; V 6, 53, 165; 
IX 4, 42, 72. See Appx. I. 

thought, (miinasa) IX 42, 59, 61 
'Thread of Argument '-see sutta 
' Thus-gone '-see Perfect One 
time (kiil.a) V 44 f., 74; VI 18, 118 
tongue (jivhii) IV 31 
training (sikkhii) II 8 f. (def.); V 

129; IX 15, 28 
training precept ( sikkhiipada) II 

3, 8 f. (def.); IV 3; V 46, n. 74; 
VIII n. 4 

tranquillity (passaddhi) IV 36 
treasure store (nidhi) VII passim, 

4 (def.), 31 (def.) 
true idea, true ideal-see idea 
true knowledge ( vijjii) IV 41 ; V 8; 

VIII 48 (def.). See Appx. I. 
true man (sappurisa) V 36, 40; VI 

78 
truth (sacca) I 17 f.; III 70; IV 21; 

V 56, 127; VI 26, 46, 79, 112; 
VIII 21; IX 27, n. 6, n. 35 

tumult (koliihal.a) V 87, 93 

ultimate meaning, u. sense, u. goal 
(paramattha) I 35; II n. 16; IV 
7 f.; V 35, 127; VIII 19 

uncertainty ( vicikicchita, vicikicchii) 
IV n. 25; V 172; VI 93, n. 39, 
n. 43 

unchastity (abrahmacariya) II 13 
(def.) 

undeclared, undeclarable (avyiikata) 
III 15; V 56 

underlying tendency-see tendency 
understanding (paiiiiii) II 64; III 

13, 25; IV 3, 8; V 69, 93,127,171; 
VI (45,) 62, 70, 85, 113, n. 35; 
VIII 21, 34, 38; IX 17, 27, 38, n. 
10, n. 12 

understanding, higher (adhipaiiiia) 
II 9; IX (28,) n. 8 

undertaking (samiidiina) I 21; II 
8f., 18, 39, 50; V 152 

underworld (yamaloka) VI n. 8 
undetermined (asankhata) V 56, 

n. 19; VI 52; IX n. 48. See 
Appx. I. 

unification (ekaggatii) IX n. 46 
unity ( ekatta) IV 44; IX 49 
universal (kasi~) III 57, 62, n. 2; 

V n. 44; IX 4, 20, 27 
unknowing(aiiiiii~)I23 
unprofitable (akusal.a) II 6, 39; IV 

48; V (6, 53, 56,) 108, 127, 129, 
138, 149; IX n. 21 

unreal ( vitatha) IV 22 
unreasoned ( ayoniso) IV 6; V 36 
unsurpassable (anuttariya) V 119; 

VI 35 
uposatha (observance day) II 5; V 

112, 147, n. 74; VI 33 
urgency, sense of (samvega) III l; V 

45, 59; VII 43; IX 10 
usage, common ( vohiira) III 55; 

V n. 19 
use, using (patisevanii) IX 18; 

(paribhoga) IX 33 

value (pariiyana) I 21 
vanity ( mada) II 15; V 53, 59 
verb ( kiriyii) I 25 
view (ditthi) I 25, 35; II 64; IV 49; 

V 44 f., 53, 64, n. 107; VI 92, 96, 
n. 39; VII 30; IX 15, 71, n. 12 

Vinaya Pitaka-see Index of Proper 
Names 

virtue (sil.a) I 35; III 1; IV 3; V 52, 
120 f., 122, 129, n. 107; VI 45, 
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62, 69, 92, 94, 106, n. 35, n. 39, 
n. 41; VIII 4, 20, 25, 34, 38; IX 
15 f., 38, 72, n. 12, n. 34, n. 48 

virtue, higher (adhisil.a) II 9; IX 
(28,) n. 8 

virtue and duty (sil.abbata) VI n. 41 
void (suiiiia) III 15, 56, 58, 63, 69, 

71, n. 2, 62; IV 33; V 57 

warrior-noble (khattiya) VIII 34, 39; 
IX 55 

watch of the night (yiima) IX 5, n. 4 
water element (iipo-dhiitu) III 68 
way (patipada) VI 62, 80, 110; 

VIII n. 22; IX 12 
' wheel ' ( cakka )-see blessing 
Wheel of the True Idea ( dhamma

cakka) V 119; VI 31 
Wheel-Jewel (cakka-ratana) VI 33 
Wheel-Turning Monarch (cakkavatti) 

V 6, 89, 120; VI 31, 33, 86; VIII 
42 

wine (meraya) II 15, 20 
wise (parµf,ita) V 102 (def.), llO; 

(viiiiiu) IX 46 
wish (icchii, icchatii) V 163; IX 33 
womb (yoni) IX 53 
world (loka) IV 6; V 55, 69, 88, 182, 

185; VI 27 f., 85; VII 40; VIII 17; 
IX 61, n. 48 

world-system (cakkaviifa) V 86, 99, 
n. 59; VI 11, 48; IX 53 

worldly idea (loka-dhamma) IV 39; 
V 53,182,184 

wrong (micchii) I 23 

zeal (chanda) II 64; V 127; VI ll8 
zeal for sensual desires ( kamacchanda) 

IV 6 

INDEX OF PROPER NAMES 

.Abhassara ( Gods of Streaming 
Radiance) IV 44. See Appx. II. 

Abhidhamma (Abhidhamma, the 
Fundamental True Idea) I 5, n. 4; 
V 46, 172 

Ajatasattu, king V 18, 22 
Akanittha (Pure Abode of the Not

Junior Gods, Highest Non-Re
turner Gods) V 86; VI 12, 19, 62, 
126. See Appx. II. 

Akittipa1.19-ita V 108, 110 
Ananda V 9, 19, 22, 112, 193; VI 

14 
Anathapil_l«;lika V 65; VI 31 
Ancients (Pora1.1a) V 95; VI 3, 15; 

IX54 
Anuruddha V 12, 16 
Aparagoyana V 95; VI 36 
Ariya (noble)-see Index of Words 

and Subjects 
Asafilia (Non-percipient Gods) IV 7, 

44; IX n. 38. See Appx. II. 
Asoka VI 31, 32 
Assatara VI 12 
Asura (Demon) VI 96. See Appx. II. 

Atappa (the Pure Abode of the 
' Untormenting ' Non-Returner 
Gods) VI 62. See Appx. II. 

Avici (the Hell of 'Unwavering 
Suffering') VI 45; IX 63. See 
Appx. II. 

Aviha (the Pure Abode of the 'Self
Purified' Non-returner Gods) VI 
62. See Appx. II. 

Ayoghara, prince V 110 

Bahiya Daruciriya VI 35 
Biilavasanta (name of month) VI 105 
Biiriinasi-see Benares 
Benares (Biiriinasi) I 13; VI 4, 129/.; 

VII 10 
Bhalluka I 21 
Bimbisiira, king VI 11, 31, 126; 

VII 8ff. 
Blessed One (bhagavii)-see Index 

of Words and Subjects 
Bodhisatta-see Index of Words and 

Subjects 
Brahma-see Index of Words and 

Subjects under ' Divinity, High ' 
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support (nissaya) II 8; (sangaha) V 
133, 136, 146 

suppression (vikkhambhana) IX 20, 
n. 13 

supramundane (lokuttara) II 9; IV 
(12,) 36; V 52, 57, 129, 185, VI 
(58,) 109, 111, n. 49; IX 72, n. 48 

Sutta, ' Thread of Argument ', dis
course, (sutta) In. 8; V 9, 127 

Sutta Pitaka-see Index of Proper 
Names 

taint (iisava) I 18; IV 12, 26; V 8, 
19, 53, 121, 165, 191; VI 18, 117; 
VIII 34, (49;) IX 53. See Appx. I. 

taking what is not given (adinniidiina) 
II 12 (def.) 

talk (kathii) V, 105 
tathiigata-see Perfect One 
teache\o ( satthii) I 23; V 6 
teaching (desanii) IV 5, 11, n. 6; 

V 171; IX 35 
temperament (carita) III 25, 55, 61, 

n. 59; IX 4 
temperature (utu) VI 33, n. 20 
tendency, underlying (anusaya) I 

38; V 53 
terms of, in (adhitthiina) IV 5, 11, 

48; IX 23 
text (pariyatti) see scripture 
thought, thinking (vitakka) III 11, 

25, 49, 53, 60; V 6, 53, 165; 
IX 4, 42, 72. See Appx. I. 

thought, (miinasa) IX 42, 59, 61 
'Thread of Argument '-see sutta 
' Thus-gone '-see Perfect One 
time (kiil.a) V 44 f., 74; VI 18, 118 
tongue (jivhii) IV 31 
training (sikkhii) II 8 f. (def.); V 

129; IX 15, 28 
training precept ( sikkhiipada) II 

3, 8 f. (def.); IV 3; V 46, n. 74; 
VIII n. 4 

tranquillity (passaddhi) IV 36 
treasure store (nidhi) VII passim, 

4 (def.), 31 (def.) 
true idea, true ideal-see idea 
true knowledge ( vijjii) IV 41 ; V 8; 

VIII 48 (def.). See Appx. I. 
true man (sappurisa) V 36, 40; VI 

78 
truth (sacca) I 17 f.; III 70; IV 21; 

V 56, 127; VI 26, 46, 79, 112; 
VIII 21; IX 27, n. 6, n. 35 

tumult (koliihal.a) V 87, 93 

ultimate meaning, u. sense, u. goal 
(paramattha) I 35; II n. 16; IV 
7 f.; V 35, 127; VIII 19 

uncertainty ( vicikicchita, vicikicchii) 
IV n. 25; V 172; VI 93, n. 39, 
n. 43 

unchastity (abrahmacariya) II 13 
(def.) 

undeclared, undeclarable (avyiikata) 
III 15; V 56 

underlying tendency-see tendency 
understanding (paiiiiii) II 64; III 

13, 25; IV 3, 8; V 69, 93,127,171; 
VI (45,) 62, 70, 85, 113, n. 35; 
VIII 21, 34, 38; IX 17, 27, 38, n. 
10, n. 12 

understanding, higher (adhipaiiiia) 
II 9; IX (28,) n. 8 

undertaking (samiidiina) I 21; II 
8f., 18, 39, 50; V 152 

underworld (yamaloka) VI n. 8 
undetermined (asankhata) V 56, 

n. 19; VI 52; IX n. 48. See 
Appx. I. 

unification (ekaggatii) IX n. 46 
unity ( ekatta) IV 44; IX 49 
universal (kasi~) III 57, 62, n. 2; 

V n. 44; IX 4, 20, 27 
unknowing(aiiiiii~)I23 
unprofitable (akusal.a) II 6, 39; IV 

48; V (6, 53, 56,) 108, 127, 129, 
138, 149; IX n. 21 

unreal ( vitatha) IV 22 
unreasoned ( ayoniso) IV 6; V 36 
unsurpassable (anuttariya) V 119; 

VI 35 
uposatha (observance day) II 5; V 

112, 147, n. 74; VI 33 
urgency, sense of (samvega) III l; V 

45, 59; VII 43; IX 10 
usage, common ( vohiira) III 55; 

V n. 19 
use, using (patisevanii) IX 18; 

(paribhoga) IX 33 

value (pariiyana) I 21 
vanity ( mada) II 15; V 53, 59 
verb ( kiriyii) I 25 
view (ditthi) I 25, 35; II 64; IV 49; 

V 44 f., 53, 64, n. 107; VI 92, 96, 
n. 39; VII 30; IX 15, 71, n. 12 

Vinaya Pitaka-see Index of Proper 
Names 

virtue (sil.a) I 35; III 1; IV 3; V 52, 
120 f., 122, 129, n. 107; VI 45, 
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62, 69, 92, 94, 106, n. 35, n. 39, 
n. 41; VIII 4, 20, 25, 34, 38; IX 
15 f., 38, 72, n. 12, n. 34, n. 48 

virtue, higher (adhisil.a) II 9; IX 
(28,) n. 8 

virtue and duty (sil.abbata) VI n. 41 
void (suiiiia) III 15, 56, 58, 63, 69, 

71, n. 2, 62; IV 33; V 57 

warrior-noble (khattiya) VIII 34, 39; 
IX 55 

watch of the night (yiima) IX 5, n. 4 
water element (iipo-dhiitu) III 68 
way (patipada) VI 62, 80, 110; 

VIII n. 22; IX 12 
' wheel ' ( cakka )-see blessing 
Wheel of the True Idea ( dhamma

cakka) V 119; VI 31 
Wheel-Jewel (cakka-ratana) VI 33 
Wheel-Turning Monarch (cakkavatti) 

V 6, 89, 120; VI 31, 33, 86; VIII 
42 

wine (meraya) II 15, 20 
wise (parµf,ita) V 102 (def.), llO; 

(viiiiiu) IX 46 
wish (icchii, icchatii) V 163; IX 33 
womb (yoni) IX 53 
world (loka) IV 6; V 55, 69, 88, 182, 

185; VI 27 f., 85; VII 40; VIII 17; 
IX 61, n. 48 

world-system (cakkaviifa) V 86, 99, 
n. 59; VI 11, 48; IX 53 

worldly idea (loka-dhamma) IV 39; 
V 53,182,184 

wrong (micchii) I 23 

zeal (chanda) II 64; V 127; VI ll8 
zeal for sensual desires ( kamacchanda) 

IV 6 
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.Abhassara ( Gods of Streaming 
Radiance) IV 44. See Appx. II. 

Abhidhamma (Abhidhamma, the 
Fundamental True Idea) I 5, n. 4; 
V 46, 172 

Ajatasattu, king V 18, 22 
Akanittha (Pure Abode of the Not

Junior Gods, Highest Non-Re
turner Gods) V 86; VI 12, 19, 62, 
126. See Appx. II. 

Akittipa1.19-ita V 108, 110 
Ananda V 9, 19, 22, 112, 193; VI 

14 
Anathapil_l«;lika V 65; VI 31 
Ancients (Pora1.1a) V 95; VI 3, 15; 

IX54 
Anuruddha V 12, 16 
Aparagoyana V 95; VI 36 
Ariya (noble)-see Index of Words 

and Subjects 
Asafilia (Non-percipient Gods) IV 7, 

44; IX n. 38. See Appx. II. 
Asoka VI 31, 32 
Assatara VI 12 
Asura (Demon) VI 96. See Appx. II. 

Atappa (the Pure Abode of the 
' Untormenting ' Non-Returner 
Gods) VI 62. See Appx. II. 

Avici (the Hell of 'Unwavering 
Suffering') VI 45; IX 63. See 
Appx. II. 

Aviha (the Pure Abode of the 'Self
Purified' Non-returner Gods) VI 
62. See Appx. II. 

Ayoghara, prince V 110 

Bahiya Daruciriya VI 35 
Biilavasanta (name of month) VI 105 
Biiriinasi-see Benares 
Benares (Biiriinasi) I 13; VI 4, 129/.; 

VII 10 
Bhalluka I 21 
Bimbisiira, king VI 11, 31, 126; 

VII 8ff. 
Blessed One (bhagavii)-see Index 

of Words and Subjects 
Bodhisatta-see Index of Words and 

Subjects 
Brahma-see Index of Words and 

Subjects under ' Divinity, High ' 
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Brahmiiyu I 21 
Buddha-see Index of Words and 

Subjects under ' Enlightened One ' 
Buddhaghosa, Acariya I n. 1, (n. 2;) 

IX n. 40; 'Postscript' 

Catumahiiriijii (the Four Divine 
Kings) V 93 

Cetaka V 15 
Ceylon (Sihaladipa) V 118 
Chaddanta (elephant) VI 33 
Cificamiinavikii V 108 
Citta (na~e of month) VI 105 

Diinava (Demon) IX 52 
Death the King ( maccuraja) IV 33. 

See also Index of Words and 
Subjects under ' mortality ' 

Devadatta V 108 
Dhammadinna VII 9 
Dighavida V 108 
Dipankara VI 110 

Enlightened One (buddha)-see 
Index of Words and Subjects under 
' Enlightened One '. 

Ganges (Ganga) VI 4, 12, 126 
Gayasisa VII 9 
Gimhiina (the Heat, Summer season) 

VI 105; IX n. 1 
Gotama VI 70; VII 8 
Govinda, Maha V 110 

Heat-see Gimhiina 
Hemanta (the Cold, Winter season) 

lXn. 1 
Hermit Enlightened One (pacceka

buddha)-see Index of Words and 
Subjects 

Himalaya (Himavii) I 38; VI 28; 
IX3 

India (Jambudipa) V 85, 95; VI 31, 
36 

Isipatana VI 129 

Jambudipa-see India 
Janussoni-VII 30 
Jayasena VII 4 
Jeta, prince V 64 
Jeta's Grove (Jetavana) V 13, 62 

Ka.ccayana, Pakudha VI n. 46 
Ka.jangala VI 120 

Kajangalii IV 21, 35, 39 
Kambala VI 12 
Kappina, king Mahii V 121 
Kasi V 169; VI 32; VII 4 
Kassapa V 108 
Ka.ssapa Buddha VII 8 
Kassapa, Maha I 21; V 6, 110 
Kassapa, Piira1.1a V 108; VI (11,) 35 
Katamoraka-Tissa V 108 
Kha1.1.;l.adiyiiputta V 108 
Khantivadi V 169 
Kings, the Four Divine-see Catu-

mahiiriija 
Kokiilika V 108 
Kosala VI 31 
Kusiniira V 5 

Licchavi VI 5, 126 

Maccuraja-see Death the King 
Maddariija VI 33 
Magadha VII 3, 9 
Maha-see under separate names, e.g. 

Govinda, Maha, etc. 
Mahiisalii-V 120 
Mahosadha V 110 
Majjhimapadesa-see Middle Country 
Mallian (Malla) V 5 
Mallika V 112 
Mandhii tu, king VIII 42 
Manu V 95 
Miira (Death) V 45, 53, 99, 106, (178,) 

190 
Maya, Maha v 49 
Middle Country (Majjhimapadesa) V 

120 
Minor Books (Khuddakiini) I 1, 4 
Minor Collection (Khuddakanikaya) 

I 4, 5 
Minor Readings (Khuddakapatha) 

15 
Moggallana, Maha V 110, 120; VI 42 

Naga (Serpent Spirit) VI 12, 27, 126, 
n. 12; VIII 16; IX 52 

Nimi, king V 110 
Non-Percipient-see Asafifia 
Not-Junior-see Akanittha 

Paccekabuddha--see Index of Words 
and Subjects under 'Hermit En
lightened One ' 

Pakudha Kaccayana-see Kaccayana 
Pal_lini In. 5; (IV 31;) V n. 29, n. 31; 

VII n. 10. See also ' Sanskrit refs.' 
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Paranimmitavasavatti (Gods who 
' Wield Power over Others' 
Creations ') V 110 

Paricchattaka Tree V 93 
Pasenadi, king (VI 31 ;) VIII 54 
' Path of Purification '-see Visud

dhimagga 
Perfect One-see Index of Words 

and Subjects 
Phussa VII 4 
Poranii-see Ancients 
Pubb"avideha V 95; VI 36 
Pubbiicariya-see List of Quotations 
Punna V 169 
Pu;e" Abodes (Suddhiiviis:i) V 90, n. 

61; VI (12,) 62; IX 72 

Riihu (Eclipse Demon) IX 52 
Rahula II 3 
Rains-see Vassiina 
Rajagaha V 10, 16, 112, 119; VI 

11, 126; VII 3, 10 
Refulgent Glory, Gods of-see 

Subhaki1.11.1a 

Sahampati, Brahma VI 31 
Sakka-Devinda (Sakka Ruler of 

Gods) V 49, 93, 108, 137, 169; 
VI 14, 122; VII 10; VIII n. 14 

Sakyan (Sakka, Sakya) V 9; VI 51 
Salalavati V 120 
Samuddadatta V 108 
Sangha-see Index of Words and 

Subjects under ' Community ' 
Sankha VI 129 
Sanskrit allusions I 6, 19, 25; IV 31; 

V 52, 55, 58; VII 40; IX n. 40. 
See also Panini 

Santusita V 49 
Sarabhanga V 110, 169 
Siiriputta V 46, 49, 110, 120; VI 

42; IX 31 
Sattapal.ll.li Cave V 18 
Savattha V 60 
Savatthi V 13, 60, 119; IX 3 j. 
Scented Cell (gandhakuti) V 14; VI 

127 
Setakannika V 120 
Siha v·i43 
Sihala (Sinhalese) III 22; IV 9 
Sihaladipa-see Ceylon 
Sineru, Mount V 88, n. 59; VI 19, 31 
Sirima VII 4 
Sopaka IV 2 

Streaming-Radiance, Gods of-see 
Abhassara 

Subha V 15 
Subhadda V 6 
Subhadda the Wanderer V 5 
Subhakil.ll.la (Gods of Refulgent 

Glory) IV 44 
Sublime One (sugata)-see Index of 

Words and Subjects 
Sudassa (Pure Abode of the ' Fair-to

See' Non-Returner Gods) VI 62 
Sudassi (Pure Abode of the ' Fair

Seeing' Non-Returner Gods) V 86; 
VI 62 

Sudatta V 65 
Suddhaviisii-see Pure Abodes 
Suddhodana V 49 
Sudhamma VI 28, n. 15 
Sumana V 112 
Sumanissara V 112 
Summer-see Gimhiina 
Sunetta V no 
Supa1.11.1a (Demon) VI 27, n. 12 
Suppiya V 22 
Susima VI 129 
Sutasoma V no 
Sutta I 5 
Sutta Pitaka I 7 
Suyama VI n. 8 

Tapassu I 21 
Tathagata-see Index of Words and 

subjects under' Perfect One' 
Tavatirilsa (Heaven of the ' Thirty-

Three ') V 93 
Taxila (Takkasila) VI 129 
Thirty-Three-see Tavatiri::tsa 
Thiina V 120 

Upiili V 21 
Uposatha clan VI 33 
Usiraddhaja V 120 
Uttarakuru V 95; VI 33, 36 

Vajjian (Vajji) VI 7 
Valiihaka (Horse Treasure) VI 33 
Vassiina (Rains, Rainy season) VII 

5; IX4, n. l 
Vebhiira V 18 
Veda VI 132 
Vejayanta VI 28, n. 15 
Vepulla VI 33 
Vesali VI 4, 9, 126, n. 4 
Videha VI n. 4 
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Vidhura V llO 
Vinaya Pitaka I 5 
Visakha VII 9 
Visakha Full Moon V 5 
Visiikha (month) V 5 
Visuddhimagga (Path of Purification) 

VI 79 

Vissakamma V 18 

Y ama, king VI n. 8 
Yama (Sensual-desire-sphere Gods 

'Gone to complete Bliss') VI 19, 
n. 8 

Yasa I 13 

PALI-ENGLISH GLOSSARY OF 

SOME SUBJECTS AND TECHNICAL TERMS 

This Glossary only includes (a) some technical terms and (b) 
meanings and words not in the Pali Text Society's Pali-English 
Dictionary, which latter are marked with an asterisk (*). Only 
words that appear in this work are included in the Glossary. 
References (to Chapter and paragraph) are given for words not in 
the P.T.S. Dictionary, and for certain definitions given in the text. 
For the words marked with an asterisk, consult relevant notes to 
the text, to be found by looking up the reference under the English 
equivalent in the Index. 

Akusala-(1) unskilful, (2) (morally) 
unprofitable (in result of action) 

akkosa-abuse 
akkharacintaka-grammarian who 

goes by letters 
*aggalatthambhaka-mullion (?): 

III 25 (p. 54) 
anga-(1) limb, member, (2) factor 

(of path, jhana, etc.) 
*accantasamyoga-direct governance 

(gram.): V 46 (p. 106); MA. i. 
151; see T.C.P.D. 

*acchiidi-covering-sheath: III 22 
(p. 49; anacchiidikata) 

ajjhatta, ajjhattika-in oneself 
ajjhasaya-inclination 
afiii.ii-final knowledge (in the 

Arahant) 
afiii.ii~a-unknowing 

*a~imii-minuteness: V 55 (p. 108;) 
Vis. 211; see T.C.P.D. 

atimana-pride 
atimiini-proud 
atita-past 
attakilama tha-self-mortifica tion 
attaditt,hi-self-view, view about 

self 

attabhiiva-selfhood, individuality 
atta-self 
attha-(1) benefit, welfare, (2) pur

pose, aim, goal, (3) meaning, 
sense 

atthi-there is; def. IX 50 
*atthuppatti-need arisen (for the 

delivery of a discourse): IV 1 
(p. 75); VIII 3 (p. 216); MA. i.15; 
see T.C.P.D. 

adittha-unseen 
a~iidiina-taking what is not 

given, stealing: def. II 12 
adukkhamasukha - neither - pain -

nor-pleasure, neither-painful -nor
pleasant 

adosa-non -hate 
*adhikarana-container: V 46 (p. 

106); DhsA. 61; MA. i. 9; see 
T.C.P.D. 

adhikiira-( 1) practice 
*adhikiira-(2) also subject-matter: 

V 70 (p. 113); Vis.117; DhsA. 58; 
MA. i. 151 

adhigama-arrival 
*adhigama-(2) (proficiency in) 

'scribing' (of the 'scripture'-
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iigama): III 6 (p. 39); V 37 (p. appa¢hita--desireless, disposition-
103); MA. i. 6; see T.C.P.D. less 

adhicitta-the higher cognizance appanii-absorption (full concentra-
(i.e. that in jhana) tion) 

adhitthana-(1) steadying, (2) de- appama~a-measureless, unbound-
cision, resolve ed 

*adhitthana-(encl.) in terms of: appamiida--diligence 
IV 5 (p. 76), 11 (p. 78), 48 (p. *appasiddhi-inadequate establish-
88); IX 23 (p. 238); MA. i. 24; ment (gram.): I 27 (p. 18); see 
Netti 4, 78 T.C.P.D. appasiddha 

adhipa:ih1ii-the higher understand- abrahmacariya-unchastity, what 
ing ( i.e. that of insight and the is not the Divine Life: def. II 13 
path) *abbhantaragiva-front of neck: III 

adhipateyya-predominant organi- 19 (p. 45) 
zation abhiiva-absence, non-existence 

adhippiiya-intention, purport *abbhussahita-moved, motivated 
adhimutti-resolution, resolute- (see P.E.D. abbhussiihana): VI 

ness 106 (p. 192); see T.C.P.D. 
adhivacana--designation abhikkanta-extreme: def. V 72 
adhiviisana-endurance *abhigamaniya-to be relied on: 
adhistla-higher virtue (i.e. that IV 22 (p. 81); V 54 (p. 108); 

connected with jhana, insight Vis. 211 (abhigacchati); abhiga-
or path) ntabba-can be relied on: IV 40 

*anati-to breathe: V 101 (p. 124); (p. 85); see T.C.P.D. 
cf. MA. iii. 443, and also MA. i. abhijjhii-covetousness 
109 (a~ati); see T.C.P.D. abhijjhalu-covetous 

anatta-not-self abhifiii.a--direct-knowledge 
anavajja-blameless abhinivesa-insistence 
anagata-future abhisankhara--determinative act 
anagami-Non-Returner (3rd stage abhisamaya-attainment to, pene-

of realization) tration to 
anicca-fmpermanent amata--deathless 
animitta-signless amanussa-non-human 

*anuHhana-maintaining (anu + amoha-non-delusion 
thana): VIII 48 (p. 229); see arahatta-Arahantship 

T.C.P.D. arahanta-arahant, accomplished 
anunaya-approval *ara!?Jya-ought to be honoured: V 
anupassana-contemplation 22 (p. 81); IX 12 (p. 236); MA. 
anubuddha-' the Buddha's like' i. 21, 173 (=payiriipasitabba 

(i.e. a principal disciple); en- MAA.); see T.O.P.D. 
lightened by another (i.e. not ariya-noble, Noble One: def. IV 
self-enlightened) 22 

*anubhavati-to be co-essential with, ariipa-formless, unformed 
to have one's existence co- alobha-non-greed 
essential with: VII 17 (p. 206); *avagata--descended into: I 19 
M. i. 329 (ananuhhuta) (p. 15); PsA. 333; see T.O.P.D. 

anusandhi-sequence of meaning *avaganta--descender into (under-
anusaya-underlying tendency stander): I 19 (p. 15); PsA. 333; 
anussati-recollection see T.O.P.D. 
anussava-hearsay *avadhiira~a--0lso memorizing: V 
anesana-improper search (for re- 27 (p. 100); MA. i. 3-4; cf. 

quisites) Abhp. ll93 under' yava ... tava ' 
apaya-state of deprivation (i.e. the avijjamiina-non-factual 

states of existence below the *avijjamanapafifiatti--description in 
human level) terms of the non-factual (e.g. in 
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atimiini-proud 
atita-past 
attakilama tha-self-mortifica tion 
attaditt,hi-self-view, view about 

self 

attabhiiva-selfhood, individuality 
atta-self 
attha-(1) benefit, welfare, (2) pur

pose, aim, goal, (3) meaning, 
sense 

atthi-there is; def. IX 50 
*atthuppatti-need arisen (for the 

delivery of a discourse): IV 1 
(p. 75); VIII 3 (p. 216); MA. i.15; 
see T.C.P.D. 

adittha-unseen 
a~iidiina-taking what is not 

given, stealing: def. II 12 
adukkhamasukha - neither - pain -

nor-pleasure, neither-painful -nor
pleasant 

adosa-non -hate 
*adhikarana-container: V 46 (p. 

106); DhsA. 61; MA. i. 9; see 
T.C.P.D. 

adhikiira-( 1) practice 
*adhikiira-(2) also subject-matter: 

V 70 (p. 113); Vis.117; DhsA. 58; 
MA. i. 151 

adhigama-arrival 
*adhigama-(2) (proficiency in) 

'scribing' (of the 'scripture'-
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iigama): III 6 (p. 39); V 37 (p. appa¢hita--desireless, disposition-
103); MA. i. 6; see T.C.P.D. less 

adhicitta-the higher cognizance appanii-absorption (full concentra-
(i.e. that in jhana) tion) 

adhitthana-(1) steadying, (2) de- appama~a-measureless, unbound-
cision, resolve ed 

*adhitthana-(encl.) in terms of: appamiida--diligence 
IV 5 (p. 76), 11 (p. 78), 48 (p. *appasiddhi-inadequate establish-
88); IX 23 (p. 238); MA. i. 24; ment (gram.): I 27 (p. 18); see 
Netti 4, 78 T.C.P.D. appasiddha 

adhipa:ih1ii-the higher understand- abrahmacariya-unchastity, what 
ing ( i.e. that of insight and the is not the Divine Life: def. II 13 
path) *abbhantaragiva-front of neck: III 

adhipateyya-predominant organi- 19 (p. 45) 
zation abhiiva-absence, non-existence 

adhippiiya-intention, purport *abbhussahita-moved, motivated 
adhimutti-resolution, resolute- (see P.E.D. abbhussiihana): VI 

ness 106 (p. 192); see T.C.P.D. 
adhivacana--designation abhikkanta-extreme: def. V 72 
adhiviisana-endurance *abhigamaniya-to be relied on: 
adhistla-higher virtue (i.e. that IV 22 (p. 81); V 54 (p. 108); 

connected with jhana, insight Vis. 211 (abhigacchati); abhiga-
or path) ntabba-can be relied on: IV 40 

*anati-to breathe: V 101 (p. 124); (p. 85); see T.C.P.D. 
cf. MA. iii. 443, and also MA. i. abhijjhii-covetousness 
109 (a~ati); see T.C.P.D. abhijjhalu-covetous 

anatta-not-self abhifiii.a--direct-knowledge 
anavajja-blameless abhinivesa-insistence 
anagata-future abhisankhara--determinative act 
anagami-Non-Returner (3rd stage abhisamaya-attainment to, pene-

of realization) tration to 
anicca-fmpermanent amata--deathless 
animitta-signless amanussa-non-human 

*anuHhana-maintaining (anu + amoha-non-delusion 
thana): VIII 48 (p. 229); see arahatta-Arahantship 

T.C.P.D. arahanta-arahant, accomplished 
anunaya-approval *ara!?Jya-ought to be honoured: V 
anupassana-contemplation 22 (p. 81); IX 12 (p. 236); MA. 
anubuddha-' the Buddha's like' i. 21, 173 (=payiriipasitabba 

(i.e. a principal disciple); en- MAA.); see T.O.P.D. 
lightened by another (i.e. not ariya-noble, Noble One: def. IV 
self-enlightened) 22 

*anubhavati-to be co-essential with, ariipa-formless, unformed 
to have one's existence co- alobha-non-greed 
essential with: VII 17 (p. 206); *avagata--descended into: I 19 
M. i. 329 (ananuhhuta) (p. 15); PsA. 333; see T.O.P.D. 

anusandhi-sequence of meaning *avaganta--descender into (under-
anusaya-underlying tendency stander): I 19 (p. 15); PsA. 333; 
anussati-recollection see T.O.P.D. 
anussava-hearsay *avadhiira~a--0lso memorizing: V 
anesana-improper search (for re- 27 (p. 100); MA. i. 3-4; cf. 

quisites) Abhp. ll93 under' yava ... tava ' 
apaya-state of deprivation (i.e. the avijjamiina-non-factual 

states of existence below the *avijjamanapafifiatti--description in 
human level) terms of the non-factual (e.g. in 
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terms of persons): V 35 (p. 102); 
Pug A. 

avijja-ignorance 
avyiikata-(1) (morally) undeclar

able (in result of action), without 
action-result; (2) (question) un
answered (by the Buddha) 

asankhata-undetermined 
*asankhiira, asankhiirika - un-

prompted by determination: VI 
62 (p. 182); D. iii. 237; Vis. 
452, 710; see T.C.P.D. 

asafifia-non-percipient 
asubha-loathesome, foul, ugly; 

loathesomeness, foulness, ugliness 
asekha-adept ( i.e. possessor of 

Arahant's Fruition) 
assiida-gratification 
ahiri-consciencelessness 
ahetuka-root-cause-less 

iikiira-mode, aspect, structure 
iikiisa-space 
iikificafifiiiyatana-base consisting 

of nothingness 
iigama-' scripture' 
iighiita-annoyance 
iiciira-conduct, behaviour 
iij iva-livelihood 
iidinava--danger, inadequacy, dis-

ability, wretchedness 
iipatti-offence 
iipiitha-horizon, focus 
iipodhiitu-water-element 
iibandhana-cohesion 
iibhoga-concern 

*iiyata-actuated: IV 31 (p. 82); Vis. 
481 

*iiyatati-to actuate: IV 31 (p. 82); 
Vis. 481-2; VisA. 509 

iiyatana-base: def. IV. 31 
*iiyatana-act of actuating: IV 31 

(p. 82); Vis. 481 
*iiyiihanii-also accumulation (of 

potential action-result by acting): 
V 56 (p. 109); Ps. i. 19; Vis. 50, 
530 

*iiramal).a-act of shrinking from: 
V 149 (p. 142) 

iirammal).a-object, supporting ob
ject ( of cognizance) 

iiriima-park; def. V 66 
iiruppa-formless state 

*iivatthika-{name) denoting a 
period: V 48 (p. 107); Vis. 

pp. 209-10 (fm. avatthii 'period', 
' position ', ' occasion ', also not 
in P.E.D.; see Vis. pp. 161, 584, 
612) 

iisaya---end, aim, purpose 
iisaya-habitat 
iisava-taint 
iisevati-to repeat, to cultivate 
iihiira-nutriment 

icchii-wish 
*itarathii-otherwise: I 32 (p. 19); 

VI 47 (p. 179); DhsA. 44; MA. 
ii. 51 

iddhi-(1) success, power, (2) super
normal power 

indakkhila-locking-post: def. VI 
76 

indriya-faculty 
iriyiipatha-posture, deportment 

*ukkhaya (?)---exhaustion (but see 
Ch. i, n. 17): I 20 (p. 15) 

uccheda-annihilation 
uju-upright 
utu-(1) climate, (2) season, (3) 

temperature 
udaya-rise 
uddisati-to indicate (gram.) 
uddesa-indication (gram.) 
uddhacca-agitation 
upakkama-active-process 
upakkilesa-imperfection, defile-

ment 
upaciira--(1) approach, precinct, 

(2) access (concentration) 
*upaciira-also (3) metaphor: IV 7 

(p. 77); Vis. 508, 521, 683 (= 
sammuti and vohiira: ItiA.) 

*upajjetabba--(upa+ajjati) ought to 
be got together: VIII 27 (p. 223) 

upaHhiina--(1) aid 
*upatthiina--(2) establishment, ap

pearance, appearance as estab
lished: III 47 f. (p. 69); Ps. i. 177; 
Vis. 273, 645 

*upadhiiral).a-also considering: V 33 
(p. 102); cf. upadhiiral).a=uphold
ing: Vis. 8, 51 

upadhi---essential of existence 
upanidhii-a pposition 

*upanidhiipafifiatti-appositional de-
scription: V 35 (p. 102); PugA. 

upapatti-rebirtb, reappearance 
upamii--simile 
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upayogavacana-accusative case 
(gram.) 

upasama-peace 
upasampadii-Full Admission to the 

Community 
upiidiina-clinging 

*upiidiipafifiatti-derivative descrip
tion: V 35 (p. 102); PugA. 

*upiidiiya pafifiatta-derivatively de
scribed: II 11 (p. 26) 

upiidi-clinging 
upiidinna-clung-to (i.e. 'living or-

ganic material-form') 
upiiya-means 
upiiyiisa-despair 
upekkhii-onlooking-equanimity 
uppajjati-to arise 

*uppatipatiya-out of regular order: 
III 51 (p. 70); not as in P.E.D.; 
MA. v. 52 

uppatti-(1) rebirth, reappearance, 
(2) see atthuppatti 

uppiida-arising 
ubhatobhiigavimutta-both-ways

liberated 

ekatii-singularity 
ekatta-(1) singleness, (2) unity 
ekaggatii-unification (of cogni-

zance) 
esanii-search (for alms, etc.) 

*eva-also (1) too; II 39 (p. 32), V 
25 (p. 99); (2) only: II 18 (p. 28). 
Both extensively used 

evam-thus, so: def. V 27 

okiisa-location 
ojii-nutritive-essence 

*ojatthamaka-octad-with-nutritive
essence-as-eighth (see Ch. iii, n. 
65); III 58 (p. 72); Vis. 364,588 

o}iirika-gross 

kankhii-doubt 
kappa-aeon, age: def. V 74 
kamma-(1) work, (2) action (as 

cause of action-resultant pleasure 
and pain), kamma 

*kamma-also (3) object of transitive 
verb: I 25 (p. 17) 

kammatthana-meditation subject 
kammanta-action, work, sphere 

of work 
kammapatha-course of action 

*kammabandha-see bandha 

karana vacana-instrumental case 
ka~ii-compassion 
kalyiil).a-good 
kasil).a-universal, totality, whole 
kiima-sensual-desire 
kiimacchanda-zeal for sensual-

desires 
kamadhiitu-sensual-desire element 
kii mabha va-sensual-desire exist

ence (being) 
kiimesu micchiiciira-misconduct in 

sensual desires 
kiiya-body: def. III 2 
kilyagatii-sati-mindfulness occu

pied with the body 
*kiireta-one who gets something 

made: VI 33 (p. 172) 
kiila-time 
kicca-( 1) business, what-is-to-bes 

done, (2) function 
*kiriyii, kriyii-verb (gram.): I 25 

(p. 17) 
*kul).apa-also ordure: III 19 (p. 45), 

22 (p. 52); Vis. 259, 345 
kula-clan, family 
kulaputta-clansman 
kusala-(1) skilful, (2) (morally) 

profitable (in result of action) 
*kiitiigiira-palanquin: V 112 (p. 

130); Vis. 390; MA. iv. 39; v. 
90 

*ketaki-kind of plant: III 20 (p. 
46) 

kevala-whole, entire: def. V 74 
*kottha-flattened: III 20 (p. 46); 

Vis. 255 
kodha-anger 

*koleyya-also (?): III 32 (p. 58) 

khajjiirika-kind of plant (wild 
date?): III 22 (p. 49) 

khana-moment 
khattiya-Warrior-Noble, warrior

noble caste 
khanti-(1) patience 

*khanti-also (2) liking, preference: 
I 34 (p. 19); V 127 (p. 134); 
M. ii. l7lf., 218; Vis. 434 (P.E.D. 
misses this meaning) 

khandha-category (I. the five 
beginning with riipa; 2. the 5 or 7 
beginning with sila) 

khaya---exhaustion, consumption, 
destruction 

*khyiita-celebrated: V 32 (p. 101) 
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terms of persons): V 35 (p. 102); 
Pug A. 

avijja-ignorance 
avyiikata-(1) (morally) undeclar

able (in result of action), without 
action-result; (2) (question) un
answered (by the Buddha) 

asankhata-undetermined 
*asankhiira, asankhiirika - un-

prompted by determination: VI 
62 (p. 182); D. iii. 237; Vis. 
452, 710; see T.C.P.D. 

asafifia-non-percipient 
asubha-loathesome, foul, ugly; 

loathesomeness, foulness, ugliness 
asekha-adept ( i.e. possessor of 

Arahant's Fruition) 
assiida-gratification 
ahiri-consciencelessness 
ahetuka-root-cause-less 

iikiira-mode, aspect, structure 
iikiisa-space 
iikificafifiiiyatana-base consisting 

of nothingness 
iigama-' scripture' 
iighiita-annoyance 
iiciira-conduct, behaviour 
iij iva-livelihood 
iidinava--danger, inadequacy, dis-

ability, wretchedness 
iipatti-offence 
iipiitha-horizon, focus 
iipodhiitu-water-element 
iibandhana-cohesion 
iibhoga-concern 

*iiyata-actuated: IV 31 (p. 82); Vis. 
481 

*iiyatati-to actuate: IV 31 (p. 82); 
Vis. 481-2; VisA. 509 

iiyatana-base: def. IV. 31 
*iiyatana-act of actuating: IV 31 

(p. 82); Vis. 481 
*iiyiihanii-also accumulation (of 

potential action-result by acting): 
V 56 (p. 109); Ps. i. 19; Vis. 50, 
530 

*iiramal).a-act of shrinking from: 
V 149 (p. 142) 

iirammal).a-object, supporting ob
ject ( of cognizance) 

iiriima-park; def. V 66 
iiruppa-formless state 

*iivatthika-{name) denoting a 
period: V 48 (p. 107); Vis. 

pp. 209-10 (fm. avatthii 'period', 
' position ', ' occasion ', also not 
in P.E.D.; see Vis. pp. 161, 584, 
612) 

iisaya---end, aim, purpose 
iisaya-habitat 
iisava-taint 
iisevati-to repeat, to cultivate 
iihiira-nutriment 

icchii-wish 
*itarathii-otherwise: I 32 (p. 19); 

VI 47 (p. 179); DhsA. 44; MA. 
ii. 51 

iddhi-(1) success, power, (2) super
normal power 

indakkhila-locking-post: def. VI 
76 

indriya-faculty 
iriyiipatha-posture, deportment 

*ukkhaya (?)---exhaustion (but see 
Ch. i, n. 17): I 20 (p. 15) 

uccheda-annihilation 
uju-upright 
utu-(1) climate, (2) season, (3) 

temperature 
udaya-rise 
uddisati-to indicate (gram.) 
uddesa-indication (gram.) 
uddhacca-agitation 
upakkama-active-process 
upakkilesa-imperfection, defile-

ment 
upaciira--(1) approach, precinct, 

(2) access (concentration) 
*upaciira-also (3) metaphor: IV 7 

(p. 77); Vis. 508, 521, 683 (= 
sammuti and vohiira: ItiA.) 

*upajjetabba--(upa+ajjati) ought to 
be got together: VIII 27 (p. 223) 

upaHhiina--(1) aid 
*upatthiina--(2) establishment, ap

pearance, appearance as estab
lished: III 47 f. (p. 69); Ps. i. 177; 
Vis. 273, 645 

*upadhiiral).a-also considering: V 33 
(p. 102); cf. upadhiiral).a=uphold
ing: Vis. 8, 51 

upadhi---essential of existence 
upanidhii-a pposition 

*upanidhiipafifiatti-appositional de-
scription: V 35 (p. 102); PugA. 

upapatti-rebirtb, reappearance 
upamii--simile 
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upayogavacana-accusative case 
(gram.) 

upasama-peace 
upasampadii-Full Admission to the 

Community 
upiidiina-clinging 

*upiidiipafifiatti-derivative descrip
tion: V 35 (p. 102); PugA. 

*upiidiiya pafifiatta-derivatively de
scribed: II 11 (p. 26) 

upiidi-clinging 
upiidinna-clung-to (i.e. 'living or-

ganic material-form') 
upiiya-means 
upiiyiisa-despair 
upekkhii-onlooking-equanimity 
uppajjati-to arise 

*uppatipatiya-out of regular order: 
III 51 (p. 70); not as in P.E.D.; 
MA. v. 52 

uppatti-(1) rebirth, reappearance, 
(2) see atthuppatti 

uppiida-arising 
ubhatobhiigavimutta-both-ways

liberated 

ekatii-singularity 
ekatta-(1) singleness, (2) unity 
ekaggatii-unification (of cogni-

zance) 
esanii-search (for alms, etc.) 

*eva-also (1) too; II 39 (p. 32), V 
25 (p. 99); (2) only: II 18 (p. 28). 
Both extensively used 

evam-thus, so: def. V 27 

okiisa-location 
ojii-nutritive-essence 

*ojatthamaka-octad-with-nutritive
essence-as-eighth (see Ch. iii, n. 
65); III 58 (p. 72); Vis. 364,588 

o}iirika-gross 

kankhii-doubt 
kappa-aeon, age: def. V 74 
kamma-(1) work, (2) action (as 

cause of action-resultant pleasure 
and pain), kamma 

*kamma-also (3) object of transitive 
verb: I 25 (p. 17) 

kammatthana-meditation subject 
kammanta-action, work, sphere 

of work 
kammapatha-course of action 

*kammabandha-see bandha 

karana vacana-instrumental case 
ka~ii-compassion 
kalyiil).a-good 
kasil).a-universal, totality, whole 
kiima-sensual-desire 
kiimacchanda-zeal for sensual-

desires 
kamadhiitu-sensual-desire element 
kii mabha va-sensual-desire exist

ence (being) 
kiimesu micchiiciira-misconduct in 

sensual desires 
kiiya-body: def. III 2 
kilyagatii-sati-mindfulness occu

pied with the body 
*kiireta-one who gets something 

made: VI 33 (p. 172) 
kiila-time 
kicca-( 1) business, what-is-to-bes 

done, (2) function 
*kiriyii, kriyii-verb (gram.): I 25 

(p. 17) 
*kul).apa-also ordure: III 19 (p. 45), 

22 (p. 52); Vis. 259, 345 
kula-clan, family 
kulaputta-clansman 
kusala-(1) skilful, (2) (morally) 

profitable (in result of action) 
*kiitiigiira-palanquin: V 112 (p. 

130); Vis. 390; MA. iv. 39; v. 
90 

*ketaki-kind of plant: III 20 (p. 
46) 

kevala-whole, entire: def. V 74 
*kottha-flattened: III 20 (p. 46); 

Vis. 255 
kodha-anger 

*koleyya-also (?): III 32 (p. 58) 

khajjiirika-kind of plant (wild 
date?): III 22 (p. 49) 

khana-moment 
khattiya-Warrior-Noble, warrior

noble caste 
khanti-(1) patience 

*khanti-also (2) liking, preference: 
I 34 (p. 19); V 127 (p. 134); 
M. ii. l7lf., 218; Vis. 434 (P.E.D. 
misses this meaning) 

khandha-category (I. the five 
beginning with riipa; 2. the 5 or 7 
beginning with sila) 

khaya---exhaustion, consumption, 
destruction 

*khyiita-celebrated: V 32 (p. 101) 
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ga.i:ia--{l) society, group, (2) a 
chapter of bhikkhus 

*gai:i<Ja----also cheek: III 20 (p. 46); 
Abhp. 262 

gai:i<Ji, gai:iQ.ika-wooden gong: IX 
5 (p. 234), 73 (p. 251); see P.E.D. 
under gai:i<Ji 

*gai:i<Juppada.ka----also kind of in
testinal worm: III 32 (p. 58); 
Vis. 258 

gati-(1) a going, (2) destination on 
rebirth (see sugati and duggati) 

gandha--0dour 
gamana-act of going 
gamaniya--ought - to - be - gone -to: 

def. I 26, VIII 29 
*gami-what-is-gone-to: I 27 (p. 

18) 
*gamma.ti-to be gone to: VI 28 

(p. 170) 
gocara-resort 

*gomutta----also (?): III 31 
(p. 57) 

*ghattha-pressed down: III 22 
(p. 49) 

ghana-compact 
ghana-nose 

cakkava!a-world-sphere, world-
system 

cakkhu--eye 
*cayitabba-must be built up: VIII 

24 (p. 221) 
cariya, carita-temperament, con

duct 
caga-generosity 

*capalya----also personal vanity: II 45 
(p. 34); M. ii. 167 (and MA.); 
Vbh. 351 (and VbhA.); Vis. 106 
(noun fm. adj. capala=personally 
vain; M. 1, 32; iii. 6) 

*cikicchita-wish to be cured: VI 
93 (p. 188); Vis. 471 (cikiccha) 

citta-(loosely), mind, conscious
neBB, ' heart '; (tech.) cognizance 

cu ti-death 
*ciili (culli)-' cradle '-stand: III 22 

(p. 50) 
cetana---0hoice 
cetiya-shrine: def. VIII 24 
ceto---cognizance, ' heart ' 

chanda-zeal 

*janaka----also begetter: IV 26 (p. 
82); Vis. 575 

*janayati-to propagate, to beget: 
VI 28 (p. 170) 

jar a-ageing 
*jaluka-leech III 59 (p. 72); DA.i. 

117 
jati--{l) birth, (2) sort, kind, species 
jivhii-tongue 
jivita-life 
jivitindriya-life-faculty 

iiai:ia-knowledge 

thana-(1) act of standing, (2) 
standing-place, place, (3) oppor
tunity, (4) cause, etc., possibility 

*tacchita-pared, planed: see dutt-
acchita 

tai:iha-cra ving 
tatha-real 
tathagata-Perfect One, 'thus

gone ': def. VI 122 J. 
*tanana-range: IV 31 (p. 82); Vis. 

481 
tapo--{l) ardour, (2) penance 

*taliika-lake: VI 1 (p. 157) 
t;acchiinayoni - animal womb, 

animal generation 
tirai:ia-judgment 
tejodhiitu-fire element 

thaddha-stiffened 
thinamiddha-lethargy and drowsi

ness 
*theriya, therika-belonging to the 

Elders' Tradition, of the Thera
vada: IV 9 (p. 78); V 23 (p. 98); 
Vis. Epilogue 

*dakasitalika--edible white water
lily: III 31 (p. 57); Vis. 258 

dandhayitatta-sluggishness 
dassana-seeing 

*datta-sickle: III 22 (p. 50); 
Abhp. 448 

diina-gift, giving 
dittha-seen 
ditthi-view, right view, wrong 

view 
dibba-heavenly 
dibbacakkhu-heavenly eye 
dibbavihara-heavenly abiding 
dukkha-suffering, pain, unpleasure, 

painful, unpleasant 
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duccarita-misconduct 

*duttacchita-badly pared: Ill 22 
(p. 49), du+tacchita, pp. of 
tacchati (M. i. 31; iii. 183); 
Vis. 254 

deva-god: def. V 95 
devatii-deity: def. V 71 
desanii-teaching 
domanassa-grif'f 
dosa-hate 
dosa-flaw 

*dosa----also bodily humour: V 171 
(p. 150); Vis. 103 

dviira-door ( i.e. the 6 doors of 
consciousness=the 6 bases in 
oneself, and the 3 doors of action 
by body, speech and mind) 

dhata-remembered 
dhamma-idea, ideal, thf' True 

Idea, the True Ideal: def. I 34 
-dhamma-(encl.) inseparable from 

the idea of 
*dhammaui-rat-snake: 111 22 (p. 

49), 30 (p. 56) Vis. 358; Abhp. 
652 

dhammavicaya-investigation of 
ideas 

dha tu--element 
*dhatu----also linguistic root (gram.): 

I 29 (p. 19) 
dhura-charge (metier) 
dhuva-lasting, everlasting 

nati-bent (n.), retlexiveness 
nan di-relishing 
namana-bending, reflecting 

*nayana--also leading on: l V 31 
(p. 82); Vis. 481 

*nalaka-tube: III 23 (p. 52) 
niinata-multiplicity 
nanatta-difference, multiplencss 
niima-name 
niimariipa-name-and-form 
namarii pa pariccheda-delimita tion 

of name and form 
nikiiya-collection ( of scriptures) 

*nikkhepa-a/so placing of a Sutta 
in its plare in a Collection or 
delivery of a sutta: IV n. l; V 1 
(p. 89), VIII 2 (p. 216); MA. i. 15 

nidiina-source 
niddisati-to demonstrate (gram.) 
niddesa-demonstrntion (gram.), 

exegesis 

*niddhiirai:ia-withdrawal, subtrac
tion: VIII 29 (p. 224) 

nidhi-treasure store : def. VIII 4 
nibbiina--extin,tion (i.e. of defile

ment and its consequences): def. 
V 176, 180 

nibbanadhi'tu--extinC'tion-Plement 
nibbuti-quenching 
nibbidii-dispassimt 
nimitta-sign 

*niyurljana-prompting: V J 17 (p. 
132) 

niyyiina-outlet 
niraya-hell 
nirutti-language, linguistie m-

tlexion 
nirodha.-cessation 
nissaya-(1) support, (2) dependence 
nissarai:ia--escape 
nissaya-depending un, supportf'd 

by 
niv arana-hindranee 

*nihiira_:___film III 42 (!J. 65); Abhp. 5ti 
*nuhi, uuhi--kind of plant: Ill 20 

(p. 46j; Abhp. 587; VinA. 76fJ 
ne.kkhamma-renunciation 

*nemittika-(name) denoting a sign: 
V ·18 (p. 107); Vis. 210 

nevasaruiiiniisaiiiiiiyatana - base 
consisting of neither perception 
nor non-perception 

pakati-nature 
paccakkha-personal experience 
paccattavacana - nominative case 

(not accusative as stated in 
P.E.D.) (gram.) 

paeca vekkhai:ia-rev iew ing 
*paccanubhavati--also to Le eu

cssential with (see anubhavati): 
VII 24 (p. 209); ,}/. i. 295 (pacc
anubhonti) 

paccekabuddha-Hermit Enlight
ened One 

*pajjate-to proceed: II 8 (p. 24) 
paiifiatt,a-(1) made known, a11-

11ourH:ed (of a Vinaya Rule), (2) 
described (in Abhidhamma sense), 
(3) made ready, prepared (of a 
seat, etc.) 

paiirlatti, pa1.11:i.atti-(l) making 
known, ordinance, announce1nent 
(of a Vinaya Rule), (2) descrip
tion (24 kinds in Pu9A. in Abhi
dhamma sense) 
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ga.i:ia--{l) society, group, (2) a 
chapter of bhikkhus 

*gai:i<Ja----also cheek: III 20 (p. 46); 
Abhp. 262 

gai:i<Ji, gai:iQ.ika-wooden gong: IX 
5 (p. 234), 73 (p. 251); see P.E.D. 
under gai:i<Ji 

*gai:i<Juppada.ka----also kind of in
testinal worm: III 32 (p. 58); 
Vis. 258 

gati-(1) a going, (2) destination on 
rebirth (see sugati and duggati) 

gandha--0dour 
gamana-act of going 
gamaniya--ought - to - be - gone -to: 

def. I 26, VIII 29 
*gami-what-is-gone-to: I 27 (p. 

18) 
*gamma.ti-to be gone to: VI 28 

(p. 170) 
gocara-resort 

*gomutta----also (?): III 31 
(p. 57) 

*ghattha-pressed down: III 22 
(p. 49) 

ghana-compact 
ghana-nose 

cakkava!a-world-sphere, world-
system 

cakkhu--eye 
*cayitabba-must be built up: VIII 

24 (p. 221) 
cariya, carita-temperament, con

duct 
caga-generosity 

*capalya----also personal vanity: II 45 
(p. 34); M. ii. 167 (and MA.); 
Vbh. 351 (and VbhA.); Vis. 106 
(noun fm. adj. capala=personally 
vain; M. 1, 32; iii. 6) 

*cikicchita-wish to be cured: VI 
93 (p. 188); Vis. 471 (cikiccha) 

citta-(loosely), mind, conscious
neBB, ' heart '; (tech.) cognizance 

cu ti-death 
*ciili (culli)-' cradle '-stand: III 22 

(p. 50) 
cetana---0hoice 
cetiya-shrine: def. VIII 24 
ceto---cognizance, ' heart ' 

chanda-zeal 

*janaka----also begetter: IV 26 (p. 
82); Vis. 575 

*janayati-to propagate, to beget: 
VI 28 (p. 170) 

jar a-ageing 
*jaluka-leech III 59 (p. 72); DA.i. 

117 
jati--{l) birth, (2) sort, kind, species 
jivhii-tongue 
jivita-life 
jivitindriya-life-faculty 

iiai:ia-knowledge 

thana-(1) act of standing, (2) 
standing-place, place, (3) oppor
tunity, (4) cause, etc., possibility 

*tacchita-pared, planed: see dutt-
acchita 

tai:iha-cra ving 
tatha-real 
tathagata-Perfect One, 'thus

gone ': def. VI 122 J. 
*tanana-range: IV 31 (p. 82); Vis. 

481 
tapo--{l) ardour, (2) penance 

*taliika-lake: VI 1 (p. 157) 
t;acchiinayoni - animal womb, 

animal generation 
tirai:ia-judgment 
tejodhiitu-fire element 

thaddha-stiffened 
thinamiddha-lethargy and drowsi

ness 
*theriya, therika-belonging to the 

Elders' Tradition, of the Thera
vada: IV 9 (p. 78); V 23 (p. 98); 
Vis. Epilogue 

*dakasitalika--edible white water
lily: III 31 (p. 57); Vis. 258 

dandhayitatta-sluggishness 
dassana-seeing 

*datta-sickle: III 22 (p. 50); 
Abhp. 448 

diina-gift, giving 
dittha-seen 
ditthi-view, right view, wrong 

view 
dibba-heavenly 
dibbacakkhu-heavenly eye 
dibbavihara-heavenly abiding 
dukkha-suffering, pain, unpleasure, 

painful, unpleasant 
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duccarita-misconduct 

*duttacchita-badly pared: Ill 22 
(p. 49), du+tacchita, pp. of 
tacchati (M. i. 31; iii. 183); 
Vis. 254 

deva-god: def. V 95 
devatii-deity: def. V 71 
desanii-teaching 
domanassa-grif'f 
dosa-hate 
dosa-flaw 

*dosa----also bodily humour: V 171 
(p. 150); Vis. 103 

dviira-door ( i.e. the 6 doors of 
consciousness=the 6 bases in 
oneself, and the 3 doors of action 
by body, speech and mind) 

dhata-remembered 
dhamma-idea, ideal, thf' True 

Idea, the True Ideal: def. I 34 
-dhamma-(encl.) inseparable from 

the idea of 
*dhammaui-rat-snake: 111 22 (p. 

49), 30 (p. 56) Vis. 358; Abhp. 
652 

dhammavicaya-investigation of 
ideas 

dha tu--element 
*dhatu----also linguistic root (gram.): 

I 29 (p. 19) 
dhura-charge (metier) 
dhuva-lasting, everlasting 

nati-bent (n.), retlexiveness 
nan di-relishing 
namana-bending, reflecting 

*nayana--also leading on: l V 31 
(p. 82); Vis. 481 

*nalaka-tube: III 23 (p. 52) 
niinata-multiplicity 
nanatta-difference, multiplencss 
niima-name 
niimariipa-name-and-form 
namarii pa pariccheda-delimita tion 

of name and form 
nikiiya-collection ( of scriptures) 

*nikkhepa-a/so placing of a Sutta 
in its plare in a Collection or 
delivery of a sutta: IV n. l; V 1 
(p. 89), VIII 2 (p. 216); MA. i. 15 

nidiina-source 
niddisati-to demonstrate (gram.) 
niddesa-demonstrntion (gram.), 

exegesis 

*niddhiirai:ia-withdrawal, subtrac
tion: VIII 29 (p. 224) 

nidhi-treasure store : def. VIII 4 
nibbiina--extin,tion (i.e. of defile

ment and its consequences): def. 
V 176, 180 

nibbanadhi'tu--extinC'tion-Plement 
nibbuti-quenching 
nibbidii-dispassimt 
nimitta-sign 

*niyurljana-prompting: V J 17 (p. 
132) 

niyyiina-outlet 
niraya-hell 
nirutti-language, linguistie m-

tlexion 
nirodha.-cessation 
nissaya-(1) support, (2) dependence 
nissarai:ia--escape 
nissaya-depending un, supportf'd 

by 
niv arana-hindranee 

*nihiira_:___film III 42 (!J. 65); Abhp. 5ti 
*nuhi, uuhi--kind of plant: Ill 20 

(p. 46j; Abhp. 587; VinA. 76fJ 
ne.kkhamma-renunciation 

*nemittika-(name) denoting a sign: 
V ·18 (p. 107); Vis. 210 

nevasaruiiiniisaiiiiiiyatana - base 
consisting of neither perception 
nor non-perception 

pakati-nature 
paccakkha-personal experience 
paccattavacana - nominative case 

(not accusative as stated in 
P.E.D.) (gram.) 

paeca vekkhai:ia-rev iew ing 
*paccanubhavati--also to Le eu

cssential with (see anubhavati): 
VII 24 (p. 209); ,}/. i. 295 (pacc
anubhonti) 

paccekabuddha-Hermit Enlight
ened One 

*pajjate-to proceed: II 8 (p. 24) 
paiifiatt,a-(1) made known, a11-

11ourH:ed (of a Vinaya Rule), (2) 
described (in Abhidhamma sense), 
(3) made ready, prepared (of a 
seat, etc.) 

paiirlatti, pa1.11:i.atti-(l) making 
known, ordinance, announce1nent 
(of a Vinaya Rule), (2) descrip
tion (24 kinds in Pu9A. in Abhi
dhamma sense) 
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paii:fiii-understanding 
*patatantuka-tape-worm (?), kind 

of intestinal worm: III 32 (p. 58); 
Vis. 258 

*patalita-played (of music): VI 
33 (p. 172) 

patikki"ila-repulsi ve 
patigha-resistance, resistive 
paticcasamuppiida-dependent aris-

ing 
patipadii-(1) way, practice, (2) 

progress 
patibhiina-perspicuity 
pativedha-penetration 
patisandhi-rebirth-linking 
patisambhidii-discrimination 

*patisiddha-excluded (log.): VI 
47 (p. 179); VbhA. 338; Vis. 555; 
MA. i. 85; iv. 123 

patisevana-use 
patha vi-earth 
patha vidhii tu-earth-element 
parµdhi-desire, direction, dis-

position 
pal}.ita-superior, rare 

*pal}.<;iati-to pick one's way, to be 
wise: V 102 (p. 124) 

pal}.<;lita-wise: def. V 102, llO 
pada-(1) state: def. II 8; IX 12; 

(2) word, clause 
padaHhiina-footing, proximate 

cause 
*padose-in the dusk: V 172 (p. 151); 

cf. P.E.D. under dosa 
padhiina--endeavour, control 
papafica-diversification (not ob

session as in P.E.D.) 
pabbajja-the Going Forth into 

homelessness 
*pabbaniya-lunar quarter day: V 

72 (p. 114) 
*-ppabhuti (encl.)-etcetera, start

ing with (= -adi): II 2 (p. 23); 
III 32 (p. 58); Vis. 233,258 

pamiida-negligence 
pamujja-gladness 
pa yoga-means 

*payoga---also addition (gram.): I 
30 (p. 19) 

payojana-purpose 
paramattha-ultimate meaning, 

ultimate goal 
*parikkilesa-defilement: I 21 (p.16); 

MAA. i. 43 
parik.khiira--equipment, requisite 

pariggaha-discerning ( i.e. as pre-
liminary stage in insight) 

paricciiga-giving up 
pariccheda-delimitation 
parififia-full knowledge (particu-

larly of the 1st Truth) 
paritta-safeguard (Sutta recited 

for that purpose) 
parinib biina-final extinction 
paripacanatii-maturing 
paribhoga-use 
pariyatti-(1) mastery (of text), 

(2) text, scripture 
pariyayavacana-metaphor (gram.) 
pariyetthi-search 
parisii-assembly, following 
palibodha-impediment 
pa va tta-occurred, happened 
pavatti-occurrence, happening 
pasanga-scope 
pasii da-confidence 
passaddhi-tranquillity 
pahiina-abandoning 
pahina-abandoned 
piigabbhiya-impudence: def. IX 39 
piitihiiriya-marvel 
piitha-a reading, videlicet 

*piil}.ati-to breathe: IX 50 (p. 245) 
piil}.iitipata - killing breathing 

things: def. II 11 
papa-bad, evil 
pavacana-doctrine 

*paviira-cloth: III 32 (p. 58); Vis. 
258 

*piHhibiihatthi shoulderblade 
bone: III 22 (p. 50) 

piti-ha ppiness 
puggala-person 
puii:fia-merit 
puthujjana-ordinary man 
puthutii-ordinary diversity 

*pupphaka-balloon, inflated swell
ing: III 32 (p. 58); Vis. 258 

purisa-man, male 
pubbeniviisiinussati-recollection of 

past life 
*pekkha-stage show: II 59 (p. 36); 

D. I. 6 
peta-departed one, ghost 

pharal}.a---extension to, pervasion 
phala-(1) fruit (of plant), (I) fruit 

(of a cause), fruit of action, (3) 
fruition (of the 4 Paths) 

phassa-contact 

r 
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*bajjhati--also to be responsible (for 
action): lI 22 (p. 29); lUA. i. 
200=DhsA. !!9; cf. also kamma
bandhu at e.g. M. iii. 203 

*baddha--also responsible (for 
action): II 22 (p. 29) 

*bandha--also responsibility (for 
action): II 19 (p. 28) 

bala-power 
*bahigiva-front of the neck: III I!! 

(p. 45) 
oahulikaroti-to develop 
biila-fool: def. V IOI 

*biilavasanta-name of month ( = 
Citta=approx. April): VI 105 
(p. 192) 

buddha--enlightened, the Enlight
ened One, the Buddha: def. I 17 

buddhi-discovery; intelligence 
*bundi (?)-bundle(?); III 22 (p. 50) 
bojjhanga--enlightenment factor: 

def. IV 36 
bodhi---enlightenment: def. IV 36 
bodhisatta-Bodhisatta, Ureature 

Dedicated to Enlightenment 
bya.fijana-letter, phrase 
brahma-divine 
brahmacariya-the Divine Life: 

def. V 178 
*brahmaii:iia-lover of divines (brah

mal}.a): V 112 (p. 131); lJ. iii. 74 
brahmavihiira-divine abiding 
brahma-the High Divinity, Brah

ma Divinity 
brahm&l}.a-a divine, divine-caste, 

the priestly-divine caste, Briih
mal}.a, Brahman 

bhagavii-the Blessed One: def. 
V 47 ff. 

bhaya-fear 
bhava-being, existence 
bhava-(1) essence, state, -ness 

*bhava-substantive (gram.): V 46 
(p. 106), VIII 29 (p. 224); DhsA. 
61 

bhavanii-maintenance in being, 
development 

bhikkhu-bhikkhu (mendicant 
monk) 

bhikkhuni-bhikkhuni (mendicant 
nun) 

bhiita-(1) been, existent, (2) a 
living being, a being, (3) entity: 
def. VI 18 

bhummavacana - locative case 
(gram.) 

bheda-(1) breach, schism, (2) 
class, sort 

*bheda--also utterance (vaci-): I 8 
(p. 13); Vis. 448, DhsA. 90 (cf. 
viicari1 bhindati M. i. 301 to 
utter speech: not in P.E.D.) 

*matil-weal, good: V 96 (p. 123) 
magga-(1) path, road, (2) the 

(Noble) Path (i.e. the 4) 
mangala-good omen: def. V !!6 
macca-mortal 
maccu-mortality 
majja-bcsotting drink 
majjhima-middle, middle-sized 
mafiiiati-( 1) to conceive a conceit, 

to misconceive (technical), (2) to 
think (general) 

*mai:iati (mal}.ati)-to crush: II 8 
(p. 24); MA. i. 203; iv. 133 

matta-intoxicated, mad 
mada-vanity, intoxication 
manasikiira-attention 
manussa-human: def. V 95, VIII 

45 
mano-mind 
manodhiitu-mind-element 
manoviii:fiiil}.adhiitu - mind - con-

sciousness-element 
marana-death 
mahahhiita-great entity 
miina-conceit 
miinasa-thought 
miinusika-human: def. VIII 45 
ma ya vita-deceitfulness 
micchii-wrong 
mitta-friend: def. IX 61 
muta-sensed ( i.e. with the nose, 

tongue or body, as opposed col
lectively to specific seeing with 
the eye, hearing with the ear and 
cognizing with the mind; not 
' thought 'as given in P.E.D., nor 
'vague') 

mudita-gladness (at others' suc-
cess) 

mudu-malleable, gentle 
muni-sage, Stilled One 
musiivada - speaking falsehood 

lying: def. II 14 
miila-(1) root, (2) money 

*miilattha-lessor, one who lets out 
on hire for money (not 'instig-
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paii:fiii-understanding 
*patatantuka-tape-worm (?), kind 

of intestinal worm: III 32 (p. 58); 
Vis. 258 

*patalita-played (of music): VI 
33 (p. 172) 

patikki"ila-repulsi ve 
patigha-resistance, resistive 
paticcasamuppiida-dependent aris-

ing 
patipadii-(1) way, practice, (2) 

progress 
patibhiina-perspicuity 
pativedha-penetration 
patisandhi-rebirth-linking 
patisambhidii-discrimination 

*patisiddha-excluded (log.): VI 
47 (p. 179); VbhA. 338; Vis. 555; 
MA. i. 85; iv. 123 

patisevana-use 
patha vi-earth 
patha vidhii tu-earth-element 
parµdhi-desire, direction, dis-

position 
pal}.ita-superior, rare 

*pal}.<;iati-to pick one's way, to be 
wise: V 102 (p. 124) 

pal}.<;lita-wise: def. V 102, llO 
pada-(1) state: def. II 8; IX 12; 

(2) word, clause 
padaHhiina-footing, proximate 

cause 
*padose-in the dusk: V 172 (p. 151); 

cf. P.E.D. under dosa 
padhiina--endeavour, control 
papafica-diversification (not ob

session as in P.E.D.) 
pabbajja-the Going Forth into 

homelessness 
*pabbaniya-lunar quarter day: V 

72 (p. 114) 
*-ppabhuti (encl.)-etcetera, start

ing with (= -adi): II 2 (p. 23); 
III 32 (p. 58); Vis. 233,258 

pamiida-negligence 
pamujja-gladness 
pa yoga-means 

*payoga---also addition (gram.): I 
30 (p. 19) 

payojana-purpose 
paramattha-ultimate meaning, 

ultimate goal 
*parikkilesa-defilement: I 21 (p.16); 

MAA. i. 43 
parik.khiira--equipment, requisite 

pariggaha-discerning ( i.e. as pre-
liminary stage in insight) 

paricciiga-giving up 
pariccheda-delimitation 
parififia-full knowledge (particu-

larly of the 1st Truth) 
paritta-safeguard (Sutta recited 

for that purpose) 
parinib biina-final extinction 
paripacanatii-maturing 
paribhoga-use 
pariyatti-(1) mastery (of text), 

(2) text, scripture 
pariyayavacana-metaphor (gram.) 
pariyetthi-search 
parisii-assembly, following 
palibodha-impediment 
pa va tta-occurred, happened 
pavatti-occurrence, happening 
pasanga-scope 
pasii da-confidence 
passaddhi-tranquillity 
pahiina-abandoning 
pahina-abandoned 
piigabbhiya-impudence: def. IX 39 
piitihiiriya-marvel 
piitha-a reading, videlicet 

*piil}.ati-to breathe: IX 50 (p. 245) 
piil}.iitipata - killing breathing 

things: def. II 11 
papa-bad, evil 
pavacana-doctrine 

*paviira-cloth: III 32 (p. 58); Vis. 
258 

*piHhibiihatthi shoulderblade 
bone: III 22 (p. 50) 

piti-ha ppiness 
puggala-person 
puii:fia-merit 
puthujjana-ordinary man 
puthutii-ordinary diversity 

*pupphaka-balloon, inflated swell
ing: III 32 (p. 58); Vis. 258 

purisa-man, male 
pubbeniviisiinussati-recollection of 

past life 
*pekkha-stage show: II 59 (p. 36); 

D. I. 6 
peta-departed one, ghost 

pharal}.a---extension to, pervasion 
phala-(1) fruit (of plant), (I) fruit 

(of a cause), fruit of action, (3) 
fruition (of the 4 Paths) 

phassa-contact 

r 
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*bajjhati--also to be responsible (for 
action): lI 22 (p. 29); lUA. i. 
200=DhsA. !!9; cf. also kamma
bandhu at e.g. M. iii. 203 

*baddha--also responsible (for 
action): II 22 (p. 29) 

*bandha--also responsibility (for 
action): II 19 (p. 28) 

bala-power 
*bahigiva-front of the neck: III I!! 

(p. 45) 
oahulikaroti-to develop 
biila-fool: def. V IOI 

*biilavasanta-name of month ( = 
Citta=approx. April): VI 105 
(p. 192) 

buddha--enlightened, the Enlight
ened One, the Buddha: def. I 17 

buddhi-discovery; intelligence 
*bundi (?)-bundle(?); III 22 (p. 50) 
bojjhanga--enlightenment factor: 

def. IV 36 
bodhi---enlightenment: def. IV 36 
bodhisatta-Bodhisatta, Ureature 

Dedicated to Enlightenment 
bya.fijana-letter, phrase 
brahma-divine 
brahmacariya-the Divine Life: 

def. V 178 
*brahmaii:iia-lover of divines (brah

mal}.a): V 112 (p. 131); lJ. iii. 74 
brahmavihiira-divine abiding 
brahma-the High Divinity, Brah

ma Divinity 
brahm&l}.a-a divine, divine-caste, 

the priestly-divine caste, Briih
mal}.a, Brahman 

bhagavii-the Blessed One: def. 
V 47 ff. 

bhaya-fear 
bhava-being, existence 
bhava-(1) essence, state, -ness 

*bhava-substantive (gram.): V 46 
(p. 106), VIII 29 (p. 224); DhsA. 
61 

bhavanii-maintenance in being, 
development 

bhikkhu-bhikkhu (mendicant 
monk) 

bhikkhuni-bhikkhuni (mendicant 
nun) 

bhiita-(1) been, existent, (2) a 
living being, a being, (3) entity: 
def. VI 18 

bhummavacana - locative case 
(gram.) 

bheda-(1) breach, schism, (2) 
class, sort 

*bheda--also utterance (vaci-): I 8 
(p. 13); Vis. 448, DhsA. 90 (cf. 
viicari1 bhindati M. i. 301 to 
utter speech: not in P.E.D.) 

*matil-weal, good: V 96 (p. 123) 
magga-(1) path, road, (2) the 

(Noble) Path (i.e. the 4) 
mangala-good omen: def. V !!6 
macca-mortal 
maccu-mortality 
majja-bcsotting drink 
majjhima-middle, middle-sized 
mafiiiati-( 1) to conceive a conceit, 

to misconceive (technical), (2) to 
think (general) 

*mai:iati (mal}.ati)-to crush: II 8 
(p. 24); MA. i. 203; iv. 133 

matta-intoxicated, mad 
mada-vanity, intoxication 
manasikiira-attention 
manussa-human: def. V 95, VIII 

45 
mano-mind 
manodhiitu-mind-element 
manoviii:fiiil}.adhiitu - mind - con-

sciousness-element 
marana-death 
mahahhiita-great entity 
miina-conceit 
miinasa-thought 
miinusika-human: def. VIII 45 
ma ya vita-deceitfulness 
micchii-wrong 
mitta-friend: def. IX 61 
muta-sensed ( i.e. with the nose, 

tongue or body, as opposed col
lectively to specific seeing with 
the eye, hearing with the ear and 
cognizing with the mind; not 
' thought 'as given in P.E.D., nor 
'vague') 

mudita-gladness (at others' suc-
cess) 

mudu-malleable, gentle 
muni-sage, Stilled One 
musiivada - speaking falsehood 

lying: def. II 14 
miila-(1) root, (2) money 

*miilattha-lessor, one who lets out 
on hire for money (not 'instig-
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ator' as in P.E.D.): II 25 (p. 30); 
Vin. iii. 75 

me-me, of me, mine, by me: def. 
V 31 

metta-lovingkindness, love: def. 
IX 61 

*mehana-private ( i.e. the private 
parts); V 58 (p. 109); Vis. 212; 
Abhp. 273 

moneyya-stillness, sageliness 
moha--delusion 

*yJ.na-also sandal, footwear: VII 
12 (p. 206); MA. iii. 222 

yuganaddha-coupled ( of samatha 
and vipassana) 

yutti-logic 
yoni-womb, mode of generation 
yoniso--reasoned, in a reasoned 

manner (by taking account of 
necessary conditions for con
ditioned arising of what exists) 

ratana-jewel: def. VI 28 
rati--delight, ' weal ' 
raga-lust 

riipa-form (as (1) the form-cate
gory, (2) the form which is the 
eye's object) 

riipakkhandha-form category 
riipadhiitu-form-element 
riipajhiina-form jhana 
rupa vacara-form -sphere 

lakkhana-characteristic 
*laghimii-lightness: V 55 (p. 108); 

Vis. 211 
*lingika--{name) denoting a mark: 

V 48 (p. 107); Vis. 210 
loka-world 
lokadhamma-worldly idea 
lokiya-mundane (i.e. belonging to 

the world of subhuman, human 
and all heavenly existence) 

okuttara-supramundane (i.e. con
nected with nibbiina and thus 
beyond the world as stated above) 
(never 'highest in the world' as 
giveninP.E.D.) 

lobha-greed 

*-vaca (adj.)-see suvaca 
vaci-speech 

vatta-the round (i.e. the triple 
r. of defilement, action, and 
action's ripening) 

vai;ii:ia,--{l) colour, (2) complexion, 
(3) caste: def. V 73 

*vai;ii;ia-also syllable, letter of 
alpha.bet (gram-): V 52; Vis. 210; 
NettiA. 208 

vata--duty, vow 
vatta--duty 
vatthu-(1) ground, land, (2) ob

ject, (3) instance, example, story 
vana-wood, grove: def. V 63; 

VI 36, 104, n. 24) 
vaya-subsidence, fall 
va vatthiina--definition 
viica~imagga-pathway ( order) of 

the (recitation of the) scriptures 
viicii-speech 
viiyama-effort 
viiyodhiitu-water element 
viisanii-morality 
vikara-alteration 
vikkhambhana-suppression 
vikkhepa--distraction 
viciira--exploring 
vicikicchita-uncertainty: def. VI, 

93 
vijjamana-factual 

*vijjamanapafiiiatti--description in 
terms of the factual ( i.e. in terms 
of dhammas): V 3ri (p. 102); 
PugA. 

vijja--{l) true knowledge (the 3 
kinds): def. VIII 48; (2) science, 
magic 

vifiiiatti-intimation 
vifiiiana-consciousness 
vifiiiiil)&kkhandha - consciousness 

category 
vifiiiai;iatthiti-standpoint for con

sciousness 
*vifiiiiinavithi-series of conscious

nes~s ( =cittavithi ' cognitive 
series '): V 32 (p. 102) 

*vita,bhi-also canopy: V 63 (p. 111) 
M. i. 306 (MA.) 

vitakka-thought, thinking 
vita tha-unreal 

*vitthambhanata-also distension: 
III 68 (p. 74); Vis. 352 

vitthara-detail 
vinaya-( 1) disciplining, removing, 

leading away, (2) the Book of the 
Discipline, Vinaya Pitaka 
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vinibbhoga-analysis, resolution 1 *vyasaniyaE-malpracticP: (a-) V 
into elements 

•viniviirai;ia-holding fast: VI 76 
(p. 185) 

vipatti-failure, destitution 
viparil).iima-change 
vipassanii-insight (i.e. seeing the 

' 3 general characteristics ' of 
impermanence, suffering, and not
self) 

vipiika-ripening (of action) 
vippayutta--dissociated 

*vibuddha-awakened: I 20 (p. 15) 
vimutti--deliverance: def. VIII 

48/. 
vimokkha-liberation 
virati-abstinence 

*virama-abstaining: II 2 (p. 23), 
39 (p. 32) 

viramai;ia-abstaining 
viriiga-fading out, fading of lust, 

fading away 
viriya-energy 
viveka-seclusion 
visaya-(1) abode, (2) objective 

field ( of e.g. the eye) 
*visavana--displaying: I 20 (p. 15) 
*visa vita-burgeoning I 18 (p. 15); 

Ps. i. 174; ii. 206; Vis. 384; 
DhsA. 109 (=arahata DhsAA.) 

visuddhi-purification 
vihiira-(1) dwelling-place, abode, 

(2) monastery, (3) (mode of) 
abiding: def. IX 70 

vedanii-feeling (i.e. of pleasure, 
pain, or neutrality) 

vedanakkhandha-feeling category 
vera-malice 

*vera-also risk: II 8 (p. 24); VI 96 
(p. 190) 

veramani-abstention: def. II 8 
vokiira---:..-constituent (of existence, 

i.e. one of the 5 categories) 
*vosiisana-instruction: IX 35 (p. 

241) 
vohiira--{l) commerce, (2) common 

usage (in speech) 
vyafijana-the letter (as opposed 

to attha 'the meaning') 
*vyatti-particular distinction: V 37 

(p. 103); MA. i. 6; Vis. 214; PsA. 
430 

*vyabhicarai;ia--exception (gram.): I 
27 (p. 18); Vis. 441 (abya
bhiciira) 

138 (p. 139) 
vyiipiida-ill will 

sam yam a-refraining 
samyojana-fetter 

*samvawa, sariwai;ii:iani'.-dctailing: 
I 2; VIII 33 (p. 224) 

*samvannita--detailed: V 128 /p. 
135); 

0

Vis. 411 (=vitthiirita VisA. 
407) 

*samvanneti-to detail: VIII 32 
(p. 224 samvai:ii:ietvii) 

sariwara-restraint 
sarilvega-sense of urgency 
samsagga-associa tion 
samsaya--doubt 
samsiira-round of rebirths 
sakidiigiimi-Once-Returner (2nd 

stage of realization) 
sakkiiya-embodiment 
sakkiiyaditthi--embodiment-view, 

wrong view of embodiment 
sagga-heaven: def. VI 28 
sanka ppa-intention 
sankhata-determined ( i.e. all but 

nibbiina) 
sankhiira--determination 
sankhiirakkhandha-determinations 

category 
sankhya-numeral: IV 17 (p. 79) 
sangha-the Community (of bhik

khus): def. I 35 
sacca-truth 

*sacchika-realistic: I 18 (p. 15 
V 49 (p.107); Ps. i. 174; Ndl. 143 
458 

sacchikiriya-realization 
safijanana-act of perceiving 
safiiia-(1) perception, (2) signal 
safiiiakkhandha-perception cat-

egory 
sai;ithiina-(1) shape 

*sai;ithiina-also (2) steadying (of 
cognizance): IX 49 (p. 244); Vis. 
88, 245; VisA. 40 

sati-mindfulness 
satta-creature: def. IV 44 
sadda-(1) sound, (2) word (gram.) 
saddhamma-the true object of 

faith (ger. of saddahati), the true 
idea (santa+ger. of dharati) 

saddha-faith 
saddhiinusiiri-one mature in faith 
santa--{l) peaceful, serene (pp. 
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ator' as in P.E.D.): II 25 (p. 30); 
Vin. iii. 75 

me-me, of me, mine, by me: def. 
V 31 

metta-lovingkindness, love: def. 
IX 61 

*mehana-private ( i.e. the private 
parts); V 58 (p. 109); Vis. 212; 
Abhp. 273 

moneyya-stillness, sageliness 
moha--delusion 

*yJ.na-also sandal, footwear: VII 
12 (p. 206); MA. iii. 222 

yuganaddha-coupled ( of samatha 
and vipassana) 

yutti-logic 
yoni-womb, mode of generation 
yoniso--reasoned, in a reasoned 

manner (by taking account of 
necessary conditions for con
ditioned arising of what exists) 

ratana-jewel: def. VI 28 
rati--delight, ' weal ' 
raga-lust 

riipa-form (as (1) the form-cate
gory, (2) the form which is the 
eye's object) 

riipakkhandha-form category 
riipadhiitu-form-element 
riipajhiina-form jhana 
rupa vacara-form -sphere 

lakkhana-characteristic 
*laghimii-lightness: V 55 (p. 108); 

Vis. 211 
*lingika--{name) denoting a mark: 

V 48 (p. 107); Vis. 210 
loka-world 
lokadhamma-worldly idea 
lokiya-mundane (i.e. belonging to 

the world of subhuman, human 
and all heavenly existence) 

okuttara-supramundane (i.e. con
nected with nibbiina and thus 
beyond the world as stated above) 
(never 'highest in the world' as 
giveninP.E.D.) 

lobha-greed 

*-vaca (adj.)-see suvaca 
vaci-speech 

vatta-the round (i.e. the triple 
r. of defilement, action, and 
action's ripening) 

vai;ii:ia,--{l) colour, (2) complexion, 
(3) caste: def. V 73 

*vai;ii;ia-also syllable, letter of 
alpha.bet (gram-): V 52; Vis. 210; 
NettiA. 208 

vata--duty, vow 
vatta--duty 
vatthu-(1) ground, land, (2) ob

ject, (3) instance, example, story 
vana-wood, grove: def. V 63; 

VI 36, 104, n. 24) 
vaya-subsidence, fall 
va vatthiina--definition 
viica~imagga-pathway ( order) of 

the (recitation of the) scriptures 
viicii-speech 
viiyama-effort 
viiyodhiitu-water element 
viisanii-morality 
vikara-alteration 
vikkhambhana-suppression 
vikkhepa--distraction 
viciira--exploring 
vicikicchita-uncertainty: def. VI, 

93 
vijjamana-factual 

*vijjamanapafiiiatti--description in 
terms of the factual ( i.e. in terms 
of dhammas): V 3ri (p. 102); 
PugA. 

vijja--{l) true knowledge (the 3 
kinds): def. VIII 48; (2) science, 
magic 

vifiiiatti-intimation 
vifiiiana-consciousness 
vifiiiiil)&kkhandha - consciousness 

category 
vifiiiai;iatthiti-standpoint for con

sciousness 
*vifiiiiinavithi-series of conscious

nes~s ( =cittavithi ' cognitive 
series '): V 32 (p. 102) 

*vita,bhi-also canopy: V 63 (p. 111) 
M. i. 306 (MA.) 

vitakka-thought, thinking 
vita tha-unreal 

*vitthambhanata-also distension: 
III 68 (p. 74); Vis. 352 

vitthara-detail 
vinaya-( 1) disciplining, removing, 

leading away, (2) the Book of the 
Discipline, Vinaya Pitaka 
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vinibbhoga-analysis, resolution 1 *vyasaniyaE-malpracticP: (a-) V 
into elements 

•viniviirai;ia-holding fast: VI 76 
(p. 185) 

vipatti-failure, destitution 
viparil).iima-change 
vipassanii-insight (i.e. seeing the 

' 3 general characteristics ' of 
impermanence, suffering, and not
self) 

vipiika-ripening (of action) 
vippayutta--dissociated 

*vibuddha-awakened: I 20 (p. 15) 
vimutti--deliverance: def. VIII 

48/. 
vimokkha-liberation 
virati-abstinence 

*virama-abstaining: II 2 (p. 23), 
39 (p. 32) 

viramai;ia-abstaining 
viriiga-fading out, fading of lust, 

fading away 
viriya-energy 
viveka-seclusion 
visaya-(1) abode, (2) objective 

field ( of e.g. the eye) 
*visavana--displaying: I 20 (p. 15) 
*visa vita-burgeoning I 18 (p. 15); 

Ps. i. 174; ii. 206; Vis. 384; 
DhsA. 109 (=arahata DhsAA.) 

visuddhi-purification 
vihiira-(1) dwelling-place, abode, 

(2) monastery, (3) (mode of) 
abiding: def. IX 70 

vedanii-feeling (i.e. of pleasure, 
pain, or neutrality) 

vedanakkhandha-feeling category 
vera-malice 

*vera-also risk: II 8 (p. 24); VI 96 
(p. 190) 

veramani-abstention: def. II 8 
vokiira---:..-constituent (of existence, 

i.e. one of the 5 categories) 
*vosiisana-instruction: IX 35 (p. 

241) 
vohiira--{l) commerce, (2) common 

usage (in speech) 
vyafijana-the letter (as opposed 

to attha 'the meaning') 
*vyatti-particular distinction: V 37 

(p. 103); MA. i. 6; Vis. 214; PsA. 
430 

*vyabhicarai;ia--exception (gram.): I 
27 (p. 18); Vis. 441 (abya
bhiciira) 

138 (p. 139) 
vyiipiida-ill will 

sam yam a-refraining 
samyojana-fetter 

*samvawa, sariwai;ii:iani'.-dctailing: 
I 2; VIII 33 (p. 224) 

*samvannita--detailed: V 128 /p. 
135); 

0

Vis. 411 (=vitthiirita VisA. 
407) 

*samvanneti-to detail: VIII 32 
(p. 224 samvai:ii:ietvii) 

sariwara-restraint 
sarilvega-sense of urgency 
samsagga-associa tion 
samsaya--doubt 
samsiira-round of rebirths 
sakidiigiimi-Once-Returner (2nd 

stage of realization) 
sakkiiya-embodiment 
sakkiiyaditthi--embodiment-view, 

wrong view of embodiment 
sagga-heaven: def. VI 28 
sanka ppa-intention 
sankhata-determined ( i.e. all but 

nibbiina) 
sankhiira--determination 
sankhiirakkhandha-determinations 

category 
sankhya-numeral: IV 17 (p. 79) 
sangha-the Community (of bhik

khus): def. I 35 
sacca-truth 

*sacchika-realistic: I 18 (p. 15 
V 49 (p.107); Ps. i. 174; Ndl. 143 
458 

sacchikiriya-realization 
safijanana-act of perceiving 
safiiia-(1) perception, (2) signal 
safiiiakkhandha-perception cat-

egory 
sai;ithiina-(1) shape 

*sai;ithiina-also (2) steadying (of 
cognizance): IX 49 (p. 244); Vis. 
88, 245; VisA. 40 

sati-mindfulness 
satta-creature: def. IV 44 
sadda-(1) sound, (2) word (gram.) 
saddhamma-the true object of 

faith (ger. of saddahati), the true 
idea (santa+ger. of dharati) 

saddha-faith 
saddhiinusiiri-one mature in faith 
santa--{l) peaceful, serene (pp. 
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of sammati), (2) existent (ppr. of 
atthi) 

santiina-continuity 
santutthi-content 

*sannh~iHha-constructed: IX 5 (p. 
232); VisA. 41 

*sannivesa-construction: VIII 38 
(p. 226); VisA. 41 

sappaya-suitable, suitability 
sappurisa-true man 
sabbafifiii--omniscient 

*sabbhiiva-presence: II 55 (p. 35); 
Vis. 51 

sabhii va-individual essence 
sama--{l) even, level, equal, (2) 

fair 
sama1_1a-monk 
samatha---quiet ( =samadhi) 
samaya--occasion: def. V 44 ff. 
samavaya--event 
samiidana---undertaking, giving 

effect to: def. II 8 
samiidhi-concentration 
samapatti-attainment 
samasa-combination, compound 

(gram.) 
*samiiniidhikaranabhiiva - identical 

causativity (gram.): 1 26 f. (p. 
18) 

samuiihana-(1) origination (i.e. 
4 particular sources of conditioned 
arising); (2) 6 originations of a 
wrongdoing 

samudaya--origin 
samudirana---motion 

*samuppii~na---dissecting away: I 
28 (p. 21) 

samiiha-mass 
sampajafifia-full awareness 
sampatti--excellence: def. VIII 45 
sampadii--excellence: def. VIII 48 
sampayutta-associated 

*sampil).c;lana - al,so conjunction 
(gram.): VIII 45 (p. 228) 

*sambhava--al,so (1) being, actual 
existence, positive being: IX 53 
(p. 246); M. i. 260, 261; (2) im
plication (gram.): I 31 (p. 19), 
V 46 (p. 106) 

sammatta-rightness ( i.e. that of 
the path) 

sammasati-to comprehend (i.e. the 
composition and structure of 
namariipa) 

samma-right, complete, rightly 

sammuti--convention 
sara1_1a-refuge: def. I 21 
sarira-physical frame 

*sal5kiya-lancet-user: I 38 (p. 21) 
sa vana-hearing 

*sasankhiira, sasankhiirika-prompt
ed by determination: II 64 (p. 
37), VI 62 (p. 182); D. iii. 237; 
Dhs. 146; Vis. 452,710 

sassata--eternal, eternalism 
*sahakara-twin, (2 fruits) with one 

stalk: III 24 (p. 53) 
sahaja--conascent 
siithatii-fraudulence 
siidhiira1_1a-common to, shared with 

*siimafifia--also love of monks 
(sama1_1a): V 112 (p. 131); D. iii. 
74 

siimivacana---gel).itive case (gram.) 
*siiriidheti-to congratulate: VIII 

54 (p. 231) 
siivaka---disciple: def. VI 64 
sii vajja-blamable, reprehensible 
siisana-the Dispensation 

*sikali (?)--crest(?): III 22 (p. 49) 
sikkha-training: def. II 8 /. 
sikkhii pada-training precept 

*singhii~ka-tripod, bifurcation: III 
18 (p. 44); def. VII 15; Abhp. 1010 

siddhi-tablishment of word's 
meaning or of argument (gram., 
log.) 

sippa---a craft 
*sippikii-bag (?): III 44 (p. 67); 

Vis. 264 
sila--{l) habit, (2) virtue 
sukkhavipassaka-bare-(dry-) in

sight worker ( i.e. one who does not 
use jhana before he reaches 
the Path) 

sukha---pleasure, pleasant, bliss 
*sunkaghatika---tax-evader: VIII 10 

(p. 218) 
sugata-the Sublime One: def. VI 

64 
sugati-happy destination (on re

birth) 
s.ufifia---void 
suta--{l) heard, (2) learning, learnt: 

def. V 32 
sutta---discourse, 'Thread of Argu

ment ', sutta 
*suttaka---kind of intestinal worm, 

'thread-worm': III 32 (p. 58); 
Via. 258 
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suddhi-purity 
*siinaka (sii1_1aka, su-)-sausage ( ?) : 

III 20 (p. 46) 
subha-beautiful, beauty 

*surabhi-scent: V llO (p. 129): 
Ja. vi. 236; Vis. 100, 195, 339 

*suvaca-meek, easily corrected: 
Khp. IX, l; Sn. 143 (P.E.D. 
under su is incorrect) 

sekha-initiate (i.e. one who has 
attained one of the four paths 
or first three fruitions) 

soka-sorrow 

so ta-ear 
sotiipanna-Stream-Entner ( 1st 

stage of realization) 
sobha1_1a-creditable 
somanassa-j oy 
sovacassatii-meekness, amenability 

to correction 

hina--{l) abandoned, (2) inferior 
hetu-(1) cause, (2) root-cause 

*honto-being (ppr. of hoti): IX 28 
(p. 239) 

LIST OF QUOTATIONS AND ALLUSIONS 

ACARIYA-see AHhakathiicariya 214 V 46 
and Pubbiicariya 239 V 74 

Vol. iii, p. 21 V 144 
ANCIENTS-see Porii1_1a 39 V 143 

204-6 . (V 152) 
ANGUTTARA-NIKAYA 376 V 74 
A. Vol. i, p. 8 . Ch. IV,§ 41 379 V 185 

23 f. . (V 8, 25) Vol. iv, pp. 27-31 V 159 
24f. . V 30 36 . VIII 46 
27 . I 23, VI 96 54 . (IX 16) 
43 III l 56 (II 8) 
45 III l 88 . VIII 53 
62 . (V 135) 104 V 110 
87 V 164 llO V 127 
91 V 144 151 VI 24 
101 . V 108, llO 201 VI 100 
102 . V 108, 110 204 V 72 
134 V 44 226 II 59 
152 VI 50 227 V 44 
190 V 27 246 V 152 
192 V 27 247-8 II 40 
208 I 35 333 V 74 
213 V 147 362 IX 56 
223 VI ll8 376 IX 31 
233 VI 62, 83 392-6 (VIII 25) 
248 VI 32 410 V6 
276 V 106 Vol. v, p. 15 III 8; (V 66) 

Yo!. ii, p. 17 IX 52 16 V 74 
23 V 32, 127 50-1 IV 6 
34 I 34, 37; VI 43, 51 IV 14, 18 

52, 58, 65 52 IV 21, 27, 32 
101 V 72 53 IV 35, 39, 45, 46 
140 V 165 54 IV48 
160 . VIII 50 56 IV 21 
185 V 165 57 IV 35, 39 
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of sammati), (2) existent (ppr. of 
atthi) 

santiina-continuity 
santutthi-content 

*sannh~iHha-constructed: IX 5 (p. 
232); VisA. 41 

*sannivesa-construction: VIII 38 
(p. 226); VisA. 41 

sappaya-suitable, suitability 
sappurisa-true man 
sabbafifiii--omniscient 

*sabbhiiva-presence: II 55 (p. 35); 
Vis. 51 

sabhii va-individual essence 
sama--{l) even, level, equal, (2) 

fair 
sama1_1a-monk 
samatha---quiet ( =samadhi) 
samaya--occasion: def. V 44 ff. 
samavaya--event 
samiidana---undertaking, giving 

effect to: def. II 8 
samiidhi-concentration 
samapatti-attainment 
samasa-combination, compound 

(gram.) 
*samiiniidhikaranabhiiva - identical 

causativity (gram.): 1 26 f. (p. 
18) 

samuiihana-(1) origination (i.e. 
4 particular sources of conditioned 
arising); (2) 6 originations of a 
wrongdoing 

samudaya--origin 
samudirana---motion 

*samuppii~na---dissecting away: I 
28 (p. 21) 

samiiha-mass 
sampajafifia-full awareness 
sampatti--excellence: def. VIII 45 
sampadii--excellence: def. VIII 48 
sampayutta-associated 

*sampil).c;lana - al,so conjunction 
(gram.): VIII 45 (p. 228) 

*sambhava--al,so (1) being, actual 
existence, positive being: IX 53 
(p. 246); M. i. 260, 261; (2) im
plication (gram.): I 31 (p. 19), 
V 46 (p. 106) 

sammatta-rightness ( i.e. that of 
the path) 

sammasati-to comprehend (i.e. the 
composition and structure of 
namariipa) 

samma-right, complete, rightly 

sammuti--convention 
sara1_1a-refuge: def. I 21 
sarira-physical frame 

*sal5kiya-lancet-user: I 38 (p. 21) 
sa vana-hearing 

*sasankhiira, sasankhiirika-prompt
ed by determination: II 64 (p. 
37), VI 62 (p. 182); D. iii. 237; 
Dhs. 146; Vis. 452,710 

sassata--eternal, eternalism 
*sahakara-twin, (2 fruits) with one 

stalk: III 24 (p. 53) 
sahaja--conascent 
siithatii-fraudulence 
siidhiira1_1a-common to, shared with 

*siimafifia--also love of monks 
(sama1_1a): V 112 (p. 131); D. iii. 
74 

siimivacana---gel).itive case (gram.) 
*siiriidheti-to congratulate: VIII 

54 (p. 231) 
siivaka---disciple: def. VI 64 
sii vajja-blamable, reprehensible 
siisana-the Dispensation 

*sikali (?)--crest(?): III 22 (p. 49) 
sikkha-training: def. II 8 /. 
sikkhii pada-training precept 

*singhii~ka-tripod, bifurcation: III 
18 (p. 44); def. VII 15; Abhp. 1010 

siddhi-tablishment of word's 
meaning or of argument (gram., 
log.) 

sippa---a craft 
*sippikii-bag (?): III 44 (p. 67); 

Vis. 264 
sila--{l) habit, (2) virtue 
sukkhavipassaka-bare-(dry-) in
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APPENDIX I 

A. Some Alternative Renderings 

In the following alternative schemes of rendering certain technical 
terms Scheme 1 is that used in this version and Scheme 2 is that 
used in the translator's version of the Visuddhimagga (Ppn.). 
Converting from one to the other is easy so long as it is made certain 
that it is ' all or none ' and the two are not mixed up. Scheme 1 has 
the advantages of greater coherence and accuracy over Scheme 2. 

Pali Scheme I Scheme 2 

Khandha category Aggregate 

niima name r-· (ii) mentality 

r~ form 
(i) materiality (aggregate) 
(ii) visible-datum (base) 

rupakkhandha form category materiality aggregate 
rupayatana form base visible-datum base 
arupa formless immaterial 
aruppa formless state immaterial state 
niimarupa name-and-form mentality-materiality 

r sankhara determinations formations rw.wro determinative-act kamma-formation 
sankharoti to determine to form 
sankhata determined formed 
asankhata undetermined unformed 

L sasankharika prompted by determinations prompted 

avyakata undeclared indeterminate 

{ 
'd 'd 1 Tru Id { (i) the Dhamma, the Law, 

mma T Id 1 11 amma, aw, state, 
rue ea (iii) dhammas, mental data {dha 

1 ea, 1 ea, e ea, ('') dh 1 

-dhamma (encl.) Inseparable from the idea of having the nature of, sub-
dhammata ' essentialness to the idea ject to law 
dhammavicaya investigation of ideas investigation of mental data 

Scheme 1 achieves coherence in the rupa and dhamma groups, 
which is lacking in Scheme 2. But in Scheme 1, with the appro
priation of ' form ' to the rupa group, ' formations ' cannot then be 
used in it for sankhara. And with 'determinations' appropriated 
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for sankhara ' indeterminate ' cannot be used in it for avyakata: 
it is, of course, quite essential not to confuse in any way arupa 
with asankhata. 

Some additional alternatives (of lesser importance) are given 
below. They are employed as stated above. They are, however, 
mostly not interrelated, and a change in one does not affect the 
others as it does between Schemes 1 and 2. ' Alternative 1 ' is 
simply considered an improvement. Other technical terms are 
as in Ppn. without important change. See Glossary. 

Pali 

adhivacana 
asava 
asekha 
atthuppatti 

citta 

cetanii 
kamacchanda 

pannatti 

raga_ 
sakkaya 
sankappa 
sekha 
viciira 
vijja 
vitakka 

Alternative 1 

designation 
taint 
adept 

Alternatfre 2 

term 

need arisen (for sutta's utter-

canker 
non-trainer 
origin of a sutta 

ance) 

{ 
(tech.) cognizance 
(loosely) mind, ' heart ' 
choice 
zeal for sensual desires 

{ 
( abhidhamrha) description 
(Vinaya) announcement 
lust 
embodiment 
intention 
initiate 
exploring 
true knowledge 
thought, thinking 

mind, consciousness, ' heart ' 

volition 
lust 

{
concept 
announcement 
greed 
individuality 
thinking 
trainer 
sustained thought 
clear vision 
applied thought 

B. Discussion of Certain Terms and their Renderings 

This discussion is concerned primarily with choice of renderings 
and only secondarily with ' philosophical ' meanings (which must 
be clarified by thorough study of contexts before indulging in 
speculation), though the two subjects are often completely entangled. 
Only some of the more debatable words are dealt with here, the 
rest being left to the Glossary and to individual footnotes. Some 
commentarial terms are discussed in the Introduction (q.v.). 
KHANDHA. CATEGORY (see Concise Oxford Diet.) seems in 
many ways preferable to the perhaps more etymologically literal 
aggregate. The expression ' five aggregates' rather implies that 
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all five are present in their entirety, which is not so, since e.g. the 
components of the affective-feeling vedana-kkhandha are mutually 
exclusive (M. i. 500). CATEGORIES is surely the very word for 
a set of structurally interrelated aspects (M. iii. 17), and those of 
Aristotle need by no means be necessarily implied. 
RU PA. FORM seems to be the only word capable of uniting all 
(or almost all) the important uses of rupa in its many contexts 
(such vague untechnical words as abhirupa and piyarupa can take 
care of themselves). The connexion between the rupakkhandha 
and the rupiiyatana (see above) seemed important enough not to 
be broken. What idea we are to understand by that ' form ' must 
be built up from contexts, approached without bias. See Ch. II, 
n. 7. 
N AMAR(] PA. An old-accepted rendering is NAME-AND-FORM, 
which it is really hard to beat; for what is signified can roughly be 
paraphrased as the combination of, on the one hand, the act of 
perceiving (in which the naming and recognition of a percept are 
essentials, and in which the function of language plays its part) 
together with, on the other hand, the bare-perceived: recognition 
(nama) cum recognized (rupa). There is a penetrating analysis of 
the process in D. Sutta 15. In the Suttas namarupa is opposed to 
the bare-consciousness (vinnii:1:i,a) in virtue of the presence of which 
the perceiving and the percept are' constituted' as such; but in the 
commentaries Consciousness is sometimes included in Name. 
SANKHARA. DETERMINATIONS was chosen after some 
vacillation. There have been perhaps more shots made by trans
lators at rendering this term than any other. Formations (the best 
and most usual) suits very well, but ' form ' was already allotted 
to rupa, for which no alternative could be found. DETERMINA
TIONS is perhaps better thanformations. What has to be covered 
is (at least in the commentaries), very roughly, both the doing of 
action and making of things and the actions done and things made. 
See excellent article in P.E.D. Constituting as they do the fourth 
of the five Categories, they are regardable as the action-choice 
components in a subjective-objective event or existence. When 
opposed to dhammii, ('ideas', as e.g. at Dh. 277-9) they can be taken 
to express that side of experience consisting in ' acts ' as opposed 
to dhammii, taken to express the complementary side, namely, 
'ideas' or 'essences' or 'principles', etc. Sometimes they 
approach back to the ancient Indian (Brahmanical) notion of ' pre
parative rites ' (sarhskara) for obtaining a good rebirth (M. iii. 99, 
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cited here in Ch. vru, § 34), the root is kar to do, act, make. 
DETERMINATIONS seems flexible enough to bear the strain. 
SANKHATA and ASANKHATA. It follows from the last that 
these two must be DETERMINED and UNDETERMINED (the 
latter being a term only for nibbana). 
DHAMMA. Gerundive of dharati (to bear, to remember) and 
dahati (to put). This word is discussed in detail in Ppn. (Ch. vii, 
n. 1 and Ch. viii, n. 68). See article in P.E.D. The need for unity 
in the rendering is so great as to be almost desperate. In Ppn. at 
least six different terms were used, which is most awkward. But 
actually the valuable words IDEA and IDEAL can, with some 
dexterity, be used to render dhamma in a natural manner in almost 
all instances, and in spite of the crippling use individual philosophers 
have made of IDEA it still seems to retain enough vital currency 
and suppleness not to be put out of action by any of the Philo
sophical Systems that have co-opted it. Its use being decided upon, 
this is no sense transforms the Buddha's teaching into any sort of 
'idealism' (any more than the use of' determinations' for sankhiira 
makes a ' determinism ' of it); for that is precluded if only by the 
' counter-descriptions', say, iii. terms of sankhiirii, or its opposition, 
as the object of mind-consciousness, to the objects of the five kinds 
of consciousnesses beginning with eye-consciousness (which, as such, 
are forms, etc., and not ideas). The word is commonly substituted 
in some of its meanings by the commentarial words bhiiva ( essence 
or state) and sabltava (individual essence). Again, contexts must 
decide its shades of meanings. See also Ch. V, n. 85. 
AYATANA. BASE is used because of its neutrality and adapta
bility. The more usual renderings of sense-organ and the like 
imply what is not intended (the word ' sense ' being equivocal and 
misleading, and the ' mind-base' is not well rendered by ' sixth 
sense'). BASE is the 'base for contact' (phassiiyatana), and 
'contact' (phassa) is described as the 'coincidence of the three', 
namely, of subjective eye ( =sight), objective visible-form, and eye
consciousness (and so in each case with ear, nose, tongue, body, and 
mind). This 'contact' is treated as the fundamental relation, 
sine qua non, for all experience. The sense of 'perspective' is 
implicit in the word ayatana in these contexts. If' contact' thus 
regarded is taken as the 'perpendicularity of the observing to the 
observed', the observing being itself always unobservable directly, 
then BASE will do sufficiently well for the six pairs of ' bases for 
contact '. Contact also=' presence to '. 
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Roots BHfJ (Latinfui, English to be) and AS (Pali atthi, Sanskrit 
asti, Latin est, English is, there is). 
BHAV A. After careful consideration it was thought better to 
render this word by BEING or EXISTENCE rather than by 
be,eoming, and so with derivatives of the root bhu as far as possible. 
To try and decide on philosophical grounds which to use would be 
so difficult as to be hopeless. The dictionaries, too, are no help; 
for in the Concise Oxford Dictionary we find that ' to be 'is ' to exist ', 
' being ' is ' existence ', ' essence ' is ' an existence or entity ', 
an 'entity' is' anything's existence', 'to exist' is 'to continue in 
being ', and lastly ' to become ' is ' to come into being, begin to 
be '. All this is noteworthy; but instead of despairing ( or embracing 
one philosopher and so defying others), we may as well accept the 
situation as representing how human beings normally think, and 
try some other way. Fortunately, in fact, two other considerations 
seem decisive: (1) In Pali there is no verbal difference made, as 
there is in most European languages, between' being' ('existence') 
on the one hand and ' becoming ' on the other, the verb hoti 
( =bliavati) and noun bhava serving for both. So if bhava is translated 
by becoming and lwti in other contexts (say, in a syllogism) by is 
(' to be ' instead of ' to become '), a false dichotomy has been 
(unwittingly) introduced at a most important level in the English, 
which is not in the Pali, and which effectively severs the bhava of the 
paficcasamuppiida (' dependent arising') from the ordinary use. 
That will hardly do. (2) Again in English, apparently, any use of 
the verb ' to become ' or noun ' becoming ' can be paraphrased by 
' to be ' or ' being ' in some form, but the opposite is impossible 
(as, say, in a syllogism). For a Buddhist, of course, ' to be ' is to 
be impermanent, but that will appear from the context of the 
teaching, and conversely, ' to become ' is then ' to be in continuity ' 
or (with punning etymology) 'to become'=' to come to be'. 
These two considerations seemed decisive for the rendering. For 
the most part, though not always, derivations of the root bhu retain 
an ontological flavour, which it is important, from certain aspects, 
not to lose in the rendering. Hoti has nevertheless sometimes been 
rendered by 'becomes' as well as in other ways where convenient, 
but always subordinately to 'is ' (' exists '). The root as is render
able by 'there is' (atthi) or' exists', and it also serves, with the 
dative, for our verb 'to have', which has no direct counterpart in 
Sanskrit and Pali. 

Given the prime importance of the notion of' being' in philosophy, 
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and given the ambiguity reflected by the dictionaries, and given 
alrn the fact that no ontological study based on Pali seems 
so far to have been made at all, perhaps it is worth noting here 
by references some of the most important material in the Suttas, 
so that anyone interested can collect it as a nucleus for study. Some 
of the basic material for such a study is provided by M. Suttas 38 
and 49 (the latter ought to be studied in the BurmEse ed. since there 
are several important mistakes (see below) in the otherwise very 
reliable P.T.S. text), dealing as they do with the strncture of being 
and with an inevitable and interdependent mutually-supporting 
relationship of being to consciousness. The principal effective 
words there are Muta (M. i. 260), samMava (M. i. 260 and 261), 
ananubhuta (M. i. 329), pabliava (M. i. 261), palwti (M. i. 329-read 
nappahosim with Burmese ed. for P.T.S. nal,osi), 1aharh (or pabham 
M. i. 329 and D. i. 223-almost certainly a contracted present 
participle of palwti=pabhavati, see hint in one exegesis at MA. ii. 413. 
The verse vitiiiii'l)arh anidassanam anantam sabbatopaham (sabba
torabliarh) is spoken by the Buddha in M. Sutta 49 and not by 
Baka Brahma as appears in the P.T.S. text, and sabbato'paham 
probably represents sablato apaharh (=sabbato apabhavam) and 
connects up with the saUato niinahosim a few lines above in M. 
Sutta 49), bhava (M. i. 261, etc., 330; iii. 250). Vibhava (M. i. 330; 
iii. 250; !ti. 43), etc. etc., are also relevant. The particular patterns 
of their contexts are as important as the words themselves for such 
an ontological study, and certain closely allied words need collating 
such as maiitiati (' to conceive' M. i. 1 ff.), maiiiianii ('conceiving' 
M. iii. 246, etc.), and mana ('conceit' M. i. 12), asmi-mana (see 
S. iii. 47, etc.), miinanusaya and miina as sarhyojana. However, 
none of that can be dealt with here beyond noting these 
pointers. 
SACCA. 'l'he most usual rendering, namely, TRUTH, has been 
retained, because there seems no adequate alternative. As a 
derivative of root as (' there is ': see last) the litual meaning of 
sacca would be 'a there-is-ness ', and the meaning is explained as 
'unmisleading actualness' (Vis. Ch. xvi, § 24/p. 496). Hence 
Suffering as a truth has to be fully known, its origin (craving) as 
a truth has to be abandoned (truth is not always beautiful or good), 
its cessat10n as a truth has to be realized, and the way thereto as a 
truth has to be maintained in being. 
BHAV A. ESSENCE has been sometimes used for this causative 
noun from root bhu, where it does not mean merely ' -ness '. It is 
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SACCA. 'l'he most usual rendering, namely, TRUTH, has been 
retained, because there seems no adequate alternative. As a 
derivative of root as (' there is ': see last) the litual meaning of 
sacca would be 'a there-is-ness ', and the meaning is explained as 
'unmisleading actualness' (Vis. Ch. xvi, § 24/p. 496). Hence 
Suffering as a truth has to be fully known, its origin (craving) as 
a truth has to be abandoned (truth is not always beautiful or good), 
its cessat10n as a truth has to be realized, and the way thereto as a 
truth has to be maintained in being. 
BHAV A. ESSENCE has been sometimes used for this causative 
noun from root bhu, where it does not mean merely ' -ness '. It is 
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hardly if at all used in the Suttas but is common in the commentaries 
where it has the various senses of '-ness ', state, (grammatical) 
subs~antive,_ essence (in sabhava as gloss for·dhamma), etc. 
BHA VAN A. For this additional causative noun from root bhu 
MAINTENANCE IN BEING, though rather clumsy, seemed better 
than the more usual development, which ignores the root. This 
choice of rendering must find justification in the contexts, which 
imply less a making-to-be (which suggests an initial act) than a 
making-to-continue-to-be or 'repetition', which is why, for instance, 
it is used for the last three of the four paths, aassana being used 
for the_ first (Vis. Ch. xxii, § 127 /p. 697). 
AVYAKATA. UNDECLARED was chosen instead of indeter
minate simply because the latter was needed for the sankhara group. 
It may be noted here that there are two distinct uses: (1) In the 
Suttas, where the term refers to the' ten' (and some other) questions 
to which no answer was declared by the Buddha (e.g. M. i. 484/.), 
and (2) in the first triad of the Abhidhamma Matika (Dhs. p. 1), 
which classes all ideas as profitable, unprofitable, or (morally) 
undeclared (such as rupa). 
GET AN A. CHOICE seemed more natural and even more accurate 
than the more usual but a bit bookish and psychologistic volition 
for this ~erivative of the root cit (for which see below). 
SAKKA YA. If EMBODIMENT is considered bold, it may be 
advanced in justification that it is, in fact, both literal and natural 
as well as accurate. Sakkaya (sant+kaya=' existing body' or 
sarh +kaya ' own body') equals the individuality or personality, 
which, when involved by wrong view in identification with one of 
the five Categories (see M. Suttas 106 and 109) produces the view 
that the self (atta) is ' embodied' in the five. 
SAN KAPPA. INTENTION seems better than thought or thinking 
(required besides for vitakka); for although sankappa is often glossed 
by vitakka, it is nevertheless rather more nearly associated with the 
emotional intentionality of sensual-desire, ill will, and cruelty 
(as against their three opposites in the sammasankappa of the 
eightfold path). 
SEKHA, ASEKHA. INITIATE and ADEPT have been preferred 
to trainer and non-trainer because 'trainer' usually signifies 'one 
who trains others ' rather than ' trainee ', which is what is meant, 
as one whose training is still incomplete. 
MANASIKARA. ATTENTION is not altogether satisfactory as 
a rendering since it is too static. Literally the word means ' doing-
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in-the-mind', and. in the Abhidhamma it is one of the indispensable 
concomitants of cognizance. See Ch. viii, n. 19 for discussion of the 
meaning of this term. 
KATHA. TALK (etc.): for some commentarial aspects connected 
with this term, see Ppn. Ch. iv, n. 15. 
KAMMA. ACTION, rather than the unrendered term, has been 
used. See Ch. II, 11. 15. 
PA'f'ICCASAMUPP.ADA. DEPENDENT ARISING is the usually 
accepted rendering. Since then· is only one reference to it in the 
whole of this work, no discussion is needed. For details see Ppn. 
Ch. xvii. It is a pity that the article in the P.E.D., unlike the ex
cellent one on kamma ('action'), is quite inadequate. See also 
next, and also Ch. viii, n. 19. 
NIRODHA. The normal accepted CESSATION has been used. 
It is the 'opposite' of uppada in Dependent Origination (see e.g. 
S. ii. 10-1 and 104/.). It is perhaps worth noting here that it would 
probably be a mistake to regard uppada ('arising') and nirodha 
(' cessation') as simple assertion and negation (as, e.g. simple 
affirmation and denial of existence). Rather, once anything has 
' arisen ' (we might almost be tempted to say' in the subconscious '), 
it may, in conscious awareness, be positively asserted or negatively 
denied, but in either case it is' arisen ' (see use of the words anuruddha 
(' favouring') and pativiruddha (' opposing') at M. i. 65, which 
together compose the papanca ('diversification') produced upon 
uppada ('arising')). Nirodha ('cessation') is then not mere' denial' 
(pativirodha), but the eradication of the asserted/denied 'arisen 
thing' (we might again be tempted to say 'its elimination from the 
subconscious', but that might mislead). The two basic structural 
ideas in Dependent Arising are: (1) the sine qua non relation, 
A depends upon B for its arising 'without which not' (D. ii. 57; 
M. i. 262-3, 264, and this work, Ch. viii, n. 19); and (2) specific con
ditionality (idappaccayata S. ii. 25)-not mere random composite
ness-, which develops into the twelvefold formula by choosing a 
network of aspects, each connected by the 'without-which-not rela
tion', having regard to the nature of each, and covering the whole 
of subjective-objective existence. This relatedness is not a logical 
structure, and in fact it goes behind logic (which is dependent on the 
copula ' is ') and covers the whole ground on which structures are 
built by logic and destroyed by dialectic. 
Root JA (to know) and principal derivatives. 
I. Verb JAN.AT! TO KNOW, verbal noun J.ANANA ACT-OF-
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KNOWING, abstract noun NA.lfA KNOWLEDGE. Knowledge 
in the most general sense; no special technical sense. 
2. Vb. ABHIJA.NA.TI TO DIRECTLY-KNOW, KNOW DIRECT
LY, vbl. n. ABHIJA.NANA ACT OF DIRECT-KNOWING 
abs. n. ABHINNA. DIRECT-KNOWLEDGE. The meaning al
ways implies only objective knowledge (without change in the sub
jective personality) but falls into three classes: (1) to have 
acquaintance with (e.g. M. i. 72; iii. 208), (2) 'book-knowledge' 
or what is learnt by rote (Ps. i. 4 ff.)=iiata-pariniia (see below), 
and (3) the '6 direct-knowledges', namely, the five kinds of 
knowledge (objectively) of working miracles (performed by oneself) 
and that of exhaustion of taints (attained in oneself), regarded 
objectively, which last=annii (see below under iijiiniiti). The last 
meaning appears only to apply to the abs. n., not to the vb. (see 
e.g. M. Sutta 6). 
3. Vb. PARI,TA.NA.TI TO KNOW FULLY, vbl. n. PARIJA.
NANA ACT-OF-KNOWING-FULLY, abs. n. PARINNA. FULL 
KNOWLEDGE (FULL UNDERSTANDING). In the Suttas the 
meaning is restricted to the full-knowledge-perhaps ' diagnosis ' -
of the Truth of Suffering (see e.g. S. v. 420 j.). In the commentaries 
this is subdivided into (1) niita-pariniia full-knowledge as what is 
known, or 'book-knowledge' of the Truths of Suffering, etc., and 
roughly=abhinnii (2) above; (2) tira1;1,a-pariniia full-knowledge as 
judgment, which refers to the development of insight into imperma
nence, etc., short of path-attainment but entailing some subjective 
change of attitude to what is objectively known by iiata-parinnii. 
That should be made to culminate in (3) pahiina-pariniia full
knowledge as abandoning, which is a term for the subjective aspect 
0£ the knowledge of the Truths of Suffering and its origin at the 
moment of the Path, when defilements (lust, etc.) are abandoned. 
While abhiniia is ethically objective, pariniia implies ethical 
commitment. 
4. Vb. PAJA.NA.TI TO UNDERSTAND, vbl. n. PAJA.NANA 
ACT-OF-UNDERSTANDING, abs. n. PANNA. UNDERSTAND
ING. The meaning roughly corresponds to tira1;1,a-pariniia above 
as ' judgment ', ' reason ', though its use is often looser and less 
technical. Sometimes pajiiniiti=jiiniiti (M. i. 56), and sometimes 
paniia=' native wit' or' reason' (see Vis. Ch. i., § 7, Ch. xiv). 
4a. Vb. PANNA.YATI TO BE EVIDENT (lit. to be made under
stood: caus. of pajiiniiti, see e.g. A. i. 152). 
4b. Vb. PANNA.PETI TO ANNOUNCE, TO DESCRIBE, abs. n. 
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PA.NNATTI (lit. to make understood: caus. of pajanati, see e.g. 
D. ii. 63 ff.) ANNOUNCEMENT (of rule), DESCRIPTION (con
cept). See notes referred to in Index. The psychological function 
of pannatti, in connexion with nirutti (language) and adhivacana 
(designation) under niimarupa (name-and-form) is set out at D. ii. 
62-4. Twenty-four kinds of pannatti are enumerated in PugA., see 
summary given in Ppn. Ch. viii, n. 11. 
5. Vb. SAMPAJA.NA.TI TO BE FULLY AWARE, vbl. n. 
SAMPAJA.NANA ACT-OF-BEING-FULLY-AWARE, abs. n. 
SAMPAJANNA FULL AWARENESS. Meaning restricted to 
the knowledge of what one is doing at the moment, which knowledge 
must accompany unremitting mindfulness (M. i. 57); divided into 
four in the Commentary as' full awareness of (the action's) purpose
fulness, suitability, resort (i.e. material used), and subjective non
confusion (by wrong view)'. 
6. Vb. A.JANA.TI TO KNOW, vbL n. AJA.NANA ACT-OF
KNOWING, abs. n. ANNA. FINAL KNOWLEDGE (in the Ara
hant). The vb. often=jiiniiti as ' to know' (M. iii. 208), but the 
abs. n. always means the final-knowledge of exhaustion of taints 
declared by the Arahant. 
7. Vb. VIJA.NA.TI TO COGNIZE, vbl. n. VIJA.NANA ACT-OF
COGNIZING, abs. n. VINNA.lf A CONSCIOUSNESS. Loosely, 
the three words viniiana, citta and mano are synonymous (S. ii. 94-5) 
in the general sense of ' mind '. Technically, however, these three 
words diverge, and then viniia1;1,a becomes the bare ' consciousness ', 
considered separately from all concomitants, that is intended by the 
' Consciousness Category ', citta becomes ' cognizance ' or ' con
sciousness ' considered along with the affective, perceptive and 
volitional colourings that distinguish it subjectively, and mano 
becomes the 'sixth base in oneself', that is, 'mind' which goes to 
form, with ideas as its objective counterpart, the sixth pair of' bases 
contact' (see 'base' above). In order to keep these three distinct 
a,s far as possible in English as they are in the Pali, especially in their 
technical use, they have been rendered as stated, except that it 
was not always possible to be consistent with citta. See also 
sanjiiniiti. Viniia'IJ,<1, but not saniia, is an iinanca. 
7a. Vb. VINNAYATI TO INTIMATE (lit. to make cognized), 
caus. abs. n. VINNATTI INTIMATION. Signifies the com
munication of an intention to act, or of a meaning. Technically, 
classed as verbal and bodily, it is among the components of the 
rtipakkhandha (form category), in Vis. Ch. xiv. 
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8. Vb. SAGJANATI TO PERCEIVE, vbl. n. SA'GJANANA 
ACT-OF-PERCEIVING, abs. n. SANG.A PERCEPTION. While 
vitifiii'IJ,O, is the fifth of the ' five Categories ', sanfiii is the third. The 
ambiguity of the English words ' consciousness ' and ' perception ' 
has led some translators to render sanna by 'consciousness' and viii
iiat:i,a by 'perception'. A hint of what is ;eferred to may perhaps be 
got from the prefixes: while both viniia'IJ,O, and saiiiia are divided into 
the ' six bodies ', that is according as they are associated with the 
six pairs of' bases', the prefix vi- might be taken dissociatively as 
the division and distribution of bare (vi-)iiiia'IJ,O, over the six bases, 
while the prefix sarh- might be taken associatively as the perception 
of synthesis of the objective fields into ' things ' and ' percepts ' 
in each of the six pairs of bases. That there is a difference between 
'consciousness' and 'perception' so described will perhaps not 
be doubted, but which English word is rightly allotted to which Pali 
word the contexts must decide. Sanna is never an anaiica. 
There are other derivatives of ja, but since they are less important 
and do not occur in this work they need not concern us. 
Root VID (to know). This root has perhaps basically a slightly 
more subjective tone than root ja. While root ja is often extended 
fully to the subjective, root vii/, is extended likewise to the objective. 
Unlike root ja its nouns are more important than its verbs. Princi
pal derivatives are: 
1. VEDAN.A. FEELING seems the best rendering, since the 
meaning is restricted to the narrow meaning of affectivity, that is, 
pleasure (distinguished as bodily and mental), pain (likewise), and 
affective neutrality. 
VIJJ.A, 'science' might do, since the word has two uses: as (1) any 
science such as medicine, or even magic, and (2) the ' the three 
Sciences' namely, the last three of the '6 abhinfiii' (M. Sutta 4; 
see also above). In the first it has in fact been rendered usually 
here by SCIENCE, but in the second by TRUE KNOWLEDGE. 
AVIJJ.A. IGNORANCE has been retained to render this term, 
whose technical sense is always' nescience of the 4 Noble Truths'. 
VEDA. This has two quite distinct meanings: (1) the Brahmanical 
Books, and (2) EXPERIENCE or 'joyful acquaintanceship with' 
(e.g. M. i. 37). 
VIJJAM.ANA, AVIJJAM.ANA. These two words are often 
rendered by ' existing ' and ' non-existing ', but since that confounds 
them with roots as and bhu (see above under Bhava), it seemed 
preferable to use FACTUAL and NON-FACTUAL, which are 
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perhaps more accurate, since the root vid carries the sense of ' to 
find', and the 'non-factual' is 'unfindable'. 
Vb. NIBBINDATI TO BECOME DISPASSIONATE. Abs. n. 
NIBBIDA DISPASSION. Always used for the culmination of 
insight that 'leads to the emergence of the Noble Path'. Since 
the regular commentarial gloss is ukkat:i,(hati (to long for something 
higher), the rendering is an inadequate makeshift. The literal 
sense might be something like ' to withdraw true-knowledge from 
what is found by insight to consist only of suffering and delusion 
and to direct it upward to the attainment of cessation of craving 
(i.e. nibbana)'. 
Root CIT. This gives GITT A COGNIZANCE, CETO COGNIZ
ANCE ' HEART ', GET AN A CHOICE, as its principal derivatives. 
Citta is dealt with above under viniia'IJ,O, (q.v.). Ceto seems to be 
distinguishable only syntactically and not in meaning from citta, 
and that only in the nominative (as,'e.g. cetovimutti, where citta is 
idiomatically not used), but the oblique cases of ceto and citta are 
frequently used quite indiscriminately. All three are excellently 
covered in P.E.D. 
MANO. MIND has been used consistently for this for reasons which 
are given under viniia'IJ,O, (q.v.). 
SUKHA. (Lit. su=good, kha=state) PLEASURE has been used 
throughout. However, the word must be taken to extend to all 
kinds of bliss, even to the ' bliss of equanimity ' and to the ' bliss 
of nibbana' (see e.g. M. i. 90 and 400). 
DUKKHA. (Lit. du(r)= bad, kha=state.) Both PAIN and 
SUFFERING have been used for the noun, and PAINFUL for the 
adj. With its meaning fluctuating between gross physical and 
mental pain and the subtle general insecurity (hidden anxiety) 
of existence, it is virtually incapable of being rendered by one 
word. 'Unpleasure' (as used by Prof. I. A. Richards in his 
Principles of .Ldterary Criticism) would do, with the adj.' unpleasant', 
but the noun is not countenanced by the dictionaries yet. 
Lastly, there is the group of words: BRAHMA, BRAHMA, and 
BR.AH.MANA. The punning on these three words is both marked 
a,nd frequent. BRAHM.A is the name given to the' High Divinity' 
(see e.g. M. Sutta 49 and D. Sutta 11), while the adj. BRAHMA 
has the meaning of ' perfect ' in the sense of the divine perfection 
of the High Divinity (e.g. the four brahma-vihara or ' divine abid
ings', brahma-yana ' divine vehicle': S. v. 4). The etymologists' 
connexion of the word BRAH1lf,A1YA--a 'Brahman', member of 
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8. Vb. SAGJANATI TO PERCEIVE, vbl. n. SA'GJANANA 
ACT-OF-PERCEIVING, abs. n. SANG.A PERCEPTION. While 
vitifiii'IJ,O, is the fifth of the ' five Categories ', sanfiii is the third. The 
ambiguity of the English words ' consciousness ' and ' perception ' 
has led some translators to render sanna by 'consciousness' and viii
iiat:i,a by 'perception'. A hint of what is ;eferred to may perhaps be 
got from the prefixes: while both viniia'IJ,O, and saiiiia are divided into 
the ' six bodies ', that is according as they are associated with the 
six pairs of' bases', the prefix vi- might be taken dissociatively as 
the division and distribution of bare (vi-)iiiia'IJ,O, over the six bases, 
while the prefix sarh- might be taken associatively as the perception 
of synthesis of the objective fields into ' things ' and ' percepts ' 
in each of the six pairs of bases. That there is a difference between 
'consciousness' and 'perception' so described will perhaps not 
be doubted, but which English word is rightly allotted to which Pali 
word the contexts must decide. Sanna is never an anaiica. 
There are other derivatives of ja, but since they are less important 
and do not occur in this work they need not concern us. 
Root VID (to know). This root has perhaps basically a slightly 
more subjective tone than root ja. While root ja is often extended 
fully to the subjective, root vii/, is extended likewise to the objective. 
Unlike root ja its nouns are more important than its verbs. Princi
pal derivatives are: 
1. VEDAN.A. FEELING seems the best rendering, since the 
meaning is restricted to the narrow meaning of affectivity, that is, 
pleasure (distinguished as bodily and mental), pain (likewise), and 
affective neutrality. 
VIJJ.A, 'science' might do, since the word has two uses: as (1) any 
science such as medicine, or even magic, and (2) the ' the three 
Sciences' namely, the last three of the '6 abhinfiii' (M. Sutta 4; 
see also above). In the first it has in fact been rendered usually 
here by SCIENCE, but in the second by TRUE KNOWLEDGE. 
AVIJJ.A. IGNORANCE has been retained to render this term, 
whose technical sense is always' nescience of the 4 Noble Truths'. 
VEDA. This has two quite distinct meanings: (1) the Brahmanical 
Books, and (2) EXPERIENCE or 'joyful acquaintanceship with' 
(e.g. M. i. 37). 
VIJJAM.ANA, AVIJJAM.ANA. These two words are often 
rendered by ' existing ' and ' non-existing ', but since that confounds 
them with roots as and bhu (see above under Bhava), it seemed 
preferable to use FACTUAL and NON-FACTUAL, which are 
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perhaps more accurate, since the root vid carries the sense of ' to 
find', and the 'non-factual' is 'unfindable'. 
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NIBBIDA DISPASSION. Always used for the culmination of 
insight that 'leads to the emergence of the Noble Path'. Since 
the regular commentarial gloss is ukkat:i,(hati (to long for something 
higher), the rendering is an inadequate makeshift. The literal 
sense might be something like ' to withdraw true-knowledge from 
what is found by insight to consist only of suffering and delusion 
and to direct it upward to the attainment of cessation of craving 
(i.e. nibbana)'. 
Root CIT. This gives GITT A COGNIZANCE, CETO COGNIZ
ANCE ' HEART ', GET AN A CHOICE, as its principal derivatives. 
Citta is dealt with above under viniia'IJ,O, (q.v.). Ceto seems to be 
distinguishable only syntactically and not in meaning from citta, 
and that only in the nominative (as,'e.g. cetovimutti, where citta is 
idiomatically not used), but the oblique cases of ceto and citta are 
frequently used quite indiscriminately. All three are excellently 
covered in P.E.D. 
MANO. MIND has been used consistently for this for reasons which 
are given under viniia'IJ,O, (q.v.). 
SUKHA. (Lit. su=good, kha=state) PLEASURE has been used 
throughout. However, the word must be taken to extend to all 
kinds of bliss, even to the ' bliss of equanimity ' and to the ' bliss 
of nibbana' (see e.g. M. i. 90 and 400). 
DUKKHA. (Lit. du(r)= bad, kha=state.) Both PAIN and 
SUFFERING have been used for the noun, and PAINFUL for the 
adj. With its meaning fluctuating between gross physical and 
mental pain and the subtle general insecurity (hidden anxiety) 
of existence, it is virtually incapable of being rendered by one 
word. 'Unpleasure' (as used by Prof. I. A. Richards in his 
Principles of .Ldterary Criticism) would do, with the adj.' unpleasant', 
but the noun is not countenanced by the dictionaries yet. 
Lastly, there is the group of words: BRAHMA, BRAHMA, and 
BR.AH.MANA. The punning on these three words is both marked 
a,nd frequent. BRAHM.A is the name given to the' High Divinity' 
(see e.g. M. Sutta 49 and D. Sutta 11), while the adj. BRAHMA 
has the meaning of ' perfect ' in the sense of the divine perfection 
of the High Divinity (e.g. the four brahma-vihara or ' divine abid
ings', brahma-yana ' divine vehicle': S. v. 4). The etymologists' 
connexion of the word BRAH1lf,A1YA--a 'Brahman', member of 
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the 'priestly-divine' (Brahrnatµ1,, 'Brahman') Caste-is too well 
known to need quoting here (see e.g. MA. ii. 418 for a Buddhist 
version and I_lgveda x. 90 for a Brahmanical version). Given the 
importance and frequency of these puns in the Pali and given the 
fact that a parallel set of words exists in English, it could be argued 
that not to use the latter would be to fail to give the most effective 
and closest rendering possible. This is therefore claimed in justifica
tion for the rendering of BRAHMA (the-or a-Brahma-God) by 
HIGH DIVINITY, of BRAHMA (' divinely perfect', pure) by 
DIVINE (adj.), and of BR.AHMA~A (' the priestly Brahman 
Caste ' or a member of it, or else one whose ' recluseship ' gives 
him the pureness of the Brahma World) by A DIVINE (n. and adj.) 
and DIVINE-CASTE (adj.). 

APPENDIX II 

APPENDIX II.-COSMOGRAPHICAL SKETCH 

ARUPABHAVAl 

4 Aruppa=Aruzxibrahmawka 

4. NEV ASA:&:&ANASANNAYATANA2 

(Neither perception nor non-perception) 
3. AKI:&cA:&:&AYATANA 

(Nothingness) 
2. VI:&:&ANA:&CAYATANA 

(Infinite"ness of Consciousness) 
1. AKAsANA:&CAYATANA 

(Inf. of space) 

4 .. 

RUPABHAVA' 
Rupabrahmawka 

5 Suddhavasa (Pure Abodes) 
Akanittha 
Sudas~i 
Sudassa 
Atappa 
Aviha 

Asafifia (Non-percipient) 
Vehapphala 

3. '"subhakinna 
2. Abhassa~~ 

1 {Mahabrahma 
Brahmaparisa 

KAMABHAVA 

Devawka 

6 Sagga (Paradise Heavens) 

Paranimmita vasa vatti 
Nimmanarati 
Tm,ita 
Yama.5 

Tavatimsa6 

Catumaharajika7 

Manussatta 

Manussa (human beings) 

Apiiya 

Asura-sambhava.na (demons) 
Pettivisaya (ghosts) 
Tiracchanayoni (animals) 
Niraya (hells)=Yamaloka 

341 

Vokiira3 

4-v. 

. 

} 5-v. 

-1-v. -

> 5-v. 
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4-v. 
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} 5-v. 

-1-v. -

> 5-v. 
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1 Planes of the four formless (arupa) jhanas. Not ?iven any ']oration' 

(owing to 'infiniteness'). 
2 Otherwise called 'Acme of Existence' (bhavagga). 
3 The 'one-constituent' has only the rupakkhandhas, 'four-r.' has only 

the other 4. 
4 Planes of the 4 form (rupa) jhanas. Dominating many world systems. 
5 Level of the summit of Mt. Sineru. 
6 Ruled by Sakka Ruler of Gods. 
7 Level of the Moon and Sun. 
8 The whole is determined (sankhata), impermanent (anicca), mundane 

(lokiya), etc., and constitutes the 'round of rebirths' (sam8ara). Sources: 
Vibhanga (Dhammahadaya-vbh.) and Vis. Ch. vii. For the individual 
'world-system ' (cakkava[a) see Ch. v, n. 59. As the '9 Abodes of Creatures' 
see Ch. iv, § 44. 




